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-  I. IIWRODUCTION

The operations of the harae-hased Bomber Coromand of the Royal Air Force
during the German Var of 1939-1945 owe their historical significance to the
fact that they were an experiment in the use of air pov/er as a principal
and 'independent' v/eapon of Offence,
they were by no means an improvisation,
and the resultant inability of other British forces to strike directly at
German power on the continent of Europe did, indeed, give to Bomber Command
an unexpected impetus and did allow it to conduct its experiment in almost
laboratory conditions of isolation,
already prepared evolution, which the isolation magnified but did not
distort.

But, although they were an experimen

But the impetus merely accelerated an

t,
The defeat of France in 1940

For Bomber Comraand was the supreme expression', and its operations were
the first serious test of an established British belief that, for an
unmilitary island Poiwer closely neigl'ibcured by great continental military
states, an 'independent' Air Force is an essential weapon,
the ejqjression of a considered doctrine of raerial warfare,

sceptical as to the possibility of aerial defence, i-equired that in any
major war the greatest possible part of the nation's strength in the air
should be employed upon offensive operations aimed directly at the enemy's
air power and v/ar economy,
to the general v/ar plan, but in all other respects it should be a campaign
on its own, quite distinct from the concurrent operations of the other
Services,

it would sacrifice most of the effectiveness with which the peculiar
characteristics of aircraft endow it if it were consistently subordinated
to the designs of the Army of the Navy,
at the very roots of the enemy's belligerent pov/er could it exploit to the
full its special capabilities,
decisive, the most prompt and the most econanical, of all wea.pons.

This doctrine had its origins in the Y/ar of 1914-1918 and its growth
was encouraged by the changes which the twentieth century brought in the art
of war.

populanly expounded, it was indeed logical enougli.
converted war into a battle of machines and scientific instruments,

had thus made the capacity to wage viar dependent upon the industry which
manufactured and the transport system which distributed those machines and
those instrL-unents. It had at the same time produced, in the bombing aircraft,
a means of striking directly at this industry and this transport system.
Surely then, if a sufficiently large number of bombers could be directed

against a sufficiently large number of vital industrial and transportation
targets, the enemy's pov/er to carry on a v/ar must speedily be crippled at
its source.

It was thus

The doctrine,

This offensive must, of course, be subordinated

It might on occasion turn aside to assist those operations, but

Only by striking on its own

Then it would prove at once the most

Reduced to its simplest terms, to the terms in which it was
Modern science had

It

Expressed in these simple terms, it was a plausible and seductive

Hov/ f£U' in the more complicated conditions of actual warfarethe ory.
defensive measures might after all diminish or even destroy its validity,
could, before 1939, only be guessed at: how difficult an operation effective
long-range bombing on the grand scale was in fact to prove, few people ha.d
yet realised,

imagination than in experience,
bomber squa^drons had again to be prejjared against a renewed challenge frcTi:
Germany, the only reliable experience available, even to the Air Staff, was
that gained in the War of 1914-1918, a Vfar in which bambing had played a
limited and subsidiary part and long-range bombing of industrial objectives
had been a belated and stunted effort.

For the theory was, of necessity, rooted more in
Indeed, when from 1934 onwards Britain's

Now the operations of Bomber Command from 1939 to 1945 v/ere governed
to a quite remarkable degree by the plans, the organisation, and the

equipment decided upon during the years 1934 to 1939, and those plans,

/thatG. 178268
:T
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that organisation, and that equipment were in their turn no less clearly
derived fran the ambitious theories and the scanty experience of 1914-1918.
Thus, the operations of 1939-1945 can be correctly understood only after a
cireful study of the decisions taken between 1934 and 1939.,. and those
decisions can only be judged aright by takins into consideration the
War of 1914-1918.

The aim of this narrative will, therefore, be, first, to outline the
grovrth during the War of 1914-1918 of this doctrine of the 'independent'
use of air power and to examine Twhat little experience there v/as by which
it could be tested; next, to consider briefly the effects of the following
fifteen years of economy and disaimaraent; then to study the plans,
organisation, and equipment decided upon betv/een 1934 and 1939 in the
light of this earlier history; and, finally, to describe in detail the
conduct and the results of the experiment during the yeaxs of war from
1939 to 1945.

V

G. 178268
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II. THE BACKG-EOUND TO BOIfBEE COMvLUC): (i) TBE v7xiE OF I914-I9I8

New The years 1914-1918 began a far-reaching change in the

technique of v>?ar by introducing two weapons, the submarine and
the aircraft, which could operate in three dimensions,
of these v/eapons created a new and most serious defence problem
for Great Britain.

Each

Of the two, the submarine was then the more

T/eapions

preseint and the more- deadly menace, for by 1914 it had reached
a more mature stage of development than the aeroplane and during
the last two years of the 1/ar it came near to cutting those sea
communications upon which, since the Industrial Revolution, the
British Isles have depended for the daily bread of their people
and th- raw materials of their industry.

Aircraft

ancTErRish menace.
defence

problems

Potentially, however, the aeroplane carried a yet deadlier
Unlike the submarine, it could attack targets on land

as well as targets at sea. It was a weapon, and the only weapon,
which might break through that iminunity from direct attack which
superior sea power had hitherto assured to an island nation.
How far it could do so, depended of course largely upon its
range and endurance, but already these were extending rapidly.
Even by June 191? London, cis its inhabitants learned to their cost,
was within reach of the Got has from Ghent. Little more than a *
year later the Royal Air Force took delivery of the first three
Handley pe.ge four-engined bombers, v/Mch were capable of attacking
Berlin from bases in East AJ’iglia.
of bombers from airfields in, say, Western Germany might be able
to reach not only London but also the industrial North and iviidlands,
perhaps even the Y/estern ports and the western sea-approaches of
the United Kingdom,
aeroplanes might be able to join the submarines in attacking the
vital arteries of Britain's sea-borne trade and in addition to

strike on their own at her industrial centres, her inland
coraffiunica.tions, and the morale of her civil population.

Clearly, before long a fleet

The tine looked not far distant Yvhen bombing

Air Supremacy

as vital~as 191?^ "air supremacy may,
so a supremacy defence of the Empire as sea supremacy’

hold her place in the world, or even to preserve her independence,
she must become a great Air Pov/er as well as a great Sea Power.
This lesson, burned into British memories by the German aeroplane
raids of 1917, was never entirely forgotten even in the years of
economy and disarmament v/hich followed the Armistice of 11 Noverber
1918.

In the future, then, as General Smuts predicted in August,
become as important a factor in the

•  If Britain was tr-

It depends
on offence'

not defence, clear and less emphatic.

T/hat exactly did this air supremacy implji* How was it secured
and how retained? Here the teachings of 1914-1918 mre far less

That it imust be won and held by offence
Inadequacy rather than by defence and by long-range bombers rather than by*
of 1914-8~ short-range fighters seemed reasonably certain. But as to what
experience problems such bcriibing would encounter and what tactics and techniqu

what equipment and training, would be required to solve them, the
experience of those years gave at best only partial, hesitant, and
unproved ansY/ers.

1914-8

"■an Army
For, from the air point of view, the Jar- of 1914-18 v;as

pred'coinantly "an Army Co-operation Y/ar". (^)
Co-opera- almost inevitable.
tion War", than eleven years and they v/eie as yet incapable of playing on

Their carrying capacity-Y/as

This Y;as, indee

their o^Yn^ am active part in war.

d.
In 1914 aeroplanes had been in existence less

negligible and it Y/as only in recent months that the first
/experiments

(1) Sir ■',7. Raleigh and H,A.Jones, The War in_the_Air (British Official
History, Oxford, 1922-37, 6 vol,s. ;^Tus~I vol." of appendices to
vol.VI, VI, Appendix II.

(2; J.C.Slessor, Air PoY/er and Armies (London 1936) p.l26.G. 178268
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experiments had been made in arming them ¥/ith machine-guns
and in dropping small bombs fi-om them. They were, therefore,
a means of observation, not a weapon of offence. Accordingly,

■  they h£Ld to be given an ancillary role and even in England,
Yihere it had been, intended originally that the air forces

.  should^form a single Service, the military and naval wings
had drifted apart and become separate, subordinate, branches
of the older Services, the Roytd Plying Corps of the Army
and the Royal Raval Air Service of the Navy, (l) Moreover,
the range of aeroplaries was still too short for then to
co-operate with the fleet, so that when.the War broke out the
R.N. A. S. was still experimenting to find some v^a.y in which it
might usefully employ itself,
had one very definite use for
Hence, because it knew v/hat it wanted and because what it

wanted was within the present capacity of the aeroplane, the
claims of the Arriy upon, the slender supplies available
given priority over, all others. This p.riority gre?/ in the
succeeding years to something approaching monopoly, for, while
the R.N.A.3. was still experimenting, the iVrmy was expanding
rapidly and was, in addition, continually discovering new ways
in which aircraft could assist it in the field,
growing demand taxed to the utmost an aircraft industry and a
training establishment as immature as the aeroplane itself.
As a result, not only was the great majority of aircraft and
of pilots absorbed by the work of Army Go-operation but also
the policies, the techniques, the types of aircraft,
i or other tasks v/ere slow to develop and baiibing, pairticul
long-raaige bombing, attracted only a belated attention.

On the other hand, the Axtlvj
the R.P.C, - reconnaissance.

Y/ere

This ever-

suitable

arly

Ob;a

a^^
fid'vting
tha- x\riraaiy
duties

■vat ionJ X

ir
For this Axmiy Co-operation War- was an Army Go-operation

War of a somewhat peculiar chai-acter. It was fought mainly
on the 7/estern Front, above a nea-’row belt of land'where for
four years the opposing armies were locked in static trench-
warfare, ’Where massed artillery dominated the eartii, and the
fighter aeroplane was queen of the skies. Iri it the first duty
of the air forces was either to observe or to fight.

3 were either 'Corps'
,  engaged in spotting and photographing for the guns

and on contact patrols and ground attacks for the infantry,
else single-seat fighters employed to protect these 'Coi-ps'
machines and to shoot down those of the enemy.

The
overwhelming majority of the aeroplane
machine s

or

Doctrine
of the
offensive

No'../ it is true that, out of this struggle betv/een the
fighters, the R.F. G. evolved a doctrine•both of the nature of
aerial warfare and of the methods by v/hich air supremacy might
be secured. The doctrine was expounded^ in September 1916 in a
nemoranduiu by Major-General Trenchard. Oj This began with
the argument that even if "we had an unlimited number of
machines for defensive purposes, it v/ould still be impossible
to prevent hostile machines freau crossing the line if they
were determined to do so, simply because the sky is too large
to defend, the area of escape is practically unl'imited,
and... the aeroplane is fighting in three dimensions," Thus
"the aeropl.ane is not a defence agcdnst the aeroplane":
is an offensive, not a defensive, weapon. It follows that,
since the enemy's air forces cannot be warded off by defensive
me asure s,
offensive".

it

they-must be drawn- off by "a relentless and incessant'
The true answer to enemy air attack is, then,

"to increase our ov/n offensive, to go farther afield", to fight
the enemy well behind his own lines and compel him to divert his
aircraft from offence to defence.

/Such
(1) The War in the Air. I. c. 5.
(2) See memorandum by Mr. Winston Churchill, 21 October 191? - ibid.,

yi. Appendix lY. ' '
(3) Ihid. , II. Appendix IX; also, ibid. , il.~ 251-9.see

C. 1781k
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Implica-
t ion 3'‘•of

this

doctrine

Such a doctrine was likely, to make the bomber force the
essential instrument in the struggle for air supremacy. if
bombing could be made heavy and accurate enough to threate
vital damage, it v/ould, better than anything else, canpcl the
enemy to withdraw large forces to defend objectives, inside his
uerrito:pr. if pt could then reach out farther afield to the
industries and transport centres of the enemy's hom.eland, it
might dra,Yif a large part of his air force altogether av/a.y from
the l;.ind battles. Then it would be no longer a subsidiary
adjunct to locaJ militai'y operations but a major campaign on it
own, a. separate of tensive against the ensmy's air power o.s a
whole and against the ultirna.te sources from Y\?hich all his fight
ing services derived their sti’ength.

;n

b

The SPF.C,
unable to

deve'1^5

The E.F.C. , ho'/vever, could never begin to e^qplore thes
wider possibilities. The demands of the Anny for more
observation ma^chines and for more fighters y/ere ince
insatiable.

ant fi

e

nd

To Satisfy those demands and at the same timje buiJ.d
up a powerful bombing force was more than the available
would permit arid

Army, had to rest content to interpret its doctidne of the
offensive in temis of the fighter rather thtmi of the bauber.

ss

resoui.'Ci.s

so the E.F.C., being under the control of the

them

Bombing by
the R.F.C.

As a result, bombing in the R.P.C,
reached maturity,
September 1915 that any serious attempt was made at organised
bombing carried out under ai centra.1 direction by pilots trained
for the work and by machines equipped vdth proper, though stil'
rudimentary, bembsights and bomb-release gear, (l) Thence
forward, ■although bombing become a normal feature of army
co-operation, the bombing force grew but sloY/ly,
of the 1,209 serviceable British aeroplanes
only 189 were bombers

was born la.te and nev
It Y/a.s not until the Battle of Loos in

In March

on the V/estern Fron

Size of
the force

t
as compared with 645 fighters and fighter-

X'econnaissance and 375 'Corps' ma.chines, (2) Even at the Armistice
there were no more than 401 out of 1,659.(3) Moreover, ne.ai’ly all
these bombers - I8I of thel89 and 37I of the 401 -
engined twe-seaters of no great range,
carry more than two 23O lb. bombs
neunbers. Daylight attacks, vdiich from Januarj'" I916 y/ere
f orrnation, (4) very seldan brought more than a score of then
together over the same tai’get
to be made

Yvere single-
the best of them unable to

They Y^ere sent out in amaJl
juauJ in

■c; YYhilst- night attacks, Yvhich began
regularly in Mexy 1916

Types and
tactics

,(5) -were alYvays carried out by
single laacnines flying at considerable intervals and attacking from
low levels. Thus, although the weight of the bombing attacks
increased steadily from 5“^ tons of bombs dropped in six days at
Loos in 1915 to 420 tons dropped in the* month of March I9I8 and
to 948 tons in the folloYJing August, (6) it was never,heavjr enough
to have more than a harassing value. - The accur3.cy nay be judged
from the confession of the G-eneral Officer Commanding the R.A.T
in Prance in June 1918 that ''mate.i'’ial damage from day bombing :i
I am afraid, very small and must remain so as long as it is
necessary to bomb from great heights(/^) at which an error of
1,000 yai’ds is not at all excessive; raate.rial damage from night

13,

Weight and.
accuracy

of attacks

/b embing

1) Ibid. , II. 117-8, 131-4.
2) Ibid.esr* j 17. Appendix XVI. The: figures quoted include the R.iX. A. 0.

Squadrons at Dunkirk but exclude the 8th Brigade's 3 Squadrons
at Ochey. , ,

0) , VI. Appendix XXVI. (4) ibid. ,11. I8I-83 and Appendix Vl.
(5) Ibid., II. 183-4, 257, 302-33.
(6) IbirL, li._ 133; Y/1.491.

within 24 hours was 50 tons.
(7) By this time most day bombing Yvas dons from betv/een 12,000 and

16,000 feet.

The greatest weight of banbs dropped

G-. 178268
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bombing is undoubtedly greater on suitable nights, but all
experience in this war shows that it is very seldom vital". (1)

Such bombing, if it v^/as to produce any appreciable results,
had to be concentrated upon a few particulai’ly sensitive objectives,
ind, since the banber force was controlled by the Army, these had
to be objectives close enough behind the enemy's lines for their
destruction to influence the local Isoad operations. So, throughout
the War, the bombers working with the British armies very seldom
penetrated as far as fifty miles behind the enemy's lines and in
the great majority of their raids went no deeper than fifteen or
twenty miles,

■was better appreciated, so their objectives grew steadily more
limited and more stereotyped, narrowing down to certain vital
radlv^ay centres and airfields, ?/ith dumps and billets to lend an
occasional variety. These targets, too, v;ere primarily ■A]rmy
targets, whose selection rested ul'timately vdth the Army rather
than with the adr service.

At the same time, as the value of concentration

Rmige and
targets

Limited
value of
this

experience

In these circumstances, array co-operation bombing was a very
inadequate preparation for a 'strategical' air offensive. The air
force commanders could gain little more experience in higher
strategy than the conmiander of an Army Corps or  a Battle Squadron.
Their planning was tactical end executive rather than strategical.
They required no separate system of specifically air intelligence,
for, their targets being Amy targets, they could rely upon the
Amy intelligence organisation and the routine reconnaissances of
the army co-operation squadrons to provide any information v/hich
their naps and the pilots' fa;aili.arity with the district could not
supply. Their problems in tactical organisation were comparatively
simple -vi/hen aeroplanes only flew singlj^ at night and 'when even in
heavy daylight raid no more than a couple of dozen bombers had to be
placed simultaneously over the same target. In technical natters,
too, the experience v/as distinctly limited. 'Short-distance raiding
called for no special navigational training or equipment and raised
no acute problems of meteorological forecasting. With the light
machines employed, only a few different types of relatively light
bombs could be used and the limited choice of targets did not
encourage experiment. Even upon the comparative jnerits of various
bombing techniques the evidence obtained was inconclusive and
Vi^hether high level day bombing was more effective against railways
than low level night bombing, or day bombing by fom'iation than day
bombing by indi-vidual aiming., were still open questions when the
Wca-' ended. O)

(2

a

)

Vfhile the E.E.C. had been getting more and more absoi-bed in
the short-range v/or’k of army co-operation, the R.N.A.3. had
become the chajnpions of long-range, strcutegical, bombing,
ambitions, herwever, v;ere continually cramped and frustrated.
Recurrent calls fran the R.E.C, foi' assistance the Western
Front(^) CQ-nbined with the Dardanelles caurapaign

Their

to deplete the

by the
R.R..i.d.

/Admiralty's

(1)
(2)

Ibid. , VI. Appendix XXX.
Carapare on this. The Value of a Centralised Air Force, p, 2 (part 12

of series of papers on the ^Role^df the"R7A.'’F7'in'War and the
Strategical Use of Air power', issued by the Department of the
Air Member for Training; June 1943). ; ,

‘ > VI. 411, quoting a report by the G. O.C, , R. A.F. in France;
see also ibid. , VI. Appendix X]ail.

.SlM. , I. 475-8; II, 447-8; III. 280-1. ’ ■
Ibid,, II. c. 1.

(3) Ibid

(4)
(5)
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Adr.liralty's aeroplane force;
nachines for short-range work with the. Army delayed the
production of, heavier bombers with adc^quate endurance; (l)
and early in 1915 the appearance of Zeppelins on Belgian
airfields and of U-Boats in Belgian ports gave the naval
airmen ample work to do nearer home.

the tremendous demand for

As a result, their
bcmbing experience during the first years of the 'Har did not
differ very markedly frcr.i that of the R.F.O. Most of it Y;as
gained in small scale, short-range raiding from Dunkirk and,
although the primary targets of these.. attacks were the Zeppelin
sheds, shipyards, and U-Boat bases in western Belgium, a great
part of the effort v/as in fact drawn off into the conmion round
of bombing railY/ays and airfields to assist the local armiea(k)

'■rly
raids on

Germ any~

Sa Nevertheless, these Dunkirk operations bore witness to the
Admiralty's faith in the offensive possibilities of bombing and
they had displayed even earlier a desire to carry the offensive
'farther afield'. In late September and early October 1914,
just before Antwerp fell to the Geraans, single naval aerop].a
had made three raids from that city against Zeppelin sheds in
the Rhineland; (.3J November 1914 three naval aeroplanes,
carrying tvi/elve 20 lb. bombs between them, had raided
Friedrichshafen from Belfort; (4)
and Michaelmas I9I6 eleven gallant but unfruitful attemps
a.gainst Zeppelin sheds in north-western Germany Yvere
seaplanes tcucen in ccoriers to the Heligoland Bight,

ne

and between Clrristmas I914

e^ryde by

s

The Luxeuil^  Such enterprises ’were too ombitious for the primitive
lYing, 1916-7 types and scanty numbers of naval aircraft available during the

earlier yaai>s of the T/ar. In 1916 havfcver, the evacuation of
the Dardanelles and the transference of hme defence
responsibilities to the War Office set free
of machines,

a certain number

v/hilst the appearance of new types of aeroplanes
brought Yi/ithin reach of air attack the ironv/orks of Lorraine,
YVhich 3iianufantured iTiuch of the steel from Yvhich U-Boo.ts
made.

were

So, in the spring of I916, the Admiralty arranged v/ith
the French for a Wing of these new juachines - there were
eventually to be a hundred of them - to be based at
for operadions against Lorraine and the
was this the limit of their ajubitions;
"tho.t the Navy should keep an effective force
bombers in Frarce (to include Dunkirk)".

:euil
6Sa-ar valley.

In October they proposed
of at least 200

Nor

Its Once again, hov/ever, the ^idiniralty proposed end the War
Aeroplanes and engines h.ad to be transferred

during the summer to aussist in the Sornme ■
offensive and as a result the Luxeuil \7ing wa.s too weak to
begin raiding before 12 October 1916, YYhilst even at the end
of the year its strength Ywas only 47 aircraft,
i^aids by escorted fon:i ,ations of free nine to fifteen bombers,
supplemented by single aircraft
ironvi/orks end factories

seventj’" guiles anross the German lijies, but' in these only the
very fringe of the problems involved in a sustained, long-range
offensive was touched upon. The results achieved viere almost

Office disposed,
to the R.F.C.

A number of

t night, Yvere made upon
■in the Savur valley, some sixty or

operations

/entirely

(1) Ibid., III. 254) 259, 266-7.
(2) Ibid. , II. 340-1, 349-
(3) IbicD , I. 389-90.

I. 395-401.
I. 402-5; II. 358-61, 396-9, 402-3, 420-1.

(6) For the Luxeuil i7ihg, see ibid. , I. 487-8; II. 278-8I, 353;
VI. 118-22.

426-51; IV. c. 3.P 7

(4)
(5)

Ibid-• ?

Ibid• ^
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entirely unknown and the experience gained Avas inconclusive,
interrupted, and fragmentary,
stopped all operations between November I9I6 and Ivlarch 191?
and by the latter date the Wing had barely a month to live.

Bad weather practically

Its dis-

bandment
It was Sir Douglas Haig,

who delivered its death bloTA’-.
the British Army commander,
Paced by a dangerous revival

of German fighter strength on the Western.Front, he
regarded the Luxeuil Wing as an ineffective luxury v/hich

served only to divert resources from more vital tasks with

the j:trrny and which threatened '''to compromise■ the success of
my operat ions ’’.
200 bomber plan in October, I9I6, he put fonvard in
November his own claim for twenty additional fighter
squadrons as an essential minirnrun if air superiority over the

Finally he

iifter successfully opposing the Admiralty's

Western Front was to be maintained in I9I7.
assured the Admiralty that no .German squadrons had been
withdrawn from the British section of the Front as a result
of the Luxeuil operations and that it was "highly improbable
that the output (of the Saar factories) has been seriously
affected". This verdict, though honest, v/as certainly
ill-informed, for the small and interrupted attacks of the
naval bombers had actually caused a 30;o drop in output at
some works and had compelled the -Germans "to .divert
aeroplanes, labour, and material to the be.ginnings of
widespread schemes of home defence",
reinforced by the generalisation, draivn from the limited
experience of the R.F.C. , that "long-distance bombing as a
means of defeating the; enemy is entirely secondary to the
above requirements (of the ;\rmy): its success is far more
doubtful and, even when successful, both theory and
practice go to show that usually its results are
cornparatively unimportant". (-1)
could onl3'- abandon their enterprise.

Nevertheless, it wa

..-ifter this, the Admiralty
apart from a

s

'reprisal' attack upon Freiburg on 14th April 1917j there
were only one or t\70 night raids by single aeroplanes after
the end of March and in May the Wing awis finally disbanded.

Obstacles
to further

development

The fate of the Luxeuil Wing shcAA^ed yet again that
the predominating influence of air fightin, and army
co-operation on the Western Front AArould not only pre\''8nt
the R.F.C, from 'going further afield' but Avould also cut
short any attempts of the R.N..., L
and supply vrere controlled by the War Office and the
Admiralty this state of affairs seemed likely to continue.
The iirmy had little zeal fox’ bombing outside its immediate

The Admiralty, though eager to bomb Germany,
AYished to do so chiefly in order -to destroy objectives of
importance to the Navy and tliis limitation of outlook
weakened their case against the more ui'gent demands for the

There was no Ministr/ to voice the claim

So long as air policy

are as,

Wfestern Front,
that air power might now be c-apabic of effectively
conducting "extensive operations far from, and independently

, both Army and Navy"(2) and it needed a shock from outside
the Services, a shock which stirred, into action an
authority above their higher commands, to produce that Avider
use of air poAA'er toAYards v/hich theory and imagination, -mre
beginning to point,
daylight raid on London by ilemian aeroplanes on I3 June 1917»

of

.The shook v/as given by the first

This -was not by any means the first Genman air attackGerman air
raid's' on~
Br i t a in.) JTh
Zeppelins_
1915^:

upon Great Britain, but until IvAy 191/,all those attacks
had been the v/ork of Zeppelin airships'a3) and all had

/occurred
l)_I'bid. , VI. 122.
2) 'The Y/ords quoted axe from General Smuts' Report of

17 August 1917 -ib.idx,..3 VI. Appendix II. -
(3) -Except for a fe\i "tip and run" raids upon the Kentish and

East imglian coasts.G. lVb2bB.
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Zeppelin raids, the first long-occurred by night. These
range bombing offensive in history, had, despite the
difficulties which they encountered in the w’eather, in navigation,
and in locating their targets, made the British government and

people nervously alive to the potentialities of aerial borabardment.

During 1919 and I9I6 in Ii2 raids, representing no more than some-
160 individual airship sorties and dropping no more than I50 tons
of bombs, 501 people had been killed, 1,221 inrjured, and

material dcunage inflicted to the value of .il,/fJ-0,l-09"
Work in factories and on the raily/ays had been considerably
interrupted, jjublic confidence had several times been noticeabl)^
shaken, and 17,1-31 officers and laen, -with some 400 guns and as
many searchlights, had been kept in England upon anti-aircj;’-.d‘t

duties. Moreover, at the very time vmen Sir Douglas Haig was
pressing for his twenty additional fighter squadrons for the

Western Front, the Zeppelins were tying do’.m to home^ defence
no less than fourteen such squadrons of the R.F.C
an impressive demonstration of the diversionary value of a long
distance air offensive, oven on a su’all scale. On the other

hand, the peculiar vulnerability of these clumsy and gigantic
gasbags made it possiole to counter, and by the autumn of I9I6
apparently to defeat, their attacics by defensive measures alone.

The aeropl.ane v/as a defence against the Zeppelin and, long
before Britain had bombers to spare for a counter-offensive,
tiie defending fighters had taicen the airship's measure.

(3) it was

The daylight raids of the Englandge3chwader (Bombing
Squadron No. 3) of twin-engined Gotha'aeroplanes were,
however, a totally different matter. It v/as not only that in
their first London raid on I3 June I9I7 a raei’e fifteen of

these machines caused material damage valued at £125,933s inciua-

ing direct hits on Liver'pooi Street station and the destruction of
two trains,' nor that in a fe^w minutes,

within sound of Dovming Stree'c and fnitel-all, they inflicted

heavier casualties (145 killed, 382 injured) in London than all
the seven earlier raids by a total of nine Zeppeeliris. (5) *

in broad daylight, and

The first

daylight
aeroplane

raids,_
1917

r/hat was so peculiarly alarming Y/as the complete failure
of the defences. For the guns, the C-othas v;ere too small an

Failure

of 'the

defences

d
or the fighters, interception was

England being an island and the Gothas not having
'  kindly habit of announcing their departure by

seldom be detected until they vrere
This meant that, as London was so near

too elusive a target,
difficult.

the Zeppelins
wireless, the raiders could
already at the coast,
to the NarroY/ Seas, the 'Zothas,

flying at 15,000 feet or more, w'-ei'e
capital before 'bhe defending aeroplanes
up to their level. i'my increase in the bombers' range and

speed - the Gothas could make little more than eighty miles an
hour - 'v/'ouid accentuate tuis problem by giving them a wider choice

eriucing the time be'b?;een their approach to
imd, even Y/hen

the ’Gothas, eacZi armed wi'th three
gun!? and all flying in strict formation

unequal adversaries for t/iie con'bemporary i
June 13 they vrere littl.e disturbed by the unco-ordinated assaults
of individual pilots. The lesson of 'bhe Western Front, tnat the

aeroplane is an offensive, not a defensive, weapon and that some

coming from near Ghent and
Yrell on their way to the

could take off and climb

of objectives and by r
the coast and their arriv:i.l ovei- their target.

interception was achieved,
machine were not

and onL

/at

(1) Ibid.,
(2) Ibid.,
(3) Ihid. ,
(.!-) Ibid._,

III cc 2, 3; V cc 1, 2.
III. Appendix III Table A; V. appendix I Table A.
III. 100-3, 152-83, 254-7; V. 5, H-2.

V. cc. 1, 2. The Gothas Y/ere later reinforced by a
fev; multi-engined Giants.

(5)^Ihid. , V. Appendix II.
IL 178268.
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at least of an attacking force will alv/ays get through the

defences, seemed to apply no less to homo defence.

In the light of later events this conclusion appears
over-hasty and the alarm somcv-hat exaggerated.
Englandgeschwader was a small force, never very liberally
supplied \7ith reserves, and by the end of August 1917 the

re-organised and strengthened British defences had taken
such toll of its machines that it was forced to abandon

daylight raiding and to resort to attacks by night,
night attacks in their turn met with much initial success,
but early in the New Year, before the defences had again
been fully reorganised, they too were suspended as the

Germans began to husband their resources for their coming ,
spring offensive on the Western Front,
night raiders measure themselves in strength against defences

properly organised to meet them: and on this occasion, on

the'night of 19/20 May 1918, they lost eight of the forty-
three bonfoers sent out upon the most ambitious of their

attempts.

The

These

Only once did the

The later

day naA(^
and the

night raids

Thus, as so often in the history of bombing, the
In the sivnmer of 1917,

Effects of

the early
raids.

defenders' v/orst fears proved liars.
ho¥/cver, those fears were very present and the events which

T.-ere to belie them still lay in an uncertain future,
could not be assumed that the Go'rmans would not reinforce their

bombing squadron to truly formidable strength and  a second

daylight raid on London on July 7 sho*,ved the defences to be
Britain, despite the established
sho\rm to possess an Achilles '

It

as ineffective as on June IJ.

supremacy of the Royal Navy, was
heel in the vulnerability of London to air attack from across

London, as the capital city, as anthe Narrow Seas,

administrative and business centre, as a port, and as the home
of vitalof one-sixth of Britain’s civil population,

strategic importance,
range v/ere produced, the danger would spread to other ports

Behind the menace to London there loomed the

Yvas

Besidos, as aeroplanes of greater
and

to the Ilidlands.

shadow of a threat to the great industrial machine upon which th
Allies ' war-effort very largely depended.

0

Home Defence - the air defence of London and of Great
Britain - thus ceased to be a 'side-shov/' and took ran!<;

alongside the U-Boat campaign and the jestoi-n Front as one of
the major concerns of British strategy. it even outdid these

in urgency, for, as Sir william Robertson later reflected, "when
v/ar is afoot, the requirements of Home Defence, whether on land,
on sea, or in the air, vfill, except perhaps in the case of a

that v/hich occurred in March 1918,great crisis suen as

Home
Defence

be come3_
a major

s trategic

p rob levin

invariably have to be given precedence over requirements
connected with operations abroad".(1) Something had to be
done, therefore, to counter the menace of the Er^glandgeschwader.
Something had to be done no less to provide an authority
capable of supervising the air war as a whole, for in the
crisis ca.used by the daylight raids the lack oi such an

authority had compelled the Bar Cai^inet itself to assume detailed
cutive control. (2) Accordingly on July 11 a small

of which Lieutenant-(general Smuts was the leading
set up to consider these t\70 interlocked proolems

exe

committee,

member, was
of Air Defence and Air Organisation.

/General

(l) Soldiers and Statesmen, II. 18.
(2) The War in the Air, fv. Ipu-b, VI. c.1.V. c.l;

G. 17x268
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(1) dealt with Air DefenceGeneral Smuts' first Report
and is chiefly interesting to the present argument for its

revelation of how great a diversion of forces to defence could

be provoked bj'- a single long-distance bombing squadron,
second Report,(2) dated 17 August 1917, dealt with Air

'Organisation and is one of the most important documents in the
The air service, it maintained, had now

His

history of the R.A

The Smuts'

Report

outgrown the ancillary and subordinate role of its infancy and
'l.is far as can
tl -

was capable of acting extensively on its own.
at present be foreseen there is apparen i.ly no limit to the
scale of its future independent war use.
be far off when aerial operations with their devastation of

lands and destruction of industrial and lopulous centres

And the day may not

enemy

on a vast scale may become the principal operations of war, to
which the older forms of military and naval operations may
become secondary and subordinate". The primary purpose of an
air offensive would no longer be to drive the enemy's air forces
on to the defensive and to iveaken or divert his attacks from the

army co-operation machines at the front oi’ from the tovyns and
industries at home. It would rather be to destroy in his own

homeland the industries and communications which nourished all

his armed forces. The true offensive weapon of air power
vrould be the long-range bomber not, as on the Western Front,

But as ivir. Churchill afterwardsthe short-range fighter. ^
emphasised, (3; the operations of the long-range bombers mi.iso,
like those of fleets or armies, be related "to a definite Har

Plan for the air which again is combined with the general^bar
They would therefore require, General Smuts considered,

separate Air Ministry and Air Staff, for only
t "could properly
Only these could

Plan".

the creation of a

these could view the air war as a whole and
handle this new instrument of offence". '

propei-ly design its organisation, collect its intelligence,
elaborate its v/ar plans, train its personnel, specifj^ its

equipment, and guide its operations. Finally, with the
of this central authority, logic suggested the

services into a single unified and centralised
creation

fusion of the air

Air Force.

'.ms the firstHere then, in its most uncompromising foma,
clear statement of the theory of " indept.ndent'' air pov/er as
decisive weapon of war, of the theory i.pon which twenty years
later the Bomber Command 'experiiwent' vms to be based, ̂  But
General Smuts did not regard this theory as a vision of a

He believed that even in 191o air power, by
"its continuous and intense pressure against the chief
industrial centres of the enemy as well as on his lines of

communicationsj may forra an important factor in^Drxnging 
a ouc

7‘ith the grov/ing exhaustion of the belligerents
power, the ’/Tar would become more and more one of anus ana ^
machines and the influence of air attacks upon the industries

producing those arms and machines would increase correspon y.

Moreover, thanks to the second Air Board, the problems o  supp y,
which for so long had cramped the development of the air services,
seemed within sight of solution. It wms hoped thab by .ne
summer of 1916, after all ilrmy and Navy requirements had been

satisfied, there would remain "a great _ surp-lus ayaiiab.Le 
i or

independent operations." The ¥ar Cabinet on July
already resolved to double the operational strengtn 

o  e
air forces and to employ no less than forty squadrons in ^

Clearly, then, both General Smuts and the
experiment' might be attempted in

/The

a

distant future.

man

peace .

bombing Germany.
Cabinet expected that the
1918.

Hopes

for 1918

(l) Ibid., V. Appendix VI.
(2) Ibid., VI, Appendix II.

(3) Memorandiun of 21 October, 1917, -  VI. Appendix IV.

G. 178268.
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ThereThe expectation v/as doomed to disappointment,
naturally some hesitation over introducing revolutionary

changes at this most critical period of the \.'ar, and it was
until 1 January I9I8 that the air Ministry and Air Staff

came into existence nor, owing to fresh difficulties and

controversies, until the beginning of May that the air Staff
could settle undistracted to consider their bombing policy

and the types of aircraft required to carry it out.(l)
in any event, the bombing offensive could only have been
launched in the summer of 1918 by a more or less improvised
force,

scale offensive

T\ras

not

Thu

imd in fact it v/as never possible to launch a large

Delays and

disappoint-
ments

s,

-
vc, even with an improvised force,, at any time in
as early as the autumn of 1917 it become

from
1918. For,
clear that the existing, supply organisation, far
producing "a great surplus
unlikel;, even to complete the 66 squadrons authorised for the
Festern Front in December, I9I6. The most that could be done

in 1918 was to lay plans for 1919 and meanwhile very
the small and makeshift force 'which

ober 1917. (2)

of aircraft by the next summer, wa

gradually to strengthen
had already begun to raid Germany on 17 Oc

s

This Force^3; - knovm in the beginning as the fist ¥ing,
the 8th Brigade under Brfgadier-

Bombing
Germany

1917-_8j___
the 'In
dependent
Force'

then from 1 February 1918 as
General C.L. N. Newall, and from June 6 as th.; 'Indepe.ident
Force' under ivlajor-General Trenchard -
attention since its operations from Ochey were the bf'st

practical experience available to those v/ho later p anned the
From October 1917 until early

deserves some

role of Bomber Coimand.

May 1918 it consisted of only three squadrons - one squadron
,2b_night bombers, and one of
,  ’ On May 3 two squadrons of
A sixth squadron, of Handley

seventh, of Handley Pa^ges, on

of D.H..'7 day bombers, one of F.F.
naval Handley Page night bombers.
D.H.9 day bombers were added.
Pages, joined on August 9;
August 19; an eight, of Handley Pages, and a ninth, of
D.H. 9a's, on August ]>1; while in September the F. -'.JiVs were

replaced by Handley Pages and a fighter squadron arrived, though
its machines were too obsolescent ever to os used as an escort

a

for the bombers.

even in September andThe nominal strength of the Force,
thus never more than nine bovuber squadrons
(about 75 or 77 aircraft) and five of

- or about 125 bombers in all. vAi

Its small

October 1918, wassize

four of day bombers
night bombers (79 aircraft)
Its effective strength for the longer-distance raids was

even less than this, for the F.3.2b's could reach only the

nearer targets in Lorraine and the tv/o D.IL9 squadrons had to be
taken off the more distant operations‘ at the_end of August
owing to the poor performance and unreliability of their engines.
So, for the longer raids no more than seven squadrons were
available. Moreover, the night bombers were too slow and
vulnerable to be used i.i daylight and the day bombers never

operated by night, so taat the concentration of force in any one
raid v/as never very heavy. The night bombers, of course, made
their raids singly at considerable intervals and ''owi: g to ’che

supposed danger of collisions''(5) no more tn-ni one
ever employed on the same night against a single

ever

real or

squadron was
target.

/But

(iL^bid. , VI.
(2) Ibid., VI,
(3) 5

(4) Ibid. , VI. Appendix if/. The exact figures for the da.y
bombers do not appear to be given in the Official His ory.

- ibid. , VI. Appendix }LII.

cc. 1, 2.
126.

For its operations, see ibid., VT. C.1+ and Appendix XIII.

(5) Major-General Salmond

G. 178268.
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Its small But the Force was not only small in numbers and wealc in the
bamb-ioad concentration’ of its effort. Its bomb-load also was small.

'The single-engined F.E. 2b ' s andD.H.4's, originally designed
as twc-sea.ter fighter-reconnaissance machines for the Western

Front, could carry only two 112 lb. bombs; the D.H.9's and
D,H.9a's, modified versions of the D.H.4, only succeeded in
doubling this bomb-load at the cost of a seriously impaired
performance; and even the twin-engined Handley Pages took no
more than twelve 112 lb. banbs or their equivalent. (^)
meant, too, that the bomb-load had to be made up largely of

•  sma.ll bombs, 112 lb. and 230 lb. Their destructive effect

upon extensive or solidly built industrial targets and railways
was not great, unless they happened to score a direct hit upon
a vital part, vifhich in those days was bo no means easy,
was only towards the end of the War that the Handley Pages
began to use bombs of 500 lbs. , even on a few? occasions of
1,650 lbs., and then the experiment came too late and was
too small a scale for any clear lessons to be learned,

This

It

on

Influence Heavy and concentrated attacks were not, therefore.
Even a sustained and continuous offensive wasof the possible,

difficult to maintain, for machines often set out to bomb the
lihineland on'-y to find the Rhine valley hidden by mist or cloud,
while on many days.and nights the weather made it impossible to
attempt any operations at all or else allowed only short-range
operations. Raids upon targets other than airfields were, in
fact, attem.pted on only II4 of the 391 days between 17 October
1917 and 11 IJovember 1918 and on only 84 of the nights. D)
Furthermore, of the 3^181 sorties sent out during this period
upon such raids, 24 per cent turned back without dropping their
bombs, another 20-y per cent failed to reach any of their
allotted targets, and only 55y pen cent claimed to have reachjed

¥1/eat her

and bombed either their primary or theix’ secondany targets.
Of the 24 per cent which turned back without dropping their
bo-iibs, 14 per cent returned o?/ing to engine trouble;
all the other failures to bomb at till or to find the

almost

primajry

target were due to the weather.

Limitations ■ Finally, the Force had only a limited range.
of range better machines could not penetro-te more than I50

Even the

miles from
They could not, that is to say, .raid

rankfurt - Stuttgart.

their base at Ochey.
beyond the arc Cologne - The vital

centre of German war industry, the Ruhr valley, thus lay beyond
their reach.

T.^

There was, it is true, a v/ealth of important
objectives in the south-wfestern corner of Germany which was open
to their attack, but this vex-y v/ealth of opportunities was a
difficulty since few of the individual objectives were either
sufficiently vital or sufficiently vulnerable to the sort of
attacks this Force could malce to justify the concentration of a
sustained effort against them,
of the Force, and its dependence upon the v/eather, in fact, went
far to determine its bombing policy.

The range, bcmb-load, and size

Policy The framing of this policy revealed, even if it did not
and plans very thoroughly explore, an entirely new field of staff work

For the banbing of Germany, an 'air targets
of quite a nexv kind was needed, an intelligence

and intelligence,
intelligence

which could portray the strategic geography of the German war
economy; point out its basic industries and the 'key' factories

and CQimunications upon V/hich a whole chain of production
depended; and provide detailed information by which particular

/targets

(1) For details of these aircraft, see ibid. , VI. Appendix XXVII.
(2) For example, as late as 1935 the Air Staff and the A.O.C.-in-C. of

A.D.G.B. took exactly opposite views upon the value of heavy banbs
against industrial targets - 3.35247/llA and 12A.

(3) The \Ia.r in the Air, VI. Appendix XIII. For the 195
November II tTie figures Y/ere 86 days and 62 nights

days from May 1 t

t

G. 178268 o
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targets could be readily ond certcdnly located and their most vital
parts a.ttacked.
They had collected much information and in the summer of 1917 had
dravi/n up a bombing-plan which-was now. conimunicated to their
British- cdiie

Here something had oeen done alrea.dy by the Frenc

In this the- s'aprenie importance of the Ruhr

h.

heel of the Gemmn war econcmy as London
although the Ruhr

a means was suggested for
-For 80 per cent of the iron

which even in 1917

and the French plan wo.s to cut
supplies by continuous ,bmbing of scr.ie eight key railway

centrers. A year lat
elabGraded this plan^'^-/'

chemical works at Ludwigsho-fen and the chief industrial,
ctximercial, and corciLuni cat ions centres of the middle and upjper
Rhine , and emphasising-the L-nportancs of continuous, concentrated,
large-scale attack, methodically directed to the destruction of

,  each objective in turn.

industries,'the Achilles'

was of Britain's, was fully recognised and
lay for the present out of recnh,
starving it of its raw materials,

ore used in the Ruhr then coume from Lorraine,
was well -.vithin striking distrnc
off these

9

on 13 September 1918, Marshal Foch
adding to its. objectives the great

1

Ila j or-
General

It was c.Piainst these additional, longer-distance, targets
tha.t the Independent Force was intended to operate, though in fact,

'JlOlBg-hardls since the P.L. 2b's-could not reach so fair and the weather was often
.WLing too unfavourable for the other squadrons to do so, a considerable

i  was employed to supplement the attacks
shortex^ranged Fi’ench bombers upon the railway centres and
ea. of Lorx’aine. Hawever, with so weiik p. force and in such

aJor-General Trenchai'd recognised^

policy ■

aimed
part of the British effort
of the

primarily
to hai-ass

factorii

conditions that even in the
ene summer and autumn of 1918 only a very limited amount of material

could be inflicted and that it was useless to rltempt
sustained and continuous attack on one' large centre
until each centre was destroyed and the industricJL population
largely dispersed to other tov/ns.

damagie a

after another

"Sven", he wrote, "had the■

my

Force been still larger, it would not have been practical to
this out,
or five years, cwing to the
bombing by the v/eether".

car
unless the War h.bd lasted for at least another four

limitations imposed on long-range
He decided, therefore, "to attack as

ry

ma-ny of the large industrial centres as it was p-ossible t® reach".
Such attanks w-ould need larg
would have the

enemy forces to counter them and
greatest moral effect upon an already dispirited

population - an important consideration since "at present the
moral effect of bombing stands undoubtedly to the material effect

■  in a proportion of 20 to 1".

Attacks on
airfields made

Such a policy, though undoubtedly the wisest in the circumstances,
an already-light-weight attack still lighter by diffusing it

over .a wide are a. ‘
the
of forces

more serious distraction.

This diffusion Y;as yet further increased by
need to bomb Geimon a.irfields and by the occasiona.1 diversion

sist the Allied armies. Of these, the first was the
' As the Geman defences and warning

system iraproved, the British day baabers yyere more frequently
intercepted and on a fev/ r^a.ids s'offered
losses v/ere less

to as

hea-yj/- losses.
, wJ since the German

These
than had been expected

were reluctant to press heme their attacks to close
Nevertheless,

sane co'antex'-n-aasu.re was necessary and,
fighters to provide an escort, the only countei'-meaisuie possible
was the not very effective one -of bombing the a.irfields from
v/hich the German fighters worked. This bombing, even though
it could often be carried out when longcr-distance raid
impossible,

fighte
ranee :5) if the day bombing was to continue,

as there v/ere no British

s v/ere

r-iust have entailed a further divex-sion of effort, for

/of

(l) 18id. , VI. Appendix X.
(2) See his final despatch on the Yvork pf the Independent Force,
:3' i.hifrvB’i69-7a.

^IPStSberhf* Ferte'(A. 0. C. Fighting Area)G. 178268
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of the 543 tons of borabs dropped by the Force betv/een 6 June and

11 I'Ioverabe,r 1918, 220 tons were aimed at these airfields.

Assistance

to. the

aimies;

the French
view. ^

The occasional 'assistance given to the Allied armies was

of a distraction, but in 1918 it brought into debate
fundamental questions of air policy aaid delicate matters of inter-
Allied relations, (l)

much less

In face of the Gern’ian offensive a unified

cotiiinajid of the Allied armies on the 'Western Front had been set up
with Marsha]- Foch as Generalissiimo. To French logic it seemed
unreasonable at this moment to divide the air command bj'-
creating the 'Independent Force', and the thought of that Force
crovvding the back areas of their lines around Namcy and Toul

without assisting their armies wa.s most unpalatable.
Foch wan as reluctant as Sir Douglas Haig 'had been to allow any
o:iT the air forces in France to escape from his control,
believed that only the land armies could win decisive victory
and that "no more than the Artillerjs the Anrnoursd Gars, etc
can the Air Service by itself constitute an Ariny". He must
therefore be able to order every available aircraft to help the
land amii.ss at critical moments. » Duimng quieter periods the
boiiibing of Gemany would be a useful form of attrition, but it
must alv/ays be a secondary duty and should not be under
independent control. (2)
country with land frontiers ;vnd pcvverful neighbours, for to such
a nation nothing caln con'-pensate for the overwhelming of its
arsny.

is significant that the French in 1918, and apparently the
Geimans alter 1934, both balsed their strategy 'upon this view of
air power, while G.recut Britedn and the United States, 'whose
geographical situation shields them from invasion by land, have
been the chief exponents of 'independent' long-range air
operations.

Marshal

He

• )

Such a vie?/ is natural' to a continenteil

The difference of opinion was thus fundamental and it

The British In 1918, then,
view; plans v/as determined,
lo_b^b ^ small fraction of British air pov/er had escaped from the Army's

tutelage, tha.t the Independent Force should rema.in independent
Engl^d_. and that its whole energy should be directed whenever possible

to the banbing of Germany,
they did agree to place
but it

the newly-ostablished British Air Ministry
in view of the difficulty with which even a

It is true thol on 3 October 1918
the Force under Morshal Foch's orders,

seems clear that they did this only because decisive
victory v/as then already in sight. For in May they had secured
the Cabinet's agreement upon "the necessity of supporting the
independence
corm.ond". (3)

of this caru'nand to a similar degree as
In June,

a navel

after the expected French opposition had
declared itself, they put forward a programme for 1919 v/hich
included, besides forty squadrons for the Independent Force in
France, twenty night bombing squadrons to be based in England
where they would be beyond the Marshal's control,
ji-Ugust the Air Staff y;ent. so far as to declare

Fin.;lly, in
that they are

prepared, in thq event of the control of the Independent Force
in France being vested in the Generelissimo on the Western Front,
to recommend the removal of the entire Force, as it stands, to

The Independent Force would then be based in Norfolk
and only emergency landing grounds maintained in France". (4)
home-based force. No.27 Group, the direct ancestor of Bomber
Command, actually began to form in Septeiriber 1918.
equipped with the

England.

The

It was to be

four-engined Handley Page V. 150C night bombers.

/each

The War in tlqe Air, ¥1.
Memorandum by Marshal F'och, 14 September 1918, ibid. VI. Appendix

.  s VIII.

C3; Sir ih Wexr's Memorandum of May 1918, approved by the Yfar Cabinet;
quoted at jbid. , vH. 1C4~5.

(4) Quoted at ibid. , \r[. 1C9.

c. J).
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each capable of carrying thirty 250 lb. bombs to Berlin,
machines, like the Vickers Viny, owed their existence to the .
foresight of the second iir Board, wliioh at the end of July 1917
had placed o.rders with the Handley and Vickers companies for

ho less than 255 of them weie

These

three experimental heavy boiobers.
on order at the Armistice but only three had been delivered. The
machine had passed its trials early enough to msike the creation of
a haiie-based bomber striking force a practicable project, but too
late for theory to be transl£i.ted into practice.

An 'indep

endent' air clear thg.t in the War of 1914-1918 the
offensive

-Prom the foregoing slcstch of the Independent Force, it will be
experiment' of a methodical,

large-scale, 'independent' air offensive,was never really attempted.
Yfeat, then, could be learned fronr this 'War, either from the limited
experience of the Independent Pox'ce or from other experiences of
bombing or of being bombed?

It had, by demonstrating the vulnerability of London to air
attack fram across the Farrow Seas, shown that to Britain air
supremacy might become as essential as sea supremacy. It had
strongly suggested, although perhaps it had not conclusively
proved, that this adr supremacy must be won and held by offensive
measures, by long-range banbers rather than short-range fighters,
though, these too -would be required. It suggested no less
strongly that, if tliis banbing offensive was to be held to its
main task, the destruction of the
ecoriQiiy, the bombing force,, and probably the Air Force
whole, would'have to be controlled by a separate Air Ministry, ̂
in status with the Admirolty £ind the War Office and 'independent
in the sane sense that they were 'independent'. The need for this
independence was all the greatei> now that Britain must be great in
tne air as weal as on the seas, for she could nov/ less than-ever
afford to maintain a great
in-a European war her Army, being small, might ag£iin fall under the
control of a continental ally aiad, if the Air Force were tied to
the AiTay, it would share this

might wall be used up in those tasks of arr^W co-operation which to
a Continental country must aJavays re-main the’ primo-ry tasks of air.
p'o7/er. Indeed, the likelihood of a continental ally being
reluctant to,provide advanced airfields for squadrons whose
objective would be the eneiny's wear econcray rather than his army,
made the indeixeiidence of the baab-ing force desirable in another sense.
Itj^oi- at least a major paj.-'t of " it, should have the range to carry
on its offensive from home bases,
disposal of the •highest

enemy's edr bases and war
as a

equal

rmy on the continental scale. Hence

uberdination and its beraber force

It would then be freely at the
co.xmand for whatever tasks were the most urgen

never

attempted

Lessons of

''5'i4~;l8
Air

suprema.cy

and the

borribing
off e ns ive

Nee Lor

'indepen-
dent air

po'ver

t;
■it could be turned rapidly from one task to another and the fullest
advantage could be taken oLthat 'flexibility' which is one of the
chief .chai’acteristics of air power.

Need for The experience of the Independent Force of 1918 also suggested
preparatory what must be the nature and the objectives of this long-range
pl£.n,ning bombing offensive. It must be concentrated, not diffused,

must select the essential links in the enemy's 'war economy and malce
methodical, heavy^ concentrated, attacks upon each of these links in
turn, continuing the attacks unt'il each is 'broken and repeating them
whenever a crippled objective
It must at the

It

signs of returning to activity,
same time be able to crush or beat off or evade the

attempts^of the^enemy to repel its raids, for success in this vdll
ccinpel him to divert an increasing proportion of his air resources
and his p^roduction to defence,
against Britain.

snows

so reducing the weight of his offens ive
Now^this clearly implies the necessity for ccoreful

preparatory plaining - another argument in favour of a separate Air
Ministry and Air Staiff.
proved, cannot be improvised.

iln effective bombing force, as 1918 md
Aircraft capable of reaching and-

destroying their objectives must be prepaired before the offensive
G. 178266 /has
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has to be' launched,

v/hich the bombing fox-oe is to serve must be cle,arly seen before

its composition is settled,
sense, must precede equipment.

But this implies that»the strategic purpo

Plc-nning, at.least in the broad

se

Intelligence

requi.rements snecies of intelligence,
target intelligence organisation to study the Y^ar economy and
tlie air organisation of a potcntisil enemy, to discover their

weak links, to select the 'key' targ-ets, and to provide the
information, both topographical and technical, necessary for
planning a 'succes-sful a.ir offensive a>.gainst them.

This planning, it vi/as also-clear, would require  a new

It would need an industrial, air

Reconnclss- In addition, once hostilities began, the bombers would need

detailed reconnaissance, pa.rticularly photographic reconnaissance,
requirements to keep this infomation up~to-date and to assist their crev/s

In the Independent Force anto locate their tax'gets.

.  aince .

organisation to provide this detailed intelligence had existed.
"My Intelligence Department", Major-General Trenchard v/rote,(l)
"provided,me with the most' thorough information on all targets
such as gas factories, aeroplane factories^ engine factories,
poison-gas factories, etc. , eci.ch target hcLving a complete,
detailed,
target that within iea.ch.

large v/ay by aerial photographs talcen by reconnaissance
machines".

an.d illustrated plan, and maps v/ere prepared of every
These were supplemented in a

Reconnaissance, however, was not yet a speci-olised
•  f'unction. . So long as daylight atta^cks v/ere made upon most of

the targets, most of the reconnaissance requirements could be
mat by the bombers themselves and the aerial photographs referred
to by Hajoi’-General Trenchard were, it seems, taken by the day
bombers as a side-line during their ordinary bombing missions,

other incentive to specialised reconnaissance flights, the
need for exact and detailed asses,snient of the damage caused by
the bombing, was ha'.rdly felt when altacks v/ere alv/ays made
either in daylight or from Icn^y levels in moonlight and w^hen
they ware intended to haraiss and depress the enemy over a vdde
area ralher than to destroy auid keep inactive certain definite
objectives. Almost all that wa.s needed could usually be obtained

from Pilots' reports and from the 'strike attack' photographs
taken by the day banbers as their bombs were bursting.

.  ITt I

Ina.de q'uacy
of the-

tactical

and

'technical

experience

Thus by Hovembei' 1918 the general principles upon v/hich
an 'independent' bombing offensive should be conducted, and
the nature of the objectives at which it should aim, had
bee one reasona.bly clear.
The experience of 1914”1918 was much too limited to show how,
in practice, banbers, and especially long-range bombers, could
best make sure of finding their targets, of hitting them when
they had found thej

For the tactics and technique of bombing were still in their
infancy ajid no truly long-range bombing had yet been attempted.

Hei-e, hov/ever, certainty ended.

nd of destroying them when they hit them.a

Day'

bombing
tactics

Sven the basic questions of tactics were still in debate.
In day raiding, foimation flying had been fairly ivell developed
and the day bombers of the Independent Force had been able to
raid up to the limit of their range by relying solely upon the
all-round defensive fire-power v/hich their close formation gave
them,

their
But then the Germai') fighters had seldom pressed hone

atta,cks and the brief British experience against the
Gothas suggested that a-combination of anti-aircraft barrage
fire and d-steimined, short-range, attacks by fighter formations
might have pxroduced a different result. On the other hand.

/the

(1) The V/ar in the Air, VI. I36-7.
G, 178268
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the idea of giving the dajr hombers a close fighter escort had not

been seriously tested, v/hile experience on the Yfestern Front had
hinted at the possibility of 'saturciting' the ground defences by
concentrating many bombers over <? tscrget in a vary short space of
time(l). No one could therefore say with cer-teinty to what extent
sustained day raiding Vi/ould be possible in face of a determined and

properly orgrnised defence 'system, nor how deeply it might hope to
penetrate,

would succeed best by relying upon an escort of supporting fighters;
or by flying in close formation and depending upon their own combined

fire-po-wer; or perhaps oven by ab'indoning the hope of fighting their
way through in, large formations, by sacrificing bomb-load and range,
and by trusting to spaed and evasion at veiy high or very lov/ altitudes
to eiiable them to penetrate a limited distance in ones or twos.

No j.ne could say with certainty v/hether the day baubers

Night

bombing
iac-tici;

Night raiding tactics were still less mature. Indeed, i
in the last year of the Y/ar that 'the arguments of the R.N.A. Sl
experience of the Independent Force secured its general recognition
as a profitable method of attack,

advantages over day bqabing.

it was

It was clear that it then had ce

only _
. (2) and the

rtain

The inaccuracy of gunfire at night allowed
the night bcrnbers to attack from low levels and the accuracy of their
bombing in olea.r-weather was oj3 great as, or greater than, .that
obtainable in daylight froro the altitudes at which the day bombers were
forced to fly. Fighters, too, could rarely intercept them, so tha.t they ■
could sacrifice speed, performance, and defensive armajoent and carry a
much greater bomb-load for considerably greater distances than the day
'bombers, and as they suffered feijver losses and less d,amage, there were
usually more of them in serviceable condition. But there were

disa.dvaint.ages to offset these advantages. The night bombers could
not yet fl;/ in formation and owing to the fean of collisions so few of
them could be ocnoentrat-sd agaiinst a given target during a single
niglit that their attacks might not be heavy enough to achieve

appreciable results. Moi-e.over if inevita.ble ii.:provements in
gunnery and widespread, use.', of baill-jon barrages forced them to fly

■ at much greater altitudes, this’ v.;ould cx'ea.te new problems of navigation,
target locait'''.on, fond bombing aocaracy'vvliich might gravely iaipair their
effectiveness. ■

Radio

betv/een
Thus at. the end of 1918 the relative merits of day bombing and

of night bojabing were still- ujidccid.ed ai.nd it was still uncertaiin what
proportion of the force aLVcdlable should be allotted to the one or to
the other.amc^

b embers

Questions of technique were equailly unsettled. Nothing had yet
boe.n done to solve the problems set by the weather, Yirhich in most of
western Nuropt could be depended on, as the Independent Force and the
G-eix’-an raiders had both discovered, to hide a target under cloud or
haze on at - least half the days and nights in any month. So long

Mete o.r-

oroglcal
problems

as this handicap remained unconquered, it would be the vagaries of
the weaither which decided 'what objectives, if any, could be attacked
and no truly sustained, or even methodical, bombing offensive vi/ould
be possible,

dependence upon choree by the development of a system of meteoi-ological
forecasting reliable- enough to predict -with fair certainty when there
would be both adequate visibility over a target at the banters' .
estimated tii:^ of .arrival and suitable conditions for landing sa.fely
at biise on their return.

-■’J.

At the least it was essential to mitigate this

But if full advantage was to be taken of such foreca-sts, a more
elaborode technique of navigation vi/ould also be required,
banber crc’ws inight sometines have to fly, and perhaps to fly in
GCTnpcaiy vaith other , ahrcriift, through cloud  - this, for the day bombers,
might also becane a necessary method of evading enemy fighters.

The
ga-

tional

problems

/Certainly,

(l) Ibid. , II. I8l and Appendix VI. "(2) Ikid. , VI. 166-8.G. 178268
I
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Cei-tainly, they yroiiild often have to fly long distances over cloud or

haze which would mal;e their maps useless; and, althougli on some

nights they might, if properly trained and equipped, set a fairly
accurate course by the stars, they would on other occasions have to

steer by dead“reckoning. For this they vi/ould need, besides their

compasses, accurate means of estimating the 'drift' of their aircraft

and its true speed in relation to the ground. Flow adequate such
methods would prove Y/as doubtful and in long-distance navigation
there was clearly a wide field for scientific research, a field in

v^hich the directional-properties of wireless telegraphy held out some

hope of progress. These navigational needs, of course, had not been

very greatly felt by the Independent Force, for the limitations of

its meteorologiccJ. service had left the weather very much its master

and night raiding, where tVis needs might have become most apparent,
had been largely confined to Imi level attacks on clear or moonlight
nights. Nevertheless, the dependence of long-range banking upon the
we Cither v/as one of the most obvious lessons of those operations and
fram that lesson most of tliese requirements could be deduced.

Ter-get
location

The methods of locating and identifying a target once its

neighbourhood had been reached, were J^etter developed,
maps, plans, end aerial photographs in briefing pilots was well

understood. . At night the technique of locating and illuminating a
target by me;ans of flares v/as also established, though considerable

impi-ovemsnt in the flares v/as desirable and many new problems would
arise if the night bombers Y/ere driven up to higher levels.

The use of

Bomb-

aiming
and b'Onb It is, hovrever, of no avail to be able to navigate to and

• dropping identify a tcr'get un].ass the ba^.bs ccai be aimed and dropped Yi/ith
reasonable accuracy. And here again, in 1918, technique was still
in its infancy. As Mr. Winston Churchill v/rote in October 1917,^^)
"the daiiinating and Ivnaediate interests of the Ai'j-iy and the Navy have
overlaid air Y/arfare and prevented many pranising lines of investiga
tion fra.i being pursued v;ith the necessary science and authority,"
As a result, it remained true even at the end of the War "that aerial

v^aorfare has never yet been practised except in miniature; that bombing
in pcarticular has never been studied as a science; that the hitting of
objectives from great lieigFits by day or night is v/orthy of as intense
a voluine of scientic study as, for instance, is brought to bear upon
perfecting the gunnery of the Fleet; thaoc much of the unfavourable
data accumulated showing the comparative ineffectiveness of bombing
consists of results of unscientific action - for instance, dropping
banbs singly rvithout proper sighting apparatus or specially trained
'baab drappers' (the equivalent of 'gun layers'), instead of dropping
them in regulated salvos by specially trained men, so as to 'straddle'
the targets properly. It is believed by the sa.nguine school that
a very high degree of accuraicy, similar to that which has been

attained at sea under extraordinarily difficult circumstances, could
be achieved if something like the some scientific knowledge and
intense determination were brought to bea.r,
doubt of the necessity for greatly improved methods and instruments.
Without the accuracy which they could give, it was a matter of chance
whether materiad damage was inflicted or not. And if bombing could
not cause vital material damage, it could attack only the enemy's
morale. That seemed to I,£r. Churchill, judging from British
experience, most unlikely to produce decisive results. He did not
believe that "any terrorisation of the civil population which could
be achieved by air attack Y>/ould canpel the CovernrAent of a great
nation to surrender", provided the population had some familiarity
with bombardment, a.dequa.te shelters, and strong police control.

There could be no

/Types

( Ibid. , \lL. Appendi:;: IT.
G. 178268
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Finally, there was room for no less intense a volitrae of

scientific study-upon the size, shape,, and nature of hombs, both to
de'te.miine the ballistic properties which \’/ould give them an a.ccurately

. knowable trajectory after leaving'ain aircraft and to decide the

penetrating, blasting, or fragment ating qualities required to destroy
.various tyi>es of targets. -"War-time experience (had) amply
dempnstraled that the problem of'designing an adequate range c3f bombs
for all purposes of air attacks had not been nearly solved", (l)
This v/as largely because so few aircraft had been capable of carrying
a bomb bigger than the '230 lb. The Handley Pages at Dunkirk and

in the Independent Force had used light-cased 520 lb. bombs, and
heavy-cased 550 lb. bombs v;ith armour-piercing noses, and they had
even'dropped a fev; 1,650 lb., but, as already remarked, their
experience was not sufficient to convince- the authorities that heavy
and povi'e.rfil bombs might often be as necessary as accurate aii-ning.
At the opposite end -of the scale, too, the use of small incendioi-ry
bombs hc'xl been tried by both the British and the Germans, but the
idea had been considerably discredited by the comparative
innocuousnuss -of the incendiary bombs used by the Germans in their

experimental fire-raising raids on London on 31 October and 6 December
1917.. (2)

Types of
Bombs

«

At the end of the Mcjr of 1914-1918, then, clear answers had been

given to only a very fevi/ of those questions of tactics and technique
which must to a large extent determine, not only the types of aircra-ft
and the numbers of each tjgf^e that a-barber striking force would require
to perform the strategical role allotted to it, hut also the cost and

practicability of the vai’ious operations vdiich that role would

necessitate. The idea that air power .uiight overleap the land battle-
fr-onts and deal decisive blov/s at .the heart and arteries of the

enemy's belligerent pov/er v/as fir.mLy established; preparations for
making the experiment v/ere well advanced and the gen-eral principles
which should guide its' conduct liad been made clear; but the theory
expounded by General Sm.uts and challenged by Marshal Foch and Sir

Douglas Harig rei.iained substantially untested by practical experience.

Gonclusions

(1) Quoted from a paper on the history and methods of bomb development,
by Mr. A.L. Appleby of the Air Armaivient School, 14 March 1934 -

3. 35150/3A.
(2) The War in the Air. V. 104-5.

G.178268
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II, THE BAGIffi-ROUND TO BOI\IEER COIvB'IARD: (ii) ECONOlV[T
Al'li)" DISABHAlvISNT, 919-1933

The home-based 'independent' bomber force, which had
been conceived during the last months of the l9'Ui--l9l8 Wax,
was born in 1923. In that year the R., i.P, , who„e rapid
withering after the Armistice had remj.n
Trenchard of the prophet Jonah's gourd
develop into an effective force. And the horn -based bomber

squadrons became the vital element in its effectiveness. Por

this development was based upon, and finally established, the

principle that the primary duty of the R.A.P. was not to give
close and direct support to the Army or the Ravy but to ensure

by its ovm 'independent' operations the air defence of Great

Britain, and to ensure it principally by offensive bombing
rather than by defensive fighting.

The broad strategical lessons of 1914-1918 -wore thus
accepted and applied. On the other hand, during the fifteen

peaceful years v/hich followed the Armistice of 11 November

1918 comparatively slov/- progress was made in elucidating
those more specialised problems of tactics and technique upon
yrhich the teachings of war-time e^ijjorience were inconclusive,
obscure, or altogether silent.

The underlying cause of this slov/ progress in more de
tailed matters seems to have been the policy of economy and
disarmatiient v/hich from 1919 to 1933 governed the development
of all the Fighting Services. This is not the place to probe
the motives or to assess the wisdom of that policy, but some
account of its evolution and effects will have to be. given in
order to explain the limitations of strength and capacity from
Y/hich Britain's bomber force suffered in 1933, vAien the
beginnings of Gerean rearmament at length put an end to the

expectation of an indefinitely enduring peace.

Air Marshal

begin again to

Creation of

the home-based

bomber force.

Progress

I9l9rl^

B_ritlah_De.£an£a

policy 1919-33

(a) 1919 - 1923

The_R.A.F.
I9l£-Il5i3

This policy of economy and disarmaiuent W" :.:
explicitly enunciated on 15 August 1919 when . r. Lloyd,Ge
¥ar Cabinet, at the pror^iting of its Financo Gomittee,^^'
directed the three Service Departments to revise their Lsti-
na,tcs upon the assumption that the British Enpiro would,"not
be engaged in any great ’«mr during the next ten years".
This, the first and nxire restricted version of the notorious

"Ten Years Rule", hit the R.A.P. particularly hard. Article
198 of the Treaty of Versailles had .lust forbidden Gemuany to
build or possess any military aircraft and this encouraged all
the other Powers , except Prance who was B
virtually to abolish their air forces.
R.A.P. 's annual estimates were to be reduced to  a mere
£15,000 ,000(?)

first

orge'

ritain's closest ally

s

,
Accordingly the

/ with

Memorandum by the G.A.S. , 25 Nov. 1919 - Grad.467.
According to a "Note on the basis of the Service Estimates" by
Sir Maurice Hankey (Secretary to this ¥ar Cabinet and after
wards to the Committee of Imperial Defence) , 2 July 1928 -
C.i.D, Paper 892-B.

Also a later Note by Hankey on the sane subject, 23
Juno 1931 - C.I.D, Paper 1O55-B. I.i'or the history of the Ten
Years Rule, see Appendix I, below.

This point is made in a paper by the C.A.S. (Sir J.Salmond),
27 April 1931 -.C.I.D. Paper IO48-B.

They actually fluctuated between £15,000,000 and 120,000,000
in the next 4 j'^oars.

Ibid,

1

2

(3)

(4)

(5)
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2.2

The 1919

cstahliBhiacnt only course open to then wra-s
.  With such straitened means, the. Air Staff decided that the

to reduce seivice squadrons "o the
minimum considered essential 'for our garrisons overseas, v.^-th a

very small number in thS United Kingdom as a reserve, and to con
centrate the whole of the remainder of our resources on perfedting
the. training of officers and men". In this v/ay they siiight at least

■  create "a sound framework on \?hich to build a Service" v/hen' the '

heed, should' arise. So, whilst the overseas garrisons were to be
reduced to 18 squadrons,, the home-based air force - apart from
three aeroplane and two seaplane Squadrons for co-operation ’with

the Wavy, and one squadron an,d a few flights for co-operation v/ith
the Army - v/as to be established at no more than four squadrons. (''')
Moreover, it was not until the summer of 1921 that the first three

of these squadrons - tvro of bombers and one of fighters - were
fully formed. They were joined in March ,1922 by  a third bomber
squc-dr^n 'withdra/m from Ireland but in November 1922 they were
again weakened by the despatch of the fighter squadron and one of
the bomber squadrons to Constantinople, Tvro flights of a fighter
squadron were brought back from Egypt in December 1922, but even so
at the close of that year the Air Force in the United Kingdom, ex
cluding the four naval co-operation squadrons of the Coastal ibrea ^
Coiomand, amounted to no more than two fighter flights, -two bomber
squadrons, one, army co-opera.tion squadron, and one conmunications
squadron. Of these, of course, the tv/o fighter flights and the two
bomber squadrons alone could be regarded as available or usable for
hone defence,^ ^

Effects of

the 1919

reductions

In such circumstances it had hardly been possible by 1923 even
to begin any advanced specialist training or research. The -jhools
to provide such training were only just opening and the intense

.  scientific research which, as Air Marshal Trenchard believed,w)
they should both call for and inspire, lay still in the future.
Even the new R.A.P. Staff College did not begin its first nnual
course until April 192.2; and viien in 1923 the Government decided to
expand the home establishment from four squadrons to fifty-tvro.
Air Ministry had to suggest that the Admiralty axid Yfar Office might
lend them sonie experienced staff officers to assist with the
expansion. (4)

the

(b) The 52 Squadron Prncrainrna
of 1925

The 192^^

Expansion
It was this 1923 expansion v/hich brought'the home-based bomber

force into existence. The expansion itself was due to a growing
divergence between British and French policy, which becaiue particu
larly acute after the French occupation of the Ruhr,in January 1923.
This dispute threw the shadow^of a doubt across the prospect of
world permanently at peace.

a

It compelled the British Government to
reconsider th'''ir policy of aerial disarraament and it made a.t least
some, members of the British public realise their country's
Icssness in the air.

defence-

Ibat defencelessness was, indeed, extreme.
According to the Air Staff, the French could place against Britain's
three home defence squadrons a metropolitan aif force of 956 first-
line aircraft all luanned by regular officers and'men: of those, 596,

/ and

(1) Mcnoranduni by S.ofS. for Air covering a memorandura by the C.a,S,
(Trenchau'd) of 25 No-. 1919: approved by the Cabinet and laid
before Parliajaent 11 Dec. 1919 as Crnd.^S?. This e-tablishm- nt was
not adhered to quite exactly during the next'3'or years, but
the differences vrorc minor ones

(2^ See Appendix II, below.
(3) Cnd.i4.67.
(if) Outline of thb Expansion Scheme, by the S. of S, for .lir,'1 Jun®

1923 - A.M, Pile S. 228if6/l/2A,’Para. 10; also ibid,, enclosure
■  1ifA(5 or 6 such officers to be; brought in, probably for 2 years).

- see ilppendix II, below.
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and possibly'866,
England ("l) -
Englandgeschwader had ever been and ba&fed within an even shorter

range of London.

Y/ore thought capable of operating against
a force fifteen or twenty times as numerous as the

The

decision to
Such disparity of strength w&s no asset to Brr'tish diploma'cy

and already, in December 1922, the GoverrHaant had iuthorised..an,..
expansion of the home defence force to 18 squadrons, to be . •
completed by April 1925.^^' This would provide tb  ; nucleus of an
offensive organisation and of a proper zone of d >:’cnce,\-^/ but it
’was still patently inadequate. Hence in the summer of 1923 the
Cabinet resolved, in accordance v/ith the rocoinmendations of the

specially appointed Salisbury Committee, to create a force "of

sufficient strength adequately to protect us against attack by
the strongest Air Force within striking distance of this country" ,
as well as to meet essential Navy, Army, Indian, and overseas

Goraraitraonts. The e:q)ansion was to proceed by stages, the first
stage aiming to provide a home defence force of 600 first-line
aircraft, manned partly by>re
reservists and volunteers. (-4-)

gula,r officers and men, partly by

expand

Outline of This cabinet decision -was elaborated in a.n "Outline of the

Proposed Expansion -Scheme" presented by the Secretary of State
•. for Air on 1 June '1923.

defined as to attain parity in strength w’ith the French, parity
being interpreted to mean the existence in the British home

defence force of three regular squadrons and one Special Reserve

or Auxiliary Air Force 'cadre' squadron for every four regular
squadrons in the French metropolitan air force.

The aim of the scheme vras there

the 1923

Scheme

A stages

proposed
This aim was to be attained by stages. In the first stage

the home defence force would be raised to 52 squadrons - 39
regultir (A^A aircraft) , 7 Special Reserve (7A aircraft) , and' 6
A.A..F. (70 aircraft). In the second stage the 52 squadrons would
bo 'inci’eased to 76 (806 aircraft) , by the addition of 2A new
squadrons - I8 regulfu’ (23O aircraft), 3 Special Reserve
(30 aircraft), and 3 A.A.F, (32 aircraft), A third stage, of
expansion to 1,A00 aircraft, and a fourth, to 1,692 aircraft, were
also envisaged in the event of the. French augment! ]g their ■
present numbers, ■

The 52

Squadron

Programme

and its

importance

'The first of these stages was, however, the most that could

be accomplished' during the next three or four years(6) and it v/as
thatupon the composition and organisation

;iir Staff discussions centred in 1923
resulted from those discussions and which were embodied in the

"First -Revise of 'the Provisional Expansion Scheme" issued on
29 September I923(8)mark a most ii::portant step towards the
application of the lessons learned in 191A-I9l8,

of^ the 52 squadrons
. (7j The decisions which

/ 'They

1) Ibid., enclosure 2A
2) This decision is quoted in A.M,File S. 228A6/I/2j1, 5B.
3) As recommended by the C.I.D. sub-committee on the continental

air menace - G.I.D, Paper 106-A.
(a) This decision was coimnunioated to the House of Commons by

*Ir. Baldwin on 26 June 1923 - Hansard (1923), Glxv. 21A2;
quoted in i'l.M, Pile S,228A6/i/9A (indexed on file as 13A),

(5) A,H. Pile S. 228A6/I/2.1.
Ibid. , Para, 13.
Most of the important correspondence and minutes of conferences

are contained in tvro A,M. files, S. 228A6/I and S.22910,
(8) A.K. Pile S.228A6/1/2IA.

it i

(6
(7

s
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(l) A One-
Power Stan-

They established the principle that British defence policy
should aim at maintaining a One-Pov/er standard of strength in the

dard of Air air no leas than on the sea. In other words, they accepted the view
that air power v/as alrea.dy as vital' as, sea power for the defence of
Great Britain, , ,

Strength"

(2) The
'Indenen-
dence' nf

Further, they accepted and established the doctrine of what was

rather unhappily - termed 'independent' air power; of a single,
unified, Air Force under a centralise'd control, equal in status and

independence math the Navy and Amy, and designed to play its evn
distinct part in the general strategy of national defence,
part was clearly def
of Great Britain. ("I)
the R. A. F. was from henceforth to be made ready,
no small step fonmard since it gave the R.ii.F. a'reasonable confi

dence in its future as a separate Service, as a Service able in

considerable measure to shape its destiny to its own proper ends.

That

ined. It was, above all else, the air defence
It was for this task that the ,greater part of

This in itself \va.s,

the PGiF

(a)Threats
to this in-

denendence

1919-25

Hitherto, circumstances had scarcely justified such a confid
ence. Prom Januai-y 19"19 until February 1921 the office of Secretary
of State for Air had been combined with the office of Secretary of
State for War. The Air Ministry had preserved its identity as a

department separate from the War Office and the Air Staff v/hich
directed the R. A.P. had remained distinct from the General Staff

which directed the /erny, but both. departments and both staff g had
been under the same political head. It was, perhaps, partly'bocause
of this that the Adnuralty had tried so hard to secure for itself

full control over all shore-based and ship-borne aircraft woi’king
with the Navy; to revive, that is to say, the separate R.N.A.3,
This campaign, in its turn, ha,d encouraged the War Office to claim

a similar control over all aircraft -vorking vdth the Anay. Now,
had these claims been ad3Tiitted before 1923 - and in 1919 the Chief
of Air S

admitted
ta.ff had thought that eventually they night ha.vo to be

- so little of the R.A.F, would have been-left that its

continued existence as a separate Service under a sepai'ate Ministry
and Staff night have been in serious jeopardy.(3)

(b)The_ 1923 After 1923 the worst of this danger v/as passed,
decision of March 1922, thpit the R. A. F. should continue its separate
existence, was put beyond challenge by the 1923 Expansion.
R.A. F. was grovdng to a size worthy of a separate Service and had

The Cabinet's

Expansion
assures 'the

R. A,F.'s

Independence been allotted a primary function quite distinct from those of the

limy and the Navy. Even if its ancillary branches  - the jbrmy Co
operation squadrons of the Inland Area Command; the Fleet .lir Iixm;
and the Coastal Area Comriand - had eventually to be handed oyer,
the homo defence squadrons now made up too considerable a 'psir't “of
the v/hole for their 'independence' to be seriously challenged, “

'especially now that they had been allotted a specifically air
function., over which neither the Admiralty nor the, Tfar Office would
desire - or would be competent - to exercise a direct control.

The

(p) The

Conmand:

Moreover, these 52 home defence squadrons were to be.organised
as a unified force under a centralised Command, the ..lir Defence of
Great Britain, v/hich v/as responsible directly to the Tar Ministry.

/It
er.phasis
on off

ensive ,
bomber,
side

(1) As Admiral Field later remarked - "Each of the three Ser\m.ce
departments had a primary occupation of. quite different
character from the others.' For exaraple, the main naval plan
was concerned with war in the Far East; the Air Staff's
principal preoccupation was the air defence of Great Britain;
while the General Staff concentrated on the defence of India".-
C.O.S Minutes, 101st Meeting, 4 Feb, ,1932.

CaTid. 467 ’ ’ '
This was all the more true since it was not until 1922 that the
R.A,F. was given an opportunity to prove in Iraq its ability under
suitable conditions to replace the Army as an'Imperial police force.

G. 178268,
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It is true that the bomber squadrons themselves v*'ere not to be organised
as a se'parate coimriand, but were to be divided eventually into the Wessex,
Oxford, and East Anglia Bombing Areas, each made up of a geographically
convenient group of bomber airfields, each containing a mixture of day
bombing squadrons, each directly subordinate to the A.O.C.-in-C. of the
A.D.G-.B. Command in the same way that the., single Fighting hrea -was

subordinate, (l)
diminish the 'independence of the bomber force.
Command vras meant to be, at root, a Bomber Command, a Bomber Command to
which the defensive Fighting Area was appended and subordinated,

it the bomber squadrons were so to outnumber the fighter squadrons as to
ensure that the interest of the A.O.C.-in-G. and the energies of the

Command as a v/hole would be centred principally upon those offensive
functions in which .an air force can best display'- its power of
independent action, centred, that is, upon strategical bom.bing rather
than defensive fighting,

I-ndeed, tlriose decisions of 1923 embodied in the ver ■ structure of
the home defence air force that doctrine of the offensiv which

Air Chief Marshal Trenchard had formulated seven years before, in his

Memorandum of .September 19'l6. (2) Vdiat is more, they gave to that
doctrine the wider interpretation, in terms of bombers rather than of

fighters, which it haid received in General Smuts' Report of
17 August, 1917. (-3)'

Yet this was intended to increase rather than to
For the A.D.G.B.

In

doctrine

of the■
offensive
embodied
in the
structure

oi A.B.G.B,

(a) This due The emphasis now placed upon -this wider interpretation was
to the C.A.Siundoubtedly due'to the personal insistence and authority of the Chief of
5utiine of
his views

ho kept even the administrative details of exi)ansion under
Air Chief Marshal Trenchard was no less

Air Staff, who
his oTvn direct control, (4)
sceptical in 1923 than he had been in I9I6 about the value of the
aeroplane as a defensive T»-eapon. He was therefore convinced that it
would "be best to have less fighters, and more bombers to bomb the
eneny and tmst to their people cracking before ours",
although there Vvould be an outcry, the French in  a bombing duel wo\ild

That was really the final thing.
roulx3 win in the end". (5)

He felt "that

probably squeal before T*'e did.
The nation that would stand being bombed longest
Of course, a defensive fighter force must be riiaintained to keep u^j ttie
spirits of the nasses, who were "unversed in the law's of strategy", an
to lighten the weight of attack upon London, which was sc much uiore

But "it must bevulnerable and so much more a nerve-centre than Paris,
cleai’ly realised that home defence does not mean only the process of
keeping attacking aircraft from flying ovei- this country. In its
broadest sense it naans the winning of an' air war against any power

To win this war it will b-e necessaiiywhich may decide to attack us.
to pursue a relentless offensive by bombing the nemy's country,
destroying his sources of supply of aircraft and engines, and breaIcing
the morale of his people". (6) Besides, it was only by offensive action
that the fullest advantage could be taken, in the most oconomical manner,
of the peculiar capabilities of air power. By such an offensive,
"instead of attacking a machine with 10 bombs, we wx)uld go straight to

/ the

A.M. File S.22846/1/21A.(1) First Revise ra" the Expansion Scheme -
(2) See above,^:^^t Il(i), p.5.

See above, H(i)) p. 11-
A.Mi. File S. 22846/1/14A. . . .

5) 'Minutes of a conference held by the C.A.S., 19 J'U-lyj 1923 -
A.M. File S.22846/l/l2dd.

(6) Air Staff raeaor'andum sent to A.O.C. Coastal ^rea and A.O.C.
Inland Area, 19. July 1923 - A.M. File S. 229IO/12B.

(3
4
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the source of supply of the honhs and denolish it, and the same v>dth
the source of production of the nachines. It v/as a. quicker process
than allowing the output to go on. The ^^rrny policy was to defeat

the eneny I\n.iy - ours to defeat the enemy nation. The ^imy only
defeated the enemy ̂ ^my because they could not get at the enemy
nation". (1)

With the noin arpjuioent of this doctrine the ^'ir Sto-ff, most
B.A.F. coninanders, and even the other Services, seem to have been

in general agreement. For-example, in February 1923 the inter

departmental sub-corroittee Of on iir Ministry and War Office joint
'  connittee on the air defence of Great Britain agreed, in its report
"that offensive action by aircraft in the eneny's country is the

best forra of defence; but a defensive systen, combined avith an

active offensive, is a necessity". They had also laid dovm as

accepted principles that "however powerful the air forces of a
country nay be , they cannot ensure complete inuunity from hostile air
attacks; that in consequence, ̂ althoughJZa proportion of the avail
able air forces must be allocated to hone defence, the forces for

this purpose should be iinited to the lowest possible ninimun"(2).

(b) Views
_of the iir
Staff and

others

(c) Dis
cussion on

the pronor-

tion of

fi.phters to be made up of 39 bomber and on
bombers

Nevertheless, there were

n

considerable differences of opinion
T/hen it cane to translating these principles into actual figu ,'es.
The Secretary of State's Outline, v/hich presuitably r iflected the

original ideas of the G.^uS., rons shosuggested that the 52 squad uld

ly 13 fighter squadrons. (3)
College recomixiended 38 and,1i;(^) the i,O.G. Coastal iirea (...ir Vice-
Marshal V3Tvyan) 36 and l6;(5); the i.O,C. Inland li-ea (iir Vice-
Marshal J.F.i. Higgins) 33 and 19;(°) and the Deputy Chief of Iiir
Staff (ixir Coninodore J.M. Steel) and his subordinate the Deputy

Director o^ ̂ perations and Intelligence (Group Captain C.S. Burnett)

Tne Staff

32 and 20

That, in the end, the doctrine of the offensive was laid down

in its most uncompromising form and that the final allotment of

bombers and fighters in the 52 squadron programme was freighted so
heavily in favour of the bombers, seems to have been due principally
to the insistence of the C.ii.S. , in face of a certain misgiving among
some of his subordinates. He overruled the idea, put forward by the
D.D.O.I., that the minimum of fighters required should first be

allotted to bombing.(8)calculated and then the. remaining squadrons
He insisted, on the contrary, thal .the fighters should get on'
v/as left over after the needs of the attack had been satisfied

at

Again, he nipped in. the bud Squadron Loader Portal's suggestion
that it should be possible to discover an ideal propprtion bety/een

offence and defence; it was never in his mind, he said, to have a

proportion at all. (iO)

(d)Snccial-

ised ni.&'ht any squadrons as specialised day fighters or night fighters: all
fighter and fighters must so far as possible bo available for operations by
day fighter day or by night. The D.C.A.S, , the Director of Training and Staff
squadrons

ruled out

Further, the C.A.S. refused to countenance the earmarking of

/ Duties

(1) S. , 19 July 1923 -Minutes of a .conference held by the C
M.File 3.228i6/l/lAD.

Report of sub-coj,m'.itteG of the iiir Ministry and War Office joint
committee on the air defence of Great Britain, Feb.1923, appended
to and approved in the report of the joint committee, 9 .April
1923 - A.M.File S. 228^6/1/1 A, IB.
M.File 3. 228A6/I/2A.

A. M. Pile 3. 2291O/5A.
A. M. Pile 3. 22910/14.A.
A.M.Pile S.22910/1 6A. ‘
A.M.Piles 3. 22910/1 A;

• ax*

3. 228A6/I/5B.

(2)

3

A,
5
6

Minute by D.D.O.I. , 13 June 1923 - ,A.M.Pile 3. 228A6/i/5j,A and
coup are Zui, 4B.

Minutes of a conference’ held by the G.A.S
A. M. Pile 3.228A5A/14B.

Ibid.

10 July 1923 -• 9

7
8

(9)

.Oi.1782^ (10)
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Duties (Air Coraiuodore T.C.R, Higgins) , and the Air Member for
Salmond) objectedSupply and Research (Air Vice-Marshal Sir W.G.A,

that in continuous operations this might impose too great a strain
upon the pilots; they maintained that different kinds of training
and different types of machines would bo needed for night fighting
from those required for day fighting; and they claimed that during
the l¥ar the hone defence squadrons, which had tried to perform
both functions, had done neither efficiently, whereas those in
Prance, which had specialised in one or the other, had been highly
efficient. Supported, however, by the opinion of the Commandant o

(i’lir Coixiodore Brooke-Popham) that in tine itof the Staff College
would be possible to train pilots to be equally skilled in both
roles, the C.ii,S. ruled that the aim must be to have only one
type of fighter squadron, manned by pilots trained to operate
equally by day or by night. In this way they would avoid 'double-
banking' the fighter squadrons and wrould be able to allot a yet
larger part of their total power to the bombing offensive, ("I ,

(e) The
bombers not
to be es-

With the same object in view the.C.A.S. also ruled "that no
special long-distance
our bombing squadrons
themselves". (3)

fighter squadrons can be raised to escort
;(2) "we ought to rely on bombers to defend

ported

(f) Pro-por
tion of
fighters to
bombers
fixed at

17 to 35

In the end, it is true, the proportion of bombers to fighters
in the 52 squadrons, which had been put at 3 to 1 in the first
Outline, had to be reduced to 2 to 1 (35 bomber to 17 fighter
squadrons) in the C.A.S. final ruling of July 31 • Pet even this
gave a very marked preponderance to the offensive element in the
A.D.&.B. CoLmand, a considerably greater preponderance than could
have been given if fighter escorts a.nd specialised night fighting
squadrons had not been ruled out. So, the hone-based bomber
striking force was not merely brought into existence by the 1923
Expansion: it 'was na.de the very core and essence of the Air
Defence of Great Britain and of the R,a.F. a whole.

(a') Composi
tion of the power which dominated all the discussions about the composition
bomber force of the bomber force itself. Here the central problem was to
day or night decide how many squadrons should be allotted to day bombing and
bombinp.?

It was, moreover, this search for the naxinui'.i or offensive

hoT/ many to night bombing,
because it would settle the tactical character of the force in

The decision v/as an important one.

peace-time and dictate its bombing policy in at least the
earlier stages of a war. Yet experience of bombing under v/ar
conditions had been so liiuited and "data is (sic) so scanty and
opinions are so varied as to the relative accuracy and moral effect
of day and night bombing",(S) that any decision was bound to be
very largely a leap in the dark.

(a)Poubts
about the
future nr
ticability
of day
bombinn.

a

In the first place, there were some v/’ho doubted whether the
inevitable improvement of defensive technique would not eventually
make raiding in daylight prohibitively costly, perhaps altogether
impossible, especially if the bombers were allowed.no fighter
escort. It was also suggested that improvements in anti-aircraft
gijnfiro might force the day bombers to fly at heights from which
accurate bombing TO uld be impossible, although Squadron Leader

/Portal

c-

(1) Minutes of conferences held by the C.A.S. on 10 and 19 July 1923 -
A.M. File S.228A6/I/1AB, 1^3.

A.M.File S.228A6/I/5A.
Ibid. End. 4B.
C.A.S, ruling, 31 July 1923 - A.M.File S.22910/l9; 1st Revise of

the Expansion Scheme, 29 Sept. 1923 - S, 228A6/I/21 A.
Corxiandant of Staff College to C.A.S., 20 July 1923 -

A. M.File S. 2 2910/11 A,

2

3
,4.

(5)
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Portal argued against this that the gunners' ain night be confused by
the large formations .which could.be employed in daylight,(1) Curiously
enough, tVie possibiiity that no re,, accurate or intense ‘gunfire might
also force the night bombers up., to greater heights, or that improved
methods of fighter-interception night, apprectatly increase their losses,
appears not- to have been seriously considered. Yet even without this

further complication, the.-problem,'' if approached in this way, contained
so, many variable and uncertain factors that the advocates of night
bombing' differed consideratlly among themselves when, they came to suggest
factuai'-proportions. , The D.C.A.S.'"and the D.D.O.I. 'proposed -that there
should be .'15 night and 17:.'day bomber squadrons; (2) the' P..T.S.D.
favoured a ratio-.o.f .3 to 1;(3) 'whilst the A. 0. C,' Inl'and Area thought
that A 'to 1 would be nearer, the nark. (A)

fb) The It was clearly ii'-possibAe to arrive at any convincing and agreed
a'ppeal to decision by these nore or less academic conjectures about the probable

practicability of either day or night bombing at sane future date.

Accordingly, the G.A.S. brought the discussion back to the firmer,
though narrower, ground of v/ar-time experience. He pointed out that
the Independent Force's day bombers had been rather more successful
than its night bombers’ in .getting 'tc' their target areas, .but that they
had been forced to 'fly so .high that ,it had been no easier for them in

daylight to locate a target exactly and borib it with precision than it
had been for the night bombers to do so on a
levels at which they had .been able to fly. (5)

experi

ence

clear night from the low
Experience, in fact,

seemed to show that, for the present, both night bombers and day
bombers could be expected to penetrate t'O their target areas

- repeatedly and in effective.strength. Equally, experience suggested
that, at this date, there \^a.s little to ’choose between the 'two methods
in point of accuracy - a suggestion vhiich ruled out any .idea, such as
the D.T.S.D. seems to have had in his mind,(6) of  a functional division
be-tiTcen day bombers for 'precision' attacks upon smaller targets and
night bombers for 'area' bombing.

This brought the discussions on to yet another line, for, if the
tagos of two methods were equally practicable and equally accurate (.or
nicht inaccurate) , clearly the choice must lie with whichever vould most h

the enemy. Yet, here again, there was much to be said on both sides.
The night bombers, at that -bine , certainly had less to fear than the
day bombers from either fighters or gunfire. Their standard of
service-a.bility would therefore be higher, since they T/ould suffer
fewer casualties and less daraage during their raids. Also they could
sacrifice speed, performance, and amaraent to range and bomb-load -
ten 'Vickers Vinys could carry aLmost -tvttce the vreight of . bombs that
could be taken by eighteen D.H.9a day‘bombers,
70 to 100 miles' deexaer. in'bo,., enemy territory. (8)
therefore, it was argued, cause a correspondingly greater amount of
material damage and ■pi’oduce a correspondingly greater moral effect -
for, although most of the Air'Staff still seem to have regarded the
si^irit of the enemy's people as the bombers' target, they all

/ recognised

:':TBombin.g

and they could carry i

7)

t
Each night bomber would

A.IvAFile S. 228A6/I/iAE.
Ibid. . Encl.5A. 5B; S.22910/lA.
.M.Pile S.228A6/I/1AB, 1liE.

Ibid
A

Enel. I4E.

1
2

3
A,

Minutes of a conference held by the C.A. S
S. 228A6/I/1AB.

A.M,File S. 228A6/I/IAB.
The arguments here summarised wee those which, wbre x>ut forward in

the C.A.S. conferences of 10, 19 and 23 July 1925 (Minutes in A.M,
Pile S, 228A6/I/1AB, 1AD, IAB) and in the rpiclles'sent to -the Air
Staff by the various Area Coiaii'anders and" the 'directorfe of the
Staff College (in A.M,Pile S.229IO/5A, 5B, IIA, 1U,' i6a).

The exact figures, as given by the Staff College Commandant in
letter to the C.A,S, on July 20 are - 10-Vinys' carry 1A0 x 112 lb
bombs, 18 D.H. 9a's. carry 72 x 1121b - A, M, Pile S. 228A6/I/aG,

.• >

10 July 1923 - A,M,Pile• }

a

5

(6)
(7)

(8)

0.178268.
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1(4
recognised that terror proceeds from devastation, and that

order to obtain moral effect, which is the ultimate object, a
certain amount of material damage must be caused".(l) Moreover,
it was believed by many officers that night bomber crews could be
trained more quickly and easily than day bomber crews, since they
were not expected to fly in fomation and were seldom likely to
be involved in prolonged actions v/ith hostile fighters.

in

(d) Advan-
tap:es of

day bombini? they could see more clearly where, they were going and could find
their way more easily to the target ai’ca; their bombs, though
smaller, might cause a greater interruption in the enemy's v/ar
economy and dispirit his people more by catching them at work in

crowded places and killing them in larger numbers; while the large
formations v/hich could be used by day might make up for the small
bomb-loads of the individual machines.

Strong arguments were thus advanced both for day bombing and
for night bombing suid there was at present, it seemed, little to
choose between the two methods in practicability or in accuracy.
It T/as, therefore, hardly possible to decide wholly in favour of
either, for so to decide would be to sacrifice much of that
'flexibility' - flexibility in choice of time as well as in choice
of place - v/hich gives to the air weapon those possibilities of
surprise and initiative v/hich are among its greatest assets.
Besides, as the and the D.C.A.S. emphasised(2) , T/artime
experience had shown that the effectiveness of bombing depended
largely upon its being continuous, upon its allowing the enemy no
regular and recurrent periods of respite v/herein he might repair
the damage already done, go about his work, and rest his defences
unperturbed by fear of further interruption. Both methods, then,
v/ere needed, and it vwis generally agreed that the aim should be

to provide a force which could hit the enemy equally hard either
by day or by night, it vra.s also agreed fairly generally that, to
achieve this 'equal effect' , a proportion of two day to one night
bomber squadrons would be required, (3)

There were some, ho¥/ever, who. wished to emphasise still more
strongly the offensive flexibility of the bomber force. Air
Commodore Brooke-Pophara and other members of the Staff College
wanted a force capable , not only of striking Viith equal effect by
day end by night, but also of striking with practically its full
strength at any hour in the twenty-four. They suggested that all,
or nearly all, the bomber squadrons whould be equipped with a
single type of machine suitable for both day and night operations
and that the crews should be trained for both kinds of raiding,(E)

On the other hand, the day bombers 8.1so had certain obvious
advantages. They were rather less handicapped by bad weather;

(el The
need for

continuous

bomb in p:

(f) Pronosal

,.fQ£..a,,day-
a^_night
bomber

(gl -This
not vet

eossible

This proposal was debated at some length and, although
criticised by one. group of Staff College students,(5) found con
siderable favour. It had already been recognised that, if 'equal
effect' was to be achieved all the year round, it would be
necessary, owing to the seasonal Variations in the- number of

hours of darkness, to use some of the day bombers by night during

/ the

(1) Quoted from Exercise No.13 set to Staff College students in July
1923 - A.M, Pile S.2291O/5B. Compare the C.A.S, remarks at the
conference on July 10 - S, 228lt.6/l/i 1^3,

A,M. File S. 22846/1/14B, 14E.
A.M, Pile S,22846/1/14B, The A,0,C, Inland Area, thought 4 to 1 a

better proportion owing to the heayy losses which he expected
the day bombers to spffer - A.M.Piles S.22910/i6A; S. 22846/l/l2fE.

Letters from Staff College Commandant to C.A.S. , 13 and 20 July
.  1923 - A.l.'I.Pile S. 2291O/5A, 11 A.
A. 1.4 Pile S.22910/5B.

2

3

(4)

(5)

G, 178268.
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the winter and some of the night bombers by day during the
summer. . (1) And if some, why not all? The debate, hov/ever,
soon revealed a general agreement that it was not at the moment
practicable to use a single type of machine for both day and
nigtit bombing. (2) It also-showed a considerable agreement upon

■ the desirability of having a few specialised day bomber squadrons
of exceptionally high performance and a few specialised night
bomber squadrons capable of carrying exceptionally heavy bomb
loads and exceptionally heavy bombs. (3)

This -was as much progress as the circumstances of the time"' ' '

would allow and on 31 July 1923 the G.A.S. gave his ruling. {l+)T,'
■ A, clear-cut and final decision Y»-as. hardly possible and would
certainly not-have been wise, ao' the ruling was frankly provisional.
Of the first 'twenty-four bomber squadrons to be formed, twelve
were to -be day and twelve night bombers, this being recognised by

■  everyone as the minimum req-uirement for each class. The
composition of the remaining eleven squadrons -vvas to be decided
later, but it was suggested that the final proportion might be
22 day to 1’3 night bomber squadrons. At the same time the C.A.S.
put on record his idea "that -ultiimtely the irojority of bombing
squadrons yrould be equipped -with a machine suitable for operations
by ,day and night. A minority of squadrons, however,, would be

. equipped, one set with aircraft of particularly high performance
'.for day bombing only, the.other set with aircraft capable of"

^  cariying a big load of bombs for night work only. He realised
. the inpractinability of this at present but thought that it should

.  be our aim'"and he erivisaged a force made up of 6 special day
Squadrons, 3 night squadrons carrying the largest possible bombs,

,  and 26 day-and-night squadrons.

(h) The G.A-.S.
ruling_ of”
31 July'1923

Limitations

of the”1923
XJrogramme

Thus the decisions taken in th.^ summer of I923 brought the
home-based bomber force into existence, gave it a standard of
strength, defined its . strategical role, andwent far tovv-ards

They suffered, nevertheless.settling its tactical ponposition.
from certain very marked limitations. ‘

(1) It gave
numerical"'’

pari'-ty only ■ ;
with "the"

French

striking,
force . . .

They accepted in principle the necessity for a One-Power
;S,tandard of air strength, yet in practice they made no attempt to
attain . full, parity with the French Air Force, which was then ■••"the
strongest Air Force vfithin striking distance of this country ■
Expenditure on Armaments iras still too unpopular and war with France
too unlikely, for the Government to commit itself to more than the

first stage of the original scheme, especially, as this was the

most that could be achieved during the next three or four years,
'let the 52 squadrons of 394- aircraft would ’give a numerical
parity only with the 596 aircraft which the French could use as
an f inde-pendent' striking force; it took no a<;count of the 270
amy co-operation machines which might also be employed in an

air offensive against southern England. 7- -

(D._ The_ 13 Furthermore, the parity aimed at was, even in this limited

sense, only nominal, for the 13 A.A.F. and Special Reserve squadrons
were in reality not first - but second-line units,

manned by part-time volianteers and reservists, who came to practise
flying at week-ends and for a fortnight in camp during the summer.

They were

cadre*

squadrons
only ̂ d
line units

/They

Minutes of conference, 1.0 July..■1-9.23. '- A.M. File S, 2284.^114-B.
Ibid., Enc,.14P.. . ■ -4, ;' • ^ ' /
ibid., also, S.229'10/i6A, 1.8. . :
A.k. Files S. 2281^]/,14G; S.22910/19. .Also 1st Revise ofthe
Provisional Expansion Scheme, 29 Sept, I923. - S. 2284-^1/21A,

(1
2

G. 178268
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They v/ere distributed upon a territorial, not an operational, plan,
near to the great centres of population where they would be most readily
accessible. In j>eacetime each A.A.P. squadron would noruEilly have in
use only two training and two Service type aircraft, the rest being
held in store on its peace station until mobilisation should be ordered;
and proper training as-a • sc^adixjn v/as possible only during the summer
caep. Each Special Reserve squadron -was kept upon the same basis,
except that one of its- three flight vss manned by regular R.A.F. officers
and men and provided vdth full Sei-vice equipment, (t) Thus, none of
these thirteen squadrons,, despite their members' zeal, could be more

than cadre units; none .•'ft'ould be completed, or fully manned and equipped,
or moved to their war stations, until mobilisation had been ordered;
none could be looked upon as a fully effective first-line unit during
the crucial opening weeks of an air war. They were, in short, the
Air Force equivalent of the Territorial Arny.

(3) Real
1st"line

The effective ratio of immediately available first-line stx'ength
between the British home defence air force and the French 'independent

striking force -was, then, not 1+ to
the thirteen cadre squadrons were bombers, the true first-line strength
of the British bomber striking force - which according to accepted
Air Staff doctrine was the vital element in the air defence of Great

Britain - was not 33 squadrons, but only 22,

Moreover, since allbut 3 to A-.strength
of the bomber

force

(4) The
force not

to be ready

till 1936'

Even this foi-ce v/ould not be operationally effective at its full

The last of the 52 squadronsstrength until I930 at the earliest,
were, it is true, to be formed in 1928, but it would be another two

years before they would all be adequately trained and fully equipped
with reserves. The provision of reserves w-as not to begin until 1925
and would not be completed before 1930. (2)
allowed - the scale was no' more than lOC^o of first-line strength in
airframes and ^30fo in engines - the force would in war be a very rapidly
wasting asset if it attempted to operate at full first-line strength
from the outset.

Without all the reserves

similar delay■resulted from the adoption, as an experiment and
in order to avoid the expense of opening new B''lying Training Schools,
of the system of training officers and men abinitio in their
squadrons. (3) So long as this experiment lasted, it meant that a
squadron would be wholly occupied during the first year after its
formation in giving its pilots their initial flying lessons on Avro
trainer aircraft, and that the next year, at’least would be taken up by
individual instruction in handling Service-type machines and by the
first collective training of the squadron as a squadron. Hence, it
would at the. best be two years before the squadron began to be an

before it could indulge in any advanced,
before it could take part in any operational

before it couad use its full Service equipment or

effective first-line unit;
specialised, activities;
defence exercises;

C5lAb
initio

traj_ning_ in
squadrons

be manned by fully competent military pilots.

The fiiist I8 of the 39 regular squadrons, which were to be formed
by April I925, wore exempted from this training experiment,
were

as soon as they were formed, and they were to be manned fi-om the first ̂
by pilots who had already received at least their initial flying training
at the Flying Training Schools.

They
to be given their full initial establishment of Service aircraft

But of those 18 squadrons only 9 were

( 6) Effects
upon the
bomber

squadrons

/bombers.

(1) 1st Revise of the provisional Expansion Scheme, 29 Sept.1923 -
A.M.- Pile S. 22846/I/21A.

(2") 2nd Revise of the Expansion Scheme, 12 June 1924 ” A.M. Pile
S.2284'^I/2U.

(3) 1st Revise of' the Expansion Scheme, 29 Sept. 1923 - A.M. Pile
S. 22846/1/21A.

G. 178268
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bombers, so that once again it was the bomber force which suffered
most from this experiment. Of the 35 bomber squadrons, 26 - as
against-only 8 of the 17 fighter squadrons - would be subjected.to the
delays which the experiment imposed, and 13 of those 26 would
peace time be more than cadre .squadrons,

(.c) Defence Policy and the R.A.F.

never xn

2333

The limita- Such were the nature, importance, and liriu.tatioris of the 52
squadron programme of 1923. Dui'ing the next ten years, although the

PiSP^a-sised nature of that programme, and the principles upon which it.was
founded, remained substantially unaltered, it was the liimitations
v/hich were chiefly emphasised,
the,political and economic

tions

That this was so was due primarily to
circumstances of the time and to the policy

of economy and disarmenant pursued by successive British Goverrmients.
Political

optimism
Until at least the end of 1931 there v/as little to justify or

encourage preparedness for war. The appeasement of Pranco-German
dilYerences, the signing of the Locarno Pact (October, 1925), the
pacific temper of Japan, the friendliness of Italy, the growing
preoccupation of Russia with internal problems, all made the
possibility of war between the great Powers appear more remote than
ever, The co-operation at Geneva of Sir Austen Chamberlain,
Briand, and Stresemann lent to the League of Nations an air of
authority such as it had never previously possessed. And preparations
for a great conference to produce international security through
national disarrnajxent were s’lo\7ly ripening from 1925 onwards.

Scononic ■K ■■u- confidence that peace among the great Powers was unlikely to
b*^ broken in the foreseeable future, T/as aocorapanied by a growing
anxiety about Britain's economic and financial position. As soon as
the Franco-Gem^ quarrel began to subside in 1924 the Chancellor of
the Exchequer (Mr. Winston Churchill) had renewed the Treasury's
pressure for defence economies. (2) In 192? he again en^jhasised that
in existing financial circumstances it was absolutely necessary topick and choose between natters that must be dealt vath and those that

could wait until tines were mare favourable."(3)

anxiety

The 19^1
Crisis Street collapse of Cctober 1929, and expecially

after the resulting economic crisis had spread to Britain in
September 1931 , this anxiety grew still more urgent. For the aoonomio
crisis had also undermined confidence in international peace by
ostering in Germ^y, Italy, and Japan, an aggressive: temper that first

found vent in action in the Japanese seizure of■ Mqnchuria after theMukden incident of September 1931. There arose the spectre of
international armaments race v/hich might unbalance Britain'
callously balanced budget and perhaps lead to the disaster

■ ma.jor v/ar between the great Povrers,

an

s pre-
of a

-  ̂or this reason the early l93Cs
witnessed a particularly determined effort by British (governments
to sec^e peace and economy tlirough a general disarmament; and in
the later years of the period 1923-1933 preparedness for war was
encouraged even less than it had been in the earlier

-E2sia_Qf.
British
Policy

_  All through those ten years, then, British defence policy.aimed at economy and disam-najiient. The attendant risks ^vere accepted
/ vdth

(1) Such was the tenor of Sir Austen Chamberlain's survey in the
C.I.D. on 5 July 1928 - C.I.D, Minutes, 236th Meeting,

See below. Appendix I.
justification of his opposition to the

immediate building of an airfield at Hong Kbng - C.I.D. Minute<=225th Meeting, 6 April 1927. ^ Minutes

2

3
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with open eyes,(0 in reliance upon the system of international
security embodied in the League of Nations and in the Locarno and
other Pacts, As a. Cabinet Committee remarked in 1932, the League
of Nations provided "the safeguard of peace that for many years
has been held by successive Governments to Justify the assumption
underlying our. defensive preparations, that there vri.ll be no vrar

for ten years from any given date,(2) and the consequential low
scale of axmaments to which the three Defence Services have been

reduced". (3) It was this which made the Government so acutely
anxious to do nothing to discourage a general disariaajuent. For,
as the Committee also'pointed out, if the Disarimmient Conference

failed, the League of Nations would receive so shattering a blow

that Eritian "may then be faced with a situation in which the
choice will lie between the rehabilitation of our armaments at a

cost wViich we cannot afford ,and which British public opinion
might be alow to authorise, and the acccpta.nce of a situation in

which France, fully armed, exercises hegemony in Europe",
behind this prospect of a French hegemony was the likelihood, far

more alarming, of German rearnaa-aent. (4).

And

and especially the
this Policy A.D.G.B. force, should suffer from the rigours of this policy.

The only adr force of any size "within strikiirg distance of this

country" before 1934 v;as the air force of Prance, and the
Government was convinced that war with France "was inconceivrable"

Other large air forces were, it is true, being built up after
1923 in the U,S.A. , Italy, Japan, and Russia; but, except for
"the one outstanding incertainty" about Russian policy, war with

any of these Powers, although perhaps not inconceivable except in
the case of the U.S.A. , was until 1931 ex' 'emely r..probable.I
Moreover, none of these air forces were within str.,uking dist£,mce

of England, so that none impinged upion the R.A,F.'s main

strategical concern, the-safeguarding of Great E:..'tain in a,

European, hone defence, war. Even if there were war with any of

/ these

It was inevitable that the R.A,FEffects of « >

on the RAF

(1) For example, the G.O.S. laid the position clearly before the

Government in their 1928 Report (C.I.D.Paper 9OO-E) , which
expressly desi,gned "to leave the Government under no illusions

as to the extent to which the Fighting Services are or are not

in a position to discharge the responsibilities which night
devolve upon them". Again, in 1931 the true situation must have

been known to the leaders of all ttiree political parties -as well

as to the Government,,for the Three Party Committee, which sat

during that sur.xier to consider preparations for the coning Dis
armament Conference, had before it very candid appreciations
from each Chief of Staff (ist Sea Lord, C.I.D, Paper IO47-B;
C.I.G.S. , 1046-B; C.A.S. , 1048-B). Those give a .most valuable
account of Britian's defence position two years before Hitler

came to power in Gemany.
This version of the Ton Years Rule dated, in fact, only from
July 1928 - see below, p.34 , and Appendix I.

Report on a proposal for a Mediterranean Locarno, 18 Jan,1932
(C.I.D.Paper IO8O-B, enclosure 1 =. C.P, 27/32), Pnis Coixiittec

sisted of the Prime Minister (Mr. Ramsey Mficdonald)
Ch.cinGellor of the E.xchequer (Mr. Neville Chamberlain) and the
members of the earlier Cabinet Conmittee on propai’ations for the

Disarmament Conference, i.e, the Secretaries of SI'ate for Foreign
Affa,irs (Sir J.Simon) , for the Dominion,' (Mr. J.lh Thomas) , for
War (Lord fiailsham) ■ and for Air (Lord L-andonderr/) ,  and the 1st
Lord of the Admiralty (Sir B.Eyres-Monsell), I’' had been
appointed on January 13.

Ibid.

Statement.by Sir A,Chamberlain (Secretary of State for Foreign
Affairs) to C.I.D, , 5 July 1928 - C. I.D.Minutes, 236th Meeting.

Ibid.

was

,  thecon

(2)

(3)

4,
5,

(6)
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these Pov/ers, the R. A.Pi, 's share must for geographical reasons be a
restricted and ancillary one: against Japan or Italy the main respon
sibility must rest upon the Navy, aga.inst Russia upon the limy. (0

The R.A.P,'s 52 Squadron prograraae, therefore, had to suffer
limitations and checks -to its development no less than had the pro
gramme of the other Services. Originally the 52 squadrons were to
have been coni^)leted by April 1928. On 3 l^eceraber 1925, however, the
Cabinet postponed the date of that completion until "’935*^2^
brought the air prograiurne into line vdth the naval programme, v/ith ■
the Cabinet's ruling earlier in the year that the Admiralty, who were
talcing the Japanese navy as their yardstick, should vrork to the

assumption that there would be no war vdth Japan during the next ten
years. Pour years later, on 11 December 1929, the date for complet
ing the 52 squadrons vj-as again postponed, this time until 1938. This
v/as a natural outcome of the Cabinet's adoption in July 1928 of a
suggestion made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer (Mr, Churchill)
that, subject to annual review, "it should be assumed for the purpose
of framing the Estimates of the Pighting Services that at any given
date there will be no major war for ten years". This final and most
extended version of the Ten Years Rule was confirmed in 1929, 1930,
and 1931 , and although the Chiefs of Staff in February 1932
recommended its withdrawal, the Cabinet did not effectively accept
their recommendation Uitil February 1933.(3)
this ruling smd the fetir of doing anything to spoil the prospects of
the Disarmament Conference, which met in February 1'o2, caused
further slowing do'wn of the 52 squadron pro grannie. In the eu;.tunn of
1931 the Government accepted an armaments' truce and during that
truce, v/hich began on 1 November 1931 and was eventually prolonged
until 31 March 1933, no new squadrons could be fonmed. (Q

This

The continuance jf

a

Retarding

of the 52

Squadron

Programme

Moreover, during these later years the whole future of the bomber
.tiA..abclish force, indeed of the R.A,F. ,.was brought into debate.
bombing

aa.rci'aft

Proposals

The Disarma

ment Conference was seeking to abolish all offensive weapons - tanks
and heavy guns as T/ell as aircraft - and proposals for abolishing
that most obviously offensive weapon, the bomber, reached the
advanced stage of detailed discussion betvveen the Foreign Office and
Staffi of the Poivers, Nor was this all. The technical pecularities
T/hich made an aeroplane of any type "an offensive, not a defensive,
vreapyon" led to the still more sweeping suggestion that all military
aircraft should be abolished. These proposals unfortunately all
caiue to nothing, but they delayed for seventeen months the develop
ment of Britain's metropolitan air force, seventeen months whose
loss was to be acutely felt some seven or eight years later.

Effects The ten years from 1923 to 1933 were, then, a discouraging
period for all the Fighting Services, and particularly for the
R.A,F's home-based bomber force. It can have been none too eas

.  "n the

bomber

force y to
maintain a high standard of preparedness and to produce that inten
volume of tecunical and scientific research which preparedness
implied, v/hen war wa& not going to break out for at least another ten
ye and v/hen the only standard of comparison was an ciir force
against which hostiliti. s were inconceivable'. The Ten Years Rule
at least took away all sense of urgency, even though it did not,
Sir Char-les Madden had feared it raight do in the Navy, so Xc
and efficiency that "paint and polish came before gu'.neiy." ̂ 5

se

as

ucr zest

To

/ the

(1 and see below p, 4i, footnote (4)
Cabinet 57(25) , quoted by Sir M,Hankey in C.I.D. Paper 892-B.
For these successive developments of the Ten Years Rule-
Appendix I, • ' . ’

A.M. File S.22846/11/66B, 79A.
C.I.D.Minutes, 236th Meeting, 5 July, 1928,

see

(2
(3

below

(4
(5
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the. 'bou-'bjs.r squadrons the later years nust have been particularly
testing'5 for vdnat induceuent was there to iroprovc bonbing
tcc’nnique and tactics ’</hen every r.iorrow night bring nc-vvs of an
agroenent for the total abolition of boiobing aircraft?(l)

Besides producing so discoura.ging on atmosphere  p the circun-

'  iore positive results. By repeatedly
nd on the delaying the forraation of squadrons, they ke-pt the bonbur force
a,ll~rounder"throu.!'fhout most of the period so sr..ia.ll tha,t it could not train and

exercise upon a scale la,rgo enough to reveal noi'c than the

Gonparativcly olcnentrary -problems of its task. They cncoura.gcd,
indeed they almost co-mpclled, the to place all its resources

"in the shop v^indow". The ccrabination of a publicly declared One-
Po-A-er Standai-d of strength vdth a rigidly enforced economy meant
that a first-lino facade had to be built, up at the expense of
reserves, of research'and experiment, and of advanced training.
The need to shov/ the greatest pissiblc returm for the money so
sparingly-provided also fostered what, fr.-in the bombers' point of
vic-v7, wan an unfortunate cxa.gger.ati'On of the desire that a."ircra.ft

and aircrews should so far as possible both bo made ux3 of "all-
rounders". It led to a desire tha.t nearly all the bomber squadrons
should be equally capable of operating by day or by night and oven
that most of -bhem should be equipped v/ith the sane li;-ht, single'
cjng'ined, machines as the two-sea.ter fighter squadrons. (2) This
helped -to concentrate attention upon light b.-.'mbors f no great range
or bitting power and to delay the devolopm;.nt of lv rc xjowerful acro-
eng;incs and of adequate heavy (and even mndiun) be; ters. It helped
to narrcjw instead of extending the selcctin-i of  b -..bs avedlable.-

It also.meant that the large p>roportion of H.h.P. officers who

hold only short-service corxiissions had little time or opportunity
to acquire a. sxjGcia.1 cr;-..ipGtencc in any one -particular type, ,gf
duty.

E:-.Toha.sis on

mere nimbers stances of those times had

There \7as aniother feature of those tines v/hich helped to

retard the devclomcnt of the bomber force. This v/a.s, that the

zdr llinistry devoted most of the scanty suns avo.ilablo for scien

tific and technioa.1 research to experiments designed to im'prove the
defensive ra.-fcher than the offensive -power of the A.D.G.B. f-;jrces.

This nay ai^'pear a, curious x»licy to piursue ait s. timc.v/hen tho
doctrine of the offensive vj-p.s still the accepted gospel. Yet events
were to prove that it v/as the highest wisdom. Bor two courses v/cre

o-pen, .and lack of money made it impossible to -pursue both. One
c")urse was to assume that nothing v/as likely to occur to alter the

piessi-LUstic premises upon ’^hich the doctrine of the offensive

rested; to assime that the bionbers would, always get through and
there-fore to concentra.te upon nperfocting counter-offensive
measui'es and wea^^ons. The other course was to concentrade upon
research.,and cx^jcr-iuents designed to invalidate those -prenises ;nd
to -produce effective means of sto^rping the bombers from .getting-
through excc-pt at a xDrice v/hich they v/ould not Ion;-; bo willing to
pay. Had war been imrd.ncnt, the first course nust have been given
priority; but the Ten Years Rule, with all its fanlts, justified
the' choice of the second.

Research

Goncentra-

ted upon

defensive

•geaLSurcs

It was this second course v/hich the Coranittee

Imperial Defence and the Air Staff had follo-wed. By 1933

(1) Lord Londonderry records that, -//hen he v/as Socret.g-y of State for

Air, "there was ill-disguised discontent in the ,.iir Ministry.
Everybody -//as dissatisfied and many wcie -positively apprehensive
of tho future. ...By no means the least of -my difficulties v/as

maintaining the spirit of the R.A.B. , both active and adminis
trative, V'/hen p)ro-posals for the abolition of Iiir Forces -were

continually a-ppj'earing in the newspa-pers and it v/as natural that
parents should wonder v/hothor the R.A.P. could 'provide a career

for their sons" "- ¥lnr:s of Destiny, p.65.
This -was proposed .by the A.O.C.-in-C. , A.D.G.B. (Sir tf.G. Salmond)
in 1932, though the proposal v/as eventually rejected - A.J.I.
File S.31937.

(2)

G. 178268.'
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1933 experiments in improved methods of aircraft detection had already
reached a point from which a faint possibility of the beginnings of

i)irt3ctional wireless telegraphy,radiolocation could be discerned,

though its range was as yet too short to be of much help to long-
range bombers, 'was being investigated for defensive purposes. Qround-
to-air and aircraft-to-aircraft radio-telephony was beginning to

develop, with its attendant possibilities of more exact and systematic
"fighter control" and of improved accuracy and better tactics in bomber
interception. (0 Specifications v/erc already being prepared which
were.to produce, in the eight-gun Hurricane and Spitfire, fighter air
craft -,vith the fire power to achieve decisive results in a single
attack and a margin of speed that would ena.ble them to reg,ain posi
tion and repeatedly renew those attacks. Sven one of the few
offensive inventions of those days, the ivLreless-centrelied pilotless
aircraft, wa.s, partly ov/ing to its still limited r,angc, being studied
as a possible ramming weapon for breaking up bomber formations.(3)
In addition, some consideration had been given to the use of balloon

barrages; and the Observer Corps had been organised upon a
skeleton basis.

In 1933 most of these researches were still too much in their

infancy to justify tmy reconsideration of the premises underlying the
doctrine of the offensive. But they were already beginning to bear

fruit. Their groivth had sucked away money and energy from the study
of the offensive, of bombing, and the effect of this starving of
research on the offensive side was to be felt for another ten years.

Yet in enumerating the dificiencies of the bomber force, it must not

be forgotten that those deficiencies were but a sraall price to pay for
victory in the Battle of Britaixj.

T justi
fication

(d) The Bomber Force- in 1955

On 31 if.aroh 1933, v/hon the arnainents truce expired, Britain's
home-based air force v/as still a very long way from even a nominal,
first-line, paxity with the strongest air force within reach of the

United K^gdou. No sore than k1 of the 52, squadrons existed, even on
. (5) And it was in the offensive aivi that the dcficienoies v/ere

The doctrine of the offensive- vxas as valid as over -
paper
most marked,

Only 28 of

the 55

souadrons

formed

indeed, its premises had been strengthened x'ather than vrealcened since

1923(^) - yot only 28 of the proposed 35 bomber squadrons had so far
boon formed and 12 of these were Auxiliary and Special Reserve units

.which, by definition, were the least thoroughly trained.

Even these figures give axi exaggerated idea of the true position.
Of the 28 bomber squadrons so far formed, 21 were da}'- bombers. Of

these 21, only 10 were Regular units. Of these 10, tvro (Noe.15 and
22 } were engaged on experimental work at the i.iartlashai:i Aircraft
and Arnai-.aent Experimental Establish'-xent, had no proper equipment,
and were "skeleton units merely rc'oox-ded as squadrons in the Air

Force List":(?) and tvm more were oarmarked for the first air

/ contingent

The day

bombers;

regular

squadrons

(l) The beginnings of those rcsearchos and their early progress aro des
cribed in the Report of the Anti-Aircraft Research Sub-Cor.Taittce
of the C.I.D. , 24 March 1928 - G.I.D. Paper 866-A. This sub-
connittee xvas the successor to the Haldane Committee of 1925 -

C.I.D.Minutes, 234th Meeting, 29 March 1928.
(2) A.M.Files S.30635, 3,32445 (especially enclosures 1A and 19A)

illustrate the Air Staff's efforts to secure those two advajitages.
3) C.I.D.Paper 866-A.
4) Ibid.
5) ■ For details of.the dates of formation and of the equipment of the

hone-based bomber squadrons, see below, Appendix II,
(6) This was largely due to -the 'increase in day ‘bomber speeds, -which

had outpaced the increase in fighter speeds. As late as 1 May 1934
,e relatively high in
■fcctiveness of righter

;ic C.ii.S. remarked, that "dwing^,--
•;he performance„of tha fonber, the

croas in
lei once„ _ - . us getting less' - A.M.File S,’33237/ ,0.178268 (7) 0. STD. to C. A.S. , 5 Jah. 1953 - A.M.kie S. 22846/11/72.

to t
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contingent of the Field (or Expeditionary) Force, v/ould probably go
overseas iiTucdiatcly after the outbreak of uar, and had not been
counted £u-iong the 52 squadrons until J;;unuary 1930. (l) So there

nore than six Feguiar day bouber squa,drons fully fomed and
cleariy availafole for hono defence: and of those six, three were
only just boconing operationally efficient, for tw of then had
been forned

1931.(2)

__Thc renaining eleven day bomber squadrons belonged to the
^  and the Specia.1 Seserve. One of then (ifo.Ooy) was not yet

an elfootivo unit, for until October 1932 it had existed only on
paper. \j) iVo noro v/cx'o considerably under strength in aircraft. (4)
So no nore than eight of these eleven squadrons were fully formed,
and even those eight, of course, could not be regarded as full
first-lino units during the first v/eeks of war.

v/ore no

recently as October 1931 and the other in Aprilas

A. A.F.

Mon-rcrulm-

bonbers

The nicht

b '-nbors
ihe position of the seven night bomber squadrons v/as in one
:newhat better. Five vTerc Regular units, and these five and
of the two Special Reserve squadrons had all been in existence

ior some years. Yet the night bomber force was very small. The
origdnal intention, fomulated in 1925, was that it should consist
of 15 squadrons, as against the day bombers' 20 squadrons. (5)

or policy abmt the duties of the n n-regular squadrons had,
completely upset this ratio.

units were not

way
one

ho'.Ycver

decided that A, a.F,
Early in 1929 it had

uitable for night work, ,
as eight P. and only five Special Reserve squadi’ons had been
fonied instead of six .^.A.F. and seven Special Reserve, this
weighted the balance heavily in favour oi' the day bombers. (7) So,
instead oi a force of twelve night and sixteen day bomber squadrons
vliich the 15:20 ratio would have required, there v/ero only seven
night as against twonty-ona day squadrons.

pen

and

Effective

strength.

M,arch i9T1

At the ond of 19335 then, Britain's fully effective and
clc.a.rl}^ available iirst-lino hone dofonce bomber force consisted of
six da.}'- and five night bomber squadrons - and  a year earlier the
figure would have been only three ond five.(8) Behind these, there
were eight day and two night bomber squadrons of the A.n.F. and
bipocial Ecoerve. Those squadrons,

their enthusiasm at v/eek-
by their annual fortnight in
nds, had reached a standard

enoiblo then to taJee £in exceedingly creditable part
-  Gonnond's manual exercises, (9) but by their terms

o- service they were bound to be in the nature of second-line unita(lO)

cej.qo ana

high enough to
in the A.D. G. B.

/ If

(1) Notu of 7 Jrn.1930
Expansion Scheme,

Eos.18 and 57'in October,

xi.M.Pile b. 22846/11/1; also 7^6- Revise of
1  iipril 190’0 - ibid, enclosure 12il.

.  . No.40 in .p)ril. Nos. 18 and 57 v/ere still
not fully trained in Nov. 1932 - A.M.Pile S.30973/24^!.

No 607 had nominally been formed in March 1930, but it was not until
Cuooer 19u2 that the nucleus of Regular officers and men was

sent to its station and it "first began to function".- O.R.B. of
E0.I ,..D. Group, under date 1,10.32.

A.M.File S.30285/5.
3rd Revise of the Expansion Schono, 1 .::mril 1925 -
S. 22846/1/34.1. • . ’ r-

A.H.File

(2)

(3)

Pr.
5,

6
Quoted in a minute by D.O.S.D. , 14 Fob. 1929 - iMd, minute 59.
n i.larc 1929 the S. minuted that this disproportion need not
bo regarded too seriously since "our aim is still to have one

and night bombing - and in any event, the Ten
nimle^&l^ operational considerations less decisive - ibid,

i.^-. excluding the three day bomber squadrons only forned in 1931.
n the 1930 Exercises Nos.600, 601 and 605 put in more than 45O

7

8

9,

(10)
G. 178268.
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Lack of If the bomber force
weaker in reserves,
the initial

was weak in first-line strength, it v;as yet
All the reserve aircraft that were available were

+. 4. -I ^ squadrons. These were supposed
to total 25,-. of the initial establishment (the I,E.); that is to Ly,a squadron of 12 aircraft I.E. should have 3 aircraft I.E. This wal

ordinary peace-time wastage from accidents
of niachines. In war the wastage would obviously
and, If thc^forco was to continue to operate at

it v/ould need a ?/ar reserve sufficient to
^ime °t-i’dr ^f^oraft industry got into its war-

produced an output , equal to the total wastage. The
A.J force, however, possessed no v/ar reserve, for, as tlic Air
member .lor Supply and Research had remarked in January 193O "the
^momt ot money wo have allotted to us is quite insufficient to
uin" ̂nd"?^ ST!'-" Director of Opera-
^ommor,- 1933 is perhaps the most striking

i? ^ pointed out that the despatch over-
n  Lomber and one fighter sque^crons xvhich. with three

squaQrcnis, would form Contingent A of the
Expeditionary Eorce, would tAce all the I.R. aircraft of the other
squadrons and would so deplete home stocks of aircraft spares and
general stores that it would maAe operational flying for home defence
practically impossible. To despatch Contingent B  - tyro more fighter
ana teo more bomber squadrons - would "completely disorganise
A.D.G.B . 12; qhe position with regard to reserves of pilots was
dSScc^P^ situation v/as .auwaed up by theDefence Requirements Comittee in their Report of 28 February 1934
and H -to", that Report said, "that both S ISy
^^d the noyal Air Force have been compelled during the regime of'the

f  sfooks of War Reserves that at the
the , alarming position of being unable to

fni v,o prospect of maintaining thcnscLlor more than a few iveeks (3) ®

reserves

Linita.tions

of r;mge

and load

A handicap no less serious was the liamited
aircraft avith which this handful of
gospel of

range and load of the

squadrons 'was ocuipped. The
-van nnri ’*^-03 being preached as loudly as

boon taloen to ensure the adninis-
.  “clependence of A.D.G.B„ Yet that other, no less vital
indopcndonce which cones from the possession of bombers with '
a equate yage and endurance, had been provided in only an exiguous

r) The craving tor an all-purposes,, day-and-night, bomber,
fnnno n V, • V cconony, had helped to produce a striking

1." I w the twonty-six squadro:rs(5 were Sped

.V ; Yet even the hart, though 30 :i.p.h.faster, could carry only

measure,
natural child of

gap

/ four

(1) 5,26021/8. The history of the abortive attempts to find
36970'anrSV,?! .■S..26021 , 3237 2,

^2' ii, 1 iJ.C 5.1309/3/33.
(31 Co I. Di Paper II47-B (=D„R,C, Paper h/

■  f^i4t^b/ ^ ^i®tance

(5) or YiiSj, s/Jr/'/T/Ys/
oay bombers when mobilised,

(6) A.I'.LFi.le S.30285/1.

upon th

quipped with ligh20 out of 28.

a

e

t

G. 178268.
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four 112 lb or tv7o 230 lb bombs as its normal load and could
carx-y thorn only, to targets uiithin 250 miles of its base.(l) It
could, that is to say, just reach Paris and the industrial
around Lille from the regular bases behind or on the flanks of
the A.D.&.B. Aircraft Fighting Zone, mthout having to re-fuel at
advanced landing grounds on the ex-posed southern coa.st of
•t^n gland.

area

Sj^ecifica- Nor was anything much better in-sight.
•tioiliilZZ/ll P.27/32, for an aircraft to replace the Hart,

1932 and issued in the surraer of 1933. But it only called for
arrange, out and hone, of 600 miles at 195 m.p.h. v/ith 1,250 lb
01 bc;mbs, "for a range -which ivill enable. day bombers to reach
targets on an arc p’on Paris to ikasterdai-n from all regular day
b.jubing stations". (2} This P.27/32, moreover, bore little reseir?-
blanco to the Hart and almost exactly duplicated the specification
for a t\-ri.n-engined replacement of the Sidestrand, a type with
v/hich ane squadron only had been- equipped and which was the
nearest approach yet made to the day-and-night bomber. The Side-
strand replacciaont itself was to have a range of only 720 miles
out and hone vdth 1 ,000 lb of bDnbs(3) The P.27/32, therefore,
although it might prove useful -for testing single-engined
against t-win-engined types (4) in the effort to evolve a satis
factory day-and-night bomber, had very little reason for
existence. It certainly could not, 'as was intended, produce that
day bomber of exceptionally high performance,(5) gwhich had been
envisaged in 1923 and was still lacking. It was therefore
decided in July 1933 that the P.2?/32 specification, while still
calling for a single-engined machine,
the same requirements of range emd load as those for the Side-
strand replacement. At the s;ar.io tinic it was decided that
ttoiapt should be made in 1934 towards getting a smaller,

engined, high performance, day bomber to carry only 5OO lb of
bombs for only 600 miles cut and hone.(Q

A specification,
was -prepared in

should be ai'aendeci to give

an
£1

single-

Preference Thus the .-.ir St£u’f 'were still w-edded to the idea of the
short-ranged light bomber.

i.iinutcd that
Even as late as

-nai' I lorosce
27 Febr-uary 1934

c..; a.

for li.oht
 the

in the future is that a type,
replacement, will prove suitable both as
;  when this haj^pened, he v/ould equip five

and a.ll the five Speci.ol Heserve squadrons v/ith
3  ■'.vnuld leave us vlth 10 Heavy Night bombers

and 15 Light Bombers of which 5 would be Auxiliary Squadrons". (?)
■  So, official -policy as late as February 1934 still held out little

hope of ;-mp- -
range and lead.

such as the Sidestrand :
day and a night bomber";
Hcgular s.quadrons

a

this t^-pe and "thi

early_^provision of day bombers with really adequate
The .practical inconveniences attendant upon

bombers

inadequate range had long been felt in desert operations in
Indio,; (8) and the Russiai'is v/ero kno-vm to be

■building -a considerable fleet of four-engined heavy bombers
which, if England and Russia s'
rang'O the squadr-.ms from A.D.G-.B.

hould go to v/fjr, vrould easily out-
upon wViose assistance the air*

/ side
A.;-:. Files S.32367/6B, 20a;
Hin-ates by L.C.A. S • ?

. (1 .31154/i, IB;' S.35247/1A.
. 15 June 1932 - A.M.Pile S.22846/II/67.

lype requirement, April 1932 - S.3II54/IB; approved by G.A.S.
7^ /pi'll 1932 - minute 1; Specification P.27/32 issued12 ixpril 1933 - ibid, enclosure 19A; in contractor's haiods by

_ June 1933 - ibid. min-ute 20. ^
Ibid. minutes 5,. 6.
AiaE, enclosure 5A,
Ibid , minute 20.

,lDid, minutes 20, 21 , 23. The aioended P. 27/32 specification
-  24 Oct. 1933 - iMd. , enclosure 28A.

s. 22b/.6/ll/89. By that time it had been decided that 3
-I tnG_A.xi.i'. squadrons were to be converted to fivhters.

e.g. a manuto by the C....S. (Trc-nchard) of 13 Larch 1928 em
phasised this -point - A.M.File S.23577/15A.

■v/as

2,

3,
,-4,
2;
6)

(7)

■  (8)
0.178268.
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oi" India Pleji chiefly depended ("I ),. Nevertheless,
,  short-r.anged, day honher still retained its high plaoe in

affi.;ction;3 thanks to the fxnancial eoonoray inposed hy the
Oovernnent and, perhaps, to the strong but United traditions in
herited fron the Royal Plyjjig Cox'ps.

side of the Dofence

the light
the R. ...P.'s

The heavy

bomber

position

It -scons difficult to escape the conclusion that econony and
tliis alfectipn for the light bomber had v/oakoned the sense of urgency
in the 's researches into the development of heavier bonbers of
greater^endurance, mt the sane tine, no strong stinulus could come
fron British civil aviation, which was still oonparatively baclward and
had but United opportunities. (2) The heavy bon*er position was, in
fact, appro.aching_ a crisis. Even in 1923 licnbors of Parliancnt had
accused i.he ..^ir ainistry of neglecting to develop high-powered
engines, the essential nucleus ar^umd -which all aeroplane development
iiust revolve, mt that tine however, the Air Staff were certainly

The G._.b. had cioijhasisod that a nachino capable
carrying a 4j000 lb bomb night perhaps be required(5). The A.0,G.

iniojid mrea had also urged the need for a new night bomber -with an
OUO mile range out and hone and capable of taking  a 1 ,500 lb or
2,000 lb bomb, "ifc nust", he said, "design our future machines in
accordance Uth our strategical and tactical policy, wViich wc are now
in a position to do^ and so obviate the ;
tactics and strategy to suit the machinos
•v-dse advice,'but it Was little heeded durin

eero-

alive to the need.
of

necessity of modifying our
, (4) This T/asavailable

,  „ the . next ten vears. The
great four-englned Handley Page V.15OO of 1918 had no -successor and
the tnreo_ squadrons of 'Giant' bonbers for '.^lich the C.A.S. had
provided ,in 1923 had never na.terialised. *

Vi r.^dnias Instead, in March, 1933 the hone defence night bomber squad,
were spn equipi^ed with Vickers Virginia twin-engined aircraft
wcich had firs, cone into seiwice in 1923 as roplaccnonts for the
ic-nrs designed in 1917. Heplacenents for the Virginia

v/cre ceimninly in sight in the Heyford and' the Hendon, but it was not
until January 1934 that the fii'st liojdords wont into service and the
Hendons die not ju'rivc imitil ifevember. (0 Nor did either offer any
very substantiU irprovenont upon the Virginia in range or bomb-load.
Beyjnd them, tno disquieting nature of the
be judged frrmi a minute by the D.G.Ii.S. "
28 Au-gust 193^;-', "we have

fsf
a

:'xire distant prospect nay
d -present", ho v/rote
lor our heavy bomber

on

to ioly entirely
.a

and

licyforJs

/replacement

(1) Thoso Eusaan v,oro tho T.E..5, -.vhioh an E.A.E. Mission aav, in
four 600 H.r. engines, a speed of 124 m.p.h. ,
lb of bods for 675 dies out and home or ’

1 ,000 lb iOl 1,140 miles. Seventy of then v/ere believed to be in
(9) Papers 313, 316 (^- C.I.D. Paper 1127-E).[2) So long as aircrait ranges had to be measured in hundreds of miles

instead of .housancs, this v/tts almost inevitable. As the'G.in.S,
an 19p1 (C. I,B.Paper 1048-S) in a small and highly

developed country such as the British Isles civil aviation
o^t^er and longer-established forms of

pereas on the continents of Europe and dierica the
oredox uistanccs gave the aeroplane, because of its
Sfo^' a c.cfinite_ economic advantage. It was only when, just
?dobli?v°enr-VT-'''' ' sufficiently to encourage the
dPunci trar^scontlnental,
air^linu^,^th.at true long-distance flying over Imperial air routes
egan to give, British civil aviation its opportunity.

25”Ju?v Id? 1923 - A.M.Pile S. 22846/I/14D.d July 1923 did. . enclosure 16,' / 'm- .
Except for No. 99 "which had Hinaidis
occ below-, Jippendix II.

CO uld

greater

3 It

A,
5

of a similar vintage.(6

G.178268.
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rcplacencnt cn a single aircraft to be produced, to an a:nbitious
Gpccifica.tion, by i±ri.istrongs. If this aircraft t>roves unsatis-
tactory, ’./c shall be very ba.dly let do'vvn. are already very
oehindhand in the perforraance of our heavy bonbers and ¥re are
gambling our future on this single tbrov/".(l) It usually took
about eight anfJ a ha,lf ySars to cv;lvo a new heavy bomber,(2)
if tile Armstrong machine failed, Britain night have no suitable
machine of -that class in service until 19Z:.1.(3)

so

Such -vvero some of the I'esults of

ec-.riony, of the incrvatirii,; Ten
the ideal of the "all rcunder'',
built up v/itn the ai.x’ force of Franco
the■destruction of

■■■rslongcd -and drastic
iiulc, and of the devotion to

The bomber force, which had been
.  : as its yardstick and ’>vith

industrial targets as its prir.ia.x'y strategical
i  only the northern parts of France. The iron-

around Nancy and Toulouse, most
on the French Atlantic coast and all

those on the iaeditterrcunean,, were beyond the reach of the light
clay l;- '.i.ibers \ohich ma.de.
rons: and only a. few
night bombers. Should the

Years

pur.;, ' :ro , could reach
■v7orks of Iioraine, the industries
of tile ports and nava,l bases

up thiLoe-quarters of the existing squad-
those targets v/ere within reach of the

air force of FrSwnce, England's nearest
c, .'ntin.cnte,l neighbour, be ro'placcd as the yardstick by the air
f.orcG of some other country with whom war y/s.s

01

not ' inGonceiva.ble' ,
the British bomber force would be pov/crlcss to strike a blovY un-

■  less it sacrificed part of its ndepiendence' and
called'Independent Force of I918,
a.rmies of a continental allv.

?

i , like the so-
operated from bases behind the

Lack of
detailed
plans

The truth g/as that equipment had again preceded planning.
The gcuieral strategical purpose for which the home-based bomber
squadrons existed
offensive upon which the o.ir defence
depend in a European, heme defence,,
tailed plans for such a war.(4)
tence of £t potential ene
enemy did not exist in
force, was not to
i.iio alone
for such a

detailed plans for an3c

was clear: it was, to conduct the air counter-
of Grecut Brittdn must chief ly

war. But there were no dc-
Lotailed plans presume the exis-

ly, and, at least ’until 1933? such an
Europe, France, v/hc had a powerful air

be regal’dG'l as a potential enemy and Geri^any,
araong- the major nurope-an Powers might have qualified
role, had. no air force. There were, therefore, no

uropc,an war.

Lack of Not only wore there nq
kind of intelligence

intolli'-f&ncc liinistrv. of course,
strength, chriractor, and dispositions
forces. But the primary targe
was genereAly agreed, be th

Ians, bu
tar.ro t

t .also the most essential
for forming such plans
had a good

T/as lacking. The jiir
1 of information about the

i  of the French and other air
ts of a bombing offensive would, it

eneajFs industries. The greatest
need of all was therefore for industrial intelligence, and until
1929 no organisation existed whose primary duty was to collect and

P .
-I ■;

/ sift

(0 File S.32445/17B.
ilinutp by P.0.1 to D.C..;,S. , 16 June 1933 - A.iI.Pile S.32372/1.
D.D.O.I. to D.C.A.S. , 12 Oct.1934 ■- A.E.File S.34932/1
Tim only major wju’ plans in existence in 1933 wore:- (1) the FarEastern Plai] , elaborated after the I'anchurian c risis of 1931-2;

this y;as almost entirely a naval plan, the E..i.,F. being called’
upon tor little more thaji local defence, reconnaissance, and

.  naval oo-opcration, ■ (2) The Befence of India plan , approved in
general outline by the_G.I.D. on 2 Hay 1929 (C.I.D.Hinutes, 242nd
meeting, minute 3): this was predominauitly an ilrmy plan.,
althougU it called for the despatch to India of 24 firhter and
bomber squadrons fron A.D.G.B. .for operations against^'the
Ru83ian' a.rjiiy and air f.'irce "baserj ard lines

ii.

f cojomunication.

2

3
,4.
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sift such intelligence and- to study the industrial goograx3hy and war
potential of foreign x-:ovTOrs.(’[) Sven after the Go:ni;xLttee of Iraperial
Defenco estahlishod its sub-coiMuittGC on Industrial Intelligence in

■ Poroign Conntrios in 1929 and gave it a pernanent, whole-tine staff,
the Industrial Intelligence Centro, in 1931,(2) such v/ork progressed
but slo'vTly, The Centro's staff V/as snail, its task v/as iionense, and it
naturally did not begin by studying so unlikely an enemy as Prance,
It had, uoreover, to su’pply infoma-tion for all three Services and v/as
not concerned exclusively vTitl'v intelligence about air targets, al
though the Sdcreta.ry of State for Air had asked that
in mind the points raise'd by the air Staff in regjord to the study of
objectives vAiich night provide ^pitable targets for air attack in
potentially hostile countries". (3) By 1933’
etting :lnto its stride and boginnin
still those reports did not deal v/ith Prance, the country against
vrtioEO air force the A.D.G,B. squadroais had to measure themselves.
There v/as, therefore, no detailed, digested, study to show just how
decisively French war industry could be crippled by a bomber force
v/hich could reach only so fan as Paris and Lille;
definition of targets to
type of bombs -vTOuld be

it should bear

the orgfiniss-tion was
to produce valuable reports, but

r?

there v/as no precise
define exactly v/hat weight of attack or what

required at any particular point. The bomber
force',s equipment could not be closely related to the targets against
\/hich it v/culd have to be employed in a Europ.'ean wa.r because those
targets were not themselves precisely l<nown.

The

Defence

of In'.''ia

Those, of course, were handicaps from which a lighting Service
must alv/ays suffer during a ’period so pacific that no potential enemy
is in^vie-v/. Before 1933, hoveever, they were exaggerated by the fact
that ohe home-based bomber force, in addition to its jjrimary home
defence role, had also a secondary role. It had to serve as a' general
Irperial air reso]m/e behind Britain's extra-Burouean air forces!^ Imd
a detailed plan for the conduct of one pc
secondary role did exist from 1929 onwards.
India Plan which callod

Gsiblo function of this

This v;as the Defence of

in the event of a M&r against Russia

Plan

, for the
■.B's fighter'and bomber squadrons to

the incleo'endencc :.,’f Afghanistan and to
os of India.(A) The existence of this

prinany plans existed, made the

despatch of twenty-four of G
assist the xbrmy to j^rcsexve
protect the northern frontioi
secondary plan at a time wb^n no
ini luence of the oombicr l creo' s second ary role upon the character of
its oqui-pnent more marked than it .
influence again favoured the light

mii ht otherv'/ise have been, iind that
bc:c:ber. For in a \/ar fought ar.iong

the wild and oc'.nomically backward I'egionc on the xiLghan borders, the
ixir Force's v/ork v/ould bo pi’edrod.mmtb/ army co-operation: uaintanance
and landing fa.cilitios would be ;rimitivo and light, handy, easily.  serviced aircraft would be at a premium. (5) A.D.G.B's secondary
coixiitnent in India, thus pulled the same \/ay as Treasury economy.
Both favoured the light bomber which, besides being cheap to build,
to man, ,and to maintain, needed for its operation only a" sr.iall airfield,
only a small ha^ogar, and no elaborate prepared runway.

/ The

0) C. I.D,.!'.Linutes , 238th fleeting,
C. I, D.Paper 909-B.

D.C.O.S. Report on central machinery for co-ordination of intelligence,
1 Jan.1936- G. O.S.420(1:.C. ) , enclosed in C.I.D.Papcr 1208-B.

C.l.D. i-Iihutes, 23Sth lice ting, 8 Nov. 1928.
iCi outline of this plan-, end of the R.xi.P's ability to execute it,

is given in the C.O.S. annual report for IP'I'I, 12 Oct 19^^ -
C.O.S,310 (C.I,D.Paxjer 1113-B).

This was one of the argiuments advanced in favour of
light bomber squadrons in Expansion Scheme '
A.II. Pile S. 22846/III/2A.

8 Nov, 1928; bmorandum by C.A, S ♦ >

retaining the
of 193A -3  r

(2)

3
A.

(5)
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The aTjsence of detailed plans for the execution of the horaber

force's primary task was not compensated by any great opportunities
for realistic and large-scale memoeuvres. The stimulus of adequate
tactical exj^erinent was thus denied it no less than the stimulus

of detailed strategical planning, For an Mr Force, like an Army

Effects of

the force's

siaall size

upon

tactical

Dovelonment or a Navy, can derive only a limited value from its exercises or
nianoeuvres if those exercises have to be conducted upon a scale
and under conditions that bear little relation to the scale and

conditions of its -pJ^obable operation in war. This was perhaps
where the Ten Years Rule and the re|3eatod delays in the formations

of the fifty-two squadrons v/ero most harmful to the bomber force.
Mr. Churchill, in pressing for the acceptance of the 1928 version
of the Ten Years Rule, had claimed that "it would not in any way
hamper the development of ideas but.would check mass production
until the situation demanded it".^^/ Yet, as the Secretary of
State for Air (Sir Samuel Hoare) had feared(2) and as events were
to shov/, the development of ideas v/as bound up with the provision
of adequate numbers of effective squadrons.

Effects The smallness of the bomber force was a serious handicap to

higher training in practical staff vrork and to the development of
tactical experiment upon an adequate and realistic scale,

the Oxford Area was formed in October 1933» only one of the three

Bombing Areas v/as in existence
administered the A. A. F. and Special Reserve squadrons, could b^ ^
regarded as the nucleus of a second Area Command headquarters,'>3;
but its duties gave it little experience of operational staff

work and the problems and character of the non-regular squadrons
distinct tc give the Group a some^vhat specialised

Until

No.l Mr Defence Group, v/hicb

were sufficiently

upon staff
experience

.U)outlook

Effect Again, although the A.D. G.B. Command held annual air
exercises, for many years the forces Tirhich could be engaged were
too small, the crews too raw, the few days allotted too short, and
the exercises themselves still too novel for the more advanced

problems of large-scale bombing.tactics to be at all deeply
investigated.
Displays, and occasional local exercises with other squadrons
or with Army anti-aircraft forces, v/ere of a still more

limited character and it was not until 1930 at the earliest

that even the more experienced squadrons began to get any
adequate troAning in operations involving forces of greater than

Annual practice camps, annual R.A.P. and station

upon
exercises

/ squadron

C.i.D, Minutes, 236th Meeting, 5 July 1928.
Ibid.

A.M. File S.22846/II/64A, 73.
Ibid enclosures 77A, 77B.

1

2

3

,4,
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squadron or wing strength.(l) The marked, and comparatively
sudden, increase in the numher of tactical and technical

discussions v^hich found their v/ay on to Air Ministry files from
the latter part of 1932 onv/ards reflects the growing scale and
value of the A.D. G.B. or Area exercises no less than it

reflects the.emergence of a potential enemy in the German Air
Force.

Progress of

day bombing
tactics

It was in day bombing tactics that most progress had been
The Training Manuals laid dovm with considerablemade.

precision which types of targets could be attacked most
effectively by high level, and which by low level bombing;
v/hich required dive bombing; and what formations and methods

/of approach

(1) These points may be illustrated from the O.R.B. of No.12(B) Sqdn.
No.12(b) Sqdn. had been formed in 1923for 1928 and 1930.

and was placed first in all day bomber squadron competitions in
1928, 1929 and 1930. It was stationed at Andover, The

in which it took part were:-etc, 5exercises,

1928

22.6.28. Andover Display - close formation flying, and 'dive
past' by flights.

15.7.28, Hendon Display.
4.7.28 to 7.7.28,
21.8.28 to 14.9.28.

Blaciqjool Display.
North Coates annual practice camp;

weather prevented completion of programme.
16.9.28 to 21.9.28. Army Manouevres. Only 3 reconnaissance

and bombing flights, "There was a marked lack of
interest in most of the exercise as the unit was sent
to reconnoitre over country not occupied by troops and
to bomb other troops who could take no decisive part
in the action".

bad

1210

17.3.30. ¥essex area air pilotage, signals, and photographic
with 4 other sqdns.
Camera obscura exercise;

9 raids on Birmingham ;ind London;
6,400

20.5.30. & 27.5.30. Tactical exercise vyith Fighting ^
2 raids on '.latford via Selsey Bill,
conditions did not permit the raids being carried out at
any great height, 3?000 ft. being the average height.
Interception yyas atteimpted by the Fighter Squadrons with
indifferent success owing to the superior speed of the
bombers".

5.6.30 to 19.6.30. , “
20.6.30. Andover Display:
28.6.30. Hendon Display,
31.7.30 and 1.8.30.

exercise;

31.3.30. to 30. with other sqdns:
average altitude

1 Uo

irea:

"I/eatKer

At Bircham Nev^ton for Display Practice,
wdth 2 other sqdns.

Tactical exercises y/ith Fighting .-irca:
2 raids on Natford, one via Brighton and Guildford,
other via Selsey Bill. Fighter interception fairly
successful one day, unsuccessful the other.

A, D. G. B. Air Exercises of 1930: made
4 sqdn. raids, 6 flight raids, 9 reconnaissance patrols.

North Coates annual practice camp.
Exercises ’with Ko.l ̂ uDi Brigade; sqdn. and

flight raids and reconnaissance patrols "\yhen the
weather permitted".

11.8.30 to 15.8.50.

16.8.30 to 27.9.30,
29.9.30 to 1.10.30.

G, 178268.
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. (1)of approach, attack, and getaway were most suitable to each

Yet a good deal of this paper precision was deceptive since few, if
any, of the syaadrons had actually practised all the methods

prescribed. They were skilled at flying in formations of various

patterns and .’in’ bombing in formatioh from medium heights up to 10,000
or even l';.,000 feet. But it y/as not until No. 12(B) Squadron began
its exporiments in the summer of 1932 that any serious practiipal
investigation began into the best methods of pattern bom'bing.
Bombing from, really low levels v/as also an unplumbed mystery lontil 1S35
and the standard bomb-sights were useless belovf 2,000 or 3j000 feet,(3)
IPevr squadrons, again, had ever practised, attacks upon moving targets
until in 1933 Nos,12 and 33(b) squadrons did so, from heights up to
16,000 feet, against a moving motor-boat in connection with the

Gentunion bombing trials, (4) xi.s it was with bombing, so it was v«'ith
defensive tactics. ComiTiand and other exercises and fighter
affiliation practices with neighbouring fighter squadrons had added

something to the bomber crews ' exjjerience in dealing with intercepting
fighters. Nevertheless, in the absence of an adequate camera-gun by

f those mock combats might be assessed with
, (5) such e;qperience served rather to practise the

In the

v/hich the results of

reasonable accurac3'-
fighters in interception than the bombers in self-defence,
annual Exercises it was usual for the fighters to intercept about half

of the raiding bombers,(6) but there was no means of estimating
accurately how many of the intercepted machines Tvould have been shot

down or haw they might best have defended themselves,
still be no convincing anbwer to the vital question of how, and how
often, would the day bombers be able to fight their way through “without
fighter cover.

There could

The night bomberIn night bonflsing tactics progress v/as slown
squadrons still practised their attacks from the low: levels and by the
one-aircraft-at-a-time methods bustomary during the Nar of 19hf-1918,
Some experi-ients had, hswever, been made in flying in formation at

night.
autumn of 1926
formation flying as not feasible and both the Air Staff
i,TOBre decidedly sceptical about its value even if it could be done.

The squadrons ■’.which demonstrated, that it could, at- any rate, be done,
w/ers Nos.45 and 55 in Iraq and No.5& at Northy Dovm in England.

3 the initiative came from the squa.(^rpns, for until the
the official Plying Training Ivknual

In t:

described night
and CoKwi.ands

o41

Progress of
ni,cht bomb

ing . tactics

had proved that "not only is it feasible but it is comparatively easy
on any night virhen an average pilot could fly at all. No. 45
.Squadron, using hull .and navigation lights, had flown in formations of
three and even of five: they had, in addi'tion, successfully practised
night bombing in line astern, though the bomb-dropping had not been by
formations but had been "bombing in company", the machines folla:/ing
each other in and each one doing its o'vn bomb-aiming. (9) No. 58
Squadron, which had been formed only in 1924j had, under Squadron-Leader
Longton and Squadron-Leader A.H. Harris, used a blue "steaming light"
similar to that used by the Navy during the V7ar of 1914-1918 and had ^
found that oh moonlit nights no illumination at all w:as necessary.
Probably as a result of these e:<cperiments, a conference of bomber
squadron-leaders and flight-lieu.tenant.s, held at the .Armament and
Gunnery School, had urged that formation flying should become a
regular part of the night bombers' training;
:irea had ruled that the time was not yet ripe. (H)

but the 'ii. 0. C, Inland

874 (ed,1925).
No.12(3) Sqdn. O.R.3., under dates June, Sept, and 5 December,1932;
Report on pattern bembing trials 1932.

A.lvl. Pile 3.35I3O; No. 12(B) Sqdn. O.R.3. , 1935.
No.12(B) Sqdn. O.R.B, , 1933.
Statement by a. 0.0. , Fighting furca I

26 Oct. 19>''- - xi.lvL Pile S.34572/1/IA.
Ibid.

Report by S/L Harris, 4 June 1926 - :L,M.Pile b88909/26/7c.
Report on e^meriments by Nos.45 und 55 Squadrons  - Ibid., endosuie 5c.
Report by S/D a.H. Harris, ibid., enclosure 7c.
Ibid., enclosure 14; minute 2.

A.P.

Joubert de la Perte)(ii.V.H

(1)
(2)

3)
J
--I-

,5

o)

(1
(11)G.178268.
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An inspection of No.58 Squadron by the C. A.S, in May 1926 eventu-:
c-lly brought the subject to the fore and, immediately after it, the
Director 0 raining called for reports from the three eroeriraenting

NigJlfc
formation

flying

discussed

1926
Squadron-Leader A.H. Harris in his report(2) urged thatsquadrons

by flying in formation night bombers would be better able to defend
themselves when returning in daylight or twilight from long raids, and
would navigate more accurately in war since the lov/ering of naviga
tional standards might be offset by the fev/ really good navigators
being able to guide the rest of the squadron to its target. These
arguments did not entirely convince the higher authorities that such
training ought to begin at once, for both the i\.,0,C.-in-C. , A.D.G.B,
(Sir J.M.Saldond)(3) "and the D.C.A.S.(4) agreed that the primary
function of the night bomber was to work' individually and that "only
a very limited amount of night formation flying should be practised
in peace-time' by bombing aircraft". Hovrever, on 15 October 1926 the
C.A. S. approved the amending of the Plying Training Manual to permit
a limited amount of training in flying by night in formations of not
more them throe earcraft. (5) At the same time researches apparently
began for the evolution of a shaded formation - keeping light v/hich
would not readily betray the bomber to enemy fighters.(6)

Even now, progress was slight. For soiTie years the night bomber
squadrons were so busied v/ith other forms of training that they had
no time to spare for practising formation flying,(?) £>nd it was not
until 1933 that a satisfactory format ion-keeping light v/as produced(8)
a delay which, suggests how little urgency vras ascribed to this work.
There was a momentary revival of interest when the Air Staff's
comments on the 1931 A.D.G.B. Exercises suggested that, as the

night bombers' loss of effective pov/er was chiefly due to the crevf

and equipment they had to carry to enable thera to operate individually,
it was for consideration whether they could not fly in formation:

"the defensive and naviga.tional equipment would then be more akin,to

that in day bombers, to which type they vrould in general conform"
- another, and somewhat unusual, manifestation of the 'all-rounder
idea.

Until then, the idea of bombers flying in formation at night was no
farther tested and not at all practised, and it was not until August
1933 that its possible value as a means of increasing the weight,
speed, and concentration of night bombing attacks v/as brought into ,
discussion by a r.Tinute from Group Captain A.T, Harris, the D.D.O.I.^ /
That development, however, belongs to a later section of this
narrative.

Nothing came of this suggestion until the summer of 1933.

Little

further

progress

The most difficult problems of the night bomber, and even to a

large extent of the day bomber, wore, however, neither strategical
nor tactical but technical,

tactics of a bombipg offensive, what the bombers should try to do
and what vrere the ways by which they might try to do it,, could be
deduced fairly clearly from the experience of 1914-1918.
was still obscure was the nature of the technical and scientific

/e quipment

Broadly speaking, the strategy and

T/hat

Technical

problems

(1) Itod. , enclosure l+A.

Ibid. , enclosure Jo.
Letter covering Sqn.Ldr. Harris' Report, 7 August 1926 -
iLid enclosure 7A.

2

3

Ibid. , minute I3.
Ibid. , enclosiares llA, IIB; minute I4.
I'bid. enclosures JC, JB; minute 13.
Ibid. , enclosures i6a, 19A; minute 21.
A.M. Pile S.32234/Zil, 3.
A.M. Pile S.30624/I6A.
A.M. Pile S.3223iy6.

•  >

4,

6

7
8

(9
(10
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equipment that this strategy and these tactics would require to
make them effective. What armament and protection would the

bombers need to fight their way to their targets? How could both

day bombers and night bombers minimise the effects of bad weathei-

and poor visibility? How, in such conditions, could they find
their way to their target areas vath reasonable certainty said

regularity? How, having reached the target area, could the night
bcsmbers, in particular, locate their specific objective? How

ensure that their bombs could not only be aimed accurately enough
to hit the target but would also be of the correct character and

power to destroy it? These questions, left obscure by v/artime
experience, received less than their share of attention during the
years of peace. The concentration of research upon problems of
defence rather than of offence, the absence of plans, the lack of

detailed study of targets, and the limitations so long imposed upon
tactical experiment by the small size of the effective bomber force,
all combined to prevent such technical problems emerging from their

obscurity and assuming the importance which was properly theirs - or,
rather, v;hich must appear to be theirs to the historian looking
back to 1919-1933 across the years 1939-1945•

In defensive armament^' ) the bombers of 1933 differed little
from those of 1918.

Heyford only three,

their speed, which was steadily approaching that of the fighters,
as upon the mutually supporting fire ydiich they could afford one
another by flying in formation.

The Hart carried two machine-guns and the
The day bombers still relied as much upon

The night bombers, for their

Defensive

Armament

part, trusted to darkness still to hide them from both air and
ground defences,

of providing the night bomber vdth a better rearward defence,

early as 1926 Squadron Lsadar.A.H. Harris,, in urging the value of
night formation flying as a means of defence, had suggested that a
rear-gunner should be installed aft of the tail-plane^2)
A. O.C. Wessex Area (^i. V.M. J.M. Steel) had supported him by asking
that the possibility of improving the night bomber’s defensive
armament should be carefully considered, even though he regretted
that this extra weight must reduce the air-craft's bomb-load. (^)

Yet some thought had been given to the question
As

and the

Discussions

about
The idea of pi’ctecting the pilot and the more vital pants of

his machine by armoui'-plating had also been considered.
protective arisen in 1924 in relation to caimy co-operation machines, as a result

of a report that the Drench might be considering the development
of small calibre automatic anti-aircraft guns for use against low
flying aeroplanes,

undesirable because of the loss of manoeuvrability, performance
and altitude, and therefore of usefulness for other duties such

air fighting or photographic reconnaissance, which must result froj.:
the Ti/eight of the armour,

aircraft, produced during the I914-I918 War, seemed also to justify
this opinion. (4) In 1928 the idea was again put forv/ard, this tine
by the Secretary of State for Air and in relation to the desert
operations of bombers in the Wear and Middle East. (5)
rejected upon the same grounds by the C.A.S. and his technical
experts, the C.A. S. adding that on a Wapiti to protect the pilot
alone against attack only from below would require 391 lbs of amour

It had

amour

It .v/as then generally agreed that it ?;as

.0

Experience v^/ith the Salamander armoured

Again it v/as

/and

(1) The statements contained in this paragraph and the next are subject
to modification by the specialist narrative dealing with Amament
which is being prepared in this -Branch.

A.M.Pile 6S8909/26/7g.
Ibid

ITMV'Pile S. 23577Aa, 2, 3, 4, 8a, IOA.
A.lvi. Pile S. ‘^3577A‘3A. i.

enclosure 7A.• 9

((2
.  (3

(4
(5>
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and that this would seriously reduce both the range and the

offensive load of the aircraft.'(1) The Secretary of State
accepted these arguments but urged that research should be

undertaken to produce a lighter form of armour, He also

suggested that it might be well to put out "a specification
for a machine which would have the performance and range for
desert warfare and yet be capable•of carrying armour". (2)
The Armaments Section of the Research and Development Branch

also discussed at this time the j)ossibility of making aircraft

petrol tanks bullet-proof, but they came to no very hoxaeful
conclusion. (3) By 1933 there was very little to show for
all these discussions: nor indeed could there be until larger
bombers of greater power and lifting 'capacity could be developed.

High
altitude

Those other technical problems which might arise from any

marked imp>rovement in anti-aircraft gunfire, were just beginning
to be faced in 1933. The most likely effect of such anproblems

improvement would be to force the bomber to ox^erate at higher
altitudes. This -would raise all the manifold physiological,
engineering, and navigational problems connected with flying
at great altitude s

these problems v,as still in its infancy,
fatigue at what were then normal altitudes had, however,
received considerable attention.

In 1933 scientific investigation into
The x^roblem of

Something had been done to
make the xjilot's work less tiring and less exacting by careful
attention to the design of aircraft seats and the position of

the controls, to the exclusion of draughts and the x^rovision of
cockpit heating, whilst the Heyfords which were about to come

into service -/.■ere to be equipxoed -with automatic pilots,
pirogress in higji altitude research ’was only just beginning
in 1933 and it was not until 1936 that a special High Altitude
Flight began the first methodical investigations.

But

Progress had also been slow- in the solution of the greatest
of all the technical x^noblems w-hich beset the bomber, the

organisCvtion problem of how to overcome the serious limitations imposed by
bad weather and poor visibility, A good deal had certainly
been done to provide regular information and forecasts about
weather conditicvis. The Meteorological Office had been
incorporated in the Air Ministry in 1919-1920 (4) and an
increasing proportion of its -work was concerned v,-ith Service and
civil aviation. It collected weather rex^orts from a network of
stations and observers all over the British Isles and from foreign
broadcasts, (5) v/hile from 1 November 1924 the two aircraft
of its Meteorologica.l Plight made regular daily observations of
the upper air to altitudes'of 16,000 feet or more. (6) From 1925
it made this inforTna.tion available, day and night, to R.A.P. and
civil pilots through its Aviation Services division and through
a number of 'distributive stations' on R.A.P. airfields. (7)

/Weather

Meteoro-

enclosure l3A.ii (13 Max-ch .1928); minutes 15, 16.
minute 14 (10 April 1928).
enclosure -i6A.

Ibid
ibid
Ibid

Annual Report of Meteorological Committee, 1920 (Cmd.948), X4’. 12-14.
The organisation is described in considerable detail in the
Annual Rexxort, 1934, IJX5. 5-18.
AFimFrrTiep35rt7'’TJ25, p.7 - by this latter date altitudes of
25,600 to 30,000 feet had become normal, though this axjpears to
have been a recent develoxxment since the Annual Report, 1936,
XO. 16, remarks that, from data x^rovided by the. Flight 1925-1934,
mean monthly values of temxxerature had been.w-orked out for
altitudes from 1,500 to 16,000 feet.
Annual Rexaort, 1934, pp. 5-18

• 9

• 9

• 9

1
2

(3)
( ^)
( 5)

(6)

(7)
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Weather reports and forecasts for particular flights were aliso
supiDlied on request and neteorological officers had been regularly
attached to A.D.G.B. and x\rea headquarters and to squadrons during
Comand and other air exercises from 1928 onwards. (1) The need for
econouy and the limited sise of its staff had i^erhaps handicapped the
.iiletecrological Office in the field of pure research, (2) but none
the less in 1933 an efficient organisation already existed which
might readily be adapted and expanded to jjrovide the bomber force
v/ith regular, detailed, and increasingly reliable statements and
forecasts about meteorological conditions.

Efforts to overcome the handicaps iriposed by those conditions
Yv'ere, on the other hand, only just beginning. Little had been done
to jprovide scientific devices for bringing aircraft safely home to
their bases in bad weather and j^oor visibility. For example, R.A.P.
airfields v,-ere not yet equixqaed with any blind-apqjroach system, nor
had any experiments in fog dispersal been attempted. 'This last
subject had been raised in 1921 by Professor Lindemnn, Sir Na^jiar Shaw,
and Colonel Moorc-Brabaaon and had been discussed by the ̂ lir Ministry
Aeronautical Research Committee, but too little Yvas then knoYYn about
the causes and character of fog for any progress to be made. Not
until 1935 Yvere any serious investigations into the piroblen
undertaken. (3)

Lack of

x5r ogress
in other

Qt-Ytters '

Cloud flying
trials 1932

One direction in YY'hich a useful advance was just starting was
in flying through cloud, but oven this advance was very recent,
YTas only in 1932 that No. 12(b) Squadron began its x-jicneer cloud-flying
trials. (4)

It

Those trials Yvere markedly successful,
in instrument-flying and a xYoricd of individual and Plight training,
the Squadron ca.rried out' effectively a number of XYractice raids through
cloud upon industrial and other targets - for exanple, from Andover ■

These raids v;ei'’e made in squadron formation
and x>roved that in mfiny - though not all - types of cloud such

oxjerations Yvere quite XYracticable.

After a course

One major handicaxY. imposed by

. via Brighton on London.

the vY-oathar ux^on bombing yy^s thus partially removed and new

possibilities of auccess'fully evading the enevry's defences -vrere

opened to the day bombers.

Their

liinitations
Yet even this advance YY'as still a very limited one.

that day bombers .could n>Yw fly in forrmation to their objective
through certa'in types of cloud, but it d'id not mean that they could
bomb through cloud,
drop their bombs, Yv'hich meant that often, whon the clouds were too

lew, they would not bo able to bomb at all and that on most occasions

It meant

They still had to come belovv' cloud level to

/ they

(1) '1931, p.21; 1932 p.11; 1933 p.12nnml I^op ort s_, 1929, • 15;
1934, p.1'67
ii

(2) "So far the routine research has not suffered, but special
investigations have decreased.., We recominend that stepjs be
taken by the. Air Ministry to ensure that adequate attention is

given to the xYi-omotion of fundamental scientific work in '

meteorology". 2nd Report of Research Co-ordination Sub-

Cunmittoo of the Committee' of Civil Research, 14 December 1927.
RG.I.D. paper 879-B) After this Report the R.A.P.  , Meteorological
Comi:iittee wus set ux^ in 1930 to advise on technical questions -
Annual Report of Met. Office, 1931, p.2l.
B4abeF7Jc7inand~0'rR. B. , May, 1945.
This x^^'^ragraph is based upon the Abridged Rexdort on Cloud Plying
Trials 1932 by No, 12(b) Sqdn. (G.D.97) and upon ths Sqdn's
O.R.B. for that yoar.

(3)
(4)
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they would have to make their homhing ri.m, perhaps over a heavily
defenced area, at a lethally low altitude. Moreover, in 1933
No,12(b) Squadron alone had practised this new technique and the
navigational methods and equipment ■'/vhich it used were still rela
tively primitive. The approximate strength and direction of the
wind Y^as usually calculated by the lea.der, v/ho came belovY cloud to
make landfalls and check his aircraft's drift at p>oints sixty miles
from his base and fan minutes flying time from his target. The
instruments used were a turn indicator; fore-and-aft level; the
standard air speed indicator, which was often put out of action by
iceing; and the P.lf compass, whose northerly turning error proved
something of a complication. Some use vras made of radio-telephony
from aircraft to aircraft, but the sets available Y/oro very un
reliable at the speeds normally flov/n and most of the signalling
was done visually. ITir.eless 'fixes' wore also obtained ocoasionally,
but the question of developing such scientific aids to navigation
over long distances in poor visibility had hardly yet been raised.
Navigation v/as, in fact, chiefly by dead reckoning, assisted by
occasional visual checks. The real navigational problems of a long
range bomber offensive in poor visibility or in darkness had as yet
hardly been envisaged, least of all those which would confront the
night bombers if iimproveraents in anti-aircraft gunfire should force
them to fly at greatly increased altitudes. Indeed, in these natters
of bad weather and night navigation the R.A,B, lagged Virell behind
Continental and American civil air lines. In 1934 Ike A,0.C,-in-C
A,D,G.B., confessed that his bombers' ability to fly by night in all
v/eathers coi-ipares unfavourably v/ith that, for instance, of the
German Lufthansa service betYveen Cologne and Croyd^on, which had
nissed only four nights during the past twelve months, w)

• )

Lack of The reason for this is not fax' to seek. It-v/as that navigation
opportunities was still regarded as principally a matter of observation and
for special- practice, not aS a eonplox science requiring prolonged scientific
ists in nav- investigation. At the Iiir Ministry there were Assistant Directorates
igation for aircraft, for engines, for armejnent, and for instrvuaents: but

there v/as none for navigation. In the squadrons there were no
special posts for navigational specialists and in January 1933, out
of the 1 ,346 officers betvrocn the ranks of Flight Lieutenant and
Group Captain (both inclusive) whose names appeared in the Air
Force List, only 38 had passed the ordinary specialist course in
navigation. By contrast, 134 had passed the ordinary course in

' engineering and' a further 66 had passed both the ordinary courses
and the University course; 98 had passed the ordinary signals course
and 1 6 none had passed the University course, as v/oll; and 78 had
passed the ordinary, and 4 more the advanced, courses in arnanents.
The poverty of opportunity which confronted the navigational
specialist meant that fevr officers cared to waste their tine
specialising in navigation.

Target
location.
etc.. .

The problem of locating a distant target precisely, v\rhcn once
the tixrget area had been reached, had likeYvise not been fully
appreciated. It was well understood that careful briefing
necessary if crews vrere to find and recognise their aiming point.
Considerable thought had also been given to the best methods of
illuminating a target at night, and the need for more poYTcrful
and longer-burning fla.res.was recognised - one great advantage
claimed for fomation flying was that it Yvould enable each
to aim its bonbs by the light of flares dropped by the aircraft
next ahead, (2)
an

was

cro’w

But, in war, at least after the first few weeks,
increasingly large proportion of the target info relation

required would have to be obtained by reconnaissance, chiefly by
Reconn
aissance

/ photography:

1) A.M.Pile S,34572/26i\.
2) A.M.Pile S. 32234/17A.

G.178268.
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photography: and the problem of reconnaissance for a lons-range
bombing offensive had not yet been thought out. This \vas a
natural result of economy and of that dislike of specialisation
v/hich economy encouraged. There could be no specialised
reconnaissance units. There could be no specialised organisation -
in fact, there vas no organisation at all, - for the interpretation
of phoLOgraphs. All, or nearly all, the day bombers were intended
to Carry cameras, v/nich the crews w'ero trained to use more or less

’'''as apparently assumed that the bomber force
would do its ovm reconnalasanco in ordinary bomber aircraft and
its own interpretation by, the light of nature. The need for
exact dfv.iage assessment does not appear to have been considered.
Indeed, in 1933 the bomber force had in these natters
little, if at all, beyond the ideas of 19181'^)

The

fficiently.

progressed

i;.:portance of accurate bomb-aiming v/as much betterBomb aining

a.ppreciated and there was a \7idespread belief that the general
standard of accuracy was much higher than in 1914-1918. Yet,
even here , the improvement seems to have been due to more regular
practice and to better training rather than to any marked
technical advance. New automatic bombsights wore, it is true,
just reaching the ecq)erimental stage of their development. But
the standard of sighting apparatus - the drift sight for attacks
made up-virind or dovm-¥m.nd, and the course-setting sight for other
attacksA?) - was still oonpajratively elementary,  a sonev/hat more
elaborate version of the bombsights used duxing the 191A-1918 Y/ar.
Ibrcovcr, there were certain limitations a.bout the training v/hich
made it doubtful how far this improved accuracy -oould be maintained
in war conditions. It '■vasimpossible in peacetime practice to
assess the probable effect of smti-aircraft fire upon a bomber
during its run up to the tarccct. Most bombing practice was
carried out from modium altitudes and, while moderately high
level bombing v/as seldom practised, the existing sights were
useless for attacks made from below 2,000 or 3,000 feet.(3) It
was only in 1932, as already mentioned., that No.12(B'^ Squadron
began 'pattern' bombing experimentsj that, in other words, any
■serious attempt began to bemade to develop the suggestions put
forv/ard by Mr, Churchill in 1917.(4)

there v^as still ample room for both technical invention
scientific study of methods.

Clearly, even in bomb
, aiming

and intense

Bombs:
rose ranch

finally, the s1o¥t progress of scientifj.c research into
offensive equipment ,and technique was reflected perhaps most
clearly in the inade.c
squadrons in 1933.^5)

■te i-angc of bombs available to the bomber
The need for such research in this field.

/ had

(1) Upon this,

.(2) Not
in this

see the Photographic Reconnaissance narrative prepared
branch,

in bombsighting, v/ith a short account of the apparatus now
in use - A.P.961.

os

3 See^a^^e p.45.
See II, i. 19-20, above.
This and the follo¥»'ing pai'-agraphs are subject to modofication by

the Specialist narrative on ixmaient that is being prepared in
this Branch. These paragraphs ar-e based chiefly open:- U) A
paper on 'Bomb Development and Ammunition' , by A,A.Appleby of
the Air .nr,iament School, 14 March- 1934 - A.M,Pile-S,3515O/3A;
(ii) another paper on '.lir Bombardment; Some Considerations in(ii) another pappi- on uiir ncuDardnent; ,
th

A,
5,

e Matter of Inflicting Material-Daiiage' , by Appleby and P/£t
C.N.H. Bilney (undated)

ppiedy and P/
(iii) Corres-ibid encloEuro-3B;

pondoncG between the 3ar Staff and A.D.G.B
v/hich may be found on

J an; to April 1935,
Pile S.35247/; and (iv) the reports

and papers of the Bombing Comittec which was set up in Jan. 1934
and first net on 6 Anril 193A,

• 9
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had heun fully appreciated in 1919> for "\mrtine experience had enply
denonstrated that the prohlon of designing an adequate range of honhs
for a.11 pur-poses of air attacks had not heen nearly solved”. As a
result, "the targets which T/ould norreally he encountered by an Air
Force in tines of war were reviewed axid a programme of investigations
into the design and perfornance of a wide nango of special purpose and
general purpose bonbs v/as initiated". A considerable nuiuher of types,
ranging from Vg- lb anti-personnel bonibs to- 2,000 lb A.P. and G.P. bonbs,
had been investigated according to a carefully designed routine.(O It
seems, however, that attention v^s-s concentrated too much upon questions
of exterior ballistics and too little upon the study of the material
damage a bomb would inflict. (2) It is somewhat remarkable, for
instance, that in December 1934 a Sub-Goirimittce of the Conmiittee of

Imperial Defence should have had to ask for a grant s') that it might
in the folloTv’-ing year conduct its own experiments to discover the
i:ienetrative effect of bombs of 500 lb or over. (3) In any case, by
March 1934, although "many of the initial researches have now been
completed”, there still remained "a wide field to be covered before

intensive research into technical details of design and performance
can be relaxed”.(4) Certainly, very little of this resoaroh was as
yet reflected in the actual equi-pment of the bomber squadrons.

Boiabs:

•p-' lie V
Indeed, it seems that, v/-hile in research progress had been slov/,

in bomb policy there had been actual rctrogressiDn. The possible need
for heavy bonbs of 1 ,500, 2,000, and even 4,000 lbs, which Lord
T-renchard and others had foreseen in 1923(5)
discounted and in July 1932 the C,A.S. ruled that no bomb heavier th^in
500 lb was required.(6) Even in,the early part of 1935 the Air Staff
rejected a .suggestion from the G.-in-C. , A.D.G.B. (^lir Marshal Brooke-
Popham) that the 500 lb bomb should be replaced as the standard weapon
of the heavy bomber squadrons by bombs of 1 ,000 and 2,000 lbs.(?) .The
aircraft designers, it was alleged,(8) could not meet such a require
ment in the heavy and medium bombers then being designed,
time, the Air Sto.ff also rejected the C.-in“'C's proieosal(9)
120 lb bomb should be abolished, and the 250 lb na,de stejidcird for the
other squadrons. Their reasons for this decisiisn were that an aircraft

which could carry tvro 25O lb bombs could alternatively carry four of
1 20 lbs; that there v/ould be a better, chance of scoring a hit in four
shots than in tv/o; cjid that in most factories four 120 lb bombs would
"probably" do more daxaage than two 2.50 Ib('^O) _
assumed that all the bonbs would score liits,

conclude that, -out side the research establishracnts, bombing was very
widely regarded as being principally a natter of drop.xing one object
accurately opon another object, vathout too much thought being given
to the question of what would hap’pon to the sooond object when the
first struck it.

, had been forgotten or

At the same

that the

which, of course.
It is difficult not to

/ such

(1) A.K.Pile S.3515O/3A. The boiubs tested and the purposes for which they
v/ere tested v/ere - 450, 1500, 2000 lb A.P. for use against non-
cemented deck amour of battleships; 25O and 500 lb S.A,P.
against lightly armoured ships, mild steel structures, and ferro
concrete buildings; 100, 25O and 5OO lb anti-submarine; 20, 50,
120, 500, 1000 find 2000 lb G.P.; 4-^ a^id 20 lb anti-personnel,

__ incendiary bomb was "still under consideration".
Ibid., enclosure 3B.

The Report of Sub-Committee on co-ordination of clepartraental action
in war, 20 Dec.1934 - C.I.D.Paper 1160-B.

A.M.Pile S.35150/3A.
A.M.Piles S.22846/I/14D; S.22910/16a.

^  Pile S.17413/75.
A.M.Pile S.35247/1 A, 11a.
IbM-y enclosure 11 A; the G.-in-C. doubted the truth of this allegation -
ibid., enclosure 12ii,

enclosure 1A.

Ibid. , enclosure 11A,

for use

An ■

7, 7

ii, 1'..'.

Ibid.♦ 9

2

3

(4:
5
6

(7
(8

(9)
(10)
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Such an attitude was, again, a natural product of economy and

of the lack of detailed planning. The rule of economy favoured

concentration upon smaller and cheaper honhs no less than upon
li£?hter and cheaper aircraft. The lack of detailed plans meant
that no attera]::t could ho made to estimate at all scientifically
what proportion of the homhing effort in a European war vrould have

to he directed, for example, against targets v/hich would need heavy
honhs and therefore Vieavy homhers to carry those homhs, it was t

therefore inpossihle to estimate scientifically what would he the
correct numbers of the various classes of homher aircraft needed to

provide a perfectly balanced striking force. Nor could wartime

memories and peacetime experience supply the x^lace of such detailed

plans. The lessons of the 1914-1918 ¥ar were either forgotten or
variously inteip;reted; ("I)
or, overseas, against the limited selection of targets provided by
native settlements in haclrwand lands was no safe guide,

the hjne based bomber squadrons were equipped with a. fair range of
mediura end light bombs, from the 20 lb anti-personnel to the 500 lb,
but had no incendiary bomb and no really heavy bomb.

Such, then, v/as the home based bomber force in 1933 when the
Ten Years Rule was discarded and the conditions which justified it

passed finally away. It was a force in training rather than a force

in being. Based upon a sound strategical theory, it had yet to
evolve the tactical experience and the technical equipment to apply
that theory effectively. In the new conditions created by the
revival of German belligerent power and spirit, the same theory was
to guide its develo-prnent into a separate Bomber Command but the

tactical fmd teclmical limitations, imposed upon the bomber squadrons
in the years of economy and disarmaiaent were to give the new

Cormnand a poor start in its race ?/ith the reviving Luftwa.ffo.

and p-eacetime practice with dummy bombs

So, in 1933

Reasons

for the

Tjoliov

(l) In the correspondence already rofcri'cci to, the G.-in-C. , A.D.G.B,
seems to have interpreted these lessons quite differently from

the 3m.r Staff. It is interesting tc note that he quoted the

'ss of the Official History (War in the p'dr VI c.4 - published
1937) to supD'port his advocacy of heavy bombs - A.M. Rile S. 35247/1 2ii.

G. 178268.
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TPffi. ORIGINS OF mmm GOMvIMD, 1935-153 6III.

(i) GER]\IAN EEj:^,IAiiEmT 4ITO THE REVISION OP_BRITISH
DEIWCE KLICYT the'role'op TliE 'KliER'STRiKING

"TO ROE," 1933-1" 934“

The origins
of loader
Conn and

independent', bomber striking force, which
had been created in 1923» was re-organised as a separate Bomber
Command in 1936 and detailed plans for its employment in the event
of a war with Germany began to be prepared in the summer of 1937*
The reasons for that reorg,anisation and the broad principles upon
which those plans were based must, however, bo sought in the years

It v/as then that the failure of the Disarmament

The home-based.

1933 and 1934.

Conference first compelled Great Britain to look seriously to her
long-neglected defences,
German military power and of aggressive German nationalism first
conipelled the British Government to take into account the possi
bility of another European war occurring vathin the noeur future;
compelled it, therefore, to look especially to the defence of the
United Kingdom, v/hich was "the principal preoccupation of the Air
Staff"!'')

It \7as then, too, that the revival of

and the primary duty of the bomber striking force.

Di^scussions
on _reari->-
ament in

In the lengthy discussionsv/hich began in June 1933 and culmin

ated in the decision of July 1934 to expand the home-based Royal
Air Force to 75 squadrons, the whole field of British strategy in
the event of another war with Germany was surveyed. The broad

outlines of British defence policy were settled and the functions

of the Royal Air Force in general and of its bomber striking force
in particular were sketched out. During the five years which

folloivcd, further expansion prograixies wei'e introduced, the bomber ,
striking force was roorgfmisod as a separate Bomber Comand, and
detailed plans for its emplt:)yment vrere gradually elaborated.
Nevertheless, throughout tliose years the broad principles laid down
in 1934 were preserved more or less intact, for, despite the dis
tractions of growing Jap>anoso hostility and of an unexpected quarrel
with Italy, the threat from Germany was always recognised as the
paramount, though n''t al\V;iys as the most inuinent, danger, and this

'threat, though it grew rapidly in intensity, did not greatly change
in character.

The organisation of Bomber Corxiand and the plans for its

employment - plans, moreover, from v/hich i.x^st of its major opera
tions dui’ing the earlier ye;irs of the War vrore to originate - were
thus little more than detailed elaborations of the principles laid
dovm in 1934*

and of how and why they cane to be adopted is, therefore, essential
if the history of Bomber Gomand is to be seen in its true
perspective,

(a) The^Foreifyi _Offico Ivlemorandum of 19 May 1933

The rearmament discussions of 1953-4 developed out of the

reviev/ of foreign affairs which the Foreign Office, as was its
yearly custom, drew up on 19 May 1933 'to assist the Chiefs of

Staff Sub-Gor.imittee in preparing its annual report to its parent
body, the Comittee of Imperial Defence,

This Memorandum(^) began by pcjinting out that during the past
two years the world-wide economic crisis had borne political fruits

A cle;ar understanding of what those principles were

The .Memo
randum

Japan and.
China

/which

1) G.O.S. Minutes, 101st Meeting.
2) C.I.D. paper 1112-B, section 1, arnoxure 1 (= C.O.S.307).
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which revealed "the unsound basis upon which international
relations rest",

at the Disaroanent Conference had increased the discredit into

which the League of Nations had fallen through its inability to
intervene effectively in the dispute between Japan and China over

iianchuria arid, since the Mukden ’incident' (Septeraber 1931),
"the world seens, indeed, to have gone steadily downhill".

The ijirolonged and unsatisfactory discussions

Yet, the Memorandum went on, it was not the Sino-Japanese
dispute which threatened world peace and delayed economic recov-

The political causes'of our present distresses are to be
They are. to be found in the xJolitical relation-

ery,

found in Europe,

Suropean
situation

ships which resulted from the War and the peace treaties, and

they have come to a head at the Disarmament Conference",
root of the trouble had always lain in the difficulty of recon

ciling the French derasind for security with the demand of Germany
and other ex-eneny States for equality of status: and now "the

threatening and provocative attitude of Germany", since Hitler’s

accession to power, made this difficulty appear almost insoluble.

There v/as little doubt that, under the "completely crude and un
balanced Administration of Herr Hitler

led by a frenzied nationalism and resolved to assert her rights
to full equality, will proceed to the building up of formidable

arraaments on land and especially in the air
would plunge continental Europe into a bitter competition in

arnaraonts, and eventually into war".
Britain v/ould bo called upon to fulfil her obligations, under the

Locarno Pact of 1925, io maintain the territorial status quo on the
German frontiers v/ith Frcince and Belgiura and to preserve the de
militarisation of the Rhineland,

The

Germany, centre1-

Such action•» • • • • • • •

It might well mean also that

Tlie German

menape

Clearly, then, in the opinion of the Foreign Office, the
League of Nations no longer provided a sal'eguard fur peace

sufficient to justify the low,s^ale of British armaments which
had been accepted since 1919*' Equally, the Royal Air Force

could no longer be content to measure itself afpainst the air force
of a France with whora wai’ was inconceivable; (2) it must begin to
prepare in all seriousness to defend Great Britain against the
reviving air force of a rearming Germany v/hose spirit "is worse

than at any time before 1914"* Eor the other Services, too, the
Foreign Office Menorandura carried similar implications. It led

the Chiefs of Staff, therefore, to undertake a survey of Britain's

defence position as a ?/hole.

Its signif-

iQanGC__to
Britain

(b) The^ Chief s of Stj^f ̂ toual Jlepoty: f or 1^

The Chiefs of Staff, even had they V7ished, could hardly have

ignored so shrill a wanning from so authoritative  a source.

Since the Spring of 1931, v/hen they had surveyed in considerable

detail the relative strength of British and foreign

preparation for the Disarmament Conference 13)^ they.had not, as
a Committee, been officially called upon to pay any attention to

European questions. For the past eighteen months they had been
concerned almost exclusively vdth Far Eastern problems arising
out of the aggressive policy of Japan. Only once'had they
glanced at Europe, in April 1933 when they discussed somewhat

cursorily the security of British communications through the
Mediterranean to India and the Par East.^5)

forces in

The_G.0.S.
hitherto

oQGupied

wi th Ja.pan

/But

CHAP.

1) See Psert II.ii.33, above,

2) Ibid.
3) G.I.D. Papers 1046-B, 1047-B, 1043-B.
_4) G.O.S. Minutes, vol.IV.
(5) G.O.S. Minutes, 109th Meeting, 11 April 1933*
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C, 0 t_S.
discussion

20 Juno

1933 " '■

But nov/ Europe could no longor be ignored. The Chiefs of
Staff were thetoselves grovdng anxious about German policy and the
Foreign Office Heraorandura gave them the opportuniiy to voice
their anxiety, Accordingly, \-vhen they met on 20 Juno 1933 to
consider their ;ihnual Report, they discussed at length the ability
of the three Services to fulfil their obligations under the Locarno
Treaty, The picture of "extremely slender means" which emerged,
led them to resolve ths.t their Report should deal comprehensively
with the whole defence position and should urge that the unsatis-
factoriness of the situation be placed squarely before the
Cabinet. ("I)

The Chiefs of Staff's Annual Report^^), \Thich was issued on
12 October 1933 was therefore a comprehensive review of Britain's
Go;a.iitments .and of her present ability to meet them. It was,
hov/Gver, noticeably less alarmist than the Memorandum which had
inspired it, for, although it also took account of future intentions,
it dealt more v/ith present facts. The Chiefs of Staff recognised
that in Europe a new danger-zone had arisen and "that Germany is
not only starting to rearm but that she v/ill continue this process
until Tdthin a few years hence she vdll again have to be reckoned
as a fonuidable military po\7er". They realised that a rearmed
and aggressive Germany might provoke a crisis in v/hich Britain
would bo called upon to fulfil her Locarno obligations and to
ensure, "as is vital to our security, tho.t the Lov;' Countries are
not again overrun by a great continental Power", They felt
compelled, therefore, to insist that, if the Disarmament Conference -
failed, "the whole position in respect of our Imperial defence
forces will require reconsideration"; and to point out that, by
the time the anticipated military revival of Germany was complete,
"we shall be in a worse position than to-day to implement the
Treaty of Locarno § unless the unsatisfactory and inadequate means
at our disposal arc increased and the general position is rectified".

On the other hand, the Chiefs of Staff did not regard the
German danger as imiiiinent. They considered that Germany's
prograimne was probably, first to rearm; then to bring about a
revision of her frontiers, particularly in the East, and to get
control of Austria; and perhaps, last of all, to attempt to
recover her lost colonics. But at the moment her most urgent
necessity was for a period of national consolidation and the
building up of her armed forces. It v/ould be some years before
she would dare to attack Prance, for the French had, at the cost
of some £35,000,000, made their eastern frontier defences almost
iiupregnable to direct assault and it was "inconceivable that the
Germans with their bitter experiences of the last wtir vrould be so
foolish as again to invade Prance and to seek a solution in a rapid
knock-out blow". The real danger lay in the East, for all Germany
was united in a detornination to recover 'her lost territories there.
Yet, even so, the Chiefs of Staff thought it unlikely that Germany
vrould precipitate a war "until she feels strong enough to throw off
the mask and to attain her ends in a war of offence in the East,
combined, if necessary, with a defensive in the Y/ost". She could,
they wore confident, hardly attain to such strength for another
three or five, years. So there was still time enough for Britain
to put her house in order if the task were promptly tackled.

The remainder of the Report was devoted to a detailed state
ment of the deficiencies which must be made good if the Services
were to be capable of meeting their major commitments.
Those major coinrai'tments wore reduced to three.
First ca:i!e the defence of British interesT;s and possessions in the

/Par

I

The C.O.S,
j93jRei»rt

 '

Probable
German

policy

England^ s
commitments

(1) C.O.S. Minutes, 111th Meeting, 20 June 1933*
(2) C.O.S. Paper 310 (= G.I.D. x=aper 1113-B)-.
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Far East; next, European conmitnients;
of India against possible Russian attack,
inents were explicitly and dcliboratc-ly placed in this order of
priority shows again ho\Y far the Chiefs of Staff were from taking
panic over the Corman danger.

Nevertheless, in all throe Services the deficiencies v/hich
the Report enumerated were serious. It was little more than a
year and a half since, on 22 March 1932, the Gonmittee of
Imperial Defence had accepted the Chiefs of Staff's advice(])
and rccoirrnendcd the Cabinet to withdraw the Ton Tears Rule. (2)
It was only eight months since, on 15 February 1933,(3) the
Cabinet had effectively v/ithdrawn that Rule by directing, 'as the
Chiefs of Staff had advised a year earlier, that  a start should
be made in providing for essential defensive requirements.
Even then, priority had been given to Far Eastern requirements
and as the Treasury did not consider that the finemcial state
of the nation justified any expenditure except in the Far :
no strengthening of home defences had yet been possible.(4
Hence, although the Ten Years Rule had gone, the deficiencies
which had accumulated under it remained,

Now, it is true that in 1933, despite these accumulated
deficiencies, Britain was still ovcrvThelmingly better amed by
sea and in the air than Germany yet vms. The crux of the
defence problem, however, v/as that Britain could no longer risk
concentrating the groat bulk of her forces in north-v/estsm
Europe, as she had been able to do before 1914 when the Japanese
alliance had guaranteed the Far East, the Russian entente had
freed India from anxiety, and the French entente and Italian
friendship had secured the Mediterrfmean, Even assui.ung,
Foreign Office Memorandum assumed, that any idea of v/ar against
the United States, Prance, or Italy could be ruled out, there
remained the possibility of three simultaneous attacks by throe
great Powers ~ Japan, Genuany and Russia - in v/idely separated
theatres. It was this possibility which made Germany's military
revival so dangerous and which led both the Foreign Office and
the Chiefs of Staff to emphasise the absolute necessity of making
sure, of French support. As alv/£iys before in her history,
Britain could not hope to wage a successful European war without
a great continental Power as her ally, yet, as the Chiefs of
Staff wore later to point out, even vdth such, an ally "vre cannot
depend entirely upon others tn defend that which is vital to our
own socurity"(5) - the independence of the Lovf Countries, the
defence of the United Kingdom against air attack, and the
protection of its sea-com unications,

i

Of these, the last was primarily the Navy's responsibility,
and the Navy had little to fear from the German fleet acting
alone. On the other hand, if trouble with Germany should coin
cide with trouble mth Japan, the outlook i/as less comforting.
Only if time were given to bring for\Tard for service two capital
ships now undergoing major repairs, if tT\renty more
provided, if reserves of fuel, ammunition, and anti-submarine
weapons v/ore adequately replenished, would Britain "be in no
naval danger in our alliance v/ith France against Germany whilst
at the same time fighting Japan in the Far East".

and, third, the defence
I  That these commit-

last.

cruisers were

pefiGien-
GieV"in_the
Services

Nature_of
the_ deface
probiem

Naval

defic_i-
enoies

/The

1 G.O.S. Annual Report, 23 Fob,1932 - C.I.D. Paper 1082-B.
2) C.I.D. Minutes, 255th Meeting; Cabinet 19(32),

conclusion 2.

Cabinet 9(33)j conclusion 3;
.  , G.I.D. Paper IO87-B.
(5) G.O.S. Paper 335,

3, also below, Appendix I,
.4,
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The Royal Air Force, upon v^hioh the dofenoe of Great Britain

against air attack chiefly depondod, Mas in a position not unlike
that of the Nav;>^,
in an alliance v/ith Franco, possess an overwhlening superiority.
But a situation "of considerable arnciety" would be created if a
German v/ar should coincide with a Russian attack upon India,

DefoncG of India plan called "for the employment of 28 squadrons
from the United Kingdom, of v/hich 21+ are bombers and fighters.
This nui-iber (i,e, 21+) constitutes almost half the 52 squadrons
which, according to the present Cabinet ruling, are to be provided
by 1938 for the Homo Defence Air Force, Up to the present,only
42 of these squadrons, inoluding 12 on a non-regular basis,
have been formed,

28 squadrons vrould, in existing circumstanoes, leave this country
virtually defenceless as regards the air, and the formation of the

remaining ten squadrons is therefore a necessary preliminary to
the provision of the air units for the Defence of India Plan,

Furthermore, little or no provision ha.s yet been made for the

necessary reserves of aircraft, engines, transport .and general
The situation as regards porsonnol is also unsatis

factory "f.md special arrangements would be needed to train the

existing reserves of pilots and to increase the reserves of

training aircraft.

As against Germtiny alone it v/ould, especially

The

It is clear', therefore, that the despatch of

stores

With the Army, which v/ould bear the main burden of assisting
,  the Low Countries to preserve their independence, the case was
almost desporatc.
"barely sufficient to provide for internal security in the Empire
and on mobilisation to form an expodj.tionary force v/hich can only
be mobilised gradually for a campaign in undeveloped or partially

The Government has, in fact.

Sconoiiy and the Ten Years Rule had loft it

developed countries in the Seist,

defici

encies

deliberately accepted the risk of spreading the i-nobilisation of
the regular divisions over a period of six ninths. Our present

resources do not permit us even to aim at anything better than to
place in the field single divisions in each of the first tv7o

months of the war, a third at the end of the fourth month, and
the remaining tvo divisions at the end of the sixth month",

modern equipment, tanks and reserves of ammunition needed for a

European cajupaign 'were lackin
force of oven five infantry divisions .and one cavalry division -
a force of the same size as th,at which crossed to Prance within

The

To provide these things for arr

three v/eeks of the outbreak of war in 1914

force .to take the field within even three months, would take much

time and mney.
stated that it would taice eight or ten years to get" the machinery
of mobilisation into proper woi-king order. (2)
to-day", the Annual Report continued, "in a position to intervene

effectually in a continental war with our land forces for many
months,

feasible, and to comruit a proportion of our slender military
resources to the Continent would, in view of the world situation

to-day, be fraught with the gravest danger.
Government is prepared to place our armed forces in a necessary
state of preparation for participation in nodem v/arfare on the

Continent, our military action must be confined, at any rate
during the first six nonths of a war, to the defence of the Empire
overseas".

and to enable this

Indeed, the Chief of the Imperial General Staffh

"We are not

Limited participation in a European war would not bo

Unless His Majesty's

adL

In conclusion, the Chiefs of Staff pointed out that the

"serious deficiencies in all departments of our Defence Forces

cannot be made good in a hurry. Yet the nature of iir)dem weap

Weed to

onsrearming

/and

(1) These, by the terms of their enlistment, were not available
for overseas service.

(2) C.O.S. Minutes, 111th Meeting, 20 June 1933*
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and sciGntific armament dcvelopuont renders surprise attack, on a
considerable scale and \rith weapons of great destructive power,
more possible than in the past",

dangers, we have purposely avoided specific proposals for the
imediate provision of extra funds. Nevertheless, the accumula
tion of deficiencies resulting from the long continuance of the
'ten year' rule is very hehvy, and if vro are to be ready for the
grave omergoncios referred to above, a steady increase in certain
of our Estimates over a nur.iber of years, is essential",

(°) 'jhQ-Pgfonce Requirements Gor.inittoc, 1933-1934

"Conscious of our financial

The_C.l._D.
discuss

QvP?,§.•
.^jjgrt

Before the Comioittoe Imperial Defence mot to discuss this

European affairs took a sharp turn
■drew from both
, (2) That

Report on 9 November 1933
for the worse. On October 14 Germany finallj'' with
the Disarnaioent Conference and the League of Nations
reconsideration of "the whole position in respect of our Imperial
defence forces", which the Chiefs of Staff had insisted must
follow a breakdown of the Disc-rmanent Conference, could no longer
be postponed.

Attitude

of_ the

of the

Exchequer

Finance, however, v/as still an obstacle and in this discus
sion by the Gorxiittee Of Imperial Defence, as in the discussions
that were to follow, the Chancellor of tho Exchequer, Mr, Neville
Chamberlain, took a leading part,

the field of defence liability by getting tho
Committee to agree that the possibility of hostilities against the
United States, Prance, or Italy could be entirely left out of
account. Then, after protesting at fixed priorities being estab
lished in so fluid an international situation, ho sought to narrov/
the field still further by suggesting that the Foreign Office
should make a determined effort to lessen the urgency of Far
Eastern defence problems by improving relations with Japan,
thought that Japan had no aiobitions outside China, and tha.t, if she
were not thwarted there,

At the outset he obtained a

limitation of

He

she would not go out of her way to attack
British interests, would certainly not Tfant to attack Australia,

Other
views

Other members of tho Coixiitto felt less confident of this,
though they agreed with Lord liaalshan, the Secretary of
Tfar, that Jap.an v7ould probably spend the next few ye
solidating her position in China,

O tate foU

DTs in con-

Yet this only made the situa

r

tion inore alarming, for the Chief of the Imperial General Staff
reckoned that 11

approximately five years" Germany , too, would be
ready, ^ Thus, as Mr. Bruce, the High Co;:nissioncr for Australia
said, it seemed "that five years was the maximum time in which we
ought to be in a position to defend our interests and it looked to
hii.T as if wc had got to try to make good the major deficiencies in
that -period. This was a

in

-very difficult question from everypoint of view, and particularly from the financial aspectj
thought tne danger was the possibility of Germany and Japantogether". ^

but he

coming

Appointment
of the
Defence Re-

_q_uirements
ComiBittee’

At this point, Mr, Ramsay Macdonald, the Prime Minister,
intervened with a suggestion, made in a rather muddled fashion
but clarified by Lord Hailsham, that tho three Services should
draw up a list of their defence requirements and that a Cabinet
Committee, with expert advice, should consider this list and
necessary, allot priorities to its various items,
of tho Exchequer did not object to this.

if
The Chancellor

On the contrary, he

/admitted

(1)
(2)

G.I.D. Minutes, 261st Meeting,
Y/.N. Medlicott, British Foreign Policy since Versailles

(1940), p. 171.' '
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admitted that since the last year, v/hen the Cabinet had considered
the financial risks to ouWeigh the military risks, "the centre of
gravity of the problem had slightly shifted. It could hardly be
said that.the military situation had improved", but "perhaps the
financial situation v^as not quite so difficult".

I

Reassured by this admission, the Committee of Imperial Defence
docided to forv/ard the Chiefs of Staff's Report to the Cabinet,
with the following resolutions of its own:-

Its .terms
of refer-

nc!

(a) (i) For the present the expenditure of the Defence
Departments should be governed by the Report of the
Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee and the follov/ing
considerations of priority mentioned therein:
defence of our possessions and interests in the Par
East, European coranitoents, the defence of India.

No expenditure should for the present be incurred
measures of defence required- to provide exclusively
against attack by the United States, Prfmee or Italy.

The above conclusiens must be kept under careful
observation by the Government Departments concerned
and in any case should be reviewed annually by the
Committee of Imperial Defence,

(b) That on the basis of the above Resolution, the Chiefs
Staff Sub-Go;;imittoe, 'with representatives of the Treasury,
the Foreign Office, and the Secretary, of the Gonriittee of
Imperial Defence, should prepare a programe for meeting
our v/orst deficiencies for transmission to the Cabinet",

the

(ii) on

(iii)

of

These resolutions were approved by the Cabinet a few days later
.and vero given as instructions to tho Defence Requirements Conoittee
v;-hich was set up on 15 November. 1933 with tho membership recomended
in tho above Resolution (b),

(d) The Dofonce Requiroments CorToitteo's Report
28 February 1934

Characjter
of .the

The new Con:.i-ctee went proi'.Tptly to w-jrk upon the iJrograi.imos
furnished by the Servicq Departments(2)
it produced its Report.(3) [

and on 28 February 1934
This Report follov/ed, in general, the

same lines as the Chiefs of Staff's Report of 12 October 1933 and
the Committee of Imperial Defence Resolutions of  9 November 1933.
It differed, however, from both at several points and in its differ
ences made a long step towards defining Britain’s defence policy and
the place of the Royal Air Force therein.

^^me
Defence

brpught__to
the fore

The chief difference v/as a difference in approach. As the
Defence Requirements Committee itself pointed out, the Chiefs of
Staff and even tho Committee of Imperial Defence, when they discuss
ed the matter, had been faced, except in the Par East, with a some
what nebulous situation. But since the beginning of November,
while the Far Eastern peril had receded a little' into the background,
the European danger had defined itself much more sharply. This had

/placed

Cabinet 62 (33), conclusion 5»
The R.A.F. prograjn:ie v/as sent to the Comittee on 18 Nov. 1933:
it provided for the co-mplc-tion of the 52 squadron hone
defence scheme and additional units for

Paper 3 (also A. H.B.7. i.5) ♦
C.I.D. Paper 1147-B (= D.R.C. Paper 14).

overseas. - D.R.C.

1

2

(3)
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placed, the defence of the United Kingdon firnly in the centre of
the picture and so had nade a better balanced and nore conprehan-
sive view possible,

so nuch what deficiencies vrere greatest as which interests were

Host vital, could examine the broad principles of  a long-term
defence policy instead of the narrower question of the effects of
the Ten Years Eule,

The Goonittee could, in short, consider not

The first

priorities
The imediate result of this difference -in approach was the

discarding of the order of priority suggested by the Chiefs of
Staff's Report,

instructions to Par Eastern interests, European connitnents, and
the Defence of India, not as establishing an order of priority
between those three natters, but as singling all three out as
natters that should be provided for at once.,
that, while Britain could for the tine being ignore the possibiliiy
of any danger fron the U,S.A, , France or Italy, the international
situation v/as changing so fast that British defences against those
three Powers must not be allov/ed to fall into too great disrepair.
This broadening of viev/ at once emphasised that Britain could not
afford the lavish expenditure that would bo needed to give her
equal security at all points and against all possible enemies.
To attempt such a security vrould be to adopt a three-Powor
standard of arnaruents v/hich v/as entirely beyond her resources.

The Goionittee had now to frame a new order of priority, had to
decide w'hich of the throe dangers was the most vital,

was the European danger,_ for only from Europe could the United
Kingdom, workshop and nerve-centre of the whole Empire, be mortally
T/ounded.

Germany, therefore, became the chief potential eneny against whom
Britain's long-term defence policy must be primarily directed.
The first task must bo to provide full security for home defence
against a possible German attack.

The Corxuttee interpreted the reference in its

Moreover, it agreed

Clearly, it

And danger from Europe could only come from Germany.

Europe ^d
Gormarjy

Japan The next most vital, or at least most urgent, danger lay in
the Par East, At the moment Britain's possessions and interests
there were practically defenceless and,this 'weakness must be
remedied. On the other hand, she could not hope to build up her
Par Eastern strength to such a degree that she could v/age
cessful offensive war against Japtin in addition to providing full
securily for hone defence against.Germany,
existing situation did not call for such preparation for an
offensive war.

a suc-

Fortunately the

The danger was that Britain's weakness might
tempt Japan into attacking her if she were to be involved in
trouble elsev/here, v^ith Germany for exaiaple,
Japan appeared to harbour no such thoughts.

At the ix>nont

On the contrary, the
recent worsening of her relations with Russia had begotten signs
of friendliness to Britain. Like Mr. Chamberlain, the Committee
held that Britain should recognise her Par Eastern policy, show
herself less subservient to American opinion, and seek to improve
her relations with the Japanese,

policy should be to "show a tooth" by strengthening the Par
Eastern defences, but tho long-torn purpose should be to re
establish that Anglo-Japanese friendship which had been the
cornerstone of British Par Eastern policy from -1902 until 1921,

The iixiediate aim of British

Defence

of India
The third vital interest, the defence of India against

possible Russian aggression, was placed last in the list because
it involved no additional strengthening of Britain's forces.
If these forces were made strong enough to ensure the defence of
the United Kingdon against GDrmany and of the Par Eastern posses
sions against Japan, they virould also be strong enough to carry
out the Defence of India plfm.

/This
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The This clearer perception of the correct "balance of British

defence -policy enabled the Defence Requirenents Comittee to see

uore clearly what tasks nust be allotted to each Service and to

frame a norc balanced prograo.io for rcnedying deficiencies.
Gernany was "the ultimate potential ener.-y against whom our 'long-
range' defence policy must be directed",
true pacemaker of British rearmament and, as she might be ready
for aggression in five years or so, the Committee "aimed in

principle at a programme spread over a five year period",
over, Germany, owing to Britain's insular position and overwhelming
naval superiority, could make a direct and dangerous attack on the

United Kingdom only by air,
British'Policy must be to have a hone-based Air Force strong enough
to counter such an attack.

She T/as therefore the

I&re-

Therefore, the first concern of

So, besides providing 88 more aircraft

progr^r.p

The R.A.P.

for the Far East and 243 for the Fleet Air Arm, it was "of the

first importance that the fifty-tv/o squadron prograruie should be

completed and its war reserves built up,
iroreover, consider very carefully whether yet another twenty-five
squadrons ought not to bo provided vd-thin the five year period for
port defence at hoj.ie and abroad^ for strengthening the fighter
defences of the South and South Midlands, and for anti-submarine
work and naval reconnaissance.

The Cabinet should,

This strengthening of the Royal Air Force v/as the most urgent
necessity. But the protection of Britodn's sea-communications was

also of fundaraental importance, for 60i^ of her food cane from over
seas and, if sea-cor.xiunications v/ere not made secure, "not only
shall v/e fail abroad but we shall starve at homo". So, the Wavy
nust be adequately provided with anti-submarine equipment - at the

nonent there v/as none to sxjare for any auxiliary vessels. It
nust also be made sufficiently strong to deal simultaneously Vfith

the German and the Japanese fleets. Its older battleships nust

be modernised. Its crev/s nust be brought up to full complement -
in 1931 at least five of its fifteen battleships had, though in
full Gonnission, been so short-handed that they could only nan
half their secondary arnai.ient. ( y
and aixiunition nust be replenished. Its route to the Far East

nust bo safeguarded and its base there, Singapore, nust be made

capable of holding out until it arrived. Finally, the Fleet Air
Am nust be strengthened by 243 more aircraft to give it -parity
with that of Japan,

Its x’eserves of men, stores

The Jiavy

The Arny, too, nust be strengthened for, owing to the develop-
nent of air povror, it was norc than over before necessary to keep
out of hostile hands countries bordering on the Channel and the

Narrov/ Seas, France would look after herself, but the British

An.y nust "be in a position to co-operato v/ith others in securing
the independence of the Low Countries", The Gorxiittee therefore
reconnended "that tiaj should be capaJble of putting into the field

within one nonth, and there laaintaining in all its essentials, a
Regular Expeditionary Force of one Cavalry Division, four Infantry
Divisions, two Air Defence Brigades, and one Tank Brigade, together
with a full complement of G, H, Q,, Corps, and L» of C. troops. We
regard this as an essential first step: the support of this force

by contingents from the Territorial Array is a matter which will

require consideration v»rhen the urgent needs of the Regular Army
have been met. te consider that a force, organised as above, and
supported by appropriate Air Forces, v/ould, as a deterrent to an

aggressor, exercise an influence for peace out of all proportion
to its size".

The Arry

/This

(1) Appreciation by the 1st Sea Lord, 14 April 1931 - G. I, D.
Paper 1047-B,
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Cost of .

this

programme

This \7as a formidable programno for a nation grown accustomed
to expecting peace to endure indefinitely and living in a state of
'moral' as well as material disarmamontc ' The capital cost of the
programe was estimated at £72,232,000. Out of this, £64,174,600
would have to be found within the five-year period, during which
there would be an additional charge of £10,148,980 for maintenance
costs# On top of this, another £72,500,000 or so might bo
required during the years 1935~1940 for nev/ naval construction,
though that depended upon the outcome of the I935 naval conference.

The

prospect
pf^ worse
to come

Yet this programme which the Defence Requirements Gonmittee
recommended was not a xjrograirme of expansion,
remedying "the worst deficiencies in existing programmes that have
accumulated during the regime of the Ten Years Rule, abandoned not
a moment too soon: in other words, our recommendations all fall
within the scope of approved Government policy". That they T/ould
long remain adequate, even the most pacific optimist could hardly
believe. If the German menace developed, as the Foreign Office
anticipated it would, not only would the home-based Air Force have
to be expanded to keep pace v/ith the growth of the German Air Force,
but also the Territorial Ariqy, as well as the Regular An;-y, would
need to be modernised,

(e) The Ministerial pisarraament Connitteo,
March - July 1934.

It was confined to

Importance
of these

discussions

For a Government which, so recently as the autum of 1931,
had taken office with the avovrad mi ion of stabilising the
national finances by ruthless economy the prospect revealed by the
Defence Requirements Coinnittee's Report was in the last degree
distressing. It is small vronder, then, that the Ministers subject
ed. that Report to long and anxious scrutiny. Between the begin
ning of March Jmd the end of July 1934 no less than seven meetings
of the full Cabinet and thirteen more.of the strong Ministerial
Disarmaiuent Committee(2) T^ro devoted to discussing it; the Chiefs
of Staff vrore often consulted and cross-examined; and almost every
conceivable means of avoiding or reducing the expense of rearma
ment was carefully considered. In this way the"discussions did
much to clarify the picture of the defence problem as a whole and
from them there emerged a

S3

reasonably clear and balanced policy
which allotted each Service its ovm special role and which in its
broad principles continued to govern their development until 1939
and beyond.

Search for

alter-
At first the Ministers' chief concern was to find some alter-

,  , natives to national rearr.iament. Regarding world-wide international
co-operation to keep the peace tlirough, the League of Nations as no

rearmament lonpr a practical possibility, they sought those alternatives in
regional fores. In the F;ir East, where there seemed little hope
of international action and/where British possessions v/ere not

/yet

(1) This section is based upon the Interim Report of the M.D. C.,
16 July 1934 - C.P. 193(34) (+C.I.D. 1148-B enclosure); the
Final Report of that Goaiittoe, 31 July I934 - G.P. 205(34)
(=C.I,D, 1148-B) ; and other soiirces referred to in the foot
notes.

(2) The members of the M.D.C,
Macdonald); S. Baldv/in;

were:- The Priioe Minister (j.R.
Chancellor of Exchequer (N. Char;berlair^;

Secretaries of State for v4ar (HailshaJi) , Foreign Affairs
(Simon), India (Hoare), Dominions (Thomas), Colonies
(Gunliffe Lister), and Air ^Londonderry); President of Board
of Trade (Runciman); 1st Lord of Admiralty (Eyres-lfonsell) ;
Minister of Agriculture (w,E, Elliott); 1st Coi.iiuissioner of
Works (Ormsby-Gore); Lord Privy Seal (Eden).
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yot directly threatened, they agreed v/ith the Defence Requirenents
Cor.i;iittee that Britain should, while oaking the necessary nininuu
of defensive prepeiration, rely ultimtely upon a policy of restor
ing good relations with the Japanese. In Europe, where inter
national co-operation v/as still possible and where a Geriuan military
revival would threaten the very heart of the'British Empire, they
hoped to save some, if not all, of the costs of rearmament by
organising 'collective security' upon a more limited, and therefore

perhaps more v/orkable, scale. That organisation, they recognised,
must be of a military character, for the Reports of the Advisory
Gommittcc on Trade Questions in Time of War,('^) showed that purely
economic 'sanctions'-would take effect too slowly and too in-

■ completely to deter either Geriaany or Japan and that they would
lea.d, and lead quickly, to war,
contribution of each Stat6 to Europe's collective security to a
limited one?

But might not the military

Might not security still be linked to disarmament?

Proposed
limited

liability
partnership

It was this .hope which inspired Mr* Neville Chamberlain's
proposal for a "limited liability partnership" wherein the States
of Europe would guarantee one another against territorial aggression
and Would promise to place promptly at the disposal and under the
orders of a signatory State vfhose territories v/erc violated, a
specified force, varying perh
but alv/ays limited in aiuount.
attracted the Ministers, but the Chiefs of Staff had little diffi
culty in showing them that the iaethods of comercc could not thus
be applied to the problems of de-fence', (3) The scheme for mutual
assistance might ¥/ork; but the liability could never be limited*
Suppose', for example, that Germany attacked Poland, The strongest
deterrent to such action night, the Chiefs of Staff thought, be
proLTpt and heavy bonbing of the Ruhr and Rhineland by the air
contingents of the othei- Pov/ers, for Gerrmany was "notoriously
apprehensive of an air attack on the Ruhr and Rhineland where are

situated the main industries on which her military effort depends".
But British and French bombers could not reach the Ruhr from Polish

bases, even if the Poles could -provide those bases. They must
therefore operate from airfields in England and Pranee and it v/as

inconceivable that the Ger!..ian Air Perce would obey Mr* Chaiuberlain' s
rules in such sporting fashion as not to bvimb those airfields and,
in addition, London, Paris and the industrial tovms and communica

tions u-pon T/hich the law-enforcing squadrons depended,
and Prance would still have to maintain fully equipped and organised
hone defence f;,->rces as well as to provide their contingent to the
international offensive which, to be successful, must bo conducted

on a large scale. They would, in short, find themselves involved,
not in a police ox^eration of limited liability, but in total war.

from time to time in composition,
The proposal at first greatly

So England

Mr, Chamberlain's proposals proving impracticable. Ministers
t'omed to consider a soKiewhat similar but more restricted project
put forward by the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs
(sir Jolm Simon). This suggested that the States of Europe
should sign a pact by which they promised never to drop bombs on
each other's territories and agreed to join in a concerted bombing
offensive against any State which broke its promise. The Secretar

Proposed
Air Pact

y

/of

(j) Report on Economic Action against Japan, 2 March 1932 -
C.I.D, Paper 1033-B; against Genmany, '30 Oct. 1933 and 25
Jan. 1934 - C.I.D. Paper III8-B, 1128-B. '

(2) Mr, Char.iberlain's proposals, referred to G.O.S. 27 March 1934 -
.C.O.S. Paper 328,

(3) G.0.3. reply, 28 March 1934 ~ G.O.S. Paper 329; G.O.S.
discussion, 28 March 1934 - C.O.S. Minutes, 122nd Meeting.

(4) C.P. 137(34) quoted in the M.D.G. Pinal Report.
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of state for Air (Lord Londonderry), hov/ever, otjeeted that this,
too, would inevitably "involve us in general hostilities" and

that, in addition, "we might find ourselves involved in Vfar in
connexion vfith some dispute in v/hich wo had no direct concern in

some remote part of Europe, such as Poland, a contingency which

His Majesty’s Government have alvrays taken great pains to avoid"*

It would, moreover, entail long negotiations during which it v/ould
be difficult to remedy the def'iciencies in Britain's anuaments. ("i)

QjOiS
criticisnis technical arguments of the Chiefs of Staff

that, v/hile all the signatory Powers Vircre to promise not to use
bombing aircraft, all ̂ nould have to maintain Iturgc and v/cll equip
ped bomber forces in case one Power broke its promise. This

would vitiate the Pact, as a means to disarmament, from the very
beginning. There v/as, too, the question of v/hat targets should
bo attacked. Bombing which was confined strictly to military
objectives - assuming that anyone knew just what was or was not a
military objective - would not, it v/as generally agreed, prove a
sufficiently strong deterrent; yet the upholders of international
law could hardly themselves brealc that law' at the outset by order
ing an 'unrestricted bombardment of the aggressor. There was a
possible middle co'urse - to bomb munition centres, with the inci
dental risk of causing civilian casualties. But there was some
difference of opinion aqong the Chiefs of Staff as to whether this
•would be either la\Tful or effective. The Air Staff viev/, voiced
by the D.C.A.S. (Air Vice-Marshal Sir E, Ludlow-Hey/itt) , was that
it would be both. Th;.mks to the increasing accuracy of bomb-
aiming, the civilian population should not suffer severely, and
the effect v/ould be achieved not, as the A.R.P, Committee had

,(3) by causing the moral collapse of workers in

Lord Londonderry's objections were reinforced by the more

.(2) They pointed out

though in 1925

factories and public services but by diverting the eneny's energy
to precautionary measures, by wasting his time through dislocating
his communications, and by causing a general arid continuous hold
up in his war production.

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, however, were more sceptical
of the bombers' abili'ty to strike the factories and spare the
Workers, and they doubted if Hitler would "say that he was so
afraid of bomb attacks on the Ruhr that he would not attack the
Polish Corridor" or if the outcries of his ind^ustrial population
would deflect him from his purpose when once the attach had begun.

The Chief of the Naval Staff and the

The Fact

abandoned
In any case, all were agreed that, to be cffec-fcive, the

attacks must be made upon a scale which would entail an increase
rather than a decrease in Britain's bomber force,
reckoned that Britaia, Priuice amd Poland would need to possess in
combination a three to one superiority over the German Air Force,
Now, although Germany at the moment was believed to possess
more than 550 military aircraft of all kinds, the rapid expansion
of her aircraft and acro-engiaie industries and of her training
establisl-iment might before very long enable her to maintain in'
war a first line force of fully 800 aircraft.(4)

The D.G.A.S.

no

The D.C.A.S.

/considered

(1) G.P. 138(54) quoted i
(2J C.O.S,

in the XO.C. Pinal Report.
Minutes, 125rd Meeting, 17 April 1934:

meeting the G.O.S, discussed the arguments,
above, which they would put before the Ministers.

(3) C.I.D. Papers 135-A, 140-a, 143-A,
(4) Report on German rearmament by Sub-Go;:mittee on Industrial

Intelligence in Foreign Gouiatries, 22 March 1934  - O.I.D.
Paper 1134-B; noted by the G. I.D. May 31 - G.I.D, Minutes,
264th Meeting, ’

at this

sui-imarised
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considered, therefore, that Britain, Brence and Poland would each

need to maintain metropolitan air forces of some "1,000 first-line

aircraft, two-thirds being bombers and one.-third fighters. This
would be tantamount to doubling the authorised British establish

ment, for the existing 52 Squadron programme was designed to

provide a Horae Defence Force of no iiore than 594 first-line

machines. For all these reasons, the proposed Air Pact had in

its turn to be ruled out. The hope .that it might yet serve as

a useful means to aerial disarmaiuont caused its ghost to haunt

British diplomacy for a few years more; but as an immediate
alternative to rearmament it was clearly impracticable.

Further search for such alternatives had now to be abandoned

and the Ministers admitted that they could not "at the moment

foresee any development of this nature .which is likely to enable

us to avoid considerable expenditure in re-equipping our defence

forces". At the same time, "the accujeulating■ evidence that
G-ermany has started to rc-arn in earnest" compelled them to recog
nise ".that it Yrould be unsafe to delay the initiation of steps to
provide for the safely of the co'untry". The Foreign Secretary's
reaffirmation on May. 30, in accordance v/ith a Cabinet decision of
May 9, that Britain was determined to hono,ur her Locarno obliga
tions was a public avowal of this change of attitude.

Decision
to rearm

That chfinge, however, at once brought Ministers sharply up
The Ghejicellor of the Exchequer

nts CoLTJittee's
The most he would

be able to provide in the next five years, and even this he could
not iJronise, was .£50,300,000 instead of tho suggested £76,800,000,
The Ministerial Disarmament Committee \7ns therefore faced v/ith the
need to cut . the Defence Requireme.nts Corxiittee's proposals by no

To Llinisters who fully shfired tho popular
reluctance "to undertake zmy kind of milit;jry coixiitment on the
Continent of Europe", the most obvious field for such a saving was
the Arr.y.
must be saved, v/ould be saved if it T/ere not necesstury to modernise
and prepare the Regular Ar.-y to act as an Expeditionjiry Force for
the defence of the Low Countries,

against the problem of finance,
told them 'bluntly that the Defence Requireue
proposals ivero "impossible to c.arry out".\''j

less than one-third.

Most of the £2b,500,000 \7hich the Chancellor insisted

The problem
of finance

Questions . On May 3, therefore, the Ministerial Coremittee sent to tho
to^tMs CiOiS. Chiefs of Staff a series of questions on this subject. (2)
about the* Could the proposed Force of four divisions be moved across in time

and, if so, would it be strong enough in combination vath allied
forces to hold tho Germans back from the Belgian and Dutch coasts?
As the Belgian fortifications were out-of-date, would it not be
better to use British money to subsidise their repair rather than
to prepare an Expeditionary Force to defend them? If, as was
alleged, the German Air Force could make the United Kingdom unten
able by opera.ting from Low Country bases, why should not the
British bomber force be able to make the Low Countries untenable
for the Germans? In other words, must Britain send an Expedi
tionary Force to defend the Low Countries? Could she not limit
hei- contribution in a war against Germany to'providing naval and
air forces? '

Low
Countries

/The

(1) He made to the Ministerial Gomitteo "a somewhat grave state-
.  ment" about"the financial outlook for the next few years" -

M. D, C. Final Report.
17 April 1934, hovrover, he had said that "v/e have novY finished
tho story of 'Bleak-House' and that 1/70 are sitting dovm this
fiftcmoon to enjoy the first chapter of 'Great Expectations
Hansard GCLKIOyill.

(2) C.O.-S. Paper 334*

In his Budget speegh in the Corxions on

? n ^

905-6.
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The Chiefs of Staff debated these questions at sono length('')
and their reply conpelled the Iviinisterial Corxiittee to recognise
that "it is essential for us tc be in a position to intervene

with a nilitary Expeditionary Force on the Continent of Europe for

the defence, ̂  co-operation with other nations, of the Low-
Countries". (2) The Chiefs of Staff pointed out that, v/hile "no

The _C.Q_._S.
_rep^

one can doubt our necessi-ty for a strong Navy and Air Force", only
the existence of a ailitaiy Expeditionary Force suitable for
European warfare would convince C'?ntinental nations -bhat Britain

really meant business. The outlook of those nations was essen

tially nilitary. For then a land caiopaign night decide the issue
long before the slow effect of a naval blockade began to be felt
by Gernany; and the effect of aii air offensive was too problen-
atical for any nation to rely u-pnn it exclusively - "the use of
aviation as the primary -vTcapon in war has not yet been tested in
Europe".

Moreover, the nilitary defence of the Lo\i Countries v/as of
■vexy great importance t-^ the success of either  a naval blockade or
an air offensive. The naval motives, v/hich had caused Britain to
fight "at regular intervals cn the Continent in order to prevent
any Povrer, strong or potentially strong at sea, from obtaining
bases on the Dutch and Belgian coasts", had now been strengthened
by the developnent of submarines,
compelling.

The air notives v/ere even more
A pov/erful Gernan Air Force based in the Low

Countries would not necessarily succeed in naking the United
Kingdom 'untenable', but it would be able to attack vital targets
much more heavily and LToro frequently than it could do from German
bases. The■possession of the Low Countries might, the C.A.S.
considered, ^crease by 8ofo the weight of the initial attack
upon London.(3)
believed, the most effective v/ay, perha'ps the only effective way,
of checking and defeating a German air offensive against Britain
was to maintain an even heavier air counter-offensive against
Germany, then a German occupation of the Low/ Countries might prove
a decisive handicap to Britain's defence,
not claim that bombing alone could expel disciplined German ground
and air forces from those Countries.

Nor was that all. If,- as most authorities

Even the Air Staff did

The Germans v/ould, there
fore, always be able to maintain there an invaluable advanced
vfarning organisation and povrerful air and ground anti-aircraft
defences. This would make -fche counter-offensive against Germany
very much raoro difficult and mere costly, perhaps prevent it alto
gether, On the other hand, if the Low Countries were firmly held
and actively friendly, the position would bo reversed. Britain
might then have the advanced warning organisation'and part of her
bomber force might be based within a very short distance of the

Even the neutrality of the Low Countries would beEuhr valley,
to Britain's advantage provided that British bombers could operate
from France, for, whilst it would not lessen the weight of attack
against the Midlands and North, which -were little farther from
north-western Germany than from Eastern Belgium, it would greatly
relieve the pressure upon London and the south-east,(^)

/Further

1 C.O.S. Minutes, 125th Meeting, 4 May 1934;
M.D. C, Pinal Report.
Reply by C.O.S. to M.D.C • y

C.O.S. Paper 335,

14 May 1934 - C.O.S. Paper 336.
The argujaents summarised in the remainder of this paragraph
were put forv/ard in this and other papers, particularly the
C.O.S. reply, to M.D.C. , 8 May I934 (C.O.S. Paper 3-35); a
paper by D.G.A.S. on possible scale of' Gernan attack, Api-il 19
(G.O.S. Minutes, 123rd Meeting, Appendix II); a note by the
G.A.S. appended to the C.O.S. reply on the strategical import-
^ce of Holland, May 28 (C.Q.S. Paper 339, Appendix l);
wo papers by the C.A, S. on the potential air menace from
Germany June 12 and July 11* (C.O.S. papers 341, 344).
Statement by D.G.A.S. at an Air Ministiy and War Office Con
ference on A.D.G.B., 28 June 1934 - A.M. Pile S.33237/46A.

and

2

3

(4)
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^Que^ions
about the

Prench

defences

Further questioning of the Chiefs of Staff only enphasisod
On Hay 12 the llinisterial Coianittee enquired ab

Maginot Line’ defences,('')
hoping apparently that these fortifications night leave enough
Prench troops free to assure the defence of the Low Countries,

this the Chiefs of Staff had to reply that the Prench, heavily out-
natched by the Germans in nanpov/er and industrial capacity, could
regard the Maginot Line as no loore than a neans of econonising men
so as to be able to meet the Germans
open left flank,
continuous stabilised front until their allies could cone to their

aid and enable them to launch the offensive by which alone victoiy
could be vron. The possibility of leaving Prance "to defend that
which is vital to our own security" was thus also ruled out.

these points,
the purpose and value of the French

out

To

on nore even terns" on their

It could do little more than allow then to hold a

Questions
about

Holland

A further, final, attempt to reduce the military commitment by
confines it to Belgium was also made vain by the Chiefs of Staff's
answerI that Holland and Belgium were strategically inseparable.
The existence of the 'Limburg appendix' made a German violation of
Dutch neutrality no less probable than their violation of Belgian
neutrality, and although the German Air Force might perhaps be
content with bases in only one of those two countries, both v^ere
equally important to the air defence of Britain,

The_ _C ab meV s
decision

It was clear, then, that for air defence no less than for
naval reasons, the integrity of the Low Countries was of very

that Belgian great importance to British security and that Britain could not
.independence rely upon otners to preserve their independence v/ithout herself
vital to being prepared to despatch an adequately equipped Expeditionary

Force to their assistance. The C.A.S.T^) might fear that "once
we vrere coiranitted in this way, we should be committed with all our
forces", as in I914.-1918,
be possible to get the troops across in time in face of German

bombing of the Channel and Narrow Seas ports, and ̂ Thether the
Government would agree "to send an Expeditionary Force out of this

But all

He might also doubt whether it would

country till the German air threat had been sized up",

British

s^ecurity

vrore agreed upon the desirability and importance of keeping the
Lot/ Countries out of German hands. Accordingly, on June 27 the
Cabinet decided in principle(4) that the defence of Belgium was a
vital British interest which they must, if necessary, actively
sustain and "that this fact should be placed on.record at an early
and suitable opportunity". The opportunity arose and was seized
by the Foreign Secretary in a statement in the House of Commons on
July 13o

Prob^le
German

CO ur s'^s
of action

The Chancellor's £26,500,000 had, however, still to be saved
and, as the Defence Requirements Committee had already limited its
proposals to v/hat were considered essential preparations, the
Ministerial Comittee could only make the required savings by
econonising upon those preparations that were essential in a some
what less direct and immediate sense,

closer scrutiny of Britian's hone defence problems,
discussions by the Chiefs of Staff
the Expeditionary Force and the defence of the Low Countries, were
of great assistance since they revealed nore clearly the possible
lines of German action and showed which would present Great Britain
with her 'worst case',

that the Germans would begin by making their offensive in Eastern
Eiurope and by standing on the defensive in the West. (5)

This entailed a still

Here the long
especially those concerned with)

The Chiefs of Staff thought it quite probab

British

le

/preparations.

C.O.S. reply, May 14 - G.O.S, Paper 336,
,2) C.O.S. reply, May 28 - G.O.S. Paper 339.
.3) G.O.S, Minutes, 125th Meeting, May 4,
4) Cabinet 26(34), conclusion 4.
(5) G.O.S. Paper 336 (May I4)
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preparations, however, obviously had to bo based on the assumption
that they vrould take the opposite
broadly, two courses open to them,
their military and air forces upon a land offensive through the Low
Countries, designed to destroy the French armies and to secure air
bases within easy reach of southern England. Or, impressed by the
iiaginet defences and regarding Britain as their rxist dangerous
enemy, they might stand on the defensive on land and concentrate their

energies upon an air offensive designed to cripple Great Britain at
least so far as to make her intervention on the Continent
impossible.

If they did, there seemed,
They might concentrate all

e.

The ..'__worst
Case'

As to which of these two courses the Germans were more likely
to adopt, there was a sharp (difference of opinion between the War
Office- and the Air Ministry. ̂2) General Staff thought that
"air warfare by itself v/ould not end a war" and they understood
from their Attache in Berlin that the Eeichsv/ehr ministers
believed that air forces should be used in close co-operation
with land forces and that the employment of bombing outside the
zone of the armies was undesiralale until success on land had been
assured",. The War Office therefore considered that the Germans
would seek to push their land forces fon-vard as far as possible in
order to.destroy the French armies and secure air bases close to
England. The Air Ministry, on the other hand, believed "that a
school of thought is gaining ground in Germany that the Air Force
will prove decisive in the next war, especially against Great
Britain" and.that, with the French frontier so strongly fortified,
they should seek a decision by air attack and should
their major attacks on us and only attempt to hold the French".
With opinion among their Service advisers so sharply divided, the
British Government could not attempt to decide v/hich course the
Germans v/ere more likely to adopt,
more directly and immediately vital menace vrould cone from an
attempt to deliver a ’knock-out blo'w' by air attack. This, then,
v/as 'worst case' , v^hich had to bo borne in mind in preparing
Britain's defences, even if it wore not regarded as the actual
standard by v/hich those preparations must always be measured.

concentrate

But it was clear that the

Forecast

of Jhe
character

.and course

of the___air

These discussions had also produced a fairly clear picture
of what the Air Staff thought v/ould bo the character and
of the air warfare which Britain would have to face, in this 'vrorst
case'•

COurse

As a result of their earlier debates, the Chiefs of Staff
ked the G.A.S. to prejpare a pap9r^on the potential air

menace to the United Kingdom
paper on June 12,W

on May 9 Q.S

from Germany. He presented this
341

Britain's

(lisaclvant'

ages"*'

The G.A.S. began by calling attention to Britain's strate-
7ar against Germany, disadvantages

which must considerably affect both the course of that war and
British preparations against it. First there was "the exposed
location, vulnerability, size and importance of our luost vital

/districts

gical disadvantages in an air

• • •

1) G.O.S. Minutes, 125th Meeting, 4 May 1934.
2) Ibid: also G.O.S. Paper 335 (May 8) and A.H.File S.33237/46A.
,3) G.O.S. klinutes, 127th Meeting, 'On April 17 the G.O.S. had

already asked the D,C.A.S. (in the G..I.S. absence) to prepare
a statement on the weight of boi±is that might be dropped on
the United Kingdom by a Gerzuan Air Force of 1,000 first-line
aircraft (G.O.S, ilinutes, 123rd Meeting). This statement had
been duly presented on April 19 (C.O.S. Minutes, 123rd Meeting,
Appendix II), it showed the various scales of attack for a
force operating (l) from bases in Germany, respecting the Lov/
Countries; neutrality: (2) from bases in Germany, but violat-

,  ing that neutrality; and (3) from-bases in the Low Countries,
(4) G.O.S. Paper 341.

/
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districts Added to this, there is the unconifortable fact
that, as defending aircraft car never positively prevent a

proportion of air attacks reaching their objectives, so it is
virtually iapossible wholly to eliminate by defensive neans alone
the strategical disadvantage under v/hich we suffer in this respect
and it can only be negatived by the provision of superior strength
in bombing aircraft,
ever nay be our first-line air strength relative to that of the

Gemans, the decision in the air will ultimately depend upon the
relative ability of each country to maintain the air offensive in

the face of the heavy casualties which will result from intensive

This required the building up in peacetime of

But, perhaps more important , what-

air operations",

large reserves of pilots and aircraft and the preparation of

essential industries for rapid wartime expansion "to meet losses
T/hich may amount to ^OCF/o of first-line material every month",
also required the education of the factory workers and the civil
population as a whole" to resist the demoralising effects of air

attacks, and it necessitates the development- in peacetime of all

the various means of protecting a civil population from the effects

of air bombardment by high explosives or gas
in all probability finally be decided, not by the strength of the
first-line air forces, but by the relative ability of the tv7o

countries to withstand air attack and to replace air casualties and
maintain the air offensive".

It

The issue will

It Was Britain's crowning disadvant
age that a democracy was able so much less easily than a dictator
ship to raajce such preparations in times of peace.

Possible^
course of

the air

war

In the light of these general considerations, the C.A.S. went

He anticipatedon to outline the possible course of the air war.
that "the war will open with an immediate air offensive by Germany
against England", but he did not greatly fear that the Germans

would be able to gain a quick decision "by an overwhelming air

attack on some ■ absolutely vital objective Tfithin, say, the first
month".

Force, combined with adequate xjeaoetime prep.arations to supply and
protect the civil population, should give "a reasonably sound

assurance" against any such rapid 'knock-out blow',
did not expect the German air offensive to reach its peak "until
Germany has succeeded in advancmig her air bases into the Low
Countries",

The provision of an adequate first-line British Air

Indeed, he

Yfhen those bases' had been secured, the attack would
After a time, as reservesprobably develop to its full intensity,

were used up, this intensity might diminish, there might be a lull
How long this "quieter period" lasted, -would, however,

"depend entirely upon the time which it takes for the industries

and training schools to produce the necessary replacements and
reinforcements and

oven.

Germany may be able to maintain her initial• c • • •

If she could, this v/ould be the mosteffort undiminished",

critical period for Britainj but "if we succeed in weathering
this second stags, the danger of the Germans obtaining any decisive
result from their air offensive vail moderate since once our

industrial organisations overcome che initial difficulties of

expansion and are in full production, we should be able to develop
our air forces at least as quickly as the Germans",

Potential

Germa?!',.'
strength

It was important, therefore, to form some estimate of the

peacetime strength to which, the German Air Po,rce might grow during
the next five years or so, and of her ability in that time to

build up her industry for war expansion.
Ministry believed .that the Genuans aimed to have 480 first-line
aircraft by the autuimi of 1935 and that two further stages of
expansion, each adding another 480 aircraft, were planned.
Assuming a conservative rate of development this might produce by
1942 an efficient force of 1,440 first-line machines, of which

1,230 vrauld be available as a striking force,
might subsequently raise this to 1,800 aircraft, with a striking

/force

At the moment the Air

A further expansion
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foroG of 1,640.
Geruany's full potential capacity. Even in 1934,
nonths of uninterrupted expansion", the German aircraft and aero
engine industries could probably be developed to naintain a force
of 800 first-line aircraft in ’var at a monthly wastage rate of
100%; and there was no reason why, in t\To years' tine, they should

_  _ not be able sinilarly to naintain a force of 1,800 or 2,000. Nor
, would there be any.shortage of crews tr.i nan such a force, although
it viTould take several years to .lake then operationally 'efficient.
From these estimates, ..the ,G. A.S. .therefore concluded "that Germany
could, if she wished, build up rapidly in peacetime to a force of
2,000 aircraft and that the. preparations which she is now beginning
to make may,, within, say,, five years’ enable her to maintain such a
force at practically its full strength in wai'"»

Hovif might such a. force attempt to achieve a rapid decision?
Airfields, which in .the last, war had proved'disappointing targets,
would probably attract only-a small peurt of its effort and the
disruption of the munitions, industry \7ould make its effects felt
too slowly to be profitable,. ' The centre of government at IVhite-
hall and the large and vulnerable.aircraft factories, most of v/hich
vrero situated in south-eastern England, were more tempting, but an
attempt to break the will of the civil population might well appear
the most promising of all methods,
equalled in importance and in difficulty of defence, with the
Midlands as an alternative objective". The Goimians night there
fore make concentrated attacks upon certain targets in those areas,
upon whose continued operation the vTell-being of the whole civil
papulation of Britain depended. If they could destroy the port
facilities in the Thanes, Humber and Mersey estuaries, Y/hich
handled nearly 7C^i of the foodstuffs and 60% of the total tonnage
of shipping entering the United Kingdom, and if they could also
blast the more important povror stations, gasvYorks and comr.iunica-
tiohs centres, they might v/e 11 lx)pe to boat Groat Britain speedily
to her knees.

These figures, hovrever, by no means reflected
given six

London presented "a target un-

Eossiblo

German

objectives

^a^quacy
of defen-

Now it would be inipossibl.a to. de.feat such an offensive by
purely defensive measures, standing .patrols by fighter aircraft

sive action of short endurance vTould be prohibitively uneconomical - it vYould
need six squadrons to ensure that there YTas alv/ays one squadron in
the air during the daylight hours alone,
means of detecting the approach of hostile aircraft, an enemy-
force might penetrate far inlrand before the defending fighters
could climb to operational height.if those fighters, remained
the ground until the warning v/as received. Within fifty miles
of the coast interception of the raiders vrould be "alvY.ays doubt
ful and often impossible";

they ought generally to be intercepted in clear weather;
only beyond a hundred miles, Y/ould it be possible regularly to
concentrate superior forces against them.

Yet with the existing

on

betvYeen fifty and one hundred miles
but

It is therefore

impossible to ensure that German mass. attacks v/ill be met by
aircraft in equal strength,
A. A. guns Y/hich can only be thinly spread along the probable
lines of approach and round the i.x>st probable objectives."

A similar condition applies to the

The import-

an d _ apd
objects of

thc_co^mter-
offensive

It Y/ould therefore o.nly be as the British air counter
offensive developed that her defensive forces might gradually
establish an ascendancy and the enemy becou-e less and less
inclined to penetrate far inland. That counter-offensive YYas,
in fact, the one truly effective ;.ieans. of defence. It would
seek to Y7eaken the German bomber squadrons by destroying their
aircraf-b on the ground .-and by forcing them to YYithdraw their
bases to a safer distance, YYhich VTculd decrease both the weight
and the frequency of their attacks. It v/ould attempt to shorten
the period of large-scale attacks by destroying the depots and

/factories
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factories from which tho onoiij/ squadrons Trore' supplied and maintained.
Above all, it would try "to compel the employment of German air
resources defensively by the bombardment of suitable objectives such
as war industries in the Ruhr and Rhineland. "

of Prance
The success of this counter-offensive, as v/cll as that of the

defensive, vrould, hov/over, depend very largely upon the attitude of
and the Low Prance and the Low Countries, The vforst possible situation for
Countries Britain and one "which must at all costs be avoided", would occur

if the Prench remained neutral and the Germans were able to operate
from Low Country bases. The Germans would then be able to develop
their maximurr offensive povrer and with little or no warning to
launch heavy and continuous attacks against important objectives.
The British bombers, on tho other hand, would meet heavy opposition
and suffer'hca^ry losses on the long flight over eneny-held terri
tory to the' Ruhr and Rhineland, Even if Prance were Britain's

ally, a Gorman occupation of the Low Countries would still be very
dangerous; ’ The GerrKon' attacks might "be almost as heavy and
frequent as ever, a striking force of 1,230 dropping perhaps an
average of 150 tons of bdmbs every' day ‘ during tho first tvro or
throe vraoks.(7) The Anglo-Pronch counter-offensive from Prench

bases would,’ of course, also be much heavier, yet a largo part of
it would have to be diverted to attacking airfields in the Low
Countries; and the fighting, being conducted at such close

quarters, v/ould be exceptionally severe,
stay the pace, owing to lack of reserves or to smaller factory
production, this severe fighting might prove fatal "since once the

eneny began to establish an ascendancy it would be difficult for
us to regain tho initiative".

If Britain could not

(

In the other political conditions v/hioh might occur, there
was less danger. A straight duel between Britain and Germany, in
which both sides respected Low Country neutrality, could hardly
produce decisive results. The Germans would have to attack at

very long range and the v/eight of their attack, by 1,230 aircraft,
might be reduced to some 75 tons a day. The British bombers, too,
would only be able to approach such targets as they could reach

through the narrow and heavily defended corridor betw/een Holland
and Denmark. T/Tith Prance allied to Britain and the Lovir Countries

still neutra-l, the weight of German attack would probably fall to
50 tons a day and the Aiiglo~Prench bombers vrould be able to keep
up an offensive that might divert much oven of this effort to

bombing Prcnch airfields and might eventually force the Gormans on
to tho defensive, Pinally, the situation most favourable to

Britain v/Quld occur if Phanco were her ally and her bombers could

operate from Low Country bases within 75 or 100 miles of tho Ruhr

and Rhineland, Indeed, "the German air menace to this country
v/ill be substantially reduced if v/e can count upon Prance as an

ally, and v/ould no longer constitute a serious danger to this

country if, in addition, v/e could hold at least the Tirestern half
of the Lot/ Countries",

In a second paper(2) the C.A.S, expressed this view even
more strongly, and almost prophetically, "I v/ould like to record

iy opinion", he v/rote, "that if this country and Prance maintain

adequate air forces and make every possible preparation in peace
time to permit of the rapid replacement of our casualties in war,
and if Geri.iany realises that she cannot attack one without the

other, she is unlikely to attempt to undertake an air campaign

■  / against

{French
alliance

vital_to
counter-

offensive

(1) The C.A.S. pointed out that the greatest weight of bombs
dropped‘in the United Kingdom in one year during the 1914"
1918 War was 127-^ tons in 19l6,‘ ’ '

(2) ' C.O.S. Paper.344, of 11 Ju]^ 1934. ' ‘
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against us",

defence of Great Britain, not merely in order to lighten the
\7eight of German air attack upon the United Kingdom hut,
important, in order to give the British homher force bases on the
Continent within easy roach of vital German targets,
those bases the British counter-offensive would have had to bo

conducted at such extreme range tnat it vrould provide no effective
answer to the German attacks on London:

the counter-offensive which in the long run must decide the issue
of the air campaign".

A French alliance v/as in fact essential to the air

even more

Y/ithout

and it is the action of

Value of

this fore-
Here, then, was a fairly clear, if necessarily very conjec

tural, picture of what an air war mth Germany might possibly be
like and'of the kind of menace it might present,
the other Chiefs of Staff considered the C.A,S. paper to be unduly
alarming and that it was not sent forward to the Ministerial
Coinaittoe or the Corxiittee of Imperial Defence, (l) The picture
v/as drawn, as the G.A.S. admitted, from "an A.R.P. point of view",(2)
from the point of view of what the Germans might attempt rather
than of v/hat the R. A.P. might do,
value:

It is true that

That, however, was exactly its
it shovrod v/hat v/as the worst dtuiger against v/hich Britain

cast

Nor can there be much doubt that the Ministerialmust prepare,

Coi-nmittoe and the Cabinet were quite v/ell acquainted with at least
its general outline, seeing that the Secretary of State for Air
was a member of both bodies and that most of the arguments contain
ed in the paper had been placed often, though not as a whole,
before the Ministers,

AttJ._tu^^‘
of_ the
Ministers'

to these

Those Ministers were, moreover, peculiarly susceptible to
Home dcfonco, as Field-Marshal Robertson had

must always take precedence over overseas problems:
such argu
remarked,
and never more so than ’when it is home defence in the very literal
sense of defence against air attack.

onts.

The alarms of June and July
1917 remained green in everyone's memory and ever since that
sumraar British politicians had felt a strong, even an exaggerated,
dread of bombing,

said in 192k,W
is the only form of attack of serious magnitude to ViThich we are
now exposed \ro know perfectly Well that the people of this country
viTould never justify a governaent which neglected to take proper
precautions against a repetition of the horrors of the air raids
of the YTar",

"The attack from the air", Lord Thomson had
is sudden, sv/ift, and appalling, and because it

Doubts

_abujut the
effect of

bombing
j^n
civilians

Besides, omia ignota pro j^agnifi^^^ bombing was dreaded
the more because no one had yet experienced it upon any large
scale. Faced by a danger in whose assessment imagination could
be so little controlled by experience, few politicians of the
inter-war years wore able to feel that robust confidence, v/hich
Mr, Churchill had expressed in 'I9'17A5) in the courage and endur
ance of Britain's civilian population. They agreed, rather, v/ith
the Report of Sir John Anderson's Air Raids Precautions (Policy)
Committee, presented in 1930, which advised the provision of two
or throe battalions-of troops to repair roads, decontaminate
streets, and so forth in London after and during raids. Sir Jo^
in presenting this Report to the Gommittoe of Imperial Defence,(§>

/had

(1) G.O.S. Minutes, 130th Meeting, 27 June 1934,
second paper, already quoted was written in answer to the
objections raised at this meeting.
Ibid,

The G.A.S.

2)
Above, Paa?t II,i,lO,
Hansard ds), 1Vi

3:
,506 (4 March 1924).

II.i,i9.
4,

Above,
G.I.D, Minutes, 250th Meeting, 29 September 1930.

5
6'
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had maintained that civilians could not be relied
under the same conditions, practically speakin
expected of soldiers in the front lino of a battle",

battalions were not available as a nucleus and stiffening "he had
little doubt that such a state of panic would be produced as might
bring about the collapse, certainly of the corriraunity in London, if
not of the whole country,,..He'felt very strorigly that it T/as only
the fact of being utldor a code of military force, which would give
the necessary security agitinst a disastrous breakdovm".
true that the Chiefs of Staff seemed a little mre ready to trust
the civilians' power of endurance - or a little less cnaircured of
the vaunted blessings of military discipline,
with certainty what the effects of bombing would bo and Ministers
could not afford to take risks v/here the safety of the nation
involved.

upon "to work

as might be
If these

<y

It is

But no one knew

was

/

Ifcnace of

German air

attack

emphasised

Jho disy
cussions

Moreover, the Ministers' exa:rLnation of the defence problem
had "thrown into somewhat higher relief the dangers to this
country from air' attack by Germany'and the importajuce of the Low
Countries from this point of view,
abiliiy of strengthening our air dcfcnco with as little delay as
possible, in order to safeguard the heart of the Empire" and to
shoTi? the Germans that the United Kingdom wi
inadequately defended as to invite attack.

This suggested the desir-

d not be left so

Parlia' The trend of public opinion fa'Voured such a- course and

"although currents of more or less uninformed public opinion at
home ought never to bo a determining factor in defensive prepara
tions, they have to be reckoned with in asking Parliai'oont to

approve prograixies of expenditure",
■pressing the Government to make a statement of its air defence
policy before the parlia:'.iontary recess and it was clear that an
expansion of the hoi.ie defence Air Force would not arouse the
opposition that vi/'as likely to be aroused by o'ther forms of
rearnai'.'icnt. (. 2)

Members of Parliament were

pressure

In these circumstances, the Ministerial GoiXiittee on July 16
anticipated its Final Repc'rt by presenting im Interim Re-port
dealing -with Air Defence. (3j in this they recommended the
adoption of an expansion progi'ainmc, ].ater laiovm as Expansion
Scheme A, drawn up by the C.A. S, and designed to make the R.A.F.
"ready for war in five plus three (eight)years". By this scheme
G20,000,000 was allotted to the expansion of the R,A.F. during
the next five years instead of the U7,514^000 suggested in the
Defence Requirements Committee's Report and the home defence force
was to be increased by 1939 to 75 squadrons in place of the 52 of
the existing programip.e, of v;hich only 42 as yet existed.

The C.

i^_crim ”
Report
16 July

Expansion
Scheme A

Now this was an expansion programme, not Just a -programme for
remedying accumulated deficiencies such as the Defence Requirements
Corxinittoe had proposed,
found out of a. total sun, for all throe Services, amounting to only
two-thirds of that contem-plated by that CoLiEiitteo,
the Arn-y's share had been cut by almost one-half and the Navy's

Yet the money to pay for it had to be

Even after

Provision

of _re serve s
postponed

Ay

(.1 i'/I,D. C. Final Re-port,
Ibid,

M.D.C, Interim Report, 16 July 1934 - C.P.193(34)  = G.I.D,
Paper I148-B, enclosure 1.

2

3
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by vaorc than ono-third, there was still too little ;roney
available to equip the proposed 75 H.A.P. squadrons with full v/ar
reserves by The Ministerial Comuittee therefore allotted

only £1,200,000 of the £20,000,000 to the provision of such
reserves. At the aonent there v/as a good case for this decision.
It -vTOuld be some years before Gernany v^as ready for war,
while, "considered fron the_point of view of the deterrent effect
upon Gernany as a potential'aggressor r.ind frou that of public
opinion in this country, there is much to bo said for the foma-
tion of as large a nui:iber of nov;- squadrons as possible,
from this, there are strong objections to pilin_
aircraft too soon", awing to the rapid dcvclopnont’of aircraft
design. The Corpittee therefore postponed the provision of the
bulk of the war reserves to the years 1939-1942, This, while it
would not produce by 1939 a force"capable of sustained warfare",
would provide "the framev/ork of such a force, with those permanent
elements such as personnel, aerodromes, buildings, workshops and
so forth, which take so long to provide in normal times,
necessity arises", the Interim Report added, "it vail bo possible
to accelerate the provision of all the essential accessories".

Hean-

Apart
up reserves ofo

If

_  The Coiiinittee, however, recognised that "there are obvious
— . risks in the plan of 'putting all our T/ares in the shop v/indow'

P^^-Gssed too far". Other Powers might discover the true
position and then the deterrent effect qf the expansion might be
largely destroyed. The, Interim Report, therefore, added a
warning that "the reserve .must be provided before an outbreak of
war becomes imminent".

X

X

0) The allotment to the Army was reduced from £35,660,000 in
the 5 yo^s to £20,000,000. Only £12,004,000 was allowed
lor the Regular Arry Expeditionaiy Force, leaving £15,568,000
to complete: and only £200,000 was allotted to the

Navy's allov/ance was reduced from
£21,000,000 to £13,000,000. M.D.C. Pinal Report.
M.D.G. Interim Report,(2)
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III. THE ORIGIilS OF BOIvIBEi^ GOM.iAITD

(ii) ' E^4^_I0N JQUm 1934-j936

The Cabinet's approval(^) on.18 July of the Ministerial Dis
armament Committee's Interim Report began a new phase in the
history of the R. A.P. and the home-based bomber force. They had
now to prepare against the'possibility of a major European conflict
breaking out in eight, or perhaps even in five, years, instead of
loolcing forward to 'no v/ar for ten years',. . They had now to prepare
in earnest to defend the United Kingdom against the rapidly expand
ing air power of Germany, instead of measuring themselves somewhat
academically ^gainst the Air ■ Force of Prance, They had ,now to

A new

phasc_Jn
air

strategy

opens

envisage bombing operations at long range against the Ruhr and
Rhineland, instead of comparatively short-distance raids to Paris
and Lille, They had therefore to consider the development of
bombing aircraft of much greater range and power, or, failing this,
the transference of most of their bombing squadrons to continental
bases,

sitated a complete revision of tae strategical requirements of the
bomber force.

There were changes of no small magnitude and they neces-

It__coin-
ci'deS'^with
’a_nev7'’'
p!^g_e in
te chnic^

dwelopi^ient

, At the same time a new phase in technical development v/as also
beginning, and this was gradually to impose an equally thorough
overhaul of technical and tactical requirements,
which had held the field since the ?/ar of 1914-1918, were about to
give place to all-metal monoplanes whose cleaner lines and more

powerful engines gave them a much greater speed, performance, and .
lifting capacity,
accepted strategy, of air warfare would bo modified by the introduc
tion of these new aircrai’t was a matter needing the nmst careful
examination,

only by the problems attendant upon a rapid expansion of its numbers,
but also by the need to re-orient its policy and to reconsider its
equipment against a new strategical situation and  a rapid technical
development.

The biplanes.

How far the established tactics, even the

So, from July 1934 onv/ards, the R,A,P. was faced not

.ThG__19J3-4
discussiorjs

as__a
Tforking

And once again, as in 1917 snd 1923, all this had to be put in
Indeed,hand before any detailed operational pl;ans vrero available,

two further Schemes of Expansion beyond the,1934 Scheme were to be
adopted before work upon detailed operational plans even began.(2)
The position v/as, hoY/ever, a good deal better than in 1917 or 1923,
for the lengthy discussions in 1933 and 1934 had provided a very
fair working guide to whs.t would be required,
that the R.A.P.'s first duty was now to prepare itself to defend
the United Kingdom against the German Air Force,
that an air counter-offensive was still regarded as the best form of
air defence.

It was clear enough

It Y/as also clear

And even the probable objectives of a counter

expansion

offensive against Germany had been marked out in  a general way -
the bases and depots of the German air striking force; the aircraft
factories and the communications which maintained its strength;
the great industrial districts of the Ruhr and Rhineland upon which
all German belligerent po\Ter VYas founded.

Ch^acter
qf_ the_
years
i“934-6

then, the nature and objectives of the
operations for vYhioh the bomber force had now to make ready, T/ere
fairly \tc11 defined,
appreciation could be translated into detailed requirements and

/longer

In a broad sense j

Yet it was some time before this general

1) Cabinet 29(34), Conclusion 3; 31(34)> Conclusion 1,
the history of this operational planning, see below,
- IV, i. '

2)
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longer still before these requirements could be satisfied. The
histoiy of the yo,ars 1934-1936 is thus largely a story of hov/ the
character and composition of the bomber forces were gradually
developed as the implications of its nevr role were v/orked out and
the possibilitios of the rapid advance in technical development
became apprirent. All the v/hilo there ^7as in the background
growing anxiety about the international situation, serving as
relentless goad to more rapid change ,and compelling the Air Ministry
repeatedly to produce a new schcrie for a yet larger exijansion
almost before the ink upon the last paper was day,

(a) ^pansi;^ 3ch_cmc A,__July 1934

Tho first of these Expansion Schemes, that approved on
18 July 1934 and knov/n later as Schome A, was designed not so much
to produce a force equipped already for war as to provide a dotor-
rent to Gorman aanbition tuid a training ostablishmont from'which
more adequate force might be created if the Germans refused to be
deterred,

provision for a greater proportionate expansion of the fighter
force than of the bomber force and its failure to provide a bomber
force capable of mounting an effective air offensive against
Germany,

a

Q,

a

This explains its mrirc obvious peculiarities - its

Character

of

Scheme A

Greater

tionate

inprease
in fighter

stoength
despite
lessening
prospects
of the

defensive

The greater proportionate increaso in fighter than in bomber
strength scorns at first sight especially romarkable, for the
1933“1934 discussions had suggested that tho prospects of
ful dofoncG by fighters wore steadily lessening,
in scientific aids to naviga
wero ahead of Groat Britain

success-

Tho improvomont
n, in which continental countries
made it likely that bombing

attacks v/ould be made iiiore frequently. in those conditions of dark
ness or ijoor visibility v^hero interception was most difficult. (2)
The increasing speed of night bombors - in 1923 only 80 m,p.h,
had to bo reckoned ivith, but now there v/as good reason to expect
that 200 ra,p,h, "will soon become normal" - added to the fighters'
difficulties and necessitated vddening from 15 to 25 miles the
lighted 2ono vvhero they might hope to make their interceptions.  (-5)
The increaso in d,ay bomber speeds was equally disturbing,
ception depended largely upon the ratio between the bomber's
forward speed and the fighter's rate of climb aiid while the former
was steadily increasing, the latter seemed incapable of einy great
improvement, For this reason it was necessary even now to push
the aircraft fighting zone back almost on to the areas it
designed to protect; and tho A.0.0., Fighting Area (a.V.M.
joubert de la Forte) believed that, if bombers wero to fly at
than 200 m,p,h, ‘and over 10,000 feet find if.no v/caming of their
approach could bo given before they crossed tho coast, then it
would be impossible to intercept them from the ground before they
reached London or the Midlands,
uneconomical, "
standing patrols.

IntGr

ivas

more

The only feasible, though most
fonn of fightor defence would be to maintain

'  Furthermore, tho narrov/ing margin of speed

/between

(1) Statements by ADG-in-G,^ A.D.G.B. (iLM. Brooke-Popham) ajid
D.D.O.I. (G.O, Peck), 1st meeting of Brooke-Popham Sub-
Oonmitteo on A.D.G.B. 17 0ot,1934 - A,H. File S.34572/26A.

(2) Interim Report of Brooke-Popham Sub-Oomitteo, 31 jan, 1935
“  File S.35381/I/2B.

(3) Air Staff Memor;indum on reorientation of air defence system,
30 July 1934 ” i'LM. File S.33237/50A.

(4) 26 Oct. 1934 - A.M. File S.34572/39B; also mcnorajiduia by
Maj.-Gen. Srat, 19 April 1934 - A.H. File S.33237/2A.
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beteTOon fighter and bonber v/,as reducing the value of "sporadic
^closo~in' attack" by single-scat fighters whose fire-power was

insufficient to destroy the ener.-y in a single attack and v/hose

narrowing nargin of speed v/ould hardly pers-iit then to regain
position to repeat their onslaught. Very nuch faster single
seat nonoplano fighters, carrying eight uachine guns instead of

tw'j or foLur, wore already being considered. But these were still

little ^•.'lore than projects on the drawing-board. Until they had
been tested and p>rovod, "the need for some nore deliberate and

sustained r.iothod of building up superiority of fire" could be net

only by creating a nunber of twin-seat fighter squadro-ns, w)
r.iea.sure which threatened to produce just tha.t 'double-banking' of
the fighter force against which Lord Trenchard had striven in 1923*

Por the time being, at least, it seemed that the prospects of

successful fighter defence were diminishing and that the importance
of the bombing counter-offensive was correspondingly enhanced,(2)
Hov/ was it, then, that Scheme A allotted a larger proportion - and
indeed- actually a larger nuraber - of the new squadrons to fighters
than to bombers?

a

The answer seems to be that, v/hile in the absence of detailed
operational plans tho requirements of the bomber force were not

easy to estimate exactly, the needs of the defence and of the

ancill;iiy forces serving \vith the Na.vy and Ari;:y had been fairly
closely assessed before Scheme A was promulgated. Those
defensive and ancillary requirements, indeed, had to be settled,
since they involved the other Services as -well as tho R. A.P.

The guns -and searchligiits, needed for the Air. Defence of Great

Britain had to be supplied by the Ifar Office and the scale of

their 'provision yo^d vitally affect the development of the
Territ;:)rial Ari'.y(5) and even of the Regular Expeditionary Force.
An early decision was therefore noc-ssary, and discussions upon
the lay-out of the defensive syptom had begun in tho Air Ministry
as er?JTly as 13 Deoenber 1933*''^)
War Office had follov»rcd froin Fobru/iry 1934 onvirards
middle of June, a month before Scheme A was authorised, the Air

Ministry's proposals had already boon formulated, w)
proposals could not lc.o.vc the fighter force out '.)f account and so

the detailed requireaonts for fighter aircraft in the air defence

systeie had already been worked out v/hon Scheme  A cajoe to be prepared.

.(M

Inforeial discussions with the

s(°) and by the

Those

Reasons

for

disprop
ortionate

increase

The C.A.S. (A'ir Ghief-Haz-shal Sir John Ellington) had certainly
done his utmC'St in these prolieiin-ary discussions to keexo the number
of fighter squadrons down to the bore minimum,
v/hen the 52 Squadron scheme still held the field, ho ha.d insisted

that they must not be increased above the 17 provided for in 1923.^°'
At the same tine, he tried tc.i redress thc'balfoico bekween first-lino
bonber and fighter units,
rons v/hich rei.'iained to be forned to complete the 17, should be.
provided by c..'nvGrtin.g three of the R, A.F. squadrons fron bembers
to fighters ;:aid forming three no\r Regular boi.ibor squadrons in their
place.(9) Again in April when tho 75 squadron home defence force

In February 1934,

He ruled that the throe fighter squad-

Efforts to
linit Qx-

pansjLon of
defensive

side

/was

M. File S.321+45/iiV, 19A.
Minute by G.^wS., 22 March 1934 - 7«M. File S. 33015/19*
Lt,-Gen. Dill to D.G....S., 15 June 1934 - 4.M. File S.33237/391-
Minute by G.^uS. , 1 Aug, 1934 “ ibid., minute-62.

of a conference, 13 Doc, 1933 - File S.33015/54*
Uii. File S. 33015, 33237.'

,74 D.G....3. te; Honkey, I6 June 1934 - File S.33237/40
‘  (S) Minute to D.G.A.S., I6 Feb, 1934 - A,M, File S. 33015/1*
(9) Minute by D.O.3.D. to G.A.S. , -26 Feb. 1934  - A.i';I, File

22846/11/88 G.A.S. repljr, 27 Feb, 1934 - iMl* ̂ minute 89*

.-t)
2

3

4,
Minutes

9\

O
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was envisaged and the Director of Operations and Intelligence
estimated that 28 fighter squadrons would be
extended aircraft fighting zone then proposed
insisted that 25 was the most that could be allov/cd

ed for the more

A, 3, again

Increased

nceds_ of
the

defence

It was nevertheless impossible to ignore the fact that the
needs of the defence had increased considerably since 1923.
substitution of Gormanj'' for Prance as the potential eneny meant
that "England now presents her longer, instead of her shorter,
side to the oneny". Again, the increase in the operational
range of bomber aircraft - r-anges up to 375 miles had now to be
reckoned with

T

- meant that the industrial ciroas on the Tyne and

he

in Lancashire and western Yorkshire, in the Midlands andTees,

around Birmingham, were well v/ithin roach'of bombers based, in
north-nyestern Germany,
covered.

ylnd v7hile these areas v/erc no longer
as they had been against Prance, by the defensive system

of southern and south-eastern England, the possibility of the
Gormans operating from or across the Low Countries ruled out
weakening of the defences of Lcnlon and the South,
fighting zone had therefore to bo ro-orionted and extended until
it stretched in a continuous line from Portsmouth around London to
Middlesborough.wj por such a lipo, even the C.A.S. had to admit
that 25 squadrons was a minimuin, and this figui’c v/as incorpora
ted both in Scheme A and in the .Air Staff's proposals for re
orienting the defensive system, (.5)

any

The aircraft

Needs of

th9_Ariiy
and Navy

Of the 75 squadrons, 25 had thus to be allotted to fighter
defence at homo. But this wan not all. The ̂ iry needed three
fighter squadrons for the Expeditionary Force, in addition to
the five cirny co-operation squadrons v/hich v/erc not counted among
the 75, These three squadrons,

The Navy,
in addition to the

too, had to bo deducted from the

again, needed the help of shore-based aircraft,
iour flying boa.t ajad Fleet Air Arm squad

rons. So two torpedo-bomber and four general purpose squadrons
had to be allotted to Coastal Area Command,(7) and of these six
had likewise to be found from the 75» l"inally, the two
'emergency' squadrons (Nos. 55 and 207), though counted
home-based bombers and placed under the A,D.G.B. Gomnrnd, were
primarily jjitendcd as reinforcements for the overseas Commands,
Equipped with Gordon aircraft, they wore to spend' a portion of
each year in training for torpedo work (and were eventually to be
rearmed v/ith torpedo-bomber adreraft,'.8)

75.

among the

,  , _ So, besides the 25
hone-based fighter squadrons, 11 other squadrons had to be
provided out of the 75 for thes various purposes.u I

39 bomber
25 fighter
s^quadrons

There were therefore

available for the Bomber force
bombers find fighters was
1923 Scheme. (9)

rore than 39 squadrons properly
i and the true proportion between

39 to 25 instead of 35 to I7 as in the
It is true that the Air Staff hoped to redress

the balance a little by using the two

no

emergency and six general

/purpose

1 A.M, Pile 3.33237/1A,
Ibid,, minute 6.

Air Staff Memoranduoi on re-orientating the air defence
system, 31 July 1934 - A.M. Pile S.33237/50A, 50E.
A.M. Pile 3.33015/19,
A.M. Pile S.33237/5OA.
Interim Report of Brookc-pnphrua Sub-Goonitteo, 31 Jan, 1935
- A.M. Pile S.35381/I/2B,
See below, Appendix III.

A.M. Pile S.35433; also 3.22846/III/6, 6A, lOi., 19.
This phrase refers-^ of course, to the proportions actually
existing in the Scheme A force and the 1923 force,
was, the Air Staff repeatedly insisted,
between bombers and fighters.

There

no fixed ratio

2

(3:

A,
5,

(6;

7
8

9
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purpose squadrons t" roinforco the h-nbing offensive if the
strategical' situation allowed. But, leaving aside the question
c,f how suitable such squadrons n.nd their aircraft would be for
such work, it was hardly to be expected that the nd;niralty would
TiTclconie this idea and, in fact, every step taken to define the
exact role of the Coastal squadrons vms to make thp chance of
their co-oporating vdth the bobbers more rcniotc.v'') Also, of
course, if those eight squadrons v/ero counted on the bomber side,
the Array's three fighter squadrons had to bo included on the
fighter side

47 bomber as against 28 fighter squadrons, an appreciable falling
off from the tvTo to one proponderance allov/ed to the bombers in

1923.

At best, therefore, there could be no more than

Reasons

for -the

inadeq^te
equipment
of'the
bomber

force

The failure of Scheme A to equip even the 39 bomber squadrons
v/ith a-ircraft that v/ould enable them effectively to attack Germany,
might appo<ar no less remarkable th.ua its provision for a propor
tionately larger increase in the fighter force,
T/ere convinced "as a general principle that rdl bomber squadrons
must be prepared tfj operate from this country",
the light bombers c uld not effectively attack Germany from bases

in England,

squadrons n t only " constitute the rxost powerful clement in the

striking force" but also pYorc the only squadrons which could at

all adequately fuli’il the strategical purp:/ses of that force in a
.(2) Yet in preparing Scheoie A the C.A.S. had explic-

tho 39 squadrons should be
Wha.t vrere the roasr'ns

The Air StaYf

They Icnew that

They recognised 'therefore that the heavy and nediun

Genoi.an "v/.ar

itly accepted tha.t not more than 17
ari-iod v/ith heavy or medium bombers,
for this c mtradicti n boWoen thc ry and practice?

The decisive roas ns were undoubtedly financial,  A light
bomber squadron of 12 Harts entailed a capital outlay in works

equipment of £2i|-5,000 and an annual maintenance charge of ,€83,000.
A medium squadron of 12 Overstrands vrould cost €370,000 and

€133,000, A heavy squadron of 10 Virginias cost €375>000 and

€139,000.(E) Now the approved estimates for Scheme A allowed
for no modiuui:) squadrons and only nine heavy squadrons, although
there 'v/as margin enough to cover also the three Special Reserve

heavy squadrons. Hence, when the D.G.A.S, proposed that the
bomber force should be made up of 10 heavy, 16 mediuiu, and only
15 light squadrons, it was quickly found that such a force could
not possibly bo provided out of the €20,000,000 allotted to the
R. A.P. for its expansion. The most that could be done tyouM bo

to form another five hoa-vy or nediuin squadrons, in addition to

the nine Regular and throe Special Reserve already existing;
even those five c^uld only be
yeans poriad .'f the prograim.io
decided the G.iuS, to decree that only 17 ef the 39 bomber

squadrons could bo equipped with heavy or modiuiu bombers.

and

Tied tovYands the end of the five

These were the fonts vYhich

Einancia.1

reasons

There were, however, other consideratins, both technical
and politic,?.!, which dispose
the Habitations iaaTpased by finance,
there was the fact thco.t only ai'-iong the light bombers vYcre there

typos available v/hich were n::t either already bs';lescent cr

early a stoq-

el the Air Staff in 1934 to ancept
On the technical side

isigning tha.t their success couldelse in

Technical

reo-sons

Hclppf
tested

ho avy and
piediuib
bombers Among the heavj^ boa,-.ibors, the Virginias

of

not be relied upon.

so

/wers

See the Nairrative The R. A.E. in Haritime Yfcr prepared in

'i H B

(2) C'onference cf 25 July 1934 “ 4.M, Pile S. 228i-6/lIl/2A.
'3^ minute by G.ii.3. , 24 July 1934 - ibid., enclosure IB.
I4) Ibid., enclosure 1A.
'5; ilinute from S.6 to C.ii.S. 2l!- July 1934 - A.il. Pile

S.22846/III/1E.

(i)
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\7orQ so ancient as to bo obvi'.msly useless; the Heyfnrds and

Hendons, Virhich v/ere just beginning to replace ther.n'') had been
designed six years ago and were adnittedly inadequate for a

German war; and beyond these, there was nothing in sight except
the speculative iumstrong B 3/34 nonoplano v/hosc tv7o prototypes
wore not due to fly until'Fobru.ary 1936»^^)
the situation was sir.iilar. 'The mediuiu bomber class was a new one,
evolved ^out of the light day bomber class in the scorch for a day-

Thc existing Sidestromds, and their improved
version, the Overstrond, rather foreshadowed than belonged to this

new class, whose true first representatives wore the iioonoplancs
that were being designed to the B9/32 and amended P27/32 specifi
cations# But the prototypes of these B9/32 and P27/32 aircraft
vrould not be ready to fly until Docombcr 1935-^^^
the heavy and medium bomber classes was thus speculative, all the

more so since the new designs were all monoplanes embodying now

and untried features in both airframes and engines.

Yifith mediuin bombers,

and-night ‘b’'-r:bcr.

The outlook in

Tested

light
bombers

_availab le:
arguicents_
in_their
favour

In the light bomber class, on the other hand) there were

tested types available v/hich were already, or soon would bo, in
full production find vfhick were not yet obsolescent. These types
were the Hart, .and its improved version, the Hind; which had

passed its service trials in May 1934*
could operate offoctivoly against Genueny from bases in England*
But in* 1934 there was still no immediate prospcci; that they would
be called upon to attempt such operations# The T/holo British
rearmament prograreme viras based upon the assumption that war with

Germany, oven if it wore inevitable, could hardly occur before

1939 and probably not before 1942# What was needed in 1934 was
to- form as many squadrons as possible as quickly as possible, both
to serve as a present deterrent to Germon ambition and to provide
- lest Germany should not be deterred - trained orev;-s in adequate
numbers, to man a mere effective force by the time Germany might
be ready to act. For these purposes the Harts and Hinds had much
to recommend them. Conversion training from them to the now

medium bombers was not likely to be a lengthy process and mean

while they TOuld not themselves be quite useless. They were
suitable for dive-bombing and ari.iy co-operation vrork; they v/ero
easy to ship and handle in the field in the loss developed parts
of the Empire; and their speed was (at that -date) a tactical
asset that 'would in v/ear offset some of the deficiencies in the

training of non-regular or has-tily trained crevirs. (5)
they had been tested, they were cheap and easy to build, and they
could bo produced irxiediately in the numbers required. For

imediate purposes, which did not justify the Air Staff in gamb
ling upon new and 'untried- types, the light bombers would serve
v/ell enough. With them the for'mation of squadrons and the
training of crev/s could be pressed forv/ard at once and present
econor.y need not therefore be unduly har'mful to ultimate
efficiency.

Neither, of course.

Above all,

VYar not

expected
tili"^39

Meed to_
form and

train'new

sg_uadrons
rapidly

It was on these grounds that the Air StEiff retained the

light bombers in the home-based bomber force, ooid even increased
their numbers. Of the 4l bor.iber squadrons (including the two
'emergency' squadrons) of LJ6 first-lino airerfift that were to
bo completed by 1939, 25 "With an initial establishment of

I

Gonposi-
tion of

Scheme A
bolder

force

/I 2

(1) The first squadron to be equipped v/ith Heyfords was No.99(b)
in Jf-in. 1934.

2) A.M. Pile S,32832/1/1A to j6A: S.35214/13, 18.
A.M. Pile S.3115^^43, 460, 46D, 48; S.35247/5b.

4) A.M. Pile S.3327b/9A.
5) Conference of 25 July 1934 ” A.M. File S.22846/III/2A.
6) Originally fixed at 2Zt-, but altered to 25 (heavy and medium

being reduced from I7 to I6) to avoid ere eating two single
squadron stations, one for light and one for heavy or medi
bombers - ibid,, enclosure 5A.

3
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12 aircraft apiece were to be light bombers, a total of 300 aircraft;
8 with an initial establishment of 12 each, were to be medium,
total of 96 aircraft; and 8 v/ith an initial cstablishinent of 10
each wore to be heavies, a total of 80 aircraft,
4 : 3 between light and heavy squadrons laid down in 1923 was now-
altered to a ratio of 3 : 1 : 1 as between light, medium and
heavy squadrons.

a

So the ratio of

Measures

.tq^mjt^i-
gate__its
wcjikness

Certain measures were, however, taken to mitigate the admitted
deficiencies of this force. All the non-regular squadrons wore,
for example, to be numbered from henceforward among the light
bombers,I V so ’bhat the core adequately equipped hea-vy and medium
squadrons v/-ould also have the best trained crews,
laid to prepare, or at least to discover, advanced landing ground"
near the coast ’vhere the short-range light bombers might re-fuel.
And further plans were started for basing 22 of these squadrons on

the Continent v/here^thoy would be id thin r.iorc practicable distance
of German tango ts, (3)

Plans were also

:4)

Measures

to prep are

a_ more
adequate
force for

the"future

At the same time preparations vrcre made to ensure that a more

adequate striking force could bo provided when circumstances
required or finance permitted,
of three kind

These preparations v/ere, broadly.
Some wrerc intended to produce a planned, long

term, programTao which vrould secure a regular flo\-v of now designs
of aircr,aft. Others were directed towards settling the classes of
aircraft, the methods, the types of machines, and the equipment
needed to carry out the Air Staff’s operational requirements,
others v/erc concerned with estimating the probable requirements of
the force in aircreit, a.nd supplies during the first year of war,
as a preliminary to the adoption of a balanced policy for the
eventual building up of wa.r resorvos.

Yet

Ptonning of
aircraft

design and

repiacoment
prognamiae

The idea of a long-terra prcrgrai-Uae for the design and produc-
It dated back attion of now types of aircraft was an old one,

least to the Charlton Report of 1926, whose recommendation of a
"stabilised re-equipment policy" had been endorsed by the Aircraft
Supply Committee of 1931 and the War Supply Committee of 1933*^^^
So far, however, little had been done to realise this idea.

Financial economy had made any prograraue impossible and the un

predictability of toobuiical progress, particularly in the develop
ment of aero-engines, made an;5r rigid progremme undesirable, (5)
Yet the need for soiae measure of planning was obvious, if only to
lessen the time taken to design and produce a new machine(6) -
five fmd a half years from the formulation of the Air Staff's

requirements to the delivery of the first production adreraft in

the case of light types, , six and a half ’ years for medium and eight
for laargo.(7)
design and re-equipment dovm to 1950
manifest the difficulties of looking so far eb.oa.d.
hope in the modest suggestion, m
sponsored by D. G.A.S. ,011 July 22

Various projects put forward in 1923 for planning
(8) served, however, only to

There was mor

y F.O,1 on June 16
of a committee to review the

and

e

/Air

(i)
(

A.M..File S.22846/111/1B, 2A.
Itoid., enclosure 2A»
Minute by D. of 0., 13 Doc. 1934 -ibid., minute 29.
Minute by F.0,1 to D.G.A.S., I6 June 1933 - A,Iv4 File
3.3237:^1.
Ibid,

Ibid., minutes 10 to 13;
A.M. File S,32372/1. '
Ibid

also S. 34919/1,1 A, 2: s.303

enclosures 9A and B, 14A and B.

2)
3

- (4,

5
6' 73/8,10.
7
8'

Ibid., minute 1.
Ibid., minute 5*

>

(9
(10)
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Air Staff's roquiromcnts and consider a prograiamo each year for
the replacement of old and the design of new types. This Type
Replacement Co’-nmittee, composed of representatives of the Air

Staff, of the technical department^ of the Air Ministry, and, when
necessary, of the hone Coni:]ancls,
March 1934.(2)
Re-aming Connittce v/hosc duly was to advise each year upon which
squadrons, should bo re-armed and with v/hich of the available air-

aft. (3) Finally, at a conference hold on 16 October 1934, it
was decided that in future the Air Staff should initiate the next

year's programme of new designs-and that the Director of Technical

Development, v/ho had hitherto drafted the programme, should raorelv

add suggestions for machines for experimental £ind research vrork.(4)
Aircraft design was thus being brought into much closer relation

with operational requirements while at the same time the confer

ence agreed upon various measures to hasten the production of the

new typos of heavy and medium bombers.(5)

was eventually set up in
In April it was reinforced by a similarly compose

era

d

■preparation
of statement operationc?J. requirements, another kind cf preparation and enquiry
of classes had to be completed. It was necess,ary to know what classes of
of aircraft aircraft the Air Staff would require to execute this strategy;
required by to kno\T v/hat tasks they would expect each class to perform; and
Air Staff' '

But before the design programme could be x-^roperly related to

to examine comprehensively the tactics, the technical equipment,
and the types of machines and weapons v/hich T\rould accomplish those

None of these investigations had hither- #
fashion,(^)

tasks most effectively,
to been attempted except in a very lii'-iited and ]piecemeal
but during 1934 of them were at least set going,
October 17 the D.G.A.S. called upon the Plans branch of the Air
Staff to review the nature of the operations in v/hich the overseas
squadrons wore likely to be engaged, and to advise upon the classes
of aircraft that they would need.(7j Six weeks later, on
November 27, he accepted the suggestion of the D.D.O.I. (Group
Cax3tain Peck) that this enquiry should be extended-to cover
the home-based squadre^ns as v/ell,(9) and the Plans and OperationsJ.
Research branches settled to the task of prox>aring an Air Staff
Memorandum on the subject.

On

Establish-
mon-t of the

Bombing
CoiX'lttce

Almost a year earlier, in January 1934j a 'Bombing Committee'
had also been established, under the chairmanship of the D.0. A.S.O^)
Its terms of reference ( ) v/ere:-

/”(i)

Ibid., minute 8. ■
A.E Pile S. 33168/1.
Ibid., minute 3; 1st Mcotin.g April 12 - ibid,, encls.lOA,
TlT'cS: B. -
A.M. Pile S.34513/7A; S.34932/6B.
Ibid., also S.31154/36,37,41,42,43,45A 'bo D; also S.34919.
ivlinute by D.D.O.I., 15 Nov. 1934 “ 3.34766/3.
Ibid_,, minutes 1, 2.

1
2

(3

A.
5,
6
7
8
9

(10' Its composition in Sept, 1936 v/as:-
(Chairman);
D. D. 0 ps; A, D. R. D, (Arm) ;
O.R.S: T.W.1; T.Arm;
Commands etc; I£iG., /rm-ia'aeat Group;
School; S.^i,S.O., Bomber Jonimand;

E. (Mr, Meredith)
Admiralty - 1st Interim Report of Bombing and Air Fighting
Corxiittees, Sept. 1936.
Ibid,, quoted from A.M. File 3,32780.

Air Ministry: D. G. A.S

R.A

.
D. S.D. (deputy-chairman) ; D. of T;^ D.S.R;

A. D.R.D. (inst.); R. D. iirm.4l
S.3. to D.S.R, (Mr. A.P. Rowe).

O.G. Mr Armament
S.jlrm.O Bomber Goinaand;

and throe representatives of the
• )

•  (11)
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(i) To Gxai:une methods of bor.ibing to be
II

used against
various types of targets under varying conditions, to
investigate their operational,
nical practicability;
thereon.

scientific, and tech-
and to make reconnendations

(ii) To consider and investigate (a) the special equipment
(including types of bombs) required for specific
methods' of bombing, and to initiate and co-'ordinate
the supply of such equipment; (b) the suitability of
existing and future typos of aircraft for such methods
of bombing as may be selected; and to make recommenda
tions,

(iii) To consider the principles to be adopted in training in
the types of bombing to bo selected, and to make
recommendations thorcon."

The coiriraittee first met on 6 April i934 and it held four
rxioe tings during that year, (■!)
it did little more than clarify the existing situation as to
bombing methods,(2) it at least began i
which its investigations should follow.

more

At these five meetings, although

make clear the lines

Discussions
on reserve

poijLcy

While these enquiries vrore beginning, the question of reserve
policy Y/as also bejng exmained,
revived after the^appointment of the Defence Requirements Coauitteo
in November 1933*
proposals for providing the existing squadrons of the home defence-
force Yv’ith Y^ar reserves on a scale of 150^ of initial establish
ment for single - and 75/o for tv/in-engined bomber squadrons. (5)
At that time the only bomber squadrons v/hich possessed any war
reserves at all were the two 'emergency' squadrons (Nos. 35 and
207) and tv;o earmarked for Contingent B of the Expeditionaiy Force
(Nos. 12 and 33) " the two earmarked for Contingent A (Nos, 18 and
57) had just had their reserves talcen to form tvYo neYY squadrons
(Nos, 15 and 1A2).(6)
Scheme A in July 1934, hoYvc vGr, annulled the Q.A.3. ruling of

It Yvas now impossible to provide for the building up
.(7) Only £1,200,000

was allovred for such pur'poses during the five-year period and it
Tfas stipulated that this money should be used "to provide arma
ments and ammunition of Alhich there vYould be no risk of deterior
ation or obsolescence".

Discussions on this subject had

On 27 June 1934 the G.A,S. had a.pproved

The Government's approval of Expansion

June 27,
of any appreciable war reserve before 1939

7 This, in the existing turmoil of
bomber development, practically ruled out the purchase of
reserves of airframes or aex'o-engines or oven machine guns
The most that could be done v/as to arrange to provide some
reserves of aircraft for the fear Expeditionary Force and two

emergency' squadrons; to build up the bomb stocks from 4,5^5
to 8,000 tons; and to lay in stores of torpedoes, pyrotechnics,
oxygen cylinders and gas respirators. ('I

wa

75)

f

r

/Meanv/hile,

Ibid,
Secretary of Bombing Gomittco to D.S.D,, 6 Peb, 1935 -
A.M. Pile S. 35247/3.
Ibid., also 1st Ihterim Report,
A.M. Pile S. 33376/6.
IMd,, enclosure 4Aj minute 7.
Ibid,, enclosure 4A; 3.30973/76,
'A.jvl.' Pile S. 33376/10.
Ibid., minute 9.
IMd., minutes 16, 18,
tt /d,, enclosure 20A; also S.35520/1A,

1
2

3)

5
6

\

7
8
9

(10;
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adc in the cxanina-

The size to v/hich the
Meanwhile, sornev/hat hotter progress was

tion of certain preliainary questions.
,a.F. TJ-ouia he expected to expand after the outbreah of a v/ar

with Germany was fixed. It v/as to grow to 192 squadrons at
home and overseas by the end of the six months of war and there
after to increase at a rate rot less than thpt at v/hich the

German Air Force was capable of expanding.\^J
tensities at v/hich the various classes of aircrjift would be

expected to operate and the scale of opposition vfhich they might
From thi§ the probable rate

This in its

S

The varying in-

expo ct to meet Y/ere also settled,
of YTa

Es_tinates
of_ rcquire-
monts, etc.

.sta,ge in ea.ch cla,ss could be estimated. \
turn aGlowod the total requirement in men ;md materiaJ. to be
calcula.tod for the first vorr of Yv'ar, The M<an-Power and Princi-

Sub-Goni.iittees of the Corimittoe of Imperial
'll the Services in

pal Supply Officers S
Def‘-.nco v/ere pressing for such estimates from
order to lay their o-’/pi plr:ns for the allocation of men and

industricol ca.pa.city. On 26 October 1934? therefore, the
G.A.S. instructed the Plajis Branch to prexxirc a draft statement

of Tdiat YiTould bo no-mled to pbc;vido for the proposed vwirtime ex

pansion of the P. A.F, and for the adequate maintenance and replace
ment ,of its men ;md material during the first year of a German

On November 8 the Plans Branch produced a provisional(4)war.

statement - provisional, because neither the operational plans nor
the exact classes pf .aircraft to carry them out had yet been
doc.idod upon,

ing of an impossibly largo number of pilots during the first year
of wax and so provokcG prolonged discussions vdth the Director of

Training and made necessary further rulings by the G.A.S.
was not until 22 March 1935 that the

upon a nev/ and more practicable basi

still somev/hat provis:i,qp.a.l, statement v/as eventually approved by
the C.A.S. on April 4

Officers Ooniaittee on April 8,
during the first year of a Gorman wax, for a force entering the
v/ar at the Scheme A figure, of 123 squadrons and expending to 192
by the end of the sixth i.ionth end to 260 by the end of the first
year, of 21,956 aircraft (l4,26l Service and 7,695 training types)

Of the aircraft 3,476 Y7ould be light, 3,462
s»(9) By substracting from these

The proposals, even so, c,ailed for the tra.in-

It

^fi.g^urc3 could be v/orked outThis revised, though

and forwarded to the Principal Supply
total requirementIt showed

and 9,911 pilots,
nediuiu, end 738 heavy bombers
totals the figures fur the estimated output of the tr.aining
schools and f.actories and by .allo'wing fon the more lightly injured
non and machines v/ho might r;tum to active service, an estimate

could nov7 be made of the quantity of v/cn reserves v/hich it would

be dosirciblc te build up in T:^ac<..-ti;.ie,
provisiona-llj^ settled, the agiproach to a definite reserve pcjlicy
and to a/stabilised re-equipment policy' seemed to have been
cleared.

171 th those natters

(b) Expansion Scheme C, "1935

These preparatory investigations were Just nearing comple
tion when the assumptions upon Virhich they v/ore based v/ere alter

ed by the introduction of a new Exponsion Scheme,
reasonn for this ne'v.r S'chomo yy8.s a grov/ing tilarm over the progress

/of

The pi-incipel

Growing

a^ie-^
about

G. A. P.

(l) Air Staff paper, 4 October 1934 “ A.M. Pile S.32963/12A.
'2) A.M. Pile S.33423.
3j A.M. Pile 3.32693/19.
4) 54.43.. ,• minute 11.
5) feid., enclosures I8A ancl B, minute 19.
6) Ibid., minutes*23 to 29; enclosures 23A to D.
7) Ibi_d., enclosure 3OA
8) Ibid., minute. 34 •
.9) Ibid.) enclosures 33A, 36A; G.O.S. Paper 371*

(10) D7*of 0. to D.G..I.S., 12 Peb, 1935 - A.M. Pile S.32372/21.
G. 178642
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of Gorman air rearmament. For some time the Air Mnistry’s
estimates of the growth of German air power had been rising
steadily. In the autumn of 1933 they had not expected the ;
Germans to possess any military aircraft before.the end of I935
and only some 200 for several years after that, By March
1935> however, it was known that Germany already possessed 350
machines of military "types and that her total production of all
types amounted to 60 a month# (2) By July some information had
been gleaned as to the aims of this expansion# There were, it
seemed, to^be several stages# The first stage was designed to
provide by 1 October,1935 a moderately efficient force of 504
first-line ̂ d 72 auxiliary aircraft with an equal, number of
reseiwcs* wJ The aims of the later stages were not known but
it was apparent that the German aircraft. industiy could
now, "given six months of uninterrupted expansion", maintain in
v/or a force of 8'00‘ first-line aircraft and that within two more
years the figure might well be 1,800
thelGss, the Air Staff still believed that

even

even 2,000# Never-

^  many years would be
needed to tram and organise forces on this scale and th^ did
not anticipate ajiything worse than a doubling of the 504 fir
lino aircrai't by 1939 and perhaps their trebling by 1942,15;
These were the figures upon which Expansion Scheme A had been
based.

or

st-

.The_ alarm
of Oct,

1934

It was therefore something of a shock for the Government to
learn in October 1934 that the Air Ministiy had received reli
able information giving the aim of the second stage of German
expansion as 1,296 first-line aircraft "withlOO^ reserves by
1 October 1936, instead of the anticipated 1,008 by April 1939,
And beyond this there was a third stage whose aim was still
known. The Air Ministry thought it would be no more than 1,500
aircraft by October 1939* But even they had to admit that
these 1,500 would probably bo backed by 30 squadrons of partly-
trained auxiliaries and that Geraan industry would piobably be
organised by 1939 for rapid expansion to an output of 1,650
aircraft a month rising to 2,000 after the sixth month of war.

N Already the output had risen since February from 60 to I40 a
month and the first stage of expansion was well up to schedule.
Bomber and fighter aircraft were being built in series "under
what can only be described as .emergency conditions" and it was
reported that 200,000 bombs had been ordered.C^J

un-

»;•

entire basis of the British air programme was thus
9L.MBB.A ^dermined. The present strength of the home defence force

(excluding arny co-operation squadrons and flying boats) was no
more than 500 ̂ first-line aircraft in 43 squadrons(7) and
Scheme A was only designed to raise it to 884 aircraft in 75
squatons - or, vath amy co-operation machines and flying boats,
to 960 aircraft in 84 squadrons - by April 1939. Clearly, if
the principle of air parity was to be upheld, a further R,A#F.
expansion could not long be- deferred,
November 1934 of a Ministerial Committee to

The appointment in
_  consider German re-

/armament

toute by C.A.S., 1 Aug, 1934 - A#M# File 3,33237/62,
Report of C. I.D, Sub-Committee lixdwoAioi
(in collaboration with Air Ministry) , 22 March 1934 -
G,I.D# Paper 1134-B,

Ministerial Disarmament Committee's Final Report,
Appendix 2, 31 July 1934 - G,P,e05(34).
Paper by G,A.S,, 12 June I934 - G#0,S, Paper 34I,
Minute by G.A.S#, 1 Aug. 1934 - A.M# Pile S, 33237/62.

re^mament, 24 Oct. 1934 - A,M# Pile
cence Sub-Committed on. Industrial mtelli-
® ̂  ' 25 Oct, 1934 - C.I.D. Paper II5I-B; Memorandum for

Ministiy Hemcr-
andum, 20 Nov# 1934 - C.I.D, Paper II59-B,

(3)

I!
6)

(7)(3,178642
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.  arinanent shovrcd clearly that a now schenio v/as not far

rs
other ihfluencGs were pressing the Govorni-iont in tho saiuo

The fomatiori in April 1934- of the ‘Strosa Front* by
Britain, Franco, and Italy against possible Genrian aggression, and
the' apparent ireatralning influence v/hich it everted over Hitler

ated by during the abortive rising of tho Austrian Nazis .in July, had led
French to rene^d diplomatic efforts to organise ’collective security* in

Europe* One result of this seems to have been to infect British

ministers with spmoth^g of the French panip over the progress of
German rearmament. - it is significant that the negotiations centred
after Januaiy 1935 upon,a proje6t for an
resurrected. by I/M* Flandin and Laval• (2)
that Germany was already much better prepared for war than the
British would believe.

Govern-^

nent’g direction.

Air-Pact which had been

,  Tho French were convinced

They reckoned that her array already'numbor-

:  fears '

accentu-

n'

•ed 42 regular, 7 or 8 police and S*S* or S#A*, and 50 frontier
divisions, whereas the British (and Belgian) cstinatos gave
'ilisable force of'only 3 cavalry and 21 ini'antry divisions
They were no less alarmed at. German air expansion and were. rustling
through measures to r^atch it which v/cro seriously
French Air Force ;-jnd the French, aircr^t industry*,
time they were ‘convinced that an air attack, powerful enough to deal
its victim a mortal blow, could be launched at a nere eight hours*
notice.(5)

.13^-

.t2)
dislocate the

At the same

Now this last fear chimed all. too aptly with ideas that woreA C* I.D*

Discussion already current in England. For example, at a mpeting of the
2^ Feb. 1935 Committee of Imperial Defence on 25 February 1935*^^) Mr. Neville

Chamberlain asked the Chiefs of Staff whether or not an air force

'  could deliver "one single terrific knock-out blow on a vital spot"
which "would more or less end the war before it had begun". The

,  Navy and Army Chiefs were fairly reassuring. An approximate
ejjuality of forces would, they thought, provide  a deterrent and a
safeguard in the air as it did bn land or sea; and it was doubtful
if there were any targets in Britain, France or Belgium "which, if
heavily attacked, would knock us out from the start". The 0,A*S
however, Y>rhoso special piovince this was, gave  a less comforting
answer. "If", ho said, "by a knock-out. blow was meant a period of
twenty-four hours, it would, not be possible at the present tiiae so
to paj?alyso a country tha.t ..they v/ero completely incapacitated. On
the other hand, a country seizing tho initiative. in this way might
got a big advantage and might deal tho attacked natiop a bloW'ffom

which it might be unable to recover".. After this, it is hardly
surprising if tho Itinistors \font away feeling that, as tfc Prime
Minis tor put it, "it was not the. soldiers v/ho might be knocked out
but the public v/-ho might become sc demoralised as to get into un
restrained panic" and make the continuance of tho war impossible.

• 9

It v/as in such an atmosphere tha.t the final alarm was given
Towards the end

The Simon-

Eden visit which produced the new R*A*F, Ejcpansion Scheme.

to Berlin of March 1935 Sir John Simon (Foreign Secretary) and I/Er. Eden
& Hitler* s visited Berlin to discuss the proposed Air and other Pacts* Even

/before

C*I*D* Minutes, 266th Meeting .(22 Nov* 1934;• ,
The proposals are contained in CoO*S, Papers 362, 363j
0*0*S. views on it ore given in C*0*S. Paper 364 and G.O.S*
litmutes, 137th, 138th,. 139th Meetings (F.eb* 2, 4> 5)*
Memoranda for C. I. D*, Nov. 1934 - C.I*D. PaiDer 1150-B.
Air Staff Notes on present position of the French Air Force,
8 Oct, 1935’ -■ C,I.D* Paper 1195^B.
G.O.S.'Paper 364. . * . .
C. I*,D. ’ Minutes, 268th Meeting.

the
1
2)'

3
.4

5
6
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plain to

havo

attciinod

parijby
with R.A.]?.'

ijarch 1J35

boforo they could arrive, Hitler had denounced the disarr.iaaent
clauses of the Treaty of VersaillGs,
for a G-cruan An/.y of 36 divisions,
German Air Force. Noit,
and iir, Eden, ho docl.arod that this German Air Force had already
reached equality in nuiubers v/ith the H.A.F. emd that it aimed tc
attain parity with the French iiotropolitaji and North African air
forces*

placed the H. A.F.
850 airc

2,000. (V

decreed a general conscript

Further inquiries in Berlin revealed that the Germans

ion
and admitted the existence "f a

in his G.nvorsations with Sir John Simon

•

3 total strength', accurately enough, at 800 to
erai’t and that they reckoned the French forces at e.bout

I ,

Expansion If these claims v/ero accurate, if the German Air Force
already numbered 850 first-lino aircraft and was soon to grow
to 2,000, then Britain's present air programme v/ith its goal of
960 homc-basod aircraft by April 1939 was patently inadequate.
If rdr iparity v/as to be maintained, a new Expansion Scheme had
to be put in ha.nd at once,

of St;.ite f
C.A.S.

So, on 15 April 1935 the Secretary
'or Air submitted to the Government proposals by the
v/hich came to be Icnovm Expansion Sch9rae B.

Scheme _B,

C.A,S.
views on

Hitler's

claims:

confidence

in present
B.A.F.'"'"'
superin ritjr

The object of these proposals \ms, of course, to provide an

adequate safeguand against the Gorman Air Fence, The G.A,S.,
however, did not accept Hitlg.r'3 claims at their faee-va.lac. He

regarded them as "a serious .^v-.jr-stn.temcnt" if they v/cre intended
to imply that Germany alrca.dy possessed an Air Force equal in size
to the R. A. F. and u'ailc up of "fully organised, trained and equipped
first-line squadrons". Including reserves and training machines,

Gerrmmy might now have 1,300 aircr.aft of military types rnd 1,000
pilots available for the formation of squa.drons; and by allov/ing
very low reserves, it might be possible t^' classify 800 or 850 of
these as first-linu, "But, even if it is assuimed tha.t the claim

is substantially correct only a.s rogards nuiubers of aircraft a.s

opposed to organised units, it postulates a Gonsidcra.blu degree
of aiGCcleration , f her p-rovi^ius 'programme'". In short, the R.A.F.
was still substantially stronger "if all relevant factors arc

talcen into account". There were, therefore, "no grounds whatso

ever for anything in the nature of panic".

Novortholcss there was

Strength in the air was not merely a matter of numbers:
it depended false upon efficiency, reserves, industrial organisation
and the study of strategy and tactics, "Y/e are at present", the
C.A.S. believed, "and for the next three years at least, far ahead
of the German Air Foroc in efficiency. The position as to

is less satisfactory and there is reason to

grave reason for anxiety as to the
future".

rc serves, ho’.vevor,

,^ie1y
about

future

position

believe that the organisation of the aircraft industry for \7ar
adv.ance of that in this country".purposes in Gcrra;iny is already in.

These considerations made it especially desirable that the

H.A.F.'s present officioncy should not be diminished by any un
necessarily largo or unnccesso-rily r.apid expeonsion,

n the dominamt motive governing '^^9 n
He was, according to Lord Londonderry,

ssion with figures and

indeed,

to have bithis a-ppoa
G. A. 3. pixi po 3 a.l s .
a-laurmed by the grovd.ng populrar c^b

Schemcp B:
principles

Need to

avo^id ,Ranic
cag)ensio_n

frequently Gornpla.ined that "th-; public, the Press and sovoraA
members of the Government wanted quantity •and did not give a dan

The investig.ations into traiiiing and aircraft

a-s

so

for quality".

/supply

quoted 'in G,p. 85 (35) ♦
(2) Memorandun on the German Air Pro grange

■  British Air Strength, 15 April 1935 - G.P,35(35)*
(3) Y^g^of _postiny, pp, 162-3*

G.P. 69(35),.as
aiid its borning on

G.1786lf2
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supply had already shovm hovf great 'WGro the demands even of
Scheme A.

"call for the most careful planning in peace in addition to a

national effort on a very considerable scalp in
diffi.culties encountered in the design and development of the

no\T types of aircraft^

To produce even its requirements in aircraft would

The

d the limited number of aircraft manu

facturers and designers, 12) y/ero f'orther reasons for avoiding
unnecessany haste. In training, , too, further ej^ppnsion would

mean at least a temporary lowering of standards In short,
the Air Staff believed that any acceleration.of Scheme A "or the

addition of more squadrons beyond those at present authorised

will be extremely difficult during the next too years and cannot

in any case be carried out without emergency pov/ers or without a

severe drop in the efficiency of the Service".(^) Undoubtedly,
therefore, their desire in preparin'i Scheno B v/as to expand the
R.A.F. ris little and as slov/ly as y/a.s consistent v/ith reasonable
security.

Estimate of

qinincments
Their scepticism about Hitler's claims enabled them parti-

Thoy did not believe- that
be 2,000, or even 1,800, first-line

It was incre likely to-be -1,512 (123 squadrons) by
1 April 1937 find even v/ith that figure "it vd.ll be virtually
impossible for her to produce vri.thin that period an Air Force so
fully organised, equipped and tra.ined that it will be adequately
prepared for wan",

"cannot be fully attained for o.t least
1937".

premise "that if our preparations are designed to ensure parity
v/ith Germany by 1939, they will be likely t; provide the measure

But the proposals went even
They advanced a new intorprotati'-;n of the idea of

Nu'-ierical parity, the C.i.S. suggested, was essential
The nur.iber cf fighters required should deioend

size of the area to be defemd-ed and the probable inten-
thc number of an.iy c-o-operatim squadrons upon

and the nuober of general purpose coastal

lly to satisfy their desire,
Germany's present goal coul
aircraft.

CJ.

,c!.

"Such a standard", they were convinced,
a further tvo years after

The C.A.S. proposals wore therefore founded upon the

of securi-ty which we require",
further.

parity,
only in bembers,
upon the
sity :)f attack;
the size of the ilrn-y;

now intcr-

pre -tation
of parity

squadrons upon the length of the coastline.

Scheme JB:
p_r£po_sSs

Upon these principles Sehorae J3 was devised in a >;ay v/hich
would, -bhe G.A,S. considered, provide reasonable security- v/ith-
out proving seriously detrimental to the efficiency of the
Service. The bomber force was to bo expi-mdod from 47 to bj
squadrons so as to equal by 31 March 1939 the numbers v^hich the
German bomber force v/ould attain by 31 March 1937,
fighter force was to be expanded by seven squadrons from 28 to
35, so as to iprovide the 25 needed for home dofenco and a further
10 "for despatch overseas to supplement those allotted for
defence by our allies and to protect the area in which the Field
Force is located abroad",

to remain'at -f-ive, but the Co
were to ho increased from 4 to 12, a further 13 squadrons v/erc to
be a.dded to the Overseas Ooianands, and an extra 17-g- to the Fleet
Air Arm,

The Scheme A

The arny co-oporation squadrons v/crc
tal Area gcner-:i.l purpiosc squadronsas

The R. A.F. and Fleet Air At-q v/-;uld thus be brought up
squo,drcns, of

As for

by April 1939 to a total first-line strength of 194
which 119 would bo shore-based in the United IGingdom.

/vrar

(l) Letters from C.A.S. covering statemont of Scheme A war
requirements 8'April 1935 ̂  A,M. File S.32963/33A.

2) Suxiary of brief for D.C.n.S. , 10 March 1935  - A.H.B.V. 5/I/3.
3) C.P.85(35).
4) Brief for D. O.A.S. , 10 March 1935 - .I.H.B.Y. 5/1/3.

G,178642
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,  the 0,A.S, still consiclcrcd that "there is no
reason to change the view that Gcr;.i,any'will mt be ready for and
is not intending to go to v/ar before 1942",
Scheno A policy of p'stponing roost of the provision of reserves
until after Iviarch 193? night still be follov/ed.

wtir reserves

Therefore the

Goverajuant

dissatis”
It is perhaps hardly surprising that the Governiuent found

Sch'enc B little to.; their taste. The politicians’ worshijj of
doubtless excessive,,for equality of nunbers is alnnst

the only obvious stcmlard by vrtiich laynen can form,, their judgement
in nilifery ruatters, . Moreover, preso
frc.v.r inside and

expansion upon a large scale,
support the lone campai,gn which ;ir. Churchill had for soi.re tine
been v/aging in the House of Gcixions and in ccrrespondenco. It is
true that some of the newspaper estimates of German air strength
wore gross and obvious exaggerations. But the Air Ministry’ s
own record in this field was nr t cultogether, reassuring: it had

been forced to revise its figures top often and too much to
inspiire an imquestioning conf idence, ('!)
ment largely hinged upon a distinction bet'vveen total strength
and first-line strength which sounded more than a little casuis
tical even to a politician so versed in military affairs as
Mr, Churchill, It sounded still more dubious when the Air

ure vrr.s being appilied to them

ilnfi anyvTay, the argu-

faction v/ith figures was
Schorie B'~"

,
outside ParlituMCnt in favour of further E. iuP.

The Eothcnvicre Press had begun to

Hinistry thbmselvos, in referring to the large German production
of a two pound thermite incendiuay bomb which could bum tiirough
almost anything and "Tfhich resists all attempts to p>ut it out",
pointed to the fact that'a single aircraft could carry over a
thousand of the bombs Jind added that "the devastating effect of
a large-scale attack by' squadrons armed v/ith this form of v/eapon
upon a city or industrial area eem be appreciated".(2)
tactics Slight well be within the oapaeity of even half trained

crev/s and if they vrore, likely to be adopted, then, as Lord Swinton

was later to remark, w)

se

Such

the Air Stai’f’s insistence upon counting

only "fully orgmiised, trained ajid equipped" first-line squo.drons
lost a good deal of its justification in the layman's eyes.

Accordingly, tho Cabinet, on receiving the.G,A.S. proposals,
appcDinted a special Ministerial Sub-CoiriiriittoG(^) to consider what
must bo done to iniplemont their published policy of maintaining
parity v/ith the strongest Air Force within striking distance of

the United Kingdom, This Air parity Sub-ConimittGe reported on
8 May 1935 that parity must be interpreted to moan "niju.iorical

equality with the _tqtal Gorman Air Force", reckoned in first-line

aircraft, that is in' squadrons vdth aircraft and pilots properly
organised'and located at their stations. Further, Hitler's claim

to possess 850 first-line aircraft must bo take.n as true £irid it
must be assumed that he aimed to expand these to 1,512 by
1 April 1937, The British Metro-poiiton Air Force  - in which
might be counted tho home-based arr.iy co-operation, general
purpose, and flying boat squadrons as well as tho bombers end

fighters and, at least for the next tvYo years, the Auxiliaries
as well as the Regulars - therefore ought also to be expanded

Ay

1 stjnterim
Report of.

ComnittGe

8_May^ 1_93.5

"One of the greatest difficulties with which we are faced
is the lack of accurate inferuation" - Ministerial Air

Parity Committee 1st Interim Report, 8.May 1935 " C.p.100(35)»
Air Stai'f Appreciation I4 June 1935 - G, I.B. Paper II8O-B,
Memorandum of 21 Feb, 1936 - 0*1,D. Paper 1216-B.
Its nombers were tho Secretary of State for the Colonies,
the President of the Board of Trade, and the 1st
CoLimissioner of Works,

(1)

2

3,
4,

n  O
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by 1 April 1937 fron its present.strength of 580 aircraft to
1,512,U) ■ • •

Schene G ■ On this basis the Air Staff ha.d prepared for the Comittee a

new prograaise. This new Schene, C, was in effect Schonc B ̂ .vith
its proposed increases in the overseas raid Fleet Air fnrn squadrons
onitted and its Metropolitan Air Force prograi:ine accelerated so as

to provide 123 squadrons of 1,512 first-line aircraft by 1 April
1937 instead of by . 1 ji^pril 1939* Of these 1 ,512, 1,386 in
112 squadrons would forr. the hor-ie defence force x->roper. (2)
its conposition and proportions this force v/as to bo a consider
able improvement upon that provided under Scheme A» The prepond
erance of bombers over fighters was to bo restored to the 1923
level, for, vathout counting the general xjurposes squadrons, (3)
there were to be 70 bomber squc-irons of 840 aircraft as against
35 fighter squadrons of 420 aircraft. The striking pov/er of the
bomber force was also to be incretised by altering the ratio
betv/een light, medium and heavy squadrons from 3  : 1  : 1 to 3:
2  : 2, This was to bo done by adding only five squfklrons - three
of them. Auxiliaries - to the light bombers, to bring them up to 30
'360 aircraft); by increasing the medium squadrons from 8 to 18
216 aircraft) fmd counting the tvro torpedo-bomber squadrons for

bombing purposes as mediums to bring their total up to 20 (24O
aircraft); and by increasing the heavy squadrons also fron 8 to
20, with an initial establishment of 12 instead of 10 aircraft
each (240 aircraft).(^)

It is clear that the Air Ministry regarded this as the best
prograrxie that could at present be devised. It would mean some
lowering in efficiency. It would necessitate the adoption of
extraordinary training measures, though these would be practicable
if the money vi/ere forthcoming. It would also entail the produc
tion of 3,800 aircraft by April 1937 instead of the Schene A 2,400
by April 1939; ond this 3,800,
amount .-f replacement of existing types by nc?/cr designs,
not alloy/ for any war reserves,

industry, without resorting tr- extraordinary measures, bo able to'
produce so many by April 1937 unless orders were placed at once.

In

though they v/culd cover a certain
would '

Nor v/ould the British a.ircraft

Its diffi-

cultics_
and defic

iencies

Technical

reasons

for

Scheme O's

Nevertheless, the Ministers were still not satisfied. And,
despite ■ their alleged obsession v/ith mere numbers, it v/as about
the performance and striking power of the bombers that they
especially uneasy.

T/ere

The Air Parity-Sub-Gommittee themselves
.deficiencies voiced this uneasiness in xercsenting the revised programme.

pointed out that the German three-engined heavy bomber was v/ell
ahead of the Heyford and the Hendon in speed and bomb-load; that
the existing British medium bomber, the Sidestrand, v/as "not
suffioiently good to put into production"; and that the light
bombers were useless against Germany unless they could operate
from continental bases.

They

The Oommittee felt, hov/ever, that
Scheme 0 was the best that could be devised at the rriouiont, since
the new heavy and medium bomber designs were still so speculative

/and

(1) 1st Interim Report of Air Parity Sub-OoLmitteu, 8 May 1935
- O.P. 100(35), enclosed in O.I.D. PaiDor H79-B.
i.e, not counting the 6 squadrons (at 6 instead of 4 I.E.)
of flying boats and the 5 (at 18 instead of 12 I.E.) of
Army co-ox-)cration machines.
Those T/ere raised from 4 at 12 I.lu
from 48 to 126,

Air Staff Outline of Expansion Scheme 0, 4 May I935 - A.H.B.
V, 5/2/1; also 2nd Interim Report of Air Parity Sub-Gomitteo,
17 Hay 1935 - G.p, 103(35), enclosed in O.I.D. Paper 1179-B,

to 7 at 18 I.E I.e,• 3

(2)

(3)

(4)

G. 178642
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prototyi^s were not due to fly for another seven (the
P27/32 and the B9/32) or nine (the B3/34) i-ionths.
aiu at placing orders ('for aircraft typos as efficient as can be
uade available in sufficient nui.ibors within the specified peri-id",
but it had to recognise that production deliveries of new types
v/ero unlikely to begin in any quantity before 1937 and that
the initial stages of expansion orders v/ould have to be given
chiefly f'jr those older t;^,es that v/ero already in production,
snne of the heavy .and nediuio squadrons having perhaiDS to bo
teuperarily equipped vd.th light boi.ibcrs. (i)

Schene C did

during

The bomber The Cabinet, hov/ever, still hankered after
machines and greater striking powe
Disarmajnent Goiaiiittoo directed the

more modern

r and on Hay 10 the Ministerial
Air Parity Eub-Coionittee to

reconsider the heavy and medium bomber programiiie and to see if
the more inodern types could not be brought nr>re speedily into

5?5Q,psid;
ered

service. ̂ Accordingly the Sub-Coranittee discussed at some length
the possibility of reducing the number of light bomber squadrons
and increasing that of the heavier types. But in the end they
had to accept the Air Ministry's arguiiients in favour of the light
bomber - that it was quicker to build, v/as suitable for reinforc
ing the 'juiddle' Bast or India ("a matter v^hich cannot be entirely
disregarded"), had adv.ontages in dive-bombing, and vvas especially
suited to Non-Regular crews who might lack tine for the more
advanced, training needed with heavier machines. They had to accept
these^arguments because the nev/er types simply did not exist.
Even Scheme C required within the next tw^o years 300 medium bombers,
of \7hich "no satisfactory type is at present available", and a still
larger nuj-.ibcr of heavy bombers, of which the only up-to-date design
wa.s the problematical Armstrong B3/34 whose prototypes v/ould not
fly until Pebru-ary' 1936 and of which no more than 40 v/ere to be
expected by April 1937* The Sub-Committee did further consider,
again in consultation with the Air Ministry, hov/ the production of
these newer aircraft might be accelerated,
found was to gamble by placing irx.ediate "orders’in bulk, before
prototypes have been tested, for certain types of aircraft".
Even this would not by any moans satisfy the requirement for more
modern machines. (2;

The only method they

The Sub-Conmittob considered that the circumstances

sufficiently urgent to Justify such a gai'iibl.e,
therefore that orders be placed at once for I50 of the Pairsy P27/32
(Battle) medium bombers, though its prototype v/ould not be ready to
fly until December. The requirement for the remaining 150,medium
bombers might be temporarily met by ordering a 'private venture'
general purpose biplane 'that Hawkers vrerc now testing,
seas general purpose monoplane (the Wellesley) designed
to the G4/5I specification and now likewise on test. (4-)
these would be moi’e than stop-gaps, but they s
could be had until the other P27/32 machine came from Armstrongs
and the two B9/32's from Vickers and Handley page. For heavy
bombers the best that the Sub-CoiiTmittee could do was to suggest
ordering the 40 Armstrong B3/34's and partially making up the rest
with 50 Hendons and 1Z|.0 Hey fords, which would equally have to be
regarded as stop-gaps.

. were

They recoinmended(^)

and an over-

by Vickers
Neither of

mod the best that

Equipment

and mediuD

bomber

squadrons

/v7ith

(1) 1st Interim Report of Air Parity 3Lib-Committee, 8 May 1935 -
c.p. 100(35);
V. 5/2/1;
conference on new types. May 8 - A.H.B.V.-5/2/7.

(2) 2nd Interim Report of Air parity Sub-Comittee, 17 May 1935 -
G.P,103(35), enclosed inC.I.D. Paper II79-B,

also C.A..3. conferences. May 8 and 13 - A.H.B.V.5/2/7 & 10.
36066/2, 9.1.

Air Staff Outline of Scheme G, May 4 - A.H.B.
Minute by D. of 0. , May 7 - A.H. B. V. 5/2/6; G.A.S.

(3) Ibid
(4) A.M. Pile

• i

o *
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The Cabinet

^prove s
Scheme C

With this the Cabinet had to rest content* On 21 May 19 35
they gave their final approval to the new programme(l) and Scheme G
replaced Scheme A as the approved Scheme of R, A.F. Expansion.

(‘^) 935. Defence Hequirements I^ng,uiry
Interim

character
The Scheme G homo dofonce force thus had still about it much

of the malcesliift, interim, character which had marked the Scheme A
force. It was the most effective force that the British aircraftQ_f

industry could be relied upon to design and manufacture by 1 April
1937; not one which the Goverrmicnt or the Air Staff could regard
as adequate to meet their operational requirements in a Gcrraan war*
As the Secretary of State for Air (Lord Svanton) Tsrote of it nine
months later, "we v/cre faced with this prjsition  - the new types of
mediuni bomber were highly speculative and entirely untried,
did, in fact, gamble by placing orders 'off the drawing bo.ord' for
.machines embodying new and untried features. But wc v/ere bound to
reinsure by orders of knoTn types. Moreover, we had first to go
for ̂ machines ..of v/hich we could get early delivery, otherwise the
training and formation of squadrons would have been indefinitely
delayed and there would besides have been a hopeless congestion i
production as the nev/ types began to’ come foryard". (2) Inevitably
therefore Schans G would have to be revised as the ...
Capabilities were assessed and their success assured.

¥e

in

nevi/' types'

Scheme G

’ Effect on

;  prograhi.ies
I SOKe
'  other

' Services

Furthermore, Scheme G in effect amounted to a single and,
decision had yet been made about its war reser'/es, an incomplete
instalment tov/ards a wider defence prograr.ime covering ol] the ’
Services* For by introducing an additional eypansion of the R,A.P.
alone it^iiad upset the balanced prograi'.ne of 1934(3)' had brought
in question the date by which Britain's defence preparations as a^
.whole ought to bo completed. It implied that the R.A.F. ought to
bo ready Dy the spring of 1939. (+-^ But by that date the Navy would,
under the 19^4 prograi’nie, still liave v.iany deficiencies and the Arr
even more —" the Regular contingents of ’bho Arr.y'3 Field Force will
cit the present rate not bo fully oquipped. foi
no provision v^ill have been made for the
Territorial i\rr.y contingents;
be totally insufficient;
practico.lly non-existent; and the (iiriqy's contribution
Defence op Groat Brit.ain v/ill be far from complete", (5)
as the Ghiefs of 3tai*f had argued in their report on Schome B,
imy ought to be rea.dy at the sajue tnuo as the R..I.F. ,  since it had
to provide net .nly the ground defences needed'to complete the air
defence system at home but also the Field Force needed to defend the
Low Gomtrics whose integrity had been pronounced vital to Britain's
security? _ At the same tine, too groat a diversion of the nation's
manufacturing capacity to t.hc ILluF. and the Ari:y night leave the
Wavy unprepared to defend the Empire ag-ainst Japanese attack. (7)

/The

as no

17

at least nine

modern equipment of the
our war reserves of ai’.xiunition will

modern coast defences at home will be

to the) Air
Yet

years;

-ly.
the

Gabinet 29(35),
Menorraduir, of 10 i'eb,1936 - C.p.27(36) enolosod in G.I.D. p.ipor
1113“B,

G.I.D. Paper II87-B, enclosure 2,
Although no date had been fi:ced for the completing of Scheme G
by the provision of its war reserves,,tho discussions in the
air Parity Sub-Gomittee, and the decision to complete the 123
first-line squadrons by April 1937 instead of april 1939,

1939 as the date to be arrived at.

Ibidf
Remarks by G.W.S. , 1.6 April 1935 -
Meeting,

G.I. D, Ifinute s, 269 th

(3
(4

5,
6

7,
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The Goverment's adoption of jiqD.ansion Scheme G for the R.l.p. thus
made neoessary a fresh review of Britain's defence requirements as
a v/hole and a reconsideration of the date by which those require
ments ought to be satisfied. ^

New defence ,

rc^quirc-
raents

ijiquiry

anewR.A.R. Expansion
Scheme ^Aich considerably altered both the character and the
purpose of the bomber force. In its early stages the inquiry was
entrusted, as an 193^i-, to the Defence Requirements Committee,
vrorking under .the direction of a Ministerial Gommitte
Policy and Requ^emonts. ( After a rapid preliminary survey the
Gonm-ctee caine to the conclusions^) that Britain should aim at
attaining "a reasonable state of prop^dness" in all arms by

regarded, in agreement with the Foreign
,Ofiico, as the latest date which could reasonably be assumed for
the purpose of our o\m security”: to accept any later "would be to
run a big risk”. But to attain this reasonable state of prepared
ness would entail not only providing the R.A.P. v/ith its v/ar

.  reserves but .also making good the far larger deficiencies of the
An^iy and also those of the Navy, This could not bo done without
adding a considerable capital expenditure to the budgets of the
next three years, and even then the state of British industrial
resources would set a very definite limit to what could be done in
the time under norinal

e on Defence

peace conditions of working.

coinplej:ing_
prepara-
tions

advanced

from 1942
to T933

Finance

to be a
Accordingly, at the .end of July the Coi.imittee was authorised

to prepare -a prograi'xie of requirements, in which financial
considerations were to be secondary to the attainment of the
earliest laossible security. At the same time it was to report

considera-

tiqn.
Industrial

inquiry

what special measures would be needed to increase the industrial
output sufficiently to provide the material required vfithin the
time allowed; and to show how inadequate or belated the
preparations would be if these measures wore not adopted

Services

.(3)

D.R.C^Report Upon these instructions and upon s
2~T~Nov'.T^3; providqd. by the Service Departments,(4)
Air pro- . Report(5; v/hioh it presented
posals

s

on 21 Nove

tatements of deficiencies
the Goimittee framed the

mber 1935* This Report
did not recoimend any alteration in the composition or the first-
line strength of the home-based R, A.F. , but it did urge the "provi
sion by 1 April.1939 of war reserves of material amounting to 15C^
of the^first-line numbers. This, it considered, would suffice,
v/ith the 75/i initial and maintenance reserves, to maintain the
Scheme C force in full operation durin
German v/ar and so tide it over until the output of the factories
could be expanded to keep pace v/ith war wastage. In addition,
the Report suggested the crca.tion of a larger reserve of trained
pilots; tho foriaation of 13 extra squadrons for overseas, v/hioh
had been omitted from Scheme G; tho forv.iation of 8 more squadrons
(4 Regular and 4 Auxiliary) for co-operation -with the Territorial
Ar;:y; and tht. expansion of tho Fleet Air Arm to 514 first-line
aircraft.

the first four months of aO

/The

(1) Instructions for the D.E.C. (dated.8 July 1935) had been drafted
by a committee (Sir M. Hankcy, chairr.ian; the Chiefs of Staff;
a Treasury representative) which haid been set up for that
purpose on May 27 and which reported on June 7 - G.I.D,
Paper II87-B.

D. R.C. Interim Report, 24 July 1935 - C. I.D. Paper 1215-B,
enclosure 2, annexe.
Instructions from the Ministerial Defence Policy and Require
ments ’Gbmiuittee, quo ted inC, I. D. Paper 1215-B.
The Air Ministry's statements ;are c;n A.M, File S.35912/HA,
12A, 14A.
C.I.D. Paper 1215-B.

m

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
G.178642
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Military,
naval and
industrial

proposals.
Total cost.

The initial cost of these proposals, v/hich the ConinittOG
regarded "as a nininuuu", v/as estimated at some £77,370,000.(1)
Xct .they formed only one part of a. balanced prigro-a.-ie for roraedy-
ing the more serious deficiencies of all three Services by
strengthening the Navy, accelerating the nobilisati-'n procedure
of the Regular Army, rxjdernising the Territorial Army, hastening
the completion ' f the air defence systei.i, ,ond providing ' sx
factories' to duplicate the existing armaments industry,(2)
all, this, prograirme would add n: less than .5239,000,000 to the
budgets -f the next three years aaad a further £178,500,000 to
those nf the follo\7ing two years.

It was a formidable bill, but by now the Government had' to
recognise that it must be met, P.-;r during the latter half of
1935 the European outlook had darkened most alarmingly,(3)
Italy had blatantly challenged the very principle ■£
security' by attacking Abyssinia, a fellow-member of the League
of Nations, Her action had brought her into sharp antagonism
with Britain and Prance, the te'o principal League Powers! It
had. also broken the 'Stresa Front' against German designs and
encouraged Germany to play mere vigprously upon 'the fears and
ambitions of hbr neighbours in the hope of creating a central
European bloc under German leadership. Such a bloc, perhaps
comprising Poland, Hung;ary, Bulgaria and Jugo-31avia, v/ould grave
ly endanger the independence ■ if Austria and seriously tlireaten
Prance's ally Czecho-Slovakia, It was partly as an insurance
against such a threat that Prance had in May concluded an agree
ment with Russia, the chief bogey of Gerra.m propagemda* The
States of Europe thus seemed to be ranging themselves, as before
1914^ into two hostile camps and, if Italy were driven into the'
German camp, the balance of power bet\7cen them might become
equal that peace v/ould not long endure.

In

collective

so

Darkening
European
outlook

'Sconctions'
against ,

and _tho
dangers .
of __ttem

Yet Britain and Prance could hardly ignore Italy's challenge
to "cho League of Nations, especially as British opinion, voiced
in the so-called 'Peace Ballot' was clamouring for the application
of economic, and oven of military 'sanctions'. Sanctions, hov7-
ever, would not only drive It.aly into the arms of Germany: they
might also meron war. That war must, in the
consist chiefly of naval and air operations
it v/ould fall upon Britain as. the lo.Dding naval Power in the
League,

.e nature of things,
(M and the brunt of

In it she might not oi exhaust her naval strength
and dislocate her air expans ion(5) to the detriiment of her
security agadnst her more dangerous potential enemies, Germany
and Japan. She might also by her too vigorous championship of
the League lose the sup'port of her only powerful friend, Prance.
Por Prance under Laval's influence could not be relied upon to
act unless she-felt herself directly threatened, and too
vigorous a policy on Britain's part i.iight drive the French to

/acquiesce

A.M. Pile S.3591^12A,
As recoaiuended by Lord Weir in G.I.D. Paper 1138-B,
This -paragraph closely follov^ed the D.R.G. Report of 21 Nov,
1935 - C.I.D. Paper 1215-B. '
J.P.G. Report, 4 Sept, 1935 - G.O.S. Paper 394(j.P,);
Appreciation, 19 Dec, 1935 - G.O.S. Paper 421(j.P.).
Note on Italo-Abyssinian dispute, 9 Aug. 1935 - G.O.S. Paper
392; Summary of precautionary neas'ores taken, 8 Oct. 1935 -
G.P. 176(35); J.P.G. Repent on 'sanctions', 9 Aug, 1935 -
G.O.S. Paper 390 (j.P.), cnended as C.O.S, Paper 392,
This impression was strengthened by the Anglo-Prench staff
conversations of 9 and 10 Dec, 1935 - G.O.S. paper 423;
0,0.3, Minutes, l6lst Meeting (13 Jan. 1936),

J.P.G

1
2

3)

(4) ,

(5)

(6)
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aqquicsce in the designs of Britain'£
Defence Requir< , e s oneDies. Indeed, the

_  ients Conuittce believed that"T,ve cannot exclude -
-SssibSitv^ f'^ther fonvard policies - the

““W » lo-sor oa.t a groat pS? tfLr
doiencc burden upon the League of Nations, nor even feel confident
th^t_..rance would help her to' shoulder it. As the Defence

■"SSo^^^h renarkod, "we are living in a world uorc

Minister'_s
considera

tion^ of'
D,_k,C.
Report

But if Britain now had to lely only upon herself, she
could obviously not provide adequate,defences for every part ofher Empire against every possible enemy. She could, not single-
handed provide'the forces to deal simultancous]yr vdth threo Woat
Powers,'dermany,'Japan and Italy. Even if Italy were left out

Defence Requirements cira'uittcG had deliberately
omitted all but purely temporary provisions against Italian
ho still tyU; - "TO could not", ab Hr. Neville Chamberlain had said (^)
_  ..undertaJie offensive action in the Pan East v/hon engaged in a war
^th Germany, as it appeared necessary for us to remain on the
defensive in a T^-ar against Japan on tho assumiption that wq might
become .engaged in a war with Gorrajinv", But if the. Government
could provide, in the time available, neither for full security
against. a_hostile Italy nor for more than purely.defensive prepara-
eion.s against Japcji, it was absolutely essential thad. they should
provide as adequately as possible against Germany. Per Germany
was, as Japan was not, vdthin striking distance of the United
Kingdom upon whose defence the
So, in view of the

dofchcG of tho vfhole Empire depcndodc
strain vdiich even the comparatively modest

proposals of the Defence Requirements Goranittse must-place upon
British financial arid industrial
consider very carefally whether
fact givt

rosources, Hinistsrs■had to
or not those proposals would in

the fullest security thon possible ap;ainst the German
menace.

Probable

ch^acter
of the
"German
menace

^

This, of course, ntailod a considera'tion of the various
forms which that liK^nace miglit take, and an effort to provide
especially against tho.so foims v/hi.ch seemed tho- most deadly.
Here, fortunately, 'bhe Govoriiinent could nov^ got the considered
and agreed opinion of its export advisers, for the Joint Planning
Committee had on 1 August 1935 coi-ipletcd its provisional Report
on defence plans for the event of a wa.r against Gormaary, (-5) This
Report wa.3 wholly occupied ■'.rith discussing the 'Go.ui’ses open to
Germany' and its conclusicns had been approved, with ra:j
inents, by .the Chiefs of Staff Gomittu
started from the premise that "it is solf-ovidont that, if the
defeat of Great Britain by a Continental pov/er.of inferior naval
strength is within the bounds of practicability, it is possible
that Germ-any might attci.rpt to eliminate Groat Britain before' under
taking tho subjug;ation of Franco. If this .attempt was made it
would constitute the 'worst ca;3o' from o.ur point of view and, no
matter which course is considered tho most likely- for Gor;:ony to
adopt, our o\m plans must bo oapoblc of meeting this

r amend-
:tison October 29 It

v/yrst case'"

 .

,Jj,P.J.
Re_port_on "
'Courses' '

open to
Gorma^/
(Aug. 1955)

>»«s

.

Pos Sibil i t^;
of her ato

Now Britain's insularity and Germany's naval inferiority
debarred the Ger'mans froii using theii- superior arn^y as a primtury
vreapon for such a purpose. "Tho offensive strength of tho Gormanm a

/Air
.  -L

1'i G.I.D, Paper 1215-B. . . 1
C. I. D. Minutes, 269th Meeting (l 6 April .1935).
G.O.S. Paper 401 (J.P.) '(= 1^0. paper IO5).
G.O.S, Minutes, 153rd Meeting.

{
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.decisive

blow by
air

Air Force and the vulnerability of London, our ports as a whole,
and our shipping in home voters, to air attack do, hov/ever,
suggest a means by which she might attempt our early defeat".
She might attempt it in either of two ways. One, which the
Report labelled Course G, v/as to occupy the Low'countries by a
swift land and air campaign so as to be able to launch the heaviest
possible bombing attacks against the United Kingdom from the short
est possible range. If this course were adopted,
threat to England would be the greatest of all". The other course,
labelled Course A, would be for Germany to stand on the defensive
by land and attack the United Kingdom by air alone at the veiy
beginning of the war. At the moment it seemed unlikely that the
Germans would prefer this course to Course C. On the other hand,
the continual increase in the speeds and operational range of
aircraft would cause "the possibility of Germany adopting Course A

!  goes on", for it v/ould progressively
lessen^ the advantages of a preliminary occupation of the Low
Countries, So, although at the moment an immediate air offensive
against the United Kingdom was not the mostly probable course for
the Germans to adopt, it could not be ruled cut and British plans
and preparations must be as adequate to counter it as to counter
Course C.

the ultimate

to increase as time• • » •

Possible

effec~t3'~of
German

attacks

It was still, of course, a matter of debate whether such
air attack could in fact cripple the military power of Great
Britain. But all vrere agreed that it might place  a very severe,
perhaps an unbearable, strain upon the nation's endurance. The
Air Staff did not expect the Germans to v/aste their efforts in
merely indiscriminate bombing of the homes of the civilian popula
tion; but the C.A.S. had himself admitted that
attacks from the air upon military establishments and depots,
centres of transportation or of munition production, v/ould be
our po^t of view and from their effects upon non-combatants Lid
upon the morale of the civil population, almost equivalent to
unrestricted bombing". just how testing those effects might be
V, - accurately estimate for nothing on such a scale had
hitherto been experienced. A Committee of Imperial Defence Sub-
Gommittee, however, v^hose report v/as now in preparation, had worked
out that, upon the basis of the average casualties caused by one ton

S7-I7 air raids on the United Kingdom in the
wounded), "an arithmetical computa-

tion would^indicate casualties of the order of 5,000 a day from
100 tons ot bombs, 10,000 a day from 200 tons of bombs, 25,000 a

bombs". The probable material damage could
w^ld^hp° be only mse to assumf" that itwould be gr^at enough "to put pretty well out of action the admin-
ip ° government: and this assumption applies also,
we think, to the general life of London in its various

an

concentrated

from

no

Prpgres_s

expansion

seemed, moreover, good reason to fear that the German
tnn Tv"'' be upon a scale nearer to the
500 than to the 100 tons a day, at any rate at the outset,
expansion of the German Air Force was knovm to be going forward
smoothly according to plan and in May 1935 Goring had boasted to
the British Air Attach! that he would ^ soea to

The

have 2,000 first-line

/aircraft

(1) Comments by G.A.S., 15 Feb.1935
(2) Interim Report of Sub-Committee

“ G. I.D. 1163-B.

,  02^ location of Governinent
Departments on outbreak of weu> (Sir Warren Fisher, Sir M.Haikey,
Sir Russel Scott (p.U.S., Home Office), Sir Patrick Duff
(Secretaiy Office of V/brks) , Sir Herbert Greedy (p.U.S., War
Office), vf/c. Hodsoll), I7 March 1936 - C.I.D. Paper I217-B.
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aircraft by the end of., the year. It- is true that the British
Air Staff regarded the attainnent in so short a tine of so great
a first-line strength, in the British sense of that tern, as out
side the bounds pf possibility. let even they had noV7 cone to
adnit that Germany night have a force-of 1,-500 first-line machines
fully equipped nanned and maintained by mthe''British
by-April 1937^'9 and: that this would undoubted;]^*
time - perhaps by the end of 1938 - to-B.DCiO.^^

II

standards"

be increased in

P_:ro gre ss,
PX...&®lin§rL
aircraft

production

It was clear,, - tpo-,; -that. :the Germans'were making great efforts
to mobilise; .and: ,expand.._^eir-aircraft industry. -  Milch had told
the British Air AttachSldl that theii' ainl was to make it "capable
of producing 5C^ of her first-line strength per month two months
after ths-.outbreak of .y/arV a-statementwhich also implied that
the losses in the first-'-twormonths -of war;, would be met by reserves

built up and held in readiness in---peace". " - -Nor did Milch'-s asser
tion look .like an , idle--boast

■  > '

The output of the Germem factories
was still rising st%adily. By Augus,t 1935 it was estimated at
225 airframes and .66O -aero,-engines- a.-■month, as compared with a
British output ,qf, 150..,,.an! 375 and a Prenbh of 175 and 350; C4)

.  December 1935 the; e-stimate ,had risen-to -270 and 640-(5) ar
Gviaroh 1936 the es^timate:: for airframes reached- 300.1°)

6y
and by
Indeed, it

seemed likely thafr-fhe. German- aircraf-t-lndustry- Yrould-' soon be near-
.  ing a conditipn ■P.f, Qy.er-productioH: so far .as. domestic''military and

- . L-. requireme-nts w/ere concerned. (7lvi.--The output'of both the ab
.-initio nnd the,. advance.d -training, sehooi'S,- too, Was -already adequate
to provide by 1 Ap-rilr.1937 the:',trained' -crews needed to ^ force

. of 1,500 f irst-lirie-macMnes-, , If, continued, ■ it"would serve to
,  , expand that force .tQ'>-2,0OO. by .the.:,-end of'19.37:. ■  The training was

thorough- and systematic and, -Was not being hastened to the detriment
..of future efficiency. v°), o..i . ' ' ■ - '

Controversy -
over' esti-
mates of.

/There re,- ..moreover, a->go;od-many-pedple; in'England who feared
that the Air Mini-S:try:'s, estiaat.es ,Y>rere serious under-statements of
the.true position, Mr, Churchill, for example, detected in them

process of cumulative miniinisings 'of each successive factor in
German air strength" and felt that "it would be dangerous to trust
to conclusions ;sp; founded". ■ He believed that the German Air ' ' ' '
%rc.e's wan potential'of aeroplanes .simultaneously .available for
service and capable of indefinite maintenance was'already about ■
1,200 and would be 1,500 by June 1^6, 2,-000. -by, .the end of 1936,- ■and perhaps 3,00.0 by'Getpber-1937*^^) Minis-ters did not, perhaps,
admit to quite the.vSame'scepticism,- but the-Secretary of State for
Air himself confessed, . when.presenting one set of estimates to the
Committee of Imperial,Defence,.('10)

a

that he felt bound "to express a

-'H'

/personal

1 Air Staff Appreciation, 14 June 1935 ,-, G.I.D. Paper I18O-B.
D.R.G. Interim Report, 2J+ July 1935 - C.I.D. Paper 1215-B,
enclosure 2, annexe.
Minute by A. I. to D.D. O.I., 18 July 1935 - A.M. Pile S.3457?4ll/at.b
Report of Industrial Intelligence Sub-Committee,  9 Sept.1935 -
G.I.D. Paper II86-B.
Re-port of same Sub-Committee, 11 March 1936 - C.I.D. Paper
1218-B.

Statement by .Sir E. Crowe' in presenting the above Report,
26 March 1936 - G. l.D.,- iiinutes, 275th Meeting (9).
C.I.D. Paper 11 86-B. ' V
Air Staff Note on ,G.f,P. .training organisation, 19 Sept. 1935 -
C.I.D. Paper 11 89-B. . 4-
Mf. Churchill's coimaents,;/'30"Sept. 1935, •'V'^ith Air Staff reply,
5 Nov; 1935- G. I.D.Paper H98-B; .Mr. Churchill'_s answer, 9 Dec.1935
- G. I.D.Paper 1205-B.. A»M,^di4 S, 3,6159 also' contains correspon
dence with Mr* Churchill, ’ and Air i/tinistry‘discussions thereon;
much of this relates mere especially to aircraft production pi
Meiuorandun covering Air Staff Note on G.A.P., 21 Peb, 1936 -
C.I.D. Paper 1216-B.

2

3
,4,

(5)

(6)'

7
•8

(9)

(10)
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personal anxiety about all such figures. "Gernan capacity to
produce aeroplanes is enornous. She has vast nan-power. She can
and IS giving sorae sort of flying training to a large nunber of men.
Her mass-produced machines may not be of the highest perfomance.
il^y of her pilots will be inadequately trained. But if Germany
c ose to use partly-trained pilots to bomb indiscriminately, she
could within a short tine produce and go on producing machines for
them, I cannot escape the foreboding that Germany would employ
tactics of^this kind to reinforce the more precise operations of

highly-trained squadrons". In other words, as
argued, first-line strength in the British sense

01 the tern was perhaps not the truest criticism of
Force's potential strength in v/ar.

the Gernan Air

Offensive

character

■"of-GU^Ph’
Moreover, doubts apart, the Air Ministry's omi statements

^asonable grounds for uneasiness. For they suggested that thi
Germans were providing themselves.with an Air Force not only of the
size, but also of the character, required to attempt a 'kn^k-out
blow apinst England. "The large proportion of heavy long-rangebombers , the Chiefs of Staff thought, "pdicates that offensive^
Jd primary role.O) The Air Staff believed that of the 594 first-line aircraft which they estimated the
ol these 288 only 36 v^ere short-ranged dive-bombers. On thisbasis they assumed that the German Air Force, when it reached 1,500

”  would possess 768 bombers of which only 108
would be dive-bombers; and that v/hen it reached 2,000, the bomber
iZZ 1,200.(2) At the iBoment the bulk of these
heaw^b^nber relatively low performance - the Junkers 52

" but these TO uld be: replaced, probably within three
years, by more rodem aancral'l of 24O: to 260 m.p.h. and appreciablylonpr range, (4) which would be able to strike directly from bases^

®®^®i^e-able-part of the United Kingdom.
t  ̂buld certainly, have the means, if they

IgaSst attempting a large-scale air offensive 'against Great Britain,

gave

It

:■ ■'

_0ffensive
weakness
of
R.A.F.

fnll,, compelled Ministers to examine very care-
K ^ fiequirements Committee's proposals regarding thehome-based R.A.F. imd, as it was still the accepted doctrine

wpfaS? ? ^equate air defence;^ was a counter-offensive equal in s
espSLl°c^ro !^®"''^’^ ^;;'^bsive, they naturally scrutinised with
special care the character and strength:.of the bomber force,

^r^rthl^r purely numerical basis
expansion schemes were completed to time,

25? s.moH in alliance would by 1939 have no more than25% aaperiorUy over the eeriaan Air Poroe in offensive, bombing
f  ‘P*”® organisation of Gernanthfa!7o? oven this superiority night vanish bythe end of the first year of war.(6) Moreover, it was by no mean

that

The

/certain

(1) C.O.S. Annual Report, “29 April 1935
(= G.O.S. Paper 372).

(2) Staff Notes on G.A.F. training-organisation. 19 Sept. 1935-G. I.D. Paper II89-B; J.P. G. provisional report on defence
plans, 1 Aug. 1935 - G.O.S. Paper 401.

(3) Air Parity Committee'S interim report, 8 May 1935, Appendix
’ enclosed in C.I.D. Paper I179-B.

(4) ^2th Meet^g of Brooke-Popham Sub-Committee,17 July 1935 - A.i\L File S.3457^111/25A.
G.O.S. Paper 401,

(6) J.P.C. Report, ' 1 'Augi I935 -

- G.I.D. Paper I18I-B

A

G.O.S.401.
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certain that the French prograimie would he completed. They were
already scaling it dcvmU) and their air force was deplorably, weak
in modern bombers as a result of the "panic measures" of expansion
adopted in 1933 and the backwardness of the French aircraft industry
and of_ French aircraft designs. (2) And, this apart, mere numerical
equality would not necessarily provide equality of striking power.
The retention of light bombers as the- equipment of 30 out of the “SO
bomber squadrons to be provided under Scheme C would gravely reduce
the weight of attack which the British bomber force could deliver
against Germany. ; For the Harts and Hinds, and even the P4/34 which
T/as being designed to replace them, (3) could only reach German
targets if they started from Continental bases and,
only carry 5OO lbs.- of bombs.

even so, could
And-while these machines, which

made up three-fifths of the Scheme 0 force, would thus be practi
cally useless during at least the-crucial opening weeks of a
German war,l4j even the British heavy bombers, the Heyfords and
Hendons, could carry only one-half of the German heavy bomber's
load - 1,500 lbs. of bombs-as against 3,000 lbs.(5)

This em

phasised

during
Abj^ssinian
crisis

These weaknesses had, of course, been recognised when Scheme G
was approved but they had been more sharply emphasised by the
Italo-Abyssinian crisis. In that crisis they had, for example,
made necessary a serious modification in the plans for the defence
of Egypt. Those plans had to provide for the basing of the
British bombers almost on the actual frontier betvreen Egypt and
Libya, since only by being based so far forward could they reach
the bases of the. longer-rainged Itailian bombers so as to impede by
counter-offensive action an Italian bombing offensive against the
Fleet .at Alexandria. This in its turn had compelled the Army to
accept a plan which required the holding of very advanced positions
instead of one which v/ould allow them to take up  a much stronger
defensive line-some distance back from the frontier. (6)
pushing forward, of the Arniy's main defence line to assist the
bomber force might be feasible in Egypt against the Italians;
the small British Field Force, with limited French and Belgian
assistance, .could hardly ho’pe to accomplish it in the Low Countries
against the German army.

Such a

but

Moreover, the difficulties encountered
in trying to arrange vfththe French for the taking.over of air
fields in Southern Francs and Tunisia from which  a sisall force, of
a few squadrons only, might, if sanctions led to war,
air bases and industries of North Italy and Sicily, w)
ated the lesson of 1918 that a bomber force might lose much of its
'independence' if it had to operate from bases in an ally's
territory.

strike at the

had reiter-

/Glearly,

0) Notes by A. I. on Mr. Churchill's paper (undated)  - A.M. File
S.36159/14A. _
Air Staff Notes on present position of French Air Force,
8 Oct.35 G.I.D. Paper I195OB;
.in Paris and Air Staff Notes' thereon, 1 July I936 - G.I.D. Paper
124-7—B.

A.M. Pile S.32821/1A et seq. • '
G.-in-G. , A.D.G.B., to Air Ministry, 10 April 1935 - A.M. File
S.35563/1A. . - - •
G.P.100(35).
J.P.G.Eeport on defence, of Egypt and the Sudan,  6 Nov. 1935 -
G.O.S. Paper 411 (j.p.); Joint appreciation by the local
commanders, 30 Nov.1935 - G.O.S.Paper 419; J.P.C. Appreciation
on defence of Eastern Mediterranean and 'Middle' East, 19 Dec.
1925 - .G.O.S.421 (j.P,);. Note by D.M.O. and I. (Sir J.G. Dill)
on situation in Y/. Desert, 25 Feb. 1-936 - G.O.S.445.
C.O.S. .Minutes,_ 157.th and 159th Meetings (5 and 13 Dec. 1935);
'Anglo-French staff conversations, 9-and 10 Dec.193
J.P.C. Appreciation, 19 Dec.1935 - C.0.S.421 (j.P.
by G..0.S. 13 Jan. 1936 and issued as G.O.S.426.

also letter from Air Attache

- CjO.S.423;
, approved

(2)

3

4,

5
6

(7)
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Gleai’ly a bomber, force was needed whoso aircraft v^ould be
“9^30 , able to reach targets in, Germany from bases in England,

an? . ■ 3OK10thing more was needed, too.
.  .3,$£.ikinE " Report on the courses
power

But

The Joint Planning, Coranittee's
,  , ppon to Germany had emphasised once

how important - at any rate for the next few
,‘ . of the Low Gountrios was to British security,

those countries to defend themselves

again

years. - the integrity
•  Yet the ability of

j j., - against Germany was snail*

... , ,, ^d the^power, perhaps even the'will, of Prance to defend them’
^ S So it was raore than

.ever^important that Britain sho.uld be able to provide the addition
al strength needed to preserve then from a German occupation,

possible for Britain to provide beforehand
^  continental scale as well.,as a great Wavy and agreat Air Force, than it was for her. to provide and deplorSe^atestrength against the Japanese and the Italians as well^as agai^st^
S tS'b^bor. then, the .Ministers looke^again
Lef .the hope.that it.iiight in part supply Lir

i-»nent it was primarily thought of as a coSnter-
for reducing the scale and intensity of T'GS^raan

2£ offensive. Might it not also be used as a frankly offensive
iSten^i?"' f to ̂ 7ithin manageable proportions the~lcaie'"a^d

power

&  indSSy to^^aS att" Wrabili^ of
AyiotKn faoito Soi o? suggested that this night in
agHiiiF - her steel wodaoUon
Sernas chenioal plants, and’si^, of her lnSS?SrSoSSs*2A^n°cLtat

»So°:sf fs5f‘5ie^i\f f
hoar on the ^^A^rsla^f

Sr°ScS°cr^ much greater strilcing pot^r than that envisied
Report of

presented to the c\hiner::

/was

f; ISefdSt “—,.1 P0h.„36 -
(2) G.I.D. Paper 1185-B (20 July 1935^

30 July 1933.

Sade President of the
Trade ^d Lord 3/eir. , To.,these wore added later the

le°?rfoS.°- ̂ "1 oSe?s“f1(5? So r
: . ■ SoSssrr 'Sssr

0.

(3)

1.D.

circulated to the C.I.D.

the

of
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vfas not a prograrxie, like the Defence Roquirenents Goix:iittee's
proposals, for reuedying in equal degree the deficiencies of all
three Services,

strongest po
dangers. ("I J
provision against those perils which vrere considered less urgent,
since, even by using in peacetime the 'shadow armament industry'

.  suggested by Lord Weir, it v/ould have been impossible , within three
years to provide all' that v/as required for all three Services.
Once again it Viras the Army that bore the brunt of this sacrifice.
For, v-rhile the Ministerial Committee only reserved their approval
of the suggested new standard of naval strength until the Admiralty
could work out the details of what'it would involve, they recommended
definitely that the reconditioning of the Territorial Arny should be
postponed for-three years or until British industrial capacity and
output, made it practicable* In regard to the home-based R.A.F
the other hand, they went a good way beyond the Defence Requirements
Committee, They agreed that the Scheme C prograOTne of 123 squadrons

, by April 1937 should be adhierod to; that its vifar reserves should be
provided; that the completing of the air defence system should be no
longer delayed; and that the extra army co-operation and Fleet Air
Arm squadrons should be formed. But in addition to this, they
recommended "that the Air Ministry diould have latitude to vary the
R. A.F. programr.ie so as to improve its offensive pov/er and constitute
the most effective deterrent against Gorbian aggression", even though
"this -will involve some increase in numbers , in addition to the

substitution of larger and more efficient machines",

(d) Expansion Scheme F', FebruaryJ936

It was; rather,
ssible defence

a programi-fie for providing the
against the worst of the possible

This, of course, entailed some sacrifice in the

on
• >

OrigiiL_of
tte_ ,'Bqrnber R.A.P. Expansion Scheme, Scheme F.
Command

This rocommiendation was the f

notable change in the character an

inal, iimTiediate, cause of the new
It v\ras also the cause of a

d purpose of the bomber force,
■experiment': The Ministerial Corxiittee were convinced that the Gerr.-i.an war plan
Ministers' vrould be to thro\7 a highly mobile force at lightning speed through

Holland and around the French and Belgian flank, so as to establish
air bases in the Lo\7 Countries long before Britain could get her
Expeditionary Force across the sea. They had 'therefore sought
"to construct the most terrifying'deterrent ato can think of" against
such a plan. And, having decided that "recent advances in design
of aircraf t and engines give us the T/eappns best calculated to
effect that purpose", they had nov/ made recoixiendations v/hich v/ere
designed to give the bomber force a primarily offensive instead of
a primarily counter-offensive purpose, to make it  a principal weapon
for ATinning a war on the continent of Europe rather than merely an
effective agent for averting defeat from the air over England, A
good deal of the credit - or the resp^nsibilily - for thus launch-

the Bomber Corxuand experiment' must therefore be given to

bility

t
mg
Britain's politicians rather thaii to their expert Service advisers.
For, as Mir. Neville Chamberlain v/as quick to point out to the
Cabinet, 'Hhe conversion of the Air Force from a defensive (sic)
wreapon into a weapon of aggression v/ith .unprecedented powers of
destruction did not for.a part of the plans submitted to the
Ministerial Coim-nittee". Those plans, as he said, bore "the
appearance of an aggregate'of tliree Service plans rather than a
joint plan conceived .ab-initio in the light of recent developments.
No alternative vras put before us and'there was no source from v/hich
such an alternative could be requested",

/Nevertheless,

(1) Memorandum by ?lr, Neville Chai.n.berlain, 11 Feb, 1936 - C,I. D.
Paper 1207-B, Appendix F.

(2) ' I'lenoranduiu by Chancellor of Exchequer, 11 Feb, 1936 - C, I.D.
Paper 1207-S, A'ppendix E. .
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But Air

sJifF'”
already
thinkiuig
alone:

siuilar

lines

^  , Nevertheless, if this inportant reconnendation of the
Ministerial Gorxiittec was all their work/lj it is only lust to
record that tho Air Stai’f had for so lo tine hecn feeling their
toY/ards ve^ sinilar ideas. Even at the tine v/hen Scherx* A was
prepared they had their doubts about the light bouTber(2) and the
paper on tho vulncrabilily of Gerrxn industry to air attack which
they had presented to the Gonrdttoe of luporial DefenceC3)
that they were thinking of a bombing offensive,

.  a mere comter-offonsive, at least as early as July 1935. It VYas
towevor the progress of the new-bomber designs which £d broughr^
these ideas to practical discussion.

way

/  Sho\YS

as distinct from

Pro^gress_of
ne\T bomber Bombers had not yet been actually

tested in the air but by Pebruain. 1936 all were ready to fly in
very few weeks and enough had been learned about them to justify a
reasonable confidence in their success. (4; The Arr^strong B3/34

^Pon an Armstrong bomber-

bSlt Sd tes^o7(5t'" r prototype had Lw been
hS ^ Another heavy bomber, the Handley Page Iferrow
h^ also been ordered to supply tho needs of Scheme C, Ld^h^s ’
too, was based upon the flying experience gained with an experi
mental Plandley Page boitbcr-transport (C26/3l) Y/hich had beeA modi
lied to serve as a prototype for the Harrow. (6)

a

m tley ■
and Harrow

Novy raodium
bombers

«.ss «s.‘S5g;'i.s£.:■= s
-ery’reason to Lpe thtfthe B9/32 s would prove at least as successful. (7) P/foreover

thriLt°of°Sd^°^^°™°r^ "" promising new design had been added totile list of tvYin-snginOd medium bombers. This yyus the BristolB  Bristol^^ik^Sc^h^had
presented bv hi Jothermere' s private use and which, after beingp jented by hi-i to the Air Ministry in July 1935, had be-n riodi- ^
led to serve as a prototype for the Blenheim.ko) Finally the

StSe^'^Sdl ^27/32 Single-engined mediui. bombL,

both

the

Good
prospecto
of their
success"

/quanti'ty

those

,  ̂
3) .‘ibovG, p*Io2,

position of those
GA.3. Air Liaison Letters

^d 14 Nov. 1935 and 31 Jan. 193 6 -Jd XQ.»

aifs. cStor^ie*, 30^S^^?93fl
t^y°ai®th?st'"'' V^forrod to the nlwlcoi^’private v-n-
A,M. Files S. 35748/7 sf36066/2!^ unnecessary -

3(^4- lTFSf^s'NlfS)f^ f option of Bristoland G.A.S. iia^ 31 - ibid,^craft delivered to llii-TlcshSffor te st^ to?vminute 12: also "linutes nP n \ q July 8 - ibid.,
A.H.B.V.5;'2/15. conference, 30 Hay 1935 -
A.1I. Pile S.25873/VI/12B, 32n.

but

,4
1- j-i- designs i

5
6

(7)

s
„  Jp° ■*=Be Dominions, 25 June
AJ/i. PDe S.25873A]/12B,32A; 45a7

(8)

(9)
G.178642
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quantity vathin a reasonable time could also be fairly safely
rolled upon, sinco orders for considerable numbers of each type
had already been placed and the firms' forecasts of output
received, i'l)

Their

probable
performance

Novi/- each of the.se nev/ types possessed a much better perform
ance and striking power than the bombers that were in service in
1935. The Battle was expected to have a top speed in the
neighbourhood of 250 m,p.h* and a range of over 700 miles out and
home mth its noriual load of 1,000 lbs, of bombs, (2) as, against
the 198 m.p.h. vrith 500 lbs. for 430 miles of the Hind. The
tivin-engined Hampden, Wellington and Blenheim might be expected
to improve upon these speeds and ranges and indeed the Bristol
Company predicted that the Blenheim would reach 268 m.p.h. and
that it would.be able to carry its 1,000 lbs. of bombs for /. s
810 miles and hone at 234 m.p.h. and for 980 miles at 200 n.p.h.''^''
The Whitley heavy bomber was designed for a top speed of
205 m.p.h. and for a range of 1,250
normal 1,500 lbs. bomb-load, as compared
'152 m.p,h. v/ith 1,500 lbs. for 920 iniies

dies out and home vfith its

■|rith the Hendon's
Mr_S taf f
discussions
on increas-

Yfhenthe Ministerial Committee in February 1936 called for an
improvement in the*striking power of the bomber force, the progress
of the new designs thus justified "the'Air Staff in formulating a
much more effective programme which we hope can be realised by 1939".
For "we have: been directed to make this reviev/ and to recast our

mg power
of bomber
force”

.

programme at a time when we cari, vd.thout taking unjustifiable risks,
concentrate our. further orders upon,types of greatly improved

. ' Indeed, the idea of formulating a more effectiveperformance
prograjurae -had occurred to the Air Staff even before it struck the
Ministerial Committee, On 8 November 1935 the C.iUS. had asked
the Air Staff for their’'yiews on the equipment of the bomber force,
•\vith especial reference to the re tention of the light bombers. (7;
The answers vfhich he received(8) agreed unanimously with his own
view that the light bomber would have little value "in a European
war against such a country as Germany". So by the beginning of
1936 the Air Staff v/ere already agree'd upon the desirability of r
equipping the light bo;.iber squadrons with medium bombers. They
had also thought of two other Avays of adding to the striking power
of the bomber force. One v/ay was to increase the initial estab
lishment of some at least of the medium, squadrons from 12 to 18
aircraft each. As early a.s June 1935 the C.A.S. liad suggested(9)
that this might be the most economical procedure to adopt in any
future expansion, since it would not entail the expense of creating
newr squadron and* station establish.ients and buildings. (”^0) The
other method was for the squadrons to have their tactical suh-
formation, the flight',, increased 'from four aircraft to six, giving

/a

(1) On 20'Nov,1935 the numbers of bo: .ibers promised for production
by 31 March 1937 Arere;- 393 Hinds, 69 Wellesleys, 126Battles,
100 Blenheims, 45 Hendons, ,60 Whitleys, 70 Harrows -
A. H.B.V. 5/2/20.
Air Parity Sub-Oommittee's 2nd Interim. Report, 17 May 1935 -
C. I.D. Paper 1179-B. ''

A.M*File 3,36015i unnurabered enclosure dated 6 Nov. 1935*
G.I.D. Paper 1179-B.
Memorandum on the Air Striking Force, by Secretary of State for
Air, 10 Feb. 1936 - G.P. 27(36), enclosed in C. I.D. Paper 121 5-B,
A.M. File S.37679/1.
Ibid,, enclosures 1A, 2A, minute -2.
these discussions,- see beloAV,- Part IV, ii.
A.IvL File S. 22846/III/34A.
Minute by D. of 0. , 10-Fob. 1936 - A. H.B.V. 5/4/15.

For a fuller account of

(2)

3)
4,
5
6'

7
8

(9)
(10)
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a tactical sub-fornation in the air of five machines instead of
throe. This ^crease in size, which had recently been approved

G.A.b. would not only give each flight a greater volume
oi mutually supporting defensive fire-power but would also i
the chances of success

mere as

in formation bombing,'
e

Scheme D It was upon these three methods that the D.C.A.S. based the
proposals which he put fon/ard, to serve, as it vrere, as l. first
draft for an answer to the Ministerial Committee's suggestion.
These proposals. Scheme D, aimed to re-equip the 19 Regular light
bomber squadrons with mediuju bombers. With the 18 already
provided for under Scheme C, this would bring the total of Regular
medium squadrons up to 37. Of those 37, 12 were to be equipped
’./ith b/in-eng^ed aircraft and remain at an initial establishjnent
of 12 .aircrai t each, while the other 25 were to have single-

'  machines and their initial establish>nent was to bo i-- ; ..
cd from 12 to 18 each. This v/ould leave the total nujuber of
squadrons uiichanged but vrould increase the first-line strength of
the bomber force by I50 medium bombers. a further eight were to
be added to this total by increasing the initial establishment of
eacn oi the, tv/o torpedo-bomber squadrons from 12 to 16.
in accordance with the G.A.

increas-

Finally,
^  , S. recent ruling, all the bomber

squadrons, heavy as well as medium, v/cre to bo organised
of six aircraft each. in flights

Schemes

.  E & gr +  smnple and tidy division, between tein-engined squadrons
at 12 and single-engined squadrons at 18 initial establishment,
did not, however, take into account the actual numbers of the

produced by April 1939. It might be
satisfactoiy as an^eventual ideal to aim at,(3) but within the
period fixed upon lor the co.mplotion of Scheme D the
tion bet\7oen tv/in- and single-engihod
tne Director of Equipment pointed out,
of each kind could.be produced in the tine. ^
Mquipnent therefore put fonvard too alternative
upon tv7o alteinative estimates of
and E'l.

exact propor-

A^’^ium bombers v/ould have,
to depend upon how many

The Director of

as

proposals, based
■n o production and known as Schemes E

these, the 25 squadrons at 18 initial establishment
were to be made up either, under Scheme E, of 7 twin- and 18 single-5  « =inglo-.ngSS

«

Reasons for
de_cisions
on boyiber
squadron

increases

however, a further complication. For the ground
org^isation it was -most desirable ''that all tv7in-enginod medium

organised on the'
s&.ie basis - either 12 I.E. or 18 I.,E. , but not soeie of each.

Director of Organisation minuted, (5)
Such in size and in accorm^dation.

flexibility and will make extremelydifficult any changes of policy as replacement types co-ie forward"the single-engined mediu^u squa.dins on an 1^
•cach^e basis raised no difficulties, but with the tv7in-engihed

the position T7as more coixplicatcd. The Bristol 142
l^tn ° Hampden at 67 feet, 770uld fit^bo the accomr»dation designed for the single-cnFcned mediumbombers. But the Wellington 77ith its 86 feet spf^Suid net beso acoonmodatod and it seemed likely that "the advent S geoLtL
iSei/^'to apparently pencits high aspect ratios, islikely to lead to greater span ia- aircraft generally aaad particu
larly in monoplane -types to which wo are now leaning". Therefore

V

/"future

1) Pile S.35795/7A, quotihg s.37355.
S  by D. of 0., 10 Peb. 1936 - A. H. B. V. 5/1/15.
3^ ivicnute by A. li S.0., 11 Peb. 1936 - A. H. B. V. 5/4/17.

(5) 10 Peb, 1936 - A.Ii.B.7.5/4/15.
(■y

■  ft- ■
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"future tv/ins are.  T rcost unlikely to "be of suoh small span as the
Bristol , and were likely to approxinate more closely to the
Wellington. But, assuming that the. Wellington v/as likely to he
a typical typo of tvTin-engined mefi'jim homher", ,

■ of the accommodation at bomber stations shovTod that the ideal
^itial establishment for the ti7in-ongined squadrons would be
12 aircraft. This tTOuld allow the maximum flexibility in station
organisation, for the same acconimodation would suffice for either
two squadrons of single-engined mediums at 18 I
light bombers at 12 I. E.
If, on the other hand.

an examination

or three of

or ti.7o of tvTin-engined mediums at 12 I.E.
the tv'/’in-cngined raediuins of Wellington size

were organised on an 18 I.E. basis, stations of a 'non-standard'
typo VTOuld be needed for them. The Director of Organisation
therefore urged that all the tv/in-engined mediuiu squadrons should
have an initial establiskucnt of 12 aircraft. But this would
give the boi.iber force 42 fewer tv/in-cngined medium bombers than
Scheme E allov/ed and 54- less than Scheme To accept such a
reduction of one-third in the proposed, increase of first-line
strength above the Scheme G figure for reasons of ground organisa
tion alone was clearly unv/arrantable, all the more so as the
majority of the tvTins v/ould for the next few years at least approxi
mate to the Blenheim rather than to the Wellington in size.
Besides in war, as Group Captain A.T^. Harris had long ago remarked,
hangars vrere the last places v^here aircraft were likely to be
kept, Accordingly it wa.s decided that all the Regular medium
bombers, tvv"in-engined as well as single-engined, should have an
initial establishment of 18 aircraft each, except the Ifsllington
squadrons w’hich were expected to nuraber eight and v/hich were to
remain at an initial establishi.icnt of 12 aircraft each.

S Gheme__P:
tjie_^ boitber
force'

.  On this bases the Air Ministry finally prepared its new
bomber prograixie, to v/hich the other proposals previously made to
the Defence Requirements Gomittee^w^re. added, the whole forming
the new R. A.P. Expansion Scheme P
to the Cabine t,on

25 (M.

‘.Vty This Scheme was presented
10 February and received their approval

Its outstanding feature was, of course, theon February
radical change v/hich it proposed tc' make in the character of the
bor.iber force. The number of bomber squadrons remained unchanged
at 68 plus two of torpedo-bombers. But the 30 light bomber
squadrons of Harts, Hinds and Gordons v/ere now to be re-equipped
vrith the nev/ t-v'/in-ongined Hai.ipdon and Blenheim and single-engined
Battle medium bombers.(5) ■ The medium squadrons were thus increased
from 18 to 48. Moreover, 29 of these 48' squadrons were to have an
initial establishment of 18 aircraft each instead of only 12, which
would increase their first-line strength by 174 aircrai’t all told.
The other 19 medium squadrons, 8 of them Regulars equipped with
the 'heavy medium' Wellingtons and I"! of them Auxiliaries armed

with the smaller medium types, remained at an initial establishment

of 12 aircraft apiece. The two torpedo-boraber squadrons, rated
as modiuius for bombing purposes, each had their initial establish
ment raised from 12 to 16. Sc the total first-line strength of
the medium bombers \7as raised to 50 squadrons of 802 aircraft.
The 20 heavy bomber squadrons remained, as under Scheme G, at an
initial establishment of 12 aircraft each, giving  a total of
240 aircraft, but they were to be armed as soon as possible ivith

/the

(ty ■ 6 March 1934 - A.M. File S.32832/]/4.
(2) Outline of Expansion Scheme F, 24 Feb. 1936 - A.Ii.File S.22846/

IV/IA; revised outline, 7 Juiy 1936 - ibid.,
also below,’ Appendix III.

(3) Memorandur-i by Secretary of State for Air on the Air Striking
Force, 10 Feb. 1936 - G.P.27(36).

^4) Gabinet 10(36).
(5) Minutes of conference held by C.I.S., 5 Feb. 1936 - AJiB.Y.5/2/l4

enclosure 2A;

* -JL
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the n^w, B3/34 and eventually with the
type, i U .  still more pov/erful B1/35

_  Thus the Scheme G force of light, medium) and heavy
bombers in a ratio of 3 ; 2 : 2 was to be replaced by a new^
forc^ of medium and heavy bombers in the ratio of  5 •  2 in
squadrons and 3 : 1 in aircraft. The new machines .vould not
raly bo veiy greatly superior in range, performance, and striking
powor, but v/ould also be able - or at the least, those of the ^
median class would be able - to operate either by day or by
nxght. Compared vath anything previously projected, the new
lorcQ certainly merited Mr. Neville Chamberlain's claim that it
./as a potential 'weapon of aggression with unprecedented pov/ers
Oi dostiuction . During the next few years, the grov/ine

<iifficulties of a long-range bombing offen-
ive and the continuing progress of technical development
3 reveal its veiy serious limitations; but at least it

very great advance over previous plarus, an advance
th^ h ^ 'Bomber Gomaiid experiment' within
the bounds of operational practicability.

were

Other

provisions Tho remaining provisions of Scheme P may be briefly
sum.narised. The strength of the fighter foJco was lof^ un-
changed at 420 aircraft, for, altliough the nulijor of fighter
squadrons rras reduced a little later from 35 to 30, tho iniMal
establishiricnt of each squadron v/as raised from 12 to -ly n r,Vi

insteoad of 6.^ J yfhen eventually these squadrons cane to b-
equipped with their Hurricanes, Spitfires and Defiants (3)
N°“ortheSf° greatly inoro^Z ̂^ Li.
fiIS*r^ "“““rical preponderance of benbers
Sd rrith r ooripared Trtth tho Schorje C figures
s“ o^S ncSly'’|’’?C- Ts^:l f “ proportion n™
--operation squadrons was ̂ Ssed ?ri, ̂  to ?? f''"
to be Auxiliaries and assigned to the TerSterial'li^S t
if f each squadron Was loviS;?’fr^B ifto
Iniroald fror 90 S 132rif“'oo^t2°? mohines was only
general rcconnaissanccCquadrons of S airorirSS"^ff ̂

of 504 aircraft by 1942. All told thpem ■ ^
the Metropolitan Air Force a firS i- ! givecraft in 19) =. a Iirst-line strength of 1 ,736 air-

^1*3“ 2rorT"l h
tlfrr43T 4f""' ^939, f 2,ol6 aircrait as against Scheme G'.s 2,017.

they

over

CO

rseas

of

Scheme p

Provision
of war *"'"'

re serves
was JSrr^otiT ^
was rery Barhod. ThJ ̂ oroo^iat S 4^e“b”lT ”
when completed, be an 'interim' majeoshift
particularly its bomber and fighter '
with modem aircraft of

up would not.
Its squadrona

squadrons, would be equipped

th.u t^se eontOBplated r^4ltr44et4r44“4^^^^^^^
these squadrons would by the spring of 1939 have

force.

m a

/fairly

1

2) A.M. Pile S. 22846/r//2A:
3) A. H. 3. V. 5/2/14. A. H.B. 7.5/4/24.
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fairly adequate quantity of war reserves, Por under Scheme P
£50,000,000 v/as allotted for the -pi'ovision by 31 March 1939 of

reserves of material on a scale of I5OJI of first-line strength.
These war reserves, together with the squadrons' initial reserves
and v/orkshop (or mainten^ce) reserves amounting to a further 75;i
of first-line_strength,(1) would be sufficient to mako good the
lossus which it had been calculated that they might expect to
suffer during the first four months of a German v?ar. By that
tijno^it T./as hoped that industry would have expanded its output
sufficiently to keep pace v/ith viar v/astago. Similar provision
was also made for the building up of a larger reserve of trained
and partly trained pilots and ground crews. During the next
three years 800 more pilots were to be trained than were actually
needed to man the Scheme P squadrons and a now R.A.P. Volunteer
Reserve 7/as to be established in v;-hich a still larger number might
learn during \Tcek-ends and brief annual camps at least the rudi
ments of military flying. The Scheme p force should thus be
rv^asonably i/ell equipped at most points and ready for war* by the
spring of 1939. It was, in fact, to be, in essentials, the
force v/ith v/hich the R.A.P. actually went to war in September 1939.
plat it had by then come to be regarded, in its turn, as little
better than a stop-gap force was due to developments which must be
studied in later sections of this Narrative.

(1) A. H. 3. V. 5/4/37.
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THEJDRIGINS OF BOMBER CO^ffiAND

(iii) THE ESTABLISm-IENT OP THE COMiiAM)
X ,L93^-6.

The new

Commands
With the expansion of the bomber force came also  a change in its

command organisation. In 19}6 the single Air Defence of Great
Britain Command, controlling both the metropolitan bomber force and
the metropolitan fighter force, T>ras abolished. In its place there
were set up two headquarters, a Bomber Command and a Fighter Command,
independent of one another and each directly subordinate only to the
Air Ministry. The change, however, did not represent any significant
alteration in policy. Indeed, it was primarily designed to ensure
the continued application of the traditional offensive principles in
the new conditions of Expansion, The reasons for it were essentially,
almost exclusively, administrative and its origins are to be sought
more in the history of the fighter force than in the history of the
bomber force.

It has already been pointed out^^) that the A.D.G.B. Command
itself was conceived in 1923, and brought into effective existence in

1926, as primarily a bomber command, a bomber command to which the
defensive Fighting Area was appended and subordinated,
full fifty-two squadrons of the 1923 programme were completed, A.D.G.B.
was to control thirty-five bomber squadrons and seventeen fighter
squadrons,
stretching in a continuous belt from the Wash to Salisbury Plain, were
to be grouped under a single headquarters, the Fighting Area.

Air Cfficer Commanding this Fighting Area, though subordinate to the

Commander-in-chief of A.D.G.B., would be almost entirely responsible
for diverting and co-ordinating all the fighter squadrons.
Commander-in-Chief and his staff would therefore have to concern them

selves only in a general way with the supervision of the defensive
activities of the fighters. The thirty-five bomber squadrons, on the
other hand, were to be organised eventually under three Bombing Areas
-Wessex, Cxford and East Anglia,
operations and administration of these three Bombing Areas would there
fore be the major task of the Commander-in-Chief of A.D.G.B., and of
his staff,

staff must be concerned primarily with the bomber force rather than

with the fighter force; that they vrould devote their attention princi
pally to the long-range, offensive, side of air warfare rather than to
the local and merely defensive bide. The eventual lay-out of the

command organisation, as determined in the second revise of the

expansion scheme issued in June 1924,'was thus as follows;-^ J

T/Yhen the

The seventeen fighter squadrons, based on airfields

The

The

To co-ordinate auid direct the

This would ensure that the Commander-in-Chief and his

The

A. D»G« B.

Command

Air Ministry
5?h

A.D.G.B. Headquarters

Fighting Area H.Q.No,3 Bombing

Area

No.2 Bombing

Area

N0.I Bombing
Area T

Ground Defence

H.Q.
Ground troops

(Arr;iy)

Fighter
squadrons

/This

.A

(1) Above II. ii.pp. 24-25.
(2) A.M. File S.22846/I/29A
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A.D.G.B. This organisation was only just beginning to take shape when in
1 934 Expansion Scheue A was adopted. During the first ten years
after 1923 there had been, owing to the delays in the fornation of
the full nunber of bomber squadrons, only one of the three Bombing
Areas in existence - the' IVessex Area,

the Fighting Area there had been nothing except No. 1 Air Defence
Group which looked after the Special Reserve and Auxiliary Air Force
squadrons, all of which were then bombers.

1933 that the second Bombing Area, the Oxford or Central Area, began
to form.

Besides this Wessex Area and

It was not until October

This was then given control of most of the Regular and

in J 933,

Special Reserve day bomber squadrons, leaving the Regular and Special
Reserve night bomber squadrons to the Wessex Area.
Group v/as nov/ shorn of its Special Reserve squadrons, though still
left to look after the A.A.F. squadrons until the third, or East

Anglia, Bombing Area should form, in, it was anticipated, about four
provide the

No.1 Air Defence

years' time. The Group headquarters staff would then
nucleus of the new Bombing Area headquarters staff.(0

The first of the new expansion schemes, Scheme A, in 1934
brought no radical change in this command organisation. It did,
hoT/ever, mean a very considerable increase in size and complexity.
The Metropolitan Air Force was to be increased from fifty-tr/o to
seventy-five squadrons. There were to be eventually four Bombing
j'ineas instead of the three of the 1923 scheme. More significant,
the fighter squadrons were to be increased from seventeen to twenty-
five and the Aircraft Fighting Zone which they would have to defend
was to be extended northwards from the Wash as far as Middlesbrough.
A fighter force of this size and, more particularly, an Aircraft
Fighting Zone of this extension could not easily be controlled and
directed from a single central Fighting Area headquarters. For these
reasons the Brooke-Pophan sub-committee was already urging the
necessity of creating a second Fighting Area to control the northern
part of the defence system.(2)
ensure efficient control and the Air Ministry were actually consider
ing the possibility of further subdividing this northern Fighting
Area into northern and central Fighting Groups, Thus, as the
following diagram shov/s, the lay-out of the new a.D.G.B. command
organisation was, even in Expansion Scheme A, growing too unwieldy
and too complicated for direction from a single central headquartersP'

Even this might not go far enough to

Expansion
Scheme A

1934.

Air Ministry

A.D.G.B. Headquarters ■

I

No.1 No. 2 No. 3 No.4 So uthern

Bombing Bombing Bombing Bombing Fighting
Area Area Area Area Area

Northern

Fighting
Area

I
Northern Central

Fighting Fighting
Group Group

-j

Moreover, there now seemed to be a real danger that the increased
size and complexity of the fighter organisation might distract the

A.D.G.B. headquarters staff from c^^ncentrating, as originally intend
ed, upon its proper primary function of supervising £uad co-ordinating
the offensive bomber force. as the D.C.A.S. -wrote,(4) the Air

/i!,([inistry

(1) Ibid., 11/72, 72A, 16a
M. File S.35381/I/2B

A.M. File S.3551 0/1A
A.M. File S.35381/I/18A

A2

3

4)
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Ministry disliked the idea of creating two Fighting Areas because
the Commander-in-Chief of a.D.G.B. would then have to spend a good
deal of his tins in co-ordina.ting their activities,
be dravm too nuch to the defensive side of A.D.G.B. and would not be
able to concentrate, as he-ought to do, upon the counter-offensive,
upon the bonber force.

A.D.G.B. would speedily grow too big to be effectively controlled
from a single centre,
becoming necessary if the emphasis upon the offensive was to be
maintained.

It could be achieved, as the Director of Operations arid Intelligence
had suggested in April 1934,^^) by creating two or three commands
subordinate to A.D.G.B.

altogether the central A.D.G.B. command and creating two or more

independent commands, each subordinate only to the Air Ministry.

He would thus

Even under Expansion Scheme a. then.

Decentralisation of commend was already

This decentralisation could only take one of two forms

Or it could be achieved by abolishing

.

:fepansi^
Scheme C

With the adoption of Expansion Scheme G in May 1935> this

decentralisation of command became urgent and unavoidable,
the second of the alternative methods that v/as novr chosen.

It was

The new1935

Scheme provided for an increase in the Metropolitan Air Force proper
to no less than 112 squadrons,
and thirty-five fighters,
over so large a force was now really impracticable,
thirty-five fighter squadrons and an Aircraft Fighting Zone likely
soon to reach into southern Scotland, the single Fighting Area had

to go too.
could not effectively be controlled from a single headquarters.
The problem of quick communications alone required that some further

controlling organisation should be interposed between the central

headquarters and the local squadron stations.
Scheme C, there were to come into existence two, and possibly three.
Fighting Areas, a Northern and a Southern or possibly two Northern
and one Southern.(2) Now these two or more Fighting Areas would
need some superior body to control and co-ordinate their operations.
Under the existing system that would naturally be the A.D.G.B.

headquarters,
its time taken up Virith defensive work and less time available for

Yet it would

Of these seventy would be bombers
Centralised control by a single command

Moreover, v/ith

So large a force, stretched over so extended an area.

In fact, with

The A.D.G.B. Command would thus have a great deal of

the supposedly more important offensive direction,
have at the same time a very much larger bomber force - seventy
squadrons - to direct on the offensive side,
not impossible that the Command would either fall between the tvro
stools and control neither the offensive nor the defensive with

efficiency; or else that, under pressure of attack upon the United
Kingdom, it would concentrate its attention rather upon the fighters

Yet the doctrine of the offensive remained
It was, too.

It looked, therefore.

than upon the bombers,
as dominant as ever in the minds of the Air Staff,
beginning to captivate Cabinet Ministers, as the discussions on
Scheme F were soon to show. Therefore the effect of Scheme C was

to produce a ne?/, decentralised, organisation of the higher command
of the Metropolitan Air Force.

This new organisation made fev; changes in the lower levels of
The immediate co-ordination of the squadrons and stations

still left in the hands of a number of subordinate headquarters.
Three

Th.e_ new
Command command,

was

though these were increased in number and given a new n^e. ̂
Fighter Groups headquarters took the place of the old Fighting Area;
six Bomber Groups replaced the former three Bombing Areas. But
these Bomber and Fighter Groups were no longer controlled by one and
and the same higher command. Instead, the six Bomber Groups were

placed under a new Bomber Command and the three Fighter Groups under
a new Fighter Command. Each of these was an independent command,
for the central A.D.G.B. Command, controlling both fighters and

organisa
tion

/bombers,

A.M. File S.33237/1A
A.M. File S.34572/III/5IA, 66a.

1

2
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bombers, was now abolished and the new Fighter and Bomber Commands

were placed immediately under the Air Ministry,
to complete the symmetry of the system, the Inland and Coastal Areas
were raised to the status of independent Commands, responsible, like
the Bomber and Fighter Commands, only to the Air Ministry,
organisation may be shovm diagrammatically as follows "I)

At the same time,

The new

Air Ministry

Coastal

Command
l

Inland

Command

Bomber

Command

Fighter
Command

I

6 3  Fleet
Coastal Air

Groups Arm

3 4

Training Halton Cranwell
Groups

Bomber

Groups
Fighter
Groups

From July 1936, when the new Commands first came into effective

functional existence, the control and direction of the expanded Metropolitan
character

Its

Air Force v/as thus reorganised upon a
squadrons were grouped broadly in accordance with their strategical

This was, of course, a development quite
in keeping with the general trend of air affairs,
was becoming clear that there were four distinct kinds of activity
required of the Metropolitan Air Force.
Staff quite the least important, was that of direct co-operation
with the Navy or the Army, those activities which were the especial
province of the Fleet Air Arm and of the Army Co-operation squadrons
allotted to the Army Field Force,
work of protecting the industry, tovms, ports and internal communica

tions cf the United Kingdom against enemy air attacks,
close defence was primarily the fighter aircraft's concern.

functional' basis. The

and technical functions.

For by now it

The first, and to the Air

The second was the defensive

This local

The

third task was again defensive - to assist the Royal Navy in safe
guarding the sea conmiunications and shipping of the United Kingdom
against attacks by the enemy's- surface or underwater craft, and
perhaps his aircraft too.
Reconnaissance aircraft and torpedo-bombers now allotted to the
Coastal Command,

there was the offensive requirement, of continuous and sustained

attacks upon the enemy's bases, communications, and sources of

belligerent pov/er.

This was the main duty of the General

Finally, and to the Air Staff supremely important,

By noviT it was also becoming clear that these four requirements
Direct naval

Reasons

for this were grov/ing more and more distinct from each other,
and army co-operation were, as always, regarded as ancillary duties
v/hose nature was defined by the other Services rather than by the-.
Air Staff. The close defence of Great Britain now called for

specialised training and specialised equipment, for high-speed,
heavily-gunned, single - or two-seater fighter aircraft guided by
elaborate systems of ground control,
progress of R.D.F. this close defence by the'fighters was becoming
less dependent for its success upon the counter-offensive of the

bombers: it might hope that by its own unaided efforts it ̂ vould be

able to reduce to reasonable proportions the scale of enemy air
attacks,

techniques and with them requirements which made their aircraft less

suitable as potential reinforcements for the bomber force.

Endurance and good facilities for oversea observation counted with

them for more than great defensive pov/er or high perfonoance.
General Reconnaissance aircraft were thus becoming less and less

Moreover, with the promising

The Coastal air forces, too, were developing their oym

The

/suitable

(1) A.H.B. V.5/3/A2
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suitable for long-range bonbing now that nor® and nore emphasis
was being placed upon power and performance in the design of
bomber aircraft. The increasing size and complexity of the
newest designs of bombers similarly made them quite unsuitable as
reinforcements for the fighters and uneconomical as reinforce
ments for the coastal squadrons. Furthermore, as we she-11 see,
the bombers themselves were about to be cast for  a role that

would make their operations virtually a campaign on its pTm, one
largely independent of the 'co'unter-air-offensive' requirements
of the Air Defence of Great Britain.

Thus by 1 936 each branch of British metropolitan air power,
was clearly acquiring a specialised function which needed

specialised training, specialised equipment, and therefore
specialised command. The Metropolitan Air Force as a whole was
growing too large and too unwieldy to be controlled from a
single headquarters; the work of its various branches vra.s becom

ing too specialised for such a central headquarters properly to
co-ordinate them all. Separation of the branches into independ
ent commands, co-ordinated by the Air Staff itself and organised
upon a 'functional' basis, was therefore the natural and logical
outcome of the expansion and the technical development which the

German menace had evoked. The establishment of a separate Bomber

Command was the product chiefly of administrative convenience.
It reflected no real change in policy. Nevertheless, the.
emancipation of the bomber force from the control of A.D.G.B. was

a change wholly in keeping v/ith those other, more significant and
far-reaching developments which macle 1 936 so important a year in
the history of the Royal Air Force.

G.181 791
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IV. PEEPiiEATION FOR A WAR WTH GERivIAM

(i) THE DECISIVE. YEAR; BOIfflING POLICY AMD

EQUIPI.-rENT/ FEBRUilRY' 193^ to J/OWARY 1937,

The year 193^ appears to have mrked'a decisive stage in
the evolution of British bonbing policy. In that year the
clear energence of a new alignnent anong the Continental
Pov/ers undemined the basic assuioption upon which all Britain's
reamanent programmes rested - the assumption that her armed forces
v/’ould not be involved in an}'' major European war before 1939 at
the very earliest. At the hane time, the growth of a ne'w alarm
about the ultimate aims of Gdrman air expansion made it seem
doubtful ■';irhether the R.A.P, ' s, latest ’prograrxce, Scheme P, would

Significance of

prove adequate even if that bhsic assumption should prove
correct. This alarm, in its thrn, provoked a careful examina
tion into the resources of the British aircraft industry and
training establishments, which brought into full view the
limitations imposed by industrial capacity and man-po'iver supplies
upon the expansM.on of the R. A. F. and the Bomber Force. This
conjunction of circuimstances drove the Air Staff to put forward
a new short-term expansion Scheme H in v/hich parity with the
German Air Force was to be attained in 1939 by the desperate
erpedients of depletlij^o the home-based reserves and weakening
the Overseas CommanciiST'^ But it drove them also, as a long-term
policy, to press to its logical conclusion the, process which
had already developed the Bomber Force from the essentially
counter-offensive weapon of Schemes A and C into the primarily
offensive weapon of Scheme F. It established and defined - at
least as an ideal to be aii'ned at, if not yet as an explicit
and avowed principle to be acted upon - the tendency of
British bonbing policy to concentrate upon developing an all
heavy b;unber force as the best instrument for carrying out the
experiment of an 'independent' , strategical, bonbing offensive.
It was in 1936 that the Bomber Force of 1942-194-5 was first
envisaged.

(a) Development of European affairs, 1936,
Effects of the
tsagiisla,-failure the League of Nations Powers to restrain Italian aggression
over. Abysinia began to v/ork theraselves out. To Great Britain in particular

that failure had dealt a severe blov/. It had seriously
weakened her prestige; it had left here with new stragegical
ooiimitnents in the Mediterranean; ); e.nd, while showing once
and for all that she could no longer rely to any appreciable e
extent upon the League of Nations, it had raised serious

even in a

During the latter half of I936 the effects of the failure of

doubts about the wisddi^m^of depending upon France -
Iforeover, even before the Italian success in Abyssinia was

complete, Germany had demonstrated her eagerness to profit from
land ...March 1936 her neighbours' quarrels. On 7 March 193

quarrel with Germany

German re-entry
into the Rhine-

she had denounced the

(1) Statement by C.N.S., 26 May 1936 - 0,0,S. Minutes, 175th
Meeting; J.P.C, report on situation in E. Mediterranean and
N.Africa, May 11 - C.O.S. Paper 462 (J.P.), and also 465;
Memo, by Foreign Secretary, June 11 - C.P.165 (36); and C.O.S.
repor

(2) Above,
this - C.O.S, Paper 477«

•t Ill.ii; also, C.I.D. Paper 126O-B,
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Locarno Agreements and sent her troops to occupy the Rhineland

zones which had been demilitarised by the Treaty of Versailles,

She had, it is true, offered at the same time to sign a new

tv/enty-five years' non-agression pact with Prance, Belgium, and
Holland, under British and Italian guarantee,
offered to strengthen this by a western European Air pact and by
non-agression treaties with her immediate neighbours to the east
and south.

She had also

But these specious offers could not disguise her
obvious breach of treaty obligations and to the British Government
they suggested that Hitler was really aiming to secure himself
in the AJest in preparation for an attack upon J’rance's new ally,

>  <' They seemed therefore to hold little premise ofRussia

Germany's future good behaviour.

Staff talks Yet the other Locarno powers felt unable to nip German
with French ambition in the bud by firmly resisting this, her first, attack
and Belgiana upon the territorial arrangements of the Versailles Treaty,
April, Italy, of course, v/ould not co-operate vdth States which

even then enforcing economic sanctions against here; and, although
Britain, France, and Belgium held preliminary staff conversations
in April 193^, these were limited to an exchange of information
about the strength of their respective forces and did not

far as to. considdr even in general terms any plans for joint
action(2)

were

go so

The truth was. that, whatever the French and Belgian
viev/s may have been, the British Government was as unready for
strong action against Germany in 193^ as the French had been
for strong action against Italy in 1935,
programmes only just beginning to get under way, the Cabinet had
to accept the Chiefs of Staff's warning
v/ar with Germany while we are, as at preserri^ heavity committed
to the possibility of hostilities in the Mediterranean,
be thoroughly dangerous". w;

With the rearmament

that any question of

would

British

w.eakne ss

revealed

Certainly the British forces then available against Germany
were pathetically small. Assuming that mobilisation v/as ordered,
the Navy could in tv/o vi?aeks provide a Home Fleet of three battle
ships, a battle-cruiser, tvro heavy and nine light cruisers, and
thirty-two destroyers,
the Continent after three weeks, but those divisions v/ould lack
their Air Defence Brigade, tanks, anti-tank v/eape^ns, and mortars.
The R.A.F. could muster seven fighter squadrons, of which three
v/ould have obsolescent aircraft and two more could not operate by
night; and a striking force of six light and four heavy bomber
squadrons, of which the light bombers could reach Germany only if
they were based on the Continent and the heavy bombers could do

more than drop twenty-five tons of bombs a day on the Ruhr and
Rhineland for a short period. Only one-third of the ground
defences needed for London, and none of those needed elsewhere,
could be manned. Even if peace in the Mediterranean were
assured so that all extra forces could be withdrawn from that
area, the Army and R.A.F. would not be able to do much more than
this for at least three or four months.

The Army could send two divisions to

no

Even theja, the total
/air

(l) Memo, by the Prime Minister to C.O.S., 9 March I936 -
C.O.S. Paper 437.

(2) C.O.S. Minutes, 170th Meeting, March 31;
instructions for talks, April 1 - C.I.D. paper 1224-B;
Cabinet ruling, April 8 - Cabinet 28 (36), conclusion 3;
Insjnructions to British representatives - A.M. File
S.38004/2A; Opening statement by V.-A. James, - ibid.,
encl.3A. Notes of Air Staffs' meetings - ibid., encl,7A.

(3) C.O.S. paper 442 (18 March 1936)

0.0.S. memo, on
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air strength available at home would be quite inadequate for security
against air attack- or to prosecute successfully an air offensive

against Germany. "(^) The forces available were, in short, "not
only inadequate to render effective support" to Prance and Belguim,.
but also - if war broke out in the immediate future - "incapable of
assuring our own security". (2)

Belgian

declaration impotence, had been communicated to the French and Belgian
of neut

rality,
October

These facts and figures, which so clearly manifested B

representatives during the Staff Cohverstations of April 1

ritain's

936. (3)
The revelation, £ind, -later. Britain's reluctance to discuss plans
for joint action (June),(^) may well have helped to cause a further
weakening in the 'Peace Front' -- the defection of Belgium. At all .
events, on 1Z(. October 1936 the King of the Belgians announced his
country's decision to adopt a policy of neutrality.(5)
the two Lov/ Countries, whose integrity had been pronounced vital

to Britain's security, had thus decided that her own professions
of strict neutradity Y70uld be a better defence against German
ambition than such assistance as, Britain and Prance could offer.

One of

It would hencefcnv/ard be impossible to make any arrangements for

such assistance unless and until the Germans actually invaded Belgium,
a fact which must considerably affect Britain's plans for her own

Amy and air defence and must put an additional premiuti upon those
types of bombing aircraft which had the range to operate against
Gemany from bases .in the- United Kingdom,

Some time before this, in July 1936, Italy had made clear the

futility of any lingering hope that the 'Stresa Front' night be
revived, by refusing to agree to a proposal for a meeting of all

the Locarno Powers except Germany,

began in August to press for a conference of those powers and
Gemany, in the hope of procuring a new/ Western European agreement(6).
This hov/ever, served only to reveal a more sinister meaning in the
previous Italian refusal,
together,

and had begun to co-operate in a new adventure,
actively supporting General Franco and his faction of military
rebels against the Republican government in Spain,
this adventure to Prance and Britain was plain to see.
were victorious thanks to German and Italian aid, then France might
find leagued and hostile dictators threatening her across three
of her.frontiers.

The British Government thereupon

For Germany and Italy were now drawing

They had patched up their differences over Austria
They v/ere

The danger of
If Franco

At. the same time, with the Italians assured, of

The Rome

-Berlin

Axis &

the Span-

ish C^iT
War""

Spanish goodwill and perhaps occupying the Balearies,(7) Mussolini
might endanger from two sides France's vital communications with

her North African Empire, just as from Sicily and Libya he already
threatened Britain's most important communications with Egypt and the
Par East.

Nor v/as this all. It soon appeared that the co-operation
of Germany and Italy was likely to be not merely local and temporary
but general and permanent. On 1 November 1936 the ’Roman-Berlin
Axis' was publicly proclaimed; on November 18 the two Pov/ers in

______ /identical

Europe,
divided
into two

_camps

(1) 16id.
'2) C.O.S. Paper 452 (l April 1936)
,3) R. A.F. figures communicated, April 15 - A.M. File S. 38004/7A
(4) C.O.S. Minutes, 178th and 179th Meetings, June 16 and 25 -

C.O.S. Papers 472,. 478*
(5) C.O.S. Minutes, 187th Meeting.
(6) C.O.S. Papers 510 (Aug, 21), 511 (Sept, l); C.I.D. Papers

I26O-B, 1269-B (Oct. 26).
(7) C.O.S, Papers 509,536.
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idential statements formally recognised Franco's government as
the law.ful government of Spain; and on Novemlor 21 Germany ar^d
Japan signed the Anti-Comintern Pact which threatened Prance's
ally, Russia, v/ith attack from two sides, much as the reccgnitioii
of France threatened Prance herself. The days of 'collective
security' v/ere now clearly over, Europe, and the world, was
once more aligned in two hostile camps and the balance of power
between the tv70 was already approaching that point of uneasy
equilibrium at which the agressive States might find it tempting
to risk a general war.

The
Indeed, on November 6 the British Foreign Secretary went so

—  to warn the Cabinet that "sooie.challenge was possible at■':^?5£etar2_s any time from next Spring onwards"*^ V Thus the rapid worseningof the European situation had by November I936 once again under
mined the basic assumption of Britian's rearmament programmes -
the assumption that her armed fofees would not bo needed for
major European war before the beginning of I939.

warning.

a

This
.crease s ’
danger of
German air
attack

The immediate effect of this v/arning was to create a new
alarm |-Dout the condition and strength 'of the E.A.F. As already
shor/n,^ J the 'worst case' against which Britain had to prepare
her defences v/as the possibility that the Germans, doubting
their chances of a quick victory over Prance by land, might make
1  their first object to cripple or destroy Britain by air. Now.
the earlier_ Germany attacked, the more urgent ?/ould bo her need
of speedy Txetory and the less adequate the preparation of her
armies to achieve it by land. The earlier she attacked,therefore, the more likely she was to stake her fortune upon anair offensive designed to knock Britain out of the war before
British strength could be mobilised to assist the French,
the Joint Planning Committee had said in April 1936,(3)
termany were to launch a desperate, 'mad dog', war of aggression
before her preparations were complete, she would probably try
to find the weakest spot in the Allied front and attack it with

the only forces she has which
initiative.

As
if

retain some power of strategical
The most dangerous threat that she

against the A.llies would be
by combined Air and Naval

could produce
an attempt to defeat Great Britain

attack upon her food supplies ,
this event her Air Forces might be devoted to unrestricted
bombing of ports, ships, and means of distribution without
regard for any existing Conventions, In view of the extreme
weakness of the air defences of this country at the moment,
important therefore that any Allied plan should contain, as a
major consideration,the measures necessary to provide for the
security of Great Britain if the
her".

In

it

a ttack is directed against

is

r. + .Secretary's warning of November 6 accordinglyput a still higher premium upon air parity and, by suggesting
that war might come before 1939, made the air menace from
Germany appear more dangerous as we3.1 as more imminent.

/(b)

(1) Quoted in C.O.S. Paper 525
(2) Above, pS HI ii.97_8

^^O(J.P), axoproved by C.O.S. May 4 - G.O.S
Minutes, 173rd Meeting (6)
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(^) A New Alarm about the aims of German Expansion
•Scheme P About a month before this v/arning was given, another of the
.g-gsumptions assumptions v/hich underlay the R.A.P.
about aims
of German

s expansion programme had
also been upset. V/hen Scheme P was being considered in February
193b, the Air Ministry had forecasted that the German Air Force
would probably reach -1,107 first-line aircraft by 1 October I936,
"^^SOOiby 1 April 1937, and perhaps 2,000 by the beginning of
■^939. Nov/, as 193b wore on, everything seemdd to confirm the
accuracy of the first two forecas They coincided closely both

air

expansion

with the current French estimates(2) and with the official figures
confidentially communicated by the German Government, The
Air^Ministrv even managed to reconcile them with Mr. Churchill'
estimates.!^/ The third forecast, hov/ever - of 2,000 first-line
aircraft by 1939 - was soon called in question.

s

Progress
of German

e^ansion

The output of the German factories continued to grow steadily,
British estimatep of it rising from 26o airframes and 650 engines
a month in June^^^ to 320 airframes and 850 engines in September.^
Moreover,^at least one factory was already working double shifts;(7)
the feverish expansion of the industry's potential capacity still
continued; and it v/as thought to be already
1,000 aircraft a month in an emeigency,(8;
was likewise being pressed forward.

(6

capable of producing
The training of pilots

The training schools were

)

full and, in addition, many pilots were being trained ab initio
in their squadrons. This latter device, although it had been
tried and found wanting by the R.A.F. in the 1920's and would for
a time lower the squadrons' efficiency, might in two years or so
produce a considerable increase in the number of trained pilots
available fo,r operations. And behind the regular Air Force there
Were the Air Si^orts Clubs (d.L.V. ) which, though not yet of much
military value, might also in about two years' time provide a large
number of pilots trained to very little below the regulars'
standards. With their help the German Air Force might well
"produce a surprise increase in
immediately before hostilities.

effective first-line strength

■New

e stM^e
of Germ^_
aims, Oct,
J936

All this lent a marked appearance of probability to the
rumours and suspicions, v/hich were grov/ing stronger from March

. 1936 onwards, that Germany's real aim was to push the expansion
of her Air Force to the utmost limit, under the cloak of seeking
parity with the Russians at 4,000 or 4,500 first-line machines.^'^O)
By October the evidence favouring such a suspicion had become so
convincing that the Air Ministry felt compelled to revise their
forecast of v/hat German strength v/ould be by the beginning of 1939,
They now estimated that it was likely to be 2,500, rather than
2,000, first-line aircraft; and of these 2,500 they now expected
1,700 to be bombers.”

/If
7^

(1) Above,pax?'Ill,ii.98-9;also. Air Staff notes of 21 Feb.
9 June 1936 - C.I.D. Papers 1216-b, 1238-B.

(2) C.I.D. papers 1216-b, 1238-B, 1241-B.
(3) The S. of S. informed the G.I.D. of Gen.Milch's offer to

communicate these figures on IO Juiy 1936 - C.I.D. Minutes,
280th Moeting(7); the figures are analysed in the Air Staff
note of Oct.D - C.I.D. Paper I264-B,

4) C.I.D. Paper I24I-B
5) Industrial Intelligence Centre memo., 24 July 1936 -

C.I.D. paper I25O-B
(6) Report of Sub-Committee on Industrial Intelligence, 28 Nov.1936

- C.I.D. Paper 1284-B
7) C.I.D. Paper I265-B
8) C.I.D. Paper 1284-B
9) Air Staff notes, 12 June & 6 Oct.1936 - C.I.D.Papers 1241-B,

1265-B
(10) Memo, by the prime Minister, 9 March 193^ - C.O.S. Paper 437;

Statement by S. of S. for Air, 10 July 193^ - C.I.D. Minutes,
280th Meeting (7); Air Staff note, Oct,6 - C.I.D.Paper I265-B

(11) C.A.S. to S.of S.,Nov.9 - A.M. File 3.39676/6a.

and
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Inadequacy If these figures correctly represented German aims, then
of Scheme F clearly the existing British expansion programme would be quite

inadequate to give the home-based R.A.F. parity with the German
Air Perce in 1939^ For Scheme P would provide a Metropolitan
A ir Force of only 1,73^ first-line aircraft and of these no
more than 1,022 would be bombers. ("^) Moreover, in 1939 402 of
these 1,022 bombers would still be Pairey Battles, whose range
would hardly allcuv them to operate against Germany from home
bases and whose normal bcrab-load would be no more than 1,000 lbs
apiece. Another 252 would be Bristol Blenheims, whoso range
and bomb-load would be but slightly superior to, the Battles*.
And yet another 32 would be torpedo-bombers, whose utility in an
overland bombing offensive would at the best be doubtful. The
remainder, the 9^ Hampdens and the 240 heavy bombers (108
Whitleys, 36 Harrows, SS Wellingtons) would be able to reach
most of Western Germany from England, but even they suffered
from definite limitations both in range and in poi-ver.C^) ’

(°) The Limitations set by Industrial Capacity and the
Applies of Trained Man-Power

Industrial

difficul-~
ties of ~

further

expansion

Accordingly, early in October 1936 the Air Staff began to
consider how they might by the Spring of 1939 increase the
first-line strength of the Metropolitan Air Force and, more
especially, hew they might increase the striking power of its
bomber squadrons. (3) once the limitations set by the
nation's industrial capacity were made manifest.

Setback The industry could not even complete Expansion Scheme 0
to time. That Scheme (May 1935) had palled for the production
of 3,800 aircraft in twenty-tv?o months(^)at a time when the
British aircraft industry's monthly, output had barely reached
150 machines, civil and military.(5) it had already become
probable by December 1935 that at least 4OO of these 3,800
aircraft wou).d not be delivered by the appointed date of 31
March 1937. Duping the next few months this probability
grew into certaintyU) until in June 1936 the Air Ministry had
to postpone by three months the dates originally given for the
formation of the last twenty of the Scheme C squadrons.(8)

to

Scheme 0

_Scheme P
require-
ments

By then, however, the new Scheme P had already been super
imposed upon Scheme C (February 1936). This meant that during
the two financial years from 1 April 1937 to 31 March 1939 the
industry would be called upon, not only to complete Scheme C,
but^also to produce another 8,009 airframes and 12,750 aero
engines for the Scheme P force and its reserves. In other
wo3Tds, in every one of those twenty-four months it had to build
more than double the number of aircraft that it had built in
August 1935.

/The

(1) Below, Appendix III
(21 Forecast by A.M.S.O., 12 Oct. 1936 - A.M. Pile S.39676/U

?(8id.
4) Above, Peart
5) Report of Industrial Intelligence Sub-Committee, 9 Sept.1935 '

C.I.D. Paper II86-B ■

(6J S.9 to D. of E., 24 ]>3G.1935 - A.M. Pile S.37127/1
C.A.S. to A.M.S.O. 28 April I936 - A.M. file S.3602f4/9

8) Notes by C.A.S., 17 & 20 June 1936 - A.H.B. V.5/4/27.
9) Note for Treasury, 11 March I936 - A.H.B. V,5/4/21

III.ii.99
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The__
'shadow *

factories
set to

work

The existing' aircraft industry, vrorking under normal
conditions, obviously could not satisfy such a demand.
Accordingly, the Government had agreed to reinforce it by
bringing into operation as soon as possible some, of the' ' shadow'
factories.^ / Scheme P could thus be completed to schedule
only by mobilising in time of peace part of that 'shadow'
industry v/hich Lord 'Vfeir and ’his' Committee had designed as a
means’ of expanding output more rapidly in time of war.
R.A.P.'s demands had already outstripped the capacity of the
ordinary peacetime industry and had begun to draw/ upon the
nation's industrial v/ar-potential.

The

In February 1936j than, it'had been possible, by making
the limit of this overdraft on war-potential,
what could expansion of the R.A.P.by 3I March 1939.
be done . exceedingly doubtful whether this overdraft could be so increased

as to produce any further expansion within the same period. It
changing took time to get a shadow factory into production. Before work
industrial could start, buildings had to be erected or converted, jigs and

machine-tools to be manufactured, labour recruited and trained;
and it would be extremely difficult to provide all these pre
requisites in sufficient quantities to get into production
before 1939 many more factories 'thar those already authorised
for Scheme P.

Scheme P

to plan for a considerable

It was, however.

T/ithout

The only practicable method of appreciably

.  policy

increasing output before 1939 was to get more out of the existing
industrial equipment by double-shift and overtime working. This,
however, besides being expensive, would entail a considerable
drain upon the limited supply of slcilled labour. It would

therefore clash vvith the Government's settled policy that "export
and commercial business must not be interfered with," v/ith its
ruling that the Service Departments should be "withou
pov/ers and must not interfere with normal trade.

t control

So long
as this policy prevailed, further expansion of aircraft output
beyond that provided for under Scheme P was hardly possible.
Indeed, it was improbable that even Scheme P could be completed '

The output of aircraft, as forecasted
in the autumn of 193^, would supply easily enough by 31 March
1939 the machiiies required to complete the first-line strength,
together v/ith'an initial reserwe amounting to 2^fo of that initial

But it would not provide a v/ar reserve of more

in the allotted time.

establishment,

than 150^ of that initial estab].ishment where Scheme P called
for 20092VI- Only if the Government were prepared to accept
this figure of 150%; could the first-line strength be inc2?eased
at ail before the end pf March 1939 - and e'ven this concession

would only make possible an increase of some 50 aircraft. This

was the "limit of expansion possible before the end of March

1939" and even this could not be attempted before October 1938,
"No expansion," the C.A.S. wrote, "not at present .authorised can

take place until 30.9i38 unless, of course, the output of

aircraft and engines here forecasted c^n^be improved. I fear
the reverse is likely to be the case.

/Thus

(1) The.Air Ministry discussions about the procedure to be
adopted in approaching, and later in supervising, these new
'outside' firms are recox-ded on A.M.Pile A.37807. They make
very clear the extent tovhich Scheme P had already exceeded

the capacity of the existing industry - e.g. especially
minute 3. ’

(2) "We are faced v/ith a serious (skilled) labour shortage arising
largely from limited training since the war" - Minutes by
D. of C., 3 March 193^, A.M. Pile S.37807/3; also 11th Report
of .Principal Supply Officers Committee, 7 Jan.1935 -

G.I.D. Paper 1108-B .

(3) Minute by j. of C.','3 March 193^ - A.M.Pile S.37807/3
(4) Above, ̂^»t Ill.ii, 108/9'
(5) 18 October 193^ - A.M.Pile S,39b7b/lA
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Thus there was only one way - short of a radical change in

the Government's industrial policy - of increasing the first-line

strength appreciably by 1939* This was to increase it at the

expense of its already none-too-adequate reserves. The new

Scheme, Scheme G, which the Air Staff now began to investigate,
had therefore to be framed upon these lines. It proposed, first,
to convert.four more of the Auxiliary squadrons from bombers to

fighters, so raising the first-line fighter strength from 420 to
476 aircraft,
defences and the extension of the Aircraft Fighting Zone to cover

southern Scotland. In place of these four squadrons, v/hich
as bombers had an initial establishment of 12 aircraft apiece

(total, 48) five new regular medium bomber squadrons of 18 aircraft
each and one new Auxiliary mediujm bomber squa.dron of 12 aircraft

were to be raised (total, 102). So the bomber force would be
increased, on balance, by 54 first-line aircraft. This,however,
did almost nothing to solve the problem of hcjw to attain parity
with the Germans^ Scheme G.therefore contained other proposals,
designed to augment more substantially the first-line bomber
strength at the expense of the reserves. The five new regular

squadrons, and the '29 Scheme F medium bomber squadrons which also

had initial establishments of 1 8 aircraft apiece, v/ere to be
converted into 5I squadrons with peace establishments of 12

aircraft apiece. On mobilisation these 5^ squadrons and the 5
older Auxiliary squadrons were each to be increased from 12 aircraft

to 18 by adding to each six aircraft and six pilots fi-om the
In this,way the first-line strength of the bomber

force v/ould be increased on mobilisation by a further 33^ medium
bombers, from the 1,022 bombers of Scheme F to a total of 1,412 .
bombers under Scheme G. The price of this 'windo?/-dressing'

e to reduce the reserves behind thfe 1 )l 72 Scheme G medium
A  ) to considerably below lOOfo, which, according to the

to cover the wastage

This would permit a strengthening of the Midlands*

re serve.

v/ould b.

bombers

accepted calculations, v/ould barely suffice

Scheme_Gi
OctTl935

of the first two months of a German war.(2)

Scheme G * Scheme G, then, despite its vei-y considerable sacrifice of
reserves of first-line strength, would still leave the British
Bomber force on April 1939 some 288 aircraft short of the

estimated German figure of 1,700, To bridge this gap, the Air
Staff considered also hov/ soon it might be possible to carry out
a further set of proposals, knov/n as Scheme G“. These proposals
envisaged the formation of a further I6 mediui:n bomber squadrons,
with peace establishments of 42 aircraft each, which on ibobilisation
would be rasied to war establishments of 18 aircraft each

(total, 288) by again taking aircriift and pilots from the reserve.

Manpower A nevt/ limitation to expansion now appeared, no less strict
limitations and compelling than that spt by industrial capacity, Even if the
appear aircraft were available, it would be impossible until 1940 or I94I

to find the numbers of trained and experienced flight ccmmanders
and maintenance crews required by Scheme G*. The supply of
ordinary trained pilots might, indeed, become adequate before '■
the end of 1939, but there v/ould be a deficiency of no less than
732 Flight Lieutenants as late as 1 April 1940.
moreover, was some 50 more than the number of Flying Officers of
between one and two years' experience in Service units who would
then be available. In other words, as late as the Spring of
1940 it would only be possible to provide the number of flight

/commanders

(1) Including tv/o squadrons (32 aircraft)of torpedo-bombers,
(2) C.A.S. to S. of S., 18 Oct. 1936 - ii.M.File S.39676/TA-
(3) Minute by C.A.S., 4 Nov. 1'936 - A,M. File ■S.39676/5A.

This figure.
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Gomuiander’s required by Scheme if about 50 flights were placed
under the command of junior officers v>/ho had less than one year's
experience’in Service units, instead of the 3^ years called for
even under the existing conditions of accelerated promotion,
deficiency of skilled fitters would be equally serious and proper .
maintenance of even the first-line aircraft would be impossible.' ^

(d)_Scheme H : the original proposals, November 193^

The

Scheme G*, then, was obviously impracticable as a method of
attaining parity with^the German Air Force in 1939-
Scheme G would strain to breaking point "the supervision by

the Air Staff regarded as vital to
industry alike
and the shortage

Even

experienced personnel" v\?hic^,
the squadrons' efficiency.''^'' Thus man-paver and

imposed "a limit at about much the same point"(^)

Parity can

be attained

only by
raiding'
Overseas

forces

of experienced officers and of skilled maintenance .crews made it

impossible any further to augment firs,t-line strength at the
The Government and the Air Staff were,expense of reserves,

none the less, committed to a policy of parity vvith the Germans and
could not well renounce this policy so long as there remained any
possibility of maintaining it. And there was just, one

■ possibility remaining. By annexing to the Metropolitan Air Force
the new squadrons designed by Scheme F as reinforcements for the
Overseas Commands and the Fleet Air Arm, a semblance of parity with
the German Air For.ce might still be preserved. To this, as a
last resort, the C.A.S. turned at the beginning of November 193&.

The first version of these new proposals, knavn as Scheme H,
the C.A.S. to the Secretary of State for Air

■  The G.A.S. began by explaining that, if the

Scheme H:

the original was presented
version,
Nov. 1936

on November 9

reinforcements allotted by Scheme F to the Overseas Commands and
the Fleet Air were not 'raided', the maximum strength to which

the Metropolitan ̂ iir Force could be expanded by 31 Match 1939
would be 2,182 first-line machines, of which only 1,412 would bo
bombers. -He then went .on to argue, as he had argued vainly when
presenting Scheme B seventeen months ago, that parity need be
interpreted only as applying to the bember forces. "Equality
between Air Forces," he asserted, "is of first importonce only in
regard to their striking strength". The size of the defensive,
fighter, forces and of the Army and Naval co-operation and overseas
forces should be governed not by parity but by the fequirements of
the work they would be called upon to ixjrfo.rm. The policy of
parity would therefore be satisfied and the Government's pledges
implemented if the Metropolitan bomber force coiild be made equal
in numbers to the Gernian- bomber force, Juid this could just be

done by 31 March 1939 if Scheme G were adopted and if 10 of the 12
additional squadrons designed by Scheme F for .the Overseas Commands

vvere temporarily
(^) These I6

and 6 of those designed for the Fleet Air Arm
kept at home and equipped with medium bombers,
squadrons would be given a peace establishment of 12 aircraft each
but, like the other 5I medium bomber squadrons under Scheme G,
would be expanded- on mobilisation to 18 aircraft each by the
ddition to each of them of 6 machines and 6 pilots from the

Their strength on mobilisation would thus total 288
These 288 added to the 1,412 of Scheme G

re serve•

first-line aircraft,

would give the Metropolitan bomber force a first-line strength on
31 March 1939 of 1,700 machines and so achieve parity in numbers
with the German bomber force at that date.

At

(1) Minutes by C.A.S., Oct.7 & Nov.4; ,by,S.7, Oct.30,
Nov.3 & '7 - i]bid, ^ ̂

(2l C.A.S. to S. of S., Nov.9 - A.M.File_S.39D7D/oA
(3) Note by C.A.S., Nov.11
(4) Ib_id, end. 6a.
(5) nAccnsidered it unlikely that the ships for these F.A.A.

machines would be ready by 1939.

- ibid. encl.7A.
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It was recognised that these proposals were fundamentally un

sound since they v/ould use up a large part of the E.A.P.'s reserves
before hostilities had even begun,

explicitly put forward as no more than temporary expedients made

necessary because "further peacetime expansion by 1939 is not
possible",

remedying their defects at the earliest date possible after 1939.
As soon as possible after March 1939 the peace establishments of

;  the 67 medium bomber squadrons were to be raised to 18 aircraft
apiece and the 10 overseas and 6 Fleet Air Arm squadrons were

■ to be restored. This v/ould probably entail continuing expansion
into 1940 and 1941 and forming in those years- the .equivalent of

33 new squadrons of 18 first-line aircraft each.vV

Such -was the original form of Scheme H, the form in \?hich

in mid-November 195^ the G./i
examination and discussion.,

proposals,
unsound prograrnme for obtaining a nominal parity in numbers

between the British metropolitan bomber force and the German

bomber force by 31 March 1939*
outline a long-term programme, based upon sound principles, for

creating by 1941 a me tropoi^itan bomber force of 1,700 first-line

machines, the same number that the Germans were expected to

possess by 1939.

They were, indeed.

Beside them the C.A.S. added other proposals for

circulated it to his Staff for

It consisted of -two sets of

The first set formed a short-term and admittedly

The other set contained in brief

^s
temporary’
character;

1940 and

The -fw/o,

sets of_
proposals

Air Staff
discuss

ions &

idea of

Big
bomber'

policy'

I

In the Air Staff discussions, which sent on through.December
1936 and into January 1937, interest focussed more and more upon
the long-term proposals until there emerged a vital new

development in British bombing policy,
the acceptance of the idea that the ultimate goal of endeavour

should be to create a metropolitan bomber force entirely, or
almost entirely, equipped with large and powerful heavy, or heavy-
medium, bombers and designed to provide superiority in range and
banb-load rather than mere equality in numbers,

(e). The ikntecedents _qf_the 'Big Bomber' policy; discarding the
Light Bomber, 1934-5.

This new development was

The new

policy^
n_ot_due
to sudden

The conversion of the Air Staff to this new 'Big Bauber' policy
did not, hovrever, come in a sudden flash of revelation. On the
contrary, it was the final step in a long process of thought'whose
origins may be traced back to the very beginnings of Expansion in

To understand how the change came about, it may therefore1934.

be helpful to look back a little.

conver-

srbn

The _Ligh_t
Banber^s

The first stage in the Air Staff's conversion had been their

v/hich in the years before 1934
The first doubts about the

usefulness of the Light Bomber began to appear in 1933 and 1934
questioned, viihen Germany replaced France as the potential enemy agaii.st whom

British preparations had to be directed,
policy then had to consider as its most probable objectives
targets more distant than those in France which it had hitherto

chiefly envisaged. This brought to the fore the question of

aircraft ranges; and its limited range was one of the most obvious

/weaknesses

abandonment of the light Bomber, of
they had been so much enamoured.value~

fir sl:~

1934 For British bombing

(1) A.M.File S.39676/6a,8
(2) Note by C.A.S., 11, Nov.1936 - A.M.File 3.3967^/74; G.A.S.

Outline^o|^Scheme H, Nov.20 - ibid., rain.8.
(3) Above, II,ii,39-40.
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Yet, for a variety of reasons
,  Expansion Scheme A (July

tropolitan bomber

weaknesses of the Light Bomber,
wrhich. have already been discussed
1934) had retained the Light Bombers in the ,me
force and had even increased their numbers.'.^'

Nor did the investigation, begun in November 1934,^^)
the classes of aircraft which would be required for a German war,
produce any immediate change of policy. It was the first , .

investigatian of its kind that the Air Staff had undertaken.

intoAir Staff

Memorandum

on classes

of aircraft,

13 May 1935 They undertook it before any detailed examination had been made
of German targets or of the tactics and equipment most suitable

They completed it before theyfor attacking those targets,
v/ere in a position to assess with any confidence the effects -of
the technical revolution which was producing, among other things,

Bomber class.the high performance monoplanes of the new Medi™
Hence the Air Staff Memorandum of 13 May 1935,^^' which

summarised the results of the investigation, v/as tentative, and

provisional in character, least definite where it was least
conservative.

The Memorandum gave pride of place among an aircraft's
The primary role of the

Attitude
to 'the

Light’
Bomber

qualities to a high performance,
metropolitan Air Force would be "warfare against  a first-class

air Power", and therefore the "provision of the highest possible
performance is of not less than vital importance". This, of
course, favoured the Light Bomber, since that was the class
particularly designed to exploit the tactics of evasion and in

As itits design all the emphasis was placed upon performance,
could also be used for dive-bombing, and so seemed to have the

best prospects of being able to attack small targets successfully
by day; as it was handy fo)r field'operations; and was quick to
build and to train for it had long been an,established favourite.

Nevertheless, the Air Staff did now recognise that the Light
Bomber, besides possessing an inadequate range and carrying a

slender defensive armament for a German war, had the lowestvery

"output efficiency" of all the classes of bomber aircraft, as the
following table show'ed:-

Speed Squadron

Aircraft.Engines. Men, Pilots, m.p.h, bomb-load
Initial Establishment

Class

6,000 lbs27015Light (p,4/34)

Medium;

Single (p,27/32)
and

Twin (B,9/32)
Engined

Heavy (B.1/35)

12 9512

12,000

12,000

25012 95 1512

25024 153 2412

20,000230143 2310 20

/If

1) Above,^sS III,ii,80-83
2) Above, III,ii. 82-83
3) Above, III.ii, 84-5

"Y/e have not had a careful appreciation of this kind before
D.D.0J, to D.GAl.S..15,Nov.1934 - A,M.Pile S.34766/3.
A.M, Pile S.3476b/6B . , ^ >
The B.1/35 had been included in the 1935 programme in order to'
insure against the Armstrong B.3/34(Whitley)not proving suc
cessful, and to embody the latest information about Heavy Bom
ber design, stimulated by the American Boeings and Martins &by
D.T.D's recent visit to the U.S.A.It was to have tv/o of the
projected, but as yet untried,Rolls Royce Merlin 1000 h#p« en-*
gines. The specification, issued on 25 Mar,1935>called for a
range of 15000rals.at 195 mph with 2000 lbs.of bombs und a top
speed of 230 mph as against the B.3/34*a 1250 mis viifch 1500 lbs
and top speed of 205 mph. The 5*1/35 was to carry f^r m^ x
chine guns (2 in a ̂ ail turret,1 in a nose turret, 1 amiddmps),
giving it an all round defence. Its crew v/as to be five.Ten
ders were originally accepted from three firms, but tv/o of
these were later cancelled, leaving only Vickers (the ill-

fated Y^arvvick) - A.M.Files S.34932/1a,6A,1 1,12, S.35214 passim.

M —
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If therefore the steady progress of aircraft design could produce
Bombers of speed comparable to that of the Light Bombers

capable of dive-bombing, there might be much to be said for
the Medium Bomber class. But that
Medium Bombers were still untried

Medium

and

merging the Light Bombers in
time was not yet, for the new
and their capabilities unknown.

Besides, the future progress of aircraft design might well
work the other way and cause the Medium Bomber to approximate
to the Heavy Bomber rather than to the Light Bomber. It vras
still the official view that no'bomb larger than the 500 lb.
need be catered for. So, "unless a very heavy bomb should be

destructive effect greater than the same weight
it would be better to use any improvement in

its defensive armament or

found to have a

of 50.0: lb. bombs,

the Heavy Bomber's design to increase

Uncer

tainty

about,
future

evolution

of Me dim

B otnber

its speed rather than to augment its bomb-carrying capacity.
Hence there was no reason why the Heavy Bomber should increase

..On the other hand, it was possible that
the Medium Bom.ber might grew heavier and larger,
then, it might eventually merge into the Heavy Bomber, class. Thus,
Y/hile the Air Staff were agreed that their aim should be to reduce

the existing three classes of bombers - Heavy, Medium, and Light
- to two, they did not yet feel able to forecast’'hew/ that reduction
would be effected, whether by the Light Bombers' fLinctions being

■  taken over by the.Mediums or by the Mediums being absorbed into
So long as this was uncertain, the Light Bombers

They could not be discarded until Medium

in size or capacity.
If it should,

the Heavies,

must be retained.

Bombers, of comparable speed and capable of dive-bombing could be

And even then, the Memorandum concluded, there wouldproduced,
probably be need for one or two squadrons of special high
performance Light Bombers, including perhaps some specialised high
altitude machines able to exploit to the utmost the tactics of

evasion by cruising at 40,000 feet and 200 miles an hour with
500 lbs. of bombs.

Indeed, so long as it was considered likely that bomber
aircraft could be produced with a sufficiently high performance

“  to penetrate deep into hostile and defended territory by employing
the tactics of evasion, so long could a case be made for retaining
the Light Bomber in the metropolitan bomber force. In May 1935
there still seemed to be a possibility that such penetration ■

might be assured by such tactics. Or, perhaps it vrould be more

true to say^': the answer to the. problem of bow  a bomber force was
penetrate deep into v/e 11-defended territory was at that time

still so much a matter of speculation and guessv/ork that the

possibility of successful evasion could not be altogether ruled
out and therefore the light Bonber could not be altogether dis-

This uncertainty, in combination with other and
stronger reasons, helped to justify the retention df the Light
Bombers as a substantial element in the bomber force provided
for in the new Expansion Scheme C (May 1935), despite ministerial

in favour of a more heavily armed force,!’'}

to

carded.

pressure

The Light
Bombers" in

Sterne
SIM5

A.ttitijds to Nevertheless, the fact that in Scheme C the ratio between
Light BoimtersLight, Medium, and Heavy Bomber squadrons Y/as altered frem
ao"sh'c5wn1n 3:1;1 to 3; 2; 2 showed that the Light Bomber had already fallen

sharply from favour. And even this change of ratio did not
fully reflect the change in the Air Staff's views. Prom their
Memorandum of May 13 it is clear that they had already begun to
think of the new Medium Bombers, the B.9/32 and the P.27/32, as
the backbone of the future bomber force, and to anticipate that

the Medium B'opber, superior in performance to the Heavy Bomber
/and

Air.Staff
papers for
Lord Ueir

HOP
III.ii.92-4(1 )■ Above,

G.181244 ■
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in armament to the Light Bomber, might prove better able than either

to penetrate to medium ranges by day, and perhaps even by night, (v
four papers drawn up in answer,to questions from Lord Y/eir*s

committee on industrial preparations, the Air Staff repeated and
elaborated these views, in a manner which shows how their policy was
moving away from the Light Bomber,(^)
not much experience of long-distance air attacks; and since our war

experience, air development has been not less than headlong and
revolutionary,
compromise between the various factors - whether performanne or

defensive pov/er will best enable the aircraftto  • get through i.e.
whether high speed and light defensive pov/er or lower speed and
heavier defensive power v^ill prove the better formula,
trate on one design would therefore be most dangerous", however
attractive

production.

In

They admitted that "we have

We cannot in fact yet say v/hat is the best

To concen-

I’r^ra the point of viev/ of raiJid and large-scale
Notwithstanding these admissions, however, the four papers

were largely devoted to expounding the thesis that "bombers, in
Doubts

abou^
feasibility spite of improvements in speed, climb, and ability to fly through

cloud and bad visibility, must expect to be engaged (by fightei^
perhaps more often than not, in the course of their missions.
It was true that the phenomenal performance of the 1934 De Ha\’i.lland
Comet had suggested that a bomber might, by being stripped of all

defensive armam.ent, be made so fast as to obviate the need for such
armament. The Comet had "a large load-carrying capacity and a

performance so high that only the latest fighter then in service in
the R.A.F. ecu Id catch it". But it had been designed and produced

in a few months, and when it was produced "the procedure in the R.A.F.
for the development of new types of Service aircraft was based on

the need for the most stringent economy rather than on rapidity of
evolution of types. Thus the Comet embodied the most modern design
features to the end of 1933, while the Service aircraft then in

service Vvere of design evolved in 1929* Moreover, by the end of
1933 several important and novel featuares in design simultaneously
reached a culminating point in developirtent.
strikingly fortmiate not only in the time of its birth but also in

obtaining success inthe initial design,
achievement has tended to obscure the fact that, granted equally
favourable facilities for development, a fighter could, on know.^edge
available a few months earlier, have been produced at approximately
the same date which would have had very substantially higher

performance, the margin of superiority in speed being inexcess of
about 40 miles per hour. The lesson to be learned from the Comet
is not that a bomber can be made, by stripping it of its defence,
so much faster than it needs no defence, but that the watch kept
upon teclinical progress must be so close and alert and the procedure
for producing fresh designs so rapid that an enemy cannot steal a

.(5) The war-time achievements of the De
Havilland Mosquitos as adjuncts to the big battalions of Lancasters

and Ilalifaxes may perhaps call in question the soundness of this
reasoning, but Li the light of the limited experience available in
1935 it sounded convincing enough. At all events, it convinced
the Air Staff; and their acceptance of it implied  a grov/ing belief
that bombers must be adequately armed - and therefore large enough -
to fight their way through to their targets and back hone again
against we11-organised fighter opposition.

of evasive

tactics

Lessons

of the

D.H.

Come’t

The Comet was

Its remarkable

march upon us in that way

/fey

(1) A.M.Pile S.34766/6B
(2) Papers prepared for Lord Weir at his request, June-July 1935

ibid., end, 7A, 7B, 7C, 7D.
end. 7A.3) Ibid

4) ibid,, encl.TB,
(5) Ibid.,

-•)
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By new, too, nev/ developments in design -were making if possible
to increase tbe bomber's defensive armament without so drastically
lowering its performance. The- new monoplanes had thicker and

stronger wings than the biplanes. Machine-guns could be mounted
,iu those. v/ij]gs so that the efficiency of the propellers need not be

■  impaired by the' complication of synchronising gear for machine-
Again, the monoplane's cleaner linesguns firing

Improve
ments in'

defensive ■

armament

de sign

.through them,
gave it a speed v/hich made it impossible to operate its guns from

■Gun turrets were therefore being developed and these
to the lines of the.fuselage in a

■ manner which prevented them from offering undue resistance to the
air and acting as a serious brake upon the aircraft's speed.V )

cockpits.,
turrets could be 'faired in

It did not, however, seem possible to fit turrets to the
Light Bomber without so increasing its size that it became in fact

Medium Bomber.(2) Hence the Light Bomber could hardly be made
capable of fighting its way to and frem its target.
a

Since,

Difficulty
of

improving

Bomber;.
defence

■  therefore, it v/as'believed that under ordinary conditions all
bombers must expect to be intercepted,it seemed.improbable that the
Light Bombers would be able to satisfy the major requirements of
a bombing offensive.

It v/as, of course., possible that the Light Bombers might still
of high ^r be able generally to evade interceptioj:i by adopting specialised
Tow 'leveT tactics, by confining iheraselves to . very high or very lovv altitude
tactics; operations. Yet tbe former would raise a serious problem of
o'b'.lections naivgation and target location; and the latter would expose the

•  to them aircraft to the more accurate and rapid fire of low-altitude anti
air craf.t- gun,s- and deprive their bombs of the penetrative power
needed to destroy the more substantial kings of targets. Above all,
to equip the bulk of the_bomber force, with aircraft capable only
of specialised tactics w/ould be to forfeit much of that flexibility
v/hich gave such an ascendancy to the offensive in air warfare.
"This asset possessed by the offensive in air warfare is a main
element in the struggle for air superiority between one country and
another. The other side must be forced to devote as much as

possible of the air resources, which he can afford to provide, to
the defensive. In order to do so we must make full use of this

Possibility

If the enemyability of aircraft to move in three dimensions,
knows that v/e can bomb accurately from high altitudes, he is
thereby obliged to provideraeans of defence to reach us there. He
will have to provide patrols, or be prepared to intercept, at two
or even three altitudes". Hence the bulk of the bomber force
must so far as possible be equipped with machines capable of
bombing from all altitudes,
place as a primary weapon of that force by adopting specialised
tactics, even if tho
performance notably.

The Light Bomber could not retain

tactics should enable it to improve its3)

its

Lord Vfeir had one further suggestion which might perhaps .
save the Light Bomber,
formations of bombers without guns and fighters without bombs?
But this challenged the long-established Air Staff dislike of
fighter escorts and once'again all the old arguments were brought
out.

Might it not be possible to use mixed

To provide escorts would be to ignore the cardinal

Objections
to escorts

principle ,of putting into the offensive everything that could be
Besides, the tactical exnd technical difficulties ofspared,

effectively escorting bombers, even if their formation did not
get broken up, were still considered insuperable  - and the French

/vi/ere
Ibid.

(2) Below, p.25
(3) A.M. File S.34766/7D

G.181 244
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v/ere also coming round to this vie?/,

v/ith their fixed forvvaird-firing guns ?/ould have to turn to deal
with attacks from the flank of rear; and so they v/ould be

easily drawn away from the bcmbers and, once drawn away, they
would hardly be able to regain station, since, if they had a
range equal to that of the bombers, they could have no marked

raaxgin of speed over the machines they v/ere escorting, IV/in-seat

fighters might perhaps stay close, but, if they did, they would
then mere^

themselves

Single-seat fighters

doingvihat the bombers might equally well do for

These papers suggest,'then, that Expansion Scheme  0 by no
means revealed the full extent of the Light Bomber's fall from
official favour,

ca^iplete.

which placed so,sharp an emphasis upon the need for aircraft of

adequate range, It was further encouraged by the grew/th of

the idea, both among the politicians and in the Air Staff, that
the bomber force ought to be regarded as primarily an offensive

rather than a merely .counter-offensive weapon: for this, while
again emphasising the importance of adequate ra:^^^, emphasised
equally the importance of an adequate bombload
it ¥/as brought within the range of practical possibility by the
progress of the new Medium and'Heavy Bomber designs and by the
fuller knov/ledge of their potentialities that was by now
available. (M

Within a few more months that fall was

It was hastened by the Italo-Abyssinian crisis.

Above all,

Prospects

for L^ht
"Sombers" '
deterior-

ate.

late' 1935

The question of the Light Bomber v/as thus ripe for final

decision v/hen, on November 8, the C.A.S. circulated to his Staff
his minute about the future composition of the bomber force, to
v/hich reference has already been made, (5)
began his minute by saying that "it seems to me doubtful v/hether

in reality the Light Bomber, \?ith its short range and small load,
has any value in a European war agaii:st such a country as Germany".
He was "inclined to think that a single-engined Medium Bomber

will replace the Light-Bomber as a home-defence T/eapon and that

the number of Light Bombers ?/ill be confined to those v/hich have
to be maintained for oui'.strategical (i-e. imperial) reserve

purposes and such subsidiary duties as dive-bombing, attacks on

ships, medium, reconnaissance for military purposes", and perhaps ■
The Air Staff were, however, to consi

der the question "from the broad point of view,
required to produce and maintain a squadron of Medium Bombers,
both in raan-pov/er and, production of aircraft, must be conpared
with the bombing results to be expected; as ?7ell as the tactical
aspects of such advantages in performance and the use of guns
which the Light Bomber still has over the Medium Bomber: nor must
the financial aspect be overlooked". By thus applying the

principle of economy of effort in so precise a manner to a

particular class of bomber, this minute started an important
development in the traditional search for the 'all-roundetl

The ideas of those concerned v/ith bomber design were

Sir John Ellington

for low-flyirjg attacks".
The effort

aircraft,

The C.A.'S.
minute of,

8 Nov.

1935

henceforward directed much more consciously towards evolving
aircraft that cculd strike the heaviest possible blows with the

lowest possible losses and for the least possible expenditure in
maintenance and in industrial and financial effort. The search
for the 'ideal bomber' had begun.

/This

(0 I'bid
(2) Above,
(3) Above,
4) Above -
5) A.:

en^.yc.
III.ii. 101-2
III.ii.102-4

III.ii.104-5 , <
M.Pile 3.37679/1; also, above, 1

* 9 e

ft
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0?bis dealt the Light Bomber its death-blcav and all the replies
v/hich the C.^^.S. received to his minute confirmed his opinion.
The first answer came frcm,0.R.2. and dealt with the possibility

of improving the Light Bomber' s defence.
here v/ere the increased speed and range of the Light Bomber and the

increased speed and gun-power of the modern fighter. Prom the

bomber's point of view, there vras one slight advantage resulting
from the increase in its speed. It would be slightly more

difficult to intercept, since its increase in speed would

correspondingly magnify any error the fighter pilot might make in
laying course to intercept it. The bomber would also, of course,
cover the ground more quickly and so the time in which it might be
intercepted would be shorter. But this gain would be offset if the

bomber made use of its increased range to effect  a deeper penetra

tion - if it operated to a range of 750 miles at 250 m.p.h., it
would be in the danger area for the same time as it would be if it

operated to a range of 450 miles at 150 ra.p.h.. The gain was
further offset by the fact that increased aircraft speeds were
liiely to simplify the fighters' tactics and cause them to make

most of their attacks frcm slightly below and astern, where the

Light Bomber was practically defenceless. Moreover, the new

8-gun fighter would be able to achieve a 'lethal density' of fire

in two seconds and would stand a fair chance of Scoring an immediate

success from 430 yards' range, a range at which the effect and

accuracy of a bcmber formation's mutually supporting cross-fire

v/ould not be very great. It seemed, then, that the chances of a

formation of Light Bombers avoiding interception v/ere, at best, only
■  very slightly enhanced and that, if they were intercepted, they
"cannot beat ^l"f or survive an attack by eight-gun single-seat
fighters of the..modern era". It was impossible to give the
Light Bomber the rean^ar'd and downward dofonce that was essential
if it T/as to 'live' with'the 8-gun fighter and it therefore seerndd
inevitable that the class "must 'grew/ up' to something resembling
the Medium Bomber.'class, v/hich fits v/ell.vvith our ever increasing
requirements of load and range".

The next ansv/er to the C.A.S. minute v/as .even more decisive

against the Light Bomber. It came, significantly for the futile,
from Group Captain A.T. Harris, then Deputy-Director of Plans.(2)
Taking, somewhat unfairly, the Hind rather than the P.4/34 as the
typical Light Bomber, he contrasted its ability to carry 500 lbs,
of bombs for 500 miles at 150 m.p.h. with the new Medium Bomber's

capacity to carry 1,000 lbs. of bombs for 1,00Q miles at 200 or
more ra.p.h. He then pointed out that the Germans were believed

to be aiming at including in their Air Force, when it reached
2,000 first-line aircraft, no less than 1,053 Heavy Bombers as
against only I62 Light (dive) Bombers and 132 reconnaissance
machines. Even their Medium Bomber types did not appear to be
issued to squadrons. "In fact, Germany's effort to compress the
maximur/i range and hitting power within a given numerical total of
aircraft has eliminated even the Medium Bomber class". The

British bomber force. Group Captain Harris believed, would have to
move in the same direction. Adequate range was vital to it,
whether for European operations or for Imperial reinforcement.
It could not afford a larger proportion of short-ranged aircraft

than its potential enemies possessed. Admittedly,  a Medium Bomber
cost about twice as much to build as a Light Bomber. But the
expanse o.nd raan-pov/er needed to maintain it once it was built did

not increase in direct proportion to its size. Nor need a Bomber

take twice as long to produce if its size were doubled, for on a
larger machine there would be room enough for more men to be
working simultaneously, -

The governing factors

/The

jinsv/er

from

6.RT2.

Answer

from

D.D.Plans

The de:fence of the Light Bomber, I5 Jan, 1936 M. File 3.37679/44
2) Bomber Squadrons policy, by D.D.Plans, I6 Jan.1936 - a.M.

Pile S.37679/24.

1 it*
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The mobility and striking power of the Medium Bomber were,
the D.D.Flans went on, greatly superior to those of the Light Bomber
and its greater range gave it the power to choose its targets more
widely and so approach "strategical ubiquity". Most of the Medium

Bombers could be used for dive-bombing, so there was no need to

retain the Light Bombers for that duty. The Medium Bomber could

not, perhaps, operate as a fighter-bomber, but it was doubtful if

this requirement was strong enough to justify the retention of a

class of aircraft solely to meet it. And for Army Go-operation
work, v/here the Light Bomber’s manoeuvrability would be a real asset,
it ought to be possible to merge the existing Light Bomber and Array
Co-operation types into a single class. Everything else. Group
Captain Harris thought, favoured the Medium Bomber, and especially
the twin-engined Medium Bomber. '7ith too engines it would possess

something like the airworthiness and the reliability essential to

all-round-the-clock operations in all weathers and over both sea and

land. In armament, certainly, and perhaps even in speed, it was

superior to the Light Bomber. It could provide, as the Light
Bomber could never do, adequate space for the provision of proper
navigational facilities ■ and it v/ould make more economical use of

the man-power available than the Light Bomber with its small load.

the conclusion appears to be that we are notIn sum, then,
warranted in retaining the Light Bomber; that it is in fact a

matter of emergency to place ourselves on a level v/ith our potential
enemies by adopting a policy of the maximum range and/or bomb
carrying capacity obtainable within the limits of our first-line

numerical strength,
the Medium Bomber will tend to disappear and that eventually a

'most economical’ size and type will be evolved, on the basis of the

Range and Total Striking-Power factors, into v/hich all the existing
categories of bombers v/ill tend to merge in order to obtain the
maximum striking-power within the limits imposed by agreement or by

As a corollary, it.seems apparent that even

resources.

arguments were reinforced in a third paper, from the
He pointed out that the Bristol I42, even though it

The

;
Ansv/er

from

D.C.A.S.

P)D.C.A.S

was a toin-engined machine, had a better performance than the

single-engined P.4/34 Light Bomber - it could carry 1,000 lbs. of
bombs for 1,000 miles at a speed that was likely to approach
300 m.p.h., as against the P.4/34’s 500 lbs. for 856 miles at
230 m.p.h. when overloaded. In any case, a bomb-load of 500 lbs.,
and a range of 600 miles (the range of the p.4/34 at normal load)
were useless for the home-based bomber force: the minimum should be

The Light Bomber could not
Nor would its small size allow

With a crev; of

at least 1,000 lbs. and 1,000 miles,
hope to satisfy these reqiAremcnts.
any adequate strengthening of its defensive power,
too and no automatic pilot - the Light Bcmber could not afford the

weight for that - it v/as difficult to combine proper bomb-aiming
with proper rearv«/ard ddi’ence, for, if the pilot aimed the bombs, he
could not at the same time fly the aircraft, and the observer, while
he was attending to the rearward defence, could not also be aiming
the bombs,

likely to be cancelled by the gra.vth of aircraft speeds, which

v/ould probably make really steep dive-bombing impossible for all

types, small or large, and compel the adoption of more moderate
diving angles which the larger machines could tolerate. AH things
considered, then, the D.C.A.S. also concluded that "there is no

justification whatever for keeping the Light Bomber in its present
form".

Even, the Light Bomber's superiority in dive-bombing
was

/The

A.M.Pile S.57679/2(1) Jan,18
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The condemnation of the Light Bomber was.

So, on 29.January 193°
indeed, overwhelming
the C;A.S. ruledruling

eliminating that "we are agreed on the gradual elimination of the present Light
Light Bomber for European warfare", (v
Bombers. shown, with the viev/s of the ministerial Committee on Defence Policy
29 Jan. 193^ and Requirements^ W'hose report was circulated on February 6.(^7

The first fruit of this coincidence appeared in the nev/ Expansion
.  Scheme P (February 193^), v^hich provided for a metroplitan bomber
force • composed entirely of Medium and Heavy Bombers,O) The first

.  ■ stage in the conversion of the Air Stai'f had then been accomplished.

as well as unanimous.

His ruling coincided, as already

(f) The ^teceden.ts of the 'Big Bomber' policy: the
:  .1936 design programme ^

The Air
Staff 's'

draft of, ,
the 1

design
programme

The second stage in the Air Staff's conversion to  a 'Big
Bomber' policy had begun even before the first - the elimination

of the Light Bomber - had been completed. It had begun v/hen in
.  August, and September 1935 they had first started seri

consider the experimental aircraft.programme for 1936
under the arrangement made in the previous year, it was nm the.
Air Staff who provided the preliminary draft of this programme,
Now, under normal conditions their draft would probably have
contained only six or seven items and only one of those items
would have been a bomber design. In 193^ the bomber design would
have been for a Medium Bomber to replace the B.9/32 - a replacement
for the p.4/34 Light Bomber would not have been due until 1937, nor
one for the B.1/35 Heavy Bomber until even later.

ously to
- for.

Factors

affectxhg
its

. In 1935, however, conditions were not normal and the Air Staff
soon found themselves departing from normal courses,
Abyssinian crisis and their cwn investigations into the classes of

composition aircraft which they v/ould need for a European, home-defence, war,
had made them at*once av/are of new r’equirem.ents and ill-content
with the ability of their present designs to satisfy older re
quirements,

all■questions of design and equipment by the Government's decision,
taken at the end of July 1935, that the Services^w^^re to aim at
being reasonably ready for war by 1 January 1939
made it seem imperative to put in hand at once the designing and
manufacture of the best machines that, upon present knowledge, could
be produced by that date or as soon as possible, after it.

The Italo-

Above all, an entirely nsY\r urgency had been given to

This decision

Size of
this

programme

In the autumn of 1935, therefore., the Air Staff v/anted a good
deal more than they might have asked for in normal circumstances.
Some of their requirements, it is true, called only for research
development. Such were the proposals for engine development to
"ascertain the possibilities of a bomber or fighter to operate at
an altitude of 40,000 feet or above" and to ascertain the
possibilities of using special
low altitude fighter or bomber
research proposals, the provisional list of Air Staff requirements
for new aircraft designs contained no less than twelve items

;h octane fuels in a high performance
Tet without counting these

/instead

(1) Ibid., min.3.
^2VAFFve,‘fJ^. T
(3) Above,

A.M.File 3,35008/1 to 6a
Above, III.ii,84
A.M.File S,34932/1 A, For the B.l/35, see above, p.l8, note 2.

Ill.ii, 107
(8) A.M. File S.35008/15A appendix B

Ill.ii.102-6
^'■^t Ill.ii, 107-8

(4

7 Above,

.  Qmzhu
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instead of the usual six or seven. (1) Of these twelve, three
were fot new bombers. The Air Staff nov? wanted a new Heavy

Bomber to replace the B.1/35 and a new Light Bomber to replace
the P.4/3A as well as a new Medim Bomber to replace the B.9/32.

This addition of a Heavy and a Light BomBer design was a

direct result of the experience and the investigations of the

preceding months,
clearly how the development of offensive requirements v/as

compelling the Air Staff to enlarge their ideas about the size

and power of the bombers needed for the metropolitan force.

For their Light Bomber, they novv wanted a machine capable of
carrying 1,000 lbs. of banbs for 1 ,000 miles at normal loading,
instead of the P.A/34's 500 lbs. for 600 miles.
Mediua Bomber, they wanted a development of the largest and most

prw/erful of the B.9/32 designs, the Vickers' Wellington, and they
wanted it to be capable of carrying 2,000 lbs. of bombs for

1,000 miles as against the original B.9/32 requirement of 1,000
lbs, for 1,000 miles. For their Heavy Bomber, they now had in
mind a large four-engined machine , superior in pcrflrraance and

carrying c
Boeing,

With this Heavy Ecmber, the'Air Staff fully recognised
the need for high performance as v/ell as for a big load and a
long range. It was this which made them favour a four-
engined aircraft. For the calculations of Dr, Coales of

R.D.A.3 suggested that a large bember, weighing about 3^^000 lbs.
might with four Merlin engines (when these were ready) be
capable of carrying 2,000 lbs, of bombs for 1,500 miles at

230 m.p.h. and of reaching a maximum speed of 275 m.p.h.
Moreover, if it could be allov/ed a longer taking off
runthan the normally stipulated 500 yards, or if its taking off
could bo assisted by a bi-fuel system or by catapult launching,
its bombload might be
of speed or range.(5)
they had felt so recently as May 1935
was .to be gained by increasing the size oL the Heavy Bomber. They
now felt that it too, like the Light and Medium classes, must

'grow up' into some thing still larger.
'giant Bomber', which had lain dormant since 1923, was now revived.

And all three bomber items showed very

For their

apacity to the B.1/35 and, if possible, to the American

appreciably increased without serious loss
Clearly, the Air Staff no longer felt, as

that little or nothing

Thus the ides of a

Tendency
towards

larger
bombers

Revival

of "idea

of a

'giant'
b ombe r

The presentation, of the Air Staff's draft programme to the- •
Directorate of Technical Development, hev^ever, produced a crop
of difficulties a.nd revealed a certain, divergence of opinion

between the two parties about the future course of bomber design.
The chief difficulty vvas. that neither the Directorate's design
staff nor the design staffs of the available aircraft manufacturing
firms v/ere big en.ough to cope with the twelve new specifica-tions

With an effort, the Directoratesuggested by the Air Staff,

Difficul-

ties over

this

programme

could manage eight, though its normal capacity was only six.
The fourteen available firms were little better placed: their

total design capacity was sixty-eight, and as they already had
forty-five designs in hand and there v/ere another thirteen still
t.o be issued under the 1935 programme, they could not tackle more

than ten new designs in 193
b/velve items must therefore be cut out.

Something like one-third of the

/One

1) A.M. File S.35851/2A
2) Ibid., encl.lAA; S.35008/15A appendix B
3)"Estimates by R.D.A.3, - A.M.File S.35851/1'1A  & B; minutes of

preliminary conference on 193^ prograrame, 4 Oct. 1935 
-

ibid., end. 13A.

Above, p.122
M. Riles S.35851/'18; S.35008/1 2a appendix B

(4)
(5) A.

0.181244
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One item that the Director of Technical Development

(Air Commodore R.H. Verney) was particularly eager to cut out was
the proposed four-engined Heavy Bomber,
conference on October 4 he

Bomber position was well met by the B.1/35" and he confessed "that
he was very chary of supporting projects for very large aeroplanes,
as he thought that making aeroplanes too large for the purpose for .
which they were required had been one of our faults in the past".' *
His attitude seems to have been based-upon his belief - no longer

shared by the Air Staff - that "the idea of a bomber defended only
by its speed does seem to be a future possibility which wo cannot

afford to ignore".
Establishment of one of the research items in the 1935 programme
had again suggested that a bomber might after all, be made as fast

as its Fighter contemporaries.
Heavy Bomber, not a Light Bomber, if it was to combine such
superlative performance y/ith a v/orthT/hile bombloa.d and range. And
the great difficulty w'ith such a. machine would be to get if off

loaded.(2) With this problem in mind, the
Director of Technical Development had, a year ago, included in

the 1935 programme provision for research into the possibility of
assisting the take-off of a Heavy Bomber be some method of

cptapult launching,
favourable reception of this idea which inspired his present
optimism. (•3)

At the preliminary
said that he thought that the Heavy

Recent consideration by the Royal Aircraft

It v^ould, however, have to be a

the ground when it was

it was the Royal Aircraft Establishment's

D.T.D.Js
dislilce ~

of 'giant^
bomber

The It also meant that he was reluctant to accept the Air Staff's

proposed giant. if the catapulted Heavy Bomber could becatapult

developed, it might, he suggested, meet any Air Staff Heavy Bomber
requirements beyond the B.1/35* It would produce an aircraft just
as powerful and just as far-i-anging as the giant and one which

would be faster through the air. , The catapulted Heavy Bomber
would also be smaller - too great v/eight W0.s obviously a disa.dvantage
for catpulting'- and therefore easier and cheaper to mo.nufacture.
And, incidentally, since it v/ould have to bo designed anyway under
the 1935 programme, its adoption would relieve the designing staffs
of one of the twelve designs suggested by the Air Staff.(^)

A.M.R.D ^
conference

Oct.30:
deadlock

between

Air 'staff
and D.T.D.

o The Air Staff representatives at this preliminary conference
showed themselves, very much interested in this favourable report
on the catapulting project and eager to learn more about its
possibilities. But they were not prepared on its account to

sacrifice their own four-engined proposal, nor, indeed, to
sacrifice any of their other demands. As a result, the preliminary
conference on October 4, and also the full conference on the 1936
programme held by the Air Member for Research and Development, ,

(Air-Marshal Dowding) on October 30, both ended in deadlock.'^/
On tbs Air Staff side, the D.G.A.S. then reconsidered the v/hole
problem v/itii his subordinates, but these discussions only strengthened
his conviction that he must adhere to his original demands.
"If," he wrote, "we are to be in a satisfactory position to meet
an emergency by 1939, every effort must be made to improve the
performance of the various important classes of aircraft,
particularly those required for Home Defence, in order to have better
aircraft available for production at the beginning of the 'emergency';
otherwise, we open tho emergency period with nothing behind the
production designs of 1934 vintage". That was, indeed, the

/crux

(1) A.M. Pile S.35851/13A
(2) Ibid., encl.4A, 6a,10a.
(3) IbiCvj! end. 13a.

(5) A.M. Pile S.35008/12;..
(6) Ibid., encl,l5A, appendix C.
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crux of the matter. The G-overnmerit's decision that the Services

should aim at being reasonably prepared for war by 1 January 1939
meant that the Air Staff could not rest content with existing stan

dards of design. Nor could they afford to wait upon as yet urjproven
experiments. They needed urgently the most effective v/eapons that
could, upon present knoivledgs, be put in hand at once.
D.C.A.S. and his staff felt unable to make any substantial

They agreed to count the new Heavy Bomber design
They were eager to investigate
But they were not prepared

So the

concessions,

as coming undbr the 1935 programme.
and develop the catapulting project,
to abandon their cv7n four-engined Heavy Bomber specification unless

they could be sure of having something equally good and equally
certain by the same date. They seem to have been prepared,
reluctantly, to consider modifying their Light Bomber requirement by
reducing its bcmbload from 1,000 lbs. to 500 lbs.; and their Medium

Bomber requirement by reducing its borabload from 2,000 lbs. to

1,000 lbs. and by making it a development of the Bristol 142 rather
than of the larger Vickers Yfellihgton. But they insisted upon
keeping both items in the 193^ programme and, as they wore equally
reluctant to abandon any of their other items, the deadlocm continued.

(1)

It v/as not resolved until on November 8 the Admiralty decided

only two new designs, instead of the
YYith the Heavy Bomber reckoned as

Its

solution that the Fleet Air Arm needa

four originally asked for.4
part of the 1935 programme, this reduced the tvi/elve items to nine
and on November 9 the D.C.A.S. agreed With the A.M.R.D. to sacrifice
the least essential one of these nine.(5} The 193^ programme was
thus reduced to the eight items that were within the design staffs'
capacities, although the Air Staff had sacrificed almost nothing of
their demands.

The Air Staff then settled down to preparing tVieir detailed

requirements for each of these eight items,
detailed specifications for the three new bombers were ready,
however, changes ha.d occurred in the general situation which swept
aside any idea of modifying the requirements in regard to range
and load and therefore in regard to size. On 29 Jeoiuary 1936

the C.A.S. ruling that the present class of Light Bomber

Long before the

there came

Changed
conditions,

to be gradually eliminated from the metropolitan bomber force.

The reasoning, moreover, '»7hich had led to this ruling raised doubts
about the future of the single-engined MediuiiJ Bomber. For, the
D.C.A.S. had suggested, that the minimum requirement for a home-
based bomber ought to be a 1,000 lb. bombload and  a 1,000 miles
range, (M whereas the Fairey Battle sin gel-engined Medium Bomber
built to the P.27/32 specification v;ould be unable to carry 1,000
lbs, of bombs more than 750 miles. Group Captain Harris, the

Deputy Director of Plans, bad, too, gone even further than the
D.C.A.S. for he had envisaged the possible supersession of the

twin-engined Medium Bomber. jn short, the Air Staff's^
increasingly detailed appreciation of the operational requirements
for a bombing offensive against Germany were already driving them
fast towards the 'Big Bomber' policy.

v/as

/At

n

('') Ihid., end. 15a, appendices B &.
(2) ibid., end. 14A
(3; Ibid., minute I6.
(4) iFTfan. 1936 - A.M. Pile S.37679/2
(5) Above, p.127.

O •
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At this time, too, developments of a more political nature

allavYsd, nay, encouraged, the Air Staff to move toivards such a

policy.
Requirements in

'Big Bomber' recommended the adoption of Scheme P.

policy

Political
conditions

also

favour a

The Ministerial Committee on Defence Policy and
their Report of 6 February 1936.^v had

This meant the eventual

elimination of the Light Bomber from the metropolitan bomber

squadrons and the building up of a far more powerful force composed
wholly of Medium and Heavy Bombers. Moreover, the Cabinet's
approval of the Committee's Report established as the accepted

policy that from, henceforward the home-based bomber force was to

be regarded as an offensive and potential war-v/inning v/eapon rather
than merely as an instrument for reducing the v/eight of enemy air
attack by counter-offensive measures,
in bomber development squarely upon hitting power-uoon range,
bombload, and fighting capa-city.
concentration upon larger and more powerful aircraft.
Staff was noYi/ given full authority so to concentrate its efforts by
the Cabinet's approval of the Ministerial Committee's further

recommendation "that the Air Ministry should have latitude to vary
the R.A.P. programme so as to improve its offensive power and

constitute the most effective deterrent against Cerman agression".
This, it v/as recognised . must entail the introduction of "larger and
more p;iwerful machines". (2) ijrmed v/ith this authorisation, the
Air Staff proceeded to elaborate the specifications B.12/36 and
P.13/36 from which v/cre eventually to cone the Stirlings, Lancasters,
and Halifax®s of 1942-5.

This placed the emphasis

It therefore encouraged
And the Air

Effects

otj the

193^"^' •
programme

The authoriso-tion given to the Air Ministry to improve the
offensive power of the bauber force bore fruit almost at once in

the preparation of the detailed type requirement specifications for
the 1936 programme. The overburdened design staffs abandoned -
or at least postponed indefinitely - any attempt to specify for
a Light Bomber to replace the P.4/34, or even for one to 'grow up
into a single-engined Light Medium Bomber to take the place of the
P. 27/32. (^J They no?/ concentrated their efforts, so far as bomber
types Y/ero concerned, YYholly upon the medium and heavy designs. laid
here they showed a very marked tendency towards grea.ter size and

The strategical requirements - a Y/crthv/hile bombload and a

ach any port of v/eshorn Germany from
- by themselves made such a tendency

But tactical investigations and technical
progress Y/erC'pressing almost as strongly in the same direction.

It is true that the investigations of the Bombing Committee had not,
even by the autumn of 193^, resulted in anything more than very
tentative conclusions upon a few of the tactical problems involved

on a long-range bombing offensive.^2) as already shown,(°)
upon the central question of defence vergus evasion the Air Staff

had by now come to the firta conclusion that the bombers must depend
upon their ability to fight their v/ay through to their objectives
rather than upon their capacity to evade the enemy's defences.

I

power,

range sufficient at least to re
bases in the United Kingdom''^/
almost inevitable.

/Almost

W III.ii.103 off.1} Above,
.2) Ibid.
(3) Work not yet begun, 23 May 193^ - A.M. Pile S.35008/26a;

D.C.A.S. agreed to delete this item from 193^ prograame,
19 Dec. 1936 - ibid., min.29,30.

(4) Memo, by S. of 3., 10 Feb. 193^ - C.I.D. Paper I215-B,
end.3 (C.P.27/36)

(5) '1st Interim Report of Bombing and Air Fighting Committees,
Sept, 1936

(6) Above, pp.123-4.
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Tactical Almost every aspect of the technical progress that had been
& technical made during 1935 o-nd 193^ seemed to confirm and strengthen this
reasons

for bigger
bombers.

The first experiments in radio-location hadconclusion,

already succeeded by February 193^ in detecting aircraft up to a
distance of 6o miles and seemed likely soon to reach to 100.
This made it .probable that the defending fighters wculd generally
be given sufficient warnirig of the bombers' approach to enable

them to reach ore rational height in adcqmte time to make an

interception.(1) The development of radio-telephony had already
made it possible to cr.n'trol fighter aircraft from the ground up
to a radius of fifty miles^^'^ and so to guide them with seme
acGurapy to within sight and striking distance, at any rate by

And the success of the prototypes of the new fast eight-day,

gun monoplanes, the Hurz-'icane.s and Spitfires, provided fighter
aircraft which had the fire-power to kill in a single stoop and

the speed and climbing power to
their prey at the first attempt
forces were believed to lag notably behind the R.A.P. in these

three vital developments of air defence. But it would be folly
to assume that the Germans, with all their scientific skill, would
never evolve such .assets for themselves. When they did, then
the British bonber's chances of evading interception must, it
seemed^ be largely destroyed. The bomber must therefore be

prepared, upon most occasions, to fight its way through. It

must be prepared to defend itself agaihst fighter aircraft of

appreciably greater speed, armed v^ith eight machine-guns instead

of four, and capable of developing 'lethal* fire from ranges up
to at least four hundred yards. It must further expect these

fighters, ov/ing to their high speed, to attack from its ov/n

'blind spot', astern and a little below. The effect of this on
the technical problem of bomber defence has already been shown.(5)
It meant that each bomber must have at least four guns that would
bear in the rearward hemisphere. Investigation of this problem
had by nov/, shown fairly conclusively that the solution must be to

fit the bomber with a rear turret, situated for perference aft

of the tail-plane, and probably also with an under-turret amidships.'- /
But such a turret or turrets, wi-th their guns, gunners, and

ammunition, must add very appreciably to the weight which the bomber

must lift and the space which it oust afford. They could not

possibly be fitted to the Light Bombers, probably not to the single-
engined Medium Bombers, andnot very easily even to the smaller

twin-engined Medium* Bombers. Thus the necessity .for improved
defensive pov/er alone would have forced the Air Staff to push up
the sise and power of their new Medium Bomber requirement until it

was almost as great as that for the existing Heavy Bombers,

at their attack if they missed
j^idmittedly, foreign air.W

/feut

(l) Statement by Mr. H.T. Tizard, l6th Meeting of Reorientation
Sub-ettee., 8 /ii)ril 1936- - A.M. Pile S.34572/III/92A

(2) C.A.S. Air Letter to Dominions, 25 June 1935  - A.M.Idle
S. 25873/^/1 2B.

(3) In an experiment from Biggin Hill, fighters v/ere guided to
v/ithin sight (1 mile or less) of 7 out of 15 raids in Peb.-
March 193°; they failed entirely to intercept another 4> and
were guided to v/ithin distances greater than 1 mile of the

remaining 4 - A.M.• Pile S.36896/15A.
(4) C.A.S. Air Letters to Dominions, 31 Jan., 8 May, 12 Sept,

1936 - A.M. Pile- S.25873Ai/45A,54A, & VII/19A.
5\ Above, pp.126.
6} Experiments were also being made with synchronised

batteries of remotely-operated tail and backward-firing wing
But this idea presented considerable difficultiesguns,

and was already being abandoned in favour of tail  - and

midships-turrets directly opei-ated - A.M.Piles. ,S.
35273. 35584, passinf.

G.181224)-
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But other technical considerations, too, were forcing up the
weight and size in both the Medium and Heavy Bomber classes. All
the new aircraft would be required to operate over long distances
by night as well as by day. They must therefore be equipped
with night-formation keeping lights; (v they must carry automatic
pilots; they must provide adequate space and instruments for

accurate long-range, high altitude, navigation in darkness and over

cloud; they must carry a crew of three at the very least and

probably more - a pilot if not two pilots, a navigator and bcrob-
aimer, and one if not two air-gunners,
additional requirements is added the demand for an increased

bombload - even though the use of any bomb heavier than 500 lbs,
was still not anticipated - then it becomes readily apparent that
bomber design in 193^ v/as already being driven tov/ards much laarger,
heavier, and more powerful machines.

Vifhen to all these

HevJ and

increased

opera-

tion^l
re quire-
ments.

The new

im'
specif i-
c’atiohs

By then, too, sufficient experience had been gained with the
first of the new twin-engined monoplane designs for th
to be regarded as starting-points instead of as goals,
while the Light Bomber specification for the 1936 programme was
tacitly dropped, the Heavy Bomber specification, as finally
elaborated, embodied the Air Staff’s ambitions for a lange and
powerful four-engined machine and the Medium Bomber specification,
making a long stride forward from the largest of the existing
designs, outlined an aircraft that would equal in size and surpass
in pov/er any of the Heavy Bombers previously envisaged,

(s) The B,12/36 and P,13/36 Specifications

designs

Hence,

The Bomber specification, B,12/36, was the first to be
Born of discussions betv/een the Operational Research

The Haa-

B.T2736 completed,

branch and the Director of Technical Development's department,(4)
it embodied the main requirements of the former’s original four-
engined proposal coHbined with certain featiores of the latter's

Its wing-span, largely from considerations
of hangar space, was to be kept down to 100 feet, only three feet
more than that of the B.1/35. Its all-up weight,, however, was to
be 31,000 lbs, at normal loading and 47,000 lbs, at maximum, loading
as ccrapared with the 23,500 lbs. and 28,200 lbs. of the earlier

The difference :m maximum loadings was the measure of the
advantages that the B.12/36 was expected to derive from catapult
launching.

catapulting project.

de sign.

Its normal bombload, from the standard taking-off run
of 500 yards, v/as to be 2,000 lbs. for a range of 1,500 miles out

This might be increased by extending the
700 yards to 4,000 lbs. for 2,000 miles.

and home. run to

By catapult launching
in the maximum load condition the aircraft v/as to be enabled to

exploit even more fully the alternatives of long range or Heavy
load, for when catapult launched it was to be able to carry either
8,000 lbs, cf bombs for a range of 3,000 miles out and home or 14,000
lbs. for 2,000 miles. This heavy bombload and long range v/ere to
be matched by high performance and strong defensive po7/er. The
B.12/36 was to cruise at 231 m.p.h. and to have a top speed cf 245
m.p.h. It was also to ceerry the fullest and latest navigational
equipment, a crew of six, and an armament of eight machine-guns
mounted in power-operated turrets - a tvro-gun nose turret, a two-gun
midships turret, and a four-gun tail turret.

/The

(1) C.A.S. ruling that all Heavy and T.E. Medium Bombers to be
equipped vath station-keeping lights, I4 Feb.1936
File S.32234/30.

(2) The Wellington and Hampden prototpyes began their flight
tests in August 1935 - A.M.File S,30373/97,98a; they and the
V/hitley prototype flew at the I936 R.A.P, Display -
A.M.Pile S.25873/VII/9A.

3) A.M.Pile S.38147, passim; also S.25873/VII/9A.
4) A.M.Pile S.35851/32.

A.M.
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The B.12/36 was thus to possess a bombload and a range far
Importance in excess of - those possessed by any existing British or European

Heavy Bomber aind able at the least to challenge comparison with

the /iTOerioan Boeing, With this bombload and range, it v/as to

combine, as the Boeing did not, a defensive power that should

.  enable it to 'live' even against the latest eight-gun fighter;
and a performance only slightly inferior to that of the new

British Medium Bombers whose prototypes were just taking the air.

The approval of this specification by the C.A.S. in July 193^
thus marked a long step towards providing such a deterrent against
German aggression as even the Ministerial Committee had haerdly
dreamed of when they advised in Eebruary that the Air Ministry
be given latitude to improve the offensive power of the R.A.E.

Its

• Nor did the prospective improvement stop at the one class.

For the new Mediuirt Bomber specification, P.13/36, which followed
it in August 1936, represented an advance in the power of the
Medium Bomber class even greater

Heavy Bombers by the B.12/36.('')
political and technical developments made a considerable increase

in size and power seem essential. The Italo-Abyssinian crisis

had shewn the desirability of bomber reinforcements being able to , .
fly fron their home bases to the Near East via Gibra.ltar and Maltai'^-'
It had also revealed. how, when the offensive arm of the E,.A.P. was

outranged by that of its potential enemies, the Army might be
forced to adopt strategical dispositions which they considered

unsound and even dangerous, w)

than that introduced into the

For here again the recent

The growing likelihood that .

The

P.13/36

Belgium vrould declare for a policy of neutrality and the doubts

which had arisen about the strength and reliability of the French

Air Force gave an additional emphasis to the importance of adequate
range in continental v;arfare by calling in question the possibility
of even the Medium Bomb being able to operate against Germany

Thus the Italo-Abyssinian crisis and
its repercussions - however much the Commander-in-Chief of A.D.G.B.

(Air-Marshal Sir John. Steel) might think its problems_abnormal
and their present influence exaggerated(5) " had convinced most of
the Air StaPf of the need for long range even in their Medium Bombers,
The need for increased bombload to meet the requirements of the

wider role envisaged for the bomber force by the Ministerial
Committee was hardly less apparent, although on this point, too.
Sir John Steel thought a load of 1,000 lbs. still quite adequate for
any one Medium machine. Moreover, it seemed obvious that there was

no possibility of the Medium Bomber being able to rely regularly
upon its capacity for evasion rather than upon its ability to
defend itself,

which necessitated a strengthening of the Heavy Bomber's defensive

armament, applied, with almost equal force to the Medium Bomber,

Yet, the Mediuig Bcraber; having less lifting power and less

disposable space, could hardly carry quite so many guns as the
Heavy,
performance.

from continental bases.

Therefore all the tactical and technical arguments,

It must accordingly compensate for this by superior

Such were the basic conditions governing the nev/ Medium Baaber

It must be a machine "for world-wide use", able,
"to exploit the alternatives between long range

The

specifi-
cation

specification,
like the B.12/36,

/and

iA.M.Files S.38148 passira_^ 25873/VIl/19A.
A.M. Piles 3.376797^,58148/44.
Above, Ill.ii.il*^
Above, p.1-13.
A.M.Pile S.38148/4A.

G.18121,4
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and very heavy bombload which is made possible by catapult lavmching
in a heavily loaded condition". It must have good all-round
defence from power-operated nose and tail turrets. It must- have

high speed and performance and be equipped for all-v^eathers, all-

round-the-clock operations. On these premises the Air Staff framed

their draft operational re quirements('^) which vi/ere discussed at a
meeting of the Operational Requirements Committee on Jurje 22,(2)
At this meeting the aforementioned doubts of Sir John Steel,
supported in the matter of range by the A.M.R.D., and a general
desire to secure the highest possible performance, led to a few

modifications in the original Air Staff proposals. The aircraft's

speed W'as increased at the expense of reducing its normal bombload

from 1,500 to 1,000 lbs. Nevertheless, the specification, as

finally approved by the G.A.S. on August 1,C^) provided for a
Medium Bomber superior in almost e\’'ery respect to even the B.1/35
Heavy Bomber and 'grown up' quite out of the old Medium Bomber class.

For the P,15/36 specification called for an aircraft of 80 feet
wide-span, with an all-up weight of 25,000 lbs. at normal loading
and 54j500 lbs, at maximum loading. Prom the standard 500 yards
taking-off run, it was to be able to carry its normal load of

1,000 lbs, of bombs for a range of 1,500 miles out and home. By
increasing the run to 700 ya.rds, it was to. be able to oarx’y 5,000
lbs. for 2,000 miles; and when catapult launched it was to be

capable of taking either 4^000 lbs. for 5,000 miles or 8,000 lbs,
for 2,000 miles. For its defensive armament it wtxs to have six

machine-guns mounted in tvvo power-operated turrets - tvjo guns in the

nose and four in the tail. It was to carry a crew of four - two

pilots, a v/ireless operator, and an air-gunner; the fullest and

latest navigational and anti-icing equipment; cameras and oxygen
supplies; and the most up-rto-date conveniences for the orev/, even
including, for the first time in a Medium Bomber,  a lavatory. It
T/as to be capable of dive-bombing to an angle of 20, as well as of

high altitude operations. Its cruising speed -was to be 275 m.p.h,
and ibs top speed 517 m.p.h.

The P.13/36 specification thus represented an advance upon the
B.9/32 designs hardly less’ striking than that of the B.9/32 over
its predecessors. With it, the Medium Bomber’ had undeniably
grown up' into, if not indeed beyond, a nev/ Heavy-Medium Bomber

class. The improvement which this new design ?/ould introduce

into the offensive povjer of this, the most numerous, class of the

striking force ’would be no less great than the improvement in the '

Heavy class represented by the B.12/36,

(h) Scheme ri; the later discussions

t

importance

Such, then, was the bomber design position v^hen, in November

1936 the Air Staff began to consider the original proposal
Expansion Scheme H.
consisted of tv/o sets of proposals,

short-term and admittedly unsound programme for obtaining a nominal

parity ?/ith the German bomber force at 1,700 aircraft by 31 Iferch
1939.

Bomber Force ten of the new Scheme F squadrons from Overseas Commands

and six from the Fleet Air Arm, and by adding bn mobilisation six

machines and six pilots from the reserve to the tvrelve of the

initial establishment of each of these sixteen squadrons and to the

twelve of the initial establishment of each of the other 51 Medium .

./Bomber

or

That Scheme, it will be remembered
The first set provided a

This was to be abhieved by diverting to the Metropolitan

Scheme H

1) A.M.File S.38I47/IA
2) Ibid
3) Ibid

4) Above, pp.120.

encl.4A

encl.8A, min.10,
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Bomber squadrons envisaged for the metropolitan force by
Scheme G-. The second set of proposals outlined a long-term
programme, based on sound principles, which would provide this

expanded bomber force of 1,700 first-line aircraft with its full

225^ of reserves by 31 March 1941*

It was upon these two programmes - the 'interim' and the

discussions .'final' - that the Air Staff discussions at first centred. Detailed
examination confirmed that the men and machines could, just be

provided, though at an alarming cost to the reserves. The shortage
of experienced pilots for flight-leaders would be ^cute in the early
part of 1939 but would ease considerably by the end of that year.
The supply of junior pilots would also suffice, provided that the
shortened training syllabus and the scheme for training 'one-year
reservists' were continued for another year, until 31 March 1939*

The fitter requirements could also be met by the further expansion
of Halton and the adoption of 'a huge programme' of training some

But if

First

3,000 semi-skilled direct entry 'garage-hands' each year,
things *ere done and if war broke out in the spring of 1939,

At the
these

the reserve position might rapidly become disastrous,
anticipated rates of wastage, the E.A.F. might then expect to have
its first-line strength reduced by the equivalent of seme seventy
squadrons after no more than one month of war. This loss might
bo limited to sixty squadrons by not introducing the proposed v/ar-
time training scheme and by operating only the normal pacotime
training programme. But such an expedient would deprive the R.A.P.
of all real means of restoring its strength. It "would, in fact,
be 'used to destruction', and such of the fighting part as was loft
after two or three months would apparently provide not even a suff
icient shield behind which to start to create an Air Force anew", J

A prospect" such as this was not one which the Air Staff could

viev/ -with any approach to equanimity. They therefore began to
reconsider the methods that v/ere open to them for implementing the
Government's avowed policy of partiy with the German Air Force. A

nuQiber of suggestions v/ere put forv/ard by which the limited supplies
of aircraft and trained man-power might be eked out to the uttermost.
In the discussions v;hich during December 193^ centred upon these
suggestions, three distinct lines of approach early defined
themselves. Those three lines were (1) what was the best that

could be done by 31 Iferch 1939 to achieve at least an appearance
of parity v/ith the German Air Force in numbers of first-line bomber
aircraft; (2) in what ways and hav soon could the first-line
strength thus obtained be backed by the full 225^^ of reserves; and
(5) the possibility of a long-term programme v/hich_would eventually
abandon altogether the ideal of mere numerical parity and^ek
instead, by re-equipping the bomber force v/ith the new B.12/3b and
P.13/36, to build up an immense superiority in total bomblcad, even
at the expense of a reduction in the total numbers of^aircraft.^ ^
For the sake of clarity it‘will perhaps be well to begin^by examining
the first two of these lines, since it was they alone which reached
the Cabinet in the final version of Schem.e H.

The three

lines of

approach

It is not necessary here to describe the details of the various

suggestions that v/ere put forward, early in December, 193°, for
obtaining a nominal numerical psjrity v/ith the German bomber force by
31 March 1939 and for supplying the full quota of reserves as soon

as possible afterv/ards. In general, they all sought to meet the
shortage of experienced flight-leaders and fitters by increasing
the humber of aircraft in each flight, The, suggestion

Scheme H;

the revised new

version

/finally

(1) Note by S.9, 27 Nov. 193^ - A.M. File S.39676/9A
(2) A.M. Pile 3,39676/IOa, 11A.
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finally chosen by the C.A.S. on December I,
examination was framed upon thxs
'Interim' force, to be made up on 1 Apnil 1939 ^ ^

Ti^Tteriro* The^e were to be 20 Heavy and 8 Heavy Medi^ Bomber squaorens,interim, i e peacetime initial establishment f
mghts'S Sv=raxrL.ft each (in all. 280 Heavy and 12 Heavy
Jiedium Bombers); and 7 A.A.F. Medium Brmber squadrons and 2
Torpedo-Bcmber squadrons, each organised on a peacetime ^i 1establishment of three flights of seven aircraft each (147
and 42 Torpvs do-Bomber aircraft in all),
these squadrons would remain unchanged upon mobilisation. 

Be si

tLm ttere were to be 50 regular Madi^ Bomber -lu^ons 0)aachorgaksed on a peacetime ihxtial establishment of tnree flights
of six aircraft each (900 aircraft in all). To each of th..^
50 hoievar; thara -.duia be added
aireMft and throe pilote frot the reeervo, ?54eTni4t3
eatabliehmeht of each of thorn up to 21 instead of total
of seven instead of throe flights of sir), ̂ d giving th.m a total
first-line strength of 1,050 machines. This, Hith the 280 HMvy,
112 Heav7 Medium, 1W A.a.P., and Torpedo-Eombors, «ould
the home-based Bomber force a firat-lino strength the
in all, (2) Its weakness in total numbers, as compared .vith the
1,700 provided in the original version of Scheme H, woulu be

compensated for by its higher proportion of Hea^ and Heavy MediumBombers - 592 out of 1,631 as against 33° out of 1,700. Here

already, then, there appears the- tendency to tip the scales tov^ards
the heavier squadrons, a tendency which was soon to produce a
momentous step in the direction of a 'Big Bomber' policy.

rhe 1939
or

force

In the 'final' programme, which was suggested along with this
•interim' programme and which was to be completed by 3i March 1^41,
that tendency was even more marked. This 'final' programme
provided for the raising of five new Heavy or Heavy Medium squadrons
to bring the force up to 1,700 first-line machines in 92 squadrons
and for this force to be supported by full reserves of Pilo'ts,

Of the event'oal 92 squadrons, 33 were
,a'?:ron organised

total of 462 heavy

ground crev7s, and aircraft,
thus to be Heavy or Heavy Medium Bombers, each squ
i

The I94I
or 'final/
force

n two flights of seven aircraft each, giving
machines .out of the 1 ,700.

a

A detailed examination confirmed that the supply of trained

pilots and ground crews could just be stretched to cover these ^
proposals. It showed, too, that it would be feasible to orgnise
each of the Heavy and Heavy Medium siquadrons m tv/o flights ol
seven on the ground, giving two flights of six in the air;^d the
Medium Bombers of the present and the immediate future in three

of seven on tie ground, giving three flights of six in the
The discussion of these revised 'interim' and

programmes, which cont-'nued throughout December 193^ and the first
days of January 1937i^^ did not therefore produce .any father
serious modifications and Scheme H, as finally submitted by the
Secretary of State to the Cabinet on 14 January 1937, y|s
substantially the same as the proposals of December 4.^ *

Scheme H

presented
to the

Cabine^
14.1.37

The Scheme Now this Scheme did not lead to any immediate developments.
time it cams up for discussion before the Committee of

Imperial Defence on February 2, the situation had changed.(|,) For
/General

at heme the 10 Scheme F overseas squadrons
the Scheme F 6 Fleet(1) Obtained by retaining

and raising a further 11 new squadrons,
Aii; Arm squadrons being now left untouched.

.File S.39676/11,11A.■  XVi

2) A.
3) Ibid., end. 12A, 14A, UB.

[5) -Smlrindron Scheme H by S. cf S. and by Air Staff, 14 Jan.
1937 - i8id., encl.2lB.

2 i-vb (937 ■" •(^) by 4G.181 244
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GEneral Milch had assured the D.C.A.S. that the current German

programme aimed at a first-line strength of no more than 1,620
first-line aircraft of all classes hy the autumn of 1938. If
this statement were true' - and, 'as previous German communications

of' this kind seemed accurate so far as they could be checked,
there was sate reason to believe the General on this occasion

also - then the curren.'’* British Scheme P would secure numerical

parity with a 'time-lag* ux' only six months. In view therefore
of this welcome assurance and of the difficulties, both industrial

and training, which any increase or acceleration of,Scheme P
would entail; the Committee of Imperial Defence advised the
Cabinet not to .adopt Scheme H at this moment, though they
recommended "that such, measures as are necessary to enable it to

be begun at short notice should be taken nov/". These measures

included the recruiting of pilots and semi-skilled mechanics up
to the full capacity of the existing training establishment; the

immediate training of the full number of skilled men suggested
by Scheme H; and the provision of landing-grounds, though not
of buildings, for thirteen extra stations. These recommenda
tions were finally approved by the Cabinet on 24 February 1937
and the expansion of the first-line bomber strength proposed by
Scheme H was thus shelved for the time being. (1)

,  Scheme H, then, so far as it resulted from, the first two of
the above-mentioned lines of approach,“bore no immediate fruit.

None the less, it did emphasise most strongly the extreme
'difficulty of maintaining the official policy of parity in
numbers with the German Air Force. Indeed, it frankly abandoned

the ideal of overall numerical parity - "it would be unreasonable

to regard our parity pledges as compelling us to equip our

Metropolitan Force with a number of machines equal to that of the
German Air Force irrespective of circuiistances (e.g, to ignore ̂
the fact that a great C-erman,Army requires more Army Co-operation
machines oi' to take no account of our cv/n Fleet xiir Arm's strength
as against German machines intended for Fleet co-operation)".
Instead, it aimed at only "(a) a striking bomber force not
inferior to that of Germanv; (b) a fighter force of a strength
requisite to meet the pxob'ajle scale of attack". For the bomber
force, numerical parity was thus still the pirofessed aim -
"the 'effective strength qf a bomber force, of course, depends
not merely on numbers but also on range, performance, and load:
but unless we can gueuantee superiority in these respects, which

we cannot, we must, I suggest, aim at an equal nuraber of
first-line bomber machines with adequate reserves'!,.. Yet even

this could not be attained, except in a purely nominal sense by
31 March 1939, if the forecast of German expansion upon, which
Scheme H was,based w?ere to prove more accurate than fhe present
assurances of. General Milch. It had been, found impossible,
"\7ithout a complete dislocation of industry to increase (the
Scheme p) programme by ,1939" Q.nd the lack of trained crews was
an obstacle equally great. .. So, as has been shown, the
Scheme H 'interim* programme had to adopt the unsound method

and overseas Ccmiaiands toof temporarily drawing upon reserves

Importance
of the

discussions

on Scheme H

create an appearance of greater first-line bomber strength at
home. Not until 1941 could this first-line force be supplied
with its proper quota of reserves. ■ In Other v;ords, the utmost
that could be done would still leave the British home-based

1’941 lagging two years or more" behind the German
in its race to achieve numerical parity.'
bomber force' in

/(i)

(i) CvP

G.181 244
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llr*Big~Banber' Ideal(i) The fomulation of the
I r.
ii.Possible

advantages
of a 'Big
Borabe r'

policy

Tbe situation so clearly emphasised by the discussions
and more to the

on

Scheme H naturally led the Air Staff to turn more _
third line of approach. For, although mmerical parity might
appear almost unattainable, the development of the B.'l2/3o and
the P.13/36 designs seemed to open a fair prospect of attaining
not merely parity, but even superiority, in total bombload. So
far as "was known, the Germans had no conparable designs in hand.
Why, therefore, -should not Britain abandon the ideal of mere
parity in numbers and aim instead at the crushing superiority in
bombload which might be obtained by re-equipping her bomber

Their striking power wouldsquadrons with these tv/o new giants ?
eclipse that of their predecessors and rivals in the air as

completely as in 1906 the Dreadnought had eclipsed all other
battleships on the sea, "The equipment of the v/hole of the bomber
force with themmight thus engender a revolution in air affairs

as great as that brought about thirty years earlier by the
Dreadnought in naval ai’fairs and one much more obviously beneficial
tcTtEe“cause of British supremacy.

It is not surprising, than, that the idea of an all-big-bomber
force began to be seriously discussed as soon as the proposals

On December 18 the A.M.S.O.

Formulation

of tenta-

tiveplan of of December 4 came to be examined,
re-equipment was writing that the present Heavy Bomber squadrons might begin

- to re-arm with B.I2/36 aircraft about June 1939; that by 3'! March
1941 they might be made up of 16 B.I2/36 and 17 B.1/35 squadrons;
and that the squadrons of Battles and Blenheims might re-arm with

B.9/32 and P.13/36 machines at the rate of 20 squadrons a year from
April 1939 onwards.Cv The G.A.S. thought these forecasts unduly
optimistic. He did not expect any B.12/36»s to be ready before
January 1940 and feared that the Blenheims v/ould have to stay in
service imtil 1941.^“^ Nevertheless, even upon his more cautious
forecasts, it v/as possible already to envisage a scheme "of

reequipment with very-large machines, which ip,to start before
1.4.41 but is not to be complete till 1,4.43*''^' Admittedly, such
a. scheme might well mean a'considerable reduction in first-line

numbers, for the D.C.A.S. and his staff were a^eed^that the new
large machines would probably have to be organised in two—flight
squadrons of 14 instead of in three-flight squadrons of 21. The
problems of hangar accommodation and of bombing-up, as well as the
fact that it might be uneconcmical to send more than two flights

such machines against some targets and undesirable to split up
the squadron, all suggested this.'^/ But such a reduction in the
number of flights would, in the existing shortage of experienced
flight-leaders and fitters, be rather a rec.oramendation than an

scheme would, in fact, need very few more men
Yet it would provide a force which, v/hilst

to big

bombers,
Dec. 1936"

of

objection. The
than Scheme H.''^-'
numbering only 1,300 first-line aircraft, would be capable of

,100 tons as compared
Here, indeed, would

carrying a total bcmbload of no less than 3
with the 900 tons of the Scheme H force.(°)
be 'deterrence' with a vengence - and yet with no very marked
additional strain upon the available manpower of the country.

/Thus

1) A.M.Pile S.39676/15A
2) Ibid., rain.16
3) Memo, by S.7, 13 Jan.1937 - ibid
4) Ibid., end. 14A, 14B.
,5) G.A.S. to A.M.P. & A.M.S.O
(6j Ibid., end. 16a

15 J• 9

end. i6a.• >

an.1937 - ibid., min.17
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Thus by the end of 193^ the idea of an '/d 1-Big-Bomber'
force had crystallised into something approaching  a definite

project. That project v/as not at this time ^aid before the

Cabinet, for it vrent "beyond the sco£je of Scheme d  It

lay still too far in the future and was still too indefinite to
be presented to the Government. It also went beyond the

avowed aim of parity, for there was no reason at all for

believing that the bombload of the German bomber force would reach

anything like 5,'100 tons by 1943
of such a programme when the temporary expedient of the Defence
Loan could no longer be resorted to. vi/culd raise financial

questions of the first magnitude
therefore mentioned in the Secretary of State's memorandum to

the Cabinet of January 14, in which the Scheme H proposals were

outlined*

Furthermore, the execution

The project was not

This plan

not_-
raentioned

to Cabinet

Yifithout Cabinet sanction, it could not, of course, be

regarded by the C.A.S. or
statement of their bomber p licy.

the Air Staff as a definite and
But it is

formal
It had, nevertheless, been

tacitly
accepted
as an ideal, now distinctly formulated and tacitly accepted as a promising,

^  still distant, ideal. Throughout the expansion schemes and

design programmes of 1937 and 1938 its influence was, as will
be seen belov/, to grow increasingly apparent until the Minich
crisis brought it final approval and committed Bomber Command to
the momentous decision of placing all its eggs in these very

Prom the beginning of 1937, in short, the all-large baskets,
heavy-bember force of 1942-3 v/as already in distant view and
British bombing policy had practically committed itself to the
thesis that such a force was likely to prove the most effective

instrument for carrying out the 'experiment' of an 'independent',
strategical, bombing offensive.

(1) Ibid., min.17.
(2) Note by S.7., 13 Jan. 1937 - ibi^ , encl.lbA. '
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IV. FEEPARATION FOR A WAR Yi^ITPI GERivIAWr

(ii) OPERATIONAL PLANNIPrO: B0MB3R COMMAND IN
THE lilESTERN PLANS, TO SEPTElviEER I938

Character After the momentous de-velopments of the year I936 and
early weeks of 1937, the next phase in the history of

British bombing policy, lasting until the Munich Crisis of
t_q Sept. 1938 September 1938, wears a good deal the appearance of an anti

climax., For it Tra.s a phase of gradual movement towards the
long-term 'Big Bomber' policy already visualised in December
1936. It is a story which has already lost much of its novelty
before it comes to be told, one v/hose denouement has already
been loreseen. Nevertheless, that denouement can hardly be
fully v.nderstood without some study of the circumstances in
which xt had been slowly .maturin
quarter- years preceding rhe Munich Cri,sis.

of the period the
Feb, 1957

durliig the one and three
some of those

circumstances had already become apparent before the end of
1936 and now merely gathered weight. Such were, the diffi
culties placed in the way of further expansion by limitations in
industrial capacity and trained man-power; the growing prospect
that, Lnanks to sciev.tific and technical progress, a successful
air defensive might after all prove possible and the steady
tendency of bomber reqiirem,cnts and bomber design towards
greater size and inc'--ca3cd power, ■ There were other circximstances,
however, which only began to exercise a compelling influence
during the course of these one and th.i-ee-qpaarter years. Such
were the reiterating of the financial limitations on expansion;
■the effects of the elaborating of x'l-eliminary operational plans
for the Services in a German v©.r; and - for perhaps it is not
unfair to incliide this among them - the study and evolution of
tactical methods. Accordingly, the reasons why and the manner in
which the Munich Crisis marked a new turning-point in the
evolution'of British bombing policy may be more easily appre
ciated if the develop)ments and circuma oarces of the period from
February 1937 to Soptember 1938 are firsc analysed. In the
presert chapter, therefore, the evolution of operational plans -
part of the 'Western (Air) ’ , or A.
of fen

plans - for a bombing
■ve against Germany and the progress of policy and

investxgations in the matter of target intelligence and bombing
tactics will be traced. Then in the following chapter, the
projects of expansion o^nd the progress of equipment during the
period will be considered.

(a) The -Origin of the TLA. Pla: 1933-6

The 1933-4 The basis of all the operational plans for a bombing
offensive against Germany is to be found in the first discussions
upon rearmament, which took place in 1933 and 1934. In those

,(l) the nature of the defencediscussions, it will be leraemberedj

discussions

problems which a German wnr would create had been analysed and
the part which the bomber force would be called upon to play
in solving them had been outlined roughly. The broad
principles then established could not, however,-ba-iismediately

/translated

(1) Above, P&ict Ill.ii.

G. 181535
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translated into detailed operational plans. Before such plans
could be drawn up, it was necessary to frame a general war-plan
in which each of the three Services would be allotted its

appropriate functions.

This was an inter-Service task, a task for the Joint
Planning Committee. Accordingly, on 9 October 1934, the Chiefs
of Staff instructed the Joint Planning Committee to begin
considering plans for a possible German war. They were to

assume that the "Low Countries (Belgiuni and Holland) are vital
to our security from the point of view both of naval and Air
defence" and "that our forces might have to be employed in five

years, i. e, the end of 1939”. But apart from these two

assumptions, their terns of reference were drawn upon very
general lines, for the international situation at this date was

still too fluid, and the information about Germany's eventual
strength and aims too uncertain, for anything of  a very precise
nature to be done. On November 22 the Committee of Imperial

Defence approved these instructions with the proviso that the

Chiefs of Staff were to bear in mind that a European conflict

might possibly break out earlier than the end of 1939.

Instructions

to the

P.C

9 Oct. 1934

Pirst

provisional

Rjeport by
J.^G.
:i4uE..J9i5

Thereupon the Joint Planning Gominittee went to work.
Their progress was frequently interrupted by other demands upon
their time,(2)
for the approval of the Chiefs of Staff their. Provisional Report
upon 'The Courses open to Germany'. This report has already been
discussed.^3) its most important contribution was to make clear
that the'worst case' which British preparations must reckon with

was the possibility that the Germans might occupy the Low

Countries by a swift land and air campaign so as to be able to

launch the heaviest possible bombing attacks against the United

Kingdom from the shortest possible range. The Chiefs of Staff

in giving their general approval to this Provisional Report,(4-
sanctioned also its conclusion that "no matter which course is

considered the most likely for Germany to adopt, our own plans
must be capable of meeting this 'worse case'".

but by 1 August 1935 they were able to submit

The aims

and objects
clarified

This gave a clear.indication as to the primary objects
of the 'course open to 'us', which the Joint Planning Committee
were now instructed to consider. The indication, so far as it

concerned the bomber force, was clarified still further by the
circulation of the Air Staff's Note of 20 July 1935
vulnerability of German industry to air attackvS) a
emergence during the discussions upon Expansion Scheme P of the

idea of using the bomber force as a deterrent and 'stopper' to

any attack by the German army upon the Low Countries.'Q The nee
for such action was re-emphasised in the lengthy discussions
which continued throughout 1936 and into 1937 upon the protection,
of British trade in the event of a war with Germany. For in

these discussions it was generally recognised that, if the Germans

were to launch heavy and sustained air attacks upon British

shipping, ports, and-inland communications targets, and if such

/attacks

on the

and by the

(l) C.O.S. Minutes, 133rd Meeting; also Meraomndrm by CJ.,G.S.,0ct,4-G.0.SPaper 350;
Note by Acting Secretary of C.O.S., Sept. 28 - G.O.S.Paper 340.

(2) e. g. C.O.S. Minutes, 143i’d Meeting; G.I.D,Pax:)er II83-B,

(3) Above, III. ii 97^99; G.O.S.Paper 4OI.

(4) C.O.S. Minutes, 153rd Meeting.
(5) Above, Part III,ii.102-3-.
(6) Above, ftert III, ii.102-4.

G.181535
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attacks were not "reduced to manageable proportions" within
three weeks or a month, "we might be faced with defeat". And
it was also generally agreed, even by the Admiralty, that the
best method of reducing this menace to manageable proportions
would be a bombing counter-offensive against the Germans'
aircraft industry and naval bases, combined with the raining by
aircraft of the approaches to German harbours.(l) In fact,
before the end of 1936 the idea that Germany might attempt a
'knock-out blow' by air against the United Kingdom had already
come to dominate British planning,
defence this was indeed formally stated when on 29 October 1936
the Committee of Imperial Defence approved "the principle that
our plans for anti-aircraft defence, in the event of a war with
Germany, should be made upon the assumption that Genaany may
attempt a knock-out blow from the air, and that this blow would
be delivered with the maxiimim intensity at the moment of the
declaration of war".^2)

In the matter of anti-aircraft

The primary
tasks of the

bomber force

By implication, then, the first task of the British
air offensive, of the bomber force,^ must be to reduce the
weight and duration of this attack by itself delivering the
heaviest and most sustained bombing attacks that it could manage
against the German Air Force's bases, communications, and
sources of supply. Next in importance must come operations
designed to stop, or at least to slow down and keep as far to
the eastward as possible, any attempt by the German Army, with
air assistance, to invade and occupy the Low Gontries.
these two tasks of the highest defensive urgency, it would be
necessary to have plans for a war-winning air offensive against
industrial and transportation bases of Germany's belligerent
power as a whole, and for an effective air counter-offensive
against the harbours, dockyards, and communications of her naval
forces.

Besides

( J.P.C.Paper 155 (October 1936); the Statement
p^f the Problem

J.P.C. 155: These, then, so far as the bomber force was concerned,
were the principles and priorities which had been established
by the time that the Joint Planning Committee, on 26 October
1936, presented to the Chiefs of Staff their second "Appreciation
of the situation in the event of a war-against Germany in 1939”>
dealing with "the courses open to us". The Appreciation was
preceded by a covering note which seems to bear impressed strongly
upon it the ideas of the Air Ministry.representative on the
Joint Planning Committee, Group-Captain A.T. Harris,
first explained the premises of the Report - it aasuroed that
British preparations would have followed the tenos of the

^9f^nce Policy and Requirements Committee's report of February
6\4/j it assumed that Prance and Belgium would co-operate with
Britain but regarded the effectiveness of their assistance as
"an unreliable quantity"; it hoped for at least the initial
neutrality of Italy; it did not allow for any early Russian
help to Britain or Spanish help to Germary or for any actual
alliance between Germany and Japan. It presented broadly,
therefore, "a picture of our 'worst case'", ’

The note

its

assumptions

/Prom

(1) For these discussions, see the Narrative of Naval Co-operation
prepared in this Branch also, in particular, C.O.S.Papers
488 (J.P.), 504, 535 (J.P. ̂  542 (J.P.), 552; C.0.S.Minutes
ISCth Meeting; C. I.D.Paper 12?6-B.

(2) C.I.D. Minutes, 283rd Meeting (1).
(3) J.P.C.Paper 155 or C.0. S.Paper 513 (J.P.)
(4) Above, Part III.ii.102-3;C.I.D.Paper 1215-B
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Its '

OBEh^sis
upon the
air menace

Prom these premises, the Committee went on, "our
study of this wur has brought us to the conclusion that in
,1939 Germany would be able to deliver air attacks on this

country which, if made with the object of demoralising our
people and/or disorganising
succeed

our,,food supplies, might well
In particular., our appreciation has shown

countrythe very great importance to the security of th
of all measures designed to meet .and defeat air attack.
It has confirmed the necessity for the steps rooently
initiated for increasing the scale of anti-aircraft defences
hitherto contemplated and has also emphasised,how severely
we are handicapped in developing adeq!.iate air. counter
offensive measures. We take.the view that.the.nost immediate

menace to this country, '.in, the circumstances we. are consider-
to ecusentrate her airing, would aris if Germany we

striking force against us, and adept unrestricted air
attack as a method of warfare".

Possible

ext ent

of this

air menace

Just how deadly this menace might be, v;as made
clear in Appendn.n II to the Reports On Air Ministry data
the scale of attack was assumed to, be 4-00 tens, of bombs

every twenty-fou-^ hours over a limited period of perhaps
thirty to forty days. If this weight of attack were directed
against ports and communications with the object of dis
organising the receipt and .discributiqn of food, it would be
serious enough. For in'the first twenty-four hours the

handling of cargoes in the Port' of iondon, for example, might '
be reduced to_ a mere 25 or 30^ of normal a.nd practically
all the stocks the Pert of London Authority's stores and
warehouses might be destroyed, by fire. Attacks on the same
scale during another thpee days'might produce comparable
effects in all the ports from the Tyne to Southampton; and
all the other ports in the United Kin.gdon might be equally
blasted within another ten days of such raiding. Yet the
danger might be still greatei the attaclcE w^a'o directed

towards' demoralising th 3 people by creating havoo and terror
in the^ great centres of ]iopulatlon. /'‘'Our civilian population
has never been e.jqposed tc the horrors o-f vjar and the Germans
may believe that if our people, and po-rticularlv our women
and children, wo?-e subjected to these horrors :in-the most
intensive forms that car. be achieved through air attack, the
majority would insist that surrender vms preferable to
continuation of the atta': "  There ?ra.s perhaps little in

e to su-x?port thin view, but the
being .psyohelogioal rather

re impossible to calculate, And certainly
the ordeal wouLl be a searching one., , Q.u the .baois of the
Air Ministry's'present ant icipat.ions and th.o assumed scale
of attack, casualties of iae order of 20,OGO.night be expected
in London within the first t-j/enty-four hours. .. -bWithin a week
attacks of this. ort coulr. have forced the partial evacuation

of half-a-dozen of ,th.e centres of most denso. population in

England, forcing mar^ mi].lions of people to abandon their
homes, caused casualties in the .order, of 150,000, completely
disorganised telephone a id telegraph communications throughout
the country, and to a varying degree dislocated railway,
postal, and electrical £ ervices, and the distribution of food,
A very high standard of organisation by local authorities and
great fortitude on the -lart of the whole people would be
essential if a degree of order was to be roaintai'ned and loyal
supicort given to the Government", The second.week would be as
bad and would be

British history or eeperJ <
exact effects pi“' such an crdtal
than material

*-5

vv

a cioj. oial period for national morale.
The first frantio exodus would be over and it would be seen
whether re-organisatior began to deal effectively ir/ith the

/problems
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problems of feeding and administering the scattered population".
If demoralisation had not set in by the end of this second week,
then further attacks of this sort would hardly be likely to

bring the Germans success, and they might then concentrate upon
the interruption and destruction of Britain's food supplies.

An air counter

offensive the

only real
answer

.  Such a picture, v/hich even H. G. Wells could hardly
have made more frightening, established the reality and extent

of the air menace. "Each and every form of defence must be

developed to the highest degree of efficiency possible."
the covering note went on to say, not only would Britain's
defensive preparations in 1939 fall far short of perfection,
but also, "unfortunately we have been unable so far to discover
any method of direct defence sufficiently effective to guarantee
the security of objectives in this country". They were there

fore "forced to admit that the only real ansv^’er lies in a
counter-offensive of at least similar effectiveness". Here,
however, Germany possessed a considerable advantage in that

'  "her industries are less vulnerable than ours" (though the
position might be reversed by the adequate development of mr

industry in Canada and the other Dominions). Hence, something
more than mere parity in first-line bomber strength was needed

to afford an adequate guarantee of security, "So long as we
are compelled to adhere to the theory of the counter-offensive,
we should invest it with the power of striking relatively so hard

against the enemy that this threat will, in effect, offset our

greater vulnerability". Here incidentally, was another
argument for the 'Big Bomber' policy, for aiming at superiority
in bombload rather than mere equality in numbers, even though
the equipment required for the execution of such  a policy
could not be provided by 1939.

After stating these general governing considerations
in their covering note and its supporting appendix, the Joint

Planning Committee proceeded to hammer them home in Part II

of their Report where they compared the. problem forces of the
two sides in a German war starting towards the end of 1939.

The comparison covered not only naval, military, and air forces,
but also economic resources and geographical factors. For

"the forces which a nation employs in war are no longer limited

to those of the fighting Services, but include the whole of the

industrial resources, the man iMvrer and the morale of the

people". At the moment this was a fact telling doubly in
Germany's favour. The expansion and preparation of her industry
for war had already begun in peace upon a scale which the

democratic countries could not emulate. Also, "it is by no
means certain that in face of air attack similar development
(of economic effort after the outbreak of war, such as

occurred in 1914-8) would again be possible, even if, despite
our comparative unreadiness, we defeated the attack German^''
could deliver as the culmination of 'peace' preparations".
And in economic matters those preparations vrould make Germany
far more self-supporting in 1939 than she had been in 1914*
She could produce already 8C^ of the food and fodder she

required; by using substitutes and reserve stores and by
careful regulation to avoid waste, she could postpone for a

considerable tiiae any real shortage of raw materials; and
even with oil "the measures which Germany is taking will

probably ensure adequate domestic supplies of all petroleum
products except aviation spirit, but she is arranging to
store the latter on a very large scale" and in underground
tanks.

But,

Assessment of

German

strength

/Maritime
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Forces for

the air

offensives

Maritiirie blockade, such as the Anglo-French naval
superiority might be reasonably expected to ensure, thus could
not have any material effect upon G-erman strength during those
decisive early weeks when the aerial 'knock-out blow against
Britain or the land offensive against Prance and the Low
Countries.was being attempted. Nor would Britain and her allies
then possess the military strength- to affect the issue by
invading western Gemany indeed the most that they could hope
for was a slight superiority in land-forces after the end of
the third week of war. The only effective remedy was the air
counter-offensive. Yet here, too, - assuming that the Germans
had 2,500(f first-line aircraft with . reserves, all trained
and equipped up to British standards, by 1939 - the position
would not be encouraging. For of the 2,500 German machines,
1,700 would probably be bombers. Against these, Britain under
Spheme P could set: only 990 and the French under their expan-
sion scheme ouly 775* Moreover there'was good reason.to fear
that the French pr-ogramrae would not in fact pr>oduce so many
as 775 bombers by that date,- Even if it did,' "the French, in
so. far as.can be ascertained, have made little or no study of
the technique of air.warfare except where air fighting is
concerned.: their bombing methods are both inaccurate and
primitive, and at present their aircraft maintenance is inferior
to our, Q-wn."

German
To all this must.be added the fact that geography

gepgrapMc^. favoured a German air offensive against Britain more than a
advantages British air offensive-against Germany. The British aircraft

factories were more concentrated and situated in more
vulnerable areas 'than the German,
industry was concentrated around London or in the Midlands
or North, v/ithin 400 miles of German bases^. Admittedly, a
gr^t deal of Gerraan industry was in the Ruhr and Rhineland
and Saar, within 300 miles of the United Kingdom: but the
rest was scattered widely and well back in the interior of
the country. Besides, the network of railways and roads in
Western Germany was too elaborate to- be easily put out of
action, for even the German Rhine was crossed by no fewer
than 49 bridges - and bridges were notoriously difficult
targets. Finally, the Baltic, across which Germany could
draw large suppli.es of raw materials from Scandinavia,
not a sea where the British Navy could effectively operate
and it^would be at extreme range (if not beyond reach) for
the British bombers of 1939, though these bombers might seek
to drive the German fleet out of its western bases and to
shut it into the Baltic altogether by blocking the Kiel Canal.
Part II of the Jox-nt Planning Committee's Report -was thus
again, if again incidentally, an impressive argument for the
greater range and bombload that a 'Big Bomber' policy would
give t-.:i Bomber Cc imand.

Too much of Britain's

was

(c) J, C.155 (October 1956): the role of
the British fighting Services

Probable With Part III of their Report the Joint Planning
Committee came again to the probable c-ourses of Gerraan action
and then to the counter-measures which the British Services

should be ready to adopt. Germany, the Gonmittee thought,
would take the offensive and seek a quick decision, for she
■would .not desire a long war and she would have the advantage
at the outset. She would "not 'initiate a war unless her
responsible statemen believed that she would win. Her
prospects of victory would certainly be greatest during the
first few months of vra.r. We are therefore convinced that

/Germany

courses of
German
acliion
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Germany would plan to gain her victory rapidly. Her,first
attacks would he designed as knock-out blows." For this, two
courses seemed open to her. She might .concentrate all possible
land and air forces for a decisive attack upon Prance through
the Low Countries, which ?rouId enable her "subsequently to
direct an offensive against us from a most advantageous
position". Or she might at once launch all her air and sea
forces against Great Britain in an effort to gain  a decisive
victory over that country before it could be organised for war.
The vulnerability of the United Kingdom and German knowledge of
how greatly British power could develop as the -war went on,
might well tempt her to try this second course, though with it ■

she might perhaps combine a limited offensive against Prance

v/ith a part only of her land forces.

The first and most essential problems for British
planning must therefore be, in order of importance, (l) to
provide for the repelling of an immediate Genmxn air offensive

against the United Kingdom; (2) to prepare measures to help
Britain's potential allies.to repel an immediate land and air

offensive against themselves; and then, (3) to provide for a
counter-offensive that vrould bring defeat to the Germans in the

second phase of the war, which v/ould only begin after their

immediate onslaught had been beaten off. The first, and to a

considerable extent the second, of these problems must be

primarily the concern of,the R.A.P. and in especial the concern

of the bomber force. For,"in the present state of development
local defence cannot provide the full measure of security vdiich

we reqt’ire and it is mainly by the counter air offensive that
the Geiman air attack vidll be defeated„ The offensive employment
of our own and allied bombers is the only measure which could

affect the issue during the first few weeks of the war, since
neither the Navy nor the Amy has the power to impose upon
Germany any form of immediate pressure".

Primary tasks
of the

British forces

The pre-eminent importance of the bomber force and
the primary aim of its operations during the opening phase of
the war were thus clear. But how could that aim be achieved ?

Only three classes of objective seemed open - (1) to demoralise
the German people;-(2) "to discover and attack some target, the
security of which was regarded by Germany as vital to her

survival during the limited period within wiiich she hoped to
gain a decision over us" - this would force her to divert her
attacks on to the British airfields and maintenance organisation;

and (3) to direct the attacks upon the bases, communications,
and maintenance organisation of the German bomber force,
first of these was ruled out as impracticable, for there was no

real German equivalent to London. The second was also ruled out,
for again the Joint Planning Committee could find no such vital

target in Germany and "mutual air attack, even at equal intensity,
upon each other's vulnerable points would only lead to a far
quicker reduction of the war effort in England than in Germany",
whilst attacks upon German industry, even in the Ruhr, "could not
adequately affect the issue during the early weeks of the war".
The Committee were thus driven back upon the third course.

They fixlly recognised .that airfields and air force maintenance

organisations were targets of considerable difficulty, but they
were compelled to recommend that to attack such targets offered
the best hope that they could devise for reducing the duration

and intensity of the German air offensive. This then, must be

the primary aim of the British bomber force during the opening
phase of the war.

■The

Objectives of
the air counter-
offensive:

primary aim

/Second
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The second
aii:i

Second only to this came the task, which was
primarily the role of the Royal Navy, of keeping open
Britain's sea comi'-iunications against German sea and air
attack. Here, too, the R.A.P, must give vital assistance
not only by providing reconnaissance and local defenc
but also by counter-offensive measures against the German
naval and air bases and communications. This, then, must
be the second aiin of the bomber force.

The third and last min task which might fall
to the British Services during the opening phase was to
help the French and Belgians in repelling a German land and
air offensive against their countries. This would be
primarily a matter for the'Army's Field Force, but here,
too, the R,A.P. would have an important part to play.
Besides supplying the normal services of army co-operation,
it would be called upon to interrupt by bombing the
concentration and advance of the Gerr.ian-army and the

offensive of the German Air Force, Hence, then, was the

third aim of the British bomber force, and one almost as
vital as the other two.

e

The third
aim

The aims in

the 2nd

phase of
the war

Once, however, the second.phase of the war began,
the bomber force would be called upon to play another and
equally important part. It must then strike at the sources

of Germany's belligerent power as a whole, "with the object
of curtailing the output of her war industry". For, the
Committee went on, "we have assumed that so long as we are
much more vulnerable, than Germany and also have  a smaller air

striking power, for the purpose of decision in air warfare
we may be forced to direct'our intial air offensive towards

trying to reduce the scale of German air attack quickly by
counter-attacks on her air striking organisation. Such
action is, however, a purely defensive strategy and, since

we cannot apply effective pressure on Germany until we

attack her vulnerable points, it is essential that at least
a portion cxf our air striking force should take the
offensive against such objectives as soon as possible.
When this occurs, we shall in effect have reached phase two

and our air action will be the first step in the preparation
for a counter-offensive. A counter-offensive on land, might-
well still be necessary to bring final victory, but the air

offensive must be an essential preliminary to it. Here, then,
was a fourth task for the bomber force for which plans must be

laid. It was a task which, in view of the size and distribution

of German war industry, would call for a great weight of attack.

It was a task not easily to be accomplished in a short time and

one which must continue during the long period while Britain

was building up the great mobile mechanised land forces which

she alone of the potential allies could produce and lAtiich were

perhaps essential to final victory. Here, again, then, was a

further incidental encouragement to the development of the

'Big Bombers' which might begin to take their places in the

bomber squadrons two or three years after 1939,

ji4,9 (February 1 937) : the
Outline of the General War-Plan

The Report of the Joint Planning Committee was first
considered by the Deputy Chiefs of Staffs Sub-Committee. They,
on 5 January 1937, pointed out that Parts I and II - the state
ment of the problem and the comparison of forces  - were by now
out of date at some points and open to differences of opinion
upon others. In particular, they thought that it over-emphasised

/Germany's

(d) C.

D. C. 0. S, report

on J.P.C.155 '
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Gemany's advantages and said too little about her difficulties
and disadvantages. Therefore, although they endorsed the
general conclusions reached there, they recommended that these
two parts should not be sent forward to the Committee of

Imperial Defence. The rest of the Joint Planning Committee's
Report, they recommended should be sent forward. Moreover,
as the international situation made it urgent that detailed
planning should be put in hand without delay, the Deputy
Chiefs of Staffs drew/ up a series of recommendations specify
ing more precisely what plans each of the three Service ,  .
Departments should now be instructed to examine and prepare.'^^^

These recommendations were endorsed by the Chiefs of
Staff in their discussions which v/ent on for the next five

weeks. The outcome of those discussions was C.O.S.Paper 549
on 'Planning for a War with Germany', signed by the Chiefs of
Staff on 15 February 1937.
and most important defence documents of the inter-war years,
for it summed up the considered views of the Services upon the
character of British defence policy and laid down clearly the
broad lines which Britd.sh strategy was to follow after 193 9.

The Report began by repeating the Deputy Chiefs of
Staff s recomendations about the urgency of beginning at once
to frame detailed plans and by requesting the Government's
approval of the general policy now suggested. It then briefly
re-stated, the two most probable courses of German action -

either concentrated air attacks on the United Kingdom, together
with naval and air attacks on British trade and possibly
accompanied by a land attack upon Prance and the Low Countries;
or a full land and air offensive against Prance through the

Low Countries. Then, after outlining briefly the plans
required for the defence of overseas trade* and as precautions
against Japanese hostility, it proceeded to discuss, bn lines

similar to those of Part III of the Joint- Planning Committee's

report, the methods of repelling the expected German air

offensive against, the United Kingdom* Here it endorsed the

conclusions of the Joint Planning Committee. It recognised
that chief reliance must be placed upon the British air

counter-offensive, .It admitted that the enemy's air striking
force and its airfields were "not a very satisfactory target
for air attack". But it agreed that "as an initial plan, the
bombing of the enemy striking force would have the advantage
of reducing the scale of attack .upon our own vitals and of

directing our offensive against an unmistakably military target,
thus leaving to the enemy the odium of the initiative in

bombing places viiere large populations are concentrated". On
balance, therefore, this might be the most suitable plan for
the air counter-off-.^nsive to follow, though it was useless
to make hard and fast decisions on this matter at the present
time.

This is one of the most significant

C. 0. S. Paper
549

The air

merace and

the air

counter

offensive

The role of
the R. A. P.

Prom this the Report went on to outline the roles
of the three Services. Naturally, but very significantly, it

began with the R.A.P., the Service upon which would fall most

of the burden of repelling Britain's gravest menace, the

German air offensive. Here, as with the other Services, it

repeated the recommendations of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff.

In general, it advised "that the Air Staff, in consultation
with the Naval and General Staffs where necessary, should

draw up a series of plans for attacks on. different objectives,

/thus

(1) C.O.S.Paper 540 (D.C. )
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thus taking full advantage of the great raohility and
flexibility of air forces. The arrangements should be

worked out in the fullest detail and when approved should be

communicated in the form of numbered plans, accompanied by
all necessary intelligence, to the units who would be

responsible for carrying them out. The selection of the

plans actually to be adopted in different circumstances
would be left to the decision of- the Chief of the Air Staff,
in consultation with the Chief of Naval Staff and the Chief

,  of the Imperial General Staff according to the needs of the
moment. The plans should include those which could be better

undertaken by our prospective allies, including not only
France, Belgium, and Holland, but also Poland, Czechoslovakia,
and Russia. At the present stage it is not possible to draw

up a complete list of the plans required and all we can do

is to suggest a preliminary list of the headings under which

they should be studied. Under some headings a large number

of detailed plans may be required, ■ For examiole, the attack

on the Ruhr, the Rhineland, and the Saar will require to be

worked out systematically."

Outline of

I±A,_F,_
plans

After these general considerations, the Report
repeated the more precise proposals made by the Deputy Chiefs
of Staff, ■■Subject to the above, preliminary headings of the
plans to be drawn up by the Air Staff would include the
following:-

A. Flans to assist the Navy

Plans drawn up in concert with the Naval Staff
for the co-operation of shore-based aircraft with Naval forces

in ensuring the security and control of sea coiTimunications.
These would - include:-

(i) Plans for North Sea and other reconnaissance and

for co-operation in convoy protection.

(ii) Plans for putting- the Kiel Canal out of action
at such moment: as the Naval Staff may desire and
the Air Staff may deem practicable.

(iii) Plans for attacking the German fleet or a section
thereof by air or in concert with the Navy, either
in harbour or at sea.

(iv) Plans for the destruction of the shipping and
facilities in German mercantile ports within range
of our aircraft.

All plans must include the necessary Intelligence
arrangements.

'  Such plans might become of decisive importance if
Japan and/or Italy appeared likely to enter the war,
and a re-disposition of the fleet became necessary.

B. Plans to assist the Army

(v) Plans -for .limiting the enany's air offensive a^inst
the ports and lines of communication to be used by
our army, in case it is necessary,to send it
abroad.

(vi) Plans for attacking the concentration areas of the
German army and the interruption of its communi
cations in an advance into Belgium, Holland, and
Prance in case the main attack is directed

against these countries.

G.181535
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C. Royal Air Force Plans

(vii) Plans for the attack of the main aerodromes and
satellite aerodromes likely to be used by the
en&ay,

(viii) A series of plans to be concerted eventually with
our Allies, for attacking the enemy's resources in
the Ruhr, the Rhineland, and the Saar.

Plans for the attack of the enemy's manufacturing
resources, especially for aircraft, outside the
above regions. These should include plans for the
offensive onployment of the Air Forces of possible
Allies in Central and Eastern Europe in order that
their resources may be best utilised for the common
object.

Plans for the attack of especially important depots
or accumulations of warlike stores in the eneii^y
country. All the resources of our intelligence
system should be used to obtain this information.

The number of plans under the above headings is
likely to be considerable."

After the R.A.P. , came the role of the Royal Navy and
then that of the Array. With regard to the Army the Chiefs of
Staff concurred with the Joint Planning Committee  - '  ' •

"That while the crisis remained centred in Great Britain,
the employment of our Field Forces on the Continent would
be of less importance than the defeat of the German air
attack. The Field Force could only be moved to the Continent
if all the army assistance necessary to maintain order and
essential services in this country could be afforded by
other troops,"

"If, however," the Chiefs of Staff went on, "the enemy should
launch the main attack on France, through Belgium and/or
Holland, the Government might well decide to send the Field
Force, as well as appropriate air forces, to the Continent.
There is also the possibility that the Government, while
retaining the Field Force in this country, might decide to
despatch certain air forces to the Continent, accompanied by
certain arny units, for base and L. of C, duties. We
recommend therefore that the Greneral Staff and Air Staff,
with the assistance of the Admiralty and Mercantile Marine
Department, Board of Trade, as required, should work out all
the details of (i) a plan for sending the Field Force to the
Continent, whether at the outset of a war or at some later
period, and (ii) a plan for the despatch of certain air_forces
to the Continent, together with a proportion of army units for
base and L, of C. duties. These plans should be capable of
being put into effect concurrently." In short, if the
initial German offensive were concentrated upon the United
Kingdom, the Field Force would probably not be sent abroad
until that offensive had been defeated; if it were concentrated
upon France, the Field Force must be sent over at once; and
in either event, the R.A,F, must be prepared to launch an
immediate air counter-offensive.

(ix)

U)

Roles of
the Navy’
and Army

/Finally,
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Finally, the Chiefs of Staff made the following
recommendations to ensure a proper co-ordination of plans.

"All plans, when completed, should be communicated to the
Joint Planning Sub-Committee, which should be treated as a

clearing-house and co-ordinating authority for war plans.
The Joint Planning Sub-Committee should submit a qiiarterly
report to the Chiefs of Staff Committee showing what
progress has been made up to date. The first Progress
Report should be submitted on or before the 1st March 1937.
The Joint Planning Sub-Committee should compile and keep

up to date in convenient form a master-copy of all the^plans,
showing in each case whether it is one of the plans which
would be carried out automatically on the outbreak of war,
or whether it requires a decision by the Chiefs of Staff

Committee, a particular Chief of Staff, or by the Government.
An index to the master-copy should be prepared and issued to

all Departments concerned. This index would indicate^the
nature of each plan, and, in summary, the action required
by the Department or Departments concerned to give effect to
them. This index would thus provide in the region of ■war_
planning a document comparable to the War Book in the region
of administrative planning, the ifirtiole constituting a
national plan of defence".

The attachjnent of Parts III and IV of the Joint
Planning Committee Report as an Annex to the Chiefs of Staffs
Report completed this outline of "a national plan of defence within
which each of the Services could begin to frame its own
detailed operational plans. The significance of the whole
document will already be so obvious that further comment is
hardly necessary. It may, however, be worth T/hile to point
out once again how it emphasised the pre-eminence of the air
menace; of the role of Bomber Command in repelling it; and
of the part which a bombing offensive would also play^ during
the second phase of the war in 'softening' Gern^n resistance
preparatory to the final allied offensive by^all arrm. The
need for parity, or rather for superiority, in bomber strength
was thus reiterated just at the time vhen the discussionson
Scheme H had shown how unattainable was equality in numbers.
It was reiterated just at the time when the Air Staff had
clearly grasped the possibility of attaining a crushing ^
superiority in total bombload by the adoption of  a 'Big Bomber
policy. It was therefore another powerful argument in favour
of such a policy, an argument that was to be made still more >
powerful by the detailed examination of the plans which the
Chiefs of Staff s Report outlined.

(e) The Evidence and Equipment for detailed Planning:
Information about the future^Strength and
Ol^anisation of"the Bomber Force_

On 13 May 1937, after C.O.S.Paper 549 had been consid
ered and approved by the Cabinet sub-committee on Defence Plans
(Policy), instructions were sent to the Air Ministry to begin at
once the preparation of the detailed operational plans for the
R.A.F. outlined therein. With the instructions were also sent
extracts of all the passages relating to the R.A.F., emphasising

he supreme importance of preparations for repelling any German
ir offensive against the United Kingdom.(1)

Co-ordination

of plans

Significance
of C. 0. S. 549

C. 0. S. 549
sent to Air
Ministry
for action,
13 May 1937

/ Before ’

(1) A.M. Pile S.41432/5A, 5B.
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The back

ground to
detailed

planning

Before considering the action ifiiich followed upon
these instructions, however, it will be well to pause and
review the evidence upon which detailed operational planning
could be based in the second half of 1937, - to outline
briefly the information available about the future organisation,
strength, and equipment of the British bomber force; to

summarise the tactical ideas then prevailing upon how that

force should be handled in its operations; and to indicate the

progress made towards providing intelligence about its probable
targets.

General Since Bomber Command had come into active existence

in July 1936, the character and general organisation of the
instrument by which the operational .bombing plans would have

to be executed was tolerably clear. All but one of the

68 bomber squadrons of Expansion Scheme P were now formed or
had begun to form. All were now controlled by the single
independent Bomber Comnand, subordinate only to the Air
Ministry. This Command was sub-divided into six Groups
and each Group would, it was hoped, be made up by 1939 of
squadrons equipped with machines of the same class, though
not always of the same type. Each Group was further sub

divided into a number of Stations, each station housing on
its laain airfield and its satellite landing-grounds either

two Heavy or Three Medium or Light Bomber squadrons,
squadron was eventually to contain, according to its class,
either two or three flights of six aircraft apiece and was

eventually to be backed by reserves amounting to 225^ of its
initial establishment. So, broadly speaking, the administra
tive and operational organisation and the chain of command of
the bomber force were sufficiently well defined for planning

to begin, on this side, from finn general premises.

So far as more detailed information was concerned.
Expansion Scheme P, of course, provided figures for the

strength which the bomber force was designed eventually to

reach and for the proportion of the various classes (and even ,
types) of aircraft with which it vra.s eventually to be equipped.

(3)

Each

organisation
and command

Strength
and

equipment

And, by the summer of 1937, it was becoming possible to nake
rough forecasts as to when these intentions might be realised

and as to vriiat might be reasonably expected of the newer types
of machines that might then be in service, Por orders had

been placed during the spring of 193^ for the numbers of these

newer types that were required by 1939, both for first-line
and reserve, under Scheme P. (5)
thus now beginning to go into quantity production. Some were

even beginning to take their place in the bomber squadrons,
for by the autumn of 1937 there were already three squadrons
equipped with Whitley
and two with Battles.,

Most of the machines were

three with Harrows, four with Blenheims,
It is true that hardly any of these

squadrons could yet be regarded as mobilisable, since the first
deliveries of the new aircraft usually lacked their gun turrets,
their bomb-racks, their bomb-sights, and
wireless equipment and automatic controlsp|.rts of theirNevertheless,

Ay
Crif\p.

Above, Part III,iii.
By June 1937. The last squad3ron to form was N0.I85 in

March 1938 - see below. Appendix II.
The last Group to foim was No.5 in July 1937.
Above, III,ii, 107-9.
A.H.B. V.5A,21 to 25, 31, 34, 36; V.5/5.
These figures are for September 1937.' By the end of the
year there were 3 Whitley, 4 Harrow, 7 Blenheim, and
5 Battle squadrons - see below. Appendix II. Th-
Wellingtons and Hampder -3 had then only recently gone
into quantity production.

Minutes of 13th,14th,15th Meetings of Mobilisation
Committee, A 11 June, 22 Sept. 1937 -
A.M.Pile 3,37140/Vn*, 434, 49A.

e

(1)
(2)

(3)

It
(6

(7)
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by the. end of 1937 some Service experience had been gained
with then and a rather better idea could be formed of their

true capabilities. It was also becoming easier to predict
hpw many of them night be expected to come from the
•factories during the next twelve or eighteen months - in
.other words to estimate the numbc m of first-line and

: reserve aircraft likely to be available at any given date
in the immediate future.

All this provided very useful indications about theWork of. the
Mobilisation eventual character of the Scheme P force and about its pifabable

progress tovards completion. It did not, however, properly
fill in the details of the organisation which had been merely
outlined by the establishment of Bomber Command and the

adoption of Scheme F. For these details the operational
planners had to rely upon the administrative preparations,
covering a shorter period of time, made by th-e various
branches of the Air Ministry and co-ordinated and digested
by two special Air Ministry committees, the Mobilisation
Committee and the War Organisation Committee. The first
of these committees had come into existence in the autumn of

1935 to co-ordinate and perfect the mobilisation arrangements
somewhat hastily improvised to meet the Italo-Abyssinian crisis. ̂v
During the next eight or nine months those arrangei::ients for

meeting a 'Mediterranean emergency' had been expanded into

administrative arrangements for meeting any major European
'emergency'(2) and in April 1936 they had been given the

Plan. (3) This Plan -

Comiuittee

generic name of the 'Yfestern' or '¥
not to be confused with the ¥.A. operational plans deriving
from C.O.S, Paper 549, though forming the administrative and

organisational basis upor>. ■’f/hich these latter were to be built -
could not, of course, be given a final and settled form until
Expansion Scheme P was •'rC.thin sight of completion. That
could hardly be.earlier than the spring of 1939 at the very
best. Accordingly the W Plan was given the fomi of a
provisional arrangement, coverii
but revised and brought up to date at regular intervals.
For this purpose the period dovm to April 1939 was divided
into six six-month phases. Every quarter the Mobilisati
Committee met "to agree a temporary arrangement of war
stations, moves, disbandments, etc., v/hich would be carried
out in the event of any home defence emergency in'the'ensuing
quarter." In this way it would be able to take stock "of
the personnel o.nd equipment position, determine the mobilisable
strength of the Metrox^olitan Air Power for the ensuing period,
and improvise such arrangements for mobilisation as are found
practicable." One meeting of the Committee in each six months
was devoted to preparations for the ensuing six-months Phase;
the other was used for gljecking and adjusting the arrangements
for the current Phase. vOD

“or the immediate future•o

ion

/Prom

1st meeting, I6 Sept.1935 - Minutes at A.M.Pile S.36151/9A-
A.M.Piles S.3626G/32A, 35A; 3.37140/1,4,6,7,12.
Approval by D.C.A.S., 30 April 1936 - A.M.Pile S.37140/14;

Special Organisation Circular No. 22,' 5 May 1936 -
encl.lSA.ibid.,

(1)

The Phases were:- Phase I, April to Oct. 1936; Phase II,
Oct.1936 to April 1937; Phase III, April to Oct.1937;
Phase IV, Oct.1937 to April 1938; Phase V; April to Oct.
1938; Phase VI, Oct. 1938 to April 1939.

nomenclature for Western Plan, 4 June 1936 -
A.M. Pile 3. 37536/39A.

Note on

(4)

(5)

G. 181535
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he War

Organ isat: ion
Committee

Prom March 1936 onwards the work of this Mobilisation
was supplemented by the activities of the War Organisation
Committee,v1) whose duties were "to consider and make recom
mendations on the organisation to be adopted for the control,
operation, and movement of the forces at home and in the field
in war in accordance with Air.Staff plans, and for their . '
administration, maintenance, and supply".(2)

The details of the vrork performed or co-ordinated by
these two Committees lies outside the scope of this Narrative,
for they were concerned with administration and organisation
rather than with bombing policy. Broadly, however, they had
by the summer of 1937 defined the administrative and organisa
tional framework of the bomber force and filled in at least the

more essential details. Good progress had been made, despite
hesitations in higher policy regarding the Army, towards
elaborating plans for organising and despatching during the
first two months of war an Advanced Air Striking Force of

twenty Light or Medium Bomber squadrons, in two echelons of
ten squadrons (^ch, to advanced bases in Prance or Belgium.
Plans'for organising other advanced landing-grounds in south

eastern England arfl ftjT re-fuelling some of the home-based squadrons
at continental landing-grounds had also been sketched out.

The war stations of most of the home-based squadrons had been

determined. Station organisation“had been defined somewhat
more exactly by the decision to adopt in -war a policy of

dispersing aircraft around the main airfields and on satellite
landing-grounds within a few miles radius. Signals and

maintenance organisation had been looked to. Some at least of

the war establishments of squadrons and other units had been
reconsidered to meet the increase in Medium Bomber initial

establishments introduced by Expansion Scheme P. Arrangements
for reserve aircraft parks and acceptance parks, for mobilisa

tion pools, and for bomb storage, had been approved at least in

principle, even though some of these things, as bomb storage,
remained no more than pr/per -yrr/ngements. A provisional
edition of 'Mobilisation Instructions under the Western Plan'

(S.D.107) had been prepared and this was supplemented period
ically by the Special Organisation Circulars which described

in detail the forces available, their dispositions, and so

forth, during each current or immediately ensuing Phase. As

a result, detailed and fairly reliable information was at all

times available, for one Phase of six months ahead, about the
number and organisation of mobilisable squadrons, the stations

'ffhere they would be located in war, the types of aircraft with
which they would be equipped, the extent of their reserves of

Their

progress

by 1937

man and material, and the state of training of their crews

readiness in armament and other equipment of their machines.v4)
Thus, after the Mobilisation Oommittee's fifteenth meeting on
22 September 1937 full information of this kind v/as available

/forI

(1) Minutes of first meeting, 12 March 1936 - ibid..
Ibid. , end. 1A.

For their work in this period, see especially A.M.Piles
S.36151, 36260, 37140, 37536, 37613, 38213, 38217, 38466.

For particularly good examples, see the minutes of the

13th and 16th meetings of the Mobilisation Coimnittee,
14 April and 1 Dec. 1937 - A.M.Pile S.37140/41A, 584.

End. I7A.

(2)
(3)

(4)

G. 181535
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for the period of Phase IV, that is until April 1938;^'^)
after its seventeenth meeting on 10 I'larch 1938,
period of Phase V, that is down to October 1938

Indeed, when in Iviay 1937 the Air Ministry first
administrative began to consider the elaboration of detailed operational

plans, the D.D.W, 0. felt called upon to point out that
"the circulation of C.O.S. 54-9 does not initiate  a new plan
as far as the Air Force is concerned, but merely marks a stage
in the development of a plan to which we have been working
for the past two years. I make this point", he went on,
"because it is important that we should all realise how far

the administrative side of the plan has progressed during
the expansion period
any change in our plans which v/ould involve an increase in the'^__
proportion of the Metropolitan Air Force to operate outside

the United Kingdom. The administrative ramifications - extending
beyond the Air Force - are too great".v3)
summer of 1937 the administrative and organisational framework

within which the ¥/. A. Plans must be prepared had already reached
a stage where it, after its own fashion, could guide and govern
operational planning almost as clearly, at least for the

immediate future, as did the general framework of policy
outlined in G.O.S. Paper 549.

(i") The Evidence and Equipment for detailed Planning:
Tactical Experience and Doctrine

the

The

frame-work

We cannot lightheartedly make

In short, by the

Tactical

needs of

planners

■  Besides knov/ing the administrative organisation of

the instrument by which the general bombing strategy outlined

in G.O.S.Paper 549 vrould be executed, the operational planners
also needed to know the tactical principles upon which its

operations would be conducted. Here, progress had been con
siderably slower, conclusions were less assured, and experience
much less informative.

Expansion
and

training

Since the beginning of Expansion in 1934 the Service
squadrons had had only very limited opportunities for experiment
and advanced practice in bombing tactics and technique. The

immediate effect of continuous expansion, as was foreseen when
Scheme G was introduced, was inevitably to reduce the standard
of experience and efficiency. Until the end of June 1937 new
squadrons were continually being formed and this entailed the

continual transfer of trained crews from those already
established to form the nuclei of the new squadrons. Even

after all the Scheme F squadrons had begun to form these
transfers still continued as new flights were added to bring
them up to their appointed initial establishments. In the

old squadrons the places of these transferred crews had to be

taken by officers from the Flying Training Schools and in the
new all but the experienced nuclei had also to be drawn from

this same source. Now, there were no operational training
units in those days and the shortened courses given in the
Schools could provide only a limited instruction. Accordingly
the whole burden of the operational training, and  a good deal
of the burden of completing even the initial training, of

these new men fell upon the squadrons.

/The

(0 I'bid. . end. 49A.

(2) A,M.File 3.37613 (file not paginated).

(3) Minute of 4 June ■' - A.M.File S.4143^3.

G. 181535
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Resultant The details of this work, and the system of
decentralising responsibility for its planning and execution
to Groups, Stations, and Squadrons, lie outside the scope of
■this Narrative and will be found in the Narrative of R.A.F.

,  in assessing the operational efficiency and
tactical progress of the bomber force, it must be remembered
that the Bomber* Gomiiand Operational Training Instructions,
issued in January 1937, laid a very heavy burden of training
upon Groups, Stations, and Squadrons. "During the process of
expansion and re-armament, and pending the completion of the
new scheme in the Plying Training Schools, it will be necessary
for squadrons not only to convert their new pilots to Service
types, but also to consolidate and comp]ete the flying and
ground training given to pilots and air observers that form
part of the Training School Syllabuses. Yfith this in vxQvr all
units T/ill be supplied with a copy of the syllabus of the
Plying Training and Air Observer Schools and will have to test
the individual on arrival in the various aspects of his initial
training and to supplement it where necessary". To do this,
they must give the new crews "ground training in all essential
subjects" - armament, navigation, signals, photography, airman
ship, operations and tactics, reconnaissance reports, and
station ground defence. Along with this, they must teach them
to fly the new Service types of aircraft, for most of which
there were at present no equivalent training types. This
conversion training, particularly with the twin-engined machines,
was in itself a considerable task, hardly to be
in less than two months.^’')

accomplished

low
standard
of

squadron
efficiency

Lack of

operational
training

Yet only -viAien all these other things had been done, or
largely done, could the new crews begin their operational
practices in high and low level bombing, high and low dive
bombing, air fighting, night operations, night and poor visi
bility flyiiqg, reconnaissance and photography. Meanwhile, the
more,experienced members of a squadron found that most of their
time was occupied in instructing their less highly trained
comrades. The Squadron as a whole was therefore very slow in
approaching the standard of operational .efficiency prescribed
in the Comrrand Operational Training Instructions  - of being
in "a state of readiness to undertake efficient and sustained
operations by day and night against targets at the maximum
radius' of action of their aircraft, and to defend themselves
effectively against enemy attacks", of being able "individually
or in formations to navigate accurately to the target both
in good and in bad visibility or poor meteorological conditions,

to locate the target and to attack it by any appropriate
method of bombing". It was much farther still from being able
to practise or experiment with any but the more elementary and
well-established forms of bombing tactics and bombing technique.

The new
types and
their
oroblems

Nor was this all. In the second half of 1937, ns
already mentioned, the new types of fast monoplane bombers -
all, except the Battles, twin-engined - were just beginning to
come into service. With than,particularly with the Medium
Bombers, came all manner of new problems, for they represented
vdiat was virtually a revolution in bomber design. Their greater
speed, their slower deceleration and turning capacity, their
new need for adequate defence against attack from astern and
below by even faster eight-gun monoplane fighters, their crews
of three or more instead of a pilot and an observer - all these
ra ised a host of questions about the soundness and practicability
of accepted tactics and technique and about 'crew policy' (the
very phrase was then a new one, not hitherto needed.)

/These

(1) A.M. Pile S,37140749ir
G, 181535
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These questions even the more experienced pilots had
as yet had little opportunity to investigate. For it was only
during the spring and summer of 1937 that the first deliveries

of these new aircraft began to reach the squadrons. And, as
already mentioned, even then they arrived in a condition of

equipment so very incomplete that operational practice with

them was almost impossible. How impossible, may be gathered
from the report on Bomber Gomriiand's preparedness for war

written by its new Commander-in-Chief, Air Chief Marshal
Sir E. Ludlovz-Hewitt on 10 November 1937,^"') a report which
repeated and elaborated the representations made two months
earlier by his predecessor, Air Chief Marshal J.M. Steel.

Their lack

of pix)per

Report by the The real obstacles, he found, were not so much

C.-in-C.. "the lack of experienced personnel, a shortage of airmen in
i?. Nov. 1937 certain iraportant trades, and the lack of amenities and

accommodation". These were serious enough, iviany -junior
officers had been compelled, almost immediately after joining
the Service, "to assume responsibilities normally reserved
for officers of six or seven years' seniority." There were

in the Command, for example, 38 Pilot Officers commanding
flights in Service squadrons. But in general all, officers and

airmen, had "met their difficulties and risen to responsibilities

for v;hich they are not really ready in a most commendable
manner". The real obstacles were lack of essential equipment,
in particular the lack of navigational aids, safety devices,
and safety arrangements needed to allow of -war training in all
weathers.

"In any North European theatre of war bad wreather
conditions involving cloud, fog, snow, sleet, and heavy rain

are prevalent. On the other hand it has long been recognised
that decisive air action will ultimately depend upon the power
of the Air Force to maintain sustained attack. Sporadic
attacks may have a temporary influence upon the conduct of

local operations but are unlikely to have any decisive effect on

the result of the War, whereas sustained attack directed against
well-chosen objectives is the recognised means employed by air
forces to achieve decisive results. It follows therefore that

an air force can only expect to have a decisive effect in War

if it can maintain its operations in all weathers by Day and
by Night. A fair weather air force is relatively useless and is

certainly not worth the vast expenditure now being poured out
upon the air arm of this country. And yet to-day our Bombing
Force is, judged from a War standard, practically useless and

cannot take advantage of the excelled characteristics of its new
and expensive aircraft. It is not too much to say at this
moment that Bomber Command as a whole is unable to operate in
anythimg but &ir weather, and, moreover, it is not only unable
to do so now but little real progress can be made in training
Bomber units to operate under the conditions under which they
must operate in War until adequate provision is imde for the

reasonable security of the aircraft and crews undertaking this

training, and until the organisation for navigational aids from
the ground is adequate to deal with the traffic now maintaining

The problm facing the Bomber Command is not just to go up
over the aerodrome and fly about in a cloud. The Command has

to be able to send its units by Day and Night over great
distances for anything from five to ten hours, in the air,
making the maximum use of cloud to cover their movements, to

. /find

(1) B.C. File S.20711.
(2) B.C.File 7813-

G.181535
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find and attack a small and inconspicuous objective situated
in the heart of a strange and hostile country. This calls
for a high standard of navigation and the utmost confidence
not only in flying under the most adverse conditions but also
in each individual aircraft being assured that it can find its
way safely back to its base. In recent years Civil Aviation
has made remarkable progress in providing for the navigation
of aircraft through every kind of weather, and to-day the
airline pilots of all the ]ending European and American airlines
are capable and accustomed to flying their aircraft for long
periods and for great distances through thick clouds, fog, snow,
and other adverse conditions. But these pilots depend upon
navigational aids and homing devices, combined v/ith an efficient
and adequate D/F, meteorological, and control organisation on
the ground, v/hich are at present far from being available to
Royal Air Force pilots
and the Air Ministry are T/ell avi/are of our requirements but it
cannot be repeated too often that until these requirements are
met the Comr!B.nd cannot begin to get itself up to an adequate
standard of War efficiency.

Essential requirements include;-

All this is common knowledge

(a) The new instrument panel complete in all aircraft.

A thoroughly reliable energising medium for the
instruments.

Adequate W/T equipment and a ?//T operator in every
bomber aircraft.

(g)

(d) A homing D/P system from which frequent bearings_
can be easily and quickly obtained by a pilot or
navigator at any time.

(e) A district meteorological broadcast, reporting at
short intervals the height of clouds and the
meteorological serviceability of the aerodromes in
each district.

(f) Arrangements to ensure the pilot adequate visibility
through the windscreens to enable him to make a
safe landing in the.worst conditions of weather.

Adequate accommodation and provision for a navigator
and for navigation in all bombing aircraft.

Arrangements at night to enable any pilot to call
for and obtain adequate landing lights to permit
him to make a safe landing in emergency at any
Service aerodrome in the U. K.

(g)

(h)

(k) De-icing.

A blind landing system such as the Lorenz.

The first five of these items ((a) to (e)) were the most urgently
essential."

(1)

The nev/ instrument panel, in itself a very great step
forward, still lacked some of its instruments. T/hat v/as more

serious, it lacked a reliable energising medium, one that

would be safe against freezing and would operate during take

off. Until these iteras were complete and reliable, it was

/impossible
U.181535
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impossible for crev/s to practise long distance flights even
in fair weather for fear of a sudden deterioration in conditions

such as had already caused a number of fatal accidents.
Blind flying practice on instruments was still further handi

capped by the fact that no aircraft of the new types had yet
been fitted with automatic pilots or seemed likely to be
fitted in 1937 and that "no blind flying hoods have been
fitted or developed for any of the new types of bombers"
despite reminders sent from Bomber Command for at least the

past year.

The existing General Purpose W/T set was also quite
inadequate - if the operator was, for example, engaged in
getting meteorological information, no D/F bearings could be
obtained. Until this was remedied, it was not possible with
safety to send an aircraft to fly above cloud and out of sight
of the ground exce^jt when it was obvious that there vra.s no

danger of the clouds coming to earth on high ground.

The direction-finding :irganisation was equally
inadequate. It was limited to two groups of medium-frequency
stations covering between them the whole country, serving all
Commands, and already heavily overloaded. No bombers were yet
fitted with D/P loops Tfhich vrould make them partially inde
pendent of d/p ground stations. The Pi..A.P. was, in fact,
lagging behind civil aviation in these matters and was "a

long way from providing facilities in any way adequate to
deal with the number of aircraft operating in War nor yet
requiring D/P for peace training".

So far as item (e) was concerned, a conference
held at Bomber Command on 23 September 1937 had sketched out
a scheme for district meteorological broadcasts, giving current
weather conditions in each district. But at present only half
the bomber stations possessed the necessary meteorological
sections and those at reduced establishment; the landline
communications were still inadequate even for the present
normal traffic; and reliable W/T or R/T communication with
aircraft in the air could still not be guaranteed.

Of the other items, the aircraft with which the
Command was equipped were dangerously deficient in the matter

of the pilot's view from his cockpit and means of keeping the
windscreens clear of frost, rain, etc., were still lacking.
All the new types of aircra.ft were very ill-provided with

accommodation and facilities for navigation - the Wellesleys,
Battles, and Blenheims being especially bad. Night flying
equipment such as beacons, floodlights, electric landing T's,
and conprehensive obstruction markings, were very slow in
coming through and the policy for a system to deal safely
with emergency landings quite undecided. Some progress had

been made with de-icing devices and towards the preparation
of a blind landing system, but neither had yet reached, a

practical stage at which they could be made available to
squadrons.

At the end of 1937, in fact, Bomber Gommand was
still "entirely unprepared for war, unable to operate except
in fair weather, and extremely vulnerable both in the air and

on the ground". And, as Air Chief Marshal J.M. Steel had
remEirked at the close of his report, this unpreparedness must
continue "until Air Staff at the Air Ministry can co-ordinate
the development and experunental work on equipment and arrange
for standard equipment to be issued at regular stages to

/meet
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meet the present needs of operations.1 units,
purpose", he had concluded.
Air Staff should decide now those items of equipment
which are considered necessary for the progress of
training, and to make every effort to issue to units the
equipment as it stands at present and to avoid further
experiments and prolonged delays by specialists."

Under these conditions tactical and technical

experiment and even practice by the Service squadrons as
a whole vra.s certainly not more, and was at many points
considerably less, advanced than i
beginning of the Expansion period,
development of formation flying by night may be taken as
an example. It v/ill be remembered^
of 1933 a satisfactory form of station-keeping light
had been evolved for such flying. On August 17 of that
year Group Captain A. T. Harris, then D D. 0.1. , had urged
that all night bombers should begin to practise such
tactics. He argued that in war, when casualties would
soon deprive the bomber force of a large proportion of its

trained 'peace' crews, it would be "quicker to teach
wartime crews fonmtion flying than to impart the necessary
high standard of navigation and night airmanship"; that

"formations may be necessary to penetrate well-lighted
defences areas wherein the need for heavy development of

defensive fire-power imy become as real as in daylight";
that on short nights there might not be tine or room in a
confined area to exert maximum effort if aircraft were sent

singly and at intervals; and that, in any event, peacetime
practice would ensure readiness to u^e^ those tactics if

experience should prove then useful.
theD.G.A. S. had concurred, stressing especially the
third argument from his recollections "that during the vra.r

in Umnce one of the strictest limitations to the weight of

night borabbarcb:aent was the impossibility of sending aircraft

at greater speed than a minimum of five minutes' interval
and even this was generally considered unsafe. "(4) The
Commander-in-Ghief of A.D. G. B. however, had entirely
different memories of the last Ifar - he did not recollect

any occasion "when there was any difficulty in concentrat
ing as many bombers as we required against any target
for fear of overcrowding at the objective". He also thought
that in war "careful timing, routeing, and allotting different
heights to different aircraft will provide the solution to

,the problem" and at the present he was loath to add to the

already serious volume of training wark in the night bomber

squadrons, ''5}

For this

I strongly suggest that

ad been at the

The story of the

that by the suimer

Yifith these views

An example
of slow

pTOgre^s;
night
formation

1934-7 As a result, on 3 February 1934 the C.A.S. ruled
squadron should be assigned to continue the

experiment s''O’and in 1934 ̂ 0.58 Squadron (with Virginias) and
in 1935 No. 99 Squadron (with Heyforcb equipped v/ith automatic

/pilots)

that a sin

Above,
C-WfVP.

Above, Fart II. ii. 46-7.
A.H. Pile S. 32234/14.

Ibid., Min. 7.

Ibid. . End. 11A.

Ibid. . Min, I4.

II.ii. 43-53(1) *

(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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pilots).had investigated the more elementary aspects of the
matter.^"'/ They had no time to investigate the more advanced
problems of flying in formation in or through cloud, of target
illumination, and of actual bombing technique,
they proved that, at any rate -with Virginias or Heyfords,
night formation flying was quite practicable in fairly cloud

free conditions; that training for it was not difficult for

efficiently day-trained crews; and that the lights did not

seriously betray the bomber. On 14 February 193^ therefore
the G.A.S. ruled that all the new twin-engined types of

bomber were to be fitted with station-keeping lights,(2) Yet,
owing to the training burden already laid on squadrons by
expansion and the resultant "dilution of experienced personnel",(3)
it was not until 21 October 1936 that Bomber Command, at their
own request, were allowed to include night flying in formations
of not more than three aircraft (and these must be equipped
with station-keeping lights) in the normal training programme
of all their squadrons(4), Even now another year passed before
any training of this kind actually began. Even squadrons
equipped with the obsolescent single-engined two seater Hind
Light Bombers did not reach until August 1937 a level of

mch they could proceed to practise nightWith the new tvnes of sinpile and twin-

But at least

proficiency from
formation flying
engined monoplanes just then coming into service, that level
was not reached until many months later. For instance, by
September 1937 these squadrons were still barely capable of
flying in formation even by day (6) and even in April 1938
Bomber Command confessed that its Heavy and Medium Bomber
squadrons "have not yet reached a sufficiently high standard
of training to carry out formation flying at night and that the
equipment of squadrons with station-keeping lights has only
just commenced,"(7)

Lack of This story provides a very fair example of the
obstacles placed by expansion and re-armament in the way of
tactical and technical practice and experiment either by the
Service squadrons as a whole or by single squadrons specially
assigned. Nor was there any other unit suitable for such work.
The experimental establishment did, as will appear later, carry
out a fev/ experiments, but they lacked the numbers of up-to-date
aircraft and were themselves too busied by the I'outine work of
expansion to do very much. And as yet there was no Bomber
Development Unit to do for Bomber Coinmand the work which the

Fighter Development Unit did for Fighter Command or the Coast
Defence Development Unit for Coastal Command,

tactical

practice

Development
of tactical

theory; the
work of the

Such tactical and technical progress as did occur
during the years between the beginning of Expansion and the
Munich Crisis was therefore largely theoretical. Reference
has already been made to the establishment and the temis of

reference of the Bombing Committee in January 1934* ̂ 8) By
July 1937 this Committee had held fifteen raeetings,(^ Most
of its discussions, however, had related to tactics and

/technique

Bombing

Coranittee^
1934-1937

(1) IMd^ , Encl.17A, 27B.
(2) Ibid., Min.30.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ibid
(5) Ibid.,
(6) Ibid.,
(7) Ibid.. Encl.113A. A new type of light and a new position

for it in the aircraft had had to be designed for these
monoplanes - ibid^, 6IA, 68, 69, 71A.

(8^ Above, III, ii, 84-5*
(9) 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th Interim Reports of the Bombing and

Air Fighting Committees, upon v/hich, together vrith the
references cited below, the following paragraphs are based.

Encl.iAA, 48A.
Encl.59A, 70.
Min, 66.
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technique with twin-seater single engined Light Bomhers and

their somev\rfnat elementary equipment that v/ere fast becoming
obsolescent by the second half of 1937". And even so most of

their recommendations were both provisional and tentative.
They had agreed that bombing methods could be broadly
divided into level, pattern, dive, gliding, and 'B' (attack
on ships by the projected 'B' bomb exploding below the

waterline). They had broached the question of whether the
pilot in a two-seater aircraft might not also do the bomb

aiming, so as to leave the observer free to handle the guns.
They had recommended that for high level attacks the auto

matic bombsights, when eventually they came into use, should

be scaled for heights up to 25,000 feet and speeds up to
300 m.p.h. and that the course-setting bombsight should be

re-scaled for speeds up to 240 m.p.h. They had discussed
pattern bombing in the light of trials carried out by Harts
against the old Battleship Centurion in 1934 and against
motor-boats in 1935, but had come to no conclusion except
that the theoretical aspects of the subject needed more

thorough investigation before they could decide its real

value or the appropriate occasions for its employment. They
had formed a fairly firm Impression that for dive bombing,
at least with Harts, the dive must start from at least
4,000 feet, that its best angxe was 55°, that the best height
for release of the bombs was between 1,500 and 2,000 feet.

Their Dive Bombsight sub-committee (eventually merged in^a
new Bombsight sub-committee in May 1938) had evolved a simple
foim of sight for this purpose and was considering a more

complicated version for which the Admiralty were pressing.
These results, however, were largely inapplicable to the^new
Medium Bombers whose maximum angle of dive was nearer 20 than

55° and to which the new form of simple sight could not be
fitted. The fact that accurate dive bombing appeared to

difficult Y/hen the cloud base was lower thanbecome very

4,000 feet, had also led the Coiomittee to investigate^-the
possibilities of low level attack - and even of trailing a
bomb at the end of a long cable, a method quickly dismissed^
as impracticable. The preliminary trials of lov/ level bombing
by No. 12 (b) Sqiadron in 1935 and by the Air Armament School
in 1936 had evolved methods of approach, aiming, fusing and

release which the Committee felt able to recommend_for more

general use at least by existing types of bomber aircraft and
until some better way could be devised. ("^) Gliding and
' shallov/ dive' bombing, the methods most likely to be practic
able with the newer aircraft, had hardly yet been considered.
There had been some discussion about 'B' bombing, based largely

upon exercises carried out by Harts against the old Centur^ip
in 1934, No very firm conclusions had, however, resulted, for

B' bombs in existence and, if there hadthere were then no

been, the Harts could not have carried them.

Besides these matters the Committee had also eimmined
(in 1937) the problems and recommended the necessary equipment
for bombing up certain types of bombers. It had also had a

single discussion, on 5 April 1937, on methods of night bombing
and of illuminating the night bombers' target. Here, again,

tentative conclusions were reached, for there was
The subject of target illumination

only very
little experience to go upon.

The Bombing
Committee

and night
bombing

had been under desultory discussion between Air Ministry and
But severe safety restrictions,A.D. G, B. since at least 1932.

/allowing

(1) A.M. Pile S.35130 passim.
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allowing the dropping of flares only over the sea and with an
off-shore wind, had prevented more than a very few flares "being
dropped, A few trials in 1933 and 1934 had served only to show
that the existing 4” pi^ctice flare was quite inadequate and

further limited experiments with the new 5*5” Service flare
in the autumn of 1935 and in 1936 had made clear the problems
involved rather than the means of their solution,\1) The
Committee could therefore only recommend further investigation,
if possible over land, into the possibilities of various types
of flare and photographic flash and of using incendiary bombs

as ground markers to provide aiming-off points,(2) the latter
an idea which Group Captain A.T. Harris claimed to have put
forward as long ago as 1921 and which the Germans were thought
to be adopting in the Spanish Civil War, The difficulty of

finding a 'safe* land area and crews sufficiently experienced -
in April 1937 ”in 5C^ of the squadrons there were less than
three experienced pilots'*(3) - delayed further trials, even
with pairs of the 4'* flares until January 1938(4) and the
information then gathered was too inconclusive to justify
another meeting of the Bombing Committee to consider it.(5)
In view of this lack of data about target illumination, the

Committee's meeting on 5 April 1937 had produced very little

definite progress towards the elucidation of night bombing
tactics and technique. The possibility of one aircraft
dropping flares for the following aircraft to bomb by and the
feasibility of dive bombing by night with the help of flares
were referred for further investigation. It was decided to

revive the idea and to investigate the practicability of

* aim-off bombing by night, of taking the aim from some visible
object whose position relative, to the perhaps invisible target
was definitely known. But it was agreed that all these
questions and also the questions of low approach to the target
and of simple sights for night dive bombing, must be considered
and investigated afresh in relation to the high speed mono
planes vAiioh
into service ^n^ April 1937 were hardly yet beginning to come

Provisional

nature of
This was, indeed, a factor which called in (jjestion

the validity of all the tentative conclusions so far reached
by the Bombing and Air Fighting Committees. The new types of

_  aircraft which were coming into service in 1937 represented,
conclusions; as this Narrative has repeatedly emphasised, a veritable
effect of the revolution in aircraft design. Their speed, approaching

300 ra,p.h, as against the 150 m.p.h. of the Hart; their slower
deceleiation and shallov/er diving angle; their considerably
increased range; their larger crews; and the new lay-out of
their defensive armament - all raised questions which oast
upon the suitability to them of the hitherto accepted tactics
and technique doubts no less sharp than those raised by the
parallel revolution in the design of fighter aircraft and by
the in5)roveraent in the methods of detection and defence against
air attack. Until those questions could be answered, firm

all the

Committee's

in aircraft

design

/conclusions

A.M. Pile S.32229/IA to 97A.
Trials of these were made at J/iartleshara in June and July
1937, with inconclusive but not very encouraging results
- 3rd Interim Report (quoting A.M.Pile S.39009).

A.ivI.Pile S.40568/7A.
A.M.File S.32229/13U, 137A to C.
Ibid. . end. 152A, 15U, 159^^
A.M.File S.40568/7A.

3

,4,
5,
6
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conclusions upon bombing tactics and technique could hardly
be established. And they could not be answered satisfactorily
until the new types of aircraft had come into general use and
their capabilities had been tested in practical exercises
which very fev/ creY/s in the bomber squadrons were as yet
sufficiently Y/ell trained to undertake,

handicap imposed upon the development of sound tactical
theories by the lack of a bomber development unit cannot
be better made manifest. Of this haiidicap the Bombing
Committee themselves were well av^are for they had already
pressed for such a unit at three separate meetings - the
second, third, and tenth.\1) Y/ithout it, they could only
■with great difficulty and delay test, such theories as they did
discuss, and on many points they could hardly theorise at
all.

The severity of the

Misdirection
of tactical

The theorising of 1934-7 'was thus severely handi
capped by the problems which the new types of aircraft created
and by the lack of a bomber development unit. But it seems
clear also that this theorising -was to some extent misdirected,
or at least directed too exclusively toYvards a single narrow
aspect. In the first place, as Mr. H. Tizard remarked as late
as November 1938, ’’relatively too riiuch work has been put into
Y?hat you do when you find the -target and too little on the
actual finding of the target”. (2) i-fc is difficult, looking
back, not to feel that some better employment might have been
found for the Bombing Committee, or for some alternative to it.
For example, it might well have considered, from  a theoretical
point of view but in the light of what was already knoYm about
the probable speed, range, and performance of the nevT types of
aircraft, the problems of accurate long-range navigation, of
navigational aids for all-vreather operations at maximum range,
of speeding up the technical aids to accurate target location
by night and examining more thoroughly the best tactics for
ensuring it by day.

Neglect of It is hardly -wisdom after the event to suggest that
44.7i-g4.ti^r^ the Air Staff and its subordinate branches showed in this
prqblenis_ matter a marked lack of imaginative forethought. By a little

hard and logical deduction from their often repeated strategical
doctrines and from what they knew about the nev/ aircraft
already, they might Y/ell have anticipated and provided in time
for most of the urgent requirements v/hich the Commander-in-
Chief of Bomber Command had to deriiand in November 1937.
Considerable thought' and experimeiit were, of course, being
devoted to these imtters. But as a rule, the thinking was the
product of pressure from practical necessity rather than of
intelligent anticipation and forethought. It had begun too
late and its results were not available by the tir;ie the
squadrons were beginning desx:>erately to need them.

As late as September 1937 the C.A.S. could note that
’’during the last six months greatly increased attention
has been given to naviga-tional problems. ” (3) It Yvas only at
the beginning of that year that the courses at the School of .
Air Navigation had been re-organised to provide eventually
specialist na-vlgation officer for each bomber flight. (4)
again, only then that the first doubts had arisen about

one

It was,

/wireless

Minutes of 2nd., 3rd., and 10th Meetings; also A.M.File S.43442/25A.
A.M. File S.47632/8A.
A, M. File S.40110/11A.
A.M.File S.25873/VIII/9A.

1
2

3
(4
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wireless aids as a panacea for all the night bomber's
navigational difficulties. It was only in June 1937 that
these doubts led to the establishment at the School of a

three weeks' course in astro-navigation for all bomber
pilots; to the production of astronomical ready reckoning
tables; and to the decision to order hatches for astronomical
observation in all the new bomber aircraft. 1 "I) ^Modifications
to secure a better viev/ from the aircraft had also to be made

once navigational problems began to receive attention. As a

result, the production of Hampdens had to be retarded by
three months to alloy/ the design and fitting of  a ne?/ nose. (2)
Other modifications to improve navigational facilities in

other types had also to be made after they were already in

full production; the first models had to be accepted unimproved
and T/ith some types, such as the Battle, improvement was
almost impossible.

It was the same story with navigational instruments
By the end of 1937 the nev/ instrument panels v/ereand aids,

still incomplete and their energising medium unreliable. Only
a few of the nev/ Battles possessed any blind-flying equipment.13)
The inadequacy of the ground installations and aircraft sets

for wireless and direction-finding has already been referred

to, d/p loops, though their general adoption had been decided
upon in 1935, were not sufficiently perfected to be ordered in
quantity until the sumiaer of 1937 and had not yet been fitted

to any bomber.aircraft by the end of the year.(4)
in blind landing by radio had been loade in 1936, specifications
had been prepared in the summer of 1937 for equipping a dosen

stations v/ith the Lorenz apparatus, but there seemed no prospect
of its general installation before the autumn of 1938*(5)
Schemes for the development of a system of landing lights on
runways to work in conjunction with the, Lorenz beacons vrere

only just beginning to be considered,
in discovering methods of illuminating the night bomber's target
and the patent inadequacy of the existing flares, have already
been referred to.

Experiments

The slowr progress

Much of this delay wa,s admittedly due to the growing
But it seems

the Coramander-in-Chief of Bomber
congestion of technical production and design,
hardly less true that, as
Command remarked,w) this congestion itself was in  a large
measure the result of faulty planning and unco-ordinatod
thinking. It is, in fact, difficult not to agree that much
of the Bombing Committee's work had been misdirected. Its

time had largely been devoted to discussing tactics in the

narrowest sense, to considering methods for the final approach
to the target, for bomb-aiiping and release, and for bombing
and defensive fighting formations - the very questions upon
which theories were most liable to be upset by the introduction

of the new types of aircraft. As a result, the wider and

more profitable problems, of how to find the target rather than

of how to attack it when found, tended to receive adequate and

co-ordinated attention only when they were at last thrust under

the very nose of higher authority by the approach of Bomber

Command's squadrons to the level of proficiency required' for

operational exercises of a realistic nature. And by then it was

too late for timely action to be taken to solve them.

/In

(l) Ibid. . end. 13A.
(2J A.M. Pile S.4OIIO/4A., 1CA.
(3) Minutes of l6th meeting of Mobilisation Committee,
1 Dec. 1937 - A.M.Pile S.37140/58A.
4) A.M.Piles S.25873/VI/12B, 32k; VIII/29A; S.37140/58A.

■  i.,2%; 3.37140/58^-.5) A.M.Piles S.25873/VIII/
6) A.M.Pile S. 25873/IX/aA.

(7) Above, p. 163.0.181535
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Neglect...of
fcpmb,

piroblems

In the second place, there seems to have been much
truth in a remark made by the Deputy Director of Plans in

October 1937, that "we appear to be neglecting practical
research and experiments bearing on the relative vulnerability
to air bombardment of various kinds of targets and on the

types of bombs and tactics which will bring about the destruc

tion with least expenditure of effort of each type of target" P)
It is true that the Bombs sub-committee of the Bombing Committee

had reviewed the classes of targets likely to be met with and

the types of bombs most likely to prove effective against each

class; that its recommendations had been approved by a confer

ence held by the C.A,S.;(2) and that by the middle of 1937 most
of the bombs which it had recommended were beginning to become

available. But that conference had taken place on 30 September
1935. In 1937 its decisions still governed most of the Air

Staff s bomb policy, despite the changes of the past two years.
The 500 lb. bomb was, for example, still regarded as the largest
that would be needed for any target except a v/ell-armoured
battleship, against which it might be necessary to employ the
2,000 lb. A.P. of which designs, but no actual bombs, existed
thanks to the insistence of the Admiralty.v3) Moreover, nearly
all the conclusions of the sub-committee and the conference were

theoretical. There had been little or no attempt to determine

by-practical experii-nent whether, for instance, two 250 lb. bombs
would - as in 1935 the Commander-in-Ghief of A.D.G.B. had

maintained and the Air Staff had denied - would do more damage
to a factory building than four 120 lb. bombs. (4-)
again, only in Ivlay 193^ that a small coniraittee -was set up -
by the Home Office and at the instance of Sir Maurice Hankey I -
to plan experiments to test the ^fectiveness of incendiary bombs

against oil-storage tanks. ̂5} Such examples Liight be luultiplied,
but these two will serve to show how little practical experiment
ing there had been even in matters which did not require the

actual dropping of live bombs by skilled crews from up-to-date
aircraft.

It was.

Weaknesses

p'f_ British
tacticap
problems

The. Bombing Committee had started off full of quite
good intentions, to take matters in their logical priority by
studying the character of the probable targets first, the kinds

of bombs best suited to each of them second, and the aircraft
.w) But in the event its attention had beenrequired third

largely absorbed by problems of tactics in the narrowest sense

and of these tactics chiefly on , relation to existing and

obsolescent aircraft. As a result, British bombing policy
at the end of 1937 wad ..still a curious mixture of sound

strategical generalisations with somewhat vague and ill-tested

notions upon the exact methods and equipment required for their

tactical execution. It v>as only just beginning to. show a real

understanding of the true nature and full rngnitude of its

/problems.

(j A. M. Pile S. 42731/1.
A.M.Pile S.35247/I4A and B.
A.M. Pile S.35247/14B.
Ibid., enol.lA. , 5B., 11A. , 12/.., I4B.
C.O.S.Minutes, 175th Meeting (2).
A.M. Pile S.35247/3.

If
(4

a
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It had shown hitherto a marked slowness in settling down to

hard, precise, and co-ordinated thinking about the detailed

implications of its somewhat magniloquent premises. The

broad strategical aim was clearly seen; the tactical and

technical means and methods needed for its accomplishment
had not been so clearly thought out.

The Manual This does not, of course, mean that the R.A.F. had
no definite tactical doctrine for a bombing offensive. On the

contrary, the new Manual of Air Tactics and the revised
editions (ivfey 1 937 and January T'95BX~of’ -‘''■ix' Staff Memorandum
No, 57, noT/ .known as Secret Document 116, laid down a very
clear doctrine. The primary role of the Bomber squadrons v^as
there defined as "the attack by high level bombing of targets
on land". In addition, all squadrons were to be capable of
carrying out low level and high or low dive attacks. They
were to be prepared' to attack in these -various -ways either
individually or in flight or squadron formation, by day or by
night, in good weather or poor weather. The Ivla-nual laid dorm
fairly exact rules for each form of attack and specified in
some detail the types-of target against -which each form
would be most suitable and effective. The exact nature of

of Air
Tactics

the bomber formations had also been settled in 1937 - l)Ox
formations of five aircraft each for the old biplane types-
'vie' formations of three aircraft each, or double 'vie'
formations one slightly astern and above the other, for the
new monoplanes,(i)
Instructions for Operational Training in 1938 had to make
certain exceptions to these general rules. Both high and low
dive bombing were for that year to be regarded as only experi
mental methods for the new monoplanes. The obsolescent Hind
Light Bombers and, pending further experience, the single-
engined Battle Light Medium Bombers and even -the t-win-engined
Blenheims were to bomb only by day, though they were to be
able to take off, fly, and land in darkness. The old Heyford
and Hendon Heavy Bombers were not to be used by day against

These, however, were only temporary

It is true that the Bomber Command

well defended target
exceptions to be permitted diiring 1938 because re-equipment
with modem r.-achines -was still not completed and bacause
experience -with those new machines v;as still very limited.
The general tactical doctrine of the Manual -was in no -way
impaired by them. It stood as a clear, detailed, statement
of the -various methods by which the general strategical aim
should be accomplished against various kinds of targets.

o«

At the end of 1937, then, the R.A.F. Bomber Force
apparently possessed a coherent tactical doctrine, .  But that
doctrine lacked firm foundations. It was based neither on

adequate practical experience nor on thorough scientific
investigation. There -was no bomber development unit. 'Bomber
Command had been expanding too fast to spend much time in
experimenting v/ith tactics a-nd equipment and its training had
been top.limited for its squadrons to discover or investigate
any but the more elementary tactical problems. Meanwhile,
theoretical investigation had been too narrowly focussed upon
a single aspect, the actual process of bombing a target when
found. And there had been little attempt to give to the
problems of air offence -the concentrated and co-ordinated
scientific study wl:lch had for several years been devoted to
the problems of air defence.

Unoertaj-g
foundations
of these .
doctrines

/ It

25873/IX/8A; 3rd Interim Report of the(1) A.M. File
Bombing and Air Fighting Committees.

o.
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It v;as only slowly that the need was realised -
or the means and time became available - to remedy these

weaknesses. The first step v/as the establishment in
January 1937 of a Committee for the Scientific Survey of

Air Offence, parallel to the Committee for the Scientific
Survey of Air Defence and under the same chairman,
Mr. H. Tizard. That Committee, however, could hardly
make great progress until the Service authorities began to

get a clear idea of problems v/hich needed investigation.
V/hat was required now was' some co-ordinating and guiding
body, equi-valent on the offensive side to the Home Defence
Reorientation sub-committee on the defensive side. It ■was
not until March 1938 that this was provided, in the new sub
committee on Bombing Policy which -was then brought into
existence.

Th.e._
Committee
for the
Scientific
Survey of
Air Offence

This new sub-committee was composed of the Deputy
Director of Operations and representatives of the Directorates
of Supply and Development, Armament Development, and Training,
of the Deputy Directorate of Operational Research, of Bomber
Command, and of the Armament Group. It was ”to consider from
the tactical standpoint, the policy v;hich is to be adopted in
regard to different methods of bombing, taking into considera
tion the characteristics of modern aircraft; the end in vievr
is the guidance of research into, and the technical development
of, the most suitable aircraft and apparatus for the satis
factory execution of the methods of bombing decided upon”.(2)

The Bombing
Policy sub-
comiiiittee

j/larch 1938

These terms of reference clearly imply that the
tactical doctrines and the technical requirements of the
British bomber force were at the beginning of 1938 less
fin-aly founded than the ivlanual of Air Tactics might suggest.
This becomes even more clear ■when we examine the minutes of
the sub-committee's first meeting (22 March 1938) (3) ^nd the
Air Staff Note on Bombing Policy (4) which served as its
agenda,
the R.A.P. 's primary role ■was the destruction of an eneray
nation's ■war-making power and that its prii.'iary weapon for this
purpose was the bomb. The enen\y nation's v/ar-making power
would depend on three -vital factors - (1) 'moi’ale' , with its
aiaterial bases in houses, in ¥©.ter and gas and electricity and
food supplies and in social and medical and sanitary services:
(2) economic and industrial organisation; and (3) armed forces.

Broadly, there
fore, there were two types of objective for the bomber force -
'precise targets' and 'target groups' , A target group would be
the easier to deal with. Wliatever it y©.s - docks, an indus
trial town, part of a large city, a military co'ncentration
area, or a storage or distributing area - it would be of
considerable size. In it there vrould be "imny targets of equal

nearly equal importance on v/hich accurate bombing is not
necessary in order to achieve -valuable hits”. 'Precise targets ,

the other hand, would be sinall - a power station might be, say,
100 X 65 yards, a bridge 100 x 10, a ship 200 X.3O. Direct hits
■would be needed to put them out of action and "this is our hei^dest

Success-

The Air Staff Note started from the premises that

v/ith their bases and lines of communications.

or

on

task”

4ir_S_t^f
_Note_on_
Bombing

'Precise
•targets' and
'  rget
groups'

. Yet such targets were of the highest importance,
ful attacks upon them were essential whether the aim was to,weaken
'morale' , to disrupt economic and industrial organisation, or to
impede the enemy's armed forces. The final test of the bomber
force's tactics and equipment must therefore be its ability to
encompass the destruction of 'precise targets' . /Would

(1) A. M. Pile S. 40130/1. , 1 CP.
(2) ■ A. M. Pile S.43442/1, 54.
(3) Ibid. . end. 254'
(4) Ibid., 20P.G. 181535
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FreoisG

targets

considered

Vfould the established tactics and equipment of the
British bomber force pass this final test? To this question
the Air Staff Note returned a very doubting answer, an
answer which shows how uncertain were the foundations of the

That doctrine, it v/ill be recalled,
laid down that the primary task of all the bomber squadrons

-’’the attack by high level bombing of targets on land”,
and it^was for this task that the bomber force had been
primarily designed. But the Air Staff Note expressed the
opinion that "high level bombing, after many years of
development, has failed as an effective and economical
of destroying the _
discarded by the Air Striking'Force. ^
should therefore be trained and equipped in high level bombing
to attack the 'target group’ only, with incidental simplifica-'.ion

'  and equipment”.

established doctrine.

means

precise target^^ and as such should be
The Air Striking Force

and saving in tactics, training, and equipment”. In support of
thi

too

difficult

for high :

level attack was

s opinion, it was pointed out that, to judge from recent
experience at Armament Training Gamps and in Combined Exercises,
.even day bombers were unlikely to achieve an average error of
less than 150 yards - in the 1935 Exercies it had been 508 yards.
With the night bombers the error was sure to be much greater -
indeed, in 47 raids made during the 1937 Combined Exercises,
only one sashalite had been fired near enough to the target to
be plotted at all and even then the point of impact of this
attack had been calculated to be 1,890 yards wide of the mai^k.
There seemed no prospect that.in^roved equipment, such as the
automatic bombsight, would appreciably reduce'this margin of
error, especially now that much faster aircraft were coming
into service and the improvement in the accuracy of anti
aircraft gunfire Y^as threatening to make necessary a shortening
of the run-up to the target. “Therefore, although development
must go on and some squadrons at least must still be trained in
high level attacks on 'precise targets', it seemed doubtful
whether "we can afford the bombing effort in var, and time
required,to destroy the 'precise' target by adopting this method
of attack".

The

Bombing

Policy
Committee

not mliing
to abandon

high level

attacks on

'precise
targets'

The Bombing Policy sub-comiaittee was reluctant-to
endorse these pessimistic conclusions, not because it failed
to recognise the force of the arguments behind them, but because
it felt that the possible raeans of improving high level accuracy
had not been by any means properly investigated. It was agreed
that improvements in instruments and improvements in the bomb- '
aimer's view would probably be cancdlled out by future devel
opments in aircraft speeds and so forth, "
at practice camps were known to be due to faulty target
identification and to incorrect wind-finding. Might it not be
ossible, therefore, as Air Chief Marshal Sir E. Ludlow-Hewitt
who himself represented Bomber Gomriiand at this first meeting)
suggested, to reduce these errors by a proper system of
'briefing' before a raid? Certainly, "an Intelligence

■  Officer at each station was badly needed for this and other
allied purposes". Again, might not a single aircraft be
sent ahead of the bombing formation, as the C.A.S, had
suggested, to locate the target? Admittedly, the timing of
this would be difficult and the single aircraft would be
vulnerable.- It might also prove to be rather like the idea

■  of one night bomber dropping a flare for a folloYring machine
to bomb by - "theoretically it seemed promising, but it did not
work out in practice". Uj Nevertheless, the idea of a single
target-finding aircraft going on ahead had never been tried
in practice. The sub-committee agreed therefore that Bomber
Command should put it to practical test and until that test
was imde, it could not be entirely ruled out.

But the -worst errors

!

very

Here then, were

Hopes of

improvement s

in accuracy;

two -ways, both still untested, by which greater accuracy
might be secured.

/Nor
(1) A. M,’Pile ’ S'.‘ 32229/15^. See also Bomber Comc-and Pinal

Report on trials by Kinds with ijairs of 4" practice
flares, 14 April 1938.G. 181535
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Nor were these the only possibilities. Parachute
bombSj with a trajectory nearer to the vertical, might also

assist. Experiments with small bombs of this sort were
already producing promising results. Above all there was the

possibility of 'pattern' bombing. It is true that Mr.R.S.Capon,
representing the Deputy Directorate of Research and Development
(Armaments), showed by his attitude that his Branch had little
use for and less faith in this device. But pattern bombing had
as yet been neither adequately tested in practice nor thoroughly
investigated in theory. Discussion about its practicability as

a means of improving bombing accuracy had, it is true, now gone
on in desultory fashion for some years. But no practical
trials of the method v/ere now being made, for the rather

elementary Bomber Command experiraents had been suspended ov/ing
to the experimenting squadron's other coimnitraents. Theoretical
discussions v/ere equally at a stay and the old Bombing
Conffnittee's sub-committee on Pattern Bombing had so far not met.

Here then was another v^ay, untested and largely unexplored but

attractive at least superficially, by which the inaccuracy of

high level bombing might perhaps in some measure be remedied.
Until all these various possibilities had been tested and

proved inadequate, no one could confidently pronounce high
level attacks to be useless against 'precise targets'.

Nor was it possible to settle the question by pointing,
to some other method of attack whose practicability and success

were proved beyond doubt. Lov/ level bombing certainly offered,
prima facie, an attractive solution to the problem of the

'precise target'. It required comparatively little training.
It 7/as relatively accurate. Even in 1937, v/hen no sights
existed for low level bombing, the average ina.rgin of error for
trained crews from an altitude of 2 to 3^0 feet was not more

then 50 yards. The method could be used in conditions of poor
visibility. It could be used when the cloud base yjb-s low -

and as Group Captain Don pointed out, in Germany it was

possible on 939o of all the days in a year to see five miles

from a low level, while treacherous fogs were rare. But low

level bombing had its drawbacks. There was the major difficulty
of 'navigating at low level and high speed over long distances

and of locating the target at the end of the journey. There

■was the doubt whether a bomb dropped from a low altitude by a
bomber in level flight would penetrate a target sufficiently
even if the aim were accurate,
for example, dropped from 3 to 500 feet would destroy a power
house, the Air Staff Note could not say; but certainly it would
not penetrate a masonry bridge or an armoured ship. And,
above all, there v^/as the problem of the balloon barrages which

' must be expected over all importa'nt targets and vihich might be
Until some effective antidote

Yfhether a 500 lb. D.A. bomb.

met with as high as 5,000 feet,

Objections
to other
methods

level

to the balloon could be found - a question that T,vas now referred
to the scientists - the sub-cormaittee could not recomi'aend Ioy/
level attacks as the solution of the 'precise target' problem.

Nor could dive-bombi'ng be -accepted as the certain
solution. The objections urged against low level attacks were
no less valid against diving attacks. Moreover, dive bombing
was at this moment in an experimental and transitional phase.
It v^as still very open to doubt ?/hether the new monoplanes
could execute steep dives, and their greater speed made steep
di'ving seem less necessary for them than .for the old slow
biplanes. They had therefore recently developed a new method-,
of approaching the target in a ' shallow dive' at an angle of
some 20°. This shallow dive, the Air Staff Note thought,
might nor/ replace the former steep dive. The sub-committee

/did

Dive

bombing

G. 181535
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did not, however, feel that, enough was yet known about the
donparative advantages of the two nethod^ for a decision to

be taken without considerably more practical experiment under
scientific supervision. They felt, too, that the objections
which could be urged against both steep and shallow dive and
low level tactics imde it impossible for them to advocate the
general abandonr.ient of training in high level 'precision'
bombing,
a point".

The ideal of any bombing training must be to hit
Training therefore must go on in the old v/ay and

no vital changes were called for in bombing equipment, in
aircraft characteristics, or in the principles of the
instruction now given to bomber crews.

Urgent
need for a.

Bomber

Development
Unit

Yet if the ideals expounded in the Ivlanual of Air Tac;y.cs,
and sought after in the latest bomber aircraft designs,
remined unaltered after the sub-comsaittee's first discussion,
this was not because their discussion had mde firra their

foundations. On the contrary, the rea.son.why the crews and
aircraft mst still be prepared to attack the 'precise ta.rget'
from high level and low, by steep dive or shallow, vra.s to be
found in the general, ignorance about the effectiveness and
practicability of all these methods. No one really knew which '
method would be feasible and effective under war conditions.

Therefore the crews must be equally skilled in them all.- If
wrar came soon, they would have to learn by trial and error
which method to use on each operation. The discussion did
therefore reveal an urgent need for iixiediate practical
experiment. It "shovfed a strong feeling that insufficient

bombingattention T^as being given to the solution of
problems, and the opinion yos expressed, and met with universal
support, that there y/8.s a crying need for a Bombing Development
Establishment which could concentrate on the necessary

' experiments, and v/hich v/ould perform functions in respect to
bombing similar to those performed in respect to- air fighting
by the Air Fighting Development Establishment. The solution

of the pattern bombing problem, for instance, could be entrusted
,to such an establishment. The functions of this proposed
establishment were'not discussed in detail at the meeting but
it was decided to record a strong reconimendation that the

question be further and fully explored as a mtter of urgency.
It Yvas mentioned that a similar proposal had been mentioned

at the 2nd, 3rd, and 10th meetings of the Bombing -Goinmittee,
but nothing had eventuated".

Uncertainty
over tactical

This time something Yra.s to eventuate. But even now it

eventuated very slowly. All through, the summer and autumn of

1938 discussions were to go on about the desirability of
setting up a Bombing Development Unit.vl)
did not come into being until after the Munich crisis. Until

then - and indeed for long after - the doubts and problems
which had troubled the Bombing Policy sub-conmoittee at its

first meeting remained unanswered and unsolved. For, in the

circumstances of rapid expansion, of inadequate training,
and continual re-equipment, only a Bombing Development Unit
could answer and solve then. The Deputy Director of Operations
remrked, in i\iay 1938, that if there had been Bombing
Development Unit, there would hardly ha-ye been any need for

a Bombing Policy sub-committee, 'for the Unit "YYOUld provide
the answer to the factors v/hich directly control policy."
But there Yvas no Bombing Development Unit. Y/'ithout it, the
sub-committee could only ask questions to which it Y/as seldom

possible to give definite ansvrers. Thus throughout the

Yet the Unit itself

questions

/period

(1) A.M.Pile S.45407.G. 181535
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period with which this chapter is concerned, the
foundations of Bomber Coranand's tactical doctrine had
perforce to remain virtually untested by practical experi
ment with up-to-date aircraft. A large question mark had
to be left beside each of the laajor tactical assumptions
of the strategical planners,

(s) -The Evidence and Equipment for detailed Planning:
Target Intelligence

Besides knowing what would be the future strength,
organisation, and tactics of the British bomber force, the
operational planners needed also to have detailed and well-
digested inforr.ation about the targets in Germany which it
could most proficiently attack. In this natter considerable
progress had been made since 1933*^0 The investigations
of the Joint Intelligence Conmittee and the Committee of
Imperial Defence sub-comio.ittee on Industrial Intelligence
Foreign Countries had since that date been very largely,
though by no means exclusively, concentrated upon Germany.
Their v/ork had been supplemented since the beginning of 1936
by a nevT standing sub-committee on Air Targets Intelligence.

in

Progress
since

till

The Air

Target s~
This new sub-committee - a direct result of "the

vast extension of the zone of operations that has been
Eg brought about by the advance of aviation"(2) - had been set

su-brOQiiiiaite^, up by the Committee of Imperial Defence on 30 January 1936.(3)
It was composed of Sir Edward Crowe; the Deputy Directors of
Intelligence from the Admiralty, War Office, and Air Ministry;
and the head of the Industrial Intelligence Centre. Its
terras of reference authorised it "to supervise co-ordinated
.interchange of information and reports between the Defence
Departments and other Departments concerned in relation to-
air targets intelligence in foreign countries"; to co-opt
Service and civilian experts to help in its work; to select,
classify, study, and report upon the various types of
targets most suitable to be attacked,
all its information in such a manner
selection of suitable targets for the Government's approval
and to have immediately available information which the
Air Force require to take inunediate action against those
objectives which the. Government nay decide are to be
attacked".

to confomi to Air Staff requirements,
thus filled a

It was to register
as to facilitate the

This information was to be tabulated acd filed
The sub-committee

very serious gap in the air intelligence system,
gap T/hich the Air Ministry and the other Defence

Departments w-ere by their^ nature hardly qualified to fill for
themselves.

a

Its surveys

of German '

targets

By July 1937 the fruits of this v/ise foresight were
almost ready for the operational planners to garner. The Air
Targets sub-commttee had by then already issued an apprecia
tion upon certain groups of German industries and military

/targets.

^ V4 A ̂

See above, Pe«*t II.ii.35-6.
C.O.S,Paper 1+20 D.C.
C.I.D. Minutes, 273rd Meeting.
D.O.Q,S. Report En central machinery for co-ordination of
intelligence, 1 Jan. 1936 - C. 0. S.Paper 4.20 D. C. ;
4-th Report of sub-conanittee on Industrial Intelligence.
22 July 1936 - G.I.D.Paper 124.8-^B.

1

2

(3
(4)

G. 181535
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targets. It had in addition almost completed aomprehensive
surveys of the vulnerability to air attack of the G-errnan
industrial system
organisation.

represented a very considerable improvement in the intelligence
position as compared with 1933. Ihe Air Staff now had .at their

disposal a considered survey of the industrial geography of
Germany - of the location of German industries and factories,
of the precise nature of the German transport and communications
system by road, rail, and inland waterv7ay. It had, in other
words, most of the essential target information required for
the detailed operational planning of an offensive against the
German war economy and its lines of doraniunication.

as a whole and of German military and naval
These bodies of digested target information

Intelligence

deficiencies
.  . There was also available a good deal of detailed and
digested information about the strength, equipment, and peace
time organisation of the Gersuan armed forces. But here the
situation was less satisfactory,' all the more so as in C.O.S.
Paper 549 attacks on the German air striking force and Axmy
were given priority over attacks upon the German industrial
system. The real difficulty here vms to obtain reliable
information - or, indeed, any information - about the probable
war dispositions of the German air and land forces, more
particularly ,of the air striking force. This was  a problem
of 'which the planners were very soon to become acutely conscious.
It was also a problem very difficult to solve in time of peace.
Factories, industrial establishments, roads, rail and waterways,
were comparatively permanent features. Where they were in peace,
there they would mostly be in war, at least during the opening
months. They were also comparatively easy to discover, by
actual obseiwation or from trade and other publications. But the
war stations of the German air striking force were less obvious
and less public. The British intelligence services had foiund
it estremely difficult to locate or identify any of them.

Lack of Besides, the Germans would undoubtedly have a very
considerable number of airfields to choose :from and it was by
no means certain that their choice v/ould be made long in
advance of the beginning of hostilities.. This, then, was
essentially a task for war-tiiae reoonnaiss.anoe rather than for

peace-time intelligence - and in the mtter of systematic air
littlereconnaissance the R.A.F. seems to.have given by 1937

progress in
air recon

naissance

more serious thought than by 1933.'^-'

Lack of This., however', i?/as a need that came, to be recognised
only when planning began. The failure, to recognise it earlier
was responsible for another defect. This was the lack of any
organisation for making readily available to squadrons the
target intelligence possessed by the higher authorities,. We
have already seen the Conmander-in-Chief, Bomber Command, in
the autumn of 1937 stressing the need for a i
Intelligence Officer on every bomber station.

sident full-time

Such Station

organisation
for dis

tribution of

intelligence

Intelligence; Officers were urgently needed if pilots were to
be adequately briefed before, and adequately interrogated after,
a raid or a reconnaissance. In this matter the R.A. P, Was still

badly over-centralised and the need for specialist Intelligence
Officers actually on the stations was only just beginning to be

/recognised.

(l) 5th Report of sub-committee on Tnd, Int, , 5 July 1937 -
C.I.D,Paper 133&-B; J.P.C. Progress Report, 11 June 1937 -
C.O.S.597 J.P.

(2) See the Narrative of Plntogra-phic Reconnaissance prepared
in this Branch.

(3) Above, p. 172.
G. 181535
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recognised.* Here, as in other matters,, it ms only slowly that
the Service vra.s beginning to grasp the full implications of a
truly long range bombing offensive and to outgrovf the somewhat
casual habits formed in the short range 'army co-operation' war
of 1914-1918,

These defects in the organisation for reconnaissance
and for the distribution of intelligence to units were, however,
more serious from the point of view of v/ar-time operations than
from that of peace-time planning. Despite them, the Air Staff
in 1937 possessed a far more detailed and more readily accessible
body of infonnation about its potential enen\y than had ever
before been available to it in its planning.

(h) TJae^ginnings of Detailed Operational Planning^,
jiay to December 1937

With the issue of C.0,3. Paper 549 British bombing
policy in the event of a German vrar ms finally defined and
established. In its main lines and intentions that policy
to be changed surprisingly little in the ensuing years,
timing, methods, and emphasis, however, it was to undergo
considerable modifications even before the actual outbreak of
war. The actual occasion of the more important of these
modifications was the Munich Crisis of September 1938, but the
causes lay deeper and farther back in tine. Wot least among
them was the sobering influence of the work of preparing
detailed operational plans which began with the reception by
the Air Ministry of the instructions of 13 May 1937.

That influence did not perhaps make itself felt at
once, for there was a considerable delay before detailed
operational planning in fact began. The procedure adopted -
and necessarily adopted in an Air Force where intelligence and
planning services were so highly centralised - threw the bulk
of the preliminary work upon Air. Ministry departments which
Yfere already overburdened with matters of expansion, equipment,
and administrative preparation. A minute virritten by the
Deputy Director of Plans on ivlay 28\l) makes clear v/hat this
procedure was - his proposals received only minor modifications
during the ensuing months.
Deputy Director of Plans and the Deputy Director of Operations
first defined Adrat detailed plans were needed to implement the
requirements of C.O.S. Paper 549* Next the Deputy Director of
War Organisation checked these to see that they were adminis
tratively practicable. He further provided all the information
needed about the probable strength and dispositions of the
forces and reserves available for their execution. "Up to this
point, the D.D.Plans says v/hat we want to do and the D.D.W.0.
says what we have got to do it mth."

was

In its

In accordance with this minute the

C. 0. S.Paper

Procedure

for detailed

planning:
work of Air

Ministry
branches

The subsequent stages really amounted "to the
production of lists of objectives under a number of different
headings,' from which the G.-in-C. Bomber CoiTu.Tand will select
the suitable ones Avhen the time

Director of Intelligence's Job.
infoniiation necessary to put the plans into effect",
help of the Air Targets Intelligence sub-committee, he collated
and made available information about the' German Arr.\y, the German
Air Force, and " 'diversionary' objectives - vital centres attack
upon v/hich will- .(or anyway may) draw off or contain superior

comes". This was the Deputy
He produced "the detailed

T/ith the

/detachments

(1) A.M.Pile S.4143?/1.
G.181535
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detachiJonts from the jmin German Air Force supporting the
invasion". After this the Deputy Directors of Intelligence
and of War Organisation had to take into account such informa

tion as was relevant, or available, about,the dispositions
and intentions of the British Field Force and of any Allied
military or air forces.

Work of

Bomber

Command

All this pi-eliminary mterial v/as eventually
assembled by Plans 3 and passed to Boi.iber Command. There a

simll planning staff under a Group Captain (Plans) then began
to prepare the plans themselves, "going into detail as far as
possible in the direction of the production of actual operation
orders, leaving blanks where necessary - subject of course
alv/ays to the proviso that the plans must remain completely
flexible, the actual objectives for attack n-iust be left to be
decided in accordance with circumstances at the time,

plans had of course also to be drawn up "within the administrative
limits arranged by D.D.W. 0. and if Bomber Command wants these
administrative arrangements modified (supposing they want to
alter the war stations of any of their squadrons, or something
of that sort) then they will have to get D.D.W. O's approval to
ensure that the modification is administratively practicable".

V/hen the Comiiiand planners had finished their task,
the completed draft plan was "submitted to D.D.Plans for
communication to the Joint Planning Gomi'nittee for co-ordination
and indexing and inclusion in the proposed sort of Joint

The general arrangement v/as, in short, that
"Plans Air Ministry acts as a co-ordinating agency and clearing
house between the various departments in the Air Ministry, other
Ministries, and Plans Bomber Coi^iiand. And Plans  3 will be a
sort of liaison officer with Bomber Command".

The

Planning Book".

Delays at

Air Ministry
Such a procedure meant that no progress could be made

in preparing the plans themselves until the Air Ministry
departments had completed their prelirfdnary v/ork and until
Bomber Command had obtained its planning section,
considerable delay over both these matters.

There was

The proposals of
the Deputy Director of Plans were quickly accepted by the
Air Ministry departments concerned,(l) and at the same time
the Coirnander-in-Ghief, Bomber Command, was informed of his
Command's part in the work. (2) At Air Ministry, however, it
was not until October 1937 that any real progress was made
towards providing even the first reqvjirement - a list of the
detailed plans needed and their order of priority. ' It is true
that the Deputy Director of Plans had suggested certain
priorities in a paper of August 10,(3) but it vras not until
October 1 that his proposals were discussed and finally
approved at a conference v/ith the other Deputy Directors who
were concerned with them.

Conference

lQ-g.etjIe.
priorities

1 Oct. 1937

At this conference the list of plans required v®s
divided into four groups. This grouping followed broadly the
lines suggested by the Deputy Director of Plans.on August 10,
though with considerable differences■in detail.(4) In their
original form the four: groups were roade up of the following plans.

/Group I

.(1) D.D.Ops. June 2 - A.M.File S.41432/2; D.D.W.O.June 4 -
i>id.. min.3; D.D.I.June 8 - ibid. . min.4.

(2) See his reply, June 7 - ibid.. encl.27A. He was later,
on Aug. 10, sent a copy of the extracts from G.O.S.Paper 549
- ibid. . end. 14A-.

(3) Ibid., end. 1 6A. He then hoped to get to Bomber Command by
Sept.1 the laaterials for a plan for attacking the German
Air Force. ' '

(4) A.M,Pile S.41432/'16A, app.B.G. 181535
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Group I ms to consist of four plans. Two of these
were pilmarily the concern of Bomber Coj-imand - that for attgioking
the Genaan Air Force and its maintenance organisation (designated
Plan ¥.A. 1) and that for attacking the concentration areas of
the German Am^r and interrupting its communications in an
invasion of Belgium, Holland, or France (plan W.A.4).
primarily the concern of Coastal Goraraand — that for reconnaissance
in oo-opemtion with the Navy in home mters and the eastern

,A. 2) and that for co-operation with the Navy in
• close convoy protection in the same mters (W.A.3).

Two were

Atlantic

All the plans in the other Groups were primarily the
concern of Bomber Conanand. Group II ms to contain a plan for
attacking Ger:aan air manufacturing resources and one for
a counter-offensive in co-pperatipri with the Navy against the
bases of the enen\7's surface, su^aarine, and air forces opera
ting against British trade' ('W’.A.X)*, Group III included plans for
attacking .specially important depots or accumulations of mrlike
stores other than air (W.A.'^^; for putting the Kiel Canal out of
action (¥.A. 8); and for. destroying shipping and facilities in
German mercantile ports, particularly those in the Baltic (¥.A. 9).
Group IV covered the less specifically militaiy or air objectives
with its plans for attacking German mr manufacturing
other than air in the Ruhr, Rhineland, and Saar (W.A. 10) and
elsewhere in Genuany (v7.A.1l); for attacking the German fleet
or a section thereof either in harbour or at sea (¥.A. 12); and
for attacking German headquarters and administmtive offices in
Berlin and elsewhere (¥,A.13),

resources

List of
¥« A. Plans

1937-8

discussion led; to certain modifications, confla
tions, and additions to this original list. A tendency also
appeared to abandon the division into groups in favour of a straight
list of numbe.red plans. Thus of the three plans for attacking
German mr industry in the Ruhr and elsewhere, one (originally W.A. 5)
ms, conflated with W.A. 1 and the other two (the old W.A, 10 and II)
were amalgamated and. pi'omoted to fifth place as W.A.3, The. old
W.A.7, mth o;.l storage depots en5)hasised among its primary
objectives, ms moved up one to become W.A. 6, The original W.,A, 6
became W.A, 7. A new W.A, 8 ms put in, to deal specifically with
night attacks. As a/result;the Kiel'Canal plan moved down one
and became W.A. 9 and the plan for attacking mercantile ports
became the new W.A. 1.0. Finally a new plan - though one which had
been intermittently considered ever.,since 1920 - for the
destruction of eneny forests and crops ms added as the new W.A. 11,
With these changes the list of the Western Air Plans, as they
existed down to at least the I^tunich Crisis, reached its final form.
In this form therefore it may be now convenient to tabulate them.

W.A.1 attack on German Air Forpe and its maintenance
organisation and allied, industries (A.M.File
s. 42728)

reoonnaip^anoe in home mters and the eastern
Atlantic in co-op
(S.42729)

co-operation with the Navy in convoy protection
in home mters and the eastern Atlantic
(S.42730)- ■ :

attack on concentration areas, lines of
communications, etc, of the German Army
(S.42731)

lor. with the Navy

'

W.A.2

W.A. 3

W.A. 4

A. A. 5 ,

^ G. 181535
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W.A,5 -  attack on German mnufaoturing resources
(a^ in the Ruhr
(b) inland "wateryTays traffic between the

Ruhr and Baltic and North Sea ports
‘(c) outside the Ruhr. (S*43303)

-  stores, particularly of oil

-  counter-offensive in .co-operation with the Na"vy
in defence of seaborne trade (S.43294)

-  ni^t attacks

-  attack on the Kiel Canal, etc,

¥.A. 10 - destruction of Geimn shipping and its
facilities, especially in Baltic ports (S.43297)

-  destruction of forests and crops (S.46344)

¥.A.6 (s. 43293)

W.A.8 (S.43295)

¥,A. 9 (S.43296)

¥.A. 11

'  ■ W.A.7

¥.A. 12 attacks on Geimn fleet or parts of it, at sea
(s.46345)

-  attacks on Geriuan administrative, etc*,
headquarters especially in Berlin (S.46346)

or in harbour

W.A.I3

■A.ix.,Ministry •Once the list of plans and their order of priority
pcfipgjsa.tlons had at last been decided, the various Air ilinistry directorates
of material were able to settle to the work of providing the exact

definitions and the intelligence and-administrative material
necessary for their detailed elaboration. • % December 1937 a
new Air Ministry file had been opened for each'of the first
ten plans and files for the other three were to follow during
the New Year, It was, however, upon three only of these
thirteen plans that the Air Ministry at present concentrated
its attention, so far as the bomber forces was obnoemed.’

Goncentration Those three were ¥.A. 1 (against the. German Air B'oroe), W.A.4QIpLAi ..Ij. 4 (against the German Amor), and ?f,A. 5 (against German industry)*
Of the other ten, three (w. A. 2, 3 end-12) were of course, so
far as planning was concerned, the business of Coastal Command
and they are dealt with in the Narrative of that Command. The
remaining seven plans, all primarily the concern of Bomber
Command, received for various reasons comparatively little
attention during the period before the Munidh Crisis. The
Air. Ministry departments, and more still the Bomber Command
Plans section which wa
until November 1937,M
numbers to waste their time upon the more remote or less
profitable projects. And most of the S^ven plans that were
ooH^jaratively neglected feli within those categories. Attacks
upon storage depots, and partioularly upon oil reserves (W.A. 6)
could not be planned in any detail until much more infoimation
had been oolleoted and digestedr nor had oil yet assumed its
pre-eminent (and delusive; priority among target
could be little profit in studying night operations (¥,A, 8)
until the more general plans for attacking German industry had
been worked out. Limited and specialised operations, such as
the counter-offensive measures against German commerce
raiders covered by ¥,A,7^ obviously could not be given precedence
over the major projects. Attacks on the Kiel Canal (¥,A, 9)
for which an intelligence appreciation was prepared as early

for these

not brought into actual existence
were too busy and too limited in

s. There

•plans

/ as

(1) A,M.me S.4143^3QA.
. G. 181535
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(1) could not be studied in detail until

Berlin
as December 1937,
1,000 lb. bombs had been authorised and developed.
(V/.A.13) and the Baltic ports (W.A.IO)
unprofitable subjects for study since by 1 October 1938
Bomber Command would have only a small handfbl of night
bombers, capable of reaching so far. None of these six plans
therefore, had progressed by September 1938 much beyond the
stage of having their general aim defined apd some of the

information about their objectives collected, and digested.

v/ere even more

The seventh of these plans, Tv'.A. 11 ̂ (forests and
crops), did attract a good deal more attention. But this was
perhaps due less to its intrinsic interest or importance than

to the possibilities of comic relief which it offered and to

the people whose enthusiasm it aroused. The idea behind it

was by no means new. The possibility of discharging liquid
fire for such purposes from low-flying aircraft had been

discussed as early as 1925 and again in 1930« Experiments
made at Porton in 1935 had produced discouraging results^^)
but with the development of incendiary bombs and with Mr. Lucas*
invention of an oil bomb the idea took a new lease of life in

1937 and 1938. It was further encouraged by stories of forest
fires, caused by bombing during the Spanish Civil Va.rA^) Thus,
in June 1937 Group Captain Don, then Air Attach^ at Berlin and
soon to be the new Group Captain (Plans) at Bomber Command,
urged the value of such attacks in Gerixany, In November a

Captain Roberts, who had studied forest fires in Canada,
suggested the idea to Hr. Chui'chill and apparently to the Air
Ministry. In June 1938 no less a person than,Lord Trenchard .  ..
gave it his blessing, adding the suggestion that small balloons-
might be used to carrythe incendiary material. (4) It rpiight 'be. '
true-, a.3--Squadron Leader Barge of A. I.(b) pointed out,
to burn down.'the German forests would be a huge task and hardly
one.;0f -the most remunerative. But even he admitted that at

might prove a valuable irritant to the Gernjan economic system.
Hence by July 1 938 the Deputy Director of Research and Develop
ment (Armament) felt.it Trorth while .to.bpress for experiments
to discover the probable effectiveness of such attacks.(8)
Nevertheless,, all .this was rather technical investigation
than operational planning. The-: preparation of Plan VL A. 11 ,
despite the interest shown in it,: remined in September 1938,
like that of the .other six plans, . still in the stage of

■ defining aicgand collecting inforsmtion.

that

Plan

W.A.11

.. It is then, upon the elaboration of Plans W.A, 1, W.A.4,
and W.A-,,5..'that wei- rnust concentrate in order to study the
influence.of operational planning upon the evolution of British
bombing policy;-during the period-before the Munich Crisis.
Instructions were, s.ent to Bomber Command:, on 13 December 1937 to
start upon the detailed, preparation of i-hese three plans. They
were to be combl'sted by 1 April 1938, while 1 ■ October 1938 was

T/.A. 1. 4.
and 5 sent

to Bomber
Goraiand

1~3 Dec7i937

/to

a:
(3

A.M. Pile S.43296/3A
A.M. Pile S.41734/56
Ibid., 2, 5, 3QA

4) Ibid. . 1A. 52B, 6A.
.5) Ibid.. 7.

-  (^) .■: Ibid.., :-9 ,
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to be regarded as the 'zero date' from which they might be
required to take effect. All of them were to be based on the
assumption that Britain would have either France or France and

Belgiuiri as her allies. They were, however, to cover all
profitable objectives in Germany, since the Government had
forbidden any staff conversations with the'French or Belgians
and no division of labour between the R.A.F, and its potential
allies could bearra'riged in time of peace. For the same reason
it was iirp>ossible to provide exact information-'as to the location
of the refuelling bases on the continent which would be
available to the squadrons operating from the United Kingdom.
Nor could exact locations be given for the twenty: medium bomber
squadrons forming the Advanced Air Striking Force, which were
due to operate from continental bases, tan of them moving
across the Channel in the first fortnight after the outbreak of
war, the other ten following about a month later. The most
that could be done -was to give the approximate areas in which
such refuelling or operating bases would probably be located.
Besides this, the instructions also contained hypotheses of the
strength and composition of the German air forces and of the

composition and mobilisable strength of the British bomber
force at 1 October 1938. Finally, there were added intelligence
summaries which tabulated and discussed the target information
available for each of the three plans. These hypotheses and
intelligence summaries were to be kept up to date by the issue
of periodical revisions.

Date for By the middle of December 1937, then, it was at
Ijast possible for Bomber Command to begin;.the preparation ofcompletion of

plans postponed, the detailed operational plans envisaged in C.O.S.Paper 54-9.
Jan. 1938 But it soon became clear that those plans could not be

completed by the appointed date of 1 April 1938. The time
left was too short. The Plans section at BombeP Command had

only been authorised in November 1937.(2) It was very small
in numbers and it had to start almost ' from scratch', for
there had not previously been any organisation for planning
at Command level. In-addition to all this, a good deal of the
essential information -was still not ready when the original
instructions were sent to the Command on 13 December 1937.
Thus it -was not until December 30 that maps showing (very
inadequately) the location of German bomber stations and
aircraft factories were sent down. Infbiitetion about the

German air defence organisation followed later still. The
list of the British bomber squadrons' -war stations was not

despatched until January 27. Statements of those squadroris''
future initial establishment and immediate reserves, of the
range and performnce of their raachihes by zero-date, and
.of the estiimted output of the British aircraft factories

:  during the first year of -war, did not reach Bomber Consnand

until well into February. Even some of the most important
target intelligence summaries came equally belatedly. For
example, the Air Targets Intelligence comr.iittee's report on
fuel, power, chemcial, engineering, metallurgioal, and
transportation targets in Germany was not sent from the Air

Ministry until iviarch 22.(3) In such circumstances it was
obviously impossible for Group Captain Don-and his three or

four assistants to complete three major operational plans

Ay

(l) D. of 0. and I. to C.-in-C., 43 Deo. 1.537, with list of
Plans W.A.1 to 12 and dossiers for W.A.1, 4, nnd  5 -

A.M.File S.41432/32A,B.C.
(2) Ibid.. 3CA.
(3) Ibid. . 33A, 34A- and B, 56A, 44A, 45A. and B, 47A, 52A.
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"by 1 April 1938.
completion was moved forward to 1 June 1938 and that for
their possible
1 January 1939

So on January 27 the date for their

^o^ng into effect was moved forward to

Delay over Even this time-table was not easily accomplished,
for further causes of delay occurred. Of these the most

ofAbbmber. important was that the study of the three detailed war plans
sqpadxftns. led the Comraander-in-Ghief of Bomber Command on 4 Peb^ary

1938 to propose a re-distribution of his squadrons. ̂2} 'jhe
nature of the war plans, he pointed out, called for attacks
both upon targets widely scattered over north-western
Germany (yAA.-I) and upon targets in the Ruhr and Rhineland
(W.A.4 and 5), With the possibility of, Belgium and Holland
forming "a large neutral barrier round which we must operate",
the. question of aircraft range became of the first in^ortance.
It was true that, there were plans for basing the twenty
shorter-ranged sciuadrons on the Continent and for refuelling
the.other medium bombers there on their return journeys. But
these plans were still largely hypothetical. Moreover, the
continental bases might well not be available during the
first critical weeks of war and, in any event, at least ten
of even the Advanced Air Striking Force squadrons must during
the first month or so operate, if they operated at all, .from
English bases. There was also to be considered the desirability
of having the stations of each Bomber Group concentrated
conveniently around its headquarters; of having each Group
composed of as sjmll a number of different types of aircraft
as possible; and of placing the stations in regions where they
could be adequately protected against enemy attack. It followed,
therefore, that the heavy bombers with the greatest range, the
Whitleys, should be placed in the North, in Yorkshire; that the
Harrows and Wellingtons should be centrally* placed in the East
Midlands; that the rather shorter-ranged Hampdens should be
put rather more forward in Lincolnshire; and that the short-
ranged Blenheim and Battle medium bombers must in war be

placed well forward in Kent and East Anglia, The dangerous
vulnerability.of these latter areas to enemy air attack did,
however, laake an examination of the means for their defence
a matter of the utmost urgency. Now these proposed dispositions
differed in several respects from those at the moment prevailing
and would entail some revision of existing administrative
arrangements. They had therefore to be discussed with the
Air Ministry departments concerned and it soon became apparent
at a conference on March 24 that they could not be accepted
exactly as they stood. In particular it proved not practicable
to move the heavy bombers from their East Anglian bases.
Accordingly the Command had to draw up a modified version,
leaving some of the heavy bombers in East Anglia and providing
for the Blenheims and Battles of the main force to operate from
their present South Midland stations with advanced landing
grounds for refuelling in Kent, This, while avoiding the worst
administrative and financial difficulties created by the
original scheme, secured most of its essential objects. In

this modified form the scheme was sent to the Air Ministry on
It.received final approval on April 28, ̂ vith the■' April 9

/single

36a,.n Ibid

2) A.M. Pile S,4145^1A, B, C, D.
3) Ibid., 57A, C.

• f
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single^ qualification that the advanced landing grounds in Kent
were disallov/ed in favour of. experimenting with the fitting of
extra fuel tanks to the Battles and Blenheims, )

These discussions, valuable as their outcome was
from the point of view of improving the effectiveness of
Bomber Gomma.nd, had not made for speedy operational planning.
Thus,, although Group Captain Don and his staff did succeed in
producing by the end of I'iay drafts of the three major plans,
it was not until two or three months later that the final
appreciations of those plans could be forwarded to Air Ministry.

Plans W.A.1^

ready by the

summer 1938

Influence
of their

preparation

on bombing

policy

The completion of these detailed plans and appreciations
marked an important stage in the crystallisation of both Air
Staff and Bomber Cominand opinion upon the character and
objectives of the bombing offensive. It will be worth while
therefore to study with some care the views expressed in the
Bomber Command appreciations,
work which had gone into their preparation helped to produce
that considerable modification in the timing, methods, and
emphasis of British bombing policy i/iAjich appeared after the
Munich Crisis.

Prom them we may see how the

Of the three plans, T/.A.4 was the most readily
disposed of and the least favoured, Mr. Chamberlain and other
ministers had certainly toyed with the idea of using the bomber
force as a deterrent, if not as a direct 'stopper' to a Germn
invasion of Prance or the Low Countries by land.^^/ But such
an idea appealed to the Air Staff almost as little as it appealed
to the soldiers. They feared, perhaps, that it might ensnare

Appreciation
of W.A.4

,
the 'independent' bomber force once again in amy co-operation.'■5/
They certainly did not expect that such action could produce
immediate and decisive results. The C.A.,S. was at one with the
C.I.G.S. in doubting'Vhether a.ny air force could ever stop
large aniy".(4) For the bombing of troops in the field had never
been regarded as particularly rewarding and the labyrinth of
road, rail, and water communications in western Germany
strengthened the Air Staff's doubts of Bomber Command's ability
to halt a German invasion of Prance or the Low Countries by
attacking supply lines and storage depots.

a

Prom the first, therefore, few hopes had been based
upon Plan ?4A,4. Indeed, on 19 November 1937 the D.C.A.S. had
explici% told the Deputy Director of Plans that "I regard
this particular war plan as covering a remote contingency,
I therefore do not want Bomber Command to become deeply
involved in this at the expense
phases of our, T/estern War Plan"

of more inmediate and important
,^5) Accordingly, the

/instructions

(1) There were, however, to be two advanced, landing grounds
for 'lamejiucks' returning from raids - ibid,. 59A.
Above, III.ii.103-4. ■ '
See the views of the C.A.S. as stated at the C.O.S.
192nd meeting, 12 Jan. 1937. ■
0,0,S,Minutes, 193^^ Meeting, 19 Jan, 1937.
A.J/L Pile S.42731/5.
Bomber Command in an Air Staff Note of 30 Nov, 1937 -
S.4I43V32C.

The comment was passed on to

(2;
(3)

A,
5
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instructions of December 13 emphasised "that action against
the German armies in the circumstances envisaged may only
be one of the functions which will devolve upon the British
air striking force; because it must be assumed that in such
circumstances the enemy may at the same time be directing a
heavy scale of attack upon this country. It is suggested,
therefore, that you should examine the objectives listed,
with the object of determining the minimum number of squadrons
which, in your opinion, will be required to achieve the
requisite effects against objectives in this category. If
the results of the examination disclose that the minimum

force required is likely to exceed what is, in fact, likely
to be available for action against this class of objective,
the Intelligence siimmary should be referred back to the
Air Ministry, who will go into the imtter with the ¥ar Office
Committee on Air Targets Intelligence with the object of
determining the order of priority in which targets should be
attacked, if it provesvthat we have not sufficient forces to
deal with them all".'^/ The verbiage is cloudy but its
meaning is clear. Plan fif.A.Zj. was from the first looked upon
by the Air Staff as somewhat of a sideline. It was a plan
to be pursued with the minimum of bomber forces and

designed merely to harass an enemy vdiom it was primarily the
Army's duty to repel.

Detailed examination only served to confirm these
views. The War Office committee on Air Targets Intelligence
(Transportation) had suggested that, "while there can be no
question of completely paralysing a highly developed
transportation system such as that in Western Germany by
means of air attack, heavy and continuous attacks made as far
as possible simultaneously on a number of suitable objectives
should be capable of reducing the capacity of the system
sufficiently to cause a considerable delay to the German
concentration,

order to achieve this resul

both heavy and continuous".

Staff seem to have scented the possibility of the greater
part of the bomber force being drawn into army support
bombing against a v/ide variety of objectives. They believed
also that the War Office committee had attached*too little

importance to heavy and continuous bombing of railway stations,
locomotive sheds, and nodal points and had placed too great
hopes in "the chances of breaking railway comiuunications by
bombing the line where it runs through defiles". The Air Staff
therefore amended the phrase "heavy and continuous attacks
made as far as possible simultaneously on a number of suitable
objectives" so as to read "a heavy and continuous attack of
suitable objectives". (3)

one

It must be borne in mind, however, that, in
the scale of.attack must be

In this statement the Air

The p3an not

favoured.

Results of

detailed

examination

%

The detailed examination of the plan at Bomber
Command, however, suggested that the War Office committee's
view was nearer to the truth than that of the Air Staff,
Attacks on 'points of interruption', such as bridges or
cuttings, would, it seemed, prove more profitable and economical
than attacks upon 'points of interference*, that is the traffic
centres which the Air Staff preferred. The basis upon vdiich

/these

1} A.M. Pile S.4143^32A
2) A.M,Pile S.42731/'1C
3) Air Staff Note, 30 November 1937 - A.M.Pile 3,4143^320
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these calculations were made was of necessity largely
theoretical. A loss of.1C^ of the raiding aircraft
assumed. Then the number of bombs which would probably have

,  to be dropped to secure the necessary two hits was estimated
by taking a slightly larger average bombing error, a slightly
lower .percentage of hits, than w^s , normal ..in peace-time
practice. On these assumptions, it was.calculated that it
would require one raid by 28 heavy^medium'bombers carrying
5001b bombs to destroy a, bridge, or. .a viaduct.' ' As the bridge
could hardly be repaired in less thian a ..week, two raids, that
is the use of 56 heavy mediunv bombers, "WQuId suffice to keep
it out of action for the fortnight covored by the plan, the
period of, the enemy's mobilisation and coiics'^'tt^tion. If

1,000 lb bombs had to be used, then the number of aircraft
must be doubled. But even then only-.tivo raids by 56 aircraft,
a total of only 112 individual aircraft sorties, would be
needed. This would be much more econaidcal then attanplB to cut and keep

. cut for fourteen days one. railway track.'by bombing open track
and moving trains. For that, six raids, by formations of three
medium bombers carrying 2501b bombs, would be needed every
twenty-four hours, or a total of 252 sorties in the fourteen
days. For destroying a track at a cutting and keeping it out
of use..for the fortnight, 342 medium bomber sorties would be
necessaryi;., 'Yet moving trains and cuttings.,-;.'though less
economical than bridges, were likely to prove far more economical
than 'points of interference'. For to keep a railway traffic
out of use for a fortnight would, on the same assumptions, call
for at least one single medium bomber sortie every half: .'hour,
or three full squadron raids every twe.nty.^.four hours, aYtotal of
672 sorties- over the period of fourteen^

was

Attacks. on 'points of interf.ere'hoet.'; then, were more
likely than attacks on 'points of interruption' to draw large

.  portions of the bomber force away from 'Independent' action and
into army support bombing. Yet even with attacks upon bridges
or trains that danger would still be considerable. To keep

•  'just one bridge useless would mean that twice within the fort

night no less than five or six squadrons of heavy-medium bombers
would have to be diverted from other targets, To keep just one
track, useless would absorb, the entire effort of two or three
medium bomber squadrons. And a study;-of the three zones into
which',-the Yfar Office- committee divided the German army's ,

'  concentration area revealed a depressingly large number of
such targets. There were thirty permanent bridges across the

,' Rhine, There were .few or no rail-way tracks'or roads for which,
if "they.were closed,, adequate alternatives could^ not fairly

^  ■ easily'be.. substituted. There were ■ virtually - no--'bottlenecks'
It was not merely, clear-that there could be"'no question of

.  paralysing" the transportation .system of Western ̂ Germany. It
■was equally clear that "to impose-the Utmost possible delay and
dislocation v«pon the German invasion of Belgium, Holland, and
Prance by attacks, upon the- German arrayffs concentration area and
communications in'ilestem .^lermqny" >.. that 'is to achieve the

" avowed aim of Rian.YY-.A,4, ..might well.sabsorb an excessively large
proportion of the, , fifty-one bomber..n-quadrons which would be

' mobilisable by 1 January 1939-, (2) As ..the .primary responsibility
of Bomber Command .during, the .Gpeni-ng weeks of - -war was to be
prepared to hamper-the enen^y's ,air attack-upon the'United
Kingdom, not to repel his land attacks upon the Low Countries,

0

.(■0

.

 ■

/ such

1 A. M.Pile S.42731/35ABomber Command appreciation. of,W.A.4
2) A.M. Pile- ,S*4143R/34C; . ..
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such a conclusion could only be damning to Plan ViT.A.4.

The most obvious method of executing Bomber Command's
primary task seemed, of course, to be that of a direct attack
upon the German Air Force aa envisaged in Plan T4A. 1. But

such direct attack had never been regarded as a very satis
factory solution of the problem of how to reduce the intensity
of a German air offensive against the United Kingdom. The

Joint Planning Committee had placed it first among the war
plans only because they could find no better method. They had
explicitly recognised that airfields and air force maintenance

The

Appreciation
of"w.A.l.
Early

pessimism
about the

organisation were among the more difficult and less rewarding . .
of targets. ("I) C.O. S. Paper 549 had endorsed these conclusions.'^^
The same doubts had been re-echoed at the Air Ministry conference
on planning on 1 October 1937.
extent to which the German air striking force could be success
fully attacked was a matter of doubt. Attempting to attack the

enemy's aerodromes, landing grounds, and first-line aircraft
would be difficult, certainly without considerable previous
reconnaissance. It was known that the Germans did not mean

to operate from their peace stations, and the wliereabouts of
their war stations was at present unknown. Similarly the
whereabouts of aircraft reserves could not at the moment be

ascertained, Attack on airframe, and more particularly aero
engines, factories, might therefore be more effective than on

the air striking force itself, though little immediate effect
Bight be obtained",(3)

'Discussion showed that the

Difficulties Thus, when on 13 December 1937 the Air Ministry
instructed Bomber Command to proceed with the preparation of
the three major plans, the tone of those instructions, so far
as they concerned W.A.1, was decidedly pessimistic. The
intelligence summary which accompanied them listed ten different
types of targets and found major difficulties in the way of
successful and effective attack upon every one of the ten.

Aircraft in operational units were virtually ruled out alto

gether, for so little was known of the war dispositions of the
German bomber force. A reliable secret source had suggested
in December 1935 that the Germans were planning to prepare
about 300 'E-Hafen* or wartime aerodromes and landing grounds
distinct from their peacetime stations, and that I5O of these
had by then already been selected or prepared. Yet by the end
of 1937 "not one of the first-class E-Hafen has been located with

certainty, while.it seems that no hope whatever can be held out

of locating those in the second class, other than by reconnais
sance after the outbreak of hostilities". And, given the German
thoroughness in the art of camouflage, "even direct reconnaissance
may produce very meagre results".

of W.A.1

target s_

«  ’

Reserve aircraft in storage would prove an equally
unprofitable target. The Germans were thought to be planning to
switch their industry over to war production so promptly that

they would not require a large stored war reserve of aircraft.

Thus "the location, and even the existence, of a war reserve"
beyond, possibly, a 33?^ reserve at aircraft parks, was "a matter
of conjecture".

Aircraft factories would be more practicable targets.
"The position of all those of importance is known;none of them
is located very close to the western frontier, but all are in
range of an aeroplane which can reach Berlin". They were

/ "large.

11 Above, p, 149
,2) Above, p,151
(3) A.M. Pile S.4143^26B
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3^rge, distinctive, and vulnerable targets", though, thanks ^
to the decentralisation of the industry, quickly repairable.
Yet, even assuming that Fighter Command and the anti-aircraft
^ns could inflict losses of 100^ a month upon the G-erman
bomber squadrons and that those squa,drons' reserves amounted
to only 66% of their first-line strength, "it would still take
a period of something like three weeks before a complete
stoppage of the aircraft industry would actually compel a
reduction in the weight of Genmn attack". And the Joint
Planning Coiranittee in their report had considered that the

Po^tnight would be the crucial and decisive p
Germanair offensive against the United Kingdom!(l)
less, if a complete stoppage of German aircraft
could be effected within a week or so,
would be 'living on capital', and a restricted capital at
that: an attempt to force a decision by intense air bombardment
Of this country would become a desperate gamble, and would
probably be relinquished before the shortage of airci^ift
became too serious". If therefore, British bombing oould
produce even "a 5(^ reduction of output in the first week,
this group is worth serious consideration". On the other hand
If these figures cannot be approached, the effect is likely
to be too long delayed to bring about' any immediate reduction
in the weight of German attacks on this country".

eriod of a

Neverthe-

production
the German Air Force

Of the other types of targets, maintenance and
headquarters staffs were dismissed as unlikely to "achieve .
sufficient measure of success to assist materially in the
attainment of the aim". Fuel and bomb supplies were also
ruled out as "too uncertain" in their results. Reserves of
engines were dismissed "for lack of information". The
destruction of aero-engine factories, though these were "fewer
in number and more vulnerable" than any of the other targets
could not produce an iriinediate effect. “ ’Finally, attacks on
the scattered production of vital components would secure no
results which could not be more economically obtained by
attacking airframe or aero-engine factories.(2)

In sum, then, as the Air iviinistry's instructions
the Intelligence Sumiiiary ........ discloses an

un^tisfactory situation, in that the detailed objectives for
initial attack are so indefinite and the results to be expected
are, on the whole, so uncertain and hold out
of any immediate results",
that by the time war

said,(3)

so little promise •
The most that could be hoped was
we might possess information which

would form a firmer basis, for a plan to attack the German air
striking force or its maintenance organisation, or alternatively
other targets might give promise of such hopeful results in
the reduction of the general German war effort, that any other
course of action would constitute a demonstrable waste of energy".

cane

The Bomber
The investigations of the ensuing months served only

_  "fco strengthen this pessimism about Plan W.A.I. By the end of
— August 1938 the completion of the Bomber Coiamand appreciation
confirms went far to damn it altogether.\4) This appreciation emphasised

that, during the first few crucial weeks of war, almost the

Command

doubts about
W.A.i-

/whole

1) Above, pp,146~7
',2) A.M.File S.4143^320
.3) IMd. . 32A
4) 30 August 1938 - A.M. File S.42728.
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whole of the British bomber force must in any case operate
from English bases. Yet from those bases they would be able
to reach very few targets of any importance on the W.A, 1
list - even if they operated from French bases the number
w^ld still be small. For on 1 Januaiy 1939 80fo of the
aircraft in the British bomber force - and all but two of
its day bombing squadrons - would be either Blenheims or
Battles, neither of v/hich would be able to penetrate much
more than 100 miles beyond Borkum, Besides, especially if
Holland and Belgium remained neutral, the cost of such
penetration would be very high. To reach their targets the
bombers must fly 200 miles across the North Sea; enter G-erman
air through a gap between the Dutch and Danish borders
more than 100 miles v/ide; and then penetrate to the extreme
limit of their range. They must then return across 100 miles
of well defended enemy territory; through the concentrated
and alert defences of the 100-mile gap; and back again over
the 200 miles of sea. For such operations at extreme range,
the Blenheims and Battles were peculiarly ill-equipped. Not
only was their accommodation for their crews cramped and
tiring, but also their defensive amament was so mnifestly
inadequate that the Coraiuander-in-Chief felt bound to ask that
they should be given fighter escorts. With the development
of the Messerschmidt 110, only long range, high performance
fighter aircraft could shield such bombers from disaster.
The lessons of the Sino-Japanese Yfer and the Spanish Civil
War seemed to confirm these views.

no

For such operations as
Plan W,A.1 required, bombers of much greater range were essential.
And, if the Air Staff could not rescind its ban on fighter
escorts, then the bombers must be very much more heavily araied
than even the Hampdens and Wellingtons with which  a mere two
day bombing squadrons would be equipped by 1 January 1939*

In addition to the cost and difficulty of reaching
the W.A.1 targets, there was also the difficulty  - aLnost the
impossibility - of inflicting decisive daiuage upon them.
Recent experiments on Salisbury Plain had shown what very poor
targets dispersed and camouflaged aircraft provided - even if
anything had been known about the location of the German
airfields. Aircraft factories were easier to find and to hit,
but most of them were beyond the range of Blenheims and
Battles, The Ifhitleys and Harrov/s could reach them, but
those aircraft were too slov/ to be used except by night, and
to identify particular factories by night might not prove easy.

Plan W.A.1, then, concerned as it was chiefly with
the crucial first weeks of war when continental bases would
hardly be available to British bombers, seemed to the
Coramander-in-Ghief to hold out nothing better than "the
chimerical hope of destroying the eneny Air Force the
difficult North Sea route". It might be necessary to carry
out some such plan, on a large scale or a small, at the start.
But it oould do little to reduce the intensity or duration of
a German air offensive against the-United Kingdom and that
little would be achieved at prohibitive cost. Indeed, the
Commander-in-Chief vitually wrote off his Command as a counter
to the German air offensive. He explicitly asserted that the
strongest air defence of Great Britain was the combination of
the North Sea and the most powerful possible fighter and anti
aircraft defences.

The
-— . _ _ Before the Munich Crisis occurred, then, the idea of

using Bomber Command in a primarily counter-offensive role,
SLJiA'l whether against the Geixiian Army or against the German Air Force,

had been virtually abandoned. There remained the original

/conception
G,181535
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conception of it as an independent offensive weapon designed
to strike, not directly at the enemy's armed forces, but at
the industrial and transportation systems upon which those
forces depended.^ The closer study of Plan W.A. 5 in 1938
encouraged the A'ir Staff to place their faith still more
firmly and exclusively in this conception. They even began
again to cherish the hope of finding v/ithin the terms of that
plan A 'panacea target', a group of objectives sufficiently
small in number for their total destruction to be compassable
and sufficiently vital in im]portarice for their destruction to
cripple Germany's war-making power as a whole. The Joint
Planning Committee in October 1936, it v/ill be remembered, had
been unable "to discover any air objective to attack, which
would be likely to force Genmny to divert her own air offensive
from the relatively vulnerable points in our own organisation''^'^)
In December 1 937,.-however, the Air Staff in their instructions
to Bomber Commandv2) felt somewhat less despondent. "The
detailed examination of possible targets in the German war
industrial system", they then wrote, "has made considerable

. progress in the twelve months since that report was written;
and although no objectives have been found on which attack

would have an immediate effect in reducing the scale of attack

on this country, it seems probable that targets will be
discovered, the destruction of which would not only tend (though
pro'bably not immediately) to cause a reduction of the German
air offensive, but would at the same time have an adverse effect
on the German war effort and German economic life generally".

This growing optimism was strengthened by the
completion•of the Air Targets Intelligence committee's report
on fuel, power, chemical, engineering, metallurgical, and
transportation targets in Genrany. This report, sent to
Bomber Commnd on 22 March 1938, brought out the possibility
of crippling German war industry by attacking coking plants
and power stations in the Ruhr area.(3) it was this which
inspired the glov/ing Appreciation by Bomber Command of that
part of Plan W.A.5 which concerned the Ruhr.(4) Sent up to
Air Ministry on 28 July 1938, this Appreciation began by
emphasising the Ruhr's importance as the industrial nerve-

centre of Germany, of whose output of coal and iron came
from that area. Natural and economic reasons nade any large
scale or early transference of industry to other regions almost
impossible. Yet the Ruhr lay close to Germany's western
frontier, 150 miles from the North Sea coast or the French

border but no more than 25 to 50 miles beyond the frontiers of
Holland and Belgium. It was - or so the Bomber Command
planners then believed - easy to locate, despite the prevalence
of industrial haze and morning ground mist. It was the only
German target equivalent to-London or the industrial Midlands

of England, Its paralysis v/ould - or so the Appreciation
maintained - prevent Germany waging war on. a large scale in
less than three months.

Rising hop_e_s of
this plan"

The Bomber

Comr.B.nd

Appreciation

of W.A. 5a

Now the British bomber force would not by 1939
■possess the numbers of aircraft needed to put all the
industries of the Ruhr out of action. But there were certain

essential targets upon which all those industries depended.

/Of

(1 J.P.C. Paper 155; and above, p.11.
(2) A.M.Pile S.4I432/32A

.  (3) Ibid.. 52A
(4) A.M, Pile S.433O3/3A, B.
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Of these the vital Dortmund-Ems acqueduct and the equally
vital iviohnej Sorpe, and other great dams, raised problems
of technique and equipment which could not at the moment
be solved. All would need the net-yet-developed 1,000 or

2,000 lb bombs. The dams might necessitate torpedo attack,
involving.problems outside Bomber Command's competence.
But the coking ovens and power stations viere no less vital.

The destruction of the more important of these targets would,
it was believed, cripple at once the whole industry of the

Ruhr. Power houses were, admittedly, small targets (perhaps
100 yards square) for high level attack, but Bomber Command

hoped for one hit from every twenty bombs dropped and believed
that one hit v/ould destroy the pls-nt. Coking ovens, v/hose

average size Bomber Comins-nd estimated at some 100,000 square
yards, were easier targets, suitable also for night attack:
15 to 20^ of the bombs dropped should hit them and twenty hits
should put a single plant out of action,
the German defences wvould, of course, be severe and the bombers

losses heavy.

The opposition from

Nevertheless, the Command estima.ted that in 3,000
sorties, with a wastage of 176 aircraft, it could so cripple
the twenty-six most important coking plants and the nineteen

most essential povver stations that the output of the Ruhr's
industry would be reduced "below the critical iiiinirnum". Iir

effort by 300 bombers for one month,other words, a 'sustained
or by 600 bombers for a fortnight., should be capable of so

. reducing the activity of the Ruhr's industries that Genmny's
war-r.iaking power would be brought to a total standstill.

criticism on points
.(l) Its estimates

This appreciation did not escape
of detail when it reached the Air Ministry

of wartime bombing accuracy v/ere thought over optimistic
and Squadron Leader Burge of A, I. 1 (b) 'felt that, in its
enthusiasm for power plants and coking ovens,it underrated the

immediate possibility of attacks on dams Fnd the value of
shalling yards and such inl-nd harbours as
.(3) Obviously, again, it'was too narrov>rly

There

(2)

' pla. s t eri n g' ma rs
Duisburg-Ruhrort
limited in the geographical area which it covered,
were important specialised engineering and aluminium and

magnesium pla.nts in the Rhineland around Cologne and Aachen,
‘  '.nnlieim area. (4-)and in the Saar, and the Frankfurt

Yet this very narrowness, both in targets and in
geography, served to stimulate the faith in the possibility of
finding a group of 'panacea' targets. The enthusiasm of the
Air Targets branch for dams was hardly less than that of
Bomber Coiranand for power plants and coking ovens. The destruc
tion of the Mohne dam, they maintained, "would achieve all the ^
damge which Bomber Comriiand hope to effect in some 3,000^sorties,
directed against other objectives, and a good deal more in

addition". The dams, even more than the much more numerous

/pumping

Pencilled notes in its margins point out - that only a

direct hit in the middle of the turbine room would put a

power station out of action; that it v/ould need nearer 100
than 20 bombs to secure one such hit; that the average size
of coking plants was more like 20p00 than IpO.OOO s^ap ya^s;
that they were not easily recognisable at night; and that ail

parts of them were not equally vulnerable.
A.M.File S.41 A32/9
Ibid., 5: for Duisburg-Ruhrort, ibid. , 320.
Intelligence sumraaiy on war manufactures outside the Ruhr,
appendix 5 to Plan W.A.5,- 2nd revise dated 21 Sept.193» 

-

ibid. . 320. .
Minute of 1 6 Aug. 1938 - A.M.Pile S.43303/7-

(1)

(2)
3
4

(5)
G. 181535
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pumping stations, were the key to the v^ater supply, drainage,
and sevrerage systems of the Ruhr,
were destroyed, the water supplies of the Ruhr would be very
_seriously affected, and, if in addition a few pumping stations
were put out of action, flooding and the collection of sewage
water might seriously affect many industrial activities and

lead to the evacuation of whole districts, through the complete
failure of the sanitation system". Had not the great Emscher

Sewage Company been established largely because of the fierce
cholera outbreak in 1866 and the recurrent typhoid epidemics
of ensuing years? The destruction of the Mohne and Sorpe dams,
holding back between them some 215 million cubic metres of

water, would flood the Ruhr valley very extensively, inundate

long stretches of railway, put many manufacturing plants and

pumping stations out of action, and cut off both industrial
and domestic supplies of vra.ter. (l)

Besides the dams and pumping stations, there was
also the important system of inland waterways, vital to the

Ruhr's activity since German railways "could meet both military
and civil requirements in v/ar only so long a.s heavy industrial

traffic v/as allowed to proceed freely by inland v/aterway".
This canal system was peculiarly vulnerable at one point.
There was "a complete bottleneck" between the junction of the
Dortinund-Ems and Ems-V/eser canals at Beveren and the junction
of the Rhein-Herne and Wesel-Datteln canals with the Dortmund-Ems

in the Ruhr. In this bottleneck there was a set of looks just

north of Munster, and an acqueduct a little north of that,
whose destruction would entirely cut off the Ruhr from
comiTiunication by water with central Germany and the northern

ports,
on the Ems-Weser and Yfeser canals at Minden, then .this "would
effectively iimnobilise shipping over the entire North-vVestern
system" for several months. Coupled with attacks upon the

principal railway workshops and repair shops, such action must,
it was asserted, "bring about a complete breakdo^m of the

transportation system".(2)

Here, then, were three groups of targets - dams and
canals as well as Bomber Command's favoured power and coking

plants - all covered by Plan W.A. 5 and each of which seemed

to offer a prospect of bringing near to a standstill the
industrial activity of the Ruhr. Now "the Ruhr is  a relatively
small and highly concentrated industrial area lying not far from
the western frontier of Germa.ny nearest to Belgium and Holland,
and is confined there through the loca.tion of the coal

deposits. Upon the coal-mining district of the Ruhr has been

superimposed the greatest and most centralised industrial area
in the world. No informed quarter holds that the Ruhr can be

supplanted as the industrial nerve-centre of Germany 51^
of the total of Germany's industrial population is concentrated
in the Ruhr,

have a total population of over 6,000,000.
responsible for the following percentages of the total output
for the whole of Germany: coal, coke, 70-80f.; pig-ii-on Gl%-,

/It

If certain reservoir dams

If to this were added the destruction of the 'key' locks

Eight of the principal tovms in the Ruhr alone
The Ruhr is

0) Air Targets Intelligence report on the Ruhr, Appendix 5a
to Plan Yf.A. 5, 3rd revise dated 8 Sept, 1938 -
A.M.Eile S.4I432/32G.

,(2) Air Targets Intelligence report on inland waterways,
appendix 5c to Plan W.A.5, 1st revise dated
9 Sept. 1938 - ibid. , 320.
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It contains not only 1% of the nation's steel capacity, but

over 6C9S of the heavy engineering capacity, over of the
mech^Lnical engineering capacity, and by far the greater part
of the basic chemical production. Finally, upon this great •
and highly concentrated industrial area depends the output of
vital factories in other districts".(l) Clearly, then, it
seemed that if the Ruhr were paralysed, "the German ec»^noraic

system could not function, and she would become impotent to

wage war on a large scale in less than three months". ̂2) And,
if Bomber Command and the Air Targets Intelligence branch were

right, the British bomber force of 1939 might hope to create
this paralysis within a comparatively short period of time.

In the light of later history, the wildness of this
optimism must provoke a smile. But thus to smile is really to
ignore history. For it T/as the greatest handicap to all the

planning of a bomber offensive that there was virtually no

practical wartime experience by which theoretical conclusions
might be tested. Only later history could shov/ whether those
conclusions were optimistic or accurate. Only later history
could show how little relation there was, for example, between

peacetime and wartime 'average bombing error' or how great
was the weight of attack required for the destruction of such

targets as the Ruhr industries. On the scanty evidence avail
able in 1 938 it was not v/holly unreasonable to believe that the
British Bomber force would be able to achieve these great
results. It might not be capable of stopping in a fortnight
the German air offensive against the United Kingdom or the

German land offensive against Prance and the Low Countries.
But there did appear to be ground for hoping that it might,
at the cost of severe but not entirely prohibitive losses,

be capable of crippling German war industry within a comparatively
few months.

the total effect of the study of theseInfluence of ^duat, then, was
the study of three v/ar plans YAA.Zf*? 7/.A, 5) evolution of
¥.A.1, 4, British bombing policy in 1937-1938? In the first place, it
and'5"'brT suggested that Bomber Commfoia vfould not be to any great extent
boSbing policy effective as a direct counter-offensive vreapon_against the

attacks of the German armed forces in the opening weeks of

war. Its potentialities as
and underwater navfil forces had not been highly considered.

a counter- Its value as anything more than a useful harassing weapon
offensive ' against the German Army had been largely discounted by the
weaoon' a^irBt study of Plan ?AA.4. Its inability to play a major and
German'amed immediately decisive part in the initir 1 phases of the air

defence of Great Britain by striking directly at the Geiman

air striking force had been demonstrated by the study of
Plan W.A. 1. Thus the idea, which had been growing in the minds

of some of the politicians during 193^, that Bomber Command

might perhaps be used as a kind of master force to tame by^
direct action all arms of the Gernnn forces, had been consider-

The ancient axioms had been reiterated.

a weapon against the German surfaceBomber

Coonand not

forces

ably discredited,
that only a navy can defeat a navy in battle, that only an array

ciuish an array in the field, that only fighter aircraft and
anti-aircraft guns can beat off a bomber force in the air.
can

/On

(l) Note on economic importance of the Ruhr, appendix A to
Plan W.A.5 - ibid. . 32C.

(2) Air Target Intelligence report on the Ruhr, -
ibid. . 3^*
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On the other hand, the study of Plan Yf.A.5 had again
exalted the 'bomber force as a potential and eventual -war-

winning offensive weapon. It might not be capable of
indepe'ndent - immediately checking by its direct interference, the opera.tions
air offensive of the enemy's armed for’oes. But it might hope, -within a
against
enen^ war
econon\y-

Emphasis on

long term
value of

comparatively few months so to paralyse the enemy's -war
industries and comrmanications that his armed forces would be

brought to a standstill and be 'softened up' for eventual
defeat. In other v/ords, the original, the 'pure'  , doctrine
of the 'independent' air offensive -was once more elevated to

its pristine pre-eminence. The idea of the 'bomber experiment
vra.3 vindicated afresh.

Priority to
defence

One result of this vra.s, of course, to provide fresh
reason for gi-ving the in-imediate priority in production and

trainizag to air defence rather than to air offence, to Fighter
Command rather than to Bomber Comiaand. - An 'all-out' Gerrae.n

air offensive upon the U-aited Kingdom was still the 'worst case
for Britain's planners to provide against. Such an offensive
might be launched at the very beginning of the v/ar. If it

were, then it oust be met and imstered within the first two or

three v/eeks. But in that short space of time Bomber Coo-i-iand

could do little to diminish the intensity of the C-eman attack,

the brunt of that task Piust fall upon Fighter Goromand - and

with its new fast eight-gun fighters, its radio-location, its

ground control system, Figl:iter CouiiTiand had in 1938 a brighter
hope than ever before of performing that task Avith success.

To avert defeat during the first fevf weeks was more essential

than to win the -war in the first fev/ months. Fighter Gom-marid

might now hope to avert defeat from the air. Bomber Coroiand,
it seemed fairly clear could do 'but little to achieve that

irariediate objective. Increasingly, therefore, the tendency
was to give the higher short-tenri. priority to Fighter Comiiand

and to regard bombing policy as bei-ng concerned rather v/ith

long term -war -vvin-ning than with the imaediate averting of
defeat.

There were other reasons, too, to encourage such a
tendency. As early as 19 i'larch 1938 the Go-Cimander-in-Ghief
of Bomber Goimmand had sent to the Air Ministry thr’ee graphs
showing the estimated v^eekly v/astage of aircraft and aircrev/s

in war. These v/ere, of course, based upon the usual and

(ine-vitably) stereotyped assumptions about the rate of losses
to be expected in 'maxiimm' or 'intensive' or 'sustained'
operations against 'heaviest' or 'hea-vy' opposition. But the
results of such theoretical calculations were most sobering.

For they ii.fiplied that, if war came in 1939, and the bomber

force operated at 'maximuin' effort for the first five days,
'intensive' effort for the next seven days, and thereafter at

'sustained' effort, all the medium bomber squadrons would be

eliminated by the end of three and a half weeks and all the

heavy bomber squadrons after seven and a half weeks, v/hile

"literally hundreds of' fresh creAVs -will be required in the
first few weeks of -war".^”')

Waiting for

the 'Big
Bombers

f-

It is true that by July Bomber Gonraand felt a little
more optimistic. In their appreciation of Plan ?AA.5 they
anticipated, as we have seen, being able to knock out the

/Ruhr

Inadequacy
of Scheme F

force

(1) A.M. Pile S.41432/53A
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Ruhr industries in 3,000 sorties for a loss of I76 aircraft.
But this optimism looked rather to the remote than to the

immediate future. Detailed study of Plan Yf.A. 5 had emphasised
in how many' respects the Scheme F. 1939, homher force would be
inadequate to its task. Eight-tenths of its aircraft, the
Battles and Blenheims, could hardly hope to reach the Ruhr if
they had to pespect Dutch and Belgian neutrality,
their range had been greater, those same Battles and Blenheims,
with their weak rearvvard defensive armament, could hardly hope
to fight their v;ay to their targets and back again across
100 miles or more of enemy territory against the new
Messerschmidt 110, koreover, they were too small to carry the
loads Of 1,000 or even 2,000 lb. bombs that, it was now
realised, would be required to destroy targets such as dams,
acqueducts, and canal locks. The Whitley and Harrow heavy
bombers and the Wellington and Hampden heavy-medium bombers
could indeed carry such loads and reach the necessary
distances. But,the Whitleys and Harrows were too slow and
vulnerable to be used by day and could hardly find such targets
at night, while at the beginning of 1939 Bomber Command would
have only two squadrons of Wellingtons and Kanpdens.

Even if

Need to It was therefore becoming more and more obvious that
conserve the the effectiveness, and even the possibility, of a long-range
bomber force bombing offensive against Germany must remain very doubtful
till the big long as it had to be executed by the Scheme P bomber force,
bombers

so

That force would eventually be replaced by the longer-ranged
and better defended machines of greater lifting capacity
envisaged in Scheme H and already being designed to the
specifications B I2/36 and P I3/36. And these latter aircraft
should prove well able to realise the hopes placed in Plan
W.A.3.

or 1942, whereas war vn.th Germapy might well come in 1939.
It would therefore be obviously unwise to use the Scheme P
force *to destruction' In 1939 or 194-0. For that would mean

the destruction of the crews trained In peacetime, whose
skill and experience would be Invaluable when the  B I2/36 and
P 13/36 machines came into action in 194-1 or 1942. It was
thus becoming clear, from this point of view also, that, if
v/ar with Germany should come in 1939, there would be very
strong arguments for conserving the British bomber force so

far as possible until it could be re-equipped with the
'big bombers' built to the 1936 specifications.

But they could not be ready in any numbers until 1941

arrive

Question of

the legality

of targets

But to conserve the bomber force would not mean that

it must rust unused. As the Joint Planning Comittee had

pointed out, "since we cannot apply effective pressure on
Geraiany until we attack her vulnerable points, it is essential
that at least a portion of our air striking force should take

the offensive against such objectives as soon as possible".(l)
This, however, raised further questions of bombing policy.
The study of the three major v/ar plans suggested that the

German arraed forces would not be mortally vulnerable to direct

bombing attack. The only truly vulnerable points in Germany's
belligerent power would, it seemed, be the key installations
of her war economy. Now, many of the most vital of those instal

lations were small and relatively difficult targets, hemmed in

among the dense civilian' habitations of the Ruhr,
them must, in effect, be to lau'nch a direct attack on the German

/ci'vilian

To bomb

(1) Above, p.150.
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civilian population. It was not a matter of an occasional
stray bomb falling among v/orkers' dwellings,
the.optimistic calculations of Bomber Command, it
anticipated that nineteen out of every twenty bombs aimed at
a power station would fall wide of.the mark. And, to judge
from the peacetime average of error in high level bombing, a
good many of those misses must fall among purely civilian
dwellings. The results of attacks upon dams - flooding wide
areas with sewage and producing the threat of cholera and
typhoid - would affect the mass of the people hardly less
cruelly, if more indirectly. In short, Flan’^T.A.jj, the
favoured choice of the Service experts and perhaps the only one
of the air war plans likely to produce decisive results, implied
'total war'. It implied a conception of warfare whose essential
brutality could hardly be disguised; a conception which must be
repugnant to anyone brought up in the ordinary traditions of
decency and huiianity that had prevailed before 1939, at least
in vlestern Europe. No self-respecting English statesman could
seriously consider resorting to such methods of barbarism unless
the Germans had first set him the example and forced him to
copy them in self-defence.

For, even in
' was

Need for Now the Germans might, of course, set such an exan^jle
and compel the British, for their own preservation, to copy it.
But they might, on the other hand, choose to concentrate, as
the V7ar Office always believed that they would, upon more
orthodox and less experimental methods. Should they choose to
concentrate their army and.air force upon a land offensive
against Prance and the Low Countries and to hold their hand in

the air against the United Kingdom, Plan W.A.5 would have
little chance of getting Cabinet sanction. Should they choose
to stand.upon the defensive, by land and-air, in the West
and direct their arms eastwards, the chance of W.A.5 being
sanctioned would be e.qually small. In either event, the
'independent' air offensive could hardly begin. What, then,
would the British bomber force be able to do? What would it

be allowed to ^o? Clearly, it must confine itself to
'military' targets of undeniable legality, to direct attacks
upon the enemy's land, sea, and air forces. The considerations
were already appearing which, after the Munich Crisis, wjare to
cause the Air Staff and Bomber Comimnd to direct much more

of their attention to 'minor' plans of a less wholesale
brutality, such as those for attacking enemy warships at sea
or in harbour and for blocking the Kiel Canal.

Here again was an argument in favour of the '"big
bomber' policy. Attacks upon warships, harbour installations,
and canal locks would require the use of 1,000 and 2,000 lb, bombs.
Those bombs must be carried by aircraft well aimed to defend

.  themselves against defences of the utmost intensity. Very few
of the Scheme P machines would adequately satisfy these require
ments, which called plainly for bombers of the B I2/36 and
P 13/36 power and quality.

This in itself was yet another argument pointing
tovrards a policy of conserving the bomber force during the

opening period of the war. Conscience might not make cowards

of all the belligerents for very long. It was not improbable
that sooner or later "the gloves would be off" and no methods

barred. Then the opportunity for unrestricted 'independent'
air offensive would arrive. Then the bomber force must be

intact and capable of seizing its chance.

plans

Effects

of this

/The
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Resultant The net effects of operational planning in the
months before the iViunioh Crisis were thus considerable.
There resulted from it a tendency for Bomber Goo:iand to
lose much of its pre-eminence as a counter-offensive
weapon for the averting of initial and irainediate disaster.
There was a tendency also for the timing of its
'independent' offensive to be retarded, for the full
development of its operations to be postponed until that
'second phase' of the war in which, in the Joint Planning
Committee's view, air action would be the first step
towards ultimate victory,
emancipated not only from army co-operation and naval
co-operation but also, to a great extent, from direct
co-operation in the air defence of Great Britain. Its

'independent', 'strategic', role would thus be enphasised -
though at the price of losing some of its immediate priority
over the claims of Fighter Command.

The bomber force would thus be

;e in

timing of
the bomber

offensive

Bomber Command was thus coming to be regarded more
as a war-winning, and less as a defeat-averting, weapon.
Its time would come, not in the opening crisis of the ’var,
but in the later period of the preparation of victory. It
was becoming more possible therefore to look beyond 1939
and the Scheme P bomber force, to the 'big bombers' of
1941-2. ■

plans had already made clear that only those 'big bombers'
could really hope to realise the aims of the believers in an
'independent' air offensive.

And detailed examination of the three imjor air

G.181535
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IV. PREPARATIOM FOR A WM ?/ITH GEEi'.£MlY

(iii) EXPMSION AKD EQOIPffflMT, 1937-8

(a) The Origin of Expansion Scheme J (October 1937)

Conditions '

p;oveming
From February 1937 until^the Munich Crisis of September

1938 the expansion and equipment of the R.A.F, continued to be
dominated by the governing considerations which had emerged in ■
1938, Tension between Britain and her potential enemies showed
little sign of slackening. Nothing in international affairs
occurred to discredit the Foreign Secretary’s warning that war
might break out at any time after the opening of 1937.

For Britain, war now meant a threefold peril. Certainly
the gravest manace to peace lay in the grov/ing strength and
ambition of Germany, But if Germany went to, war, Italy and
Japan were not likely to be long in joining her. To repel this
triple threat, Britain must now depend chiefly upon her own
resources. France’s power and will were too unreliable for her

to be greatly depended upon as an ally. Russia’s policy could
hardly be conjectured. The U.S.A. remained wrapped in
traditional aloofness.- The Belgian declaration of neutrality
had recently indicated that the smaller European nations
beginning to seek security at the best in inoffensive isolation,
at the v/orst in prostration before the rising sun of Axis
power.

were

1937-8.

TM
threefold

peril

Growing

inadequacy of
British
resources

It was therefore ixrgently necessary for the British govern
ment to take stock of its resources and to allot them where they
were nrost needed. It was indeed becoming painfully obvious
already that strategical requirements were outrunning the
nation's capacity in man power, in industrial output, and in
finance. ■

In man power, it was not merely that, as Schemes  G and H
had shown, the required numbers could not be recruited Eind
trained in the time. The nimibers were simply not there. Great
Britain, out of her 44,500,000 people, could not provide forces
to meet simultaneously and on equal terns the forces which
Gemany could draw from her 66,000,000 people, Italy from her
43,000,000, and Japan from her 92,000,000, Alrea,dy the various
branches of the Services w/ere competing against one another for
recruits. The R.A.P. and the Array hot
enlisting 'garage hands’ as mechanics

ad schemes for

On 29 October 193^

iQwe

the Conunittee of Imperial Defence had authorised plans for anti
aircraft defence which entailed a London balloon barrage operated
by 5,500 men ̂ d such increases in the use of anti-aircraft guns
as would require a very large part of the Territorial Army to
nan them.\ / The Air Raids Precautions departments, too, were now
asking for 400,000 part-time air raid wardens and (on the basis
of a possible one million casualties from air raids in the first
two months of v/ar) for some 395,000 men and 220,000 women, one-
tbird of them full-time, as medical orderlies and stretcher-
bearers. No less significantly, many industrial firms engaged
in the manufacture of essential materials were beginning to
raise the question whether their e^loyees ought to be allowed
to enlist in the Territorial Army. (3)

Industrial capacity was indeed becoming a limiting factor no
less powerful than man power. The demands upon it were con
tinually ’widening. Balloons had to be made for the new London

Industrial

capacity

/ barrage.

1) A.M. Pile s. 42667/8A
2v C.I.D.Minutes, 285rd Meeting (1)
3) IMa. , 290th Meeting (4), 11 March 1937; C.I.D. Papers

1319-B.
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to, "be manufactured
In the air-

Ten nillion civilian gas-nasks v/erebarrage.

every year for three years from 1 January 1937
craft industry, as the investigations preceding Scheme H had

shown, ho further increase of output could yet be looked for.
Nevertheless the demand was centinually^growing and the Services

were be.ginning^ here also to compete seriously with one another,
’The Admiral-cy, having considered the Joint Planning Ooiomittee s
report on the. Protection of Seaborne Trade in a War with Germany^ ^
was deraanding that 'a force of 309 aircraft should be exclusively
earmarked-for. convoy protection, .In the face of Air Ministry

.protests, they were also'-asking'that another 15O light machines
'  'should be held in,reserve for reconnaissance work from armed

Sir.iilarly,...the authorised increase in themerchant cruisers

X-'

•V'

'jCv.b. ■ i

number, of: anti-aircraft guns to be ..allotted to home defence

could, hardly be ..produced except at the expense of cutting dovm
the equipment uf'the ilrmy' s Pield Force.3 The government

'. could not fail to-take- nb'txcd of such problems. Indeed, several
times during the early part' of 1937 the new Prime Minister,
Mr. Neville Chamberlain', had spoken in the Committee of

of his anxiety about the general industrial
__ To him, oleariy, it was now industrial capacity
rather than finance which appeared as the.major limiting factor

in national reamaxdnt, '

Imperial Pefenco
situation.

Nevertheless, the financial limits, too, v/ere again be

coming hoportant. Every new demand, every increase in the .old
demands, of the defence services called for increased..gh^ts of

And the demands seemed endless. The Air Ministry
The ^

public raoney.
was cogitating new expansion schemes for the R.A.F,

Finance

Secretary of State for War (Mr, Duff Cooper) was urging
Territorial Army should now,be equipped and prepared to join the
regular Army in the field. The First Sea Lord was convinced
that "even to talk of war simultaneously with Germany, Japah,

and Italy seemed;- -unrealistic in,view of our existing standard
of One-Power Naval Strength". He, too, therefore was propos

ing the ..adoption of a nev/-standard that v/ould enable the Royal
Navy to meet the requirements of a war -with Germany and at the
same tine to send to the Far East a fleet adequate for

action, and as a strong deterrent to Japanese agression.
'Moreover, to these demands of the more offensive Services there

'  v/ere’ noW being added the demands of civil defence and of anti
aircraft defence at hone. - The drain on-the nation's finances

v/as thus growing serious enough in itself to give the govern-
For the situation was continually changing and

"There seemed", as

that the

ensive

ment pause,
alv/ays in the direction of greater expense,
Mr. Neville Chamberlain had complained, "to be no permanence".
In 193Mj he pointed .out, the estimated cost of anti-aircraft
defence had been-£3,Q0fi,000;- in 1935 i't had been £13»500.»000;
early in 193^ it had gone-up to £30,000,000; and by November of
that year new. proposals v/erP suggesting £60,000,000. Such
figures were not merely alarming from a financial point of view;
they were also, significant of the strain v/hich rearmainent was
placing upon the nat.iori’s resources of man power and industrial

/ capacity.

C.I.D. Minutes, 278th Meeting,(7)>^12 .May 1936.
2) 0,0,S, Papera 335 -J«R* 1 15 Dec.
3) O.O.S. Minutes, .19Gth Meeting, 21 Dgo;1936. '
A) O.I.D, Minutes.,. 285th ife-etingC2) , 10 Dec.1936.

■  (5) Ibid. . 290th Meeting(2), 11 March 1937.
(6) Ibid.. 28Ath Mecting(A)> 19 Nov. 1936.
7) 0.0,S...Minutos-,--20Gth Mee.-tmig(2) ,-5 Mapeh 1937.
8) Op. O.O.S. Papers 589-'3*.?. , 31 May 1 §37. v
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capacity. They were perhaps even more significant as a rough
and ready indication of ho\T those resources were being allotted
to the various Services. And to Mr. Ghanberlain and Mr, Duff

Cooper, if to no one else, they suggested that the allocation
was beconing unbalanced and that too nuch effort was.being
spent upon defence, too little upon the offensive,^’'''

With requirements outrunning supply, with the various
Services competing for men and equipment, it was clear that the
government must once again take stock of the resources at its

disposal and then prune and balance the various Services' pro
grammes to the measure of its means. Some pruning would be
inevitable. Balancing, too, there must be, for everyone now
recognised that success in vrar must still depend upon the
combined effort of all arms. It was now no longer possible to.
cherish the idea, which had. so strongly attracted several
Ministers (notably Mr. Chamberlain), that a mighty bomber force

Need for a new

inquiry into
defence.pro-
graxxies. '

night make .anything more than a token Wield Force unnecessary
in a European war,' ' That,idea had been killed by the
unanimous arguments of the three Chiefs of Staff, for, as we
have seen, even the Chief of Air Staff agreed "that it was
doubtful whether any air force could ever stop a large army",
"Wars", they had, laid do?m, "are conducted in all three
elements" and success requ
effort in each element,(5)
resources must therefore be allocated in proper proportion
among the various arms. Accordingly at the end of June 1937
the Cabinet resolved to undertake a general review of the
various defence programmes,(4)

It was from this resolution that t?ie next R.A.P. Expan
sion Scheme, Scheme J, took its origin. Early in July 1937 the
Chancellor of the Exchequer (Sir John Simon) wrote asking the
Service Departments to supply him with estimates of the period
required for the completion of their already sanctioned pro-
graiumes and of the money needed year by year during that
period, and during the years following that period, to complete
those programmes. In the case of the R.A.P, he asked for these

figures to be supplied both for the existing authorised pro-
grajume (Scheme P) and also for Scheme H. (5)

pired the exertion of an adequate
The nation's not unlimited

Origin of

■Scheme J

Reply to The Secretary of State for xlir, after consu
Staff, replied to these questions on July 12.(6)

Iting the Mr
The full

equipioent for Scheme P would, it novr seemed certain, be nine
months behind schedule under present industrial conditions.
Thus although its first-line squadrons should all be completed
by 31 March 1939, they were unlikely to get their full
until the end of that year. Scheme H, which could only begin
after Scheme P had been completed, could probably be attained
sofer as first-line strength went by JIarch 1941, but could not
get its full reserves until March 1942. On this timing the
money needed for Scheme P, and the small instalments of Scheme H

/ which

reserves

s

question
1 2 July.

(l) C.I.D.- Minptes, 283rd Meeting (l), 29 Oct,1936.
(2) Sir Thomas .Inskip, the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence,
told the C.O.S. on 19 Jan,1937 that "there was no doubt that the
Cabinet.. had had in mind the proposition that air forces
v/ould be the most pov/erful factor in the future, and that there
fore it might not be wise to spend too much on our. land forces
at the expense of oui- air forces". Ur, ChaiTiberlain, in
particular, he said, "v^as opposed to'the idea bf  a large
'Continental' army such as we had.had in‘the last war" - C.O.S.
Minutes, 193rd Meeting, ' ' '
(3) Ibid; also 192nd Meeting(2) and C.O.S, report
of the Arrjy, 28 Jan. 1937. 0-0.S. Paper 550.
(4) Cabinet 27(37), conclusion 2; and C.P.165(37)
(5) A.M.Pile S.39676/29A. (6) Pbid; encl.35A.
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v/hich had reooived government sanction, would he £82,500,000 in

1937, £100,000,000 in both 1938 and-1939, £95,000,000 in 1940,
£85,000,000 in 1941, and £80,000,000 in both 1942 and 1943. The
figures for'.the full Scheme H would be £85,000,000 in 1937,
£115,000,000 in each of the years 1938, 1939, and 1940,
£100,000,000 in both 1941 and 1942, and £95,000,000 in 1943.

Inadequacy These figures, however, did not represent the true needs of

As the Secretary of State was careful to point out,
neither Scheme P nor Scheme H took any account of the new situa
tion created by Italy’s action in North Africa. Moreover, "no
scheme had been put forward to enable us to maintain a force
equal to Germany in Europe and to meet requirements in the Par
East in a Japanese war" at the same time. Nor v/as any provision
included for radio-location, though "the R.D.P. has made such
satisfactory progress that the Air Defence Research Committee
has strongly recommended the immediate placing in hand of a chain
of 20 stations' at a capital cost of £1 ,000,000 and an annual cost
of approximately £164,000 ,(l) There were other reasons
though the Secretary did not mention them in his letter, to
suggest that the x^resent figures would prove inadequate. There
was the possibility that balloon barrages would be needed for

other areas as well as for London. Nith the increasing range of
aircraft, it was inevitable that the Observer Corps organisation
must eventually be extended to cover the whole country. Above
all, the rearming of the bomber force with the new four-engined
machines v/hich might begin in 1942 or 1943, would involve fi.inda-
mental changes in organisation, manning, and equipment, whose

cost could hardly yet be estimated. It might, for example,
require the laying of tarmac runv/ays on many of the bomber air
fields.

the P,

;  too,

The existing grass surfaces could carry a load of only

ai

ised R.A.F.

prograi'.mes

5 tons on each aircraft wheel, whereas the B 12/36, when fully
loaded, placed 7 tons upon each of its wheels.

Admiralty
and War

Office

replies;

their new

It is not, then, surfirising that the Secretary of State,
when supplying the Chancellor of the Exchequer v/ith the figures
he had asked for, was careful to emphasise that they were the
estimates for programmes which were regarded by the Air Staff as

no longer adequate to meet the air situation. The Admiralty and

War Office, indeed, went further than this. Both submitted papers
setting out estimates, not of the cost of their already auth'orieed
prograiiimes, but of the cost of meeting what they considered to be
"their requirements from a strategical point of view to meet the
increased commitments which have to be taken into account". Thus,
the Admiralty presented the figures for its "new standard", ’which
would enable it to maintain adequate forces to deal with the

Germans in Europe and at the same time provide an adequate
deterrent to the Japanese in the Par East,(3;

It was not until October, it seems, that the Air Ministry-
learned v/hat the other departments had done. On October 4 the
C.A.S, (Air Chief Marshal Newall) -wrote to the Secretary of State
to give him the information and to suggest that the Air Ministry
should likewise submit a statement of its full requirements. He
recognised that none of the Services were likely to get all their
demands approved, but urged that, since the others -vjere submitting
their full programmes, the R.A.P, must follow suit. (4) The

pro grammes

Decision to

prepare a

new R.A.P.

Scheme

/ Secretary

IMd.

Ibid. , encl.31A, 32A
A.M. Pile S.42667/3
Ibid. , Min.1.

1

(2
3

,4,
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The Secretary of State at once agreed. As the government was

about-to decide the character and scope of its armament programmes
over a period of years, the Air Staff must provide figures
upon a basis comparable to those of the other Services, They
must state v/hat other Powers intended and how far and hoYf soon

they were likely to realise their intentions - Germany's aim
of 3,000 first-lipe aircraft, Italy's position, and "the unsat
isfactory French situation previously disclosed". Apart from
the late Prime Minister (Mr. Baldwin's) pledge of air parity,
the Air Staff must say Vifhat they considered would be an effective
ans^ver to’the German menace. .This need not be "necessarily
exact parity in men and machines", but it must at least be "an
effective deterrent which would m^e the Germans feel that it
was not worth while to try conclusions with us". The argument
that Britain would have allies to help her must then be fore
stalled by saying that, if allies were assumed, it must also be
assumed that Italy would be hostile and that it vrould not ..be
safe to rely upon the French Air Force to do more then offset
the Italian - .if, indeed, it could do that. The Air Staff
should also state how far their proposals were v/ithin the
capacity of the country's industry and man power, and the date
by -vvhich their new programme might be completed. They must
emphasise that Germany possessed an "enormously effective
gunnery defence"; that recent lessons had shoir-m the anti-air
craft gun to be much Jiiore deadly than was thought a year or 'two
ago; and that Britain therefore must have adequate gun and
searchlight defences since parity meant not merely equal
striking power but also equal defensive resistance from the
ground. This done, the Secretary of State said,
deployed 'vvhat as a General Staff you consider is militarily the
proper insurance of safety, leaving it to the Cabinet to decide
the extent to v/hich that prograrmne should be carried out". (lj

Upon this basis the new Expansion Scheme J was elaborated.
The work had to be rushed through in a fortnight as the minis
terial Defence Plans (Policy) corjimittee was due to review the
requirements of the .three Services in the third week of

October, Schem was in fact approved by the Secretary
of State on October 2Cl3and presented by him to the Defence PI.
(Policy) committee on October 27. (4)

"you would have

Drafting of

Scheme J.

Qct^dllZ..

(b) Expansion Scheme J (October 1937)

Unique

Gharaa,t£i:,.ft£
Scheme J

Expansion Scheme J was in its character unique among- the
expansion schemes of the years from 1934 to 1939, It provided
Vvrhat the Air Staff considered to be "militarily the proper
insurance of safety". It provided for the overseas Commands and
for trade defence equally with the Metropolitan Air Force,
was based upon strategical requirements rather than upon
political considerations or considerations of available

It was, moreover, the first scheme to have its
programmes based upon calculated strategical requirements - upon
the various appreciations of the Joint.Planning Committee of . ,
requirements for a war with Germany,(5) for a war with Japan,
for a war with Italy,*'/ pid for the protection of seaborne trade

^inst Germany,(8) or against Germany and Japan

It

resources.

in a war agn

together. (5)
/ In its

min. 2(Oct. 2) '
Min. 3
end, 10A.

.4) Ibid. . min.11; D.P. (p) Paper 12
(5) C,O^S^^Pa^er.^549, approved by the C,
(6) Ibid., 579 of 7 May 1937

lUid.. 603 J.P. of 26 July 1937.
im., 535 J.P. of 21 Dec. 193b.

9) .Ibid,, 621 of 11' Oct. 1937.

1) Ibid
2} Ibid
3) IMJ

• 9

• 9

• 9

O.S, Committee on
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(i)Its

provisions
In its detailed prograiones Scheme J provided for the crea

tion by 31 March 1Sl+"\ of a total force of 3 >031 aircraft in 203
squadrons. Of these, 45 squadrons, totalling (^1+1+ aircraft, were
allotted to the Overseas Comnands; four squadrons, totalling 5^
aircraft v/ere specifically allotted to trade defence; and the
remaining I54 squadrons, totalling 2,331 aircraft, were to form
the Metropolitan Air Force, These latter 154 squadrons were to be
backed by v/ar reserves aiuounting (with their immediate and v/ork-
shop reserves) to 225?. of their first-lino strength. These, it
was at that time assimed, would siaffice to meet the wastage of the
first four months of war. Vfith such reserves the Metropolitan Air
Force would be able to keep up its first-line strength during the
first six months of v/ar, since the current production of the
factories during that pci’iod should be equivalent to two months'
vfastage. By the end of that tine industry should have been placed
on a war footing and be capable of keeping pace with losse
Metropolitan Air Force would .thus be "lOQw ready for war".
The overseas forces, too, would be ready, as v/ar reserves were also
to be provided for then on the saa'ne ’scale as for the home-based
squadrons - the first tine .that this had been suggested.

The

Of the 154 squadrons (2,331 aircraft) forming the Metropolitan
Air Force, 38 (532 aircraft) would be fighters; 9 (l89 aircraft)
General Reconnaissance; 6 (36 aircraft) Flying Boats; 11 (l32

,  aircraft) Army Co-operation; and 90 (l,442 aircraft) bombers. The
Scheme J force, apart from its Plying Boat and Amy Go-operation
units, T/ould thus be appreciably larger than .that of the current
Scheme F, which, allowed only 30 fighter squadrons (420 aircraft),
7 General; Reconnaissance squadrons (l26 aircraft), and 70 bomber
■squadrons (l ,022 aircraft).

Composition
0.f„thc .horns,
based R.A.F.

The bomber The bomber force, in particular, Would be not only larger but
also much more powerful. . Scheme P provided for 75O mediam bombers
as against only 240 heavy bombers, a ratio of about 3^ to 1 in

• favour of the medium bomber.
ratio to about 2-,|- to 1 (987 to 392).
envisaged the eventual- creation of an

Even_Scheme H had only reduced.this
Scheme J, on the other hand,
"all-heavy .bomber" force.

farce.

Such a force would not be attained until at any rate the spring of
1943 , v/hen it v/as hoped that the 90 squadrons would be made up of
22 squadrons of Pellingtons and Hanpdens and 68 squadrons of
P 13/38 and perhaps also of the B 12/36 machines. But even by
March 1941, the date for Scheme J's completion, it was hoped that
only 26 squadrons (546 aircraft) would be equipped with medium
bombers (Blenheims and Battles) as against 64 (896 aircraft) which
would have 'heavies' (14O Harrows and Whitleys; 350 Wellingto
and Hampdens; and 406-P 13/36). This gave a ratio of almost 1
2/3 to 1 in favour of the heavy bombers, and heavy bombers for the
most part of much more powerful types than those looked for by
Scheme F. With Scheme J, in other words, the Air Staff more or
less explicitly comitted itself to that 'big bomber' policy
which had begun to engage its affections during 1936.

the

ns

Such, then, was the prograi/ime which in the Air Staff's view
more than a' would represent the minimum version of an 'ideal' R,A.F. to meet
minirnu!'.!
insurance

Scheme J no

the threefold menace of German, Japanese, and Italian air po'wer.
To the Air Staff it indeed seemed no more than a miniiaum version.
Its overseas forces v/ould provide only a defensive deterrent
against Japanese or Italian aggression; they vrould in no way
suffice for offensive action. Nor would its Metropolitan Air
Force provide true parity, in the strict sense, with the German
Air Force. For by Scheme J parity in numbers would be secured
only in the air striking force - the standard for fighters and
naval and army co-operation units was nov/ adequacy to their
task not numerical equality with the equivalent German units.

/ The

1) D.P.(p) Paper 12; also A.M, Pile 8,42667/54
2) A.M.Pile S.42667/9A.
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The idea of overall parity in nunhers had, in fact, been
abandoned. All that remained of it was the attempt to secure
equality in striking power, in bobbers. Nor was true parity
aimed at even here. Scheme J would only provide by 31 Mar*ch
1941 the number of first-line bombers which the German Air

Force was expected to have by the close of 1939. Even here
therefore the parity was largely fictitious; it was parity
with a time-lag of fifteen months. It is hardly surprising
that the Air Staff regarded Scheme J as no more than the
r.iininun insurance of safety.

Scheme J barely -

attainable
Yet, even v/hile preparing the Scheme, the Air Staff had

been a\Tare' that their minimum insurance would be barely attain-
without drastic able ¥/itbout drastic and at present improbable changes in
changes of
policy

government policy. 'Industry, working on its present peacetime
basis, could not complete even the Metropolitan Air Force,
leaving out the overseas increases, envisaged in Scheme J be
fore the autui:m of 1941. The best that it could hope to do by
31 March 1941 was to provide the first-line aircraft ulus a
175" rescr/e (l00;4 war reserve, 75/^ immediate reserve and
workshop) reberve).(l)

Industry

Men To provide the aircrews and ground crews for such  a force
would be still rx>re difficult, indeed impossible, under the
existing policy of voluntary recruitment. The demands of
Scheme J for men ’.vere very considerably greater than those of
Scheme F. They vvere greater not only because the total number
of squadrons was greater end because the newer bomber aircraft

would require crews of three, four, five instead of merely a
pilot and obserVi r. They were also greater because Scheme J
required a higher standard of readiness for '«var. It therefore

provided for an addition of 2Q)o to the peace establishment of
operational units. Those additional men were to be provided
to make good the losses during the opening weeks of war, v/hile

ryists were undergoing refresher courses or 'conversion'
.v2| All this, however, entailed a demand which was

the rose

training
unattainable in the existing conditions of recruitment. So far
as aircrews were ‘ccncemed, the best that could be hoped for
31 March 1941 was to recruit and -train enough to nan the
Scheme J force up to the Scheme F standard of readiness, that
is without the 2C)/o addition. Even this would imply, increasing
the entry of pilots in 1938 and 1939 by 500 in each year, or by
25>a above the 1937 entry. On this basis the full Scheme J

requirements for aircrews night be net by 31 March 1942, ' With
ground crews the position was still more difficult,
would, foi' example, ineaji doubling in 1938 and 1939 the 1937
entry of flight mechanics, v/hich was impossible. Even a Z^fo
increase on the 1937 intake would provide by 31 March I94I only ,
14>000 of the additional 24,500 airmen required. On that basis
the requirements for airmen would not be me't until March 1943 -
and that basis itself was hardly attainable. The 1937 programme
T¥as here the best that could be looked for, and that would not
provide the airaen Scheme J needed until towards the end of

ilnd, in addition to the problem of recruitment, there
was the problem of training. If it had been possible to get
the nurabers which Scheme J required, then the pilot training
establishi'aent avould have had to be doubled and the fitter
training establishment quadrupled,
have meant very large withdrav/als of skilled men from the

squadrons to make up the training staffs, with very harmful
results upon the efficiency and readiness of the first-line units
during the next few critical years,(3)

/ In its

Scheme J

1943.

This, in its turn, would

1) A.M,File S.42667/9A.
2) IME., 5A,6,9A
3) Ibid. , 3,6,6a,8A,9A.
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Finance In its demands upon the nation’s industrial capacity and man
power, :thejj. Scheme J v/ent right up to, and in some points actually
beyond, the limits,of what could be obtained without placing
industry and recruitment upon a v/ar, footing. Its financial demands,
too, - the measure by which its call upon the nation’s total res
ources could be roughly judged - ?rent beyond the limits which the
government v;as then prepared to allow. It required an expenditure
during the years from 1937 to the end of March 1942 of no lei
than £650,000,000, 'as against the £467,500,000 of Scheme pljJ
represented an unduly large proportion of the total sum which the

Cabinet was ready to allo't to rearmament during those years. It is
not surprising therefore that, v/hen the Scheme was submitted for the
preliminary approval of the Minister for Co-ordination of Defence

(Sir Thomas Inskip), he insisted upon.a drastic pruning of its
. proposals.

ss

This

(.c). The Rejection of Scheme J and the Origin of Scheme K

Sir T. Sir Thomas Inskip, after perusing the Air Staff's proposed
Scheme J, wrote to the Secretary of State for Air (Lord Swinton)

proposals. 4 November 1937.^2) nig letter contained a series of questions
4 Nov.1937. which implied not only the necessity for serious cuts in the Scheme

but also the possibility of a radical change in policy towards the
bomber force. He asked what savings of money and men would be
effected by abondoning the proposed overseas increases? ' He wanted
to know T/hat would be the cost of building up ’war potential’?
also asked how much would be saved if, while the Scheme J fighter
squadrons were retained at full readiness for war, the bomber
squadrons, or half the bomber squadrons, were left with an esta
blishment that vrould allow them to become fully efficient only after
mobilisation? Further, he wrote, "you will probably agree that
you are not quite in the same position as the Navy in asking for
parity in striking force. If our Fleet were defeated or unable to
keep our communications open, v/e could not long survive. If, on
the other hand, our air striking force were inferior, we should
suffer more than the enemy at home but the result might not at
once be critical. And, of course, to counter his striking force
v/e should have our ground defences on v/hatever scale we may deter
mine. My point is that we may be forced to consider a smaller air
striking force".

in' '5
on

He

Protests of

of the

Secretary

of State

This breath of critical comon sense laid bare once again the
true essentials of national seci'rity. But the Air Staff could
hardly be expected to let pass unchallenged so Sharp a deflation
of their clai:as for the pre-eminent importance of air striking
power. Their reaction to the letter was prompt and vigorous. The
Secretary of State replied., protesting, immediately he received
the Minister's proposals.,''^/ Ymile agreeing warmly that an improve
ment in 'war potential’ was desirable, he protested strongly
against any weakening of the air striking force,
bomber force had been calculated upon the number of German aircraft
that could and probably would be used against the United Kingdom,
The government could not keep its pledge of parity on anything less.
But, parity apart, the vital question v^^as - what wins wars? "It
is not the mere fact that the enemy’s fleet is sunk or his army
defeated, it is that the entire country and its resources are laid

do not meet as in naval warfare,
but the whole resources of the country are none the less laid open

/ to

The Scheme J

open to attack. The air fleets

1) Ibid. , 20A
2) A.M.File S.42667/1 2i\.

(3) IMB. , 13A
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to attack fron the irjnediate outset. Prom this it follov/s that

success will go to the nation which can most quickly overcome the
Y/ill of his opponent to continue the fight. The Air Staff consider,
and I agree, that it would he radically unsound to accept a lower
figure. The criterion which the Air Staff have put forward and
which the government has just stated to Parliament is that we must
have a force which will he an effective deterrent and will enable

us to meet an enemy on equal terms; It is surely impossible to
contend that either of these conditions is fulfilled unless oixr

striking force is equal to that of the enemy. As  I see it, we
could only accept inferiority in striking power if we were satisfied
of our superiority on two counts - first, our defences v/ere stronger
than the Germazi defences, so that we could guarantee that German
bombers coming to England would suffer more damage and heavier
losses than English bombers going to Germany; second, that German
targets were more accessible and vulnerable than English targets,
i.e. vre could guarantee that an English force would do more harm in
Gerraany than an equivalent Gemaan force would do in England. Unfor-,
tunately, neither of these conditions is or can be fulfilled

In these circumstances, I do feel most strongly that we must aim' at
parity in striking force",

Three weeks later, on November 26, after full discussions with
the Air Staff, the Secretary of State gave Sir Thomas Inskip their

The Secretary of State in his letterCO added
"be an illusion to

The Air Staff and

Fighter Command had "mobilised every asset that science can give"
and had concentrated "wholeheartedly on applying the scientific
results. But we must not exaggerate the possibilities" or be rnis~
led into over-confidence by recent iinprovements in anti-aircraft
gunfire, by the value of balloon barrages, or by the unexpectedly
good progress of R. D.P,

deterrent ajrjd defence". To abandon this viev/ by accepting an
inferiority in striking power, in bombers, would moreover be a
definite change in "policy. It would be an abandonment of the

government's -public promises, an abandoment of v/hich they would
have to inform Parliament. The effect of such an announement upon
the Gernfm government would. Lord Swinton thought, be disastrous.
"I. believe that nothing is so important as to come to an arrange
ment \idth Gernany, and I believe it v/ould be possible. But I am
convinced that it would not be possible to do so unless the Germans
remained convinced that we v/ith our great resources would accept no
position of inferiority",

considered answer,

to his earlier arguu'ients, "It vrould", he v/rote,
suppose that v/e have a sure means of defence".

Counter-attack still remains the chief

Air '

Minis tr-

-ESLlies
Nov~^

The Air

Staff

Note

The Air Staff, in a Note vdiich Lord Svdnton enclosed with his
ov/n letter, elaborated similar argusments. After protesting that
Scheme J's overseas forces were a minimum insurance since
of a unilateral war with any single one of our potential enemies is
extremely remote and that, if hostilities were to break out, '
should very quickly find all three Povrers arrayed against us", the
Note v/ent on to re-iterate the traditional doctrine of the offensive.
"The bomber force is fundamentally the basis of all air strategy".
It must be at instant readiness no less than the fighter force. If
it needed time to mobilise, it would be but a poor deterrent to
enemy "hoping for early success by means of a sudden bloT/ delivered
v/ith his naximuiii air strength at his own selected moment". It would
also be very vulnerable while mobilising. In short, the "first few
weeks may decide the issue one way or another and, -unless we are ready
to hit back at an'agressor immediately he has sho-wn his hand, we nay
never get on equal temas with hi:i again." For these reasons,
therefore, the Air Staff emphasised "that Scheme  J was worked but as
a balanced whole and, further, that the total air strength and the
improved organisation which it involves represents in.the view of the
Air Staff the absolute minimum requirements for In^erial security,

/If

the chance

we

an

(1) IMd.lU.
G. 181857.
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If therefore certain rfjodifica,tions to the Scheme are dictated by
financial consioerations alone, the dangers and weaknesses which
will inevitably accrue* should be fully appreciated before
decisions are taken".

any

Inskip’s The arguments of the Secreteiry of State and the Air Staff did
not, however, change Sir Thomas Inskip's opinion about what things
were essential and what things could be afforded On the contrary,
in his Memorandum to the Cabinet of December 15,(0 he accepted
only the increase in the home-based fighter force proposed in
Scheme J, He rejected altogether the overseas increases and,
while prepared to allow some addition to the first-line bomber
force and to '?/ar potential', he suggested that the provision of
reserves for all but the hom.e-based fighters should be consider
ably reduced.

7,7

Dec, 15.

Approved

the Cabinet No final decision v?as

Dec. 22.

These proposals were discussed by the Cabinet on December 22.
then reached as to exactly hovir much money

could be allowed for the expansion of the R.A.P., but the sugges-
.  tions made by the Minister for the Co-oi-dination of Defence in his
Memorandum were ai^pi-oved. Scheme J thus joined Schemes B, D,,E,
G, and H in the limbo of i-ejected proposals and the Air Staff’
settled once again to the task of cutting their coat more accord
ing to their cloth. The result of their "^labours was a new Scheme,
Scheme K, which was completed on 21 January 1938.

(■d) Expansion Scheme K (January 1938)
Discussion There is no need here to go into. , the details of the Air
of Scheme K. Ministry discussions from, which Scheme A emerged,

sions were somewhat involved and prolonged, largely because the
government' had not fixed

. provision must be•, limited

Those diacus

clearly
. \ 2) A;

the extent to which the financ

-

ial
As, a result, the Air Staff tried to

preserve as much as they could of their Scheme J programme and
their first draft for Scheme K only reduced the cost up to March
1941 by som.e £42,000,000, from £650,000,000 to £.608,000,000, This
reduction was considered by the Secretary of State to be insuffi
cient. Accordingly, on 12 J.anuary’ 1938 it was ruled that the aim
must be 'Scheme P plus-£100,000 000' , that is, a total cost by
31 March 1941 of £567,500,000.(j) This, v;ith Sir Thomas Inskip's
proposals of December 15 and the Secretary of State's ruling of
January 2 that the first-line bomber force must be calculated at
1 ,550 aircraft - the figure v/hich the German,bomber force
expected to attain during the summer of 193S(^)

was

- provided the
basis upon which the final version of Scheme K v/as framed.

The
Scheme K

In this final version of Scheme K, issued on 21 January 1938,
the overseas forces, were left on the existing Scheme P basis and
all the Scheme J increases were omitted so far as they were con
cerned. In the Metropolitan Air Force, the first-line strength

, ,and the reserves provided by Scheme J for the Coastal Coracand
,  General Reconnaissance and Trade Defence squadrons and for

Fighter Command were retained. Bomber Command, on the other hand,

programme

had its first-line strength reduced from i ,1+1+6 to 1 ,360 aircraft
and its reserves cut from a figure estimated to cover sixteen
weeks' war wastage to a figure estimated to cover no more than
nine weeks. The reduction in reserves was offset to a certain
extent by provisions for an increaso of v/ar potential' , which

/ would

C.P.3i6(37)
2) A.M. Pile S.42667/15A.
3) Ibid
4) Ibid. . 17A

1
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would enable industry to reach full v/ar production slightly earlier.
But it meant in effect that during the first v/eeks of war there
would have -to be some 'rolling up' of bomber squadrons to provide
the necessary reserves. The Scheme K 1,350 aircraft would, for
exajaple, have thus to be reduced to an effective 1,000 first-line
miachines if they were to continue, operating for l4 weeks at the
degree of intensity as under Scheme J.
effective bomber force was weakened,

costs in man- and works, the squadrons were to be. reorganised into
flights of eight aircraft, though the tactical- formation would
remain six aircraft in the air. This v/ould reduce .the operative
force from 8651 to 73% of the first-line establishment, Purthemiore,
the Blenheims and Battles, which under Scheme J were to disappear
on rearming before llarch 1943, were nov\r retained until after that
date for the three A,A. P, bomber squadrons. The proportion of
heavy bombers as at 31 March 1941 would, however, be greater than
under Scheme J - 928 heavies to 432 mediums, a ratio of more than
2:1 as against Scheme J's 1 2/3:1,^"'-'

same

In other ways, too, the
In order, to save on. overhead

Significance

of Scheme K of a minimum insurance for safety,
in bombing government, it
policy

Scheme K thus fell a good deal short of the Air Staff's idea
Within the limits set by the

creates the most effective deterrent possible, pro
vides an effective close defence, and contains the maximum provision
of striking force which the money will provide". But it "would not
enable a counter-offensive to be maintained on the scale v/hich they

an Air Staff regard as an adequate response to probable enemy
attack". The improvement in. '\?ar. potential' was valuable, but the
inadequacy of the bomber reserves. must'mean the 'rolling up' of
squadrons and the conservation of the force to such a degree that
the 'potential' may never become 'production' in the face of heavy
enemy air attack".1 There was, too, some doubt whether the cal
culations of aircraft, and more especially aircrew, wastage in war

- did not require revision in the direction of higher rates, which
would make the Scheme K reserves even less adequate than they at
present appeared. Yet, inadequate as the Scheme K force might be,
it could not be attained until well into 1941 - its first-line
strength could be completed by 31 March 1941 but its curtailed
reserves not until late in that year, - And that first-line strength
would be the equivalent, not of the strength of the German’air
striking force in 1941 , but of the German air striking force in the
sumer of 1938,^^-' In other words. Great Britain's industry and
nan power, under existing conditions of production and recruitment,
could no longer hope to achieve real parity, even in - air striking
power alone, with the Go naan Air Force,

as

A. turning

poin^i: irT
Scheme K thus marked the practical abandonment of the race for

I't marked also a virtual revolution in air policy. The
policy _government, by its directions and financial limitations, had

imposed upon the Air Staff a policy whose primary emphasis was upon
the defensive, rather than upon the offensive, aspect of air povrer.
The first and most

air parity.

essential requirement was now to be the provision
of^fully adequate forces, backed by fully adequate reserves and
maintained in a state of instant readiness, for the air defence of
Great Britain and of Great Britain's seaborne trade. The offensive,
bomber, force now took second place. Its strength was determined
less by the idea of equality voLth the enemy's striking force than by
the amount of money and resources left available after the demands
of^ 'close defence' had been'satisfied. So, thq. limitations of
Britian's resources and the instructions of the governiuent had com
pelled the Air Staff to give first place to defence, even before the
detailed exaanination of the W.A, operational war plans had begun to

/ raise

,1) D.P. (P).Paper 16;, A,M.Pile .S..42667/2i'A,33A
2) Air Staff Note of Jan.21 - A.M.Pile S.42667/33A
,3) Ibid., 30A; A.H.B. , V/5/9/2,11 and 5/8/4,5.
,4) A.H. Pile S.42667/33A.

G. 181837.
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raise doubts about the value of the bomber force as a direct and
immediate counter to the enemy's air offensive,
able reversal of the traditional Air Staff doctrine of the offensive,
evolved in the Y'fa.r of and confirmed by twenty years of
peacetime study. Naturally the Air Staff did not like it. They
emphasised that they still considered Scheme J
strength required to provide a reasonable standard of security" and
that the cuts now made were

This was a consider-

as the minimum

made against their will and for political
-and financial reasons only. UJ In the view of the C.A.S. , Scheme K
meant that "there vrould be an Air (Striking) Force vrell housed and
well equipped of a first-line of 1 ,3^0 aircraft; not ready for war,
with nine weeks' reserve behind it, a small training capacity, and a
•war potential 'vhich, though considerable, would not be in full pro
duction for many months after the- outbreak of war. It appeared
probable that there would be a period when the Air Force would come
to a standstill o’/ving to lack of reserves and the potential \?ould
consequently be useless (since the war vrould have been lost) , if it
were not destroyed". The D.C.A.S. heartily agreed  - to him "Scheme K
was now a completely unbalanced scheme",(2} But Scheme K was a poor
and unbalanced reflection of the traditional Air Staff policy just
because it Y/as an accurate fore-mirroring of the shape of things to
come. For this reason it marks a real turning point in the
evolution of pre-war British air policy.

It is true that Scheme II, like Scheme J, was never more than a
By the time the Cabinet came to discuss it, on 1A march

1938, the international situatioii had radically altered. Two days
earlier Hitler had sent his troops into Austria. His action brought
the possibility of v/ar appreciably nearer, and stirred the British
government into a drastic revision of their attitude tovrards
ment and industry,
still too incomplete to enable the R.A. F,- -to catch up V7ith the
German Air Force in the race for parity. Thus the new R.A.F. Expan
sion Scheme L served only to confirm and ‘establish the implications
of the abortive Scheme K.

rearma-

That, revision, however, came too late and was

Scheme K

rejected project.
March.

I9^h8.

(e) Expansion Scheme L (April, 1938;

NevY So far as the R.A. PI was concerned the inunediate consequences
^QG^i^iojl^ of the German occupation of Austria 7/ere that Expansion Scheme K ■'Yas
governing referred back to the Air Ministry for acceleration(3j
Scheme L aircraft industry v/as authorised to v/ork double shifts by the

Cabinet's decision, of 22 March 1938, to aban
interference v/ith the course of normal trade.'

and that the

ndon
(0 its policy of 'no

By April 1 the
Air Ministry had drafted on this basis the required nev/ progranime,
known as Scheme L. '-O/ This Scheme may be briefly suinmarised as
Scheme K \Yith its date for completion accelerated from 31 March
1941 to 31 March 1940 and with its home-based fighter squadrons
augmented by two first-line aircraft each from a total of 532 air
craft to a total of 608. In this form it must obviously cost
than Scheme K and both the Chancellor of the Exchequer and the
Minister for the Co-ordination of Defence opposed it on the ground
that it could not be reconciled with the Cabinet inling of' February
16 that the combined expenditure of the three Defence.Ministries
fo.r the years 1937-41 must not exceed £1 ,,570,000,000.
objection was, however, overruled.

more

Their

The draft Scheme -//as approved
by a Cabinet committee of four ministers on April  6 and the Air
Ministry was authorised to proceed with it \7ithout reference to

/ financial

1J Ibid.

2) Minutes of C.A.S. meeting, 18 Jan.1938
C.A.S. omitted the v/ord- 'striking' from

28A. That the
air (striking) force' is

interesting sidelight, as is the whole statement, on how strongly the
Air Staff regarded the bomber force as being essentially the Air Force
p) Cabinet 13(38) (4) Cabinet 15(38) ' (5) C.P.86738)
(6) Cabinet 5(38).

Ibid • 9
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financial limitations and upon .the basis of providing the best force
that the aircraft industry could produce by 31 Karch 1940,

^  ̂ Consultations bcWcen the Air Ministry aiid the aircraft
fojcejh^ industryU; soon made it apparent, nevertheless, that the best force
14dy_|toi obtainable by March 1940, even, under the nev. conditions, trouldcould more than the Scheme K force v7ith a somewhat augmented Fighter

^ require the production of some 12,000
aircraft of all types within the next two years and this was the

could be hoped for. iiorcover,. even if the air
craft industp^ had been able to produce more aircraft, the men to
ly and maintain then could not be provided in the time

adoption of conscription would have made little^ difference, for the
ii.iiiting factor was not recruifc-ent but the supply of-trained in
structors. These extra instructors could h.avo been found only in the
squadrons. Any very large increase, therefore, in the number of

during the immediate future a diminution
dLdder^'''' ̂ i^st-line strength. The ..ir Staff had, indeed, alreadydecided to convert two complete first-line boriber squadrons virtuallv
into |:b_initio training units for air observers and wireless
operators. .Ind many other squadrons would have experienced officers
and men taken from then to staff the training establishments for more

, and for the increased

A.,..F.V,xl. and other reservists. In fact, as the Air
■be too strongly emphasised

that the general Imaiting factor in determining real first-line
strength is now that of personnel, under two heads:- (a) the
vision of regular t.rained crev/s including air observers and w7t
operators (present arrangements are totally inadequate to meet thisrequireiaent); (b; the provision of Reserve trained crews to replacewastage, including pilots capable of flying :aodern service aircraft,

'A operators (no advanced training organisation
reserve" 125'^'^'^* exists and there is no crew policy for the

no

produce
by 1940

Even the

men

pro-

.

Schenc L, therefore, in its final ,Morm as approved by the
, , 2/ April 1938, very closely resembled Scheme K. It left
he overseas forces, the Army Co-operation squadrons, and the Plying^  for first-line and reserves. ^ ^

-  in the first-line
reserves of the Coastal Command Reconnaissance and

It augmented the Scheme K thirty-eight

It
preserved the Scheme J and-Scheme K increases
strength and the :
Trade Defence‘squadrons,
squadrons of Fighter Conm

of 'Scheme Cabinet
L

and by^two first-line"‘aircrafreach"
P-oviding a total of 602 home-basi.d fighter aircraft,
bomber force of much the
line aircraft with the
squadrons and backed by the s
efficiency of this bomber force, ,

,  somewhat increased"by

it pro

was, as in Scheme K,
of non

vided a
sip as Scheme K, nauiely, 1 ,352 first-

same initial establishments for flights and
the same nine weeks' reserve. The inmediate

as co!i;pared vdth that of Scheme P,
” 4 a reduction in the number

from eleven to three - the

same

-regular medium bomber squadrons
squadrons being distributed equally-  be Ween lighter Command and Coastal Coiimand. ^ ^

S.gheme L
confirms indeJ ? the implications of Scheme K. It was,

bhe facts that it could disre-
prd financial Imitations and that it could draw upon an aircraft
in^stry working double shifts. For industrial capacity and, Srep rticfularly, recruiting and training capacity still sot much the

implica
tions of
Scheme K

/ saJie

1) A.H.B. V. 5/1 0/4.
2) Brief for S. of S_  . on Scheme L,11 April 1938) A.H.b. y.5/ioA-

'  '=°'^^s^cnce, April 12 - A.H.B.
a’h^B ^?’r/io%7^^ training, April 26 -Bra:^ich,^’^^ ^'^rrative of Training prepared .in this

(3) A. M. File S. 22846/V/1A,
G.18i8^7.
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Air
s^e boimds to what could be attained within the next f
those bounds fell far short of
to attain.

ew years. And
_  hat the German Air Force ?^as expected

cttpr^nf f abandonment of theattempt to attain parity with the German Air Force. Even if its nro-
pam.es were realised, they would still not be completed until alSat
two years behind the corresponding Gemira progror.Be - "and there is
every reason to suppose that in that time the Gorman Air Force v/ill
have undergone still further expansion".(l) There ̂ 7as, indeed,
toLd 8™eer. Some Avenhundred of the regular pilots required to man the Scheme L first-
linc aircraft could not be fully trained until September 192|.0, v ‘ '
out unduly depicting operational units to provide them with ^
instructors_l ) hut, even ignoring this last possibility, the
government could no longer pretend to be keeping its pledge of air
parity after it had authorised in Scheme L a programme which would
only provide .in thc^ spring of 194O a striking force equal to that
which the Germans would possess in the summer of 1938 - if thev did
not already possess it. As the Air Staff put it, "

corapte with a nation of 70 million'people, v/hose y/hole man
power and industrial capacity has been in effect on a basis of
national mobilisation for the past 4 years". The competition was too
severe and even the accelerated prograjcme in Scheme L fell in many
.^ys far short of the level of safety. Te,t ."in many - indeed i^^

respects, thp deficiencies, could not fully be rnado good
within the next two years (?) Parity, in other words, even in offen-

attainable and the Air Staff was forced
to recognise that it vms no' longer attainable.

reason

Y/ith~

v/e are endeavour-

parity
not a'bt-

ainable

Ne\y tend

encies in and necessity, that Scheme L must confirmand Cotablioh the tendencies in air policy which had first eloarlv
ME^lroy appeared in Scheme K. That the only increase over the She^e S first-
confirmed line strength was allotted to fighters, -and that, the Scheme K full

were again retained only for the
«  Command and Coastal Command squadrons proved conclusively

the requirements of 'close defence' now took first place. They
first,were to be satisfied, as in Scheme K, by the sacrifice of the bombeJs

wnnir''^' f again fixed at the figure which it was estimatedwould cover only nine weeks' wastage. The truth was that, difficult
^  I'l "he numbers of fighter aircraft required -

Relieved that "if the full first-line strength of
^f f\^hter squadrons is to be raaintained, a material increase
will have to be made in the Productive oapaeity allotted to fighteri^-*
- it was still more difficult to provide the bombers. They were,
especially the newer types, larger and inore complicated: they took
longer tp construct and required much more extensive and varied
equipment to make them effective. What v/as worse, they did not
require merely a pilot, as did a fighter; or merely a pilot and
E, ^ li ;ht bomber. All of them required crews. '
en the Blenheim and the Battle needed a crevy of three,tsj while

the larger aircraft needed four, five, and with the P 13/36 six
his meant that, as well as pilots, air'observers, air gunners,*

and wireless operators had to be found and trained, moreover,
reserves had to be provided for all those various iiembers of the air
crew and It was now coming to be realised that these reserves, too

bu T seen, the operational squadrons
./ere bhu only source from which more instructors (or at iLst flying
linirtoThP "be dra™. There v/as therefore a very definite

^  the nu:.iber of aircrews who could bo trained by 194O without
excessively denuding the squadrons of their experienced mSbers -

needed training.

a

/ limit

Air Staff Note, April 4 - A.H.B. V.5/11/7.
(2) Paper by D. of 0. , April 26, A.H.B. V.5/10/17.
(3) Air Staff note, April 4 - A.H.B. V. 5/11/7/

■  - A.H.B. V.5/10/3
(5) A. M. File S. 25873/IX/1 6a. ^
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limit that was naturally more sharp in bonber crew training than in
fighter pilot training. The full Scheme L numbers of trained bonber
aircrews, first-line and reserve, could not therefore be produced be
fore 1940. T̂he Air Staff v/as accordingly faced v/ith the choiee be
tween using its bomber force 'to destruction' in the first few weeks
of war or of conserving that force by 'rolling up' a proportion of
its squadrons to form, a reserve behind a reduced first-line.

Conservar There could be no doubt which of these two courses the Air Staff
must choose. They must conserve the bomber force by 'rolling up' itstion of

the

Mtlb£r
force

squadrons and reducing its offensive effort. 'This, indeed, was the
policy which they now accepted. In a 'brief for the Secretary of
State on Scheme L, of 11 April 1938, they explicitly stated that if
war broke out in 1939 they would "operate only of the Force,
the 'whole Force at only ̂ 0;6 intensity". By liarch 1940 the position
would be somewhat better. "Most of the experienced personnel which
we shall have had to take from the squadrons to fonu the extra train
ing establishments for Scheme L, v/ill'be being released back to the
squadrons. But even the Scheme L force by March 1940 will not
have the necessary trained reserves behind it, nor will the additional
productive potential, to be provided -under Scheme L, be in full pro
duction. It will, in fact, not be till well on in 1941 that wo have
any chance (on our present voluntary system) of having a force of the
strength of Scheme L 'which vwill be capable of sustained operations at
its peace strength."(f At the best, as another Air Staff paper
pointed out, in 1940 the Scheme L force v/ould be in the same position
as the Scheme K force. "A striking force -with a peace first-line of
1 ,350 aircraft with only nine weeks stored reserves, if it is to be
able to continue operations at the same degree of intensity for six
teen weeks,-vwill have to be reduced in effect to under 1 ,000 first-
line aircraft. Our effective bomber strength '.will therefore be to
that extent inferior to that of Germany in 1940, even assuming no
further expansion of the German Air Force.

or

And in all probability
it would be inferior to an extent still greater than this,
recent inquiries of the Director of Aircraft Production shov/ed "that
the maximuiu effort of existing industry and
three shift basis is 800 aircraft of all types per month in the most
favourable circumstances; and that this maxinun output will not be
reached until at least the eighth month",
tually be improved "by the provision of extra productive potential
v/hich is allowed for in Scheme L to the tune of £10 to £16 million;
but this cannot begin to take effect for tv/o years at least, even if
work began at once."(2) The effect of all this upon the bonber force,
even as late as 1940, nay be judged from, the fact that, while "if we '
are to maintain Scheme L at full strength throughout the first year of
war we shall (on the basis of preliioinary calculations) :
industrial sources no less than 19,000 aircraft in that year,
still have no industrial capacity to produce more than 7,000
"The effect of this on the bomber force", to quote the Air Staff again,'
"in addition to that of the shortage of reserves will again be
either that our operational effort will have to be still further
drastically reduced at the outset, if vwe are to have any chance of
taining operations at the rate at which we begin the v/ar, or that its
bombing effort will suffer a disastrous decline a.bout the. fifth month

of the v/ar onv/ards t^ ^pproximately 35% of the effort w/hich

For the

shadows' on a wartime

The situation would even-

re quire from
■we• • • *

(3)

sus-

WQ now

consider necessary

Signifi- The adoption of Scheme L, then, did not merely mean that the Air
Staff and the government.had been compelled by lack of resources to

Scheme L abandon parity as a practical aim and the primacy’of the'offensive as
a governing principle. It meant also the acceptance, at least until

can nG

/ 1941,
(1) A.H.B. V. 5/10/3.
(2) A.H.B. V. 5/11/7.
(3) Minute by S.9, April 23 - A.H.B. V.5/IO/5; A paper by W. 0.1 of
May 10 showed the monthly total requirement as 1,803 against industry's
best output of 800 - A.H.B. V.5/1O/1O. ^
(4) A.H.B. V. 5/11/7.G. 181857.
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1941> of a policy of conserving the honher force by drastically
Uniting its offensive operations; of a policy so 'conservative* as
to be virtually defensive,

(f) The iaproving nrosnects of 'close defence'.

Enphasis The adoption of Expansion Schene L neant that, if v/ar with
.. Gemany broke out in 1938 or 1939, Great Britain could no longer
hope to rely principally upon her bomber force to reduce the inten
sity of Genvian air attack. To avert defeat from the aiir in the
opening phase, she must now - quite contrary to the traditional
R.- .P. doctrine - rely principally upon her 'close defence

npwpn

defence

Improved This revolution in policy was, as v/e have seen, forced upon
the Air Staff by the limitations of Britain's man povrer and indus
trial capacity. It Was never accepted as an ideal strategy. But
by 1938 it was no longer the desperate gamble that it would have
appeared to be in 1934.
'close defence

For by 1938 the chances of a successful
had been very considerably improved. The detailed

of

defence

story of this improvement belonsfs, of course, to the Warative of the
Air Defence of Great Britain, but its outlines must be briefly
suLEiarised hare if the evolution of bombing policy is to be clearly
appreciated.

The dif

ficulties

of 'close

defence'

There had always been four great obstacles to a successful
Thor- was the difficulty of obtaining forc’/Tarning

of the approach of enemy bombers in time to allovv the fighters to
take off and clijob to operational altitude before their arrival -
a problem made more acute by the steady increase in bomber speeds.
There wa.s the difficulty of guiding the fighters, y/hen they were
in the air, to the correct point for interception.

close defence'.

There was the

difficulty of providing fighter aircraft with the fire power to
'kill' in a single attack and the margin of speed to regain an
attacking position if they failed at the first attempt. Finally,
there was the difficulty of producing anti-aircraft gunfire suffi
ciently concentrated and sufficiently accurate to bo a real manace
to the’ bombers.

ficulties

lessened

J,§38.

By 1938 these obstacles, though still far from being totally
removed, had all been appreciably lessened. The progress of R.D,F.
has already been referred to. It had now passed out of the merely
experimental stage. It had been so successfully tested, for exaipple
in Fighter Com.iand Sector Exercises in August 1937,^"') that the
Home Defence Research Committee felt justified in advising the con
struction of a chain of twenty-tyro R.D.F
chain was established, it might he possi

stations. When this

ble to discover the enemy

R. D. F,

bombers early enough for the defending fighters to take off and
.  climb to operational altitude by the tiipe the bombers reached the
shores of Britain. Raids might thus be intorecepted at the coast
instead of sixty or more miles inland - a very great improvement,
espeoially,for the defence of BiWtain's most important target.
London.

With the R.D-
XI

 - . to detect them over the sea and the

lillFplotted, suffi.ciently early and y/ith sufiicient accuracy for their
interception to be reasonably likely, provided that the informa
tion could be passed promptly to the.fighters. And, thanks to the
development of radio-telephony, this, too, could now be done. R/T
sets, sufficiently compact and efficient for use in fighter aircraft,
had been developed to permit intercommunication by speech not only *
betyyeen fighter and fighter but also between fighter and ground
station up to a radius of fifty miles or mrre. It had thus been

a system of controlling the fighters' movements
from the ground on the basis of the information supplied by the

. j-'

possible to develop

G;round.
control

fighters

/r.b.f.

(l) A.M. Pile S.41464.
G.181837.
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R.D.F. and_the Observer Corps. The defending aircraft could
thus be^guided into the vicinity,-, indeed, by day frequently
to v/ithin * sight, of the raiders,

Hqs?
Fighter

aircraft

No loss important was the inproverient in the fighter air-
craft themselves. The first of the new monoplane types v/ere
just beginning to come into service in the summer of 1938. By

:  year it viras e3<pected that there yrould be five
six squadrons armed with Hav/ker Hurricanes, machines carry-

ing^eight Bro-wning machine guns in their v/ings and capable of
flying at speeds approaching 3i0 n.p.h. ^
one squadron equipped with the 'simlarly aimed but .even faster
upermarine Spitfire. \ 2; These tv/o types were now going into
quantity production. In addition, the promising tr/in-seat
Bolton Paul Defiant, v/ith its power-operated turret of four

, machine ̂ guns, had just passed its trials. Protot3rpes were
also being^built of a single-scat fighter to carry four 20
cannon in its wings; and of a twin-engined,
to carry two such cannon in its nose as well as four machine
guns in a turret on its back. At the beginning of 1938 the
Air Ministry had gone even further by ordering from Boulton
and Paul two prototypes to a new specification (P 1l/37)
requir:i,ng a turret v/ith four 22
n.p.h.

September of that
or

There was also to be

nm.

two-seat machine

mm. cannon and a speed of 370
All these machines v/ould have a margin of speed, as

compared with the newest bomber aircraft, sufficient to allow
then to regain position for a second attack. All could produce
a fire power which, if accurately directed, should make a
second attack unnecessary. When once they came into service,
as they were already beginning to do, Fighter Coimand would have
the weapons to exploit decisively the opportunities provided
Dy the . .D.F. ajad ground control systems. It might reasonably
hope not only to fix and to find, but also to destroy, its
enemy. ■ ’

G-r.~)und
This, in its turn, had meant that the ground defences

be much more concentrated.
could

,  -he. 'Outer Artillery Zone', a chain
ot thinly-spread guns, had already been dispensed with and the
guns concentrated around the most important targets. These,
assisted (at least around London) by the newly established
Balloon Barrage, they might hope by concentrating their fire
to .:ake it much more deadly. It was this, as well as the
improvements made in the guns and predictors themselves, which
produced that greater hopefulness about the effectiveness of
anoi-aircraft 'gunfire which has already been noticed.

defence

The problem of finding and destroying th
was, it is true, still far from solution, i,
nor the Observer Corps could plot a bomber's course with the
degree of accuracy required to guide a fighter to within sight
of It at night. Yet even here there was some mprovement.
7. ^<3 ground control systems could at least guide the

general area. The searchlights might
t  further. And investigations into the b'lst

iiethods of visual interception were being supplemented by
more complicated experiments with,’ for exanple, the use of
infra-red photography. Whether these would lead to useful
results, whether indeed it might not eventually prove
possible for the fighter to do its own close-range radio-loca
tion, could not yet be foretold. But the ways to further
progress were not obviously barred. Meanwhile the slight

chances; the improvS:aent in
the concentration, range, and accuracy of anti-aircraft gun
fire, and the use of balloon barrages - all these would,tend

/ to

enemy in darkne

Th

ss
Neither the H.D.P.

raider

problem

e

•r-

(0 lor brief sumaries of this progress, see Air Liaison'letters 1933-7 A.M.
s. 25873/IVA5A; Vl/i 2B,32A,5U; VII/9A; VIII/9A.

Mobilisation committee, 17th meeting, 10 March 1938
(3; Air Liaison letters

0.181857.

- A.M. Pile S.37613.
- A.M. Pile S.25873/VIII/18A, 29A; IX/8A,22A,35A.
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to make the night bomber's task less easy and to force him to oper
ate at levels too h,.gh for accurate aiming. The Air Staff, as we
have seen, bad anyv/ay no great faith in the possibility of effective
night bombing. The slight improvement by 1938 in the prospects of
night defence at least served to encourage their hopes that the night
bomber was not an enemy too greatly to be feared.

influence Now it is true that these various improvements in the prospects
,of these_ of successful 'close defence' seem to have impressed statesmen and

scientists rather more than they impressed the Air Staff, (0 Yet,
even to the Air Staff, they suggested that a defensive strategy might

HQ-Ticy not nov/ prove quite so hopeless a gamble as it had formerly seemed*
The air defence lorces by themselves might not be able to provide,
as could the defence forces in the other two elements, a shield
behind.which a victorious offensive could be prepared. But they
might perhaps be able to bear successfully the increased burden
v/hich must be throvm upon them by a reduction in the intensity of
the bomber force's counter-offensive. If they were to do so,
however, they must be strong enough, ready enough, and well enough
backed by reserves to sustain an effort whose intensity must be
dictated not, as T/ith the bombers, by the policy of the Air Staff
but by the intensity of the enemy's operations. Here, then, was a
strong argument to confirm the policy of Schemes K. and.L, of pres
erving an. adequate first-line fighter force^ at instsint readiness and
backed by the full scale of reserves, '

Tend.qncy Indeed, the implications of the argument went further, If the
bomber force was going to be held back and conserved until 1941

priqrity .1942, it would be all the more essential to provide the utmost
fighter strength possible in the preceding years. The Air Staff
^ticipated that by October 1939, provided a reserve of 500 trained
fighter pilots could be built up, the thirty-eight Scheme L fighter
squadrons v/ould be able to "operate at planned intensity for approxi
mately two months, after which the effort, in so far as governed by
aircraft production, vrould drop to the equivalent of l6 full squadrons
in about the 26th week". This would mean "that we shall be unable to
put up an effective close defence at all". By March 1940 the period
of full intensity might be prolonged beyond the two months, but
eventually "the effort must drop to the 1.6 squadrons
dictated by the productive capacity of the industry,;,
first-line strength of 38 fighter squadrons is to be maintained it is
clear that a material increase will hav® to be made in the productive
capacity allotted to fighters".(2j Thus, even in April 1938, the
improving prospects of defence and the inadequacy of the productive
capacity allotted to realising those prospects were beginning to
present a strong temptation to limit and retard still further the
bomber offensive'by diverting in the immediate future a larger
proportion of the limited industrial and training resources from
bombers to fighters. The temptation was none the less strong be
cause a fighter aircraft could be made more easily, .more quickly,
more cheaply than a bomber; and because a fighter needed only a
trained pilot .'whereas a bomber needed a complete trained crew.
Fighter adequacy might still be an attainable aiim, even though
bomber parity was not. This fact in itself could not but tend to
give the fighter priority over the bomber in the conditions of
1938.

or

to

fighter

produc-
tion.

since this is
If the full

• • • t

t •

/ (g)

0) e.g. the exchanges beWeen Sir Thomas Inskip and the Secretary
of State for Air, quoted above, up.13 ff.

,  (2) A.H.B. V.5/10/3; 5/ll/7.

1.1818^7.
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^g) Tendencies in bonbcr design and oquipnent 1937-8

Changed
idea of

By 1'938,. thenj a change was occurring in the conception of the
hoinber force's role; in the conception of the character, purpose,
and timing of its offensive. The change-in the conception of the

’ character of its operations was a c’'ange in degree rather in
It arose as a consequence of the improved prospects of success-

The fernans, it is-.true, had not yet discovered
but should their armies occupy the Low

operatjoTs. Countries, that would enable them to establish aui advanced warning
The perforiaance of their now fighter

bomber

01 kind.

Character ful close defence,
of its the possibilities of D.P•  >

system almost as efficient,

'aircraft, in particular the Hesserschmidt 109 and 110, was already
feared and the day might not be very distant when they too would each
mount eight machine guns or perhaps even small cannon comparable to
the 20 ran. cannon v/ith vdiich the British were already experimenting.
It T/as therefore more ,than ever hopeless for the bomber to dream of
relying upon its poYrers of evasion. It could not hope either to
outpace or to outclimb or to outmanoeuvre the contemporary fighter.
To rely upon concealment by cloud or darkness v/ould so reduce the
intensity and accuracy of its attacks as to rob then bf all decisive
effect. If the bomber were to get through to its objective and get

for a great parthome safely, it must expect to fight its v/ay through
of both its outv/ard and its return journeys.!'')

Increased ■

bomber
The bomber's defensive armament, active and passive, wa.s contin

ually being increased, moreover, though it could still not dispense
defensive with forY/ard-firing guns., its chief danger now came from astern and
am'anent_  below, the most practicable direction 'for attack by the new high

" Speed fighters. (2) It needed a rearward and dovmward defence to natch
an attack by eight machine guns or more - or perhaps eventually by

' -" four'or more 20 mm. cannon.
■  six machine guns

That is, it would need at least four to
firing back-ward and do'/vnv/ard. For batteries of this

size, turrets would be necessary - a t?/o, or better a four-gun turret
in the tail and a tvro-g-un mid-under turret. Even by Hay 1938 the
Bombing Comjaittee had agreed that every bomber must have more than
one turret, to.give it an all-round field of fire so : at if could .

defend itself singlchanded against the guns of contemporary fighters;^)
The turrets, top, had to be power-operated, since it had been found
vn.tb the early Whitleys that 'manual operation vras iinpossible at
speeds in excess of l6o 'm.p.h.C^-) All this of course increased the
bomber's load ..and thus its all-up weight. Nor did it increase them

:  merely by the ghns , turrets, and ainnunition. It also increased the
numbers of the aircrev/, for an air gimner had to he provided for each
of the turrets. Furthermore it raised neY/ problems in the fire-con
trol of a bomber formation. There v/as more than ever need for a

'captain' who could sec all round and give orders. Such a captain
could hardly be provided in a small, one-pilot, 'medium bomber and in
the Blenheim and the Battle only the back-seat gunner bad a decent
field of view.(5)

Need for

aasouE-
By 1938, moreover, it was becoming apparent that defensive

armament alone was not sufficient. There was need for protective
Experiments with thin sheets of prr.iour plate and ?>rith

In the summer of

armour also,

bulle-t-proof glass were made in 1937 and 1938.
1938 the Bombing and Air Fighting Committees agreed that the bomber's
crew and enginas-should be protected a.gainst machine gun bullets -
more could hardly be done becuasej at least with the tail turret,
vreight of the ariiiour would upset the aircraft's centre of gravity

the

.(7)

/ Self

(1)
(2)

Air Staff Fl.o.te .on Bombing Policy, 8 March 1938 - A.M. File S.43^2/2CP.
Air Fighting Committee li+th Meeting, 29 Nov. 1938, on tactical experiments

with new fighters. . ■ ' : ^
Ibid.,, ,17th Meeting. By Sept. 1935 there 'was a definite ruling that all the

new bombers must have tail and mid-under turDcets as well as forward-firing
guns - A.M. Pile S.32832/1/93.

A.M. File S.-25873/VII/19A. • •
Air Fighting Committee, 14th Meeting,
A.M.'Pile S.2'5873/IX/8A,35A. ' ' '
4th Interim Report.

(3)

4)
5)
6

(7:
G. 181837.
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Self-sealing petrol tanks were also being developed in 1938, but,
although the tanks sealed themselves satisfactorily, they were
tv/ice as heavy as the ordinary tanks. ("I) Weight of armour,
as of arnament, was forcing up the size of bomber aircraft.

as well

Weed for Yet, if the bomber was being forced to depend for safety upon
-.speed 3jn± guns and armour, this did not mean that its powers of evasion could
£^om^.,.be ignored. Speed still ranked high, if no longer highest, among

its qualities. The bomber could not hope to outpace the fighter,
but it must keep the margin of speed as narrow as possible,(2) it
needed speed also to reduce the time which it must spend in flying
across defended enemy territory. (3)

Need for

good ■

* ceiling

Equally it needed a good operational 'ceiling'. The ideal of
^  25,000 feet (1) might be unattainable, but the nearer it was

approached, the less lethal anti-aircraft gunfire would become and
the more the fighters would have to use up their limited endurance
in climbing. For high altitude flying, however, more equipment v/as
required. Oxygen apparatus was needed, even for heavy bombers now
that they ivere no longer to be merely low or medium level night
birds. VF/) Heating had to be supplied, not only for the crew, but
also for many of the instruments and for the machine guns - the novr
Brovmings froze at -10° Centigrade, the equivalent of 15,000 feet in
summer. Icing also .beoa:ae a problem. In 1937 and 1938 a number
of aircraft in the squadrons were experimenting with various devices
for 'de-icing' their wings, engines, airscrews, and instruments as
well as with windscreen wipers
p.anels, (7) All this again meant an increased load, increased
engine power, and increased aircraft size, however much performance
might be improved by 'streamline' design and aided by internal bomb
stowage and retractable undercarriages,’

and projects for 'clear view

■•'f

The bomber would also be required to operate sometimes at low
level, as well as being driven down occasionally for purposes of
evasion. The development of two-speed superchargers and of 100
octane petrol nov/ made this possible without serious loss of
performance. Yet low altitude operations now entailed new prob
lems of their own, particularly that of balloon barrages. It might
he necessary to add to the bomber's equipment cable-cutting devices,
possibly special balloon-destroying weapons. (9) Dive-bombing, too,
it had already been decided- in 1936^ required the fitting of 'flaps*
to the vn.ngs of modem aircraft, ("IOj

needs

Every improvement in the weapons of air defence was thus making
the bomber more complicated and larger.

(2) change that was developing in the conception of the purposeChangc_in, of the bomber offensive worked in the same direction. Examination
of the w'.A. Plans was suggesting that the bombers oould be used with

o£„yie_ much greater profit against Germany's industry and coimnunicationsoffensiye than directly against her amed forces. This was putting an
/ increased

Ibid.

The ne\vly-evolved ' 11 » f

attack, by \7hich the fighter attacked from
underneath after clii'ahing steeply from 2 or 3,000 feet below the
bomber, required a margin of 60 or 70
&mbing and Air Fighting Coimo-ittees.
(3) e.g. specification B 1/35 - A.M.File S.35214/17A & B: Air Staff
requirements for P. 13/36 - S.38148/IA.
(a) Air Staff Note
S.A3442/20F.
(5) A.M.File S.32832/1/6.
(6) Mobilisation Committee, 17th Meeting,
S.37613/(unpaginated).
ill §.25 873/lV8A,35A.
flfelS sf«442)25A?°*“® Policy Oomlttee, 22 March 1938 -
[iViYfMS S?258?S/lll>9Af 1938 - A.H.Plla S.a3W29'20P.

p.h, - 4th Interim Report,

Bombing Policy, 8 March 1938 - A.M,Fileon

10 March 1938 - A.14 File

* y

G. 181837.
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Need for • increased prenliul'n upon bombload and
concerned, it v;es clear that there were fev/ industrial or transpor
tation targets which could be put out of action by bombs of 1
than 250 .lbs and some which v/ould call for a 1 ,000 lb

•  heavier - ‘

range. So far as bombload was

bombload
ess

canals, dams, bridges, railv/ays , for exainple!^''J As it
was not to be hoped that, in virar more than 1 Q-o of the bombs dropped
v/ould hit their target, this meant that each bomber ought (if it
to have a reasonable, Ohance of success) to be able to carry at the
very least ten 25O lb bombs (2,500 lb in all), perhaps ten 1,000 lb
(10,000 lb. in all) or even, for attacking the enemy's armoured ships,ten 2,000 lb. . (20,000 lb in all),(2) And in the interests of speed
and performance, these bombs must be internally stowed.

mo or

was

Need for Range v/as no loss essential. Even the Ruhr would entail a long
flight from the United Ivingdom, especially if the Low Countries were
neutral. And there vrere other important factories
’vhich lay much deeper in the interior of Germany,
tional radius of action thus required of a British bomber v/as 75O
miles, which meant a range of 2,000 miles at leasiV'^ For the greaterpart of this distance the bomber -would be over either enemy territory
or the sea. Reliability was therefore a first necessity. Two engines
T/ere essential - two had alv/ays been insisted upon for over-sea
Gyrations - and four might be desirable, (4) especially as such
distances must lend enchantment to any improvement in speed and
performance. The bomber must also carry a dinghy and marine distress
signals - even the narrow-fuselaged Hampden \ja^ now reijuired to find

•  space for a. dinghy

and communications
The minimura opera-

as an 'alternative load'

rang.e.

New navi

gational
require-
ments.

But increase in range meant increase in size quite apart from
questions of extra fuel, extra reliability, extra'rescue apparatus,
and extra amraunition. It added immensely 'to the' complication of
navigation. At such distances the bomber must be capable of operat
ing accurately by night as vroll as by day, for long periods
cloud and out of sight of land,
incendiary bombs,
adequate U/T and R/T
finding.
It vrould need

over

It must carry flares as well as
It would need an automatic pilot. It must have

equipment, including D/F loops, for direotion-
communication with other’aircraft and blind-landing by radio,

a screened observation hatch for astro-navigation; a
chart table; gyro horizon and turn indicators; station-keeping lights;
and a terrifying array of instraments, many of which must b
driven and heated to prevent freezing at high altitudes.

e engine-

-fecrease All these things added directly to the v^eight and size of the
in_cre}v bomber. They also added indirectly by making necessary a larger air-

crew and more space for them. Navigation had become a whole-time
occupation, pursued at chart table and in observation hatch. The W/T
operator, likev.dse, would soon be kept too busy to have time to spare

/ for
(1) Development of the 1,000 lb bomb was authorised in 1938 - 4th

Interim Report, Bombing Comiaittee.
2) A.H.B. V. 5/11/1.
3) This T/as agreed by the Bombing Coiamittee at its 1?th Meeting on

4 May, 1938.
4) A, M. File :
5) Minute by A.C.A.S. , 14 July 1938 - A.M. PiPe S.4OIIO/27.

(d; Automatic pilots were already stamdard equipment in all new
bombers e.g. B 1/35 -_A.M.Fiie S.35214/17A & B. A standardised W/T& R/1 set, v/ith D/P facilities, had been introduced since 1935 and D/P
loops began to be installed in 1937 - A.M.Pile S,25873/7I/12B; VII1/29A.The installation of observation hatches in aircraft and the training of
pilo'ts^in astro-navigation had begun in 1937 - ibid. . VIII/9A; 1V8A,
All this entailed chart table work and meant placing drift sights
whore the navigator could see them without leaving his seat - ibid
Iy22A. Gyro horizon and turn'indicators, engine-driven, had to be
fitted even to Battle and Blenheim aircraft from 1937 - ibid
Service trials of Lorenz blind landing' by radio" equipment vrere to
begin in 1938 - ibid., VIII/9A; 29A; IJ/22A. ' •'

S. 32832/1/7.

y G "be* j
• >

1I/8A.• 9

G.-81837.
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for any other duties, except to act as an einergency air-gunner. The
pilot could not possibly perform the duties of either of these men
and fly the aircraft as v»rell, A crev/ of three thus became essential,
even on the Blenheim and the Battle. Aircraft equipped with tail
and iTiid-under turrets needed in addition tvro extra air-gunners. A
crew of at least five v/as thus becoming normal. Two pilots for each
of the newer bombers had already been authorised. Already Bomber
Command,was pressing for a 'crew policy' which would make each
member a whole-time specialist with a wide enough knowledge of
his fellows' work to enable hiia to tako over some part of their
duties in an emergency. (■!)
cult consequences of this increase were felt in the training of
bomber aircrew and therefore lie outside the soppe of this
Narrative. But to a lesser degree thdir effect upon bomber design
was also important. It r.Teant that the fuselage must be muoh roomier
- the navigator must have his chart table; all must have their rest
stations, even a lavatory, as well as their action stations. There
must be a new interconxiunication R/T set added to the existing
equipment, v/hich lacked the power to supply intercomi-aunication
between more than two points. '-5/ The bomber, if it was to be
accurately navigated with an adequate bombload over the required
distances, must now be comparatively large end comaodious and
heav3'-.

The most revolutionary and most diffi-

(3) The change in. the timing of the offensive made it both possible
Change in and necessary to plan the creation of a force of such machines,
timing of The diminishing emphasis upon the prompt counter-offensive as a

method of reducing the enemy's initial air attack made possible the
offensive policy of conserving the present force until a more adequate one.

could be built to replace it. The virtual abondomient of the
principle of parity did much to .v/oaken the fetich of mere numbers.
The tendency to postpone the bombers' major task until the second
phase of the v/ar - lantil the preparation of victory by action
against the industrial and transportation bases of the enemy's
belligerent povrer - placed a greater value than ever upon the
weight and intensity, the continuity and accuracy, of their offen
sive. These-qualities could now be achieved only by aircraft
larger and more powerful than the Blenheims and Battles, or even the
Hampdens, '‘.Wellingtons, and 'Whitleys of the pre-1936 specifications.

the

Inadequacy
of pre-
'isiL.
bomber
designs

It vras becoming less and less practicable to crovyd into these
machines of pre-l93b design all that by 1938 a 'bomber T/as consi**
dered to require. There was little or nothing that could be done
to increase the.very
and the Battle. ‘
real doTmvmrd def’enoe. Nor, despite the addition of a fav/ extra
instruments, was there room for their navigational equipment and
accoimodation to bo much augmented. Both were too small for what
were now regarded as the minimum requiremen-s of an efficient
bomber. Their inadequacy made it useless to proceed with the
light bomber of the 1934 prograaiirae, the P 3/34, and at the end of
1937 the Hawker Henleys which were being built to this speoifioa-
tion were re legated to target-towing.(57 For the same reason the
light-mediuj-n 'bomber specification of the 1938 phogramme was ab
doned without so much as tenders for its design being invited.

inadequate range and bombload of the Blenheim
They could not be given tail turrets or any

Blenheim
and
Battle

Henley

/ Even
(l) e.g. letters from Air Chief-.Marshal Steel, 1 Sept.1937 - B.C./
7813; Air Chief Marshal Ludlov/ Hev/itt, 10 Nov. 1937 & 14 July 1938 -
B.C./S.20711, 21116; Bomber Command Instructions for Operational
Training, 1937, appendix A,
(2^ See the Narrative of Training prepared in this Branch.
(3) A.M.Pile 3.3^66/20,21 ,23.
(4) 14th Meeting of Mobilisation Committee, 11 June 1937' ** A«M,
Pile S.3.7140/43A; 17th Meeting, 10 March 1938 - A,M.Exle
S,37613 (unpaginated),
(5) A.M.File S.32831/57.
(6) A,M.Piie S.39435/9B.

G.IS1837. ■
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Whitley Even the pre-1936 heavy and heavy-mediun bombers could only
partially and Virith difficulty be adapted to 1938 standards. The
Whitley, in spite of the equipment of the later Marks with Merlin
engine
ing.(1

and two-speed superchargers, was still too slow and lumber-
Its defence \7as being improved by the substitution of a

four-machine gun, power-operated tail turret in place of its original
one-machine gun, manually-operated, turret; and by the. addition of a
retractable 'dustbin' two-gun mid-under turret. (2} These, hov/ever,
increased 'drag' and so did not help its performance. Nor was the
Viliitley's space for navigation very satisfactory, (3)

Hampden The Hampden, though its perfomanoe was better and its range
(1,500 miles) and bombload (3,225 lb)w) fairly good, was even
more crajoped for crew space than the Whitley. Eventually, towards
the end of 1937, the problem of providing a minimum of accommodation
for navigation v/as more or less solved by the sacrifice of the no
turret. Bomber Coiomand were then satisfied with it on that score
but the Commander-in-Chief still feared that its am:ament - a tv/o-
gun mid-under turre
prove too weak,(?)

t and a fixed gun and a 'loose gun forvfard - woul

• ^

d

Wellington The Wellington, a larger and later machine, was much more satis
factory, at any rate after the
accommodation for the Mark II

-designing of the navigational
Yet even its arioauent - a one-gun

nose turret, a tyro-gun tail-turret, and a tvro-gun mid-under 'dustbin
- was noine too povrorful. (9)

!(S5

The Vickers Warvvick, representing the B 1/35 specification^"'
and modelled closely upon the Wellington, had had most of the up-to-
date requirements incorporated in its design by the tine the revised
Air Staff requirements for it had been approved in March 1938. ("'"'J
The design had, however, made very slow progress, partly because
Vickers were '’somewhat ivrapped up" in work on the Wellington, partly
because of the continual revision of the Air Ministry's requirements^’'^)
It was st’. ll so far behind, the 193^ designs that towards the end of
1937 suggestions vrere made for its cancellation or for its re-design
ing on the lines of the P. I3/36. ("'3) The later history of this ill-,
starred aircraft seems to prove tbat'v/ith the Wellington the limit:
had been reached of vrhat could be obtained from  a twin-engined design.
With the Warv/ick, a vrould-be super-Wellington, the tvro engines could
not provide the power v/hich its v/eight and size required. (14) Put
into production in 1941, after long hesitations, it was destined to
see its most active service in air-sea rescue vrork. (''5) But even by

Warv/ick

/ 1938.

(1) A. M. Pile S, 25873/1V35A.
until late in 1938 - A.M, Pile S.32832/I/56.

2) A.m.Piie S.32832/l/54A,79A,91A: S. 25873AHl/9A, IV22A.
3) A.M. Pile S. 32832/1/55.
4) A,M. Pile S.40110/4A.
5) Overload of 5,000 lb if this included two 2,000 lb bombs -

A.M. Pile 3.41432/471*^
6} A.M.Pile S,40110/iA.,10A,11A,33A,33B.
7) A.H. Pile S.46368/1 A.
8'y A.M. Pile S. 35214/49.

.  (91 A.IvI.Pile S.25873/VII/19A.
(10) The Amstrong-Whitworth and Handley Page

celled in March 1937 because of lack of
S.35211/47A.

(11) Ibid. , 17A,17B,24A,49,50,56a,77A,77B.
(12) , z^2.
(13) A.M, Pile 3.39369.
(14) Remarks of A.C.A.S. (T), Dec. 1942 - Ibid
(15) Ibid. . 107A,145A.

None of these v/ere to be in serv

contracts had been

139A..* >

ice

 oan-

progress - A.M.Pile
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1938 enough had been learned from its design to suggest that the
bomber of the future might have to be four-engined rather than t\vo-
engined.

The 1957 This of course might not necessarily mean that all future
Erogrpge; bombers must be as large as the B u/36 or P 13/36, the only de-
soarslLilqr signs now left for consideration. The general limitations of
smaller finance, industrial and training, capacity, and man power made it

importano to keep the size and complexity of the bomber as low as
was compatible with offensive efficiency. So in the 1937 design

Staff included not only proposals for research by
the K.A.n.^into the possibility of a super-B 12/36, the B 25/37C1J
and of a high altitude bomber to operate at 30-40,000 feet, but
also for something smaller than the P 13/36.(2) This project,
B17/37, a^ed at getting the speed and_range required for the
Metropolitan striking force from a small tv^-engined development
of the Blenheim, of 15-17,000 lb all-up weight. "We hope", the
.  . . said, in the course of our investigations to learn whether
^ economical limit of size for bomber types is yet in sight".
The chances of much immediate progress being, made with such a design

already over
loaded from 1^6 The Director of Technical Development indeed .
suggested that the 1937 programm
tes only for purposes of record,
of the draft

bomber.

than "the

znziEr

the

me could be. included in the estima-
the event, the preparation

.V,,. fu spcciiication served only to "strengthen the opinion
that the range, bomb capacity, speed, and defensive power which

future for the Metropolitan force cannot be
obtained from an aeroplane as small as^  ̂ Blenheim and that no more

^  designed." Tfork on
the B 17/37 was_therefore abandoned. Instead, the Air Staff pre-
pared ̂  ̂̂^reoiation of the future bomber equipment which they

(h) The *Idea.1 'An. ,abor

Air Staff
appreciation the Air Staff paper on 'Considerations

Pnv A Ideal Bomber Aircraft for the Royal Air
Perce (Maroh 1938j,(6) is one of the most co.eprehensive and inost
interesting of all the pre-^rar papers upon bomber design. It beganby laying do\vn oortain general principles. The first aim must be to
produce a bomber suitable for operations against Gemany and also
for reinforcement by air of overseas Coracands. A second aim must
be ease, rapidity, and economy in production and ease and economy
in the training of air and groifnd crevfs. This meant a reduction in

t^es, and the standardisation of equipment - the idealwould be a single standard type of bomber s'uitable for all squadrons
V  _ -Ais ideal bomber should "be of the optimuna

size both for operation ana for administration. This meant first
At t>ombload and minirmmn radius of action.

T  consiaered to be the min™ economical
bombload, while the minimum radius.of action required to reach

equivalent of a range of
2,000 miles in still air. This would also give the neoes ^
minimum reinforcing'" range, without bombs.

sary
of 2,700 miles.

paper on

the Ideal

Bomber

March

1938

ihe lower limit was therefore t^iken to be an aircraft. Type A
s. borabload of 1 ,000 lb.

Tor the upper limit the paper took the biggest machine that
.capable of development in the next si-
six engines, Type E.
considered,

as follows;-

seened

SIX or seven years - one with

,  between, three other possible types 7/ere
he main features of the five types were tabulated

.1) A.M. Pile S.41507.
,2) A.M.Pile S.39435/1 A,5B,9A,1Ui S.41413.
3) A.M.Pile S. 25873AIII/29A.
4) A.M. Pile S.39435/3A.
5) A.M.Pile S. 25783/IX/22A.
6) A.H.B. V. 5/11/1.■G..181837.
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THE IDEAL EQI'.AHRP

TABLE OF PERFOBI/IAKCSES

'

I

62 31 4 85 7 109- 11 12

(

(Heights (lb.)Range 2,000 miles
Total bomblift

of number of aircraft

shown in Col.10Take off 700 yds. over
50 ft. Screen in still

Air conditions

• Take off 1000 yds. over
50 ft. Screen in still

Air conditions

Span Cost for Number

Aeroplane obtainable
including

engine

for

£20,000,000

Gross -VTith

bombload

shown in

Col.2. .

Tare
With 700 yd.

takeoff

run

v/ith 1000 yd,
takeoff

run

Bombs Cruising
Speed
m. p. h.

Cruising
Speed
ni.p.h.

BeetBombs

lb. lb.

265 58- 60 18,000A 1,000 . See note below 9,000 616£ 14,500 1380 616
TO

2662,000. 270 8,000 80- 8A . 683B 18,95035,000 762£ 29,200 '  2,434

2,620

2,884

3,260

96-100C 12,000 2704,000 273 55,000

80,000

160,000

27,000 £ 49,000

£ 62,000

490 895

122-1262808,000D 20,000 275 244,200 323 1,153

172-180 16610,000 244,000 270E 275 91 ,500 £120,000 1 ,334

NOTES; 1. In order to obtain the performances shown in Col.3 it will be necessary to keep the body size , so small, that Type ‘A*
vri.ll have bomb cells for 1 ,000 lb. only, but theoretically for a take off run of 1 ,000 yds. vri.th a range of 2,000
miles it could carry 4,000 lb. bombs at a cruising speed of 262 m,p.h.

It is probable that the costs of the larger types will be lower than the figures shown in Col. 9, which are on the
‘safe’ side.

2.
ni

i i
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Bonbload The characteristics of the ideal honber were then considered in
relation to these five possible types. So far as navigational and
bomb-aining facilities were concerned, it was -clear that the larger
the aircraft the better. Type A - considerably larger, at 18,000 lb
all-up vraight, than the Blenheim - vfas the smallest that could
the minimum 1,000 lb of bombs for a 2,000 mile
not take the 2,000 lb A.P, bomb necessary
essential requirement,

accuracy to be expected in war, the true mininrao load was higher
s^ill} if sach aircraft v/as to have a reasonable chance of getting one
of its bombs on the target. Even vath 250 lb bombs the total load
should, then, be 2,500 lb - and there v/ould be
which one hit with

the total vrould of course be 20,000 lb.
of the "proportion of effort"
the target. Type A could carry 1 ,000 lb.

carry
But it couldrange,

against capital ships - an
Moreover, with IQA of hits as the utmost

very fev/ targets for
250 lb bomb is too much". With 2,000 lb bombs,

There was also the question
required to get a given bombload to
.  . , If another single aircraft

with the same^crev/ could carry 2,000 lb with the smie effort, the same
fuel consumption, the same amount of time spent over enemy territory,
the same amount of ¥/ork from, aircrew? and maintenance staff, there
would clearly be a groat economy.

a

, ' li true that as aircraft got
bigpr and ranges increased, the crew and ground staff, size and

-  eto, also incoeased. But they
.  Prom this point of

More

But as the table shews, the great in-
That between T3rpe B and Type E

was small compared to the roduction in the number of aircraft obtain
able for the sai-ic money. It seemed therefore that "the smallest load
¥/-orth considering is 2,000 lb", ■'r/hile there -were advantages in havinga normal load of anything up to 20,000 lb and there was no point in
having a force of bombers of differing load-carrying capacitie

number of engines, fuel consumption, tuu, a.o.ou j
did not increase in proportion to the bomb-lift. :
vievf, then, operational economy increased rapidly v/ith size,
could be got for the money,
crease came betvreen Type A and Type 3.

8,

Armament Next, the question of protection was reviewed. After marshalling
the usual arguunents against the fast but unarmed bomber, the paper
laid .down that the Ideal Bomber must have a defensive armament
"capable of developing a volurae of fire sufficient to engage the maxi
mum number of fighters which can attack simultaneously and the fields
of fire of the guns should allow of the smallest blind area possible".
It therefore ^vould need some fon-mrd defence, but especially it would
need .rearward defence. Experiment, and also the experience of the
Spanish civil v/ar, had shov/n "that the modem high performance fixed
gun fighter can only operate successfully in the astern attack". Thefour-gun tail turret, power-operated in view of the aircraft's speed,was then essential to the Ideal Bomber, But with its 1,000 rounds
per gun, this was a bulky object of unstreamlined shape and vreighing
1 ,000 lb. It could not possibly be fitted to Type A, but it could
be included in Type B, and more easily still in the larger types,
"without serious interference with the structural design or the
aerodynaiaic qualities of the aeroplane". The best gun defenoe Type
A could carry would be two fixed guns’¥vith very restricted fields of
fire in the nose, and ’a tvro-gun turret ai.aidships ¥vith a large blind
area rearwards and almost no field of fire dovmwards. Type B, and
the larger types, on the other hand, could carry not only a two-gun
nose turret and a four-gun tail turret, both power operated andleaving Detvsreen them only a small blind area, above and below. They
could also carry a povvrer-oi3erated mid-under turret, to reinforce the
downv/ard field of fire and counter attack from below by, for example,
turretted fighters armed possibly v/ith cannon. They would, indeed,themselves be capable of mounting cannon in place of machine guns in
all their turrets. The target area presented by the larger bomber
did not increase in proportion to its bombload. Type C v/ith 4,000 lb
of bombs had a span of only 96 to 100 feet as.against Type A'a 58 to
60 feet for 1,000 lb of bombs. Besides, "its main load-oariying
structure, being larger, is more able to resist damage by bullets
small shells,"

or

/ Armour

0.181857.
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ilmour Arr.^our, too, was d.  esira.l)le, tut this could not te provided for
Type A. For an armoured box, big enough to acco!:xiodate the pilot and
proof at 200 yards against 0.303 a.P. bullets, would vroigh some 1,200
lb and would absorb rore than all of Type A's bomb-carrying capacity.
Here again, nothing smaller than Type B could be considered
ideal.

as an

Speed The best speed compatible v/ith bonbload and defensive ejmairient
was also needed, to make more difficult the tasks of enemy fighters
and anti-aircraft gunners. Again, the table showed that speed tended
to increase with size until an all-up weight of 80,000 lb was reached.
The giant Type B vrould be substantially faster than the small Type A,

Losses From the point of viev/ of protection, then, the balance was
strongly in favour of Types B and C, Inn aircraft of either of those

■ Types v/as much less likely than one of T3rpo A to be .destroyed by
fighters or gunfire. The advantage, however, v/as not maintained with
the two largest Types, quite apart from the fs.ct that t.hey night be
valuable enough to be worth raiining. It was not of course possible to

exactly the relative vulnerability of the five Types. But on
the basis of cost and industrial effort, it Vv’-ould be rather easier to
produce one Typo E machine vath a bomb-lift of kU,000 lb, or four
Type B with a bomb-lift of 32,000 lb, than eight Type A v/ith a total
bomb-lift of 8,000 -lb between then.

assess

Assuuming a flat rate of ’wastage
-  for all the Types, 8.A Type A ’would be lost for every one Type E, two
for every one Type B - and "we night vrcll lose more than tvro Type A
for every one Type B". Moreover, the loss of one bomber, of ’vwhatover

... size, entailed the loss of one automatic pilot, one bomb-sight and so
forth. The loss of one Type E would mean the loss of twro pilots and
six crew, while the loss of eight Type A would mean losing sixteen
pilots and six crew. On the point of losses and replaccncn.ts, then,
Type B or possibly Type C, is probably the best compromise".

Ground The requirement of strategic r.nbility' pointed to a similar
-ESa^ire- conclusion. So, too, did operational requirements on the ground.
— hone, and most of the principal overseas, aerodromes would now

permit of a take-off run of 1,100 yards. This, however, as the note
appended to the table sbo’wed, could not be taken advantage of by Tyne A
whose 700 yards take-off lead must therefore .be compared with the *
1 ,000jards take-off load of the other Types. On the other hand, if
the aircraft were 'made unduly heavy, reinforced runways -would become
necessary. Besides being conspicuous and vulnerable, these would
limit the mobility of the too-heavy force - it could not operate
except from such runways. "The optimum size of the bomber should not
exceed that which can operate from natural grass surface". This ruled
ouo anything larger than Type C. Consideration of 'vulnerability  v/hen
on the ground ana of ease and width of dispersal, gave a similar answer.

All

Economy in manning had also to be taken into account. Here again
it was found that the larger the aircraft, the more economical it
Y/ould be. Taking as the initial equipment the force that could be
vided for £20,000,000 (column 10 of the table) and assuming a war
wastage of 33',-• each month, the numbers of aircrew required vrould be:-

pro-

Type Pilots Air Observers F/T operators -
Air Gunner

A -A 920 690 690
B 455 342 683
c 327 245 735
D 215 162 646
E 111 83 332

/ The

G1181837.
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The economy of effort was also illustrated by reference to the
ratio between the weight of bombs carried and the number of the
crew, thus:-

Type Bomblift Crew Bombs per man

A 1,000 lb
8,000
12,000
20,000
44,000

4 250 lb

1 ,600
2,000
2,857
5,500

B 5
c 6
D 7
E 8

Calculating on the same basis the number of ground maintenance
staff needed, yet another powerful argument in favour of Type B
was discovered. '.The Type A force would need 17,940 officers,
n.c.o.'s, and airmen; the Type B force 9,120; Type C 8,241; Type D
5,560; Type E 4,389. Such savings in manpower and training
capacity v/ere powerful arguments in 1938 in favour of the larger
Types, not least because they v/ould go a long way toxmrds solving
the very difficult problem of providing trained reserves.

Finally, the Air Staff paper enumerated the industrial advan
tages of' the larger bomber. It ■would mean fevror aircraft for the
same (if not a greater) total bomb-lift. It would therefore mean
a great saving on accessories (automatic pilots, bombsights, ,etc ,)
and on jugs and tools. There v/ould be room for more men to work at
the same time on the same machine, and it would need less factory
floor space to produce the 683 Type b' than the 1 ,380 Type A,.

iV

Conclusions Summing up,. then, the paper pointed out that as a vehicle for
-Of-tJae Air. carrying bombs, the bomber's efficiency increased v/ith its weight.
Staff Paper thus!-

Type
Bombload as

percentage ofAll-up 1?eight Bombload
weight

18,000 lb
35,000
55,000
80,000

160,000

A 1,000 lb
8,000

■  12,000
20,000
44,000

5.5)
b 23
0 22
D ■

25
E 27

Speed, protection, manning, all showed a similar result. But it
v/as between Type A and Type B that the greatest advance in effici
ency occurred,
increase.

Beyond Type B there was only a small and gradual
And of course a machine larger than Type 0 could not

meet the requirement to operate from grass-surfaced airfields.
Moreover, the diminution in the nuiiiber of aircraft larger than
Type B obtainable for a given capital sum, was not offset by any
sensational increase in efficiency. Accordingly the Air Staff
paper "recommended that the Type B bomber should be selected for
rnadd production as the standard equipment for the bomber force at
home and abroad".

Pj,scu$s.ion
by the
Bombing
Committee
May 1938

The Air Staff paper was considered fram the tactical and
technical point of view by the Bombing Committee at its 1?th
meeting on 4 May 1938. '"'/, Some doubts were expressed about the
v/isdora of "putting too many eggs in one basket", but the Commit
tee reaffirmed all the operational characteristics required by
the. Air Staff, They added several details. The bomber must
have facilities for rapid 'bombing-up'; for speedy 'baling out' ;
for good intercommunication beWeen the
fire-fighting.

members of the crew; for
It must bo equipped for night bombing and be

/ capable
(1) 4th Interim Report.

&. 181837.
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capable of shallov/ dive and lev/ level bombing. It should be designed
around its gun turrets, to ensure a free and full field of fire and
convenience in defence. Finally, like the Air Staff, the Bombing
Committee recommended the adoption of Type B,
v/as too small.

Type A, they concurred.
The larger Types they regarded as unpractical for

ease of maintenance, handling, manufacture, replacement of spares,
and (of course) use from grass airfields. They, too, suggested

-Q.a.tion _ therefore that Type B should be adopted and that specifications
Bl_2/^j should be drawn up for its designing. That was about how far the

Ideal Bomber had progressed during the period covered by this
alandard_' section of the Narrative, The v/ork of preparing the specification

^PiBer - B 19/38 - had barely begun when the Munich Crisis occurred,'

Progress

of 1936
designs^

By that time, this embryonic specification and the two 193^
specifications, the B 12/36 and the P 13/36, represented - leaving
aside the very doubtful B 1/35 Wanvick - the only definite new
bomber designs under consideration. With the 1936 specifications
some progress had been made. In January 1937 the Superraarine
design for the B 12/36 had been chosen and prototypes ordered. 0)
The firm's slow_progress, however, especially after the untimely
death of R.J, Mitchell, caused the Air Ministry in the following
summer to order two prototypes of a revised design by Shorts the
eventual Stirling. (2) Early in 1938 both firms had produced their
'mock-ups'. Further, in the hope of saving time on control and
_aerodynamic tests, Shorts began to construct a half-scale wooden
flying model of their machine with four small Pobjoy engines.(3).

B1 2/36

Meanwhile, in 1937 the Avro and Handley Page designs for the
P 13/36 had been accepted, 'mock-ups' inspected, and prototypes
ordered. In July 1937 the C.A.S. , on the advice of the Air Staff
and despite the doubts of the firm, had ruled that the Handley Page
machine - the future Halifax - should be given four Merlin engines.
The Avro was to go on with its two engines, a design which was even
tually to lead, through the comparative failure of the M^chester,
to' the triuii:phant success of the four-engined Lancaster.

BauAPPsy^l^ ^By the summer of 1938, then, the bomber equipment position was
PAsi^on grov/ing clearer. There ’was just coming into service a force, built

1938 to pre-1936 designs, that v/as already recognised as inadequate to
the tasks required of it. The Blenheims, Battles, ViThitleys, and
Hampdens - the Scheme F force it might be called  - lacked the range,
the bombload, the armament, and the accommodation even for their old
primary role as the counter-offensive aspect of the Air Defence of
Great Britain. It was not intended to place any more orders for
these tjrpes for delivery after the early part of 1940. It was not
contemplated that deliveries of even the more adequate Wellington
would be called for after the beginning of 1941. From that t^e
forward, the reaming of the squadrons would be with the B I2/36
with the P 13/36 Halifax and Manchester, Vvrith possibly a handful of
B 1/35 Warr/icks. (5) Beyond those there was faintly in sight the
'standard', 'ideal', B 19/38.

and

Design _Prom this side, too, then, the Air Staff was now virtually
committed to the 'big bomber' policy. For even the smallest of the
three future types now came into the class of heavy bombers rather
than medium bombers. Wi-th the abandonment of parity, this meant that
total bomb-lift instead of uiere numbers was now the criterion. And
the force of the future -B 12/36 and P I3/36, later perhaps B I9/38 -

/ Would

and

policy

A.H.File S.39435/9B.
A.M.Pile S.25873/VIII/18A,29A.
Ibid., I2/22A.
A.M.Pile S.38148/45A; S. 25873/VIII/29A,
A.H.B. V. 5/10/2.

1

2,

(3
4,
5

a.-l8l8i7.
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vrmlcl .possess a- "bonblift, as well as a speed, range, and arnai-aent, that
should nake it an effective weapon for the new priiuary task of Bonber
Corruand - the preparation of victory by the destruction of the industrial
ano transportation bases of Gen.ian belligerent power,
it v/ould, be possible to
'independent' ,

V/ith such a force,
ivG at least a trial to the 'experiiuent' of
, air offensive. That force, however, would

not begin to cone into service until 1941. It beoaioo all the nore
inportant, therefore, to conserve the inadequate 'Scheme F force' l.,
.as possible until these far more powerful replacements vrere available.
The development of bonber design might thus encourage the Air Staff to
profit by the increased reliance that they could now place upon 'close
defence'. It night enable then to turn to advantage the lessons nf
operational planning. The bomber force might be a poor weapon for a
direct counter-offensive against the enemy's air and land forces,
it now be an to look

an

strategic

so far

But

as if there might be both the tine and the designs
available to build it up into one of the decisive instruments of final
Victory. If so, it should prove an instrument incomparably more
economioal of non, money, and material than the huge armies of 1914-I918
-if, at least, it should prove in fact capable of achieving all that the
Jiir Staff hoped of it. For Great Britain such economy was now a first
consideration. Bonber Co;xiand, therefore, night have for a tir.ie to
yield pride of place to Fighter Conmand as the averter of defeat from
the air. But, if Fighter Cor.imand did its work successfully. Bomber
Command might still hope for aicple opportunities to prove the revised
case for the 'bomber experiment'.

G.I81857.
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V. THE J/rUHICH CRISIS AND THE LAST YEAR OP. PEACE,
1^18-1.939 ^ :

(i) BOIVIBING POLICY DURING THE IvIUNICH CRISIS,
SEPTEiviBER 1938

Nature of

the Crisis
The Munich Crisis developed out of Geraian intervention in

the quarrel between the Czechoslovak government and its Sudeten
German subjects. That intervention had begun to threaten the
peace of Europe as soon as the German occupation of Austria had
been completed in ivlarch 1958. It threatened European peace
because, apart from any question of 'collective security',
Czechoslovakia had a treaty of alliance with Prance. If that
Treaty were to draw France into war with Germany, Great Britain
would hardly be able to stand aside. Already in May there had been
serious international tension. It had relaxed, but by the end of
August Sudetens and Czechs, despite the Runciman mission, were
hardly on speaking terms and German troops were reported to be
moving toT/ards the Czech frontiers. The Crisis, however, really
began v/ith the annual Nazi rally at Nuremberg, v;hich opened
September 5, and more acutely mth Hitler*'s speech there on
September 12. It rose in a steady crescendo of intensity through
the incidents of Chamberlain's flying visits to Hitler at
Berchtesgaden on the 15th and Godesberg on the 22nd to 24th,
and was eventually ended, after Mussolini's mediation on the 28th, '
by the Munich agreement of the 29th.

These three weeks of crisis marked the completion of the
turn which had been developing in British air policy during the
years 1937 and 1938, They placed before the Air Staff in the most =
urgent form, against a background of possible war tomorrow, all
the problems which had been coming to the fore during those years.
They raised also the possibility of a different kind of war - at '
least in its opening stages- from that envisaged in C.O.S.Paper '
549, upon which planning had so far been based. Instead of an
xmmediate and unrestricted German onslaught by air upon the
United Kingdom or by land and air upon Prance and the Lov/ Countries, ^
there twis the probability that the German Army and Air Force
would at first be mainly occupied^ in central Europe against the
Czechs and v/ould for the ti.ie stand on the defensive in the Y/est.
If so, the 'gloves might not be off in the air and the British
would certainly not be so’ foolish as to 'be the first to take
than off. Bombing v/ould be restricted severely to ‘military'
targets, many of them too remote to be reached by the 1938
bomber force. The inadequacy and unpreparedness of that force at
this time, and the probable oharacter of the i¥ar which now seemed )
imi'-iinent, thus raised in an acute form the question whether
Bomber Cci'X'iand would be allowed to execute, or would be capable
of executing, the operational plans that had been prepared. 'They
thus raised anew and in most urgent form the general question of i
the policy to be pursued in the use of the British air striking
force. The ansv/ers then given and the experience then gained
completed the evolution of the previous years. Upon those answers
and that experience ¥ra.s founded British air policy during the
raaaining eleven months of peace.

on

Effects on

policy

Bombing Policy during the Munich Crisis

Plans 5

minute of
On Septeiuber 6, at the very beginning of the Munich Crisis,

a minute from Plans 5 to the Deputy Director of Plans raised the
whole question of what was a legitimate target for air bombard
ment. (1)
general policy that aircraft which could not reach their objective

/should

It pointed out that in war - whether or not it was the
Sept. 6:
whaj_is_a_
legitimate
target?

G. 181858 (1) A.M.Pile S.46105/1
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should bring their bombs back - a bomber pilot might have
"to unload the bombs in order to ensure the safe return of
the aircraft to friendly territory",
exercise his ovm discretion about where the bombs should be

It was therefore urgently necessary to define "the
limits within which a pilot's discretion as to the selection
of a suitable target must be exercised". It was necessary
"(a) from the point of view of the pilot himself should he
fall into enemy hands and be arraigned for illegal action,
(b) from the point of viev/ of His Majesty's G-overtunent v/ho
would have to deal with neutrals whose sympathies may be
alienated by an unfortunate incident, (c) from the point of
view of the Air Ministry who may be held responsible by
His Majesty's Government, and (d) from the point of viev/ of
the civil poijulation who may be subjected to reprisals
retaliation if the enemy civil population are illegally
bombed".

He T/ould have to

dropped.

or

Lack of There was unfortunately no general international agreement
.rules, about the principles of air warfare and the nature of a lav/ful

target. The Air Ministry and the Admiralty, too, had a long
standing difference of opinion on the subject, A^hich had

iJistrilctiDns appeared sharply during the discussion of the proposed Air Pact
of 1935(1) and during the Italo-Abycsinian war.(2) It was,
hovrever, the knovra viev/ of the British- government that air
warfare should be governed by the same principles as land and
sea warfare. The Prime Minister had on 2i June I938 laid down
those principles under three heads
"(1) it is against'international law to bomb civilians as such
and to make deliberate attacks upon civilian population;
(2) targets which are aimed'at from the air must be legitimate
military objectives and must be capable of id-outification;
(3) reasonable care must be taken in attacking these military
objectives so that by carelessness a civilian population in
the neighbourhood is not bombed". let even this contained no

precise definition of v/hat ?/as or v/as not a 'military objective'.
It was, therefore, the Plans 5 minute urged, most necessary to
issue some provisional instructions at once without waiting for
the government's considered decision. .

and_need

Instructions

to ̂ araT^r__
Command

Sept^15_

Prom the Deputy Director of Plans the matter was referred
to the C.A.3. on September 9 and by him on the same day to the
Secretary of State for Air and to the Air Council.(3) As a
result of these consultations it was decided to send provisional
instructions to the Goicnander-in-Chief, Bomber Command, and also
to prepare as soon as possible a draft set of rules for his more

exact guidance. The draft rules, though approved by the

D.D.Plans on September l6,(4) could not be issued before they
had been examined by the legal adviser to the Foreign Office,
Sir William Malkin. They were not sent to him until September 22,
the day he flev/ with Chamberlain to G-odesberg. (5) As a result,
it was not until September 28 that his comments were received,(6)
and it wa.s until October 3, after the Crisis was over, that the
rules were sent to Bomber Command, Provisional instructions

were, however, sent on Septanber 15, ?) after being approved by
theD.C.A.S. , C.A.S. , and Sir William'ivialkin. (8) These instructions

/began

(1) G.I.D.Paper II63-B; C.I.D.Minutes, 268th Meeting
(2) C. 0. S.Minutes, 156th and l8lst Meetings; G.O.S.Paper M71

■| A.M.Pile S.46239/2
A.M.Pile 3.46105/3,34
Ibid., 5A,5B
Ibid.. 6A,7A

7} A.M. Pile S.46239/9A
8) Ibid,, 5,64,7.G.181838
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began by repeating the Prime Minister's three principles and
insisting that they must be observed. It went on to say that,
if war came out of the Czech crisis, the bombing plans most
likely to be adopted would be W.A.1 (attack on the German Air
Force) and \7.A.4 (attack on the Gen.ian Army), most of whose
targets seemed in themselves to be legitimate. Nevertheless,
the Air Council insisted that, despite the severe tactical
liiui tat ions v/hich v/ould result, no handle must be offered to the

enemy's propaganda and his desire for retaliation for so long
(or more probably so short) a time as "the gloves are still on".
The British bombing targets must be manifestly and unmistakeably
'military objectives' in the narrowest sense. They must be
clearly identifiable. And even then they must not be bombed if
they were situated in populated areas - the initial operation
orders must therefore exclude all aircraft factories from W,A.1.

Less restricted plans should be made ready, but meanwhile these
instructions must be strictly observed.

Search for

legitimate Septeiober 17 on the selection of objectives under plan Y/.A.4 for
plans

These restrictions v/ere reinforced by an Air Staff note of

action against the Genr^an Ari.iy and its lines of communications in
South Gepnany and Austria. (l) - With the favourite W.A.5 (attack
on German industry in the Ruhr and elsewhere) awile ruled out and
W.A.1 and W.A.4 so severely restricted, it was desirable to find
other plans to employ the bomber force during the opening phase
of the war. The Royal Navy's zeal for action provided one
alternative. On September 16 the Actoiralty Plans division sent
to the D.D.Plans a note of the priority of their objectives.
First, the destruction of naval forces, especially capital ships,
-- (a) Wilhelmshaven and (b) Kiel; secondly, the Kiel canal
locks at Brunsbuttel; thirdly, German naval bases in general (2)
This was passed on to Bomber Cojxiand on September 19, ^3) to whom

ir Targets Intelligence appreciation on plans W.A. 9 (Kiel
Canal) and W.A. 10 (German mercantile ports) had already been sent
five days earlier.(4) About the same time, the War Office passed

at

the Xj.

■;n from a ivlajor Freeth a suggestion, on the lines of W.A. 11, for
the firing of Geriian and Italian forests. (5) This, however, was
hardly a plan to be considered for a period of restricted
operations. Much more attractive to many of the Air Staff was the
suggestion wrhich on September I4 had come - surprisingly
from the Gommander-in-Ghief of Bomber Command hir^iself. (6)
was that "skilfully dropped propaganda, distributed by aircraft,
may prove a more potent weapon than bombs". Air Chief Marshal
Ludlow Hewitt did not altogether disbelieve in bombs. Nor did he
wish to suggest that no bombing at all should be attempted. But
he was very doubtful about his squadrons' present ability to do
any effective bombing. "You' have," he wrote, "probably seen my
appreciation of Plan.YA 1, in which I have been unable to express
any great confidence in the results of our bombing offensive under
that Plan", More will be said later about the fruits which this
suggestion of leaflet-dropping was to bear.

enough -
This

/Ivleanwhile,

(1) A.M.File S.46368/V^
(2) A.M.File S.43296/5B
(3) Ibid, 5/1 ' . ,
(4) Ibid. ,4(^.
(5) A.M.File S.41734/12^.,B,C,D,
(6) A.M. Pile 3.Z1-665O/IB
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Meanwhile, the progress of events, and of discussions
at Air Ministry, enabled, the C.A.S. to send further
instructions to the Conmander-in-Chief of Bomber Command

on September 19. ('I) It seemed probable, he now said, that
in the opening phase of a v/ar against Cermany in support
of the French and Czechs, the German Air Force would
concentrate upon the Czechs rather than attempt to knock

out the United Kingdom or France. If so, the operations
of the R.A. F. Y/ould have to be. limited to ’military
objectives' in the narrowest sense. PlanYf.A. 1 T/ould be

in great part inapplicable - at any rate it might be wiser

to conserve English resources than to risk them on such

of its targets as v/ould be permissible objective's,
whole basis of T.A.4 would be upset, since the German Army
v/as in effect already mobilised and concentrated.
German Air Force might conceivably open with an onslaught
upon Britain or France: sooner or la.ter they would certainly
turn against those countries. Plans for meeting such an

onslaught would therefore still be needed, though for a later

phase. Now, the Air Staff fully shared the Comnander-in-
Chief's opinion about the small value of Plan W.A. 1 for

such a purpose, especially in view of the serious shortage
of reserves. They also agreed fully with him in regarding
an offensive against the Ruhr as the most promising bomber

answer to a Ger:.nan air offensive against Great Britain.
The Cor.mander-in-Chief v/as therefore to get operational
instructions prepared for the eventual launching of Plan
W.A.5.

first phase, of restricted operations,
for example, attacks upon any undeniably military objectives
connected with the German Air Force and the Geman Amy,
and he should prepare plans for bombing the German fleet in
Wilhelmshaven and Kiel and for destroying the Kiel Canal

locks at Brunsbuttel. But he must not risk his squadrons
unduly upon such enterprises,
of reserves, both of men and equipment, made it essential
to conserve the strength of the bomber force at any^rate
until the Germans turned to attempt a

against Britain.

And the

Yet the

In the meantime he was to work out ideas for the
He should consider.

The very serious shortage

knock out' blow

Further

instructions

to Bomber

Command

These were all conclusions to which the Gommander-
in-Chief himself had also come, after talks vdth the C.A.S.,
D.G.A. S., and D.D. Plans. He had already issued operational
orders on the lines laid down by his instructions of

Those instructions had only increased his
They virtually limited its

September 15.
pessimisra about Plan W.A. 1.

The Grtn-C s

views

S~ep~t. 19

objectives to military airfields and to vary few of those

that 5 Group had found that the Blenheim’s operational
range was only 7G0 miles instead of 792. This discovery
meant that no more than two German airfields would be vdthin

The

now

reach of the great majority of the British bombers.
Plan would involve heavy losses and would "fritter away
resources on a futile and ineffective enterprise".
moreover desirable to break in gently the inexperienced

, for the general standard of efficiency was still
If therefore the Germans did not attack the

crews

very low.

our

It was

, . n 4.
United Kingdom at the outset. Bomber Cmimand ought also to

little that it could do toThere v/as veryhold its hand,

help the Czechs anyway. Furthermore, if the Geraans

/attacked.

(1) A.M.File S.46368/3A
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attacked, but attacked only naval and air bases, the
Commander-in-Chief thought that Britain should still not

•  retaliate^ Certainly, Plan should not even then be
adopted. He v/as considering certain exposed targets in
North-yfest Gennany, but attacks upon them might involve

casualties. It v/ould therefore be better to

evacuate the East Anglian airfields of 3 Group, continue to
•hold back the bomber force, and Use some of the Blenheims to
reinforce Fighter Command, an idea ?/hich he proposed to v/ork
out T/ith the Coramander-in-Chief of Fighter Command. Only if
the Geman Air Force launched a full-scale attack upon London
should Bomber Command be called into vigorous action. And
that action should then take the form of an all-out onslaught
upon the Ruhr. Until that time, he proposed to conserve his
slender resources.(l)

His letter

pf_^_ptj_25
Soon after writing this letter, the Commander-in-Ghief

discovered by chance and for the first time that the Air Staff
were thinlcing of 'rolling up' 5C^ of his first-line strength
01 mobilisation and setting it'aside to sebve as a
Inis news naturally strengthened his conviction that it
impossible to devise an effective bombing role for his Command
in the opening phases of the war.
give some employment.

reserve,

was

Leaflet dropping might
But the best use for the.medium

bombers, which composed the bulk of his force, would be to
support t’le land operations of the French army in co-operation
qith the French Air Force. Apart from this, the East Anglian
airfields should be evacuated, and some of the Blenheims
should each have six forward-firing Brovraing machine guns
mounted in their.bomb cells and should be used to reinforce
Fighter Command.(2)

His letter

of Sept. 28
Consideration of Plans W.A.7,9, and 10, v/heh completed on

September 28, only confirmed this pessimism. ¥.A.10 (mercantile
ports, especially in tlie Baltic) vra.s out of range for all but a
few heavy bomber squadrons and in any case involved targets of
doubtful legality. Y/.A. 7 (naval bases) was, at least with
WilheLnshaven, more reachable, but accurate bombing would be
required to avoid civilian casualties, 1,OO0 lb bombs (or
perhaps torpedoes) v/ould be needed, and Bomber Coi;imand crews
had not been ti'ained in ship recognition.' As . for W. A. 9, the
Kiel Canal locks ?/ere poor targets and would also' require the
1,000 lb bomb; Kiel itself was beyond the reach of the medium
bombers; and even Brunsbuttel would leave them little margin. (3)

The Air Staff, v/hen they had considered the position more
fully, went even fairther than the Commander-in-Chief. On

September 28 their poli.cy was communicated to Bomber Command,
so far as "this very indefinite situation" would per/dt, in
an Air Staff Note on "The General Policy for the Employment
of the Air Striking Force at the Outbreak of a War".(4)
Originally prepared for the use of the C.A.S. in his discussions

with ministers, this Note supplemented the instructions of
September 19 and adopted, most of the Gornmander-in-Chief' s

contentions. It began by insisting that Bomber Command must

conserve its resources, since the German Air Force was the
stronger and the R.A.F. would be restricted in its operations

Ay

Air Staff

Wotje_c)ti..

employment
of Bomber

Force

'Apt. 28

(l) C.-in-G, to Under-Secretary of State, 19 Sept.1938 -
A.M.File S.46368/6/U

(2) Ibid.,7A.
(3) A.M.File S.43296/6/k and B.
(4) A.M.File 3.46368/10/1, 11A.
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fey rules imposed fey the government. If the Germans feegan
unrestricted feomfeingof the Czechs or the French,'British
policy would have to fee decided fey the Cafeinet. But even
if they feegan unrestricted feonfeing of the United Kingdom,
Bomber Command v/as not to retaliate against the Ruhr until

it oould do so effectively. It was now definitely ruled
that ‘the medium feonbers were not to be sent to the Ruhr fey
day on the North Sea route. As French landing-grounds for
refuelling would not fee available for some time after the

outbreak of war, this would mean that during the opening
■phase the only attacks that could be mde upon the Ruhr
would be fey the heavy bombers at night. Such attacks must
fe e so sporadic and ineffectual that the effort would not fe e
worth while. Even the heavy bombers would not therefore fe e
employed against the Ruhr at first. Different plans i.iust
fe e made. Leaflet raids might fe e one - the Air Ministry was
considering this. Others should fe e for strong initial attacks
upon the stores at Hamburg and Bremen and the ore supplies
at Emden, Meanwhile, preliminary arrangements had been made
v;ith the French about landing grounds. A few medium bombers
should fe e able to begin operations, re-fuelling in the Reims
area, fey about zero day plus two or plus three. These medium
bombers should act primarily in support of a French offensive
against the Siegfried Line, for which detailed plans could
not fe e made. Fran zero day plus seven the first echelon of
the A.A.S.P, would fe e able to support them and efforts would
fee made to hasten the arrival of the second echelon now due

on zero day plus 28. In the event even of an unrestricted
initial German attack upon the United Kingdom, then, Bomber
Command was to do no more than drop leaflets, attack stores
in the nearer North-Vifest German ports, and provide array
co-operation for the French, It was not an impressive role
for the striking force upon v;hich so much money had been
spent and inwvhich such roseate hopes had once been placed.

If the Germans at first limited themselves to purely
military objectives, then, of course, Bcmfeer Coioraand's
role would fee less impressive still. The Ruhr would fee
ruled out altogether and the operations of the A.A.S.F.  , as
well as those of the home-based force, Tirould -fee severely
restricted. Any chance to attack the Gemaan Air Force vrould
fe e taken, but there would be few permissible targets except
airfields, upon which the effort vvould fe e mere vra.ste according
to current views. Besides that, leaflets could fe  e dropped;
the German fleet could fe e bombed;, and the Tfilhelmshaven naval
base and the Kiel Canal would fe e legitiiiiate targets.

Whatever happened, and especially if the German Air
Force concentrated its attacks upon the United Kingdom, some
of Bomber Gornioand's Blenheims would fe e employed to 'thicken
up' Fighter Comnand. For Fighter Command, now in an early
stage of re-equipment with newr types of aircraft, had
altogether inadequate reserves. Its strength might therefore
fall away even faster than that of Bomber Command, As there
was so little effective bombing that Bomber Command could do,
some of its Blenheiios would be more usefully eraployed as
fighters than as bombers.

(fe) The Mofeilisafele Forces during the Munich Crisis
Mobilisation
Committee
Review
Sent. 15

How serious were the deficiencies of both Bomber and
Fighter Commands during the Munich Crisis may fe e seen clearly
from the records of the Mobilisation.. Committee. This
Committee met on September 15 for its usual review of the

/mobilisation
G. 181838
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mobilisation arrangements for the next Phase of the W Plan,
Phase VI which covered the period 1 October 1938 to 31 March
1939.(1)

When this meeting took place, the Air Staff's intention of
operating the bomber force at only of its first-line
strength had not been translated into a definite ruling,
figures arrived at by the Committee therefore represented
something like double the strength which was actually to be
available for operations. These figures showed that at the end
of September and in October there would be 42 'raobilisable bomber
squadrons. Of these 32 vrould be meditmi bombers  - 13 Battle,
16 Blenlieira, 3 Wellesley - and 10 heavy bombers  - 5 Whitley and
5 HarrovT. In addition to these there would be 15 Regular
squadrons which were not mobilisable - 5 (4 Battle, 1 Blenheim)
because they had only just begun to re-arm vath new types of
aircraft; 10 (l Hendon,' 6 Heyford, 3 Hind) because they
equipped with aircraft now regarded as operationally useless.(2)

The

Tvere

bomber

force

Lack of

reserves
Behind these 42 mobilisable squadrons there was practically

nothing in the way of reserves, either of aircraft or of men.
The current ruling was that squadrons were to be considered
mobilisable "after being in possession of full initial establish
ment for a clear month", that is, without any reference to
reserves. In fact, there was a complete shortage of aircraft
and crews,’ and at least a shortage of aircraft spares, to
replace casualties. As the Director of Operations wrote,
"broadly it is true to say that we have practically nothing
behind v/hat is now in the units wa propose to mobilise and that
in consequence, if we go to war in the near future, our effort
must start to decline immediately and rapidly".(3) The
Committee, too, noted these points,
the total Fv.A.P. pilot reseive of 2,500,
fit for imniediate inclusion in service units, while the
deficiencies in regular and reserve airmen were equally serious.

It also' noted that, of
,  no more than 200 were

Lack of

training
Her was the training of the crews that were available very

far advanced. It had been seriously retarded by the difficulties
over getting instrument panels, turrets, blind flying equipment,
and so forth of which the Coramander-in-Ghief had conrplained in
his report of 10 November 1937,
means all been remedied by September 1938. Moreover, of the
42 mobilisable squadrons, one of the Harrow squadrons had only
become operational in June 1938 and no less than 12 other

squadrons (5 Battle, 6 Blenheim, 1 Harrow) had possessed their
present typ
(Blenheims)
wondered at that Bomber Command retried their readiness for war
as unsatisfactory.

Those deficiencies had by no

es of aircraft for less than five months - two of them

for less than one month. It is hardly to be

Generally speaking, less than 50^ of the
crews in the mobilisable squadrons v/ould be fit for operations as
judged by Bomber Gonariand's peacetime standards. (4)

/Moreover,

(1) A.M.Pile S.37613, (unpaginated).
(2) There were also the ll Scheme P A.A.P. squadrons. These are

not included in the above figures. They were not mobilisable
and were armed (so far as they v/ere armed) with obsolete
Harts and Hinds. Under Scheme L 8 of them were due for

conversion this autumn, 4 into fighters and 4 into G.R. squadrons.
(3) A.M.File S.38656/73.
(4) Ibid.

G.181838
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Lack of

equipaent
Moreover, as we have said, the deficiencies in aircraft

equipment had hy no means all been remedied. All the
Battles now had blind flying equipment but the engine-driven
pumps needed to make it efficient were lacking. ,
had bombsight and gun defects; and none of them had
containers for the container-carried smaller bombs.

Some of them

Two of

the Battle squadrons were also so short of men that, if they
were mobilised within the next three weeks, one of the
re-ariaing squadrons vrould have to be broken up to supply
them. Of the Blenheims, one squadron was short of turrets
and two more of bomb carriers and items of gun equipment,
though these should be supplied by the end of the month.
None of them could carry the small bomb containers except
v/ith their bomb doors open and at a sacrifice of load. Up
to tvrelve aircraft from the V/ellesley squadrons were always
unserviceable for four months at a time ov/ing to blind
flying modifications.

\/hitleys vrauld also be unserviceable from the sar.ie cause,
for only half those squadrons yet had their blind flying
instrument panels. Only two of the five Whitley squadrons,
yet had their tail turrets, though they should all have
them by October 1. ’No forecast could be r.mde of v/hen

these and the other five Whitley squadrons ¥/ould have their
nose and midships turrets completed.

During the next two months some ten

Effects on

policy
Under the Air Staff's new policy of using the bomber

force at only 5Q/ intensity, then, its ir:imediate Offensive
effort would be limited to much less than the mobilisation
Comraittee's 42 squadrons - in fact to 28 or 29 squadrons.
Besides this, many of the aircraft lacked the range and
bombload, and aLnost all of than lacked the armament,
required for serious attacks upon Geraany. Their casual
ties in such operations would be heavy and must be
replaced by men Tirho, in Bomber Coraiiand's estimation,
were not yet fit for operations. It was these considera
tions, As wvell as the problem of finding legal targets,
that led the Air Staff and the Coixmnder-in-Ghief to

re-examine their plans for employing the 'mobilisable
force' on the outbreak of hostilities and to frame the

very unambitious policy of the Note of September 28.
With bomber forces so weak and ineffective as these,
first trust had obviously to be placed in the improved
hopes of successful 'close defence'. First place had now
to be given, at least for a time, to Fighter Comsuand, and
if the bombers could directly reinforce the equally ill-
supplied fighter squa’'rons, S -' i:iuch the better.

G. 181838
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TliE MUOTCH CRISIS AND THE LzlST YE/iR QE miCE, 1938-1959

(ii) ' EXPANSION SCHEME M, NOVEMEER 1938

V.

Character The lessons drawn from the -Munich Crisis were embodied in various

arrived at in Air Ministry .conferences during October 1938
and in a new Expansion Scheme, Scheme M, which was authorised by the

1938.(i)Cabinet on 17 November These were designed to improve the

Metropolitan Air Force by 31 March 1940 by extending and accelerating
the Scheme L prograrjimes. They were further designed to carry on

expansion for two years longer than Scheme L, so as to provide a
powerful, balanced, and effective Metropolitan Air Force by 31 March
1942.

The jef fort,
involved

The effort which this would involve may be judged from the fact

that the Secretary of State for Air, in presenting the new Expansion
Scheme, asked for authority to order at once, for production by the
summer of 1941, some 6,000 aircraft of all types; and for approval
in principle of a repetition of this order later. These orders would

of course be additional to those already placed for some 17,500
aircraft of all types
5,500 after that date)
been delivered and it had not been anticipated that more than

another 9 or 10,000 could be delivered by March 1940.(3)
Production v/as now to be accelerated, but even so the effort was
immense.

000 for production by March 1940 and
Of those 17,500,only 1,960 had so far

It was therefore obviously necessary to allocate this
effort v/isely among the various classes and types of aircraft
required,

had shown that war might come suddenly and at any moment. The Air
Ministry had. not merely to provide the largest force they could as
soon as they could,
essential needs were soonest satisfied. First things must

emphatically come first, which meant above all else providing first the
aircraft most capable of averting an immediate ’knock out' blew from
a German air offensive against the United Kingdom,

It was all the more necessary since the Munich Crisis

They had.further to make sure that the most

(a) The priority, given to Fighter Command _

Reasons for

fighter
priority

Those aircraft could not be the bombers. For the only bombers

that could be produced during the next two years or more were the

Battles, Blenheims, Harapdens, Wellingtons, and 'ft'hitleys whose

incapacity for decisive action against Germany had become so pain
fully apparent dmring the Munich Crisis.
Chief himself of opinion that the best air defence of Great Britain

would be the combination of the North Sea and the strongest possible
'close defence'?

Was not the Corarnander-in-

Moreover, those responsible for 'close defence'
were beginning to feel, and to inspire in others, some confidence

in their ability to avert defeat from the air even without the
bombers' aid. Given ade.quate:-numbers of modern fighters and
trained pilots, and aided by adequate ground defences and by fully
developed systems of R.D.F. , ground observation, and ground control.

'7*
/lighter

(1) The following Sections (ii) (a) and (b) are based upon:- the
Secretary of State's proposals, Oct,25 - C.P. 212(38); the
Cabinet's approval in principle, Nov. 17 - Cabinet 53(38);
Outline of Scheme M - A.H. B, V. 5/6; D.C.A.S. conference,
Oct.6 - A.H.B. V. 5/10/23; D. of 0. conference, Oct. 18 and
4th Meeting of Committee on Expansion of Operational Commands,
Nov.7 - A.H.B, V.5/10/20,21,22; and the documents mentioned in
the ensuing notes.

Notes by D.D.Plans, Oct.31 - A.H.B. V. 5/U/2
D.G.P. production forecast, Oct, 10 - A.H.B. V, 5/H/4.

(2)
(3)
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Fighter Coimnaxid v/as beginning to believe that it could by its own
efforts reduce the intensity of a Gerraan air offensive to

manageable proportions.- Already the guhs and the searchlights
were beginning to appear; the chain of R.D.F. stations was to be

completed by April 1939; the Observer Corps was being expanded to
cover most of the country; , and the ground control system was
fairly well developed. Above all - and this w.as Fighter Command's

great advantage over Bomber Command - the types of fighter aircraft
required for effective 'close defence' were the types - Spitfires,
Hurricances, Defiants - which were already beginning to reach the

squadrons. Better fighters still - Typhoons, Tornadoes,
Whirlwinds - might be coming after them, but they themselves were

already competent to do the work if only there were enough of them.
Fighter Command, unlike Bomber Command, need not v;ait until 1942
to get machines adequate to its tasks.

f

In 1938, however, there were far from enough of these new

Indeed, Fighter Command's position was even worse
The deficiencies were, none the less, more

The appropriate types of aircraft were already
They could, being smaller, be built more

And, needing for the

lighter
needs more fighters,

than Bomber Command's.

easily remediable,
in quantity production,
quickly, easily,,and cheaply than bombers,
most part only a pilot, they could be much more easily manned than

the bombers, Y^hich needed a full creY/.
it was mere common sense, to give first place to the claims of

Fighter Command,

It was therefore natural.

In the long view it added twelve
It thus aimed to

Orders

placed for

1,836 more,
fighters

This was what Scheme M did,

squadrons to the Scheme L fighter force,
provide by 31 March 1942 fifty fighter squadrons (fourteen of them
'■A.A.F.), each of sixteen first-line 'aircraft,  a total of 8OO machines.
These were to be backed by fully adequate reserves, amounting to
2,700 aircraft or some 337% df the first-line strength, (l) The
Secretary of State v/as accordingly authorised by the Cabinet on
November 17 to place orders immediately for 1,850 fighters of the
most modern types and approval was also given'in'principle to his
proposal that another 1,850 should be ordered later.

Other measuresThese, however, were long term projects,
were also introduced with more immediate improvements as their aim.
First place v/as to be given at once to the manufacture
aircraft, and, while the development of the latest designs was
pressed forward urgently, every effort was to be made to accelerate
the output of the most upr-to-date types that were', already in
production,
a fighter force of forty squadrons armed entirely with Spitfires,
Hurricanes, and Defiants - 640 aircraft in all, backed by reserves
(over 1,10c) for from four to six v/eeks of war operation.
Arrangements were also being made which would produce equal
reserves of trained pilots and ground staffs. Fighter pilots
to complete the full establishment of the forty squadrons were
to be trained as early as possible, though this would mean a
deficiency in both Bomber Command and Coastal Command; and
Fighter Command v;as given "priority on the output of pilots from
the R.A.F.V.R.
Reserve fighter pilots were to be trained and made available by
March 194C.

of fighter

In these wayS it was hoped to produce by March 194C

In these ways 2CC additional Regular and 340

E^qrts _to
accelerate

fighter
output

/Yet

Notes by D.D,Plans, Oct,31 ** A.H.B, V.5/H/2.
D.D.Plans and-D.D.YAd. revised forecast,. Oct. 24  - A.H.B. V. 5/H/3(2)
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let even March 1940 was still a long way ahead.Blenheims Measures

were therefore introduced to strengthen Fighter Coiranand in the
more iiranediate future,

as well as the four already due to be converted to fighters under
Scheme L, were to be immediately re-equipped and transferred from
Bomber to Fighter Command, The shortage of fighter aircraft was

met principally by adapting a number of Blenheims as fighters in
’ the manner which the Comiiander-in-Chief of Bomber Command had

They v/ere given, besides a free Browning machine gun

The remaining three A.A.F. bomber squadron

suggested,

as.

s.fighters

in their after turret and a fixed one in their wing, four forward

firing Brownings in their bomb cell,
standard fighter R/t set and manned by a crew of two, the W/T
Operator being omitted,
to re-equip four squadrons now armed wath obsolete aircraft,

two Anviy Co-operation squadrons, due to be re-armed with ordinary
Blenheims, were new to be given the converted Blenheims and to be

trained in fighter as well £is army co-operation v/ork, time being
found for this by omitting high-level bombing from their training .
syllabus. Besides this, the seven single-engined Army
Co-operation squadrons (Scheme M provided for only nine Army
Co-operation squabrons instead of Scheme L's eleven) were to be
given some fighter training. And five Blenheim medium bomber

squadrons were to,be given 'fighter conversion sets' and to do such
an amount of fighter training as would not interfere v/ith their

training as bombers. In these ways Fighter Comniand would be

given a mobilisable strength by April 1939 of 31 squadrons
(496. first-line aircraft). They would have negligible reserves
of their ovm, but they might in extremity be able to call upon
seven /rmy Co-operation squadrons of 84 first-line aircraft with
45 in reserve; and upon five medium bomber squadrons. By August
1939 the raobilisable first-line strength would be 36 squadrons
of 576 aircraft, with some 325, mostly Blenheims, in reserve.
In addition there might then be the full nine Army Co-operation
squadrons (108 first-line aircraft with IO6 reserves) as well as
the five medium bomber squadrons of Blenheims as an ultimate

reserve,(1) Even this did not wholly satisfy the Air Staff, for
they also investigated the possibility of rearming a further seven
fighter squadrons (four Regular and three A.A.F,) for the time
being with.the converted Blenheims. Yet, even without this last
measure, the desperate weakness of Fighter Command over the next
twelve months would be in some degree remedied.

Ministry put into practice the principle laid down at .a conference

on October 18 "that, v/hile, every effort must be made to build up the
operational strength of all Commands, the claims of FigHter Command
must have priority where interests conflict".

They were fitted with the

Blenheims thus converted vjere to be used
Also,

So did the Air

(b) .Scheme M and the Bomber Force

The Comm.and which suffered most from the effects of this

ruling was inevitably Bomber Command. That it was promptly
deprived .of its three remaining A.A.F. squadrons, as well as of
the other eight taken from it by Scheme L, did not much diminish

its mobilisable strength cr even, perhaps, its reseirve strength.
Nor did the diversion of Blenheims to Fighter Command make a very

Blenheims great difference.. It was a temporary measure and "there should be
more Blenheims -available by 1.4# 39 than there Would be crews to

fly them". By the time the crews were ready, the new fighter
aircraft v/ould be ready also and .the Blenhemns would be released.

It had

previously been estimated that there would be a deficiency in the

/whole

(1) D.D. Plans & D.D.Y4 0. forecast, Oct.24 - A.H.B. V. 5/U/5.

Effects of

fighter

priority

A.A.F,

The diversion of pilots was a more serious matter.Lack of

Pilots
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whole R.A.F. of 900 trained Regular pilots by March 1940 and that
this gap between supply and demand could not be filled until
November 1940, The decision to provide 200 extra pilots for,
Fightef Command by March 1940 must therefore mean  a sharp worsening
in Bojrfoer Command's position. It might, though this was

'spare crews', of the crews
allotted to man the squadron's immediate reserve aircraft,
would certainly metin a shortage of 'second pilots',
essential on all except the Blenheims and Battles -
in-Chief was prepared to accept second pilots still under training,
but he could not do without them altogether,
would of course be still more serious.

considered unlikely, mean a shor’tage of
It

now regarded as
the Commander-

The reserve position
And, besides Regular and

Reserve pilots. Bomber Command needed air observers, air gunners,
and W/T operators. Here, too, the deficiencies would be serious.

Remedies

attempted
Every effort was made to mitigate so far as possible the

deficiencies imposed upon Bomber Command by the priority given to
Fighter Command's claims. Short Service pilots due to go to the
Reserve and airmen pilots due to revert to trade were to be
encouraged to stay.on. The opening of tloree new Flying Training
Schools, already authorised, was to be accelerated to.May 1939.
Investigations were to be made into the possibility of opening at
an' early date a further two Plying Training Schools and four
Elementary Plying Training Schools,
was to be increased, though ?/ithout shortening the courses. More
trained pilots v;ere to be sought from the Dominions,
for recruiting more, pilots at home was pressed forward,
recently instituted direct entry scheme for air observers was
expanded to recruit by February 1939 l6C observers a month instead of

To train them, the capacity of the six civil navigation
schools was doubled, two armament training stations v/ere converted
into Air Cbssrver Schools for armament training, and the crews of two
non-mobilisable Hejrford heavy bomber squadrons were posted to them as
instructors.

The output of all these schools

A new scheme

The

4C a month.

The numbers of pilots and aircrew required could only
be obtained by drawing upon the R.A.P. V.R. Volunteer Reservists
were therefore encouraged to enter "for an initial period of six months
continuous service in Regular units",
non-mobilisable bomber squadrons wex-e to be used until March 1940 -
under the new''rolling up' ruling they could accomraoda.te 200 pilots,
102 observers, 144 )Y/t operators, end 72 air gunners,
measures the deficiencies y/ould still be considerable - the greatest
number of observers that could be trained by August 1939 v/ould be
1,265 against a total requix-ement of 1,479 and a Bomber Command
requirement of 1,240.
the end of their six months' ti’aining go to the reserve and their
places would be taken by more untrained men.

For their training more of the

Even with these

Moreover, the Volunteer Reservists would at

Nevertheless, in all
these various ways it was hoped by August 1939 to provide 240 trained
reserve crews for the Battle and Blenheim squadrons; to complete the
establishments of the non-mobilisable heavy bomber squadrons with
reserve crews under training; and to bring the mobilisable squadrons
to full establishment by posting to them the trained officers and men
thus released from the non-m.obilisable squadrons.

This must of course mean a considerable lessening in the
efficiency of the non-mobilisable squadrons. It also made more' than ■

Reduction
of the

mobiiisable ever necessary that reduction in the number of mobilisable squadrons,
that 'rolling up', v/hich the Air Staff already had in mind. This
reduction was now definitely determined upon. "As regards Bomber.
Comnand," it was laid down, "the intention is to'build up adequate
reserves behind raobilisable- squadrons rather than to aim at a large
nuT-iber of mobilisable units without adequate reserves behind them ...
The aim should be to keep up the strength of the mobilisable
squadrons, including the 'spare crews',, at the expense of the non-
raobilisable squadrons". The rolling up was not quite so drastic
as the original intention of a 50fo reduction. But it did none the

force

G.I8I839 /less
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;  less entail a very sharp decrease in the raobilisable striking force.
The Mobilisation Corxiittee had estimated on September 15 that there
would be on 31 March 1939 at least 50 mobilisable bomber squadrons, (l)
Under the nevi/ ruling there would be no more than 34.
hand, whereais the 50 would have had little behind them in the way
of reserves, the 34 would be backed by a reserve in the form of 23
non-nobilisable and not fully trained squadrons, (2)
was in that sense only a recognition of facts,
less entail a radical change of policy, a definite enunciation of
the doctrine of conserving the bomber force until it could be
efficiently equipped. ,

On the other

The change
It did none the

The bomber

force for
The decision to give the bomber force eventually that efficient

Both theequipment was announced no less clearly in Scheme M,
Air Staff .and the Cabinet were well enough aware that, though
defeat may be averted, wars are not won by defence,alone. .
were equally v/ell aware that Bomber Command would not always
so inadequate to its task as it n'OW was.
possible to count upon the arrival' of the new and much more
powerful Stirlings, Halifaxes, and'Manchesters of the 1936
specifications,

to replace some of the Battles and Blenheims by \?ellingtons,
Harapdens, and the improved Hampdens now known as Herefords.
would also be possible to replace the Harrows, the antiquated
Heyfords, and the stop-gap Wellesleys by the later marks of
Whitleys,

pilots and on aircraft production would delay these improvements
for a time,

force of 47 heavy bomber and only 26 medium bomber squadrons by
March 1940.

heavy and 29 medium bomber squadrons, of which only a proportion
would be mobilisable. The Battles and Blenheims must now remain

a little longer; the Stirlings, Halifaxes, and Manchesters
arrive a little later,

perhaps over-optimistic Air Ministry branch had dreamed in August
1938, (3) of having four squadrons of Manchesters, two of
Halifaxes and four Of Stirlings by April I94O.

They
rema

It was already becomin

Even before they arrived, it would be possible

It

The priority given to Eighter Command's claims on

Scheme L, for example, had looked forward to a bomb

All that could now be. looked for by the date, was 41

It was no longer possible to dream, as a

1939-40 -

in

g

er

An ' all- Nevertheless, the Air Staff intended to bring in these more

powerful aircraf't as early as they could.heavy

bomber force highest authority for their 'big bomber' policy,
for i941-2 ment agreed on November I7 "that the Secretary of State for Air

should give further consideration to the policy of concentrating
on the development' and construction of the large high performance
bomber capable of carrying a very heavy bombload, in the light of
the discussion a.t the Cabinet",

And they now had the
For the govern

The Cabinet had also agreed tha

-

t,
subject to the above decision, "approval should be' given for the
placing of sufficient orders for bombers to avoid substantial
dismissals in the aircraft factories concerned and to maintain an

adequate floYv of production, and, in the case of any national

factories designed for this work but as yet under-employed, to

secure a norrmal complement of employment",
though it was not to receive the stimulus and priority given to
fighter production, was to maintain its industrial potential
relatively unimpaired,
had already been granted for the ordering of the additional 1,750
heavy bombers asked for in the Secretary of State's paper of
October 28,

Bomber production.

In fact, by March 1939 Treasury sanction

With the 2,687 heavy bombers already on order.

/this

(1) A.M. Pile S. 37613 (unpaginated)
(2) Mobilisable; 10 Battle, 10 Blenheim, 3 Hampden, 2 Wellington,

3 Harrow, 6 Whitley Non-Mobilisable: 6 Battle, 6 Blenheim,
2 Hampden, 1 Wellington, 2 Harrow, 3 Whitley, 2 Heyford,
1 Wellesley -,A.H.B. .V.5/10/21.

(3) W, 0.1 table, Aug, I6 - A.H.B. V. 5/10/16,G.181839
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this:meant. that the Air Staff could hope to get delivery within the

next, three or four years of some 4j437 heavy hombers.
of these would he of the 1936 specifications, for only 500 of the

2,687 already on order were of those types - the rest v/as made up
of .412 Whitleys, 575 Hampdens, I50 Herefords, and 1,050 Yfellingtons. (l)
But, making no allowance for peace time wastage or for further orders,
there would he enough heavy bombers of various kinds (when they were
all delivered) ■, to get rid of the inadequate Blenheims and Battles,
There would he enough to provide a bomber force of some 85 heavy
bomber squadrons, each at an initial establishment of 16 aircraft,

total of 1,360 first-line aircraft, backed by reserves amounting to
some 325% of first-line strength. This was the bomber force which
Scheme M was designed, to produce by 31 March 1942. A substantial
part of it would be available in 1941^ for it was hoped that by April
1941 there would be 76 heavy and only 6 medium bomber squadrons, and
that substantial though not fully adequate reserves would be provided
for them by that summer.

Not all

a

The 1942 force would thus in a large measure realise the Air
all heavy' bomber force. It would not even

Some of its 85

The 1942
force Staff's ambition for an

then completelj'" represent the 'big bomber' policy,
squadrons would still be equipped with Whitleys, Hampdens, Herefords,

But in due tiine these types would disappear, as the
In their

and Wellingtons.
Blenheims and Battles would have disappeared before them,
place would come more of the great four-engined Stirlings and Halifaxes
and (it was then still anticipated) the twin-engined counterpart of
the Halifax, the Manchester - perhaps eventually the B 19/38 'ideal

'all big bomber'Then Bomber Command v/ould indeed be anbombers'.
It would have the trained crews and the reserves to make

It would be able to strike with its full
force.

rolling, up' unnecessary.
And its full strength - or so it seemed in 1938 - shouldstrength,

be sufficient to wake Germany, rather than Britain, fear the
Then at last the advocates ofpossibility of defeat from the air.

the 'bomber experi.ment' v/ould. have the means for testing their theories -
and for discovering how difficult T:/as a long range 'independent' air
offensive even when attempted with rea.sonobly adequate v^eapons.

Meanwhile, hcwvever, the Cabinet's approval of the Air Staff's 'big
bomber' policy made it mors than ever necessary not to fritter away
the trained crews the 1942 force would need by attempting too

The policy of conserving ,

policy of
conserva-

tion

strength- vigorous a use of the 1939 bomber force,
the bomber force until it could be re-equipped with 'heavies' and
backed by adequate reserves was thus firmly and explicitly established
by the lessons of the Munich Crisis distilled in Expansion Scheme M.
For the, remaining inonths of peace and tlirough the early years of the
War of 1939-1945 .it was to govern the life and antions of Bomber
C oramand.

ened

(c) The Progres^of__Bmber Equipment» J_939_
The story of the progress of the bomber force's equipment and

efficiency between the authorisation of Scheme M and the outbreak
of War in September 1939^ need not detain us long. It is for the
most part the story of the slow remedying of already discovered
deficiencies and defects; of the development of aircraft and
equipment already existing or projected; of the continuing struggle
to improve war readiness and hasten training in face of the familiar
handicaps. Most of these are matters for the Technical Narratives
rather than for this Narrative. For in bombing policy the great
decisions had been already taken by November 1938 and in 1939 they
were very little modified. The imminence of war and the pressure of

Chcuracter
of 1939

/existing

(1) D.G'.P. forecast, Oct. 10 - A.H.B. V. 5/11/4.
G.181839
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existing programmes and projects upon industry, design staffs,
Air Ministry departments, and Bomber Cortmand itself, all

compelled an emphasis upon making the best of what there was _
rather than upon planning for an ideal future.

Progress
with" the
hewer

designs

Progress with the new designs of aircraft, for the bomber

force of 1942 and after, nevertheless .continued steadily if

slowly. Work was concentrated chiefly upon the ,1936 specific
ations for heavy bombers, the B 12/36 and the P 13/36. The
B 1/35 Vickers Yfarwick Vi/as no longer looked upon as a probable
bomber of the future. An Air Ministry Progress Meeting in

December 1938 had decided not'to put it into production, unless
that were necessary to keep,geodetic development alive. The
Air Ministry technical branches had advised in February 1939
against pursuing the project beyond the prototype stage. The

Supply Committee, in June, though it allowed jigging and tooling
to continue, decided that no orders should be pl^ed until after
the prototype's flight trials, which were about to take place
when war broke out, (l) The Warwick, then, was practically
abandoned.

B 1/35

B 12/36

Stirlings
The new orders, authorised by the Treasury in the early

part of 1939, were concentrated upon the 1936 designs - the
four-engined Short Stirling to the B 12/36 specification, and the
four-engined Handley Page Halifax and the twin-engined Avro
Manchester to the P 13/36.
for the p
1939; (2)
and consideration was being given just before the outbreak of Yfar
to the provision of armour and even cannon in all three types,(3)
More powerful bombs, such as they could well carry, were also just
'beginning to come into sight. At the end of August 1939 the new
1,000 lb 0.P. bomb was practically ready for production, (4)
A project for a 4»000 lb 'mine bomb' had also reached a stage
where its development could be discussed,(5) The days when
it was considered that four-engined bombers were too large for
.Bomber Command's needs and that no bomb heavier than 500 lb could

be required had indeed passed av/ay.

Type requirement specifications
reduction of Stirlings were issued during the summer of

the Halifax and Manchester were making fair progress;

.and

F 13/36
Hal if axes

and

Manchesters

B__19/38 Beyond the Stirlings, Halifaxes, and Manchesters the
prospect was somewhat more speculative. A draft specification
for the B 19/38 'standard
and consideration of requirements for the B l?/38 'rapid production'
bomber (7) had led to some investigation into the possibility of
simplyfying aircraft designs in order to facilitate production(8).
For the 1939 aircraft design programme the Air Staff had originally
included an ultra-long range bomber, ppssibly with a pressLtre
cabin for high-altitutde flying.

ideal' bomber had been prepared,(6)t
or

They had agreed, however,
at the conference on’the programme in December 1938, to let
this be dealt with under the 1938 prograimie as a variant of the

B 19/38 adapted for re-fuelling in the air. Such an aircraft
would not in any event be needed for more than three or four

squadrons(9.).

B 11/39 in addition, the Air Staff had also asked for a 'light bomber

to be included in the 1939 programme. It might be, they thought

t

.

/that

A.M. File S.35214/107A.
A.M. File S.I58I.-
A.-M. File s;47165,47286,49307.
A.M.- File S.43296/14A.
A.M.-File S. 55780. ' *
Bombing Comimittee, 4th Inberim Report.
A.M. Pile S.44739
A.M. Pile S. 46242.
A.M. File S.45556/10A,1U,

1

2

■  3,

5
6

7
8

9G.181839
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that the total number of bombers required for political and tactical
reasons wduld compel the Air Ministry to accept in'the bomber force
a proportion of machines cheaper and smaller than the 'standard'
B 19/38. The requirements of reconnaissance and of Army
Co-operatiOn, too, might call for a high performance bomber of
smaller size. It was therefore agreed that it would be desirable

So, as the
B ll/39j this project took its place in the 1939 programme and was
duly considered by the Bombing Comj-nittee. (l)

to prepare a specification for such a machine.

Arrears of

design
work

Its chances, or indeed the chances of any of the 1938
specifications, of getting very much further than this in the
immediate future were, however, slender. For the design staffs
of the aircraft industry were still overwhelmed by the accumulated
arrears of the years of rapid and continuous expansion,
could in 1939 deal with no more than seven new types - and the ten
items of the 1939 programme and the seven items still outstanding
from that of 1938 between them totalled sev.en'teen, (2)

They

Outlook

for 1942
Nevertheless the outlines of a force beyond the 1942 machines

were beginning to take shape - the 'standard' four-engined
B 19/38 heavy bomber, with
a variant thereof;

army and swell the total niuubers, if that were needed^
even beyond this might be faintly discerned,
investigations into a 'super B 12/36', initiated in the 1937
research development prograKune had begun to take shape by the
close of 1938,

few ultra-long range squadrons using,
and the smaller B' 11/39 to co-operate with the

Something
For the theoretical

The research branches

and

beyond

, could by then suggest the
practicability of a four-engined hecLvy bbmber or flying boat,
with the greatest possible bombload, a four-cannon turret amid
ships; a 6,000 mile range; and a speed cf between 350 and 40O
ra. p. h, at 25,000 feet,

true, yet progressed beyond the stage of being mere projects.
But they were sufficient to make-clear that even the 1942
Stirlings, Halifaxes, and Manchesters need not be regarded as the
last word in bomber design and development.

None of these various items had, it is

Progress

wii^ the
|939r4L'
f o.rce

While the 1942 bomber force was thus being prepared and even
its successor being investigated, a good deal was done to make
the best of the existing 1939 force,
squadrons hod gone from the Coimuand by the end of January 1939,
and shortly afterwards'two,of the regular Blenheim squadrons were
sent overseas.

But if the total number of squadrons was diminished, those that
remained were considerably'better equipped,
stop-gap types of aircraft had been finally replaced by newer

. machines and the proportion of heavy bomber squadrons had been
increased,

of the 55 squadrons had been rearmed.

The last of the A.A.F,

The total force was thus reduced to 55'squadrons

The obsolete and

Between October, 1938 and the end of August 1939 24
Ten squadrons - three

.

Hind, one './ellesley, three Blenheim, two Battle, and one Whitley -
had been re-equipped with Ham.pdens, iuiother ten  - one Wellesley,
one Hendon, five Harrow, and three Heyford - had been re-equipped

Four more - one Y/ellesley, and three Heyford -
YYhen war broke out., there

were thus 2? medium bomber (I5 Battle and 12 Blenheim) and 28
he-avy (10 Wellington, 10 Hampden, 8 Whitley) bomber squadrons.

with Wellingtons,

had been re-equipped with Whitleys.

/A

(1) A.M. Pile S.1382 A twin-engined monoplane for day bombing and
reconnaissance had also been included in the 1937 research
development prograrrie A.M. File' S; 39435/14A. The C.-in-C
Bomber Command had urged the need'for such an aircraft for

harassing attacks - A.M. Pile Si43442/25A.
(2) A.M. File S.45556/11A.

• >
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A beginning had tdso been niade with increasing the squadrons'
initial estaiblishments'towards the 24 aircraft for medium and
16 for heavy bombers, which they were scheduled to reach by
March 1940. Thus although the 12 Blenheim squadrons remained
at 16 aircraft each, the 15 Battle squadrons had already gone
up to' 24.

squadrons had reached the full 16 aircraft each, though the
The nominal first-lin_ strength

Of the heavy bombers, three Vi/hitley and two Hampden

remainder still had only 12,
of the bomber force had thus been raised to 552 medium and 356
heavy bombers.

Reserves,

and the

mobilisable '

force

Reserves of these modern aircraft and of trained crews

A considerablewere, however, still exceedingly slender,
rolling up' of squadrons would still be necessary on mobilisa
tion,

end of August 1939.

squadrons.gone overseas, it was possible to count upon a

mobilisable force of 38 squadrons - 20 medium (10 Battle, 10
Blenheim) of 400^ aircraft and 18 heavy bomber (6 each of
v/ellingtons, vVhitleys, and Harapdens) of 232 aircraft,
would be backed by 17 non-mobilisable squadrons as a reserve -
7 medium (5 Battle, 2 Blenheim) of 152 aircraft and 10 heavy
bomber (4 Wellington, 4 Heonpden, 2 ¥/hitley) of 124 aircraft, (l)

I

Yet even here there was some slight improvement by the
By that date, despite the loss of two

These

Its inad-

e quacy
Yet, despite these, improvements, the bomber force at the

outbreak of the war was still a force quite inadequate for a
decisive air offensive against Germany. More than half of it
was still composed of medium bombers which it was considered
impossible to employ on the North ,3ea route to the major German
targets. Arrangements with the French v/ere being perfected to
allow the use of French bases and refuelling grounds; but
upon the outbreak of v/ar there must inevitably be some days'
delay before these bases and grounds would be available. Nor
would the Blenheims and Battles be very formidable v/eapons
when they were based on the Continent. Even if armour

prodcfcion could be given to their pilots,\2)
done substantially to improve their range, bombload, or
armament. Moreover, of the, heaivy bombers, the Miitleys could

be used only 'by .night. owing to their low speed and performance,
while the Plampdens and Y/ellingtons were already coming to be

regarded as heavy bombers only by courtesy. The Wellington's
armament v/as being reconsidered and by September the decision
had. bean 'made to give it a mid-under as Tvell as a tail turret. (3)
The armament of the Hampden T/as' less easily augmented. It was

thought by the CoiPjnander-in-Chief of Bomber Cctranand to be quite
as inadequate as the machinefe navigational facilities, for

"in this aircraft we have quite definitely had to put quarts
into pint pots". (4) The experience of the earlier months of
the War was only to emphasise the doubts felt before September
1939 about the 1939 force's capacity for a daylight offensive
against Germany.

nothing could be

The standard of the aircrew's training likewise left a

good deal to be desired,(5)
mobilisable squadrons had not been improved by the dilution of

/their

The efficiency of the non-

Training
and

Tactics

(l) For details of these figures, see Appendix II.'
(2) A.M. File 3.45863,47002.
■3) A.M. Files 3.32832/1/93; 4604I.
4) A.M. Fils S.46368/IA; 40110/374,40.
5) See the Narrative of Training prepared in this Branch.

G. 181839
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their crews,, with direct entry pilots and observers and other

recruits and with reservists still under training,
but pilots and observers were still trained in the squadrons, and
the pilots and observers v/ho came on from the Flying Training
Schools and Air Observers Schools still lacked many things.
Operational training - including a good deal of' their navigational,
night and instrument flying, and gunnery'training  - still fell upon
the squadrons,, for Group Pools, though projected, had not yet been
introduced for Bomber Command,

of a 'cre'v7 policy' might be discerned in the scheme for the provision
of full-time observers, trained in navigation, in crew training the
squadrons were still left to work out their own salvation,

the deficiencies in equipment, of which the Coianander-in-Chief had

complained in November 1937, hsd been remedied but slowly and
incompletely. In such conditions it had not been possible even yet
for the bombei’ squadrons to practise very thoroughly the more

advanced aspects of their art or,to experiment greatly with

complicated or novel tactics.

Bombing Gominittee had, it is true, at length secured the establish

ment of a bomber development unit, but its time had been short.

There had been some experimenting, made more inforinative by the use
of cine-guns, with methods of defence and evoision to be used

against modern fighter aircraft. There had been a little more

investigation of pattern bonibing, for which an improved distributor

gear v/as now being produced; but "the application of the theory
was not yet completely understood."(l)
illumination at night with 5.5." flares ̂ ad also been
Salisbury Plain as well as over vi/ater, (2; Some of these experiments
had, admittedly, been carried out by Bomber Comraand squadrons.
Nevertheless, it was still, broadly speaking, true that the great
majority of those squadrons had little or no experience of anything
very far beyond the more elementary bombing tactics,
of securing heavy bombing concentration and of handling large mass
formations of aircraft were only just beginning to receive attention

even at the Air Ministry. (3)

Moreover, all

In addition, although the beginnings

Finally,

The reiterated appeals of the

A few experiments in target
made over

The problem

V

Thus from the point of view of training and experience, as well

as of equipment, it was already obvious that the'policy of

■conserving the 1939 bomber force until a better could be developed,
was not so much a matter of choice as a matter of necessity.

(l) 4th Interim Report.
A.M. File S.32229/16U, 177A, 178A.
A.M. File 3.1646

(2)
(3)
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SECRET

PORETOED

The primary object of this v;ork has been to complete the history of the
pre-war evolution of Bomber Comimind". This is the title of the first volume

of the Bomber Narrative, and the author of that volume h9.d originally intended
to carry his work dovm to the outbreak of war on 3rd September, 1939.

This unfortunately proved to be impossible, and a second narrator has
therefore attempted to do it.

The first part carries the story to the time of the Munich crisis, but
the ending is not abrupt. It has therefore been necessary, sometimes to look
back at events before that crisis, and sometimes to realise that in certain
aspects the first part has already taken the story beyond it.
part II the origins of bombing policy have been traced back to the Great War,
but little or nothing has been said of expansion and equipment, for this has
already been carried down to the outbreak of war in Part I, with one exception.

This exception is the remarkable episode of the Ideal Bomber. Only the
origins of tMs have been previously discussed, but the subject does not
accommodate itself to the main theme of the second part so it has,
its great intrinsic interest, been dealt with in  a special annex.

A secondary object of this work has been to present it in a reasonably
2slP“Contained form. It can obviously be read with the greatest advantage

an epilogue to the first part, but it is also intended to be a prologiie to
the narratives which deal with Bomber Command at

This task has been considerably eased because the main omissions in the
first part are in the field of policy, planning and intelligence,
three are related subjects and they compose the main theme of this part,
completing the first volume it has therefore been possible to create a related
thesis.

Thus in

in view of

as

war.

These

In

To gain this self-sufficiency it has been found desirable in some instances
to go over ground already covered in the first part. Such repetitions are
clearly indicated to the reader and, in apology, it can only be pleaded that
this has been done in the interests of clarity and continuity, and so of self-
sufficiency.

Finally it should be known that the author of the first part read the
drafts of the chapters which follow as they were produced and made many valuable
suggestions. In this way, it is hoped, a certain continuity has been preserved
over the whole period from 1917-1939.
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CHAPTER 6

BaiBING FOUGI OCTOBER, 1938 TO SEPTElffiER, 19^

Introduction

During the years between the two Yforld VYars air bombing
Was a constant topic of discussion between nations at Geneva

and the Hague, betvreen government departments in London,
betv/een members in Parliament, betvreen writers in the press,
and betvreen ordinary men in the streets. Experts and
amateurs alike -were concerned about this new method of war

fare v/hich might effect them all so vitally. For Great
Britain, in particular,bombing seemed to raise problems of

especial importance, London was the largest city in the

world, and presented to the bomber a target v/hich in

"importance and vulnerability" could not be found in any
other quarter of the globe. Its destruction would not only
throw British trade and production out of gear, but also a
large part of the trade of the world as well. Also Britain

depending as she did, and does, for her existence upon
imports had another v/eak spot; her ports, . If these could
be destroyed she could not survive, A psychological build

up of the terrors of air bombirg coupled with these more

material considerations gave birth to the idea of the "Ivnock
out blov/". It was this idea which was to bo the fundamental

motive of British air policy after '1933*. It could, hovi/ever,
produce two results in so far as the prospect of  a war with

Germany was concerned, Britain could make the assumption
tha.t it -would be Germany who would deliver the knock out

blow, or she could concentrate on a plan to knock Germary
out, for in the Ruhr lay the world's most highly concen
trated industrial zone, v/hose operative area was little
larger than greater London,

C.O.S. 786
App.II to
Annex,

Ibid

The disarmament policy of the British government and
the subsequent failure of the various R.A.P. expansion
schemes to achieve air-parity, however, made the second of

these alternatives only a long term possibility. The Air
Staff never lost sight of the Ruhr, but as war drew nearer

they came to realise that an opportunity to bomb it
effectively could only ccjrae after London had been saved,

Britain therefore planned to escape a "knock out blew" and

then in the light of war experience and when her own force

had grovm strong enough to deliver one against her enemy.
To grasp thiS' is to grasp the whole inport of British
Bombing Policy, which it is intended to reveal in this
chapter. Britain sought to achieve this aim by adopting
for the initial phase of the v/ar a policy of restricted
bombing, but to understand the reasons for this it is

essential to take a wider view, ̂ d look back over the years
between Versailles and Munich, C "I /

Britain aimed to secure immunity from a knock out blow.
There seemed to be four possible nethods of achieving this;-

The enforcement of a Code of Mr Warfare Rules,

The abolition of military Mr Forces, or of
bombing Mrcraft, and if this failed, at least the
restriction of bombers in size and numbers.

The provision of a bombing force sufficient for
effective retaliation.

1.

2.

3.

(1) It is not the intention here to examine developments in
these years in any great detail. The sole object is
to provide the clue necessary to an understanding of
Bombing Policy after Mimich,
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4. The diversion of the enemy to another front.

Of these four possibilities the first two obviously
depended upon some form of international agreement, and the
acceptance by the world of the validity of international law.
The second, section of this chapter will therefore discuss
the attempt and failure to reach an international agreement.

The, second tvro methods v/ere less ambitious and more
practicable, for they did not dejjend upon any 'legal’
conceptions, but on the contrary purely upon national
expediency,

secure air parity vri.th Germany in peace time, and her various
expansion schemes did not in themselves'constitute a
sixfficient throat of retaliation, (1)
with the apparent character of Gorman Policy made the last
method appear.more promising, for ignoring the precepts of
Bismark, Hitler displayed aggressive intentions
simultaneously towards the East and the West,

It proved, hov/over, impossible for Britain to

This fact combined

Yet it

gradually appeared more and more likely that the initial
■ German offensive vrould. come in the East,

stances Britain might hope to escape a "knock out blow" at
the outset provided nothing was done in the West to draw the
Germans back from the East,

abstaining from a land, and the British from an air, offensive
in the. initial- phase,
and the limited size and striking power of Bomber Command
appeared-to make this policy ineAritable,-
v;ill accordingly discuss the British policy of restricted
bombing.

In .these circum-

This depended upon the French

In ary case the 'Itaginot" complex

The third section

There v/as, ho\rever, another aspect of this second front
theory v/hich threatened its validity, Bismarck’s main object
had always been to avoid a v/ar on tv/o fronts* The Western

allies were now hoping to gain temporary immunity while
Hitler struck in the East, and to. ensure this they considered
any a-ttack by .themselves would be inadvisable (always

,  assuming it v/as not impossible), ' Would this, not therefore
moan that Hitler would fight not one war on tv/o fronts, but
two wars on one front? It is therefore apparent .that there
v/as a .challenge to the policy of restricted bombing v/hich

,  became apparent v/hen the question of the .Polish guarantee
■arose. This will be dicussed in the fourth section of this

-chapter, - ,

Finally it must be remarked that the eventual conclusion
was that, if the air force was guided by the 'legal' aspect,
it could bomb almost anything, but if it was guided by

(l) For the . details- of the Expansion , Schemes, and the whole
question of. air parity see Part I of this Volume,

Also -see Chapter 7, of this volume '"Plans for Bomber
Command in \Yar" for such retaliation, plans as were made,
e. g, V4 A. I,
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Forimmediate expediency it could borab almost nothing.
®1^''^ious reasonsj the Grovemment alv/ays substituted the word
'legal' for ' expedient' and 'illegal' for 'legal'. CO

The Search for an International Agreement

COS 786 On 24th October, 1938 The Joint Planning Committee
reported that it was a British interest to aim at "the highest
possible degree of ^tiLinity from bombing". The "ideal solu
tion" would have been the abolition of bombers, but the best
that could be hoiied for in practice was the restriction of
bombing to battle zones. This last idea had eilready beenCPI 00( 36)

suggested by tho.Geiman Government two years before, and the
Joint Plrcnning Committee were now of the opird.on that it
offered a good basis for an international agreement.

There was, ho'/rever, nothing new in the German proposi
ti9n, or in the report of the Joint Planning Committee.(2)
The whole question of an international agreement had been
under consideration for tv/enty years,
agreement v/as ever reached, but the lines of the policy of
restricted bombing v:hich was eventually adopted by the
British Air Staff v/ere indicated during these abortive
negotiations made to regulate bombing. This aspect of the
problem therefore assumes more, significance than might be
imagined from the failure of the League of Nations,

The Draft Hague Rules Of Air Warfare (3)

At the Vfashington Conference in 1921, Britain, the
U.S.A, , France, Italy and Japan, the victorious allies,
agreed to set up a Commission to consider the revision of
the laws of warfare.

No international

AHB

IIV1/34C
Polio 167

(1) This should be borne in mind when the question of
Planning (Chapter 7) is considered,
confused \?ay in v/hich the term 'legal' is used in .
connection v/ith Air bombing-^it is thought desirable to
explain the use of the word in this narrative,
unavoidably employed in two senses,

no lav/ of the air it cannot obviously have a sing^le
meaning. In the first sense it is used to denote what
would be legal if certain codes of warfare for instance
the Hague Rules, had been ratified, or if certain other
codes.

Owing to the

It is

Since there was

for instance the Hague Conventions of 1899 and
1907 had been interpreted to include aerial warfare.
In the second sense it is used to denote what conformed
to British Policy, For instance a ¥. A. Plan is called
legal' if it was within the restrictions of the
22nd August, 1939 issxred to canmanders by the Government.
Since however these restrictions were based

expediency and not upon 'law*, which didn't exist, the
term in this second sense is employed to conform more
with usage than with logic.

I I

upon

(2) Ylhlch merely'- confirmed, for instance, a conclusion
reached at the 28i^.th meeting of the C.I.D.
19th November, 1936 v/hich stated "That it v/ould be to

our general advantage to have an international agreement
restricting aerial warfare".

on

(5) See Appendix 4»
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Naval and Land warfare had their rules, hut air warfare
did not. During the Great War bombing had been restricted,'
even in theory, only by the limitations of the machines

British airmen had been instructed to
b^b German toiAns. to destroy industry and also ''to weaken
the morale of the civilian inhabitants, and thereby their will
to win,_by persistent bomb attacks which oould both destroy
life (civilian and otherwise) and should, if possible,
originate a conflagration which would reduce to ashes the
whole tovm';.( ) The "revision" of warfare rules therefore
obviously implied the creation of an air code.

Ibid

Folio 146

H.E.

these oip^stimces that a tody of ihtemation-
al^ repreoentative jurists drew up a Draft Convention of
Rules of Air warfare in 1922 - 23. In 62 articles which

Appendix 4, many aspects of Aerial Warfare %vere
SSLs question of aircraft rights against
merchant ships!2) was no agreement reached. From the point
of view of actual bombing the important articles v/ere
numbers 22-26,

are

These articles prohibited bombing "for the purpose of
terrorisi]^ the civilian population" (MT,22) and laid down
that bombing was oniy legitimate v/hen directed at militarv
objectives (AST. 24 1) and also that these must not be bcibed
II an undue risk to civilians would be involved (ART,24 3).(3)

Ibid

4-u sight no doubt seemed simple enough, but
the eifect of such a code depended in the first instance
the inte^ptation of the articles, and in the second upon
some method of enforcing international lavi,

(a) The Question

up

of Interpretation

on

Banning methods of warfare was hardly likely to succeed
If the rules coiad be variously interp>reted, (4)
the German Navy had on 16th December, I914 bombarded

Scarborough and TATaitby apparently in contravention
Convention of 1 907. They had however found

difficulty in making out a case to prove that they had adhered
to the Convention, (b) Prohibition of air baibing in the next

was hard:^ likely to be more effective than the prohibi
tion of gas in the last. There v;ould always be a difference
of c^inion as to v/hat an article aneant. In the instance of
the iiague Rules this v/as demonstrated at once.

For instanc

no

e.A.H.B.

■ ■IIV1/34C
Folio 120

Ibid .

34A Folio 14 ^the British Air Staff, anxious to preserve the efficacy
of air pcnver, in 1924 decided to interpret Article 24 of the
Hague Rules to the effect that "
be taken to spare civilians.

"reasonable precautions". v/ould
In other v/ords civilians vrould

not be bombed on purpose, but it vrould not be an offence to
bomb them by mistake.

AHBIIA/1/54C (i) Attempts were made to carry out these orders by dropping
"imflaimoable bombs" (as the Germans did over London on
5/6th ^cember, 1917) and by dropping "man-killing"bombs (as the Germans did over London on 31st May, 1916),
I.E. ART.49A

The vrording of these articles however did allcw
"loopholes".

See an article by Geru Sir George Macdonogh in
"La Protection des Populations Giviles Centres les
bombardments" published by the Red Cross Society.

(Per Krieg Zur
Per Krieg in der Nordsee Vol. Ill p,p, 119-120) ’

See the official German Naval history.
See:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
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In this case hov/ever the article was so worded as to
leave it open to doubt whenever any protection to civilians

So much depended upon a defini
tion of the term "military objective" and there was
that a whole nation T/as a military objective.
War had suggested that victory in the field was perhaps no
longer the decisive element in war.

had been provided at all.
a view

The Great

Propaganda, starvation
Ibid

Eolio 4, and fear of injury y/ere, in the opinion of the Committee on
the limitation of Armaments, in 1921 the three main factors
in a nation's morale. The destruction of morale might prove
to be the quickest way to end a vi-ar, and so the civilian
population might became the prime military objective.

(b) The question of Enforcement

There can moreover be no law without a Sovereign to
enforce it, and between nations there is no Sovereign,
question was then, was it worth creating a cods of air rules,
if there was no method of enforcing compliance with them?
Mr. Baldwin asked this question in the House of Commons on
10th November, 1952 and ansvfered himself that he doubted the
efficacy of "any form of prohibition v/hatever by convention,
treaty, agreement or anything you like - experience has shovm
that the stern test of v/ar will break dovm all conventions", (l)

The

Ibid

340
Polio 133

Nevertheless the idea of developing the Hague Rules into
a form of international lav/ died hard,

persevered wdth the idea not so much mspite of, as because of,
its obvious shortcomings and the alternatives which recognition
of these seemed to present,
month in which Mr Baldwin had made the statement quoted above,
an Air Ministry memorandum was dravm up in which the Hague
Rules yrere defended' on the grounds that they \yould, in their
existing form, prevent indiscriminate bombing, and that they
could be extended to give further protection to civilians.
Such a supposition appeared to ignore the well known and
widely appreciated limitations of international rules,
had, however, to be borne in mind that the .Air Staff v/ero

waging a war against the possible abolition of air forces,
and that the championship of the Hague Rules was inspired by
the intention to avoid the more drastic solution of the

problem: the abolition of military air forces, or at least

of bombing aircraft.

The Air Ministry

In November, 1932, the same

It

Ibid.

Polio 134

Plans for the Abolition of Bombing

Before the end of 1932, then, the weakness inherent in

any system for restricting bombing by international convention

had been fully revealed. Air forces remained a "Lawless
Arm. "(2) Nor was the problem of the "knock out blow" any'
nearer to solution, "Our main preoccupation," the Poreign ,
Secretary telegraphed from Geneva on 13th April, 1932, must

remain "the danger of London being heavily and suddenly bombed

by way of a knock out blov/."

But if bombing could not be restricted, might it not be

abolished? Abolition if practicable, vrould after all bring
greater security at less expense,
under the shadow of the 1931 financial crisis, discussion

turned from the question of restriction to the possibility
of abolition.

So iri 1932 and 1933,

Ibid,

Polio 129

Aerial Bombardiaent (Vinal and Co. NX,(1) See also BOYCE:
1928) on this whole question.

(2) See an article under this title by J, M. Spaight in
the Army Qirarterly 'for Oct. 1935.
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(a) The attitude of the Air Ministry

The Air Staff were naturally in strong opposition to the
They claimed thatproposal to abolish bombing aircraft,

this suggestion was not practicable as any aircraft could so
easily be converted into ,abomber,

C.A,S, quoted to the Secretary of State for Air a verse which
had appeared in a "leading aeronautical journal,"

In this connection theIbid,

34 B
Polio 117

"I'd been on the tarmac adnairing a plane
And was just then about to depart,
But something induced me to turn round again
Por a last final look at the Hart,(l)
I turned, but I found it had altered its view
It suddenly seemed to be lighter
Por where a day bomber I'd recently s
There now stood a two-seat fighter!
I said to myself, "This is all very strange,'"
As I wont for another looksee,
And the two-seat fighter appeared at close range
To be fully equipped for "A.C. "(5)
I asked a mechanic the name of the kite

And he mumbled to me through his teeth
"Some call it an Audax, but 'ere in the Plight
Its an 'art with an '00k underneath,'"

I felt pretty sure he was telling me lies,
But I took down some int'tresting notes;
Then when I looked up I'd another suprise
Por the Audax was sitting on floats,
"Great Scott,' '’/Vhat is that? I exclaimed with  a cry,
"It has changed its complexion again",'
"Oh no that's an Osprey]" I heard him reply,
"Its a regular Pleet air Arm Plane"]
The Air Staff were sceptical about the possibility of

carrying out such a plan for, in addition to the difficulty
of distinguishing the bomber among military aircraft, there
was the problem of preventing the conversion of civil
aircraft to military purposes,
the scheme should be abandoned as, in their view, the defence
of London would be prejudiced, and the 'policing' of the
Empire made inpossible if it was agreed to abandon bombing.
The Prime Minister had pointed out that it ViTould be difficult
to say "that vre were horrified at the idea of bombing, but
that while we would agree not to bomb others, we must still
reserve the right to bomb oirr own people". Despite the
opposition of the Air Ministry this was hovrever, in effect,
what the' British Government did say,

(b) The Pallure of the Scheme

een

They ;vere also anxious that

Ibid,

34 C
Polio 128

Conf. D,95 On 22nd Pebruary, 1932 . the United Kingdom disarmament
proposals were published, and they advocated "The practical
examination of the whole problem of bombing from the air in

its widest possible form", and soon afterwards a. Foreign
Office Paper(4) appeared advocating the prohibition of
banbing against any other S.cvoreign State.dc(m)(52)13

(1) The Hart v/as in 1932 thought to be the most effective
bcauber.

(2) There was a school of thought that a "tv/o-seat" fighter
was more effective than the single seat machines.

(3) Amy Co-operation.

(4) The "Deeper Paper".
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32)14D This view wa supported "by the War Office and by the
Admiralty aaid by 8th April, 1932 even the Secretary for Air
was prepared to consider the abolition of heavy types of
bombers.

32

CAB 27 (32)
On 11th May, hca'/ever, the Cabinet accepted a recommenda

tion from the Coast Defence Committee (1) not to proceed v/ith
the plan.

Air Ministry,
telegraphed from Genova that he expected a
favour of total abolition.

Britain opposed this she would find herself”isolated with
Japan, and ten days later he v/as able to tell the Secretary
for Air that the Cabinet had decided that Britain must avoid
such isolation,

delegation voted i

This did not lead to the result hoped for by the
On 8th Judy, 1932 tlie Foreign secretary

strong mcA/e" in
He also anticipated that if

Accordingly on 23rd July, the British
n favour of tire Benes Resolution, (2)

AHB nVi/34c
Polio 128

Ibid

Polio 132

Ibid

Polio 154

This resolution proposed that "The High Contracting
Pairties shall agree as betv/een themselves that all barnbardment

from the air shall be abolished subject to agreement with i.
regard to measures to be adopted for the purpose of rendering
effective the observance of tiris rule,"

The Secretary of State for Air made a vigorous protest
against the Bene^ Resolution, but on 30th September, the
Cabinet authorised the Foreign Secretary to accept it,
though they suggested that he should drav; attention to the

practical difficulties of carrying out such a proposal.
This hoY/ever the Foreign Secretary did not do.

In viev/ of the Air Ministry's conviction that the scheme
T/as impracticable they need hardly have shoTO such alarm.

CP272(32)
CAB 49(32)

AHB IIV1/34C
Polio 166

On 30th Jjinuary, 1933 the United Kingdom Delegation
suggested that an Air Ccraraittee should be set up to devise

means for the abolition of military aircraft and the control

of civil aviation, ana on 20th February, the Secretary for
Air addressed the first meeting of this committee,
pointed out that no scheme for abolition could be effective
unless there v^-as control of civil aviation.

Lord Londonderry sadd, must guarantee that civil aircraft
could not be converted to military purposes, but at the same
time it must not hamper the development of civil aviation.
Inevitably no one could thinlc of any method of achieving
this double aim, and the Air Ministry recorded, it may be
suspected vidth satisfaction, that the Government vrere in

"some difficulty" having siggested a policy
to think of any method of carrying it out,(3

International Agreement: Conclusions

He

This control.

lut being unable

Conf.D, 154

AHB.IIV1/34C
Polio 1 66

Thus the impossibility of restricting or abolishing
bombing by international agreement was demonstrated at
Geneva, Logically further efforts should have been
abandoned in 1933? Hut the "barb" had ex:cited public opinion.
There v/as a. general tendency to associate it with pre-Yrar
anarchists and to regard its use as "barbarous".

Ibid

Polio 154

(1) Presided over by Mr, BaldYdn

(2) Though according to the Air Mini.stry, this was accepted
by the Foreign Secretary without the authority of the
Cabinet.

(3) A discussion of the real motives of the Government, and
the divisions in the Cabinet in this matter are beyond

The Prime Minister howeverthe scope of this narrative,
regarded it as essential to co-operate with the U.S.A, who
supported abolition.
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Probably mainly for these rsaBons the attempt to reach an

international agreement dragged on until 1938*
however was there any prospect of success,
averting the "knock out blov/" by'this'means therefore became
remote,

one other way in v/hich this threat might be averted, or at

least delayed, 'and that was the jjossibility of the 'energy’
attacking on another front,
tion, then Britain should do nothing to divert him, nothing
to precipitate an onslaught by the Gerraan Air Force,
correct policy, on these premises, vrould be one of 'restricted
bombing, ’(1 )

At no time

The prospect of

In the absence of air parity, there remained only

If' he showed such an inclina-

Her

Policy of Restricted Bombing

. It v/as not -until the end of 1938 that the hope of an

international agreement on bombing was finally abandoned.
But that hope had for years been exceedingly faint and as early
as 195A Britain had felt compelled to seek security in
national rearmament rather than in international agreement.

By 1938, hovi^ver, the series of R. A. P. Expansion Schemes had
clearly failed to produce an effectiTO deterrent to Gerraan

aggression, Britain was farther than ever from parity with
Gerraan air striking power, and the Air Staff had been driven

to rely upon "close defence" rather than counter offence to
As the efficiency of such
"maximum immunity" from bombing

parry the "knock out blow,
defence remained to be proved,
during the initial phase of the war became more than ever

Moreover the momentous decision of November, 1'93Sdesirable,

to concentrate production upon fighters meant delaying, until

192|.1, the creation of a really effective bomber force, whose
offensive action was still regarded as an essential preliminary

Hence f ollov/ed the further momentous decision toto victory,
conserve the 1939 force, v/hose trained crews must provide the
nucleus of the 1941 force. (2)
for the untested resources of "close defence", and circum

stances favourable to the conservation of the 1939 force', the

only v/ay was to adopt a policy of restricted bombing and hope
that the enemy, at any rate so far as Britain was concerned,
would do the same, .

To secure "maximum iDimunity

Indeed the Air Staff had now come to regret their^atti
tude of the early thirties and on 1st March^ 1938 an Air Staff
memorandum had expressed a wish for an international agreement
by wrhich "air forces, while they remain valuable anciliaries

cannot in themselves be a decisi've factorto surface forces,

Spaight

in v;ar.

It is not, then, suprising to find that in the Munich
crisis, when immediate war became probable rather than possible,
a policy of severe restriction was imposed upon British
Commanders.(3) This was, however, an femergency measure.
The question was, v/hen the crisis had subsided, would this
policy be continued, and if so vdiat were its prospects of
success from the point of view of averting the "knock out
blow" and enabling the Air Staff to eonserve the 1939 Force,

of this policy during the Mimich Crisis
Only an outline of the

(1) For the gene
see Part I of this \/'ol'ui'fle,

decisions before October, 1938 is given here.

These sentences are based on conclusions reached from
Part I of this Volume,

See.Part I of this Volume "Bombing Policy in the Munich
Crisis".

(2)

(3)
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Foundations of the Restricted or *Legal' Policy

In these difficult conditions the, Air Staff made an 
'

effort to lay dcavn a domestic law of bombing in  a note of

28th September, 1938} which though it stated that there was

no recognised formula on which to base rules of air warfare,
used the three, points made by the Prime Minister in the

House of Caiimons on 21st June,'1938. These weie:-

(a) It is agcdnst international law to bomb civilians
as such and to make deliberate attacks upon civilian
population, ' ' , •

(b) Targets which are aimed at from > 'e air be legiti
mate military objectives and must be capable of
identification,

(c) Reasonable care must be taken in attacking those
■" military objectives so that by carelessness .a civilian

popiolation in the neighbourhood is not bombed.

The Air Staff note pointed out the difficulty of defining a
"legitimate military target" 'and expressed a doubt as to
whether this could ever be done. An attempt was nevertheless
made to place targets in three categories, (a) "definitely
illegitimate" under the Red Cross Convention, (b) "Unquestionably
legitimate", and (c) those targets whose legitimacy it was
then considered'impossible to determine. Thus attacks on
hospitals and civil population were "definitely forbidden"

■  (Category (a)) Y<"hile ^a.ttacks on military forces, works,
dexjots, aerodromes. Naval doclyards, and lines of communication,
the latter "in the area of land operations", vre‘re sanctioned
(Cat. B).^ , As to Cat, C, the view was that attacks on those
doubtful' targets might be undertaken later, . The note
observed that "the policy governing the choice of targets is
a matter for decision by the Government,"

This note was intended to form the basis of a "General
Instruction to R. A.F. Ccmmands", and it endeavoured to "steer
clear of contentious matters at present under discussion," ,  .

A.M. Pile
S.A6105
Enc. 6A
Ibid
Enel. 12C

Ibid

Ibid
Enel. 12A
Ibid

End. 12B
Yet as the Admiralty pointed .out on 8th November it

Ibid. Enel. 15A might have been better if the Air Staff had v/aited for a
declaration of policy from the .Government before issuing this
rather nebulous note which did little more than beg the

Ians 5 on 6th September,
Despite this unsolved

question which had been asked by
193 8 T/hat is a military target?U

A. M. Pile

S.A6239/I
problem the Prime Minister's three points had formed the
basis of, a directive issued to the A,O.C.-in-C,Bomber C'cmniand
on 15th September, 1938*

Enc. 9A

(  _ advantages ^ahd disadvantages of the Restricted Policy

Apart from the perennial difficulty of drawing up
regulations for restricted bambing, v/hat were, from the
British point of view, the advantages of persevering with^
such a policy as against the disadvantages of abandoning it?

(1) See Part.I of this Yclume,
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C.O.S. 786 The position was admirably summed up for the Chiefs of
Staff by the Joint Planning Sub-Committee in a report dated
24th October, The chief disadvantages were considered
to be ' '

The loss of deterrent value on the potential v/ar
^maker. v/hich might be exercised ly a povA3rful strilring ■

force.

1.

The loss of povror to apply "economic pressure
Gorriiany from the ;iir, which might became more important
as Gezmany became increasingly self sufficient and so
more dependent■on her home industries.

2. II
on

The loss of povror to reduce the enemy's air strength,
and so to avert the "knock out blow" by a direct method,-

On the othei- hand the advantages of restriction were:-

5.

1. The validity of sea power would tend to be restored.

2.
reduced.

The danger of a German air offensive would be

If Germany did resort to unrestricted bombing world
opinion, and particularly that of the U. S, A. , would be
"mobilised" on the British side.

The Report therefore assumed that ary limitation of
bombing'would be to the British advantage, (1)

( ) The Comparative 'Vulnerability of Germany and the
United' Ivinmdom

5.

ii

Some indication of whether Germany would be likely to
restrict her air offensive in the IVest, at least in the initial
phase of the v/ar, might be gained from a coiiparison of the
vulnerability to air attack of Germany as against Britain,

C.O.S.786
App.II to
Annex.

Germany Vvdth her land frontiers, and her programme of
e-ver increasing self sufficiency v;ould not be vulnerable to
air attack on her sea trade, though she could not entirely
dispense'with this. On the other hand as her self
sufficiency tended to make her immune under this head, it
made her correspondingly more vulnerable to an industrial
attack, particularly in a long war, Ptirthermore' German
production v/as thought to depend to a large extent upon-the
uninterrupted activity of a single industrial district -

that of the RuJir - Rhineland - Saar", It was estimated that
80fo of the total output of coal, coke and steel, came from
here, and the "operative area" in the Rulir was approximately
the same size as Greater London,

!t

i . •

Great Britain was conparatively less vulnerable as far
as industry was concerned. There -vvere districts v/here heavy
damage might "gravely reduce" output, but industry was on the
whole much less concentrated than in Germany, On the other
hand Britain was dependent "for her very existence" upon sea
trade and was, under this head, much more vulnerable than
Germans', Also it was stated -that no other country had a
target comparable to London in "importance and vulnerability"
The .destruction of London, it was expected, vrould throv/

Ibid

■  (1) It should be pointed out that the hope of reaching an
international agreement on bombing was still entertained
when this report was written.
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British trade and production (and a large part of world
trade) "out of gear".

Even assuming that the tv/o countries could have
mustered striking forces of equal strength Britain would
still he the more vulnerable,

smaller air force was in eminently the more dangerous
position.

In fact Britain v/ith her much

It therefore appeared that the Air Staff had no
alternative to the policy of restriction which had been
adopted during the Munich Crisis,

(c) _Continuing Possibility of a "Gloves on" Period
in the Y/'est

A.H.B.IIAIA The possibility of Germany launching a full scale air
offensive in the Vfest at the outset of a war was in the mind

of the Air Ministry when they compiled their appreciation on
W.A, 5b in March, 1939.

On the whole, however, it seemed more likely that the
initial German attack would be directed eastwards, and
accordingly that there wotdd be a period of lull in the West,
during Virhich, provided the Allies bonbed only military
targets, Germany v/ould probably keep "the gloves on" as far
as Britain and Erance were concerned. This v/as the
conception v/hich had governed bombing policy during the Munich
Crisis, and it was this same conception which continued to
govern it in the period under review,

This then was the cardinal point in the Air Staff's
bombing policy, Britain had the vrealcer Striking Force,
but had long range plans for the "big bombers’. She vn.shed
to conserve the 1939 force, so that from it there could, in
the years to ccrae, be built up what v/as hoped would produce
a war v/lnning bomber command. In the meantime Bomber

Command could not fulfil the war winning role v/hich
Lord Trenchard had hoped for, nor could it fulfil the defeat
averting role to which Mr. Baldwin had alluded in 1934.( v
The averting of defeat was to be left increasingly to Fighter
Command, yri.th .the consequence that the efficiency of Bomber
Command had to be fiirther delayed,
it seemed gratuitous folly that Britain should provoke an
air attack v/hich she could, in the last resort, neither
prevent nor coimter.

It was this consideration which drove the Air Staff to

a policy of extreme caution in the formulation of bombing
policy. That this was not a policy of surrender, as will
scmetinaes appear to be the case, is shovm. by the continuance
of the policy of building up a big bomber force eventually to
be composed of Stirlings,Manchesters (Lancasters) and
Halifaxes, and by the preparation of various YLA. Plans which
could not possibly be operated in a period of restricted,,
bombing.

In these circumstances

(1) "It is quite true that the bomber will always get through
if there is theany defence you can visualise to-day

possibility of retaliation at once, that again reduces
the danger".

• • • t

(Mt, Baldv/in in the House of Commons 8th March, 19A)»
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Preparation and Issue of Instructions on' Bombing Policy

( Rules to be otiserved in the R.A.P. in War

By 19th May, 1939 the Air Ministry was discussing with
the Admiralty draft instructions on rules to he observed by
the R.A.P, in V/ar, though at that date the draft had not

"gone through the mill" at the Air Ministry,
16th June, hoTOver, the draft, provisionally approved by the
Admiralty, was sent to Sir William Malkin who on the following
day informed Plans 5 that he thought the instructions
"excellent" .and that he had made only a few amendments.(.1 7

On 14th August, 1939 The Admiralty made further amend
ments which tended to strengthen the validity of the Hague

Rules, and suggested that it should be made clear that even

a legitimate military target shoirld not be aimed at unless
there was a ."reasonable expectation" that no incidental
damage to non military objects v^ould be caused.
Air Ministry having accepted most of these suggestions put
the draft instructions into their final form on 1?th August,

These vrere issued on 22nd August, 1939.

These instructions began by asserting that every
government was responsible for ensuring that war operations
were conducted in accordance with international law.
Occasions might hov/ever arise vdien commanders or captains of
aircraft would have to decide for themselves on the spot,
what action they would take. Such a situation had indeed
Toeon envisaged iDy the G*"-in—C* Banibei* ConaiiaiTdj vyhen he raised
the whole q^stion of alternative targets on 6th July, 1939.

On the

The

1939.

A.M. Pile

S.46105
End. 20A

Ibid

End, 1 6A

Ibid

End, 21A

Ibid

End, 29A

Ibid

End, 3OA

Ibid

Enlc. 33A

Ibid

End, 3OA

s. 46239
End. 20A

A.M. Pile

s. 46105
End. 30A

The instructions now prepared v/ere intended to be a
In the first place it v/as

firm interhationd agrcement on
gtdde for such circumstances,
admitted that there v;as no j;

A "considerable measure of guidance" v;as howeverpolicy,
taken from the Hague Rules, and for the rest "generally
accepted principles" v/ere adopted as the basis of the^
instructions. The second paragraph of the introduction
cryptically stated that where no guidance was afforded,
conduct was to be governed "by the laws of war and neutrality
... in virtue of the custom and practice of intemdional law
*and the various declarations and conventions to which
H.M, Goverrmient are party".

As far as bombing v/as concerned the Prime Minister's three

points were quoted as the basis of policy, ̂ d very little
added to what had already been said in the Air Staff Note

of 28th September, 1938.

(b) The Instructions Governing Naval and. Air Bambeirdment

Meanwhile however an exchange between the Admiralty and

the C.-in-C. Mediterranean had "alarmed" the Deputy Director
of Plans at the Air Ministry.

On 14th July the C.-in-C. Mediterranean' had informed the
Admiralty that he had plans to bombard military objectives
in Libyan ports in conjunction with the R. A.P. and that he
was preparing similar plans for Sicily,. He empha,sised the
importance of operating these plans immediately on the
outbreak of war so that he would gain the initiative.

was

A.M. Pile

s. 46239/1,
Encl.24A

Ibid

Enel,23c

. was the legal adviser to the
He was killed in an air crash v/hen

(1) Sir Y/illiam Malkin
Foreign Office, ^
returning from the San Francisco Conference in 1945.
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He asked for definite instructions regarding the hcmbardnient
of shore targets which might incidentally involve civilian
casualties, and he interpreted the C.O. S European Apprecia
tion for 1959/^0 as sanotioning the ‘barabardment of defended
port s,

to operate his plans if the enemy hcmbed Malta and caused
civilian casualties,

dislike thus surrendering initiative to the eneray this
proposal seems to he the only reasonable alternative".
He concluded that if bombardment at the outset was ruled out,
fleet operations vd 11 be "veiy tame affairs".

He suggested that in any event he sho-uld be allowed

The C,-in-C, continued "much as I

Ibid

Enel, 23B
The Adriiiralty replied on 29th July enclosing a copy of

the most recent statement of government policy which they
had communicated to the C,-inr-G, Mediterranean on
17th July, 1936.

This statement was to the effect that in war the three

services were to avoid the initiative in bombing civilians,
that if the Italians bombed only military objectives, British
forces should do the same,

began a policy of unrestricted bombing there was to be no
retaliation until orders had been received from London,

fan as air bombardment was concerned Arts, 21-25 of the

Hague Rules were quoted as the guide.

The Adrrdralty reply to the G,-in-C, Mediterranean on
29th July, 1939 emphasized that the 1936 instruction did not

preclude an offensive against military objectives,
stated that the Hague Gonvention No, IX authorised the .

bombardment of defended towns and military objectives in

uiidefended tovms by warships, but the Admiralty now inserted

the proviso that an attack on military targets must be ruled

out if thei-e was any doubt about identification, or
incidental risk to civilians,

and the Admiralty had not consulted the Air Ministry before

sending this reply, the G,-in-C, was informed that the

follovilng \rere military objectives:-

Even if however the Italians

As

It also

Pending further discussion,

Ibid

End, 23E

Ibid

Enel,23B.

1. Military and Naval and Air Forces,

Goast Defences vrorks.2.

Naval and Military and Air Establishments,3.

4. Military communications and military trains.

Miarves etc. in commercial harbours being used
for military purposes.
5.

Factories not forming military establislrments were not to be
attacked,
consideration.

Tile question of oil v/as said to be under

A. M.file

S.46239/1,
End, 2)+k

The Deputy Director of Plans thought this "tentative"
reply contained "some very dangerous possibilities", and once
again emphasized the importance of securing the approval of
the U. S. A. He thought it important that Britain should

This view met"not start on the wrong foot in this matter,
with the approval of the G.iuS, \rho on Ath August wrote to
the O.N. S. suggesting, that the whole question of bombing
policy should be dealt with by a committee of the three
services vifith Sir William Malkin in the chair. Again he

Ibid

End, 25A

emphasized the importance of securing American approval,
and it was for this reason that he claimed that restrictions

must be more severe than in the letter sent by the Admiralty
to the G.-in-C, Mediterranean,

the necessity of having one policy for all theatres.
The C,A.S. also pointed out
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It might have been embarraBsing if while British Poroos hold
their hand in Vfestem Europe, they T/-ere killing civilians in
Taranto and Tobruk, even if Malta had been bombed by the oneny.

The C. A.S. suggested that C,-in-Gs ,abroad must be given
clear instructions from London even though this might entail
a regrettable , loss of initiative,

these instructions for the consideration of the Admiralty,
He enclosed a draft of

Finally the C.A.S. raised the question of the French
The French C,~in-C, Mediterranean v/as reportedattitude,

as having told the British G.-in-C. Mediterranean, that the
French Y/ould be bound only by the restrictions of the Treaty
of London, Apparently this statement was corrected by the
French Admiralty but, as the C. A. S. pointed out, it shov/ed
that the French Comraanders abroad had not received clear
instructions.

Foreign Office,
He therefore took this matter up with the

Since the Foreign Office informed the Admiralty on
9th August that Lord Halifajc v/as in general agreement vd.th
the cemmunioations the Admiralty had sent to the C,-in-C,
Mo dit er rane an. The intervention of the G.AiS. was timely

Ibid

End. 36A
from

the point of view of a caramon attitude between the two

services on bombing policy.

His intervention was also successful, for on ^th August
before going on leave he was able to record that the C.N. S.

was in agreement v/ith his proposal to set up an inter-service
coraniittoe uinder Sir 'ililliara Malkin to examine the whole

Ibid

Min, 26

Accordingly on 9th August the D. D. Plans infoamiedsituation.

Sir Alexander Oadogan of this decision and asked that
Sir Vi'iHiam Malkin should be the chairman of a committee

consisting of the Joint Planning Sul>-Gamraittee at which
instructions to be sent to Commanders abroad might be prepared
for submission to the Cabinet, Sir Alexander Gadogan acceded

Ibid

Enel. 27A

Ibid

End, 3OA
Ibid

End. 28A

and 29A

Meanv/hile the D.D. Plans hadto this request the next day,
sent Sir William Malkin copies of the two instractions sent

to Commanders during the Mimich Crisis, and the Air Ministry
Draft of the Instructions now proposed.

9
On 11th August this committee met and issued a report

which was circulated.for ministerial approval on the following
day.

C.O.S.959

The report came to grips With the whole problem of
bombing policy, and relations vmth potential allies on this

subject.
It stated that agreement had been reached v/ith the French on

a policy to bomb purely military objectives in the narrovrest
sense of the word at the outset, and to avoid inflicting
civilian casualties.

It is therefore v/orth examining in seme detail.
Ibid

End, to

Appendix

The various courses of action open to ‘allied* air
forces at the outset had been exajnined "on broad lines" in a

report by the Chiefs of Staff on the attitude of Italy in ^
War, and the problem of Anglo-French support for Poland,
assuming that Germany stood on the defensive in the West,
No definite recommendation was then made, but the fact
remained that bombardment poliqy must be decided by the

highest authority, and be in accord vmth definite rules.
In particular large numbers of civilians must not be bombed
or the good opinion of neutral countries, and "notably the
U. S. A. " vrould be forfeited.

(1) See C.O.S. 939.
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G,0.S. 959 had suggested that discussions with the
Ercnch might lead to decisions on courses of action,
also important that Poland should ho consulted, and that she
should not follow an independent policy which might provoke
the Gormans to make an unrestricted a3.r attack on the United

It was hcfwever equally important that British

It was

Kingdom.

Ibid

Commanders should ha\'o precise instructions from London
regarding the restrictions of homhing, and that they should
adhere to them at all times. This would not mean that the

government vrere permanently committed to a policy of restricted
bombing, hut it would ensure that caomanders vfould not

comrromise the govemraent at the outset, in the way, for

instance, that the C.A.S. had indicated the French C.-in-C.
Ilediterranean night have compromised the French Government,

The repoi-t stated that arrry homhardment was not in
question hut that the draft instructions, which were attached
to the rex?ort, should he sent to all C.-in-Gs, General
Officers and Air Officers, Approval was s ought:-

Ihid

instructions to all commandersTo telegraph the
at hmo and abroad.'
1.

That the U.K. delegation to the An^lo-French staff
talks should ask the French to inform their commanders.
2.

That the Dominions office should inform the
Dominions of the instructions.

That the'Governor'(sic) of India should inform
all Indian coramanders.

3.

5. That the Foreign office shbuld instruct the
iVmhassadors in Ankara and Warsav/ to persuade the
Turkish and Polish governments to instruct their
coraraanders sijmilarly.

That the British delegation to Russia should
seek.to secure Russian adhesion.
o.

The rejrort concluded with a warning that in the approach
to France, Poland and Turkey, purely legal questions might

It was hoped these could he avoided by emphasizingarise,

that the instructions were purely temporary.
D.C.0.3.16a
Annex to

End,

The draft instructions attached to the report, prepared
by the Joint Planning Sub-Committee under the chairmanship of
Sir William lidkin, and based on the Air Ministry draft which
the C.A.S. had sent to the G.N. S. on 4th August divided the

opening period of the war into three phases.

During Stage 1 only enemy warships, troop transports,
land arid air forces were to be bombed, and even these only
when there were no civilians in the neighbourhood,

Durrln^; Stage 2 objectives of a
as agreed mth the French could be bombed,
include Naval, Aray and Air Force establislmients. It was

hoped that the Stage 2 prograjmne would avoid all danger of

the opinion being formed that indiscriminate bombing had
been resorted to, as the restrictions v/ould remain more

severe than those required by international law. Stage 2

was to supersede Stage 1 on the code word "Malkin",

During Stage 3 the restrictions were to be based upon
the Hague Convention IX of 190? for the Navy, and the Hague
Rules 192^25 for the air forue.

purely military nature
These would
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A.M, file

S.L-6239/1
Enel. 49B

On I8th August the Foreign Office informed the Secretary
of the Comraittee of Imperiad Defence that Lord Halifax
"somewhat pertiurbed" by the report of the J.P.G.
the effects on allies if bonibing v;as confined to
ships# troop transports, land and adr forces",
was surprised that aerodraiies ■i^’ere not included

was

He feared
"eneny v^ar-
Lord Halifax

as a means

of reducing the scale of the German air attack on our allies.
In view of the fact that the Air Staff had been thinking
aboi^t the effect of Gernan bombing ever since they had
envisaged a war with Germapy, and in view of the results of
their investigations into the possibility of attacking
aerodromes v/hich are dealt v/ith elsewhere, their reception of
this comment can easily be imagined.

A.M. file

s.46239/1
Enel. 38A

All the same since Stage 1 was originally included to
meet the eiqjected viev/s of the Foreign Office, Lord Halifa:>c's
comments simplifier], rather than complicated the problem
before the Chiefs of Staff,
accordingly eliminated an.d after some last moi^ient objections
by the Deputy Chief of Naval Staff had been met, the instruc
tions v/ero issued to air force commanders under cover of a
letter on 22nd August,

On 21st August Stage 1 was

A,M. Letter
S.46239/S6
22 August 39

S.461 05
End. 87A

These instructions were not cancelled until the
4th June, 1940,

A. lx. Letter

S.46239/S6
22 August 39

The covering letter explained that the instructions v/ere
more severe in their restrictions than the Hague Rules, but
went on to point out that they might "well have to be modified'
if the, enemy resorted to indiscriminate bombing,
disadvantages consequent upon the loss of initiative were
thought to be outv/eighed by the advantages of gaining neutral
sympathy,
permanent policy,
to all, do™ to Squadron Commanders,

The

Also it v/as again emphasized that this was not a
The instructions vrere to be communicated

C.O.S.96I ParagraiDli 8 of the instructi.ons gave the list of
targets v.hich miglit be attacked during the i^eriod of restricted
bombing. These were:-

(a) Havd Forces, Naval Ships, dockyards, barracks
manned by military personnel,

(b) Ariy units, fortifications, coast defence v/orks,
camps, barracks, billets, depots, du;:iijs, and establish
ments manned by military personnel,

(c) Air Units, military aerodrome
units, boxab stores and ostablisluwents manned by air
personnel,

(d) Troop transports at sea and in harbour, roads,
canals and railways used as military communications,
nulitary Poad. and inland waterway transport,

(e) ILilitary, naval, and air force stores, but NOT
factories.

depots, storage

(f) Military'/, naval and air force fuel installations and
drunps, but NOT Hulk stocks of fuel.

Commanders v/ere urged to use their 0™ discretion where
necessary, and to obey the "spirit" rather than the "letter"
of the instructions,
a risk of causing civilian casualties.

The test was to be v/hether there was
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Thus -at the eleventh hour a fonnal bombing policy .for
the war which was about to start had been laid dovm for the

guidance of the Commanders,
contained little or nothing v;hich might not have been said
in September, 1938,
bombing policy miderwent no significant change during the

last year of peace.

The text of the instructions

It can therefore be asserted that

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the instruction
22nd Aug"ust viras that they constituted the achievement of a

imited policy among the allies.

A.M, file

s. 46239/1
Enel, 53c

On 23rd August the Foreign Office sent telegrams to
Sir H, Kennard in ITarsaw, Sir Eric Phipps in Paris, and also

to Sir Hughe Knatchbull Hugesson in Ankara, giving the terms

of the instructions, .and asking them to obtain the concurrence
of the governments to v/hich tiiey were accredited.

Ibid

End, 53B
Ibid

End, 54B

On 27th August Sir K. ICermard telegraphed "Polish
Government Agree" and on the same day Sir Eric Phipps informed
the Foreign Office of French agreement.

Appeal of the President of the U. S. A,

Ibid Sir Eric Phipp's message of 27th August also contained
information, which had reached the French, that the President

of the U, S.A, was considering making an appeal to the

prospective belligerent povrers not to resort to indiscriminate
bombing,
declaration on the subject should be made or at least that

an ansTOr should be ready.
French draft of such a declaration to Londom,

The French thought that a Joint Anglo-French

Sir Eric Phipps forwarded a

On 1 st September the expected appeal by the President
of the U. S. A. was made,

bombing of civilians in wars of the past few years had maimed
and killed thousands of women and children, and had "profoundly
shocked the conscience of huiiianity".
continued, "hundreds of thousands" of innocents would die if

the major ]powers nov; resorted to this ruthless bombing.
President Roosevelt then appealed to every government
engaged in v/ar, "publicly to affirm" that it would not bomb
civilians or unfortified towns upon the understanding that

the saiae rules re re observed by their opponents,
requested "an immediate reply",

The following day brought to light the Joint Anglo-
French declaration, which affirmed an intention "to spare the
civilian population
achievement".

The German Government stated that it too welcomed the

appeal of the President of the U, S. A, and said that orders

had been given that military objectives only were to be bombed.
The German Government hov/ever accused the British Government

of dishonouring her vrord by the way in wrhich she was by then
enforcing a blockade,(l)
making open tovms. the focal point of their operations, and

of using poison gas.

It stated that the "ruthless

The President

He

and to preserve the "monuments of human

It also accused the Poles of

Bomber Narr

A,H.B. Vol.n

App. A.

C.I.D.

374th Mtg.
Annex,

Baober Narrative

AHB Vol.II

App. A4

Thus, if it v/as necessary, the futility of declarations
However, the British and thewas clearly demonstrated,

French had been given the opportunity of malcing  a public
declaration of a policy, which as has been seen, they

(1) The war had, by this time, begun.
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clearly intended to follow during at least the initial phase
of the war', and if possible, until the halance of air povror
had swung sufficiently in their favour to make an all out attack
on German industry and morale possible and expedient.

Resti-ictod Bombing Policy: Conclusions

As hopes of an international agreement receded the
necessity for Britain to prepare her ovm policy had become

In this respect the Munich Crisis had found the
In the succeeding months a

apparent.
Air Staff semev/hat unprepared,
precise set of instructions was worked out and a fevir \reeks

before the war began instructions w^ere sent to cariiraanders
home and abroad. British diplomacy was enlisted to secure

The resultthe acceptance of these principles by the allies,
of the instructions of 22nd August, 1939 was, in effect, to

prohibit the effecti-'/e use of Bomber Command,

The object

Pirstlj?' to avert the "knock out blov/", and
All the same whether

This vra.s a grave and a historic decision,
was twofold,

secondly to consean/e the 1939 force,
this policy would, in the event, avert a German unrestricted
air attack and so enable the Air Staff to conserve the 1939

force remained a doubtful point,
in the policy itself to guarantee it.
conclusion therefore is that the real explanation of this

policy was Britain's lack of material means to launch a

"knock out blow" against Germany. . This meant that if the
Germans did attack in the Yfest the counter attack in the air

would have been delayed and ineffective,
in the, German tendency to look eastward,
was that very tendency v/hich provoked, almost inevitably, a

challenge to the whole policy of restricted bombing.

There was certainly nothi

The real hope lay
Nevertheless, it

ng
The inescapable

The Challenge to British Bombing Policy

The Influence of France

Some reference has been made to the iripiortance which was

attached to securing a common 'allied' bombing policy,
the logical result of the successful effort to secure a

for that would

This

was

common policy for the three British services,
be of little avail if the French, for instance, embarked upon

Retaliatory bombs would bean independent air offensive,
■ just as likely to fall on London as Paris,

Ca) Dotibts about French intentions

On 9th September, 1938 the Chief of Air Staff in a
minute addressed to the Secretary of State for Air expressed
his apprehension about, and ignorance of, French plans,
suggested that Britain coild not be the first to "take the

glovws off", and vrent on to say "I am rather apprehensive
about what-the French plans may be, and am raising vath

the Chiefs of Staff the question of whether the time has not
come to find out v/hat their plans are". This was the
prelude to the Staff Conversations which had been so firmly
resisted by the Cabinet(0. and the Chiefs of Staff up to

The real doubt was whether the French would challenge
There is plenty of evidence

He

novf.

the restricted bombing policy,

A.M.file

S. 46 239/1
Min.2

that the British approached these conversations determined to

For fuller(l) With the notable exception of Mr. Eden,
particulars of this question see Mr. Churchill's War

(The Gathering Storm.)memoirs.
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adhere to it, (1) and if necessary to bring the French into
line with it,

restricted bombing was native, and not inspired by Paris,

(b) The doubts resolved,. The Anglo French Staff Talks

SEG

This is evidence that'the British policy

P^T

of

This anxiety about French intentions was howevermi^laoed,
A militant bombing poliqy was as far from the French as the

.  British mind. There was accordingly no difficulty in

reaching agreement on the principle of bombing only "mdlitary
objectives in,the narrowest sense of the word", at any rate
during the initial phase of, the war. In the second phase
of the war however, in which it was planned that Italy shoTold
be eliminated, an air attack on German industry was envisaged.

During the second stage of the conversations (between
April 24th and 3rd May, 1939) this policy was developed in
somewhat greater-detail.

A.H.B.

Narrative

The Campaign
in- France and

the Low

Countries.

The British.delegation offered four documents which they
Theseconsidered woijld provide the necessary guidance.

were: -

1. ART 24 of .the Hague Rules which prohibited the
bombing of cities and villages not in the immediate ■

vicinity of the fighting, and also prohibited the
bombing of military objectives if. .this involved an
incidental risk to civilians in the neighbourhood.

2,- A Foreign Office Telegram to Tokyo of
17th August, 1.938 which stated that when bombing military
objectives there must be a reasonable assurance that

the bombs will hit only the target,

3, Mr, Chamberlain's Three Rules which have been

quoted above- qualified by Mr. Chamberlain's own
words "But it is obvious that when you come to put
them (the Tliree Rules) into practice they give rise
to considerable difficulties."

-  4. The Report of the J.P.C. (October, 1938) "Most of
a country's industry and a great part of the population
must be regarded as the armament industry of modem war".

The logical conclusion' to be drawn from these docimients

was that Ihere can be no distinction between military and non
military targets, or'rather-that in modem war all targets
are military. The French and the British had however no
difficulty in agreeing that the final selection of targets
must be a matter of expediency. In the meantime neither
had any doubt that it vrould be inexpedient to bomb any but
military targets in the "narrowest sense of the word",

^ The French ;influence. merely confirmed British Policy,
(1) E.G. The attitude of the C.A.S. -quoted above. ,  Also

the comments of the D.'D. Plans on W.A.14 on
17th' September, 1938 - see A,M. file ..S.4665O/I Enel. 3A
Further confirmation of this view, is provided by the
discussions ,v/hich took place in connection with plans
to check the advance of the German army, and the British
conviction, not actively shared by the French, that the
initial German.attack would be eastwards. See Chapter 7
of this narrative. ■In this connection the indication. -
is that as regards air warfare the French were more
militant, if less practical than the British. See also
Sol 132 Enel. % - A Plans memorandum of 26th April, 1939
clearly demonstrating the British intention to adhere to
a policy of restricted bombing.
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WTieeler -

Bennet

Munich:

Prologue to
a Traged^y,

The Implications of tho Polish Guarantee

On 31st March, 1939 the British Government guaranteed
Poland and thus placed the decision as to their declaration
of war in the hands of a state ruled by an incompetent and
purblind oligarchy,• • •

In the follomng month the conscription bill passed
through all stages in. parliaa^ient,

Por tho first time for many months Hr« Churchill and
Mr, Charaberlain argued the same case on the floor of the
House of Commons, These tvro major decisions vrorc indeed
charged by subsequent events vd.th profound significance.
As it was, war vath Genncny drew appreciably nearer.
Ultiriiately it rras now -virtually ine-vitable, YvHat effect
then did the Polish guai’m^tee have on British bombing policy?
It is essential to examine the ansv/er to this question in
detail, for it tested to the full the policy of restricted
bombing and provided the greatest challenge to the maintenance
of that policy y/hich anything short o.f an all out attack on
Britain by Gerraan bombers could have done.

On 28th March, 1939 the Minister for the Co-ordination
of Defence called for a report "as a matter of great urgency"
on the implications of a military guarantee to Poland and
Rmania which was due to be discussed by the Cabinet on the
follavdng day. It is to be presumed that Lord Chatfield
had ascerbained the views of the Chiefs of Staff before he
reported to the Cabinet on 29th March,

It was not however till 3rd April that the Chiefs of
Staff report on this subject was produced in a final form.
The Chiefs of Staff observed that if all four pov'i/ers could
be assumed to have accepted identical obligations the issue
of peace and war had been "surrendered,., to the action of

other governments over -whom we have no control, at a time
when our defence pjrogramine is far from complete." Ha-ving
accorded this cool reception to the guartmtee the Chiefs of
Staff proceeded to explain that their report v/ould deal only
v/ith the situs.tion as it was changed by the guarantee from
what they had already examined in Paper D,P.(p) 2^, in so
far as the air aspect was concerned it was the viev; of the
Chiefs of Staff that much would depend upon whether Germany
stood on the defensive in the West until she was victorious

in the East, or, on the other hand, la-unched a simultaneous
offensive on both fronts. They considered that Poland had

a "reasonably efficient air force" which included thirty long
range bombers, two hundred Bomber reconnaissance aircraft -vd.th

a four hundred miles radius of action and each capable of
lifting 1 500 lbs. of bombs.

0.0.S.870

■  C.O.S.872

They therefore calculated that Germany \70uld not be able

to afford to ignore the Polish air force, but they vrere

realistic enough to add that any Polish air offensive would

be short lived unless the Russians afforded help in the same
way as they had alone for Republican Spain during the Civil

All tho same they estimated that Germany Virould have to

keep 2C^ of her first line fighter strength on the Eastern
front,
seme of the German Bomber Force,

v/as thought unlikely that Germany would have seriously to
reduce the scale of attack on Britain, unless she v/as
concentrating at full pressure on the eastern front,
Germany’s air defence system would, how'ever, have to be more
■vd.dely dispersed,
effect of the gijaran-tee on the military situation which was
regarded as of much greater significance, the Chiefs of Staff

war.

Thej’- could not say'''^ther Poland would also contain
On the whole however it

After more detailed examination of the.
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concludfid that "neither Great Britain nor Prance could afford.

Poland and Rimiania direct support by sea, on land or in the
air to help them to resist a German invasion".

Somev/hat optiraistically the Chiefs of Staff assumed
that even a defeated Poland v/ould absorb almost as many
German troops as had been requined to achieve the conquest.
The Cliiefs of Staff’ therefore stated that they regarded the
"ultimate issued with confidence",

(a) The Hemoraaidum for the British Delegation to the Polish
Staff Conversations.

Ibid

C.0.S.872 The Chiefs of Staff resisted the idea of any staff
conversations between Poland and Britain, Indeed they seem
to have had an almost superstitious dislike of staff
conferences, which in the oircurastances can be readily
appreciated. They had hovYCver reported that it would be
necessary to co-ordinate plans with Poland, but had hoped
that adl the negotiations might be left to the French.

C.0.S.883 Before the Chiefs of Staff would consent to any direct
staff conversations with Poland, even at attache level, it
was nocessary for the Foreign Office to press them,
18th April a Foreign Office letter, which was considered
the folloving day by the Chiefs of Staff,(0 stated that it
was 'hiot at all sure that the Poles vd.ll be satisfied vd.th

this" (i.e. leaving all staff conversations vith them to the
French) as they "attach very great importance to their new
relations with us and will we feel sure, wish to establish
direct contact between their General Staff and ours, for

reasons of national pride if 'nothing else".

On

Under instructions from the Chiefs of StaiffCs) the
Joint Planning Sub Cemraittee. on 15th May issued  a report
covering a draft memorandum which they had drawn up for

the Chiefs of Staff approval,
British delegation to the iuiglo Polish Staff conversations,
now/ avoidable no longer.

This was to be handed to th

C.O.S.903(JP)

e

The Joint Planning Sub Committee report indicated that
the question of informing Poland of British plans was
somewhett difficult in view of the apparent lack of security
consciousness in that country.

The representative of the E,A,F, at the talks vras to

be the Attache (Wing Commander, subsequently Group Captain
A.P, Davidson) and the head of the mission was to be
Lieut. Colonel (subsequently Brigadier) S. H. Clayton, (3)
It was expected that the conversations v/ould concentrate
mainly on the land war, that there vrould be less discussion
of the air war, and practically none on Naval topics.

The Draft memorandum for the guidanoe of the British
Delegation opened v/ith a summary of the British undertakings
to Poland,

(l) At the 290th meeting of the C. 0. S.

(2) Result of.C.O, S. 292nd meeting Min, 6,

(3) Lt, Col, Clayton was on the retired list - but had
experierie'e'' of service in Poland, ,
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C.P.83(39) Ae the result of a meeting "between the Polish Poreio-n
Minister and the British Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary
the follo\Ting conclusions had been reached:-

If Germany attacked Poland, Britain vrould
come to the help of Poland",

If Germany exerted economic pressure on Poland,
Britain would support Polish resistance, and if Poland
\ras thus forced to undertake resistance (by force)
Britain virould "at once come to the assistance

Poland gave reciprocal guarantees to Britain,

the air war, the delegation v/ere to use their
preponderence

It was not thought vri.se
expansion programme, but

to sa;3^ that aircraft production
equaled six hundred per month ( 50;:; reserves) and that by
April, 19h0 the E. A.P. would be able to mobilise eight hundred
bombers.

1. at once

2.

of Poland",

3.

As regards

discretion as to how much they said about the
of German Bombers over British,
to give any details of the E.A.P.
if pressed the delegation wa.s

The delegation was to explain that nothing could be
afforded except indirect support to Poland,
Poland to say what she v/anted.

Poland, though doubtless disappointed seems to have
accepted the fact that Britain and Prance vrere either unable
or unwilling to make any con-'ri.ncing' contribution in the way
of direct support to their operations. They therefore
confined themselves to asking for supplies of v/ar materials
and financial aid,

(b) The Report of the British Delegations

In a report dated 12th June, 1939 the British delegation
vdiich had recently returned from Poland gave an account of
the conversations held on 23~25th and the 30th May.

Poland was apparently mvri.lling to accept direct Russian
support, but hoped to get.war materials from her ex-enemy.
Their strategic concept agreed with the British and they
expected the initial German attack to be launched against
them while the Geimans stood on the defensive in the West,

The Poles had coiiie into possession of a copy of  a recent
German secret publication "Luftkrtegsfiihrung" which indicated
that the Germans intended to attack the follov/ing targets
from the air:-

and to invite

C. 0.3.91 7

C.0.3.927
End,

1. Air Force and ground establishments

Vital points on lines of communication2,

3. Industrial Establishments, especiaJLly those
supplying armies.

The Poles did not think that the Germans would allov/ any
consideration of civilian casualties to interfere with the

attack on those targets.

The delegation realised that the Polish air force v/ould

be incapable of any serious air offensive against Germany as
most of it would be required for army co-operation,
Poles had asked whether the E,il.F. would undertake an air

offensive to delay the Gprman advance, but the view of the
British delegation was that this would not be worth the risk

The

Ibid

Annex "VII
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involved, (German concentrations in Poland would have been
650 miles from England) and they recommended that the only-
help to Poland that could be afforded vras the operation of
the normal Yfestem Plan, and financial aJ.d,

(c) Challenge to Policy of Restricted Bombing

Yet e-ven if no direct support to Poland could be
afforded a revision of boEibing policy could be considered and

perhaps a -svlder air offensi-ve against Germany undertaken from
the outset,

Germans were preparing to bomb Polish industry from the air
(see above) and this would seem to sa-ve the allies from the
position of being the .first to take the "gloves off".

There -was already reasonable evidence that the

C.0.S.9^0(JP) Britain had been urging Poland to consider attack from
This seemedthe air upon German oil reserves at Stettin,

, to.indicate that the British ivere thinking of initiating the

oil plan, -v/hich woirld certainly call for the abandonment of

the policy of restriction,
vrere at the same time bcsi’ng urged to adhere to the policy
agreed between the British and Prench to bomb only military
objecti-ves in the narro-west sense of the Y/ord,

On the other hand the Poles

G.O.S.905 Certainly the Chiefs of Staff had second thoughts about
bombing policy and also about their original attitude to the

question of support for Poland,

In a bluntly worded memorandum of 3^:^ June they stated
that they vrere not satisfied that the "twro-front
going to be adequately exploited,
Gerrminy launched an initial offensive in the East she would

ha-ve to leave only thirty to thirty fi-ve di-visions in the
Yfest,

war was

They estimated that if

The Chiefs of Staff thought something should be
done to compel her to leave more,
pointed out, Germany had been compelled to vd-thdraw divisions
v/hich she needed on the Yfestem Front to reinforce her

In the 1914 Y/ar they

position on the Russian front,

Tannenberg - b'>it lost the v/ar",
historic comparison v/as obvious.

"She TYon a battle -

The inference of this

The Cliiefs of Staff continued that, as the Prench had

failed to prod'ace ary plans for a land offensi-ve Y/hich would

iBeet the case, it Y/ould be necessary to re-examine bombing
policy to find out if anything could be done from the air to

prevent the defeat of Poland,

"We should find difficulty in justifying inaction in the air

against Gcmajiy Y/hile Poland was being o-verrun, e-ven though
the alternative to taking such action against such military
targets might -well lead to indiscriminate air attacks by
Germany on us".

"In our -view" they said

The Chiefs of Staff thought that this matter was so

urgent that they re,^arfed it as their duty to bring it
before the Cabinet,0)

G.0.S.938(Yrp) On 22nd dime the Committee of Imperial Defence gave
some attention to this crucial memorandum, v/hich v/as the

most outspoken challenge to the policy of restricted bombing
v/hich had come from a hi^ le-vel source since the initiation

of tliat policy, • The 0.1.D, reached the following conclusions,
which in themselves indicated that the challenge was not

going to be taken seriously:-

(-1 ) The G, I, D, considered this memorandum at their
360th meeting, . . .
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That the follovdng questions should he examined:

The strategical effect of Italy remaining
neutral at the outset,

(2) If she did, should steps he taken to compel
her to declare her position?

(3) If Italy was allied to Geimany:

■What effect would an iimiediate offensive

against Italy have upon

(a) Relieving Poland?

(h) The British position in the Par East?

To re-examine the memorandm (C.O.S, 905) in the light
of the conclusions reached.

K

(1 j

B.

o.o,s.958(op) On Y’th July the Joint Planning Suh OonmiLttee submitted
he pointsa report for the Chiefs of Staff approval o

raised hy the Committee of Imperial Defence,.

This report was of major importance. The C,I,D. had .
clearly received the C, 0,S, memorandum of 3rd June with little
enthusiasm. The question nm was would the C.O.S, stand
their ground? If they did so, major alterations in homhing
policy T/ould have to he made. If not, then Germany would
not he confronted v/ith a second Tannenherg situation.

The report reached the conclusion that it was a British
advantage that Italy should remain neutral, hut if she did
not an immediate offensive against her would do little to
interfere vd.th the German invasion of Poland unless it could
immediately render Italy liable to capitulation in which case
Germany nu.ght draw off frcm Poland,
resolved itself,
alone, and on land it was only the French who coiild do
anything, and it was "manifestly impossible to count upon
important results from action on land in the early stages".
In the air "little or no immediate pressure" could he exerted
unless v/ar industry was attacked with "repercussions" similar
to those mentioned in G, 0. S, 905.
fore ansvrerod,
pressure on Poland, and incidentally it virould reduce British
resources without inflicting any corresponding wastage on the
more formidable eneny - Gerraany,

The question therefore
Italy could not he defeated hy naval war

This question v/as there
in attack on Italy would not relievo the

The report then came to the conclusion that the only
way in vrhich Poland could he saved v/as hy "iimiiediate and
direct action against Gemuuy", It continued, that the
problem presented in C*0, S, 905 (^) "must he faced", Poland
had to he regarded as a line of British defence, hut if
Germany "held" in the West Britain would he confronted with
a difficult problem.

Thus far the report confirmed the viev/s expressed in
It had pointed out the necessity of makingc.o.s. 905.

Gomaany fight one two front v/tir, and of preventing her
fighting two one front wars.

(1) This report as approved hy the G, 0. S, was issued in
final form on iSth July, as C. 0. S, 939 (Revise)

(2) i,e, the C.O.S. memorandum of 3rd June,
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(a) The Challenp;e Rejected

Ibid When however the reporb oame to the question of possible
courses of action C.C. S. 905 was forgotten. These courses
T/ere:-

1. To take all preparatory measures including
the despatch of the A.A,S.P. to Prance, but to attack
only warships at sea.

To attack military targets in the narrowest
of the v/ord.

2, sense

3. To attack a wider range of near military targets
- e.g. Oil,

To take the "gloves off" from the outset.

An examination of these four possible courses produced the
conclusion that none of them except the last would afford
material assistance to Poland,

result in an immediate attack upon London, and would place
the allies in an invidious position after the declarations
they had made.

It was therefore recommended that it should be publicly
announced that the R.A.P, would not bomb civilians, and
that it should be ensured that the Poles come into line with
vfhat had been agreed between the British and Prencli,

On 28th August Course I (i, e, the bombing of v/arships at
sea only) v/as recommended for the first phase of the war by
the J.P.C,

The last course would

G. 0, S. 970

Conclusion

Thus the challenge of the 3rd June was rejected, and
Poland in the end. exerted no important influence on bombing
policy. The guarantee did however test British adherence to

that policy to the full. The outcome revealed the strength
vnth which that policy v/as backed, and the episode is of the
utmost significance revealing that its main object was to
secure at least a temporary immunity from the German "knock
out blov;",

opinion of America,

<^cision, so amply forecast in 0,0,3,905 would seem to
indicate that the explanation of its adoption is to be foiand
in practical e:5pediency rather than in -any humanitarian
argument,

do enough damage to Germany to justify ilncreasing the risk of
a German air attack on Britain,

Tire second object was to secure the good
The serious military results of this

It was not considered that Bomber Command could

As an offensive weapon, therefore. Bomber Command had
As a defensive vreapon its value wassmall value in 1939,

also strictly liririted.

Bombing Policy; Conclusions
A, M. file

3.1132
Enel,

5A and 6A

In the absence of any definite ruling on the meaning of
the words "military objective" and "civilian population" it
was clearly difficult to determine any real lav/ of bombing
even if the Hague Rules wepe accepted as binding.

Military necessity might justify the bombing of almost
an5'- objective, and, therefore, in so far as the law existed,
at all, there vrere virtually no restrictions on bembing.
The problem of "where to drav/ the line" was one not of

legality but one of expediency.
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Approval,or otherwise, of the policy which was adopted
hy the Air Staff should therefore he based upon an assessment
of T/hether their appreciation of v/hat was expedient
correct or not.

was

In the circumstances in v/hich Bcjiiber Command

was placed in 1938~39 it is hard to see that the Air Staff

could have adopted any other policy unless they had v»rished to
draw dOTm upon London and the sea ports what they expected
would he a series of devastating raids at a tjjne v/hen they
could do nothing to stop the C’ermain homhers and very little
to retaliate against them.

Temporarily therefore the Air Staff'v^as forced into
defeatist policy, hut they could not regard this as of a
permanent character,

temporary as the irvealoiGss of Bamhcr Canmand,
also the possibility that the Germans would after all make
an immediate all out attack upon this country, in \7hich case
it vrould have heccrae obligatory upon Bomher Command to make
the best of its limited resources and strike back as hard as
it could.

a

The restrictions on bombing vrerc as
There was

Expediency and material limitations have not the
unchanging characteristics of the law, and to that extent
the British policy of restricted berabing v/as a temporary and
flexible one. This explains v/hy there vrere tvro sets of v/ar
plans, one of v/hich conformed to the policy of restriction
laid do\TO on the 22nd August, 1939 arid the other of which did
not,

the object of giving these two aspects of policy their due
perspective.

The succeeding chapter will discuss these plans with
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CH/>PTER 7

PL^^S FOR BOMBER COMM/iKD IN W;*R

Introduction

In the light of this policy of restricted bombing in the
initial stages, what then were the plans which were made for
Bomber Command in war?

Certainly these plans did not follbw the lines of policy
unimaginatively* Though it is • true that there was a concen
tration of attention upon the ’legal’ plans, with particular
emphasis upon that to drop leaflets (W.A.14;, and that to
bomb the. G-eiman'Fleet, (W.A,7A), it was fully realised that
the ”gloves" cpuld not be kept on indefinitely* Either the
Gemans would by their own action compel Britain to abandon

her safety first policy, or she should have to abandon it
voluntarily in an effort to make the first m©ve to defeat
the. eneny*' Plans for the destruction of a much wider range
of targets than could be bombed within tte limits of the

restricted policy, and notably the plan to attack German
industzy, were therefore continued ahi developed.

The main limitations affecting the planners were in fact
the practical difficulties of range and the limited destruc
tive power of the bombs available, coupled with the shortage
of modem bombers.- The policy of restricted bombing had
virtually no effect upon the continued, development of the
’unrestricted* plans. '

It can be said that planning proceeded on the assumption
that an all out offensive would eventually be launched, v/ith
the qualification that in the meantime some plans must be
made specifically for the use of Bomber Command during the
period of the restrictions. This is a fundamental point for
it gradually induced the opinion that it might not be worth
while to undertake any bombing to speak of until an all dut'
offensive could be launched. In other words v/as it worth

wasting bombers from the limited 1939 force, which it was
resolved must be conserved, unless some really vital damage
could be done to Germary? This resulted in great importance
being attached'to the question of aircraft safety in the case
of all the restricted plans. It might be worth losong.several
aircraft even from the 1939 force, if the Ruhr could be put
out of action, but it was not worth, at ary rate in tho
opinion of the Deputy Chief of Air Staff, risking Whitleys
over Berlin merely to drop paper.

The purposes of this chapter, in which the various plans
will be examined, is to show the development of this idea in
the face of the limitations of the 1939 force not only in
numbers, but in efficiency. The idea was gradually reached ,
that Bcanber Command could perform virtually no useful function
until the restrictions had been removed and the force had ’

been re-equipped with larger, and faster aircraft, armed with
heavier bombs. This drove the Air Staff to prepare plans
for the immediate employment of the Command which only the
most optimistic could really believe would have the slightest
effect upon the apparently all powerful Germaiy.

This last point raises the question Of what was really
expected fram the fulfilment of the legal plans. There was
a certain amount of wishful thinking'on the subject of the
effects of leaflets on the course^ of the war, and also of
the relatively small bombs upon the various targets. These
wishful thou^ts must be exposed and balanced against the
more realistic estimates which were also made.

A.M. file

S.2|^650/1
Encl.12A
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This chapter is therefore broacGy divided into „
tions in the first of which the ' legal' plans will be ^
oonsitored, and in the second of which the 'illegal' plans

After these examinations it will be
the legal plana were really

^  ̂Itaiy results, and how far they were no
more than extended training. It will also be seen whether
Tn alteiTOtive to the policy of restricted bombing.
In other words whether, if for one of maiy reasons the ®
restrictions were abandoned, bomber command was capable of
launotang an offensive. This will show whether the •

forced upon Britain or whether it was
slmpjy an expedient

two sec<-

;  First, however,, something must be said Of the
of planning and the basic assumptions which

Assumptions for War Planning

Reorientation After the Munich Crisis

were ma
machineiy
de#

•

Crisis ha.d witnessed something like a panic
the affairs of air policy and planning# War seemed

accent, but preparations for it were inadequate#
policy was hardly decided# It was ‘therefore natural that c-_
soon as the mediate crisis subsided, some attempt should be
made to set the house in order#

n^.p. Accordingly on 26th.October, -1936 the Senior Air Staff
•  Command, on behalf of the Commander-in-Chief,

asked the Air ̂Ministry to return -to: Uxbridge all the plans
Which..had been sent in ^‘during the recent political crisis *»#
as it^had been deoi^d that; “certain major,alterations" would
nave to be made#

,,The . Machinery of Planning

. ̂ Opera^onal aapacts . of ivar'plaiming, which had previousay
, .hooh ‘Opnsidered at Bomber .Command Headquarters, were by
•  . 1938, the. responsibility of the Air Ministry#

•  ...The object wa,s that the. Air Jliniatry. should produce an
Wd that, on this, the Cominandar-in-

Cteief Bpmber. Command would base his operational orders.

■  .Thera.were, however certain disadvantages to this scheme
which entailed, possibly an

.  Deputy Director of Plans'pp.inted out in a minute of
hthJNpvember, that the Air Ministry planning staff were held
^ for ..the lack of certain tectoical information# He there*
fore s^gpsted that a special committee, consisting of repre-*'

.  sentatives of the Air Ministry and the commands should be
formed as an advisory body to the planning officers# This
a^a was supported by the Director of Staff Duties (D#S#D#),
who ivas of the opinion that the Air Tactics Branch should at

- the. same time be expanded#. ■

Even '

as

over centralisation of planning#

A#M# file

S.41432
Encl#72A

A#M, file...

M5at9#1

Ibid#

rs .

Ibid ..
Min#2

Ihid, .
Min# 3

.. A#0#A#S# however was not impressed with the idea of
^ying yet^another committee, and instead suggested that an
ad hoc* ^scussion should meet the case# The proposal of
the A#C#A#S. was that Plans should put questions to the Air

.; • Tactics Branch, and that if these could. net be answered a
rising should be* sought frean the D#S#D#. or from the A#C#A#S#
hhnself # If the matter, proved to be “very involved” then it
was to be dealt with by an *ad hoo^ meeting called by the Air
Tactics Branch and attended by Plans#
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A.M, file

S.47575
End. 6B

The Gommander-in-Chief Bomber Command, however, on
30th November, was still resisting the centralised idea,
said that Bomber Command wanted a ’’memorandum** and not a
"plan" from the Air Ministry,
ment showing the best targets to go for and their order of
importance. He v/ould then decide which of these it
possible to attack and the best method of execution".

a

He wanted a "reasoned stat

was

nd

e-

Ibid The Deputy Director of Plans replied to this suggestion
that the operational aspects of planning must be weighed in
the Air Ministry Appreciation as these would to a "great
extent" govern the selection of the targets.
Group Captain Slessor however agreed that plans made in peace
could only apply to the opening phase of the war since their
practicability could only be tested in war.

This appears to have conciliated the C.-in-C, who-. — was

clearly nervous of being asked to execute plans the practic
ability of which v/as at least open to doubt.

^ •

This then was the machinery of planning, and the results
can be judged subsequently.

The Conference of 30th November, I938

A.M, file

S.47375
Min,1

me Deputy Director of Plans, as already mentioned, had
raised the question of planning being held up for the lack of
technical infomation. He had stated that the main basic
assumptions v/hich had to be made would be the solutions of the
following problems;

(i) Will Bombers' be able to penetrate Germany to their
maximum radius action, or will enemy defences limit their
penetration to some lesser average depth?

(ii) If so, what depth of penetration should be assumed
for Battles, Blenheims, Hampdens and Herefords,
Wellingtons, Stirlings, lianchesters, Halifaxes, Whitleys
and Harrows respectively by day and by night,

(iii) If there, was no limitation on penetration, what
would be the relationship between depth of penetration and
wastage of aircraft?

(iv) In the event of the main bombing offensive being
against war industry what would be the proportion of day
raids to night, and what percentage of aircraft vrould find
and bomb the target by day and night?

(v) What would be th,e ratio between high and low level
attacks?

(vi) In the event of the main bombing offensive being
against war industry what would be the accuracy of bomb
ing by day and night, and from low level?

(vii) What length of run would be required for take off in
relation to bcaab load?

That these prnablems were unsolved is in indication of the
immature stage which planning had reached at this stage,
is small wonder that the C.-in-C. had shown his misgivings
about the centralisation of planning.

On 30th November, 1938 s-ri attempt vr&s raade to solve these
problems by an 'ad hoc' meeting as had ijeen suggested by the
A.C,A,S, who now took the chair.
Bomber Command was present.

It

The Commander-in-chief

Ibid

Enel, 6B
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At the suggestion of the C.-in-C, the conference agreed
to accept three degrees of penetration as follovvs:-

1st degree - Medium types 80 miles
"  " - Heavy types 1120 miles
2nd degree - All types I50 miles.
3rd degree - All types 200 miles.

The Comman^r-in-Ghief, when pressed by the Deputy Director of
Plans, insisted that two hundred miles was the "absolute limit"
for "sustained attacks", though he thought that
attacks might be made at greater range.

It was agreed that it was impossible to estimate the
accuracy of night bombing, but it was believed that it would
not achieve "appreciable results against precision targets".
By day it was estimated that the average error from high level
would be three hundred yards, and from lov/ level seventy
five yards. Prom 'shallow dive* it would be tvrt) hundred yards.

It was also agreed that when all types vrere capable of
day and night operations, seventy five per cent of attacks
would be made by day. In the meantime the proportion would
depend upon mobilisable strength and the types available,
^nerally it was laid down that medium types would be used by
day and heavy types by night.

sporadic

It was agreed to assume that the number of aircraft bomb

way- would depend upon penetration in the following

80 miles 80^
150 miles 6C^-
200 miles 40^

and that against "area targets" at night 73% of the aircraft
sent out would find and bomb the target.

It was added that precision targets would have to be
attacked from low level by day, and as a rough guide it was
estamated that the proportion of high to low level attacks
would be in the nature of 50:50,

The^Senior Air Staff Officer Bomber Command pointed out
that training had up to then been almost entirely confined to
high level attacks as far as night bombing was concerned. It
was his view that in war aircraft might approach the target in
a glide and actually bomb from a low level. In this way he
thought that there would be- a better chance of evading the
searchlights, A.A. fire and the fighters. He agreed to
arrange some low level night bombing exercises.

Finally it was agreed to accept one thousand yards as the
maximum take off run for all bombing flights.

On the question of range and load no conclusion was
pached, and the D.T.D. would not commit himself until-^after he
had seen the results of the full weight trails to be carried
out at Martlesham,

Conclusions

The facts revealed at this conference were not very
encouraging. These basic assunptions for planning proved to
be the real limitation to the development of war«^inning plans.
If anything could be more remarkable than the inadeqviacy of the
force available and the striking fact that the Comnander-in-:
Chief was not prepared to send his aircraft, e-ron his Stirlinvs,
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when he got them, beyond two hundred miles into Germany, it
was that this information should only have been impressed on

the Air Ministry on this,, the last day of November less

than a year before the outbreak of war.

What then did the Air Ministry Planning Staff propose
Could Bomber Command be made to justify itsto do?

existence at the outset of v/-ar, or at least at some later

stage of the war?
major role at the outset then obviously any success it might
have at a later stage would depend upon the success of other

services notably Fighter Command, in averting the defeat of

the country by the German Air Striking Force in the initial

phase. This was the assumption which ha
Expansion Scheme ”M" in November 193-8v. w.

If Bomber Command was unable to play a

d been made in

The ^Legal* or Restricted Y/.A. Plans

The Significance of the Restricted Plans

One of the major problems confronting the Air Staff was

that of how to employ Bomber Command during the expected
period of restricted bombing,
vulnerable to the limited striking force available was not

The search for targets which were "unquestionably

The search for targets

easy,

legitimate" was even more difficult.

The problem, then, was to find targets within the range
and striking power of the 1939 force and within the "law" as,
indicated by the formulation of bombing policy. The question
is, did the Air Staff solve oi' shelve this problem? In
other words was there a group of plans which were at once

'legal* and militarily effective? Upon the answer to this

question depends the significance of the unrestricted plans.

It may be claimed that this problem could not be solved,
and that no bombing can be effective until it is freed from

all restraint. Such a school of thought v/ould suggest that

the only militaiy advantage to be gained from restricted
bombing would be the training value. This was certainly
a consideration which had a particular application to the

plan to drop propaganda from the air.

On the other hand it might appear that even while the .

restrictions were in force, there was a certain class of

targets whose destmction would have a more direct effect
upon the course of the war. This seems to have been the

case in the plans to attack the German Navy.

The evidence seems to indicate that the Air Staff did

not limit their expectation of the restricted plans to their

training value, though this was considered both from the
point of view of the crews taking part, and from that of the

planners. It was thought, at least at first, that the plan
for the attack upon the German riavy might produce substantial

results, and it was also hoped that the leaflet campaign
might serve a more useful purpose than merely giving the air

crews a sight of Geimany in war.

The restricted plans therefore had a military .
implication. The lack of striking power seemed to be' a more

serious liandicap than the lack of freedom*

(l) See Part I of this Volume.
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Plans for the Attack on the German Navy. (W.A.7.. W.A.7a.?
and ^

This argument is substantiated by the fact that within
the group of legal plans were those for the attack on the
German Navy. It is assumed that there were three major
throats which confronted Britain in a war vfith Germary;

(i) The.'Knock out' blow from the air.

(ii) The invasion and defeat of Prance,

(iii)

The first tivo of these, threats could only be met by
unrestricted plans which will be discussed later,
hov/ever could be met by-a legal planCO,

Obviously the burden of this task would fall upon the
navy, but paragraph 40 of Chief of Staff Paper 549 had called
for airforce plans "drawn up in concert with the Naval Staff
for the co-operation of shore based aircraft with naval
forces ensuring the security of sea communications."
role was primarily the task of Coastal CommandCs) but
Bomber Command was. called upon to play a major part in the
attack on warships and the attempt to put the Kiel Canal out

3.cfcion\3/ f

The interruption of sea trade.

This

of

C.O.S.

549.

A.M, file

S.43296
End. 5B

On I6th September, 1938 the Admiralty Plans Division
the greatest naval contribu-informed the Air Ministry that

tion that could be made by air attack would be the destruc
tion of GeiTjoan naval forces", and the following priorities
were laid down: .

(a) Warships at V/ilhelmshaven.
(b) Vferships at Kiel.

1

2 Kiel Canal locks at Brunsbuttel and Kiel.

Naval bases at Kiel, Wilhelmshaven, Cuxhaven
and Bremershaven.

(a) The Plan of Attack on the German Fleet at
>7 ilhelmshaven. ifTk, 7A)

On 30th December, 1938 the secretary of the Committee
of Imperial Defence wrote to the Chief of Air Staff about
'bertain plan" to be knovm as "K".
attack on Y^ilhelmshaven, later known as 7/.A.7A.
the first priority which, as has been seen, had been given
by the Naval Plans Division.

This was the plan for

A.M, file

S.50128
End. 1A the

This was

(1) It must be appreciated that some aspects of the plan for
attack upon the German navy were 'illegal' just
aspects of the plan for,attack upon the Airforce
'legal'. The classifications here adopted are based
the broad principles of the plans and not upon every
detail.

End, 1A,

See the. Coastal Comnrand Narrative prepared in this
Branch,

There were three Bomber Command Plans:

(a) Plans for attack upon bases of eneny surface suhr*
marine and airforces operating against our trade. (W,A,7.)

(b) Plans for the attack on Wilhelmshaven, a specialisa
tion of the above plan. (77,A,7A)

(c) Plans to put Kiel Canal out of action, (Y/,A,9.)

as some

were

on

See tables illustrating this in AHB II/43/98A.

(2)

(3)
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7i. copy of the plan waa sent to the Commander-in-Chief
Bomber Command on 27th Janyary, 1939.and it was stated that

this, v/as intended to be operated at the "very beginning of
a war",

to the C,-in-0,
The Deputy Chief of Air Staff however pointed out

"I think you, should know that we regard

Ibid

Encl.lWi

this plan.as one of the many plans■ which it is our duty to
prepare in pbace, but that .w.e do not consider that it is
necessarily a good method of employing the Air Striking
Force on the outbreak' of, v/ar".

"in no way cotnnu.tted themselves in advance to recommending
i-;s adoption.

The Chiefs of Staff had

II

The Commander-in-Chief Bomber Command was asked to
confine his comments to the tactical side of the plan,
and to say nothing of the strategic aspect,

j

(b) Reactions of Bomber Command to the Flan

A.M, file
S.50128
Encl.5B

The comments sent by the Senior Air Staff Bomber
Command to the Air Ministry were not very encouraging. .
They emphasised that .the'success of the attack would

If surprise wasdepend upon concentration and surprise,
to be achieved the major part of the attack would have to
take place soon after dawn. This would involve extreme
accuracy of navigation,, and a low approach .by fifty per

.cent, of the Blenheims engaged. If the attack was to
take place soon after dawn the larger part of the flight

The Bomber Commandwould have

•j.' ! .

, to made.in darkness,
opinion was that it .would be impossible to achieve a good
concentration in view of the fact that the standard of

training -tould-not allow more than
together in formation at night. U)
three ..aircraft could, attack the target at intervals of five
minutes,-' and, this v;as thought optimistic, the whole attack
would still, last from two arid a half to three hours,
ar\y case. . Blenheims were considered incapable of flying in
formation at night.

three aircraft to fly
Even if formations of

In

Worse than this however was the consideration that It
was "highly improbable" that, the .boraibers could find the
target, by day or night without making a preliminary, land
fall, .which it was thought-would remove the sumrise

.  element altogether.

■Since, the Blenheims could not . navigate all the yay at
low level, they would have to appraoch, the target at
altitude, and bomb in a shallow dive from two thousand
feet. This raised the question .of 'whether it was worth
maklp-g a "low level" attack .-.at fKis. hei^t.

If there was to be a co-ordination . ..of low and high
level attack, then.the false assumption.that Blenheims
could fly in conpany with heavy bombers, or in a formation
of their":jwn at night, or were ."capable, of very accurate
]javigatipn"'would have to be made. Af-te.r reading the
bomber Command coimnents the D.D. Plans came to the
conclusion thai the whole attack would.have to be made in

■ daylight(Yidthout "using the night at all".

At. the Air Ministry, Plans division promptly accepted
the fact that they would have to give Bomber Command
greater tactical latitude, but they stuck to their point
about the inportance of concentratibn. The necessity for
close co-ordination between the A.O.C,-in-C, Bomber Command
and the C,-inTC,, Home Fleet was also recognised. The
Deputy Director of Operations continued to press the point

A.M, file
S.50125
Encl,6A

(l) See S.D, I3I.
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that the attack should be delivered from as low a level as
possible.

Ibid

End. 7 A
,'On l6th Pebmary, 1939--the D.D.' Plans (deputising for

the D.G.A.S. v/ho v/as by this time hijnself absent), v/rote to
the C.-in-C. Bomber Command informing him that the plan had
been amended so as to "overcome any difficulties or doubts"
which the C.--in-0. had felt about tactics,
take the Bomber Command -doubts about lov/ level attack as
invalidating the plan,
regarded as zero hour,

as early as possible.

He refused to

Dawn was however no longer to be
The attack v:as merely to take place

Ibid

End. 9A
The C,-in-C. neverthele continued to regard the plan in

in a gloomy light. He thought that the ’iVhitleys would"
suffer heavy casualties and he thought the air attack v/as .
unlikely to produce a naval engagement as he believed the''

■Germans intended to keep their fleet in the Baltic.

ss

Ibid .

End. 17A
This latter view about the possibility of a naval

engagement was also the conclusion of the Joint Planning Sub
committee and by 28th ivlarch the Air Staff had come to the
conclusion that the plan would not be a particularly effec
tive or economical use for the Air Striking Force,
the opinion was expressed that the Air Staff would not
recommend the operation of the plan "except in a situdion
in vfhic'h-itore effective plans cannot for political or o'bher
reasons be implemented".I'i")
informed the G.-in~C. Bomber Command on 28th March that
Bomber Command should, if it was impossible to drive the
Geniian. fleet into the arms of the Royal Na-yy, aim to do all
possible damage and to sink "at least ope-’German battleship".

Despite the fact that a system of co-operation between
,  the Ha-vy. and Bomber Conunand coiild not "be v/orked out for

time, and that in consequence, the Navy might not be there
to co-operate even assiuming the German fleet did put to
the plan was persevered with as a .course, of .action '
immediately on the outbreak of war.

(c) The Air Staff Note of 2nd March, 1939

Indeed

All the same the D.D. Plans

some

sea.

Ibid

Encl.15A

A.H.B.
.  IIA1/7

An Air Staff Note under v/hich Air and Naval Staff
appreciations of the plan were issued, ' explained that the
object of the air attack was to drive the German Fleet to
sea where it could be intercepted by the Royal Navy,
tressed the importance of the attack being delivered

soon as possible .after the outbreak of war, before German
defensive measures were ready, and before German Naval
patrols had become accustomed to their duties.

It
s as

This would
mean that naval movement would have to begin before the
actual outbreak of war, . but the Naval Staff suggested that
the attack^should be undertaken, even if.there were no naval
forces available. . . At that stage -the C.-in-C., Home Fleet

The G.-in-C., ?3omber
Command had, hoWever, already stated that, in his opinion,
the German- Fleet would not, put to sea(2) and the C.-in-C.,
Homo Fleet was about to confirm this view. (3)

had made no, comments on. the. plan.

(l) Underlinings_ by Narrator.

(2.) On 20th February - A.M. file S.50128/9A - See above.

- A.M. file .11310/t9B and 19C.(3) On 30th March
See below.
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(d) The Conference between the A.O.C.-in-C. ISomber Command
and the C.-in-C., Home Fleet and the question of
Haval co-operation

On 30th March, 1939 there took place a conference
betv/een the C.-in-C. , ■ Bomber Command, and the-C.-in-C,,
Home Fleet,

as the C.-in-C

Naval aspect in detail at that stage.

It was agreed to have a "general discussion
Home Fleet was imwilling to discuss the

II

• 9

A.M. file

S,50128 .
End. 19B

The C.-in-C. Home Fleet made it clear that he would

not take surface vessels "in under the heavy enemy shore
defences".

German Fleet would put to
attack;v ] it was to his mind, more probable that if any
ships did move from Wilhelmshaven that they would proceed
to the Elbe or Cuxhaven in which case it would not be

possible for the Navy to intercept them, except by NavaJL
A.S.F.

He also thought it "most unlikely" that the
sea as a result of the air

In any case Naval A, S.P. vrould take one and
three quarter hours to arrive over the German Fleet.

The C.-in-C, Home Fleet thought it might be possible
to get carrier borne fleet torpedo aircraft off before
light, and deliver an attack on the German ships at dawn.
This however would only be possible if the German ships
were anchored in the Jade or Schillig Roads, and not if
they were in V/ilhelmshaven itself.

The A.O.G.-in-C. Bomber Command said that in such

circumstances the aim of Bomber Command would not be to

drive the German ships to sea at all, but to destroy the

ships. This he thought would require high level attacks
(to get penetration) and a "large proportion" of S.A.P.
500- lb. bombs.

Ibid Naval Officers estimated that the enemy warships
could get under way in half an hour, but if the
Schamhorst and the Gneisenau were in the inner roads

they could only get out within one or two hours either
side of high tide. This suggested, of course that they
would probably not be in the inner roads.

The A.O.C.-in-C, Bomber Command stated that in the
interest of concentration Bomber Command could not attack

until about two hours after dawn at the earliest,

C.-in-C. Home Fleet confirmed that a concentrated air

attack would be much more difficult for the German ships'
to deal with.

The

The A.O.C.-in-C. did not however think it

worth while sending in the naval torpedo aircraft in an

attempt to confuse the enemy,
made the further suggestion that submarines might be moved

into the area provided the navy had notice of the attack
the night before it was delivered.

The C.-in-C, Home Fleet

Finally it was resolved to implement the plan as
follows :-

(i) Bomber Command aim- to destroy warships.

(ii) Attack as soon as possible after outbreak of war.

(iii) R.A.F. to select their own time, and the attack
to be delivered without previous reconnaissance.(2)

(l) Thus confirming the view of the G,-in-C, Bomber Command
and of the J.P.C.

(2) In the interests of surprise.
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(iv) The first wave of the Bomber Command attack to
report to the Navy on its way home if there were any
warships in the area, and the result of the attack,

(v) The R.A.P. to give the. Admiralty notice of the
attack the night before, -

The A.O.C.-in-C. instructed Wing Commander Pendred to
find out if there would be'any political restriction on
bombing targets near the harbours at Wilhelmshaven, for

instance the v/arships in the ii^er basin, and also what were
the most important objectives ” '
that Blenheims could not go beyond Wilhelmshaven, but that
the Hampdens and Wellingtons could search Cuxhaven and
Brunsbuttel if no ships were seen at .Wilhelmshaven.

The A.0.C.-in-C. added

Ibid

A.m. file

S.50128
Enel,19c

The next day in a letter to the Secretary of the
Admiralty the C,-in-C. Home Fleet gave an account of this
conference, and said that he did not think that his plan to
proceed immediately on the outbrealc of war to round up all
German merchant shipping shoald be delayed on account of ■
plan ”K”. If, however, the navy had not less than twelve
hours notice of the attack, all naval forces could move to
positions 100 miles North West of Heligoland. If the 

'

Bomber Command attack was then delayed for more than two
days the ships would have to return for refuelling. He
emphasised again that he did not think the German Fleet
would put to sea, though he said he was in agreement with
the idea of the attack,

(e) Doubts about the Plan

Ibid

Encl.20A/l
Following this conference doubts were expressed at the

Air Ministry as to whether the \diole case for naval
participation had not fallen through,

, On 3rd April the A,0,C.-in-C, Bomber Command expressed
- a doubt as to Bomber Command's capability of hitting the
German v/arships, especially as the majority of them might
be underway, by the time the aircraft got over them,
explained that Bomber Command had little experience of
bombing ships on the move, and that only six of the
squadrons v^ich would be used were even then undergoing
training in this type of bombing,

(f) The Air Staff Appreciation of 1st July, 1939

He

A.M; File
S.50128
Encl.19A

A,H.B.

IIA1/7
Nevertheless these difficulties were cast aside

no doubt because of lack of alternatives, and the plan,
On 1st July an Air Staffthough modified, v;as continued.

Appreciation was produced.

This appreciation stated that the Naval Staff held the
view that an air attack would '-interfere seriously" with
the operations of the German Fleet, and "may compel"
warships to put to sea where the Royal Navy "may have an
opportunity" of engaging them.

The Air Aim was stated to be to cause the maximum

possible damage to warships lying in the Harbour or Roads
of Wilhelmshaven and the Naval aim was to bring to action
£iny German ships putting to sea.

(l) The Air Ministry informed the C,-in-C, on 5th June
that this was not an urgent question.

A.M. file

S.50128
End. 21A
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The maximum bomber,force available would be 10 medium

£ind 11 heavy Squadrons

In so far as eneny defences were concerned it was
estimated that the Germans had available only three
fighter squadrons (27 1E and 9 1R.) This force might of
course be increased, but it was expected that if the
Bomber Command attack was concentrated in time there would

be no great fighter opposition. Wilhelmshaven was known
to be strongly defended by A.A. guns, but the small calibre
guns would not cover ships in the Jade and Schillig Roads.

The ships expected to be in Wilhelmshaven on
1st July, 1939 were:-

Two Battle Cruisers - 700' x 100

Three Armoured Ships - 600' x 70
28 Cruisers - 630' x 70
Five 6" Cruisers - 570' x 50
About 40 destroyers

I

«

f

It was decided that air reconnaissance before the

attack would compromise its secrecy, it was therefore hoped
that Admiralty "sources" vrauld provide information about
the movement of the ships in and out of Wilhelmshaven.

The attack v/as to be delivered "as soon as possible
after dawn" by all mobilizable Blenheim, Wellington and
Hampden Squadrons with the greatest possible concentration,
from high level to gain penetration of armoured decks.

In these circumstances the bombing error was expected
^  to be, 300 yards as agreed at the Air Ministry Conference
of 30th November, 1938.(^/ It was therefore calculated
that the chances of hitting the targets were as follows

Battle cruiser 'i ,~l%
Armoured Ship
8" Cruiser

6" Cruiser

1f^

If each Blenheim Squadron could send off twelve air
craft, and each heavy squadron nine approximately seven
hundred and eighty nine 500 lb. bombs could be dropped.
The results expected accordingly were:-

Battle Cruisers 13.4 hits
or

•  Armoured Ships 7.9 hits
or

6" Cruisers ^6.3 hits

Some consideration was also given to the question of
alternative targets in conditions of restricted and less
restricted bombing.

Ibid As had been pointed out in the Naval Staff
Appreciation dated 1st April, 1939 the total destruction
of ainy warship in an. attack armed with 500 lb. bombs was
unlikely, though any damage to the ships was rather vaguely
predicted to "interfere seriously with the operation of the
German Fleet". The alternative attack on the shore

installations, it was thought, would prove ineffective.

(l) The Whitley Squadrons (6 of them) were NOT to be used
as this was a daylight operation.

(2) See above.
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and in any case the Germans had plenty of alternative ports.
Prom the naval point of view the main hope was therefore
that the German Fleet would put to

This, hoT/ever, as has been seen, was unlikely, and the
Naval Staff Appreciation seems to have recognised that it
would only happen if the Germans lost their heads,
also been seen the pz'ospccts of the Royal' Navy actually
being able to intercept the German Fleet, if it was foolish
enough to put to 'sea, were by no means good,

(g) Conclusions

On the whole therefore, the prospects of the plan
actually achieving any real .success were remote indeed.
Quite apart from this it must be recognised that even if
the operation did succeed nothing would have been achieved
towards reducing the scale of German air attack on Britain.
In so far as this plan was concerned the primary role of
Bomber Command had been abandoned, and the force was to be
employed as a weapon of Naval Co-operation,
is^therefore reached that, this plan was no more than a
'pis aller' which owed its conception to the policy of
restricted bombing and the inability of the planners,
limited by the inadequacy of the force available, to think
of anything better,
one German ship v/a
a little prestige,

The Flan to put t'he Kiel Canal out of Action (W.A.§)^^^

When on l6th September, 1938 the Admiralty Plans
division gave the destruction of the lock gates of the Kiel
Canal as their^ second priority for air attack, the Air Staff
had for some time been considering this possibility.(3)

sea.

As has

The conclusion

Something had to be done, and if only
as sunk Bomber Command would at least gain
, \ /

A.M, file

S.43296
Encl.SB

A.M. file

S.43296
Encl.RA

An Air Targets Intelligence Appreciation of
24th September, 1938 had concluded that the canal could be
attacked in five different ways. These were the destruction
of the lock gates, the breaching of the canal banks, the
sinking of ships in the locks or canal, the destruction of
bridges over the canal or
plants.

the bombing of electric hydraulic
Of these the destruction of the lock gates

considered the best course of action, and if they could be
destroyed at either end of the canal, traffic would have to
be suspended,
cause only temporary delays,
quickly be repaired, and v;ould be difficult to achieve.
Sunken ships would be unlikely to block the canal unless they
were in a lock. The destruction of bridges, over the canal
would have only a temporary effect, and the electric
hydraulic plant provided only a reserve of power which came
normally from the grid.

was

■ Op, the other hand the other methods would
Breaches in the banks could

Ibid ■ 'The recommendation therefore was that either the lock
gates', or the electric grid should be attacked.

(1) A modification of this plan, loiown as WA.7(b) which
involved a bombing attack \7ithout Naval participation
was carried out in the early days of the war.
Volume II of this Narrative page 56.

See

(2) Many of the appreciations and I
also refer to W.A.7a and W.A.7.
clarity the three plans

(3) As early as 13th December, 1937 the Admiralty had
approved an Air Targets Intelligence Appreciation
the Kiel Canal,

comments on this plan
I  In the interests of

are here dealt with separately.

on
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The C,-in-C, Bomber Command lost no time in pointing out
He regarded

A.M. file ‘

S.43294
Enel.3A

the difficulties of carrying out this attack,
the lock gates as a "difficult and unsatisfactory" target,

,  against which torpedo or at least low level bombing would be
necessary. Blenheims, he said, had not the range to carry
out the latter, and we ^ad no torpedo aircraft capable of

reaching the targets. ('■ v' The Bomber Command appreciation
v;hich accompanied the G.-in-C's letter recoinmended that the
attack Y/ouid not be worth v^hile until suitable torpedo

at least until heavier bombsaircraft v/erc available, or

Ibid

Encl.3B

had been delivered.\2j

The implication was that the plan was impracticable
until further advances had been made with weapons, and then
that" the task would be primarily for Coastal Command.

Plans 3 v;as inclined to agree Y;ith this view, and did
Neither

A.M. file
3.43296
Encl.TA
Min. 1

not think the- plan promised "any great results",
as a military nor an industrial target did the Kiel Canal
appear such an attractive target as on the one hand other
canals, and on the other, the Ruhr,

The general pessimism was strengthened further on-
8th October, 1938 by an Air Tactics minute which drew
attention to the poor results which had,been obtained ^
1917 and 1918 by the bombing of Ze.ebrugge lock gatesO;
and went on to suggest that it was "pointless to e
them to second place in the list of, objectives".U;
minute did however suggest that the torpedo was "by no means
a dead letter".(5)

On 4th November, 1938 the position was summarised by
the D.D.Ops (h). He thought that a plan of this kind 

'

levate
This

' .Ibid'
’Min.3

' Ibid
Min. 4

Experiments to determine whether the Wellesley could
be converted into a torpedo bomber v/ere being conducted.
No other aircraft of Bomber Command could carry a
torpedo.

The.only bombs immediately available to Bomber Command
were 250 lb.V and 500 lb. G.P. and S.A.P. bombs. (The
S.A.P. Y/ere in short supply),
and even 2,000 lb. bombs was mentioned.

In 1917 and 1918 forty-eight tons of bombs were dropped
on Zeebrugge lock gates as follows

25 lb. and 50 lb. bombs about 15 tons .
230 lb. bombs about 1.5 tons
112 lb. bombs about 10 tons
250 lb. bombs- about four tons
550 lb. bombs about four tons

"On one occasion two aircraft each dropped one 250 lb.
bomb from 200 feet, and it is believed that both hit.
The lock gates were only temporarily put out of action.
The locks and gates were only about half the size of
those on the Kiel Canal". (See A.M, file S.43296/7A
Min. 3).

As Plans Division of the Admiralty had done on
16th September, 1938. (See above and A.M. file
S.43296/2B). . ^
As this .was a matter which primarily concerned
Coastal,Command it is not further pursued here, except
in its relatiohOto Bomber Command.

The need for 1,000 lb.

(1)A.M. file .
S.43294/3B ■

(2)Ibid

(3)

(4)

(5)
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offered such poor prospects of success, that it should only
be considered in the light of a restricted bombing policy
and the decision to conserve the 1939 Force,

the significant observation that this plan had further
emphasised “the futility of trying to obtain worth v/hile
results from the use of our striking force so long as the

goycinment restrictions hold good*'. U )

(a) The Air Ministry Appreciation on the Flan.

He also made

July, 1939

It is then, not surprising to find that the Air Ministry
Appreciation came to the conclusion that the attack on the

Kiel Canal could not be carried out until more powerful
weapons were available,
would require at least a 1,000 lb. bomb, and these would be
available before the end of the year(2) when there should be
eighteen mobilisable squadrons to carry them.

The destruction of the lock gates

A.H.B.

IIA1/10

Ibid The question of sinking ships in an effort to block the

canal was also examined. It was thought that it would be

very difficult to catch a ship in a lock by day in war time,
and that even, if one v/as hit, it would probably clear the
lock before it sanl-c. If not the lock would form  a dry dock
and the ship could quickly be repaired. There would however

be a good chance of finding and sinking a ship in the canal

itselfCb) but this would be of little advantage as the ship
would clear the fairway before it was hit, or at least before

it was sunlc, and would therefore not cause an obstruction.

Ibid in: It
MViTien the

these could be placed in the fairway of the canal without
much effort, and these would sink ships so rapidly and with

out any v/aming, that there would be an excellent chance of

obstructing the canal.

mine was available however a number of the

Ibid There were thus four methods of attack open:-

(i) Destruction of the locks

(a) By 1,000 lb. bombs,

(b) By 440 lb. Torpedoes,

(ii) Destruction of the Locking mechanism

This was thought too small a target,

(iii) Blocking the locks

By bombing ships in the locks, which could be
attempted but v/as not recommended,

(iv) Blocking the Fair//ay of the Canal

(a) 'Uie bombing of ships was unlikely to achieve
the aim.

(b) By
result in at least one obstnuction".

This vrould be "likely tomines.

(1) Underlinings by the Narrator,

(2) Experiments vd.th an 1800 lb, bomb were being conducted.
(See /iHB.II Al/lO),

(3) It was estimated that at any one time there v/ould be

sixteen ships averaging 800 tons in the Canal. (ibio).
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Ibid Towards the end of 1939 course I v/ould be possible, and
Course ivb"still later" the 'Tvl" mines vrould be available.

(The "M" mines) it was thought would achieve the best
results.

(b) Looking Ahead: The Legal aspect of Mines

It had therefore been decided that the Kiel Canal

could not successfully be attacked until more advanced
equipment was ready, notably the 1,000 lb, bomb and the
IIVI mineiti .

The Admiralty had accepted this, and were enthusiastic
about the prospects of the "M" mine,
this v/ould greatly endanger their ovm position, as they
believed the Germans intended to use similar mines against
Britain in any event,
beginning to svifing towards the idea of sinking ships in

the canal, rather than destroying the lock gates, and this

was intended to be a "restricted plan" the 'legal aspect*
could not be overlooked.

They did not think

Since however the emphasis was

A.M. file

S.43296
Encl.lOA

The C.-in-C, Bomber Command had thought that it
would be unvd.se to attack ships in the canal on account of

the danger of sinking a neutral,
restricted bombing policy did not permit attacks upon
merchant ships at all.

In any case the

file

S.43294
Enel,3A

A.M.

A.fl.B,

IIAl/10
Sir William Malkin after consultations with the

Admiralty, hov/ever came to the conclusion that it would be

'legal' to employ the "M" mine against a' military target
like the Kiel Canal. On this assumption it is difficult
to see how the sinking of merchant ships could be
explained even if ’the blockage they caused had a military

Probably on these grounds, as v;ell as theimplication,

danger to neutral ships. Sir William Malkin wanted to

consider the political implications before the "M" mine

was actually used,
difficulty by suggesting that the object of the
attacks against ships in so far as bombing was concerned
should be "cloalced" in operational orders as attacks on the

This however did not meet the case.

The Air Ministry sought to evade this

canal installations,

as the "Ivi" mines could hardly be "cloaked" as bombs, and it

had already been decided not to bomb the ships in any case.

(1)(c) Looking TJiead: The 1,000 lb. Bomb

Meanwhile however there remained the possibility of
attacking the lock gates when the 1,000 lb. bomb was avail
able.

Command was invited to examine the tactical aspects of such
an attack.

Accordingly on 2nd June, 1939 the C.-in-C. Bpjnber

A.M. file

S.43296
End, 8a

On 10th August a Bomber Command report on this subject
vms sent to the Air Ministry.

Ibid

Encl.llA

Ibid

Enel,11B
The report pointed out that that it was impossible to,

drav/ anything more than tentative conclusions until details

relating to the ballistics, explosive effect, and "other
important characteristics" of the 1,000 lb. bomb were
available. In the meantime however it was suggested that
the Brunsbuttel lock would be the best target, and despite
the apparent difficulty in manoeuvering heavy bombers it

was thought the attack with 1,000 lb. bombs wodd be
practicable.

(l) For details of the design and trials of the 1,000 lb.
bomb see A.M. file S.46970/l.
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{6.) Conclusions

Thus by August,' 1939 it was possible to see two methods
by viiich a successful attack on the Kiel Canal might be made.
If the "Ivl" mine raised' the question of legality, the 1,000 lb.
bomb, vdiich would be ready first seemed to offer good pros
pects of at once keeping the plan legal and achieving -- .

Here was a restricted plan which offered real results.

The Plan for Attack on German Naval Bases.

the aim.

(W.A.7)

The third priority suggested by the /idmiralty Plans
Division was the attack on German Naval bases.

A.M. file

S.A3294
End. 2B

The official definition of W.A.7 was "plans for counter
offensive action in defence of seaborne trade in co-operation

with the Navy, i.e. attack on the bases of enemy surface,
submarine and airforces operating against our sea trade".
The scope of this plan was wide, and it never reached a

coherent shape.
Ministry sent Bomber Command a list of W.A. Plans with an

indication of the stage each plan had reached, both W.A.7&
and W.A.9 were said to be under discussion, but no comment

at all was made on W.A.7.

the nature of a general indication that Bomber Command was

going to perform certain naval functions whilst YiT.A.7a and
W...,9 indicated in detail what those functions were going to

Indeed on 29th June, 1939 iidien the Air

This plan was therefore more in

Ibid

Sncl.1A

A.M. file

S.A1A32
Encl.79B

be.

In so far as ’W.A.7 v;as a plan it covered the attack on

naval bases which were not included in other plans,
and Hambiirg v/ere principally commercial ports, and were
therefore not suitable for attack.

Wilhelmshaven, Cuxhaven and Bremerhaven.
possibility of bombing shore installations at Wilhelmshaven
and Ouxhaven viras taken into account as alternative targets

in W.A.7a.

Emden

There remained Kiel,
Of these the

A.M. file

S.A3296
Encl.5B

A.M. file

S.50128
Encl.19B

Kiel was estimated by the C.-in-C. Bomber Command to be

beyond the range of Blenheims and the C.-in-C. also thought
that Wilhelmshaven was the most suitable land target from the

legal point of view. The Bomber Command Appreciation of

26th September, 1938 therefore recommended that the attack
should be confined initially to Wilhelmshaven.

A.M. file

S.43294

Encl.3A
Ibid

Encl.3B

A minute of 12th October, 1938 by Air Target
Intelligence, had suggested it would be best "to concentrate

V/ilhelms’ourg (Sic) and possibly Cuxhaven".
note of decisive condemnation that attention was focussed on

the more detailed plans to bomb less dispersed targets.

The Three Naval Plans: Summary and Conclusions

It v/as on thon

A. ivl. file

S.43296
Encl.7A
'Min. 2.

is

Of the three plans the Admiralty regarded the attenpt
to destroy actual warships as the most important,
details were worked out in W.A.7a neither the Naval nor the

Air Staff showed any great confidence in the ability of

Bomber Command to achieve this, and therefore the older idea,
that as a general principle a warship can only be destroyed
by a warship, was revived. The scattered natixre of the

targets and the bombing restrictions seemed to offer little

prospect of the success of any general plan to strike at
German Naval bases,

was hardly likely to have much effect in reducing the
intensity of a naval offensive.

?/hen the

In other words an air counter offensive
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On the other hand the independent offensive idea of

• attacking the Kiel Canal offered much better prospects, but
nothing could be done till the striking power of Bomber
Command had been increased.

None of these plans then, really offered a solution to
the problem of how to employ the striking force effectively
in the restricted period,
in themselves a challenge to a policy of restricted bombing.
There was however another alternative way in which Bomber
Command could be employed which will now be considered.

Indeed their limitations were

The Flan to Drop Propaganda from the Air (W.A.14)

This was a plan for dropping propaganda from the air
It sheds a good deal more light upon the(W.A.14).

question whether the 'legal* plans were seriously intended
to achieve real military results, or merely to employ
bomber command at the outset, for this was the least
"military" of all bombing plans, and it is therefore
significant to note that it absorbed probably more attention

than any other plan. (0

This plan, apart from the fact that it was carried out

at the outset of the war, and indeed throughout the whole

course of the war, and so has an intrinsic interest, was a

clearer pointer to the situation in 1938 and 1939 than any
other j)lan.
considerable detail.^2)

It will therefore be dealt with in

A.M. file

s.46650/1
Enel. 1A

On 14th September, 1938 when the C.-in-C. wrote to the

D.C.A.S. asking what steps were being taken to drop leaflets

on the enemy in war, he expressed it as his opinion that

"it may vrell prove that skilfully dropped propaganda,
distributed by aircraft, may prove a more potent weapon
than bombs".(3) He was not suggesting that bombing should
be abandoned, but he drew the attention of the D.C.A.S. to

the Bomber Command Appreciation of W.A.1."in which" he said

"I have been unable to express.any great confidence in the
results of our bombing offensive under that Plan".

HeIbid

Encl.lA

End. 44

The D.C.A.S. was not immediately impressed,
confessed ignorance of the subject,
what result was hoped for.
cessation of enemy bombing or was it merely to gain the

good opinion of neutral countries?
thought the same result could be achieved by broadcasting.
He also suggested some practical objections,
be the risk of losing fighting aircraft without counter-

The psychological moment might be

He was doubtful abou

Was it to bring about the

If it was the latter

There would

balancing advantages,

t

he

lost owing to bad weather, and he thought propaganda would

be more effective after tlie enemy had felt the "lash",
also did not think that Bomber Command could afford to drop
leaflets instead of bombs while the Germans bombed England,

He

The D.D, Plans however accorded a much more favourable

reception to the C.-in-C. Bomber Command's suggestion, and
in a minute addressed to the C,.'..S. and D.C.A.S. dated

17th September, 1938, he drew a clear picture of the

Ibid

End, 3 A

(1) It should be noted that V/./i. 14 raised so many questions
relating to Bombing Policy that it will often be
necessary to revert to this topic in the interests
of clarity and continuity.

(2) See also Vol. II Bomber Narrative.

(3) Underlinings by Narrator.
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He was in agreement with the A.0.C,-in-C, Bomber
in a class by itself as an air

cripple the Euhr is incomparably

tt
position.
Command that the Huhr was

objective", and that to
the most effective way of exerting pressure on Germany".
But he pointed out that Bomber Command could not attack the

Ruhr till the Germans attacked London or other centres of

population. Ke thought moreover that even after a German
attack on Ijondon "some small additional sacidfice" would be

valuable in gaining the good opinion of the U.S.A. He went

on to suggest that bombing warning notices might be dropped
on the lines of those used in Frontier Warfare, U) before
actually bombing the Rvlir. He thought that the two or

three days of actual bombing of the Ruhr which v/ould be lost

while the warnings were dropped and had time to take effect

would be justified.

Ibid

End. 6 A
On 2.5th September, 1938 an Air Staff note sviramarised the

The Air Staff were fully in agreement with theposition,
proposal to use aircraft to drop leaflets, but this use must

be "strictly limited", and it might be "necessary to resist
pressure from some quarters to overdo this form of activity".
Thus the enthusiasm of the C.-in-C. Bomber Command was placed
in the perspective of the cool attitude of the D.C.A.S,

The Air Staff note drew a distinction betvveen the two

courses of action open:-

(i) General propaganda to be dropped before actual
bombing began.

Vii) Bombing v/aming notices,gp suggested by the D.D. Plans,

A third course was that of dropping leaflets throughout
the war in conjunction dth the normal bombing.^2j
could bu done by special aircraft (referred to as ’special
dropping’) or by aircr.aft carrseing leaflets in addition to
their normal war load, U’cferred to as 'incidental dropping?).

This

The Air Staff regarded propanganda as a "v/eapon" v^hich
would justify some casualties, though they pointed out that

the risk would not be comparable to that of normal bombing,
as leaflets could be dropped from a great height in darkness.

They further pointed out, as regards the Bombing Notices,
that if London v/as really heavily bombed they vrould oppose
retaliation "merely by dropping paper",
the Gemman Air Force inflicted civilian cosualties, so to
speak by mistake, or incidentally as they might well if they
bombed, for instance, V/oolwioh Arsenal, an aircraft factoiy
or a doolg^ard, then where would be a case for the Bombing
Notices# Further they pointed out that though it was of
the utmost importance that an attack, for instance on the
Ruhr and the fuel reserves at Haiabiu'g should be made
soon as possible", such attacks would undoubtedly result in
heavy civilian casualties. In these circuastances it might
be well to drc'p warning notices first, with the object of
securing the good opii-iion of the UoSoA, and of Gennans in
opposition to the Nasi i-wgiiieo,

Finally it w-an pointed out that warning notices might
cause "great panic" aid "seriously disorganise the industrial
life" of the Ruhr,

initial scale of air attack on England.

On the other hand if

'as

This vrauld not hov/ever reduce the

(1) See Appendix 5 for the suggested Notices.

(2) As had been done in the 1914 - 1918 War.
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Ibid

End, 5 A
ivieanv/hile on 23rd September this plan had been launched
a question of the utmost urgency".

(b) Summary of the Plan

clo

Thus it appears that at the initiation of this plan
there v/ere various considerations to be vreighed.

It T/as realised that three methods could be employed:-

(i) Bombing V/arning Notices,

(ii) General propaganda before bombing began,

(iii) Propaganda throughout the war as an adjunct to
bombing,

regards the first of thcso courses it was thought
that the result might bo to cause actual interference
with industrial production,

this course might provide an
campaign of unr'.^strictc-d bombing, and still keep Britain so

so to spoalc in the right, particularly in American eyes.

The plan therefore in its early stages had 'military'
possibilities both from the point of view of what it might
portend (i.e. an' a.ttack on, for instance, the Ruhr) and
from that of what it might achieve itself,(i.e. a "panic"
in the Ruhr). ■ ' ■ •

As

It was also thought that
excuse' for starting a

I .

.  . It was. not hovrever■thought that any reduction in the
.scale of.air attack on England could be achieved by this
plan.

(c). The emergency preparations to carry out the Plan

Ibid
Enel, 7A

On'2.5th September, 1938 experiments in leaflet dropp
ing wbre- carried out at Mildenhall, and the next day Bomber
Command was able to report-to the Air Ministry on the type
of package which would be required. The Air Ministry
promptly got in' touch with the stationery office and gave
the necessary information on the type of rubber bands
required to secure the leaflets and on 2?th September
rough drafts of Bombing Vi/amings were sent to the

■Air Ministry. At this stage however the .Vir Ministry, ,
decided to postpone making a decision about the Bombing'
Warning Notices. ' Drafts of general propaganda leaflets
were composed and considered by the Foreign Office at this
time, and on 27th September the Foreign Office indicated
some of' the targets which might be treated. These included
the Ruhr, manufacturing districts in Saxony, and it was
noted that Saxony had been "very red", Hamburg ("formerly
the reddest part of Germany") Bavaria, Berlin and the
Rhineland tovms. On the same day Sir Hughe Knatchbull
Hugesson in a minute^ addressed to Sir lilexander Cadogan
summarised the decisions which had been talcen, and those
v^hich remained to be considered. He said it was decided
in principle to drop leaflets immediately after the out
break of v,'ar(l) and that the Air Ministry did not forsee
any '.difficulty in carrying out the plan. The production,
packing and delivery of the leaflets v/Quld be quick and
simple. .Decisions' were awaited'on the selection of the
actual leaflets to be dropped. The whole question of
bombing notices was open, and a decision was called for
with regard to a suggestion that a joint Anglo-French

Ibid .
End. 8A

Ibid

End. 9A
.End.iOA

Ibid
End, 11B

Ibid ■
End. 110

(l) The' consequences of pre-war dropping ruled out any
earlier activities.

Ibid
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declaration on bombing should be dropped.
decision still had to be reached on the question of targets
which might be 'treated',(2)

Lastly a firm

Ibid Sir Alexander Gadogan made his choice from among the
drafts and authorised the beginning of translations,
thought that his decision about bombing notices would not
meet the case.

He

As to the proposed Anglo-French leaflet
Sir Alexander thought this was a matter for the C.I.D. and
Cabinet. He agreed with the provisional list of targets.

^°^ ~in-G. Bomber Couummd' s Challenge to the PlanIbid

Sncl. 12A

The plan seemed to be v/ell advaiuced when

28th September its orir'inator suddtjnly challenged the whole
scheme,

C.-in-C. Bomber Command said that "investigations” had shovn
that the YHiitley was the only available, aircraft capable of
reaching Berlin.

on

In a letter for the attention of the D.G.A.S. the

/
The Ilari'ow would be capable of reaching

the Pojlirj but this v/ould involve refuelling in France on the
return journey. T'hcso difficulties had apparently inspired
the C.-in-C. to think of other methods, and looking back to
the 1914-191"

of dropping leaflets,

war that they would shoot any pilot found dropping leaflets.
The Air Ministry had accordingly decided to use balloons and
according to the C.-in«<C., the results had been very good,
"Wide distribution throughout Germany" had, he claimed, been
achieved.

O

o v/ar he v;as reminded of the free—balloon method

The Germans had announced in that '

Many of the leaflets dropped by this method
would, he admitted, fall in open country, but this the
C.-in-C. thought would be an advantage rather than the
reverse, as he considered that in to’rais the authorities
would be able to sweep up the leaflets, and have other
methods of preventing people reading them.

Ibid He therefore concluded by putting the question viiether
in these circumstances it was worth "risking aircraft in
;:his task",

come round almost to the point of viev; of the D.C.A. S. who

no7/ stated that he did not think it "permissible" to
send ViTbitleys to Berlin for the sole business of dropping
leaflets, whilst our bomber resources are so limited"i

The C.-in-C. Bomber Command seemed to have

Ibid

Encl.15A
The legal adviser to the Foreign Office confirmed that

dropping leaflets would give the eneny "grounds for protest".
He thought that the type of propaganda would have  a bearing
on the penalty inflicted on the pildt, but considered that
the German attitude v/ould be the same as in the 1914-1918

This added weight to the C,-in-G. Bomber Command'sv/ar.

challenge,

Ibid On 28th September it was agreed to investigate the
possibility of dropping leaflets from free balloons.
Y/hole plan, in so far as Bomber Comnoand was concerned
seemed to be in danger of extinction,

(d) Survival of the Plan

The

The plan Viras by now, however too much of a vested
interest to too many, for it to pass so prematurely into
oblivion.

(l) This arose in a conversation between the C.A.S, and
General Gamelin on 26th September.

(2) Estimated that R.A.F. could drop 10 million leaflets
per night.
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Ibid

End, 17c
The Archbishop of Canterbury virrote to the Secretary of

State for Air on 28th September saying that the leaflet
idea had the backing of ‘'several influential people".
Apart from' this the Air Staff was mono or less committed
to it, and the' Board of Education, the Staticneiy Office, the
prospective Ministry of Information, and the Foreign Office
were all involved. Meanwhile the lack of alternative

plans for the outset of the war hung over (as always)
the heads of the Planning Staff at the'Air Ministry.

(e) Progress of the Plan after the Munich Crisis

Ibid

Encl.l8A
A new phase in the history of the plan opened with

Plans 5 memorandum dated 10th October, 1938. It had
been realised that the hurried decisions made during the

'  i'xuiLch crisis might not have produced satisfactory results.
An effort was now to be made to get the whole matter
arranged "before another crisis",
been instr-ucted to start a

to be the first of many.

a

Plans 5 bad accordingl
Ibid

Encl.l6A
y

'propaganda file". This was

Ibid ■

Enel. 18A
The object of the Plans 5 memorandum mentioned above

was to examine the means by which t,000,000 panphlets a
■ day (sic) could be dropped as soon as possible after the
outbreak of war.

Propaganda Was defined as the presentation of a case
in such a way as to influence others, and it was claimed
to be a "proved" and "valuable" weapon of War",
pointed out that democracies could not make the same use

of propaganda in-peace time, as the Dictators had already
done, but a campaign directed to producing a 'casus belli*
should be met by one to show that there

belli". If this failed and war Came, then there should
be a sustained propaganda drive to justify resistance to
aggression, and to undermine the enemy.

It was

was no casus

It was considered

expedient that propaganda should be "based upon tnath" and
that the most fruitful results could be achieved by
attacking the enen\y Gtovemment.

so far as propaganda dropped from the air was
concemfed two types were mentioned,

(i) Bombing Warnings,
be concentrated in case they gave away a target.
They would minimise enen\y civilian casualties, and
might reduce industrial production,

(ii) Leaflets threatening, retaliation,
would be more effective than diplomacy through
neutral channels. '

These however should not

These

Ibid As regards the legal aspect, the memorandum stated
that this was undoubtedly a legal.plan, and mentioned
ai’ticle 21 of the Hague Rules, v/hich sanctioned this
form of warfare,.
1-iad "constantly" dropped propaganda,
threat to shoot the pilots.concerned the British had
given this up, but the French and Italians had ignored the
German threat. The memorandum therefore siAggested that
the action of the British Government had been weak(l) and

Between 1914 and 1917 British aircraft
After the German

(1) At the instigation of Lord Northcliffe, Britain
about to resume using aircraft when the armistice
intervened.

w
Ibid

Encl.lSA
as
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stated "there is no legal reason why aircraft should not be
used for dropping propaganda in a future v/ar".(0

Having thus dismissed the objections to the plan, with-,
out however answering the C,-in-C. Bomber Command's question
was it worth using aircraft' the memorandum turned to
practical details.

The leaflets could be dropped by specially provided
aircraft, by bomber or reconnaissance aircraft specially
detailed and by bombers and other aircraft in the course of
their normal duties. (2.) It was however assumed that there
should be. no diversion of aircraft from their normal duties,
unless the Government required this to meet special circiim-
stances. Where possible aircraft carrying out their normal

The use ofduties were to drop leaflets 'incidentally',
balloons was to be developed vath the object of confusing and
misleading the enemy.

The memorandxim then suggested a specification for the
'.ideal' leaflet bomber, and suggested that the Long Range
Development Plight might become the 'Propaganda Plight' in
wartime.

For aircraft engaged in 'incidental dropping' it was
estimated that, in addition to normal war load, the Battle,
Blenheim and Wellesley could carry 6,000 pamphlets; and
the WTiitley . and Harrow 30,000.

Finally it was suggested that balloons should be capable
of carrying 6,000 pan?)hlet3 each, and travelling at 10,000
feet. They would- probably, he launched from Nancy and would
form part of Balloon Barrage Organisation, It was estimated
that two hundred suitable balloons could be produced per day.

Despite, the optimism about the balloon, they do not any
longer appear to have been a threat to the aircraft.

On 27th October the C.A.S. expressed general agreement
with the terras of the Plans 3 memorandum, though he was not
in favour of starting a special propaganda flight. He
agreed however that the Long Distance Plight could be
earmarked for this purpose.

(f) Increased interest in Propaganda

If Germany had a long lead in the race for air parity,
she also had a longer esqjerience of, and much greater
proficiency in, methods, of propaganda than‘the British. It
is then hardly surprising to find that the British began to
stiidy the methods of Goebels.

In the first instance there v/as an increased demand for
the immediate establishment of a Ministry of Information,
The Air Ministry , in general, and even the D.C.A.S. in
particular were parties to this demand. The D.C.A.S.
feared that unless some central authority was established
to deal -with the whole question of propaganda, the near
chaotic conditions of the Munich crisis might return.

Ibid

Min,26

Ibid

Encl.27A

Ibid

Encl,29A

(l) It v/as thought that the Germans intended to use air
craft for this purpose and expected their enemies to
do so. , .

(2) It was thought that; twelve Whitleys could drop about
1G,000' pamphlets provided the "bulk" was not too great.
The Stationery Office could print 2,000,000 pamphlets
per day at short notice.

Ibid

Encl,l8A

Ibid

End, 18 A
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During this period of confusion, he said on 28th Novembei^
the Air Ministry had been forced to abandon the idea of

bombing notices, and had experienced difficulty in getting
suitable pajnphlets drafted. He thought that "clumsy
propaganda" might not only do no good, but might do
"definite harm",,.. To ensure that material was kept up to
date, and that proper liaison was established between the.

Air Ministry, Stationery Office and the B.B.C, he urged the

immediate establishment of the Ministry of Information,
vrhich under existing arrangements was only to come into
being on the outbreak of war.

Ibid

Encl,30A
The Foreign Office were however in opposition to

this widely held opinion, and claimed that existing
dcpojrtments could deal with the problem in peace time.

M.1.0.15 The Minister of Information Designate was rather
naturally also pressing for the immediate establishment
of a Ministry of Information, and he was concerned that
all propaganda preparations were related only to events
after the outbreak of war. He thought that attention

' should be given to .the question of cbmbatting enemy
This he claimed might makepropaganda in peace time,

the difference between peace and war,

A.M, file

S.46650/1
End. 31A

At the request of the Prime Minister, the Foreign
Office had been asked about this time to prepare  a report
for the Cabinet on the problem of propagating the British
point of view in G-ermany'in peace time.

The Foreign Office won their point about postponing
the creation of the Ministry of Information, but the
greatly increased interest in propaganda at the Air
Ministry and elsewhere continued to grow.

These comments on the proposed Ministry of Information,
and propaganda have been included because they indicate

. the importance which was now attached to the leaflet plan
in general. '

(g) Difficulties still obstructing the Plan

Ibid

Encl.32A
Despite the enthusiasm of the Air-Staff for the plan

the G.I.D.' continued to shov; a "distressing dilatoriness"
and the D.D..Plans informed the C.-in-C. Bomber Command on

12th January, 1939 that not as much progress "as we should
have liked" had been made. Constant prodding" by the
Air Staff was however beginning to produce results.

Ibid Some, progress was being made with'research into the
problem of balloons. But at, this stage it was thought that
the most probable course of action would be for Bomber
Command, to drop the leaflets 'incidentally' in the course of
their normal duties. Further progress was delayed lontil
the mjor propaganda decisions had beep reached.

Ibid ■

Encl.33A

These, decisions v^hich were avfaited v/ere:-

(i) Was the general policy of leaflet dropping
approved and if so should it start at the outset
of a war?

(ii) What type of propaganda was to be dropped? (0

(i) This might affect 'penalties' to be inposed on
captured pilots - see above.
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(iii) Was it.considered that there was a risk of over-
saturation? ("I )

(iv) What y/as the attitude to special missions? (2)

■  (v)- Yfas it intended to concentrate on:-

(a) Long term propagranda against indiscriminate
bombing? • ■

(b) dombing Warnings?
<

(c) A General Anglo-French Declaration?

(vi) What was the attitude to the currency suggestion?
(i.e. to drop forged currency on Germany),

(vii) V/hat steps were being taken to achieve co
ordination with the French?

Several of these problems raised questions of Bombing
Policy, which, as has been seen in Chapter 5> had not yet
been officially answered. They also raised the whole
question of war planning, for if leaflet dropping y/as to be

primarily "incidental" then clearly the whole case depended
upon vhat other plans were to be operated. If for instance
leaflets were to be dropped "incidentally" on the Ruhr th^
clearly this would Eiean that the aircraft concerned must

have some business over the Ruhr, or in other words that

some'form of W.A,5 would be operated.

Thus, if there was a great deal of obscurity clouding
the issue of W.A.14, at least the major importance of the

plan itself, and therefore of clearing up these doubts had
been revealed,

(h) High Level Decisions

A.M. file

S. 40450/1
End, 46 a

On 21st March, 1939 the Deputy Director of Plans had a

meeting with the Chairman of the Propaganda Committee,
Sir Campbell Stuart. At this meeting some of the outstand
ing problems were raised,.

Sir Campbell Stuart had a number of experts including
a representative of the Foreign Office, actually drafting
three leaflets intended to meet three possible situations.
It was agreed that a Ministry of Information should be

constituted at once but Sir Campbell Stuart was only able to

report that Sir Samuel Hoare had been appointed Minister of

Information designate in succession to Sir Stephen Tallents,
and that Sir Horace Wilson had advised him (Sir Samuel Hoare)
"to be ready, but not to take any positive action".

was however just what was so
urgently required by the. Air Ministry,
as to whether one squadron v/ould do all the dropping or
whether the whole force v/ould do "incidental" dropping.
The difficulty of reaching the Idihr except by a Special
Propaganda Squadron v/as. now pointed out, and
Sir Campbell Stuart again spoke of the difficulties
involved in a makeshift organisation.

"Positive action
There was doubt

(l) The Bomber Force could drop 40 million leaflets per
month ■witho.ut prejudice to normal duties.

(2) Twelve V/hitleys could drop 8-10 million leaflets in
one night.
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Ibid

Enel,ETA
Hov/evei' the next day Sir Campbell Stuart informed

Sir Samuel Hoare that the decision of the Government was

awaited, upon the following points

(a) If the G-emans made an unrestricted attack on
Britain was "immediate retaliation of the same kind"
intended?

(b) V/ould.this "retaliation" be restricted to military
targets?

(c) Would bombing be postponed till the civilian
population had been warned?

Sir Campbell Stuart pointed out that the amount of time

which this organisation would have for the preparation of
leaflets for immediate use would be governed by a decision
in these matters. He further suggested that if it was
decided to drop leaflets at the outset it would be
necessary to earmark squadrons.for this duty, and that the

Air Ministry/- would have to include this in their plans.

Sir Samuel Hoare's reply to these questions was not as
clear as liad been hoped, and the iiir Staff pointed out that
unless all preparations were made in advance there would be
an interval of 48 hours between the arrival of the first

German bombs and the delivery of the first British leaflets,
which in their opinion was too long. In any case it seems
to have been agreed that the leaflets should be dropped
"immediately" war broke out. The Air Staff therefore again
pressed the point that leaflets should be prepared in
advance to cover all eventualities. They were still
hesitant about the Bombing Warning.

• ■

A.M. file

S.46650/1
Encl.50A

Ibid Some progress vfas made on 6th April, 1939 at the 4th
meeting of the Strategical Appreciation Sub Committee,
(S.A.C.) when it was agreed that a Ministerial Committee '

should consider the whole question of propaganda in war
time. It was further agreed that "all necessary

Enel. 51A

preparations" should be completed in peace time to enable
leaflets to be dropped immediately on the outbreak of war.
This was to be the responsibility of Sir Campbell Stuart
and his "Nucleus Organisation",
drop the leaflets was to be left to the Cabinet.

The actual decision to

Thus at last, though little or nothing had been done
to improve the efficiency of the "Nucleus Organisation", the
Air Staff had authority to proceed with the plan. The
inability of the S.A.C. to give any wider ruling on bombing
policy, however, still made it difficult to know what other
W,A. Plans v^ould be operated, and therefore how much
'incidental' dropping would be possible.

A fortnight later the Secretary to the Cabinet was able
to inform the D.C.A.S. that the Ministerial Committee

Propaganda had already m.et twice imder the chairmanship of
the Foreign Secretary,
inform the D.C.A.S.' that it had been decided that leaflets
should be "disseminated as widely as possible over areas of
dense population" without "undue risk of loss" to the

aircraft engaged. The Air Staff were asked to give their
views on the possibility of extending the campaign to
Northern Italy, report progress made with balloons and the
progress generally made with preparations for the plan.

To this the D.C.A.S. replied on the same day
(20th April, 1939) that the Mr Staff could not produce much
in the way of plans, but that the R.A.P. could drop the

on

As a result he was instructed to

Ibid

Ibid
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leaflets without difficulty as no special training was
necessary. Ke said that the C.-in-C, Bomber Command would

be instructed to prepare to drop leaflets "incidentally" and
by special Squadrons. He pointed out that the areas
covered by incidental dropping would depend on other plans.
Ke dismissed the possibility of dropping leaflets on ■

Northern Italy, but suggested that this might be undertaken
by the French. He said that the Air Ministry had been
authorised to spend £10,000 on balloon trials, and concluded

that the Air Ministry now considered that they had the
necessapj'- authority(l) to jiroceed with the plans with the
exception of tiiat part concerning the balloon

(i) The Completion of the Plan

o •

Having at last secured the necessary high level
decisions for -viiiich they had so long struggled the Air Staff
now pushed the plan to a fairly rapid conclusion.

Ibid On 24th ApriJ- the D.D. Plans asked the C.-in-C. Bomber
Command to prepare all necessary plans foi' the dropping of
leaflets 'incidentally' and by a special squadron, which
Yfould be necessary if normal duties did not take aircraft
over suitable or wide enough areas,
prophetic sentence,
dissemination of leaflets by bomber aircraft in the normal

course of their duties will become a permanent feature in
any future war".

He ended virith this

"It seems probable that the

Ibid

Enel.54A
On 12th May the C.-in-C. Bomber Command was informed

that 8,000,000 leaflets, intended for the first day of war,
would be delivered to Group.H.Q's in about a week's time
and on 18th May a provisional list of targets was sent to
the Air Ministry.

On 10th Aiagust Sir Campbell Stuart was of the opinion
that "the principle of the continuous dissemination of

propaganda in enemy coimtries in war is now fully understood,
together with the need for essential preparations for this
purpose in peace time". ^ '

Ibid

End. 55B

A.M. file .

S.46650/1
Encl.65B

Ibid

Encl.66A
Thus on 1st September Bomber Command could be asked to

on the Hamburg-Bremenprepare to drop leaflets that night
and Ruhr areas.(2)

(j) Conclusions

The most striking aspect of this plan was the amount
of. attention which it absorbed,

entitle it to a significant place in any survey of plans for
Bomber Command in war.

Indeed tMs alone would

There is hov/ever a clear explanation
of why this plan did attract so much attention.

The leaflet plan had certain sal.ient advantages from
the point of view of the Bomber force, which was in a
relatively weaker position than, its potential rival, was
governed by a policy of restricted bombing and had to yield
to the overriding necessity to conserve its strength in the
initial phases of the war. Large quantities of leaflets
could be produced rapidly, without undue expense in money
or effort, and they could be dropped from a great height at
night in coir^arative safety,
engaged would have the opportunity of acquiring war
experience ’Adth the minim-urn risk, and that on their observa
tions the Air Ministry Planning Staff would have some

This meant that the bombers

(l) The conclusions of the 4th
above.

(2) ‘iV revised 'target' list was sent to Bomber Command
1st September.

meeting of the S.A.C. s
/ ■

ee

on
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concrete evidence upon which to form their later plans.
Prom this point of view the enthusiasm T/ithi which the plan
came to be regarded may be fully Justified.

It was on the question of expected results that there
v/as a tendency for a sense of proportion to be lost. The

Commander-in-Chief’s original suggestion that leaflets might
prove to be a more powerful weapon than bombs was  a dangerous
idea, and required qualification. It seems doubtful that

the Commander-in-Chief would have suggested that, from a
G-eman point of view, leaflets could be more effective than

bombs. It is therefore permissible to assume that the plan
owed something to the difficulties of finding any other
practicable plan for the limited force, which would at the

same time conform to the policy of restricted bombing and
to the need to conserve the force. In these circiimstances

there was a tendency to exaggerate the effects of the plan
upon the course of the war. This danger was seen by the
Air Staff from the outset, but' nevertheless it was allowed
to develop to some extent.

The possibility of the plan achieving any really
substantial results would of course depend upon the
quality and the type of propaganda dropped, (a subject
beyond the scope of the present narrative)(^)
case there remained the danger of the primary role of the
Air Striking Force, which must always be the infliction of
material damage of one sort or another, becoming obscured.

Upon the balance'between these two aspects must depend
the wisdom of the whole plan.

but in any

The 'Illegal or Unrestricted W.A. Plans

Significance of the Unrestricted Plans

The plans(2) to be considered in this section are those
v/hich could not be operated at all, or even in part, until
there was a revision of Bombing Policy to allow attacks to
be made upon a wider range of targets than those permitted
in the instructions of 22nd August, 1939.(3)
they were long range plans, and were unlikely to be en^iloyed
at the outset of a war.

In this sense

Yet right at the beginning of the
period now under review (i.e. on 30th November, 1938) the
D.D. Plans had agreed with the C.-in-C. Bomber Command that
plans made in peace could only apply to the opening phase
of a v/ar, since their practicability could only be tested

Did this therefore mean that all thesein war.

A.M. file

S.47375
Encl.6B

Para.5

'lanrestricted' plans had no real significance?

(1) See Appendix 5 for specimens of leaflets drafted
during the Munich crisis.

(2) W.A.1 Attack on G.A.F. and its maintenance.
W.A.4 Attack on Communications.

W.A.5 Attack on Manufacturing Resources.
W.A.5a) German War Industry
"  b) The Eulir
"  c) Oil

(W.A.6 Italian Manufacturing Resources)
(W.A.8 Specially important war like stores etc.)
W.A. 11 Forests

13 Enemy H.Q. Berlin etc. See (A.M. file
S.41432 Encl.79B)
All these would involve civilian casualties.

W

(3) See above Chapter 6.
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There are two answers to this question. In the first

place it was an opinion that the Germans would launch
immediate unrestricted air attack against Britain or her
alllQSj and that this iffould free allied hands, and make an
immediate abandonment of the restricted bombing policy-
possible. More than this it would make it urgently
importfjit for Bomber Command to fulfil to the best of its
ability its primary role; to reduce by vigorous counter
attack, the scale of air attack upon the ccuntry or in
other words to avert the "Icnock out" blow from the air.
In these circumstances the unrestricted plans would
to be long range and v/ould become immediate.

an

cease

Upon them
might depend the continued existence of the country.

In the second place, even if the Germans did not launch
an unrestricted air attack, they were still the most formid
able military-povrer in EuiX)pe. Fiance was reluctant to launch
land offensive against her potential enemy, and no other
pov/er could muster an array comparable with the German,
then was Germany to be defeated?
that this could be done from the air.

a

How

Some held the opinion
In these circum

stances Britain might be compelled by considerations of
expediency to relax her restrictions upon bombing,
crux of this matter was whether a ta.rget, or group of
targets, could be found whose destruction would have
really vital effect upon Germany's power to continue
and, if so, v/hether the 1939 T'orce was capable of destroying
them?

The

a

a war

Thus the significance of the unrestricted plans is
revealed. An attempt will therefore be made in this
section to assess the various plans,(l) in this light.

The following problems will therefore be solved:-

(1; Vas the 1939 Force capable of doing anything to
avert the knock out blow?

(2) Was the 1939 Force capable of doing any thing
offensively to win the vrar?

(3) Were the 'legal' plans defeatist or merely
(With reference to the 19M force),

(4) And so, was there an immediate alternative to
the policy of restricted bombing?

The Counter Offensiye;
Air Force (W.A.llT0~

This was inherently a defensive plan, and it may be
well to^refresh the memory of the reader about the expected
attack it was intended to avert.

In October, 1936 the Joint Planning Committee had been
of the opinion that the German Air Force would be capable
of delivering a "Imock out blow" against Great Britain in
the event of war in 1939. The scale of attack expected
v/as about four hundred tons of bombs ‘ _
sustained for about forty days, and aimed at ports and
communications.

experimental?

Plan for Attack on the German

C.O.S.

513(J.P.)

Ibid It v/as estimated that in

the handling of ce
the first twenty four hours

irgoes by the Port of London might be

(1) See footnote (l) page 299.

(2) For the early history of W.A.1 See Part I of this
volume.
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reduced to 25 or 30Vj of normal, and that nearly all the

warehouses v/ould be destroyed by fire,
days the same results might be achieved against all the

ports from the Tyne to Southampton.

In another three

If the Germans attacked centres of population 20,000
casualties might be e^qpected in London during the first

tvrenty f our hours and within a week the half dozen big
centres of population would liave been partially evacuated.
In these circumstances it was thought that the civilian
population would insist that surrender Y/as preferable to

continued resistence.(l) It is hardly surprising to find
that the attack on the German Air Force found pride of
place aiiiong all the Western Air Plans.

The early pessimism with which this plan had been
regarded by the ilir Staff, and especially by the C.-in-C.
Bomber Command was imrelieved dovm to the outbreak of v/ar.

B.N. Vol. I

This WS.S of course one of the reasons why the Expansion
Scheme 'M* of November, 1938 had given immediate priority
to Fighter Command. The most urgent need seemed to be to
avert the '•icnock out blow'", and the study of the possibili
ties of doing this by attempting to launch a counter
offensive against the German Air Force had not encouraged
the Air Staff.

A.H.B.

IIA1/1
The main purpose of the plan Yvas accordingly

abandoned, and it came to be regarded merely as a possible
means of assisting the fighters to reduce the German attack
on Britain,

in the face of one objection after another from the
C.-in-C. Bombe r Command,

In this sense the plan was kept up to dateA.M.file

S.A2728
Passim.

As an 'immediate' plan of primary importance the
attack on the Air Force was assigned very little
significance.

The Independent Offensive: Plans for attack on German War

IndustiT).' and Oil. (W.A.5a and W.A.5c)

If the counter offensive plan was virtually abandoned,
there remained the possibility of, launching an independent
air offensive against Germany v/hich vrould have  a vital

-effect upon her ability to continue a war. Such was the

plan for the attack on German industry (W.jL.5a) and that
for the attack on resources of oil (W.A.5c),(2)

A.M. file

S. 43303

Encl.3A

In sharp comparison to his attitude to the plan for
the attack on the German Air Force, the C.-in-G. Bomber
Command was exceedingly enthusiastic about the industrial
plan.

The Attack on War Industry

A.M. file

S. 41432

Enel,32c

An Air Targets Intelligence Report of the
8th September, 1938 had focussed attention on the Ruhr, as
a relatively small and highly concentrated industrial area
situated near the Western Frontier of Germany,
pointed out that this area, which was the "greatest and most
centralised" industrial district in the world, could not be

The Report

0) The possibility of "angry or frightened mobs of
civilians" attempting to sabotage R.A.F, aerodromes had
been considered in connection with Security measures -

see S24 Part VI Bomber Command War Orders (unclassified
in A.H.B.).

(2) Re-umbered W,A. 6 in January, 1940.
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supplemented as the nerve centre of G-ermany,
out that more than half the industrial population of G-ermany
was in this area, and that the Ruhr produced an enomous
proportion of Germany's industrial requirements. ("I)

Here in the Ruhr, so often called the "Achilles Heel" 
'

of Germany, it might be supposed that the 'vital' target had
been found, whose destruction from the air might decide the
issue of a war.

They pointed

A.M. file

s.43303
Encl,3A

Certainly the C.-in-C. Bomber Command seemed to think

so, and on 28th July, 1 938 he had said that if a sustained
attack by 300 aircraft for a, month could be maintained,
this object could be achieved.

Ibid

Enel.33
The Bomber Command Appreciation of the Plan of May, I938

had gone so far as to suggest that this sustained attack on
the power plants and coke ovens of the Ruhr would prevent
Germany v/aging war on a large scale in less than three weeks.

The Air Ministry was not however so optimistic, and it
was pointed out that coking plants would not bo so easily
visible by night as Bomber Command had suggested, and the
report was generally regarded as too optimistic,
tendency at the Air Ministry was to give a higher priority
to communications and dams.

The

Ibid

Min. 5.

Ibid

Min. 7
The Air Tactics Branch suggested that the destruction of

the Mohne dam would do more damage than could be effected by
the T/hole of the C.-in-C. Bomber Command's plans.
C.-in-C. Bomber Command had hovrever pointed out that dams
could not be attacked until the 1,000 lb,
available.

The

S.A.P. bomb wasIbid

End. 3 A

Ibid

Min. 9
Plans Ops. also expressed the opinion in October, 1938

that the Bomber Command plan was too limited geographically,
and on the basis of the C.-in-C's. ruling on maximum
penetrations, (2)
considered.

a wider range of targets was being

The C.-in-C's belief that the 'vital' target had been
found was therefore not acceptable to the Air Ministry.
This is not to say however that the plan was abandoned,
was to be extended. The difference of opinion between th

It

e
C.-in-C, Bomber Command and the Air Ministry was not a
matter of principle but of detail.

AHB IIAI/2-3
and A.M. file

s.43303
Encl.12A

(b) The Air Ministry Appreciation on the Attack
War Industry January. 1939

on German

The object of the plan was to cause the maximum possible
reduction of German War industry,
group had been discovered, whose destruction v/ould dislocate
the v,'hole German industry, this could best be achieved by
attack on a 'key service' - Power,
this 'key service'.

Since no 'key' industrial

an

A successful attack on

it was thought, would cause an important
; V

A.M. file

S.41432
(1) Por instance, Coal and Coke 70-8015

Pig Iron
Steel

67^
75G

of total German

production
32c

(2) Battles 100 miles
Blenheims 150 miles

Harrows and Whitley (at night) 200 miles.
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reduction in all German War Industry,
delivered in two ways:-

(1) The destruction in the first six weeks of war of
sixty four Electricity generating Stations and ten gas
coking plants. These seventy fo\nr targets were however
scattered all over Germany and most of them would
low level attack.

SEQBET

This attack could be

require

(2) The dislocation of industry in the Ruhr, I
could be acliieved, the effect on the remainder of
German War industry would be

If

very considerable'.

 this

Course 1 was considered too ambitious.-  On the other

hand Course 2 would only involve forty eight targets, thirty
three_ of which were large enough for high level attack.
Even if the Low Countries remined neutral, the attack on the
Ruhr would not call for deep penetration. '
therefore recommended as the more suitable, with the proviso
that Cour^ 1 could be adopted later, and tiiat some of its
targets might be bombed as alternatives while Course 2 was
being carried out.

The Air Ministry appreciation was not therefore nearly
so optimistic as had been the Bomber Command appreciation
already mentioned. Nevertheless it was quite clear that
substantial re stilts were expected.

The appreciation was sent to Bomber Command for comment
on 31st January, 1939 and was subsequently approved by the
C.A.S. on 5th February, 1939,

Course 2 was

A.M. file

s.43303

End* 11A,
12A

Bomber Command now began to see difficulties. The
C,-in—C. had already said that he was not confident of
maintaining a sustained attack on the Ruhr from the
United Kingdom, unless he had the use of the air over the
Lew Countries. Bomber Command said that Blenheims could no

Ibid

End. 3A

Ibid

End. 14A
t

reach tne Ruhr from the U.K, unless they could refuel in
Prance. It was also said that Battles, with their
defence, wodd be no match for the M.E. 109s, and that
Bomber Command did not intend to use them in early attacks on
the R\ihr as was expected in the Air Ministry Appreciation.
The need for better target recognition intelligence was also
emphasised.

poor

Ibid

End. 15A
27th March, I939 D.D. Plans replied to these comments,

saying that an effort Tfould be made to get more intelligence
about the targets, and that it was thought that the restric
tion on flying over the Low Coirntries would not last long
that Blenheims could be used in the attack.

so

,  ̂ The D.D. Plans
however thought that Battles would have to be used as they
composed 50^ of Bomber Command's medium bomber strength,(1)

Thus practical limitations concerning the range of the
Blenlieims, and the defensive power and speed of the Battles,
together with the doubt about boiribing accuracy at night, had
tended to diminish the popularity of the plan in the eyes of
the C.-in-C. Bomber Command. It was not till after the
outbreak of war that these problems of Low Country neutrality
and night bombing could be solved. The plan for the attack
on war industry was reasonably advanced, and was backed with
reasonable confidence. An alternative to the policy of
restricted bombing had been prodixced, and therefore, in so far

' i »

(1) C/P letter 1st Feb., 1939 C.A.S. to C.-in-C. Bomber
Command,
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as this plan was concerned, Bomber Command was considered to
be something more than an expensive luxury,
of this confidence in the industrial plan is of course the
result in war, but this is a question beyond the scope of the
present narrative,

(c) The Attack on Oil W.A. 5c

Another justification for the principle of the independent
air offensive was sought, surprisingly late, in the plan for
an attack on oil.

The acid test

Ibid

End, 24A
It was not till 1st July, 1939 that the first draft of

the Air Ministry Appreciation of this plan was sent to
Bomber Command, A new draft, seen by the C.A.S. on 24th July,
T/as sent to Bomber Command on the following day. i

A.H.B.

IIA1/6
The appreciation assumed that one of Germany* s. "greatest

problems" would be the "maintenance" of adequate supplies of
oil". A "conservative estimate" allowed Germany only six or
seven months of full scale effort, and then if all her foreign
sources of oil had been cut off, she could only meet 20^ of
her requirements from domestic- scources. ('1) If air action
could destroy a proportion of her oil stocks the position
would be even more desperate. The aim of the plan was there
fore to "reduce Germany's war resources of oil as rapidly and
as completely as possible". The sources of German oil were
stated to be threefold

1 Imports of crude oil.
Domestic oil fields.

(3) Goal mines (lignite).

An attack on domestic oil fields was not recommended as

vulnerability would depend upon whether the derricks, the
stocking and delivery reservoir, the pimping station, and the
power plant were concentrated in a relatively small area.
This was not the case in Germany. For the reason that they
were too small targets or that their production was not
significant Tetra Ethyl lead plants, substitute fuels e.g.
Propane and Butane, and coal carbonisation plants, were also
not recommended for attack. This left imported oils, and
domestic oils in refineries.

2

There were fourteen major oil refineries of "particular
importance",(2)
refineries, but there were independent tank farms at Stettin
and Frankfurt.

Normally tank farms were associated with

Frankfurt ivas the main oil depot in Western Germany, and
it was thought Stettin would have to be attacked from Poland
as it was 550 miles from Norwich or EheiiTiS.

Lastly there were the Synthetic oil plants, hydrogenation
(Bergius) Plants producing oil froiA coal and Fischer Tropsch
Plants producing diesel oil.(3)

0) See Appendix 6.

(2) Eight dealt mainly with imported oil and six with
domestic oil.

(3) Low Temperature Carbonisation Plants were not considered
worth attacking.
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Prom these considerations a sunsoary of the targets
recomnended for attack was drawn up,(l) and their vulner
ability considered.

Refineries were thought to be vulnerable to 500 lb. G.P.

bombs, but the operative part of the target was only about

eighty yards square, though the whole refinery would cover
about two hundred acres. The extent of the damage would
depend on fires. Imported oil plants were generally more
vulnerable than domestic oil plants (lubricants), especially
at the outset when imported oil plants mi^t be expected to

be full of petrol. However it was admitted that precautions
had been taken to prevent fires spreading. Hydrogenation
plants were thoxight to be extremely vulnerable and it was

expected that one bomb might cause a "series of explosions".
Fischer Tropsch plants were less vulnerable and also smaller
in size.

All the targets with the exception of that at Stettin
were within range of home based heavy bombers and Hlfinheim TV’s,
and all the major imported oil refineries (except Regensberg)
were in the neighbourhood of Hamb'urg or the Ruhr, which woiild
call for a penetration of less than 120 miles of enemy
territory. These seven plants were also all near rivers or
canals and niight therefore be indentified at night,
six domestic oil refineries were around Hanover, in Breman or
near Haniburg.

The

Pour of the nine Hydrogenation Plants were in the Ruhr.
The other five were in the Eastern half of Germany between
150 and ROO- tiiles from the Western Frontier, Six of the

(1) SUMMARY OP OBJECTIVES RECOMMENDED FOR ATTACK

A.N.BIIA1/6 Type of objective Number Capacity 1939
in thousands

of tons.

Remarks

REFINERIES

Imported Oil
2,228 Estimated capacity of

tanks 1,100thousand
tons.

8

6 528Domestic Oil Estimated cap. of
tanks mainly lubri
cants,

tons.

587 thousand

SYNTHETIC PLANTS
6Hydrogonation 1,210 High grade petrol

and ISO-octanes.

600Bergins 2 Starting production
1939AO.

8 625Fischer Tropsch Mainly high grade
petrol & diesel oil.

TANK PAR16 2 Holding Refined oils*
capacity unknown.

30+2TOTAL
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eight Fischer Tropsch plants were in the Ruhr,
in central Germany would be hard to locate.

The other two,

Thus of the thirty-two targets twenty-three were within
reach of the Western Frontier,

reached from Poland,
The remaining nine might be

This wide dispersal of the targets would make it impossible
for the Germans to concentrate their defences, and good weather
in any part of Germany could be taken advantage of. Finally
the "great majority" of the major oil refineries were at least
500 yards from centres of population.

The recommendation was that if there were no political
restrictions and the attack was begun within the first four

weeks of the war, the above-ground stocks of imported oil
should be attacked first, to be followed by the hydrogenation
plants, the domestic refineries and the Fischer Tropsch plants
in that order.

The Air Staff seemed to have found an even more promising
justification for the independent offensive than the industrial
plan.

The Independent Offensive; Conclusions

Two plans had thus been devised, either of which, at
least appeared to offer a method of enabling Bomber Command to

make a significant contribution to the defeat of Germany.
But the proper operation of these plans would involve at least

a relajcation of the bombing policy which had been adopted for
the initial phase of the war.

The Air Staff therefore had in the independent offensive
plan a real alternative to the policy of restricted bombing.
This meant that the frequent discussion of the possibility of

the restricted bombing period being of short duration, or of
its being abandoned altogether for one reason or another, was
not purely academic,
date for the cabinet to revise its views about civilian

casualties, Bomber Command was considered capable of exploiting
the situation.

If it became possible at some futvire

The fact remained that the German Air Striking Force was

much stronger than the British, and that Bomber Command, as has
been seen, had no effective answer to the threat of a German
"knock out blow". It therefore remained a British interest

to secure the maximum immunity from air bombing,
circumstances it was hardly likely that any of the independent
offensive plans would be operated unless the Germans first

laimohed an xmrestriated air attack on the Uruted Kingdom.

In these

Finally the accuracy of the forecasts of the success of
This canthe independent offensive plans must be mentioned,

be gauged by subsequent history and will have been dealt with
in the succeeding volumes to this narrative,
point out at this stage however that doubts had been expressed
about the practicability of both plans,
problem of penetrating the Rxihr, both from the point of view

of even that limited range, and from that of the defensive
power of the Bombers notably of the Battles,
accuracy of night bombing was in doubt, and as regards the

oil plan, the possible invulnerability of the targets had

been suggested,
that the Air Staff was entirely confident about either plan.

It is fair to

There was the

Moreover the

It would be a gross exaggeration to suggest
« .

The main fallacy in the whole argument was that if
Germany* s oil position had been as desperate as estimated, she
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would hardly have gone to welt at all and, if she had, the
naml blockade should have been sufficient to defeat her.

The oil plan as it stood, in this sense was either optimistic
or superfluous.

T]te Auxiliary Offensive; Plans to Delay the Advance of the
German Arnw’ (w.A.5b, W.A.l+a and W.A.4h)

It now remains to discuss a third possible role for
Bomber Command, that of devising a plan to delay the advance
of the German army through the Low Countries from the air. ^
This was ‘ex officio' an array co-operation plan, and has

therefore been called the "Auxiliary offensive".

Wlien the French came to London for the Staff Conver^tions
of 1939 they seemed convinced that the war would begin with a
major German land and air offensive against them, and this,
they expected, would be proceeded by a German invasion of
Belguim and Southern Holland. Indeed the D. of Plans
wrote to the C.-in-C. Bomber Command on 1?th April, 1939 that
the French delegation had shown a "preoccupation amounting
almost to an obsession" with this idea. Commandant Bailly

had previously told the D» of Plans that, in his opinion, the
Germans would be much more likely to concentrate on the

defeat of France, the weaker of the two Western Powers, rather
than attempt a "knock out blow" against Great Britain. He
based this assumption on the major plan which had been agreed
between France and Britain to concentrate on the defeat of

Italy before that of Germany. The D. of Plans had assured
Commandant Bailly that in any event Britain would fulfil her

obligations to Prance.

At this meeting on 5th April, 1939 between Corrttiandant
Bailly and the D. of Plans the whole question of support by
Bomber Command to the French army was-, raised and the - ^ ^
D. of Plans promised to consider the Question of bombi^ the
Gernan Air Force with a view to preventing it interfering
with the French army, and invited the,French to propose a

plan for the dislocation of Genrah military coimiunications.

A.M. file

. S.II32
End. 1A

Ibid

End. 2a

Ibid,
End. 1A

Ibid

So far as Bomber Command was concerned the prospects
were aummarised on 1?th April by the D. of Plans in a letter

This pointed out theto the G.-in-C, Bomber Command,

A.M. file

S.II32
End. 2A

possibility of the Germans invading Belgium and Holland
immediately on the outbreak of war, and so getting into a

position from which they might outfldnk the Maginot line.
The D. of Plans continued, that it had been agreed that in

this event the primary aim of all allied bombers would be to

delay the German advance and so allow time for the French
army to move, up into Belgium and form a defensive line there.
In this situation the whole of Bomber Command would be devoted

to co-operation v/ith the French army. The problem was how
best could Bomber Command achieve this aim? The French
thought that the most immediate delay to the German angy- codd
be imposed by direct bombing attacks on the columns moving
forward, but if the German Air Striking Force began seriously
to interfere with the advance of the, French army into Belgium,
then the French advocated that Bomber Command should switch
its attack to the German Air Force, and, in the French view,
the best method of doing this would be to bomb aerodrome
surfaces. Finally the D. of Plans pointed out that if this

plan ever had to be operated it would have to be immediately
war broke out.
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Broadly speaking then, there appeared to be three irethods
by which Bombers might contribute to the delay of the G-erimn
Advance:-

(1) By an attack on the enemy troops moving on the roads.

(2) By an attack on the rail and road communications in
the operational areas.

(3) By an attack on the Gorman Air Force to relieve the
immediate air offensive against the French army.

This then was a ‘continental* role for an 'island* bomber

force, and it is hardly surprising to find that the French
were more enthusiastic and, if the wish is ever father to
the thought, more optimistic, about what could be done, than
the British, to whom tliis would mean the postponement of the
strategic independent offensive, and the abandonment of their
conviction that the initial German a,ttack would be in the
East.

A.F.C. Papers
Passim.

i  ■

If however the French were so "preoccupied" with these
plans, the British had some experience of the problems which
werb now to be raised. One of the original W.A. Plans (¥.A

A.M. file

3.42751
Passim*

A.H.B.IIA1/4

.4»)
had been devised to dislocate G-erraan Military communications,
and an Air Mnistry Appreciation of a proposal to modify the
plan for the attack on the Ruhr (W.A.5a) in such  a way as to
dislocate the lines of communication of the German amy
invading the Low Countries,,had seen the light in March, 1959.

(a) Proposed Modifications to the Ruhr Plan

In March the Air Ministry produced an appreciation whose
object was to show "how attack on the Ruhr will affect opera
tions" of the "German' arm
how the R-uhr Plan (W.A. 5a
"to cause the maximum interference with comraunications' while

invading- the Low Countries, and
as it then stood, could be modifie

A.H.B.

nAi/4 d

maintaining the original aim of dislocating industry in the
Ruhr". This modification which was to effect a compromise
between the ideas of independent and auxiliary offensive,
came to be known as W.A.5b.

Since the appreciation of W.A. 5a bad been written t'vo

new factors had arisen. Reports had indicated a serious
position on the German railways. There was said to be a
shortage of rolling stock and locomotives. This and the bad

condition of the tracks had apparently caused difficulties at
the tiroes of the 'Anschluss* and the Munich crisis. Also

during the winter of 1958/9 further trouble had been expefiened
while the canals were temporarily frozen. It was therefore
thought "reasonable" to expect that a "comparatively small
weight of attack" on the Ruhr might lead to a dislocation of

rail transport. This in addition to other advantages would
\)e likely to further the industrial aspect of the Ruhr plan.

The second new factor was the increased "likelihood" of a
German initial attack in the West.(l) In this event it would
obviously be of vital importance to check the advance of the

Gorman army into territory on which Britain had kept her eye
for more than five hundred years. The appreciation pointed
out that it would be less profitable to direct bombing opera
tions "solely" against communications, than to persevere with
the industrial attack, as in. any case only "temporary inter
ference" with consBunications coxold be effected from the air.

Ibid

Ibid

(1) This "likelihood" was based on intelligence reports of
early 1959*

a.h.b.iiaiA
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It was hov/ever thought that some modification of the existing
Ruhr plan would not prejudice its industrial aspect, and

might "constitute an interference with German comm'unications
into Belgium and Holland,"(0

The Air Ministry Appreciation suggested that the tactical
a.spects of this plan'could only be determined during the

'  operations, and therefore confined itself to the Strategical
■  Aspect.

Ibid

It was assumed that no political restrictions would be

placed on bombing "legitimate military targets in populated
areas",(2) that France would be allied to Britain and that
BeIgiiom would resist invasion. (3)

It had been assumed in the appreciation on W.A.5a that
an attack on railways would be iineconomical from the point of
view of the plan to dislocate- industry,(4) Now, however
it was decided that railways were vulnerable. They depended
upon a rigid system of time tables, which could, it was

thought, easily be dislocated, especially at night.(5) A
mass attack on a railway centre could, it was estimated, only
be justified if a delay of a few hours was vital to the whole.

course of the war, but a "succession of raids" however small

over wide areas of the railv/ay system might cause dislocation

out of all relation to the actual damage, and "equal to if not

greater than" a "necessarily smaller number of mass attacks,"

Ibid

(1) The Ruhr lies directly across the main lines of com
munications between Germany and the West.

(2) In this connection see Chapter 6 above.
A.M. file 3,1152 Ends, 5A and 6A,

Also see

(3) The attitude of Holland was not thought important.

(0 See Appendix B to the Appreciation on ¥.A.5a
(A.H.B.mi/3).

(5) The appreciation of W.A.5b states that it would be upon
"dislocation" and not "destruction" that air action
against communications should depend for its effect,
to the poor effects to be expected from "destruction" the

appreciation recalled a bombing attack on an amrauhition 
'

train at Thionville on l6th July, 19l8when considerable
damage resulted in only i+8 hours delay,
details see The War in the Air Vol.VIJ.

claimed that a similar attack-, delivered against coking

plants would have put "several plants out of action not
for hours but for months,"-

As

(For the full
The appreciation

It should however be noticed that-the delay at
Thionville i/vas 48 hours, when the French and the British
came to work out the details of the attack on Railways
(see below p, 3'10) they anticipated causing a much
shorter delay. (The British about 4 hours, and the
French 6 to 8 hours). These delays were however to
be the result of attacks on the""open line". It is
surprising that the French did not-press home the lesson
of Thionville which though it did not ii;Tpress the Air

Ministry in March when they were thinking more of the
industrial offensive, might have done in April.
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A War Office Committee had selected the ten main strategic
railway lines in Western Germany.(1)
liable to attack' under the existing Ruhr plan^ and it was
therefore assumed that, if no modification to the plan was
made, the Gemian advance would be delayed. It was however
thought desirable to include strategic rail centres as
objectives for night attack.(2)
that night attacks should now be made on Osnabruck, Hamm,
Souest, and Schwerte all of wliich it will be noted, except
Osnabruck, were in the Ruhr. It was suggested that these
railway targets should be added to, or substituted for, the
steel and munition factories previously recommended for night
attack in the Ruhr Plan (W.A.Sa). It was thought that rail-
V/ay junctions might be easier to find by night, than factories.
The possibility of attacking the Dortraund-Ems Canal, and
possibly other inlbnd waterways by day was also suggested.

Thus in March, 1939 the Air Ministry had proposed to make
certain concessions to the principle of an auxiliary offensive.
Nevertheless the independent offensive (i.e. the industrial
plan) still retained priority of place,

(b) The French Plan of Attack on Railways

Half of these lines were

It was therefore recommended

A.M, file

S.II32
End. 1A On 5th April, 1939 the Director of Plans at the Air

Ministry had accorded a lukewarm reception to Commandant
Bailly's suggestion of an attack on railways with the object of
checking the advance of the German army. Nevertheless he

•  had invited the French to lay their plan before the British
Air Staff.

A.F.C(J)51 or
A.M. file

S.I359
Enel, 2K

Accordingly six days later the French Army Staff produced
a note "relating to air attack on concentrated forces",
claimed that massed bombing of railways and roads during a
concentration period, either the initial concentration at the

beginning of the war, or any subsequent tactical concentration,

This

(1) i.e,

A, Railways leading to the Rxihr. B. Railways South of Ruhr.

C6 Kassel-Giessen X
Koblents

Koln

C7» Bebra-Hanau-Frankfurt +
Mainz.

C8 . Wurzburg - Aschaffenburg
C 9 Wurzburg-0 sterburken
CIO Ansbach-Heilbrunn-

Struttgart

01 Lohne-0 snabruck X Rheine

(Duisberg)
02 Lohne-0snabruck X Munster-

(Heme)
C3 Lohne-Hamm X -(Dortmund)-
( k TrackJ

04 Altenbeken-Padderborn-
Soest X

05 Warbourg-Arnsberg-
Schwerte X

+ Recommended for attack by
the French and M.A.P. C

last enclosure.

X Recommended for sustained

attack.

See Also Appendix B to W.A.4 and map "C" - the last Enel, in
A.H.B.IIA1A*

(2) The view of the Air Ministry Committee appointed to
investigate transportation targets, that it was impossible
with the (then) present weapons to destroy viaducts,
upheId,

was
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might cause "considerable confusion in the transport system^
and seriously compromise the execution of the
ordered by the (German) command,
attack should be concentrated on railways, and that roads
which were more "flexible" and formed smaller targets, should
only be secondary objectives.

The attack on railways miglit aim at either the destruc
tion of '"pemanent sensitive -points" such as depots, large
stations, technical installations, bridges, viaducts and so

or the tenporary paralysis of traffic in a given area.
The French thought that direct attack on "actual traffic"
("temporary paralysis") wo\lLd have a direct and immediate
effect on the course of land operations, but that the attack

permanent sensitive points" would only produce results
"after a fairly long period".(l)

manoeuvre

It was thought that the

on;

on

Ibid

The suggestion therefore was that the attack should be

directed against "actual traffic" during a concentration
period, to isolate the zone in which the enemy was preparing
his offensive. This would require that all railway traffic
to the zone in question would have to be cut.

Ibid The French note suggested that this could best be
achieved by "systematically" and"repeatedly" cutting the lines
along the open track, preferably away from large centres where
means of repair would be available and which v/ould be heavily
defended,

carried out.
Attacks on road transport were to be simultaneously

Ibid The French went on to” outline their conception of an
actual plan,

isolate it from the communi,cations coming from the East and
North East.(2)
the main barrier eleven main and -tvrelve minor, lines would
have to be cut, and for the secondary barrier seven main and
five minor lines.

The main attack was to be East of the Ruhr, to

Thus t\¥o "barriers" were to be created. Fo

As the French thought three cuts in each

r

line woTxLd be essential, this would involve a total of
approximately 100 cuts which vrould have to be made, and main
tained.

(c) British Reactions to the French Plan

It can be seen at once that the French view of this plan
v/as entirely at variance with the British, and that it took
little account of the resources available, and the effort
needed to achieve and maintain the Interruption of more than
thirty railway lines.
French plan was "very nice in principle but qid.te impossible
in practice."

The D.D. Plans had commented that theIbid

End. 2A

A.F.C(J)73
or A.M. file

S.1359
End. 5A

On the 1st May, when the French Air Delegate met
members of the British Air Staff "a wide divergence of opinion'
was revealed on the question of the railway attack.

A Plans 2 note of 26th April had accepted the French
■’in princi-ple" but had pointed out that its applicationA.M. file

S.II32
End. 1QA

plan
depended on a re-petition of attacks at frequent intervals
all through the day and night, and in all weather, which in
practice, would be impossible,
that the targets sioggested by the French were mostly beyond

It was further pointed out

(1) The D.D. Plans -was not con-vinced.

(2) The lines leading to the bridges at Coblenz and Cologne,
The Rhine Strategic Railway, and the lines from the
middle Rhine to Luxemburg and the Saar were also to be
cut.
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the range of medium bombers based in the U»K. unless they
refuelled at Rheims or Non^'iGh, (1) and that heavy bombers were
unsuited to this form of attack, It was therefore assumed

that in the first seven days of war, which would be the vital

period, that the whole available medium bomber force(2) would
be able to cut and keep cut not more than three railway
lines.(3) Plans 2, therefore thought the attack on open track
was impracticable, and suggested, as an alternative, the idea

of attacking traffic centres (W.A,5b) which has been discussed
above.

A.P.C(J)73
or A.M. file

S.1132/13A
Thus the "divergence of opinion" betr/een the British and

French concerned not only the way in which the Germn concentra

tion would be affected,(4)
the German army, but also the method by which the railways
should be attacked, and the forces required to achieve success.

The British Air Staff undertook to make alternative suggestions.

and so the results of the attack on

(d) The British Flan of Attack on Railways (W.A.ja)

A.F.C(J)73 As has been seen the British Air Staff felt that the

German concentration would be effected before the war, and

even if this proved to be wrong in the event, that there were

better methods of delaying the German advance than the attack

on open tracks,
persevere with the plan.

Nevertheless the Air Staff decided to

On 13th May the D.D. Plans asked the War Office to re

examine the whole question as they did not wish "to completely
rule out (Sic) attack on rail movement in all circumstances."
It was however emphasised that the Air Ministry liad undergone
no conversion, and that the main differences of opinion with
the French still stood,

and the French plan (A.F.C(j)5l) should provide the basis of
the new plan.
(W»A.4a) was born.

It was suggested that W.A.4 and 5b

With this faltering welcome the ne'W plan

A.M. file

S.II32
Enel. I5A

Meanwhile if the British v/ere obstinate so were the French.

On 2nd J\ane the British air attache in Paris sent the Air

Ministry the considered opinion of the French Air Staff on the

railway plan in the light of British criticisms.

The French substantially maintained their original
optimism. They claimed that the permanent way could be

"effectively damaged" by a bomb of medium size,(5/
the attack could be delivered from 1,000 meti^s or less. They
thought a triple breach in a line would cause a delay of from

six to eight hours, and much more if a derailment was caused.

The attack could be delivered in comparative safety at an open

so that

A.M. file

S.I359
Enel. 7A

Ibid

End. 7B

(1) Though the Long Nosed Blenheims could make the trip non

stop.

(2) The Battles of the A.S.S.F. would not arrive in the

Rheims Area till Z + 3. and would then probably attack
"Fleeting targets".

Even this assumed that one cut (not 3) would be enough
for each line.

(3)

(4) The value of the French plan clearly depended upon the

assumption that the German army would not be concentrated
before the outbreak of the war.

assumption false, and therefore considered that the plain
v/ould have little effect on the German army.

The British thought this

(5) 50 kg.
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point, though they admitted that a "deep" penetration of

territory(l) would be called for. It was pointed outenenry

that the French Air Force did not then possess bombers of a

high enough performance to do this flight, but the inference
was tlaat the British did, and a maximum of 100 breaches was

still demanded even if this entailed the employment of the
whole available Bomber Force. The French Staff, however,
thought the plan so important, that a sma.ller scale effort
would also be worth Ydiile.

was revealed that the Germans had completed their concentra
tion would the French abandon the plan.

Only if, when the war began, it

A.M. file

S.1359
End. 11A

The War Office, having seen this French view, convened a

coinmittee on 12th June, to consider the plan as they had been
asked by the Air I'iLnistry.

Ibid

Enel. 11B
The report of this committee, which was issued on

25th 14ay, assumed that even if the entire bomber force avail

able to Britain and France was employed to attack railways
East of the Rhine(2) the effect on the German army would be
negligible, as, far as the advance into Holland and Belgium
was concerned," but also that exceptional situations might
arise which would make such attacks desirable.

The report therefore recommended that a zone for attack
should be agreed upon,(3) and that a list of railway targets
should be drawn up, in order of imxx)rtance. (4)

On 16th August, the British Air Staff sent a note to the
French Air Staff in which they emphasised once again their
doubts about the German army concentrating after the outbreak
of war, and therefore about the value of attacking railways
East of the Ruhr. They also expressed in some detail their
estimate of the effort required as compared with the effect to

(1) 120-150 km

(2) See the French Plan - above

(3) The Committee suggested a zone boarded roughly on the
Vfest by Mons-Brussels-Antwerp - On the East by the Rhine,
on the North by Flushing-Wesel, and on the south by
Mons-Kaiserlautern.

(4) The Air IHnistry Transportation Committee's order of
precedence was;

1, Viaducts. 2. Railway centres. 3* Embankments.
4. Trains and Tracks.

was quoted as a guide.
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be achieved if the plan,was put into operation(l) which
brought them tq the conclusion that it would be much
econonucal and .effective to attack traffic centres.

more

At any rate imtil the outbreak of war, the plan then
retired to the obscurity from which the British clearly
wished it I^d never emerged. In this plan for .the' auxiliary
offensive the Island power had much less confidence then the
continental power, ,

(®) Flans for Attack on the German Army

.The British attitude to the plan to attack rail' communica
tions threw into greater prominence other plans to check the

(1)A.M. file

S.1559 '
End. 12B

Effort required to bi'each one railv/ay line

Experiments had sho-'.vn that a 250 lb. bomb bursting
in the middle of a double track vrould cut both lines, but
that if it burst to one side only one line would be cut,
therefore for the purposes of argument two direct hits
would be required to breach a double track.

A formation of six medium or three heavy bombers
would therefore be required to make one breach, and these
figures might/have to be doubled in war time (sea
A.F.C(J)73 7).

British railv/ay experts thought such a breach could
be located and repaired in 4 hours,
per week would be necessary to keep one line cut, (or
252 medium or 126 H/ti sorties). In the Japanese air
attack on the Ganton-Kowloon railway 718 sorties v/ere
flown dviring .103 clays, 12i,90 bombs were dropped, but
suspension of through traffic aggregated only 10 days.

FORCE AVAILABLE if Vfar Began in early August

288 mediiam and 216 heavy bombers, at maximum effort
(c,54 sorties per squadron per week),
1st 3 days of v/ar (A.A.S.P. on way to France) could fly
185 sorties, and in next 4 days 555.
the first 3 days of war the 8 available medium bomber
squadrons could cut and keep cut 17 rallv/ay lines and the
18 heavy squadrons another 77 lines,
of war the whole of Bomber Command could cut and keep cut
9 to 15 lines with an expenditure of 1199 tons of bon±)s
(1 breach in each line) and there would be no chance in
practice of sustaining the attacks through the night,
if the weather was bad through the day.

ENEMF DEFEITCES

Therefore 42 raids

Mediums for

Therefore during

In the first week

or

British Bombers would have to run the gauntlet of the
enemy fighters covering the Ihihr.

.  ■ MMAGE

Only \^fo of the bombs would hit the target. There

fore in a week 1,000 tons of boutis would fall in fields,
(fiyfo of the Japanese bombs dropped on the Canton-Kowloon
railway did no damage).
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A,M. file

S.1359
Enel. 7B

German advance through the Low Countries for the importance
of endeavouring to do this was generally realised,
the French had admitted that the British might be correct in

their assumption that the German army would be concentrated
West of the Rhine before the outbreak of war, and had suggested
that in this event German army columns sliould be bombed as th^
moved up to the front.

On the 17th April the D. of Plans informed the C.-in-C.
Boiiber Command tl'iat the problem of bombing German columns on

Belgian roads was due for discussion at the Anglo-French
Staff Conversations, and invited the C.-in-C's Comments, on

this question (W.A.hb).
that the idea of attacking the German columns was good,
provided the Germans moved in daylight,
experiments vrhich had been made on Salisbury Plain that

winter, which indicated that machine gun attacks by fighter
aircraft against ground troops were extremely effective,
the other hand he thought that fast modem bombers were not

suitable(l) as if they flew at high level they would not see
the target, if they flew at low level they would overshoot
it, and if they flew at medium height they would be vulner

able to A.A. fire and to enemy fighter attack,
that Battles, being manoeuverable and having open cockpits
from which the pilots could command a good view, would be the
most suitable aircraft of Bomber Command to attack columns,

Harapdens, Wellingtons and Blenheims could be employed against
targets further to the rear, such as motor transport parks,
railway rolling stock and so on.
of the plan,'but he doubted if he could employ more than a

proportion of his bombers on it, and he still regarded the

modified Ruhr Plan (W.A.^b) as the best method of checking
the advance of the German army.

The Bomber Command comments on the plan indicated that
fighter cover for the boiribers would be essential.(2)

Even

The C.-in-C. Bomber Command thought

He recalled the

On

He concluded

The C.-in-C. was in favour

A.M, file

S.II32
End. 2k

Ibid

End. 3A

Ibid

(f) "Plan D" Attaque Des Colonnes Motorisees Allemandes
Envahissant La Beige Et La Hollande", The French Plan

A.M. file

S.II32
End. 11A

or A.P.C(j)63 At a meeting between French aind British army and air
force delegates to the Staff Conversations held at the War

Office on 27th April, 1939, it was agreed that a German attack
on the Low Countries would constitute a grave threat not only
to Prance, but to Britain as vrell,

primary role of Bomber Command was to be the stemming of the
German advance,

that bomber objectives would fall into two classifications:-

(1) "Permanent objectives," such as depots of fuel,
ammunition and so on, whose attack could be planned in
advance,

(2) "Fleeting objectives" upon v/hich attacks could not
be planned in advance, as they would depend on recon
naissance at the time.

In this event the

Within this scope it was further agreed

Nearly a month later, on 22nd May, the French plan was

It consisted simply in
A.M. file

s. 1338/1
End. ̂

sent to the Air Ministry in London,

a long list of "permanent objectives" and explained that the

selection had lighted on villages and cross roads where
congestion was most probable.

(1) Blenheims had almost completely failed at the Salisbury
Plain trials.

(2) It was thought the French might contribute to this.
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The War Office were somewhat sceptical about the French
They considered that the French had

Ibid

Enel. 8B selection of targets,

ignored the possibility of the Germans using alternative roads
of which there were mar^, but their criticism was not purely
destructive. They suggested tliat more advantage should be

taken of the Belgian proposed demolitions, and that bombing
Althoughshould aim to prevent the Germans repairing these,

this suggestion was sent to the Air Ivdnistry on 7th July
nothing was done about it' till 30th August.

Meanwhile, also on 7th July, Bomber Command poured cold
water on the French plan,
assumed that the methods of delaying the advance would be

either material damage to roads, material damage to enemy

vehicles, or sustained attacks for moral effect.

Roads it was said presented a small target which would
call for low, and therefore hazardous attack. It was dif
ficult to damage roads, and obstructions could rapidly be
cleared.

The Bomber Command comments
Ibid

Enel. SB

Ibid

Enemy forces passing through bottle necks would be dif
ficult to catch, and the problem of getting intelligence and

then getting the aircraft over the target in time would be

almost "insuperable". In any case the C.-in-C. was not
attracted to the idea of employing Battles, Hampdens or

Wellingtons against roads.

The moral attack would be impossible unless the whole of

Bomber Command was employed as it was estimated that it would

require six Squadrons to stop one defile for 1-2 hours, (1)
The Bomber Command comments also examined the question of

designating targets.(2)

(g) Delay at the Air Ministry.
Belgian Demolitions

It was not until the 9th August, 1939 less than a mnnth
before the outbreak of War and more than six weeks after the ,

French plan had been sent to the Air Ministry, that the
D.D. Plans suddenly had a pang of conscience and suggested to

Target Designation and

Ibid

>Ibid

End. 11A

The D.D. Plans however was not convinced by these
arguments, and pointed out tliat Wellingtons had been "a

great success" against tMs type of target at the "Suffolk
trials". He also thought that the Bomber Command
comment had greatly over estimated the effort required to

cause panic on the roads, and said that this "purely
material and mathematical calculation" did not "consider
the human or moral factor

A.M. file S.1338/1).
(Pencil comments on End, 9B

(1)

It was of great importance that a clear system should be
worked out since the v/hole plan depended upon the French

making calls on British Bomber Command. Despite thearmy

(2)

urgency of this little progress vra.s made xintil the eve

of the V/ar, when it m.s agreed that the French should
continue with their system and the British with theirs.
Despite any assurances to the contrary, there v/as always
the possibility of delay or error in this system, whose
arrangement had so long delayed the whole plan.
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the Senior Air Staff Officer, Bomber Command that 'Ve should
look a bit'silly if the balloon went up with nothing settled"

.  and asked him on these grounds to accept the French method of
target designation as an interim arrangement,
agreed, on the telephone, to this the next day, but the
G.-in-C. o'mitted to confirm the arrangement in writing till
17th Augusts

SECRET

Bomber Comman

Ibid

Min. 13

Ibid

End. 2QA
d

Even more remarkable was the fate of the Vfer Office

suggestion about the Belgian demolitions.(I)

Ibid

Enel. 21A
As late on 30th August the D. of Plans suggested in a

minute to the D. of Intelligence (which was signed in his
absence to "save time") that the most promising method of
carrying out the plan v/as to exploit the Belgian and Dutch
demolitions by "sustained bombardment," but the Belgian
scheme which had been communicated to the British by General
Van der Bergen "nearly eighteen months ag&S-did not describe
the exact location or nature of the demolitions,

continued that it was of the utmost importance that this
information should now be obtained.

The minute

Thus eighteen months
had been a.llowed to pass before a serious effort to improve on
the knowledge given by General Van de Bergen was made, and
fifty four days had passed since the War Office had emphasised
its importance,

this delay, v/hich does not seem to have produced any censure
at the time, was inexcusable, and even allowing for Belgian
reserve, must be recorded against the credit of the Air

Ministry Planning Staff.(2)

In the light of subsequent developments

1/lien the C.I.G.S. later(3) considered the possibility
of the German attack, he was far from satisfied with the
plans wiiich had been made for Bomber Command in this
event*

(h) Plans for the Attack on the German Air Force

Ibid

End. 40A

It now remains to discuss the last of the plans within
the scope of the auxiliary offensive idea,
attack on the German air force, v/liich has already been dealt
with in its relation to the counter offensive idea.(4)

This was the

A.M. file

s  1132
End. 1A

In the course of the discussion between the D. of Plans

and Commandant Bailly on 5th April, 1939? Commandant Bailly
had raised the question of planiiing to neutralize the German
Air Force by bombing attacks on aerodrome surfaces 'and the

German aircraft industry. As regards the latter, his pro
position was that a specialised attack on production of

J,U.88's (of which the French were"particularly afraid) should
be delivered. The D. of Plans first drew attention to the

difficulties and then agreed to consider the matter.

The French point of view was that the attack should be
delivered if it was foimd tl^t the action of the German Air

Force was impeding the operations of the French Army,
plajT -which the C.-in-G. Bomber Command was in-vited to consider

on 17th April, 1939j» v\fas therefore a revival of W.A.1. with a
different aim in view-

The
Ibid

Enel. 2A

(1) See above.

(2) The Belgian Plan of Demolition was actually revealed to
Britain within 3 weeks of the outbreak of war - see

A.M. file S.1338/1 Enel. 1A.

On 11th Oct

See above p. 308.

1939.• j(3)

(4)
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Tlois change of aim however mde little difference to the

by now historic dislike of Boniber Command for this plan, and
in a comment sent to the Air Ifinistry on 22nd April Bomber
Command condemned it.

had demonstrated tliat the weight of botribs required to- put
aerodromes out of action(l) was beyond all possibility of
achievement and that even if this was possible the result would

be no nx>re than a "pi-oblematical delay of short diiration."
Also the Air Itlnistry did not even know the location of many
German aerodromes.

It was said that the Netheravon trials

Ibid_^
Enel. 3A

(i) Note by Flans 2
Air Attack on the French Army.

on W.A.1 and its Relation to Reducing^
23th April,'1939^

On 25th April, 1939 Plans 2 siimraarised the position by
recalling that plans had already been fonmalated for the

attack on the German Air Force by bombing

Ibid

End. 8A

(1) The eight factories producing completed air frames.

(2) The six ball bearing factories.

(3) The seven alluminium plants.

Approximately fifteen principal component factories.

If this plan succeeded the effect would not be immediate enough '
to relieve the pressure on the French army at the outset,
plan which vrould produce immediate results v/as therefore called
for.

(4)

A

1

This meant that an attack would have to be made on either:Ibid

(1) German aircraft in the air.

(2) German aircraft on the ground.

(3) Aerodrome s

(a) Surfaces

(b) Facilities

(c) Fuel and bomb stores.

It was thought the R.A.F. could not succeed in an attack
on aircraft in the air, as, v/ith its limited resources, it

vrould hardly gain the necessary measure of air superiority.(2)
A report that the French had invented an air mine(3)
aroused some interest in this connection,

attacking aircraft on the ground, it was thought, would be

"doubtful" and the risk to bombers undertaking the raids would

It was also thought that there would be too many

however

The results of

be great,

Ibid

and too widely dispersed targets to make the attack practicable.
Similarly the attack on aerodrome surfaces was considered
impossible.

(1) Four hundred-230 lb, bombs to put one aerodrome out of
action. For further details see belov;. Chapter 8.

(2) For an excellent definition of "Air Superiority" see an

article by Air Vice Marshal R.M. Druirmond entitled
"Air Superiority" in No.13 Royal Air Force Journal,
Middle East Edition.

(3) The "TESSONIER".
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Ibid The attack on aerodroTJie equipment ajid personnel -wqs how-
e-'rer thought to offer a In^tter target, and it was considefed
that this form of attack w'ould "contribute towards the aim".

Ibid

End. 5A
The fact had to be faced that the C.-in-G, Bomber Command

and the Air I\tLr-istry weps j.n substantj.al agreement that only a
"problematical dejay of shcj'fc duratioL;" could be achieved by
an attack on the German .

no more capable of reducing the
Pi-ench army, than of averting the
Eritaino

cA /.i , and that Borrher Command was

scale of air attack on the

cnock out blovr" against

The Auxiliary Offensive; Conclusions

French enthusiasm for the three auxiliary offensive plans
was damped by British realism. There can be no doubt that

the French had not taken sufficient account of the practical
limitations of bombing. In so far as this v/as true the

attitude of the Biitlsh Air Staff v/as wise and timely. The
two countries weie about to be engaged in war. In 1940 they
were subjected to the full onslaught of a German offensive.
It is therefore important to place on record that the French
had been warned of the limitations of air support. Like
Poland, France was told in so many words that a land attack
must be met by land forces, and that an air attack could not
be checked by a counter attack from the air force while it

was weaker than the enemy's.

The question remains, did the British fully appreciate
the Tirgency of the French requests and if not, v/ould they
have altered their plans if they had done?
to be that it was the real limitations of the force available,
coupled with the conservation policy which governed planning,
rather than a lack of imagination.

The answer seems

The IlleRal Or Unrestricted Plans; Summary And
Conclusions

It can now be seen that these plans fall into three
groups, that of the independent offensive, the counter
offensive, and the auxiliary offensive,
offensive and the auxiliary offensive ideas were essentially
of short term, or immediate, significance, whereas the
independent offensive plan was in its effect at least long
range,

defeat averting plans, and the independent offensive was a
war-winning plan. Since, in the last resort, it is more

important to avert defeat than to secure victory(l) the defeat
averting plan was at any rate initially the more important of
the two conceptions,
possible later to work out war-winning plans in the light of
contemporary fighting experience,
the initial task of the relatively weak Western powers was to

avert defeat, the independent offensive plan tended to be

academic and tentative, while the defeat averting plans were
realistic.

Of these the counter

Further the counter and auxiliary offensives were

If defeat could be averted, it would be

This implies that since

This is some explanation of the confidence shown
by the Air Staff in the Ruhr Plan, as compared with the

absence of it in the communications plans.

The expectation in September, 1939 then, was that
Bomber Command could not avert initial defeat, either in

Poland, France, or from the air, in Britain.
Air Force was concerned this latter must be a task for

As far as the

(l) At any rate from the point of view of the power which has
the weaker forces, and does not possess the initiative.
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Fighter Command. On the other hand it was thought that
eventually So-mber Cominand might make a significant, and indeed
decisive contribution to victory. (3)

This conclusion confirms the msdom of the bombing
policy. It was obviously a British interest to secure the
"maximum immunity" from air bombardment lontil such time
defeat had been averted, and Bomber Gomirand could be launched
on a war winning offensive.

Thus the cormection betv\reen bomliing policy, the policy
conse^e the 1939 force and the decision to give immediate
priority to Fighter Command is demonstrated and justified.
Hence the necessity of the legal plans.

(8) Note on other Plans

It must be recorded that there v/ere some other plans for
Bomber Command in v/ar. These were for an attack on special
warlike stores (V/.A.8), an attack upon German merchant shipping,
especially in the Baltic (W.A.10), an attempt to set Forests
and Crops in Gernany on fire (V/.A.11), and an attack upon
Berlin and other administrative centres in Germany. (W.A.I3),

Of these the first clearly required precise infornation
which was not available in peace time, and it wa.s therefore
decided that nothing could be done about this plan until after
the outbreak of war. The second and the fourth of these plans
could not be carried out on account of the extreme distance of
the targets, until aircraft of longer range were available to

An Air Targets Appreciation on the plan to
attack merchant shipping was produced before the war, but
little more was done, and as far as the attack on Berlin
concerned nothing was done at all.

The attack upon forests and crops was later to attract a
great deal of attention, but since most of these developments
came after the outbreak of war they need not be further
mentioned here.

as

to

Bomber Command.

was

A.M. file

S.4I432
End. 79B

Ibid

A.M. file

s. 46344
Passim

Plans For Bomber Command In Yfar: Conclusions

A.H.B.

11/43/58A
End. 4A

A letter of 23rd August, 1939 from the Chief of Air Staff
to the Commander in Chief Bomber Command pointed out the
limitations of peace time planning from the point of view of
the weaker air power,

short directive saying put this or that plan into effect
forthwith" might not, the C.A.S. thought, be possible,
initiative would not be v/ith Britain "so that our plans must
to some extent be dependent on the initial action of the
enen^r,"

A simple solution on the lines of a

The

Ibid If the Germans remained on the defensive in the West

Britain would gain the advantage of a "breathing space", but
it ¥/ould also throw upon her the onus of starting offensive
action in the West,

manifestly unw.i se to expend a high proportion of our best
aircraft and crews at the very beginning when there

The C.A.S. continued that "It would be

are so

many unknovrn factors in air v^arfare of v/hich we have to gain
experience." '’This would be all the more undesirable during
a phase y/hen for political reasons, we are confined to a
course of action which is neither economical nor fully
effective."

(1) Judgement on this expectation is a matter for subsequent
volumes- of this Narrative.
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The Air Staff entered the war with the intention of

doing practically nothing with Bomber Command beyond dropping
leaflets, performing reconnaissance, and possibly dropping a

few bombs on aerodromes and ships at sea.
was that it would not be worth sending out aircraft to bomb

on a large scale within the limitations of the Rules of

22nd August, 1939> and that it would be better to a\mit the

removal of these restrictions before changing the policy of

conservation,

might have to be done, if only to meet public demands for
action.

The conclusion

It was realised however that something more

Ibid

End. 2A

This was Bomber Command’s darkest hour, and it called
for courage to persevere v;ith the long range plans for the

1941 force. Fortunately this courage was not lacking.
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CHi^TER 8

ASPECT OF POLICY AM) THE BASIS OF PLiMTINGINTELLIGENCE:

■  .Introduction

Intelligence is not a self contained subject as it
the fields of both planning and policy, which havecovers

received separate attention in the first two chapters of this

It is, however, of such great importance that it
is worthy of special treatment. Good intelligence is often

the key to success, and bad intelligence is equally often

the explanation of failure. Obviously no study of Bomber
Command before the war could be complete without some
examination of intelligence, which was an aspect of policy,
and the basis of planning.

■narrative.

As has been seen, the major lines of bombing policy
determined by the consideration of the possibility of a

The
were

"knook out blow" being delivered by the Germans,
policy decided for the initial phase of the war was to
secure the maximum immunity from bombing, but this
conclusion could not have been reached without the

The capability of the German Air
knock out blow" was a matter of

services of intelligence.
Force to deliver a

intelligence, and the counter action open to the R.A.F,
also a matter of intelligence in so far as the results of a
bombing offensive were concerned,
intelligence.

was

Thus policy leant on

Planning clearly could not have begun without an idea
It was just as important to form aof what to attack,

clear picttire of vital targets as it was to build the air
craft, design the bombs and train the crews to carry out the
attacks,
direction would hardly be a military weapon at all.

A povrerful air force which lacked intelligent

The British Air Targets Intelligence organisation was
called upon to envisage Germany at v/ar, and to advise the Air
Staff as to the best methods of directing the bombing
offensive of the R.A.F,
in what v/ays this offensive could be executed, or whether it
could be executed at all.

It was for the planners to decide

It is the object of this chapter to examine the
development of the intelligence organisation, the evidence
which presented itself, and broadly, the conclusions wrhich
were reached.

The validity of the conclusions, or the extent to which
they were acted upon cannot be judged in a narrative which
closes on the opening day of the war,
overriding consideration which should be kept constantly in
mind, and this is the ratio between the importance of
intelligence and the strength of the bomber force available.
In 1939, when Bomber Command was weak, relative to the
German air striking force, there were many considerations
apart from target intelligence which governed the selection
of targets.

There is however, an

There was, for instance, the fear of
retaliation, and the need to conserve the force,
later stage of the war, v/hen Bomber Command had been
expanded almost out of recognition, and when it was allied to
the United States Air forces, these considerations became
substantially inoperative, and the selection of targets
could be based more upon pure target intelligence,
the conclusions which were reached by the intelligence
organisation before the outbreak of war, though they have an

At a

Thus
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intrinsic interests are of much greater importance as the

embryo of bombing strategy when Bomber Command was able to

develop full power. The critics of target intelligence are

more likely to concentrate on the second rather than the
first half of the war.

The Machinery of Intelligence

On New Years Day 1936 the Deputy Chiefs of Staff issued
a report at the request of the Chiefs of Staff in reply to a

suggestion that the time had come to create central
machinery for the co-ordination of intelligence.

D.C.O.S.^

The report stated that the field which had to be
"almost imnieasurablycovered by intelligence had been

extended and complicated" because modern v/ar involved the

T/hole resoirrces of nations, cand the battle zones had been

greatly extended by the introduction of the air
military wea.pon. The Deputy Chiefs of Staff thought that

the intelligence organisation of that date reqm.red "some
modification to cope v/ith modern conditions".

arm as a

1st January, 1936 therefore provides a convenient date
at which to start a st\idy of the organisation of the
intelligence service which was to guide Bomber Command at
the outbreak of v/ar rather more than three years later,

§13view of the Fosition in 1936. and
by the Deputy Chiefs Of Staff

In 1929 the-Sub Committee on Industrial Intelligence in
It was

Ibid

Foreign Countries (F.Cd.) had been set up,
composed of representatives of the Treasury, Foreign Office,
Board of Trade and the Service Ministries, and its terms of
reference v/ere:

(1) To establish direct liaison for the interchange of
information and reports in regard to industrial
intelligence in foreign coiontries between the Board of
Trade and the Service Departments.

(2) To deal with all matters arising out of this inter
change which might require joint discussion, and

(3) To discuss the significance of the more important
information.

In addition to this committee, it has been found that a

staff was necessary to work on thispermanent whole time
"vast and complex problem", and to meet this requirement the

Intelligence Centre had, in 1931, been established.,

Since 1934 there had been "considerable inter depart
mental discussion on the arr;?ingements necessary for the

central collection, collation a.nd interpretation of ^
intelligence relating to air targets in foreign countries .
The Deputy Chiefs of Staff now thought that the aim of such
an organisation should be to ensure that the Defence depart
ments were in possession of such information as v/ould enable
them to direct the airforces in such a way as to  ' obtain the

01' air attackmaximum effect on an enemy nation, by means

against those objectives the destruction or dislocation of
government consider would contribute towards the

attainment of the national aim". Tney thought that this

task was beyond the scope of the existing intelligence
sections of the Service Departments. It was, however,
thought that existing machinery could be adapted to meet the
requirement, and it was therefore suggested that the task
should be entrusted to the F.C.I,

v/hich the
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The Deputy Chiefs of Staff therefore recommended that
the scope of the P.C.I, should be enlarged to include the

question of air targets intelligence, and that it should set

up sub-committees to consider the various groups of targets,
and in addition that an inter-service intelligence committee

should be established. ('I)

C.I.D.

273rd mtg.
Min.4

The report of the deputy chiefs of staff was approved
by the Committee of Imperial Defence on the 30th January,
I93O, when Lord Svdnton made the further point that the
Defence Departments should have more money made available
for the development of their intelligence sections,
if the way was not yet clear for the formation of  a Ministry
of Economic Y/arfare, the adoption of this report did mark a

stage in the development of the machinery of intelligence.
The question of air targets intelligence was now to receive
individual attention.

Thus,

Development of an Air Targets Intelligence Organisation

The Air Ministry responded to the suggestions of the
Deputy Chiefs of Staff on 18th March, 1936.
setting up a number of sub-committees to study the various
groups of targets did not recommend itself to the Air

Ministry who thought that this might result in an "imwieldy
organisation",
•limited to the establishment of a sub-committee on oil, and
that from this experiment experience could be gained before
any more such committees were established.

The idea of

It was thought that this idea should be

P.C.I.84

The Air Ministry stated that the type of information
they required was that concerning industry generally, its
general location, strength, and dependence on other
industry and imports, and so on. Further, they wanted
precise information regarding the exact location of
factories, the type of the buildings, and the defences.
The Air Ministry was anxious to maintain a close liaison
with the proposed sub-committee on air targets.

A fev/ days later in a second memorandm dated

31st March 1936 the Air Ministry made further recommendations.
It was suggested that the P.C.I. should be concerned only
with the selection of targets for registration by the Air
Ministry, and that it shoilLd delegate to a sub-committee the
question of the priority of the targets. For registration
purposes, it was thought that targets should be divided into
two categories: civil and military. Military targets
would be dealt with primarily by the service departments.
It was suggested that the study of targets should proceed in
three stages. First the information should be collected,
secondly it should be interpreted, and thirdly that
appreciation on a group of targets should be presented to the
/dr Ministry to assist in the preparation of plans. It was
pointed out that existing reports of the Industrial
Intelligence Centre v/ould provide much useful data from which
more detailed work might proceed. The note ended with a

an

P.C.I.

(Sub)2

(1) On 30th June 1936, the Chiefs of Staff at their
178th meeting approved proposals which had been put for

ward to enlarge the functions of the Joint Intelligence
Committee (J.I.C.).
in close co-operation Ydth the J.P.C., and the J.P.C,
vTOuld be in a position to ask the J.I.G, for specific
intelligence in connection with the particular plan they
had under consideration. (See J.I.C.I.).

In future the J.I.C. was to work
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"Much more detaileddemand for more detailed information,

informeition is required before any decisions by the defence

services could be taken regarding the right targets to attack

in any given set of circumstances
information which is so vital and without which it will be

impossible for right decisions to be taken".

it is this detailed• • • •

Meanwhile the F.C.I. had on 26th March, 1936 considered
the report of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff, and had decided to

set up a special sub-committee to consider- how best these

recommendations could be put into effect,
tives of the /dr Ministry were appointed to this committee.

Two representa-

F.C.I.

(Sub) 1

The report of the special committee, issued on
22nd April, 1936, reiterated the points made by the Air

Ministry memoranda, and formally suggested that a sub
committee of the F.C.I. sho\ild be established to consider

the question of air targets. The suggested sources of
information were:

F.C.I,

(Sub) 3

. The Industrial Intelligence Centre,
Government departments,
Individual business men.
Industrial research departments,
Specialists vdth a knowledge of the country concerned,
British and foreign trade journals.
The Secret service. ("I )

(a) Creation of the Air TcUrgets Sub-Committee

On 9th June 1936, the F.C.I, reported that they
proposed to appoint a sub-committee on air targets
(F.C.I. O/.T.)) and that its terms of reference should be "To

supervise the co-ordinated interchange of information and re

ports between the Defence Departments and other departments
concerned in regard to air targets intelligence in foreign
countries",

the Comptroller General, the Department of Overseas.
Trade,(2) and the members were to be. The Deputy Director of
Naval Intelligence, Admiralty, The Deputy Director Military
Operations and Intelligence, War Office, The Deputy Director

Intelligence, /rr Ministry, and the Head of the I.I.C,
Joint secretaries were to be an Air Ministry official and one

of the assistant secretaries of the C.I.D,

The collection and collation of the information was to

be done by the Air Ministry official, and in the initial
stages work was to be confined to Germany so that experience
might be gained before extending the field of studies to

other countries. No priority v/as to be laid davm as to any

particular group of targets.

This report was approved by the Minister for the Co
ordination of Defence, and on 26th June the F.C.I, (A.T.)
came into being,

(b) The abolition of the Air Targets Sub-Committee

The Chairman of this sub-committee was to be

The

F.C.I.89
End,

Ibid

It will have been noticed that the Mr Ministry had

shown great interest in the establishment of the machinery
for the co-ordination of intelligence regarding air targets.

(1) This list should be borne in mind when the reports are

considered as they seldom divulged the soeirces of their
information.

(2) Sir Edward Crowe.
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It is also apparent that the Air Ministry exercised a great
deal of influence over the,decisions which were taken.(1)
The Air Ministry cleai’ly regarded the whole matter as their

avm preserve over which they had no intention of re
linquishing control,

that in the opinion of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff the
Service Intelligence sections viere not in themselves

adequate to deal with the problem.

They had however to face the fact
D.C.O.S.4.

This did not, in fact, commit the Air Ministry to
adhere to the experiment of the Air Targets Sub-Committee
which had been set up as a result of the report of the
Deputy Chiefs of Staff,

J.P. 265 A dispute about the functions of the Air Tejrgets Sub-
Committee arose on 3rd February, 1938, when the Joint
Planning Sub-Committee (j.P.C.) criticised the Air Targets
Sub-Committee for anticipating the views of the three
service departments.
Admiralty, War Office and the Air Mirdstry were not
prepared to commit themselves, before the event, to the

conclusions v/hich had been reached in a report on idr Tar

gets in Germiany compiled by the Air Targets Sub-Committee,

The J.P.C, pointed out that the

P.C.I.(A.T.) As a result of a further point arising out of the com
ments of the J.P.C, the head of the Industrial Intelligence
Centre, who also served on the Air Targets Sub-Committee,
stiggested that it was reasonable that the Air Ministry
should have full power to determine the weight of bombs
required and the other technical matters concerned with the

attack on specific targets, but he thought that the question
of the assessment of the probable effect of the bombing was a

matter beyond the scope of the Air Ministry and should be
dealt with by the Ministry of Economic Warfare when it came

into existence, and by its nucleus in peace time.(2)

At their fourth meeting held on 28th July, 1938, the Air

Targets Sub-Committee resolved that their reports should con

sist purely of "actual information arranged in the most

convenient form", that the report should then be sent to the

Air Ministry who would examine it and determine the
practicability of the recommendations and the "physical"
effects likely to be achieved. Finally the report was to be

submitted to the J.P.C. who would put it into final form.

16

A.M. file

S.45752
End. la

^The Mr Ministry were not agreeable to this suggestion,
and, having waited until the Munich Crisis was over, then

replied in November, 1938 that in their viev/ the proper
procedure, which they claimed was already in force, was that

the A.T.B., or when it came into existence the Ministry of

"Economic Pressure" (sic) guided by the advice of the
Industrial Intelligence Centre should lay down the "general
class of objectives" which were to be attacked,
these groups the actual targets were to be prepared by an

Within

Ibid

End. 7a

(1) For instance two notes by the Air Mnistry dated
18th and 30th March respectively commenting on the
proposals of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff had been largely
incorporated in the report of the Special Sub Committee
set up to make recommendations on the question of air
targets intelligence.

See above page. 325.

(2) Or in other words by the Sub-Committee on Economic
Pressure. See below p. 33O.
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Air Ministry Official("I)acting
Industrial Intelligence Centre and the Service departments*
His report would then he submitted to the Mr Targets Sub-

Committee which vrould do no more than amend it and pass it
on to the J.P.G. w?io vrould issue it in final form,

stage "the Air Ministry Official" in his capacity as Head of

the Mr Ministry.Target Intelligence Section would examine
"in great detail" the targets within the groups, and arrange
them in order of priority,

the Air Staff, and if necessary could call an ad hoc sub

committee, as he had in fact done to deal Y/ith the question
of transporta-tion targets,
could be begun.

on the advice of the

At this

In this task he would consult

After this the planning stage

Thus the Air Ministry somewhat curtly informed the Air

Targets Sub-Committee that, in their opinion, there was no .

useful function which they could fulfil, and indeed that they
had adready virtually ceased to exist.

Meanwhile the Air Ministry having decided that the Air

Targets Sub-Committee had
"let sleeping dogs lie
the C.I.D. took up the matter. De facto the Air Targets
Sub-Committee had therefore ceased to exist in November, 1938
or earlier.

The matter was regularised by a further exchange of
letters in June 1939. On 1st June the Secretary of the Air

Targets Sub-Committee asked the Air Ministry to say whether
his committee was of c?.ny further use. Four days later the

Mr Ministry replied that it was
disbanded forthwith. '

experience had now shown that the Air Ministry Intelligence
Section was capable of drawing up reports on industrial
intelligence, and that they had already done so, and
consequently that the recommendations of the D.C.O.S, in

1936 no longer applied. In future, as in the past, the^
work of compiling these reports vrould devolve upon'the Air.

Targets Intelligence Section of the Air Ministry, working in

co-operation vdth the Industrial Intelligence Centre,

(c) The Increased importance of the Mr Ministry
intelligence Section

overstepped the mark" decided to
and take no further action unless

not, and that it should be
The letter vrent on to say that

Ibid

Mins, by
A.I.I.(b)

Ibid

Ends, not

numbered

Thus, even before the formal dissolution of the Mr
Targets Sub-Committee, the Air Intelligence Section of the
Air Ministry was in a powerful position, v/hich was a remark

able development in viev/ of the Deputy Chiefs of Staff
recommendation in 1936 thoit the organisation was inadequate
to cope with the problem.

The working of this intelligence section of the Air
Ministry was overhauled at the end of 1938, and on
10th January, 1939 in a minute addressed to the Deputy
Director of Intelligence the head of the section emphasised
the need to increase his staff, and complained about the

attitude of the Treasury to this matter,
was difficult for anyone v;ho had not experienced the

which was being done to

He said that it

specialised intelligence work

Ibid

unnumbered

appreciate the "very extensive and constant enquiries^and
study demanded by it". It was, he said, "a scientific

of the word and theinvestigation and study in every sense

basis of war planning".(2)

(1 ) See Conclusion (e) F.C.I. 81

(2) Underlinings by the Narrator.
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As will be seen subsequently the final reports on the
question of air targets in Germany were issued from the Air
Ministry Intelligence Section, though it should not be for
gotten that a considerable nimaber of conclusions had been
reached by the Air Targets Sub-Ccmmittee.

(d) Conclusions

The important point about this episode in the story of
the organisation of intelligence is that it demonstrates the
progress which had been made since 1936.
the Air Targets Sub-Cominittee was really an admission that
the existing machinery was inadequate, but the need for some
really drastic reform was not then recognised,
this was seen did the Air Targets Sub-Committee appear in
its true aspect as an inadequate makeshift,
now clear for the creation of the Ministry of Economic V/ar-
fare and for the establishment of direct contact between it
and the Service departmentsi

The Origins of the Ministry of Economic Warfare

It might appear that the action of the Air Ministry in
disbanding the Air Targets Sub-Committee was a reactionary
step, and that in assimiing responsibility for the preparation
of target intelligence reports themselves, they were under
taking something which, according to the Deputy Chiefs of
Staff, had been found to be impossible in 1936.

Things were not, in fact, as bad as this. The Air
Ministry did not challenge the principle of an overriding
decision as to the selection of the group or class of target
that it woiild be most desirable to attack. They did not
even claim that it was within their province to determine
the priority of the various groups. They merely claimed
that they, and Bomber Command, should be allowed to deter
mine the technical details, and that they should be
empowered to select the detailed targets within the groups.

The fear that the Air Ministry regarded it as within
their province to determine the effect of attacks upon the
German economy therefore proved to be a false alarm. The
Air Ministry claimed they could assess the probable material
damage but they did not suggest that the decision as to the
general effect upon the enemy economy as a wliole vf&s within
their scope. This they tacitly agreed should be a matter
for some overriding body for example the Ministry of
Economic Warfare, when it came into existence.

The fact therefore emerges that in 1938 there was dis
satisfaction with the arrangements which had been made in
1936, but that the principle of co-ordinating machinery had
not been abandoned. Expert supervision was needed to
direct general policy, and the Air Ministry would work out
the details in its intelligence section, and then make the
plans in conjunction with Bomber Command,

(a) The Industrial Intelligence Centre

Already in 1936 it had been reported that the
Industrial Intelligence Centre (l.I.C.) had been working'Srery
satisfactorily" since 1931. This was a central organisation
intended to give advice to the numerous bodies which

working on the. various aspects of industrial intelligence.

The creation of

Only when

The way was

were

A.M. file

S.A5752

Enel. 7a

P.C.I.(A.T.)
16

Ibid 17

D.C.0.S.4
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In 1938 it was reported that the scope of the I.I.C. was

expanding. By that time it had concerned itself with the

collection of information on economic matters, drav»dng up
plans for the Ministry of Economic WarfarS", preparing the

work of that Ministry hy considering actual plans of
economic v<a.rfare, and acting a.s a genera.1 adviser and

instructor on economic and defence matters to the Imperial

Defence College, and the three staff colleges. The head of
the I.I.C. served on most of the committees which were set up

to study problems connected with industrial intelligence, and

he thereforei^had a good knowledge of the relationship
betr>;yeen planrdng and intelligence, as v;ell as  a grasp of the
views of the Air Ministry on the problem as a whole.

C.I.D.

1442-B

In its comprehensive activities the I.I.C, was an
example of the central organisation which v/as needed,
was, however, under the auspices of the Sub-Committee on
Advice on Trade Matters in War (A.T.B.) that the nucleus of
the Ministry of Economic Warfare was to come into being,

(b) The Reconstitution of the Sub-Committee on Economic
Pressure

The Defence Plans (Policy) Sub-Committee of the C.I.D.
had recognised the need for an overriding body, and had

accordingly instructed the F.C.I. to reviev/ the arrangements
which had been made for the preparation of intelligence in a

war T/ith Germany.

On 2nd July, 1937, The Sub-Committee, which had in
consequence been set up, issued its first paper,
of reference of the Sub-Committee on Economic Pressure on

Germany (A.T.B. E.P.G.) were "To consider the problem of

exerting economic pressure on Germa.ny in the event of war

with that country in 1939 and to draw up definite plans.
Initially the investigations should be based on war between

Germany and Great Brita.in, Prance a.nd Belgium, consideration
afterwards being given to any modifications that vrould arise

in the event of Holland, Czechoslovakia, Poland and Russia

becoming allies of Great Britain, or of Italy becoming an .

ally of Germauiy",

On 30th June 1938 it was reported that this committee
had started drafting plans for economic warfare,
nucleus of the Ministry of Economic Warfare had come into

being, but the problem of organising the Ministry itself
remained.

It

The terms

The

C.I.D.

1338-B

A.T.B. (E.P.G.)
1

F.C.I.

121

(c) Plans for the Ministry of Economic Warfare

suggested that, contrary toIn February, 1938, the A.T.B,
the view of the Board of Trade, an independent Ministry of

Economic Warfare would be necessary in vrar time. They ^
recommended that it should be under the control of a Cabinet

Minister, and t)iat it should be responsible for the
"initiation of plans and the direction of policy in regard to
economic warfare as a whole". The duties of the Ministry, it

was suggested, \TOuld include the collection and collaiion 
ot

information regarding the enemy’s industrial and economic
position and the estimated effect on it of the various
economic pressure. The Committee of Imperial Defence adopted
this report on the 4th March, 19t8»

forms of

A.T.B.166

A.T.B.167

Cn 2Cth June, 1938, more specific proposals were made by
the Ministry of Economic Warfare organising Committee as to
the staff requirements and detailed working of the proposed
Ministry, The total staff of the Intelligence department
to be seventy-eight, excluding executive and clerical officers.

was

M.E.W.(C.C.)
13
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and it was intended to absorb as a nucleus the entire

intelligence staff of the I.I.C, which numbered.-seventeen.
7^

It might be expected that the formation of a Ministry of
Economic Y/arfare would have been a matter of close concern to

the Air Ministry, and that the plans for the Ministry wo\ald

have taken accourit of the possibilities of bombing,
however does not seem to have been the case, for in the

plans for the organisation of the Ministry there was
included no direct representative of the Air Ministry, and

the v/hole organisation would appear to have been designed
almost exclusively to manage the naval blockade and allied

problems,
had only been substituted for that of "Ministry of Blockade

in deference to the legal complications of the term
blockade.(1)

(d) The Scope of the Ministry of Economic Warfare^

This

Indeed the term "Ministry of Economic Warfare"

This raises the whole question of the scope of the
Ministry of^ Economic Warfare.
C.I.D

At a meeting of the
held on 27th July, 1938, to discuss the

C.I.D.

331st. rntg.
Min.5 recommendations which had been made by the A.T.B. for

the organisation of the Ministry, Mr. Walter Elliot, who was
the chairman of the Economic Fbessiire Sub-Committee, said
that

•»

severe economic pressure on Germany could only be
exercised tlirough a system of rationing neutral countries".
This view was not entirely welcome to all the others attend

ing the meeting, and the Treasury representative, for
instance, pointed out the difficulty of dealing with
neutrals, when it was considered so important that they
should not be driven into the arms of Germany. No one how
ever suggested any other way in which economic pressure might
be exerted on Germany. Mr. Elliot's remarks, then, tended
not only to circumscribe the activity of the proposed
Ministry, but to limit the application of economic warfare to
one of its aspects only.

A.T.B.197 If however the air weapon, as an adjimct to econcanic
war, was largely ignored, it was not completely overlooked.
There was one short section in the Handbook on Economic War

fare devoted to air action. This, after pointing out that
His Majesty Government could never initiate an air attack on

civilians, and that bombing policy would accordingly depend
upon the action of the enemy, and would in any case be purely
retaliatory, recorded that plans had been made for the attack
by Bomber Command on objectives which would have economic
significance,

plans, but a note of warning was struck ifdien it was said "It
must, hovrever, be emphasised that
objectives, if employed at all^C^J
employed only if carefully related to the development and
effects of other forms of economic warfare. If, for
instance, contraband control and agreements with neutrals
fail to prevent the enemy from obtaining adequate supplies of,
say, oil seeds, the bombing of crushing mills will achieve the
same ends by rendering supplies of the imported raw material
useless". It was added in conclusion that the Jlinister of
Economic Warfare would keep in close toiach with the Air

It was not thought necessary to describe these

air action against economic

can be most-effectively

(1) The A.T.B. had recommended the adoption of the term

Ministry of Economic Warfare, saying that it was
^ "advisable" to avoid the use of the word "blockade".

(2) Underlining by Narrator.
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Ministry and would make recommendations on the selection of
targets,

(e) Conclusions

It thus appears that the policy restricted bomhing
exercised an adverse effect upon the development of the

Ministry of Economic Warfare from the point of view of the

air weapon. There was a vague realisation that economic
ends might be achieved by bombing, but in the plans for the

Ministry of Economic Warfare mention of this was rare, and

always in the most general terms.

As had been seen in Chapter 7 of this narrative, the
restricted bombing policy did not undiily stunt the develop

ment of "illegal" plans, and it is therefore all the more

remarkable to find that, in so far as the central body was

concerned, this same policy did seem to have a markedly stunt
ing effect on the collecting of intelligence for those
"illegal" plans.

The Organisation and Machinery of Intelligence; Summary and

Conclusions

In 1936, when the whole question of air targets
intelligence came up for review, the real needs were for

more attention to be given to the selection of targets for

Bomber Command, and for the creation of central machinery to

handle the problem.
Committee did at least indicate that the question of air tar

gets intelligence was in future to receive special attention.

The problem of creating a central machine to co-ordinate the

bombing attack with other methods of economic warfare was

substantially left unsolved,
of Economic Warfare was envisaged primarily as a Ministry of

Blockade, and the air weapon received only slight attention in
the committees which were the nucleus of the war time

Ministry of Economic Warfare,

This meant, especially after the dissolution of the Air

Targets Sub-Committee, that the collection of intelligence
for Bomber Command became almost exclusively an Air Ministry
responsibility,
capable of directing the general selection of target groups
which would be co-ordinated with other considerations did not

yield significant results.

Intelligence for Bomber Command in War

The creation of the Mr Targets Sub-

As has been seen the Ministry

The desire to have an overriding body

The Evidence

It is the purpose of this section to examine the
evidence put before the Air Staff by the intelligence
organisation, which was available to assist in the making of
plans for Bomber Command in war.

Broadly speaking this evidence can be reduced to thr.ee
heads j

An examination of the results(1) Historical evidence:
of bombing in the Spanish Civil War and the Sino-
Japanese Hostilities.

An examination of the(2) Expeidmental evidence:
results of bombing trials which could be carried out
in peace time.
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(3) Research evidence: iin examination of the German

war machine, made up of a study of German
industrial, economic, political and military life.

Under the first.'two, heads an idea of the effects of bombing
could be achieved, and applied to the third, which
concerned the selection of targets in Germany,
forms of evidence were therefore closely linked, and errors

made under the head, of historical evidence for example,
would'have a cumulative effect by the time they were applied
to the third head.

These three

Historical Evidence: The Spanish Civil War and the 'fiar in
China , .

The evidence of the wars in Spain and China had the
recommendation that they were contemporary, and in the case

of Spain, of showing the German and Italian airforces in

action,,albeit,on a small scale,
these contemporary theatres of vrar might be expected, but its

limitatj.ons had to be repeatedly borne in mind. This was

indicrted by a British. observer in Spairiv' J who thought that
the results of,bombing by., "a. competent enemy possessed of

adequate means, to keep up a sustained attack" would hardly
'bear .comt)arison with what he described as the "hopeless in

effectiveness" of attacks he had v/itnessed upon Barcelona and

Valencia,

Some useful evidence from

D,C,0,S,

100-(J.I.C.)
App, XVI

..ti-'careful study of the tvro wars v;as made by the Joint

Intelligence Sub-Committee,, and the Deputy Chiefs of Staff

issued a series of reports on 10t,h June, 1939, incorporating
the conclusions which were reached.

• A

(2)(a) . .Mr attack on. industry in Spain and China

Originally the Joint Intelligence .Sub-Committee had in

tended to compile a report on the effects of air attack on

agriculture,: industry and labour, . This, hovrever proved to be
impossible as n® concerted att.ack upon industry had been made
in ei.ther country, ■ The main object of bombing in Spain and ,
China had been to attempt to dislocate.the enemy ports,of 

'  '

entry, through v/hich supplies of foreign arms, essential to
both sides in Spain, and'to China, might be brought.
Geperal Franco did not aim to do widespread damage to the
capital equipment of the country Vvrhich he intended to rule.
In both countries the main'use of the air forces had been to

■ further.the aim, of the land forces, - Neither Spain nor

China ?/as a. highly developed-industrial country, (3) and in
.  Spain most of the. original armaments Trorks had fallen into

Franco's hands at an early date,, since when the Govei-nment
air force had maide. little or-no attempt to bomb them, thus

,  depriving the Joint Intelligence Sub-Committee "of much use
ful war evidence regarding the degree of dislocation to be

effected by air attack on such objectives".

D.C.O.S.

102 (J.I.C.)

(1) The British Consul in Valencia,

(2) The ,period covered was July .1 936 - December 1938 in
■ Spain .and July ,1937 ■- Becember. 1 938 in China.

(3)-.', For inst.ance Chinese Steel production in 1934 was
.50,000'tons compared the United Kingdom figure of

■■ nearly- 9,000,000 tons in' , the . same period.

'  i •
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Ibid In China the Japanese attack upon industry had been
limited to a few raids on factories from v/hich
conclusions" could be drawn.

no useful

The Nationalist Air Force had
however made a number of attacks upon fuel reserves and
factories in Spain,
made on ten different centres of oil

Twenty five known attacks had been
reserves, but it was

impossible to gather any evidence of the effect of these
upon the fuel position of the Government,
attacks appear to have ceased after July 1938.

In any case the

Approximately one hundred small attacks had been made
on factories in Spain. . The pilots appear to have been
given a cei’t.ain omoiant of latitude in the selection of the
targets, and the attacks were usually "spasmodic". The only
sustained attack was on the steel works at Sagunto(”') but
in the opinion of an R.A.F. officer who visited the place*in
February 1938, "the repeated attacks had apparently not
appreciably reduced the output of steel, which at the time
was averaging tlrree hundred and sixty tons a day.
attacks were not sufficiently heavy to cause major
destruction, and not sufficiently maintained to prevent re
pair". Information regai'ding specific raids vras said to
be meagre" and "coni’licting". The Nationalist airforce
had made no attempt to destroy ,any of the approximately two
hundred and twenty power stations, which, at the end of the
first year of the war, still remained in Government hands,
and^ simdlarly no attempt had been made to interfere with
agriculture. Workers had been forced to evacuate their
homes in some places but it was thought that there
evidence that this hrid any effect upon industrial
production.

The

was no

was accordingly drawn that there
very little analogy between the wars in Spain and China
anu any future war between Great Powers in so far as
attack upon industry

wa

was concerned.

s

(b) Air Attack Communications in Spain and China
D.C.O.S.

100 (j.i.e.) The air efforts against sea communications by the
Republicans in Spain, and by both sides in China was small
and no useful conclusions could be drawn from them,

confined to the Nationalist attacks
J-Ii opain#

The

not ^egiming of the Civil War the Nationalists did
M  ̂ sufficiently large air force to undertake

Government hands. They
attack on merchant ships at

sea, O By October, 1937 General Franco's land forces h-d
occupied all the Government's ports on the North coast thus

^hich Government shipping could
enter Spain to the Mediterranean ports. In Novfmber, 1 937

an

na

(1 ) Fifteen attacks v;ere made upon the Steel works at
Gagunto between 11th April, 1937 -md n +1938 TTo-n..n„ +1, TV October,

Usuclly^these raids were carried out by grouns
of from one to live bombers, most of which seem to 

^

'SS'Z-’S Si - 2; S“
resulted in international difficulties

the enforcement of the Nyon euivies
and

agreement in September, I937,
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the Nationalists appear to have decided on the policy of

attempting to blockade from the air those ports remaining
under goverruTient control. ('')

■The J.I.C. report considered the results of this bomb
ing offensive under two headings: direct, and indirect.
They considered that they had a certain .amount of firm
evidence about direct results, but the' evidence about in
direct results, which they considered the more important of
the two, was meagre,

(i) Direct Results

It was considered that the Nationalists had
achieved "considerable" direct res-ults. During the period
under review the Republican fleet had been "virtually
immobilised" and had refused after September, 1937 to sail
within range of the Nationalist bombers.(2) Thirty-two
merchant siiips had been sunk, and one hundred .and tv/enty-
eight damaged,(3) At least two hundred and ninety raids had
been made on ports, and serious damage had been done,
failure of the Nationalist airforce to sustain the attacks

' had hoT/cver lessened the effect.

The

Ibid

App. VIII
Cartagena, the only naval repair base available to the

Government, had been "very seriously damaged", and a rej^ort
on the resists of the attacks on La Sociedad Espanola de
Construccion Naval in Cartagena un to August, 1938 said

(l) In the period 1st July, 1936 - 1st November, 1938, two
In the firsthundred and ninety raids were made,

year'" of vrar' approximately 3% &nd in the second
approximately 2QFci of the Nationalist airforce
employed,
raids were carried out by German and Italian aircraft
(He,59, S,79 a.nd S.8l) based on the Balearics.

was

Probably 90^ and certainly of these

(2) This result v>ras achieved by eighty attacks,
ships were sunk, but nineteen were damaged,

(3) As an example of the results of the attack on merchant
ships the following figures were quoted:

No war-

From the outset to the
1st September. 1937

In Harbour TotalAt Sea

81No, of reported attacks
No, of ships sunk
No, of ships damaged
Unsuccessfiil attacks
Results unknovm

44 37
615

19 10 29
18 4224

42 2

From 1st October. 1937
to 1st October. 1938 MissedDamagedSunk

6 18Recorded attacks at sea

Recorded attacks in port
7

93 1719

26 3599Total

The percentage of successful attacks at sea was there
fore 41.9 as against 86,6 in port.
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"the works as a whole have been very seriously damaged, and

parts.of them completely destroyed. Such machinery as may
still be. serviceable is being removed to a foundry on the

outskirts of the town. The pattern shops and the offices
are burnt to .the ground. Turbine, rotors which were
intended for- the Alcala Galiana were throvm across the shops
by the force of the explosions., and a full set of turbines

ruined", (0was

As to the results obtained on.the ports, details of the

effects were not forthcoming, but it v/as considered that the

working of Barcelona, Yalencia e.nd /TLicante was "seriously
interrupted", during April and May, 1938, H.M.S, Achates
reported that Malaga had been "completely demoralised" and
that "work in the port had been disorganised by air raids,
and by the continual sounding of alarms". In August, 1938,
the British Consul at Valencia described the situation at

Gandia as follows: "The recent air raids have wrought chaos

in the hsrbour. Only about one hundred and twenty-five
yards of qua.y space remain available to shipping. Ware

houses, the v/eigh bridge and sidings are smashed by bombs.

The v/recks of two ships, the harbour dredger, and tY/o sailing
vessels obstruct the approach to the v/harves. One small

crane, useless in its present position, alone remains of the
lifting appliances".

D.C.O.S.

100 (J.I.C.)

(ii) Method of attack

The types of bombs used against these targets varied
from 20 kg. to 250 kg. (550 lb.) /igainst warships the use
of the 250 kg. bomb seeiris to have been most common, but it

v/as noted that the German, battleship Deutschland had been

severely dajnaged by 220 lb. bombs. Against merchant ships
250. kg, bombs v/ere also used, but it v/as supposed that the

more normal bomb v/as the 100 kg., v/hich, it appeared, was

sufficient to sirik ;an unsrmoured ship.. The bombs used

against ports varied from 20 kg. to 250 kg., but if ships
v/ere in the port being attacked a mixture of high explosive
and. incendiary bombs was often dropped.

Generally, it was noted that the German bombing was more

Most of the damage at /ilicante

, was attributed to individual German aircraft operating at low
A.A, fire

effective than the Italian,

level and achieving a high degree of surprise,
had a more marked effect on the height of Italian bonibing,
than on the Germans, who often pressed home their attacks
regardle of the opposition.ss

(iii) Indirect Results

Ibid The indirect results of this offensive, as has been
mentioned, were thought to be more important, and at the

same time more difficult to assess, than the direct results.

There v/as no evidence to show the effect of the attacks
These declined in theupon imports into Government Spain,

first half of 1937, but this may not have been entirely, or
even mainly duo to the bombing offensive,
ever an average increase in the freight charges from the

north east coast of Britain to Spain of three hundred and

ninety per cent in 1938 over the figures which had been
levied in 1 936.

There v/as how-

(1) In the period July, 1936, November, 1937 Cartagena
was bombed three times by day and once by night.
Prom November, 1937 - October, 1938 ten times by day
and twice by night.
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kn attempt to assess the moral effect of the bombing
was made by the British Consul at Va.lencia in a report for

the Foreign Office written in Decemberj 1938.
enlarging upon the difficulty.of obtaining any accurate
information in a country \7hich was',in the grips of a spy
mania, the Consul sta.toh that he considered the indirect
results of the'bombing had been "negligible",
know vdiether this could be. attributed to the failure to

sustain the attacks, to the inaccuracy of the, bombing or to

the smadl ntmiber of aircraft employed, in the attacks,
thought that th(2 .v/hole method was an "excellent example of
how not to utilise a complete mastery.of the air",
heard the suggestion that "hsilf a dozen planes
intelligently used to keep the ports and towns in an almost
continuous state of alarm would have f£ir more of the in

direct effects referred to than the .present system whereby
spasmodic raids are carried out by three, five or ten planes
playing tip and run up and down the coast, loosing their

cargo of bombs from anything up to 20,000 feet up,
generally missing anything resembling a worttoYhile
objective, follovred by periods of days and even weeks v^hen
no raid is carried out".

/ifter

He did not

He

He had

D.C.O.S.

100 (j.i.e.)
App, XVI

In the opinion of the Consul, the Spanish people vrere
standing up to the effects of the raids with nerveless

co\irage, and he believed that the discharge of cargoes
remained as high as' ever in Barcelona, and Valencia,
added that the effect on the dock v/orkers was not likely to
be considerable as they had been militarised and could, if
necessary, be'compelled to return to work,(l)

He

On the other

Ibid

hand he pointed out that v/hen sustained attacks had been

made, as for instance on Barcelona in March, 1938, and later
on Badalona, a

three days in the first, and a nightly migration up to Tiana
T/as the order of the day in the second".

general exodus was already beginning after

The general conclusion therefore v/as that the Spanish
people were tougher than most, but that even against them,
moral effects' could have been obtained if the bombing
attacks had- been on a larger scale and had been more
sustained. '

(c) Mr Attack on Internal Communications in Spain and
China

D.C.O.S.

103 (J.I.e.)
There was some firm evidence from both Spain and China

as regards air attacks upon the transportation systems, but
the J.i.e, report pointed out the danger of drawing
conclusions wMch might "have little or no application in
the event of a major war betv/een first-class Inpowers",

the first place, the communications of Spain and China
not developed to the same degree as those in the major
European co'untries,, and they did not make the
contribution to the economic, industrial and national life

Secondly, in Spain a relatively small air
effort had been launched against communications. Thirdly
in both Spain and China the volume of traffic over strategic
lines of communication had not been sufficiently heavy to
lead to any cumulative effects as a result of the minor de
lays and stoppages which-had been caused.

were

same

of the people.

Having sounded
this note of 'warning, it was possible to proceed to an
a.nalysis of the effects which had been achieved.

(1) This -appears xo be a non-sequitur. If the port workers
had been militarised, this alone is .evidence that
morale was not satisfactory,
support this theory.
100 (J.I.C.).

There is evidence to

See paragraph 56 of D.C.O.S.
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(i) Method of attack and tsrpe of “bombs used

In the early stages of the war in China the Japanese made

their attacks in small ragged formationsj and the aircraft
homhed individually. As the Chinese A.A, improved, and nota

bly at Nanking, they began to use more modern aircraft, and
flew in larger formations. These were often accompanied by
fighter escorts, and normally approached the target at a

height between ten and twelve thousand feet. The main
formation split up into groups of three or four aircraft for

the attack, and each dropped its bombs on a signal from the

leader. Night attacks were rare and \?ere only made in
moonlight.

Ibid

In Spain nearly all the attacks were made by German and
Italian aircrajft based on Majorca, ) The Italians bombed in
ragged formations from heights between twelve and eighteen
thousand feet, and often approached the target in  a glide
from as much as twenty two thousand feet. It appeai'ed that
they bombed on a signal from a leader, making a "pattern"
often as long as two thousand yards. There were usually five
or six aircraft in each formation, though on one occasion
there were nineteen, and in the raid on Tortosa railway bridge
fifty-four aircraft were employed. The aircraft were
Savoia S,79 and S,81.

The Germans used He.39 Seaplanes and usually attacked at
The crews were said to be "expert and determined",

and the normal procedure seems to have been to carry an
expert in the local topography,
in twos and threes and operated individually at dusk
moonlight nights, flying lov/ and-achieving a high degree of
surprise.

low level.

These aircraft were sent out
or on

Aircraft based on the mainland were only used to attack
communications in direct support of the land forces and in
these cases the Italians usua.lly bombed from above twelve
thousand feet and the Germans from six to eight thousand feet.

In China there was definite evidence to show that the

Japanese had used 60 kg, (13.O lb.) 250 kg, (551 lb.),
300 kg, (661 lb.) and 500 kg. (1,102 lb.) bombs, though the
60 kg. had predominated. They had also dropped small
splinter and incendiary bombs. In Spain the details of the

bombs used by the Germans v;ere not available, but the Italians
had used bombs up to a maximum weight of 250 kg, and the
normal bomb was the 100 kg.

In the majority of cases the Savoia machines carried a
bomb load of 1,000 kg.

(ii) The Results of the Bombing

In China there v/as very little concrete evidence as to
the effect of the bombing of transportation,
considerable amount of,damage to stations, track, rolling
stock, and bridges had been done, and mainly on account of the

• bombing the Chinese had been compelled to leave large
■  quantities of rolling' stock behind v/hen they retreated,

(1.) Nationalist air forces on the main land were used for
-army co-operation.

Undoubtedly a

Ibid

(2) The .Vice President of the South Manchurian Railway after
a tour of Japanese occupied China was reported to have
said that it would take t?/o years to repair the damage

.  which he estimated at 15,000,000 yen. (£875,000 at 1939
exchange), , Much of this damage was however, caused by
the retreating Chinese and it was impossible to
estimate the contribution of air bombing.
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There was a singular operation which is v/orthy of
This was the Japanese attack on the Kowloon-

The aim of this operation was to

cominent,

Canton-Hanko-ff Railway,
cut the rail7^ay, and thus to deny the Chinese their raain
channel for the cldstribution of war material from external

The operation lasted for about a year, and the air
The Japanese failed to

This.failure was attributed to in

accurate bombing, the dispersal of the attack along great
tretches of the line, the lack of sustained attacks on vital

sections of the system, the failvne to harass repair gangs,
the small effort expended against rolling stock, and the

efficiency of the Chinese repair organisation,
conanenting on this operation agreed that the attack had had

singularly little influence on the course of the war, but

that, had the attack been better planned, success could have
been achieved.

sources,

effort expended was
achieve their .aim.

considerable".

Observers

In Spain the Nationalist air offensive against the
Republican communications on the Mediterranean coast had two

main aims. Firstly to interfere v/ith supplies entering
Rejiublican Spain from France, and secondly, to interfere vd.th
the distribution of supplies entering the Republican ports on
the Levant Coast, despite the air blockade which was being
maintained on that coast.

To att.ain the first aim attacks were directed against
road and rail communications in the Port Bou area,
evidence it was impossible to determine whether the aim was to

sever completely, or merely to impose delays, on this line of
commwiication.

On the

In viev/ of the relatively small air effort,
and the sporadic n,ature of the. attacks it ?rould appear that
complete severance was not the aim. The line of

communicG.tion across the French bordei' was subjected to

delays, vThich did not howrever have a serious effect, as
alternative methods of transport were available.

The atta.ck on the East Coast communications v<ras not

apparently inspired by a clear cut policy and was in any case
subsidiary to t^ie air blockade of the ports themselves.
Attacks on coiranunications were often combined with attacks on

the^jorts. Minor delays were caused, but as the system was
ing considerably less than its maximum capacity, thesecar

were not serious.

In Spain the conclusion was that the attack on

communications had very little effect on the course of the

war, and this was. attributed to: ■

(i) The relatively small demands made on the railwrays.

(ii) The existence of alternative routes,

(iii) The fact that the attacks were not sufficiently
heavy to cause_major damage, and not sufficiently
sustained to prevent repair.

These conclusions, it Was felt, woiild not have much value for
application to the case of a major, .war in Europe,

(d) evidence from Spain and China: Conclusions

The main impression to be gathered from a study of the

wars in Spain and China was the relatively unimportant role

"plkyed by. the airforces in. both theatres,
to indicate that there was any inherent weakness in the

potentialities of bombing, for if this had been the conclusion
the estimate of.the German capability:to deliver "a

>This was not taken
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"knock out blow" against England vrould have been revised.
It was-, taken to indicate that the airforces in Spain and

China.had been inadequate to exploit the situation, that in
many cases the t3rpe of war v/hich vras being Vifaged was not

suited to the independent use of bomber aircraft, and that
where opportunity did present itself of vindicating the
power of the bomber, it had been lost by bad management.
Regarded in this light, the main lessons to be learnt from
these wars were negative,

lines of policy -vYhich ought not to be adopted, rather than to
present a picture of viiat the results of a bombing offensive
in a major war might be.

They were taken to indicate the

j*.part from this the most important detailed conclusion
was that if substantial results were to be achieved by
almost any fonn of bombing it would be essential not only to
sustain the attacks to a much higher degree than had been

done in Spain and China, but that it would also be necessary
to make very much heavier attacks, and to make them in much

greater concentration.

On the evidence the theory of the feasibility of the
"knock out blow" might have suffered some loss of probability,
but this does not appear to have been the case.('l)

Experimental Evidence; Bombing Trials

(a) The Value of experimental evidence

The object of bombing trials was to discover the best

tactics, and to ascertain the effect of the various bombs on

their targets. As such they formed a valuable adjunct to

the other services of intelligence. This was fully realised

at the time, and the C,-in~C,, Bomber Coimnand was, in

September, 1938, of the opinion that bombing trials were

neither' frequent nor exhaustive enougbi. Referring to the
trials which had been carried out at Netheravon he said "The

extremely valuable information obtained from these practical
trials only touch on one small branch of the vast subject of

air bombardment, but they serve to illustrate clearly enough
the fact that we cannot hope*to devise our bombing tactics on

sound and practical lines unless we have the facilities to

explore every branch of the subject by means of practical
trials such as these".

A.M, file

s.36637/11
End. 1a

In 1938 it was however already too late to conduct
trials on the scale v«'hich the C.-in-C., Bomber Command would
have liked,

the best methods of attacking railway permanent v/ays, which

were carried out in the summer of 1938, were by no means

exhaustive, and the results had not been fully analysed when
the war broke out.

couild not therefore be completed in peace time.

For instance the trials conducted to reveal

The further trials \/hich were v/anted

A.M. file

s.44673
End. 46a

A certain amount was achieved in the last eighteen
months before September, 1939 and three of the trials have
been selected for examination here. These were the

Netheravon trials, which were intended to show the results of

an attack upon aircraft dispersed round an aerodrome, and
the effect on the aerodrome surface, the Longmoor trials
which were an attempt to assess the damage v/hich could be

(l.) Some attention was given to the historical evidence of
bombing results in the Great War.

connection v/ith the assessment of damage which could
be inflicted on railways, when reference was made to
the War in the Air Vol, TT.

Notably in

It has not however been

thought desirable to embark upon this aspect here.
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inflicted upon railway permanent ways, and the Portland
trials T/hich consisted of a simulated attack on units of

the Home Fleet smd some of the shore establishments,

prime, object of the.trials was the determination of the best

tactical methods of attacking, but the assessment of the

damage which could be inl'licted in v/ar was an important
aspect, from the pure intelligence standpoint the most
importa.nt, of the experiments,
these forms of acquiring intelligence Yvere appreciated and
will be revealed in the course of the narrative, on the trials

themselves.

The

Most of the limitations of

(b) Railway Permanent Way Trials at Longmoor

Ibid

Enel. 1a
On 2nd May, 1938, the C,-in-C, Bomber Command proposed

to the Mr Ministry that trials should be carried out at the

RailYTay Training Centre at Longmoor to determine the
penetration and ricochet effect of 250 lb, bombs dropped on

railY/ay permanent way, from various heights up to 1500 feet.
This information was v/anted in connection v/ith the

appreciation on plan W.A.4,, which was at the time being
This then was an exaiTiple ofprepared by the War Office,

the direct dependence of planning upon intelligence.

The trial was conducted in three phases. During the
first stage Battles and Blenheims practised shalloY/ dive and

low level bombing at Porton to determine the accuracy of

bombing. Secondly 250 lb,, enert filled, bombs were
dropped at Longmoor to determine penetration, and finally
live 250 lb. bombs were bux-ied a.nd detonated at Longmoor to

determine damage. llie actual bombing trials at Longmoor

were carried out on the 7th, 11th and 12th July, 1938,

Ibid .

End. 26b

During the first stage at Porton, Battles got sixteen
per cent hits at low level and thirteen per cent in shallow

M .. • The. Blenheims got twelve per cent hits at low level

and forty per cent from shallow dive.(1)
dive.

Notwithstanding

these figui-es it was concluded that greater accuracy was to

■  be exTJected from low/ level than from shallow dive attacks,
and it was further concluded that the best angle of approach
was betv/een twenty and thirty degrees to the fore and aft

line of the target,

was more effective than salvoes, and the early issue of the

mechanical distributor was urged.

It was also decided that stick bombing

During the second stage of the trials at Longmoor three
types of targets were attacked,
two hundred and fifty yards long in a thirty foot deep
cutting, a single track of.the same length in open country
on a sand embankment varying in height from one to seven

feet, and a single track on an embankment twelve feet high.
Eighty bombs were dropped, and six direct hits were
obtained,

yards of the centre of the track,

ricocheted from five to ninety yards and only tliree of the

nineteen bombs dropped in the cutting retained their initial

point of strike,
aimed at the embankraent ricocheted,

cutting varied from six inches to two feet nine inches, and

in the embarJement from ti,Yo feet three inches, to five feet
nine,

offered an unfavourable target and .that it would be more
profitable to attack embankments.

These were a double track

Tv/enty-eight of the bombs dropped wdthin ten
Some of the bombs

On the other hand only six of the bombs
Penetration in the

From this evidence it v;a,s concluded that cuttings

(l) The bombs were released by "judgment" as sights were
not available.
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The third stage of the trials was carried out on
27th September, 1938.
buried and detonated in positions similar to those in which

the bombs had fallen during,the second stage of the trials.
The first of these on the embankment caused damage which it

vfas estim.ated could have been repaired in five hours,
second, which was buried under the sleepers of the double

track, caused damage which Viras repaired by one N.G.O. and

eight men in three-quarters of a.n hoixr.
fourth bombs were buried near the sleepers of the double
track and caused EinD-la.r damage, (0

?our live 250 lb, G-.P. bombs w^ere

The

Tile third and

.  The Bomber'Conmand report on the trials concluded, on

the- evidence of the third stage, that all the bombs would

have caused dera^rnents, that the damage caused by the

detonation of the first bomb might have taken twenty-four
hours to repair under war time conditions, and that it was

necessary to get within one yard of the target, and to

penetrate up to five feet. Finally it v/as suggested that

"constant and accurate bombing of open lines of railways will

seriously delay railway operations and will harass railway
personnel, but it is unlikely tha.t rail communications can be

severed and be kept out of - action for any length of time with

out very heavy expenditure of bombs.(2) The Bomber Command
report called for further trials, and suggested that an

experimental attack should be made on an embankment of at

least thirty feet in height which was composed of settled
soil. It was hoped that one of the Railway companies would
make a disused line a.vailahle for this. The Director of

Staff Duties informed Bomber Command on 21st Aiogust, 1939 that
the railway companies were being approached about this.
Thus the matter stood at the outbreak of v/ar.

(c) The Netheravon Tria.1, Bombing an herodrome

A.M. file

s. 36637/11
Enel, la

The object of these trials, vfhich were carried out in

July, 1938, was to test the effect of various forms of attack

against aircraft equivalent to two fighter squadrons
.  dispersed on an aerodrome one thousand yards in diameter.
Two protected positions were also dug, and in each tv/o Bulldog
fighters were placed to represent the presence of one bomber.

The Bulldogs had their petrol tanks filled and were armed with

incendiary ammunition,
one armoured car and four lorries near three Bulldogs,

vehicles were arranged about twenty yards apart.

In addition the army placed two tanks,
These

During five days of bombing about twenty-two tons of
high explosive'bombs were di'opped in addition to more than
one thousand incendiaries(3), .and about seven thousand rounds

This was achieved in seven-aimnunition.of incendiary S
teen raids by formations of aircraft varying from three to

nine in number and from heights hetv/een one hundred and
fifteen thousand feet.

The accuracy of the bombing was considered to have been

very good, especially by Harrov/s bombing from thirteen and
eight thousand feet. Both the incendiary raids straddled

(1) The bombs were detonated externally, and the opinion was
expressed that on this account the results were "very
unreliable".

Enel, 23 Bi, and Enel. 27a,
See pencil comment on A.M, file 3,44673

(2) See Chapter 7. p.314 for the development of this
conclusion v/ith reference to the formation of plans and
the discussions on the subject v/ith the French.

(3) Composed of forty-eight 25 lb. and one thousand and
eighty 4 lb. incendiaries.
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the targets, and 40 lb. G.P, bombs fell all round the
protected pits. All the 250 lb, bombs fell on the aerodrome

site, and nearly all the 500 lb. bombs fell "really close"
to the Bulldogs or the vehicles. It was thought that
the accToracy would not have been so good in war time.

About three hundred and fifty holes of various depths,
about fifty of which v/oxild have needed levelling, were made
in the aerodrome surface. Pour of the delay fused 500 lb,
bombs made craters from four to five and a half feet deep,
but it was estimated that the holes could have been about
half filled with the earth throv/n up near the craters in half
?in hour by four men, A mechanical navvy took only five
minutes to "soft fill" one of these craters completely, and
it was estimated that the total damage to the aerodrome
face could have been rectified in a few hours by the men
who would normally be available on a station.

The damage to the protected pits was found to be
"negligible". No bomb fell right into a pit, but one Bull
dog was slightly holed and another set on fire.

The damage to all the aircraft, including those already
mentioned in the pits, was three Bulldogs burnt out and one

damaged beyond repair. Of the remainder two vrere put out

of action for two days, three for one day, six for a few
hours, and four for less than one hour. Eleven were not hit
at all,

been driven away,
bombs against the aircraft even vdien they fell within seven
yards of the target was found to have effected little damage.
The ammunition and the incendiary bombs did little or no
damage,

s UT

AH the army vehicles could, it was stated, have
The blast effect of the 250 and 500 lb.

On this evidence the C,-in-C., Bomber Command was able
to agree with the C.-in-C,, Fighter Command that any
systematic attempt to render aerodrome "services" (sic)vO
unserviceable by bombing would "normally not be worth the
effort expended".(2)

(d) The Attack Exercise on the Home Fleet at Portland

This experiment was conduoted on 25th May, 1939.
differed from the two experiments already discussed in that

for obvious reasons no live bombs were dropped,(3)
then was primarily a tactical exercise which had an obvious

reference to the plan to attack the German fleet at
¥/ilhelmshaven. (W. A a 7A).

^  Deposit the limitations of this exercise from the point
of view of intelligence, some interesting conclusions' were
drawn in the report by the C.-in-C
was dated 21st July, 1939.
to investigate the problem of concentrating a large bomber
force in quick succession over the target, after  a long sea

It

This

Bomber Command, which
The object of the exercise Viras

• >

A.M, file

S.1680

End, IB

(1) Probably a mis-print for surfaces.

(2) For the link with the planning of atta,cks on this type of
target. See Chapter 7 p.3l8.

(3) It is considered that the "Centurion" trials and the

exhaustive examinations which were conducted into the

vulnerability of capital ships are beyond the scope of

the present narrative, and are primarily a matter for
Naval historians.
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flight and Ydthout a preliminary land fall having been made,
and to indicate to the Royal Navy the type of attack vdth
which they might be confronted in war.

Out of the tota.1 of one hundred and seventeen aircraft

briefed for the attack, ninety-two actually reached the tar
get and "bombed",

some cases at the bases, were unfavourable, and the
navigation proved to be difficult,

ever said to have been good, despite the fact that some of
the bombers made unauthorised departures from the track and

in a few cases made landfalls before reaching the tsirget.
This would have compromised the secrecy of the attack in v/ar.
Various tactics were employed,
bombing, the plan being for each squadron to cover five
himdred yards,

leader of each formation, which attacked in line astern.
No.2 Group was briefed to make individual .attacks and each

aircraft v/as to select a battleship as its target, No,5 Group
was to attack in formations of squadrons.
was to act independently.

Weather conditions on the route, and in

Track keeping was how-

No,3 Group employed pattern

The "bombs" were dropped on a signal from th

Each squadron

e

It T/as estimated that H.M.S. Rodney and Royal Sovereign

received direct hits, and that hits were also obtained on the

three land targets,

assess what v/ould have been the extent of the damage, which

was,, from the intelligence point of view the orucial
Further use of this exercise might v/ell have been

Apart from this it was possible to

question,

made had not the war intervened.

(e) "^e Bombing Trials; Stimmary and Conclusions

On the whole the striking impression to be gained from
these three trials was the relative impotence rather than the

power of bombing,
relatively small bombs available showed, particularly at the

Netheravon trials, some of the limitations of the pre-v/ar
bomber force.

Tactical difficulties, and the

On the other hand the limitations of the trials them

selves had to be born in mind,

destructive power of a bomb exploded internally and
externally and the greater vulnerability of a railway embank

ment ma>de freshly, are two instances of this type of
limitation.

The difference between the

Perhaps the most important point, hov/ever, is that the
trials were conducted too late to allow of time to draw all

the useful conclusions which might have been possible before

the outbreak of war, and the consequent necessity to take
Neverthelessdecisions on the evidence already available,

these, and other, trials ought not to be ignored in
appreciating the various sources of intelligence which were
available to the Air Staff on 3rd September, 1939.

Research Evidence; The Study of Germany

(a-) The selection of Industrial targets in Germany

The support and maintenaoice of modern fighting forces is

a serious problem which enlists the whole resources of a
nation,

supply, and transport to meet great strain,
organisations have nerve centres, main arteries, heart and

brain. Attack upon these is the most effective contribution
which can be made by air power to the destruction of a nation
at war.

This involved the organisation of production,
Such

A.H.B.

11/70/41 (A)
Enel. 1

A.T.1./1G
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Vforking on these lines a report by the Air ^
Intelligence section of the Air Ministry dated
24th July, 1939 applied these considerations to the case of

Germany, The most desirable v/ay of achieving the
industrial aim vrould clearly have been to find one industry
whose destruction would make it impossible for the enemy to
continue a war. This attractive theory was however dis

posed of by a consideration of the ways in which vital
materials c-an be produced in alternative ways and places.
If however there t/as no "key" group of industries which it
would be possible to destroy and so win the \?ar, there might
be vital spots in industry v,'hose destruction would at least

reduce the power of the enemy to resist. In Germany such
industries were considered to be those producing ball bear
ings, non-ferrous metals, optical glass and chemicals.

It was ho\vever thought that an attack on a "key service

might have a more important effect than an attack upon in
dustry itself,

supplies would have a disastrous effect upon industry as a
whole.

The destruction of the electricity and gas

In addition to these considerations there was a third.
In Germany there was one area which

This

that of a "key" area,
obviously fitted into this classification; the Ruhr,
was the ’nchilles heel' of Germany and it was^at such a spot
that a "knock out blow" from the air could be envisaged.

It was within the framework of these tiiree aspects of

the problem of selecting air targets in Germany that the re

search of British intelligence ivas conducted.

(b) Vital Industries

It will be remembered that in 1936, when the Air Targets
Sub-Committee was set up, it was specifically instructed to

proceed with a general study of potential targets in Germany,
and not to attempt to work out any list of priority groups.

In the course of time, however, study tended to
concentrate on the following industries,

(i) Chemical and Explosives,

(ii) Metalliargical

(iii) i’lTmaments,

(iv) General Engineering,

(v) Foodstuffs,

These then, were considered as the vital German
industries,

(i) Chemicals and Explosives

A.H.B.

H/70/41 (a)
End. 2

A.1.1.(b)
Air Targets/
Germany

A report of the i-ir Intelligence Section of the dr
Ministry dated 25th July, 1939, stated that the German
chemical industry was one of tlie strongest in the world, and
that it was of special impoi’tance to Germany in view of her
need to manufacture large quantities of synthetic materials.
Its products were needed in practically all other industries.
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It proved impossible to find any relatively small number
of targets whose destruction would have a vital effect upon
the production of explosives,
that the destruction of any of the various types of chemical

works or explosive filling stations would have an immediate
effect upon the course of the war.

Chemical fertiliser factories which produced materials
for explosives and for synthetic rubber, were considered to

be vulnerable to air attack, but it was also realised that

alternative methods of production v/ere available and that the

destruction of any existing factories would not prove "rapidly
decisive".

Furthermore it was not thought

The same argument was applied to filling factories, which

could be constructed in a matter of six to eight weeks,

the other hand the explosive factories themselves took from

nine months to a year to build, and the number of them in
existence was limited.

On

This meant that when stocks, which
wouild be in bomb proof shelters, had been exhausted, the

destruction of the explosive factories might have ah important
effect upon the supply position.

As a target for the outset of the v/ar the filling
factories were considered to be the more important, but the

effect of destroying these, it was thought, would be doubtful

in view of the expected stocks of filled ammunition.

It was thought that Germ.any would have stocks of natural
rubber, but when these had been exhausted she would come to

depend upon synthetic production,
this were few in number and took a long time to construct.
They were also thought to be "very vulnerable",
destruction would however only be of value in a long war.

In a short war it was not, then, thought that decisive
results could be achieved by the bombing of this group of in

dustry,
viewed with greater optimism,

(ii) The Metallurgical Industry

The factories engaged upon

Their

On the other hand the results, in a long war, were

Ibid The report stated that Germany was the largest producer pf
steel in Europe and the second largest producer in the world.

Domestic deposits of ore were insufficient to meet requirements,
and they were of low grade, with the results that it was

estimated that in war Germany would require a minimum of nine

million tons of ore from Sweden per annum, and that this would

have to be supplemented by fiirther imports from Luxemburg.
The possibility of Germany reducing this need by seizing
Lorraine was not overlooked.

Blast furnaces and steel foundries it was thought, would

be easily visible from the air and would be vulnerable to

bombing. Other important considerations vrere that attention

should be given to attempting to interrupt suxjplies of ore

from .Sweden, and if this proved impossible, of interrupting
the ' transport of the ore from the Baltic to the R\jhr, which
contained seventy per cent of the steel industry. This
joeirney would involve a passage through the Mitteland and

Dortmimd-Ems Canals. It was also noted that coking ovens

played an important part in steel production.
'i

. Germany had, on the other hand, relatively few factories
making non-ferrous metals, and it was thought that in war this
would.be one of her main deficiencies. The smelting plants

• h '■

u'* ^

were"'mostly well inland but it was thought that they would
present good targets, and their destruction would have a vital
effect after the peace time stocks had been consumed.
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F.C.I.(A.T.) In view of these conclusions, it is interesting to note

that in 1936 the Air Targets Sub-Committee had recommended
that none of the targets in this group should be registered
by the Air Ministry, a.s, in their view, the best v/ay of

reducing the productivity of the metallurgical industry was

by attacks on coking plants, and power,

(iii) The Engineering Industry

A

A.H.B,

11/70/41 (a)
End. 2

A.1.1.(b)
Air Targets
Germany

It was expected that most of the engineering industry
would, in war time, turn over to the production of
armament s. It v/as therefore impossible to distinguish the
cixmaments industry from engineering as a wliole,
German engineering industry was one of the strongest in the

vrorld, and was capcxble of producing all essential
engineering requirements provided the flow of raw materials
was not interrupted, and a supply of skilled labour

This industry v/as spread

The

continued to be forthcoming,
over the v/hole of Germany, but the Mr Intelligence Section

of the Air Ministry selected the following parts of the
industry for special attention:

Armament stores

War . ships and special naval stores

iiircraft and special aircraft stores

General engineering goods.

It V/as, however recognised that many factories produced
armamdnts for all tlu’ee services and also products for
civilian purposes.

It wras thought that there were too many factories
producing armaments to make it possible to work out any plan
to bomb them all. It was therefore decided that good
results might be obtained by an a.ttack on certain "key'
in the armament industry as a whole. Optical glass, gun.
sights, and gun barrels were pai'ticularly mentioned. ■  The
destruction of these, it was expected, might eventually have
a "decisive" effect.

pEirts

Naval construction yards were expected to be well
defended, but, together wdth the factories associated with

them, they would be vulnerable to bombing. It was thought,
for instance, that an attack upon submarine production
might become imperative.

The results of an attack upon the aircraft industry
In particular the

factories making aero-engines' were thought to be specially
vulnerable, and were highly specialised which would
that it would be hard to get new factories into production
if the existing ones had been destroyed,
attack on these objectives, it was said, would reduce the
scale of the attack of the German airforce "rapidly".

were viewed with rather more optimism.

mean

Successful

For the rest it was thought that the factories producing

ball bearings, ignition generators, gears, carburettors,
telephones and optical glass were especially vital, and

their destruction, it was said, would have "far reaching"
effects.
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(iv) Food

The Air Ministry report did not mention the possibility
of making aji attack upon agriculture, hut the earlier report
of the Air Targets Suh-Committee had suggested that an air

attack on this industry was impracticable,.and that none of

the targets in this group were worthy of registration by the
I'llr Ministry,

(■v) General Considerations

Ibid
F.C.I.

(A.T.) 4

One of the shortcomings of this system of compiling a
dossier of target intelligence was that the information would
constantly tend to become obsolete,
out by the intelligence section of the /J.r Ministry when the
scheme was brought into operation.

This had been pointed

A.M. file
S.45752

I.C.F./548 There was another and possibly more serious shortcoming
Thisof the system, which was pointed out as early as 1936.

was the questionable validity of the division of industry
into groups.
Intelligence Centre, to be particularly dangerous as non
experts were going to be asked to talce decisions on the
information presented.

This was thought, by the Industrial

(c) Key Services: Fuel and Povrer

As the theory of a "key" industry lost its validity it
was succeeded by that of a
more hopeful idea.

key" service v/hich seemed to be a
It wa.s eventually decided that an attack

electricity, gas or transportation might Vi^ell prove more
effective than a direct attack upon industry itself.
on

A.H.B.

11/70/41 (a)

Indeed the way to this conclusion had been pointed by
the reports of the Air Targets Sub-Committee in 1936 and 1937,
which had, for instance, indicated that in their opinion the
production of steel could best be reduced by an indirect
attack, upon pov/er. Fuel and power v/as clearly the source
of all industry, and transportation was an ancilliary service
not only to industry, but to the whole of national life, and

In addition to this it was thoughtto military manoeuvres,

F.C.I.(A.T.)
Papers
Passim.

A.H.B.
11/70/41(a)
App. A AEI/2G that "Germany's greatest weakness, by general admission,

(was) in the domain of her oil supplies".

For the purposes of examination these key services were
divided into the following groups:

(i) Fuel and Power

(a) Liquid Fuels

(b) Solid Fuels

(c) Electric power

(d) Water V/orks.

(ii) Transportation

Railways(a)

(b) Roads

(c) Inland waterways.
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(i) Liquid Fuels 0)

A.H.B.

11/70/41 (a)
End. 2

A.1,1.(b)
Air Targets
Germany

The main components of this group v/ere oil fields,
refineries, synthetic plants, commercial stocks and state
reserves.

German consumption of petroleum in 1938 was estimated
to be about five and a half million tons but this consumption

v/as thought to be increasing by about twenty per cent per
annum,

requirement would be about forty per cent above that of peace
time.

It was also estimated that the minimum war time

The main German sources of supply were from stocks, crude

oil from domestic wells, synthetic oil from lignite and coal,
and imports.
The capacity of the commercial storage tanks, which it was

thought would be unprotected, was estimated to be about two
A further two million tons would

Production of

Of these, thei-e-were two kinds of stocks.

be stored in underground state reserves,

,  and a half million tons.

crude oil from domestic wells was estimated to be in the

region of four hundred and fifteen thousand tons per annum,
and it vra.s not thought that any substantial increase could

be made to this figure. The maximum figure for the produc
tion of the synthetic plants, when all the existing plans for
the expansion of the industry had been completed, v/as estimated

It was thought thatto be about two million tons per annum,
this figiu’e could not be exceeded within eighteen months of
the date of the report,
the imported supplies came' frora north and south America,
Rumania supplied just over one fifth,
supplies were seaborne, and the main receiving ports were

Hamburg, Rotterdam, Wilhclmshaven and Stettin, . Imports
by way of the Danube were small, and in ary case were not

thought likely to exceed one million tons per annum,
event of German seaborne supplies being cut off she would

become dependent upon Poland and Rumania for her imports.
Supplies from Poland were, unlikely ever to exceed one hundred

and fifty thousand tons per annum, but Rumania \TOuld be c^^ablo
of meeting all German, imports requirements if the transport
facilities could bear the load.

(July 39.) Roughly two thirds of

Almost all these

In the

It was estimated that G^rmary would, under the best
conditions from her point of view, be self sufficient in oil

for the first six months of a vrar, but that in the first year
she would need to import two and a half million tons, "and

that if the sea routes were closed she could only do this

with the maximum co-operation of Poland and,Rumania, ... The

situation for Germany, it was recognised, would impipye when
the large tankers on the Rhine could pass by canal to, the

Danube, but at the time this was not in sight.

It was recommended that oil fields would be hard to

damage, as there was no centralisation of machinery, but that
the refineries and synthetic., .plants would be veiy vulnerable

to bombing, and it was concluded.that if substantial stocks
could be destroyed Rumanian imports could not compensate for

this. In addition it vms pointed out that more than half
of the bommercial stocks were concentrated in a relatively

fev/ unprotected areas, . •

(ii) Solid Fuels

This group included coal- and lignite mines, coking
ovens, coal tar distillation plants and town gas works.

Ibid

(1) See Appendix 6. The Oil Supply Problem in Geimaiy.
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Germany was more than self supporting in coal and coke,
and it was expected that she would be able to continue to
export these even in v/ar time. Domestic production of coke
was the largest in Europe, and was still being extended,
supplies, and the distillates, dep>ended, however, upon the
activity of the coking ovens and the coal tar distillation
plants.

/Coke

The mines themselves were considered an impossible air
target, but the coking ovens, most of which were in the Ruhr,
the coal tar distillation plants and the town gas works were
considered to offer excellent targets for bombing. The
destruction of the coking ovens would iii addition have serious
effects upon many other branches of industry,

(iii) Electrical Power

Ibid The Air Intelligence report estimated that the destruc
tion of electric generating stations would have an important
effect, and might have "decisive results".

Rather under twenty per cent of German electricity
generated by water power, but these generating stations
largely confined to Bavaria, Baden and Austria, though some
were imported from Switzerland. The long distance cables con
necting these areas with the Ruhr were considered to be the
most vulnerable linlc in the system.

was

were

One hundred and, thirty six high pwrer electric generators,
seventy—seven of which were of major importance, were men
tioned as being favourable targets which could be easily
recognised.from the air. There had indeed been a tendency
in Germany to centralise the sources of electric power, but
there were elaborate systems of switching over from one source
to another. It v/as therefore suggested that the transmission
system should be considered for attack.

P.G.I.(A.T.)2^ The Air targets sub-committee, had, in 1936, suggested
that the bombing of electricity should be combined with the
attack on gas, and had thought that the joint attack would
result in an "appreciable loss in the productive capacity of
industry",

hoservoirs and Water Works

In July 1939, the Air Ivlinistry Intelligence section had
not reached ary firm conclusion about the vulnerability of this
typo of target, nor had they formed ary conclusions as to the
effects to be expected from successful bombirig.

In view of the attitude to this type of target vrhich
revealed when the question of attempting to deliver a "knock
out blow" against the Ruhr was being discussedCO and the sub
sequent attacks which were actually delivered,
interest to record that this group of targets was under bon-
sideration at the time of the report,
the destruction of some dams would not only paralys
industries, but vrould ca.uso flooding in the

() Gcnora.1 Considerations

In general it may be said that the idea of delivering
an attack on a "key" service rather than a "key" industry
enjoyed_ the greater popularity with the Air Staff, This
conclusion should not however be further considered until

v/as

it is of

It was stated tliat

e some

areas.

A.H.B.

H/70/41 (a)
Enel.2

(1) See belov/ p, 354. .
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examination has been made of the possibilities of an
transportation*

some

attack upon another form of "key” service:

Transportation(d) Key Services;

The question of an attack upon the transportation
system in Germany attracted a great deal of attentio^
French were particularly impressed with the possibility
of achieving military results by such an attack, but the
British were less optimistic about this*v''/

The

The possible attack was considered in two aspects; the
military and the industry or civil,

(i) The Military Aspect

It was at fir St felt that it would be impossible to achieve

ary industrial results by an attack on transportation, but
the Air Targets Sub-Committee which had reached this con
clusion thought that the military aspect was worth examina
tion, and it accordingly reccanmended that a War Office .
Committee should be set up to consider this matter.

F,C.I.(A,T.)
2,

On 10th November, 1937 this War Office Committee sent a

report to the Air Targets Sub-Committee, which stressed that
the period of military concentration would be the most

It was howeverfavourable moment to deliver an air attack,

A.M. filo

S.2t2731
Enel. 1c.

pointed out that it would never be possible to achieve a-

complete dislocation of the German system of transport, which
was highly developed, and which afforded so many alternative
routes. The War Office Committee suggested that an Air

Ministry Committed should be set up to consider the ̂ relation
ship between air effort needed and effect to be achieved.

The Air Ministry Committee, which was accordingly
appointed considered an immense amount of material, and
also studied reports from Poland and Prance. The advice of
British civil experts was also sought, but in the end it was
decided that the decision as to the relation beWeen effort
and effect was a matter for the Com-nander-in-Chief Bomber

Command, and, as such, the problem became one of planning
rather than intelligence.

A.M. file
S.2f238
Passim.

Ibid

End. 31 a

(ii) The Civil or Industrial aspect

During these investigations there was evidently a change
of opinion as to the results to be expected from this foim
of attack in so far as industry was concerned.

The Air Ministry Intelligence Section reached a very
different conclusion on this matter in July 1939. from that
which had been reached three years before by the Air
Targets Sub-Committee. Roads, it is true, were not reccca—
mended for attack as they were considered to be invulnerable,
and were the least important method of industrial trar-sport..
On the other hand it was thought that the dislocation of the

railways would mean that "German industrial output must

practically cease". It was further suggested that even
temporary dislocation would be likely to have "far reaching
effects upon industrial output". It was however recognised
that considerable and sustained effort would be required to
achieve this aim.

A*H.B.

13/70/41 (a)
End. 2.

(1) This and the whole question of the attack from the
planning aspect has already been discussed in some
detail in Chapter 7 •
See above.
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There were, however, other important methods of trans
port available to Germapy.

The inland water ways* main value was thought to be for the
transport of bulk cai'goes of raw material over long distances.
The system was divided into two main parts. The fii.'st con
nected the Euhr and South West area with the North Sea ports,
and the second connected North and Central Geimary \with the
Baltic ports. Vw Intercommunication, betv/een these two parts
of the system was not good, but the widening and deepening of
the Mitteland Canal which was at the time in progress was
designed to improve this state of affairs particularly from
the point of view/ of making the transport of imported Swedish
ore more rapid. Even so this traffic would have to pass the
bottleneck of the Cortmund-Erns Canal,

There v/as at the time no canal connecting the Rhine and
the Danube of sufficient size to carry the large tankers
which were used on the Rhine, and this meant that the Rumanian
oil imports would have to be handled at the inland ports of
Vienna, Regensburg and Nassau.

The Kiel Canal, apart from its naval importance, might
in the event of Geiman North Sea traffic being brought to
standstill, ha.ve considerable ind.ustrial significance, v/hen
it might be used by merchant ships wishing to unload cargoes
brought from the Baltic at North Sea ports.

The conclusion was that certain canals should be attacked
with the object of imposing an increased strain on the
railv/ays, and \with the special aiin of interfering with the
import of ore and oil from Sweden and Rumania.

It was also felt that it might be valuaDle to attack some
of the ocean ports which, even if North Sea tra.de came to a
standstill, vrould still be used for coastal trade, and which,
it was expected, would prove to be highlj’’ vulnerable, especi
ally if the attacks were delivered at an early stage of the
war when these ports might be expected to be full of merchan
dise, some of which would be inflammable,

(e) Key Areas; The Ruhr

a

Since 1933 v/hen the threat from Germany had become appar
ent, the British Air Staff had been preoccupied with the pos
sibility of the Germans delivering some form of "knock out
blow" from the Air. London in particular was regarded as
especially vulnerable, and the results of widespread damage
to the capital had been fully appreciated,
this fear which v/as the underlying explanation of the policy
which was adopted by the Air Staff before the outbreak of
war. (2) The theory of a "knock out blow" was developed from
the supposition of a powerful air striking force, and a suit
ably vulnerable and vital objective, such as London or the

If hcavever Germany possessed the powerful
bomber force and Britain provided the vulnerable objectives,
some similarly vulnerable spot in the German armour might bo

An attack on such, a spot might in time be developed
into an independent "knock out blow", and mig.ht be the means
of winning a war against Germany, On the other hand, though
it might prove impossible to deliver a "knock out blow" agar
it, it might still bo possible to avert the German "loiock out

Indeed it was

East Coast ports.

found.

•n.st.

(1) The importance of the Baltic ports has already been
stressed in connection with the import of Swedish ore.

(2) See Chapter 6.
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blew" by the threat of counter action,
this was one of the most important.aspects of the planning
which was done for Bomber Command, ̂ w

As has been seen

A,

The problem vras to find some target or group of targets
in Germany which were susceptible to this form of attack, and

as the search for a "key" industry tiad not been successful,
it v/as felt that succe

"key" services,
would require an enormous bomber force,
circumstances tbiat the idea of a "key" area seemed to acquire
greater validity,
enthusiasm of the Commandsr-in-Chief Bomber Command for the

plan of attack on the Rulir, the operational aspects of the

"key area" plan were more promising than any other.

might be achieved by an attack on
This clearly v/ould be an immense task, which

It v/as in these

cf c;

Certainly, as is witnessed by the

0,0,3,843 The Chiefs of Staff, in their European Appreciation for

1939/40, which they issued on 20th February, 1939, v/rote that
there was in Germany "One vitally important and especially
vulnerable objective in the industrial area of the Ruhr,
v/hich in its ovm sphere (had) no counterpart in England or
Prance",

In fact the Ruhr was the German key area or "Achilles
heel" as it came to be called.

(i.) The Importance of the Ruhr to the German Economic
Structure

The Intelligence Section of the Air Ministry reported in

July 1939 that the Ruhr was "the great part of the German

economic structure", and that if it could be paralysed
Germany would beebme incapable of waging war on a large scale
"in less than three months".

A, H» B,

11/70/41 (a)
End. 3

Y/A 5a ,

4th Revise

These were strong words, and it is necessary to make
some further examination of the■basis of this conclusion.

An Air Ministry report of January, 1939 had explained
that the Ruhr was responsible for over seventy per cent of
the total German production of bituminous coal, coke, coal
tar and its by-products, raw steel, over sixty five per cent
of pig iron, by far the greater part of chemica^ls, and that
it constituted over seventy per cent of the engineering
industry of the country. Fifty one per cent of the entire
industrial population of Germany lived in the Ruhr, and the
eight principal towns in the area had a population of six
millions. These, facts required no elaboration.

Ibid
Economic and
War- importance
of the Ruhr.

(ii) Courses of Action to Achieve the Paralysis of
the Ruhr

The Air Targets Intelligence Section recommended in
July, 1939 that the best way of putting the Ruhr out of
action would be to attack the dams, canals and the fuel and

In addition to this it was suggested, thatpov/er supplies,

Ibid

VYA.5a
4th Revise.

in the event of it being found desirable to sustain the
the day, the princl-palattack tiiroughout the night as well as

iron and steel works and the inland waterway ports might
It was expected that the riight attacks

would have a "severe psychological effect" and it was thought
certain that a considerable loss of productive power would

The main attack, in so far as
however to be made by day,

also be attacked.

result from this alone,
material damage was concerned, was

(1) See Chapter 6.
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The Ruhr water and sanitation system was thought to be

vulnerable to bombing, and the destruction of certain dams was

expected, not only to cut off the water supply to the valley,
but also to cause serious flooding. If in addition a few

pumping stations could be put out of action, then t]ge collec
tion of flood water and of sewage would be likely to affect

"seriously” many industrial activities and to lead to the
"evacuation of whole districts".

The river'Emschep, which was'used for drainage, had a

comparatively high level and several important industrial
concerns were belov^ it. The Smscher was however below the
level of the Rhine and could only deliver into that river by

means of pumping stations, two of v/hich were "keys".
Emscher Sewage Company were said to have realised the danger
to the whole system should the banks of the Emscher be burst,
but it was thought tliat there was nothing they could do about
this tlireat.

The

There had already been two disasters in the Ruhr valley.
The course of the Emscher is in an area of marshes, and it

has an almost imperceptible flow,
break of cholera, and there were also frequent occurrences
of typhoid. On another occasion there was a calamity at
Oberhausen where a lake of stagnant water tv/enty five acres

in size collected following a fall of earth due to mining.

In 1877 a pumping station was constructed at Concordia mine

■feo oariy off the water through one hundred and ten metres of
,  piping. Subsequently the whole of the Emscher was regulated.

There was therefore an elaborate system to deal with the
problem of sewage and sarplus water,
would, it was thought, have disastrous results in the Rulir,

In 1866 there was an out

The destruction of this

It was further suggested that the destruction of the
important dams (The Mohno and the Scorpe dams were mentioned

two of the most important) would i’esult in a serious cur
tailment of the water supply, and especially if the bombing
was done soon a,fter heavy rain, would cause extensive flooding
of the valley.

as

Here then, in the water works, was a weak spot within the
Further there were other methods byof Germany."key area

\yhich it was thought that significant results might-be
The principal supply of electricity to the area

from twenty-eight generating stations, and it was stated
that the grid supply, which came from the south, could be cut
off by the destruction of a fev/ transformer stations,
for the Ruhr was made at only six works of prime importaaice,
and though there were over one hundred coking ovens, only
thirty of these were of major importance,
appeared thab a successful attack upon this aspect of the
industrial Ruhr was by no means out of the question.

achieved,
came.

Gas

It therefore

Finally it was thought that an attack upon the waterv/ays,
particularly the Dortmund-Ems Canal v/ould have a serious efibet
upon the import of ores and other raw materials into the
district.

Up to this point it is strikingly apparent that the
report v/as most optimistic about the vulnerability of theRuhiv
It is therefore important to record that the attack on
marshalling yards was not recommended, and it was stated that
an enormous weight of attack v/ould be needed to put them out
of action.

(iii) Conclusions

It thus appears that, of all the intelligence produced
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about the selection of targets in Germar^j^'-, the most ox:)timistic,
from the British point of view, was that concerning the "vital

The impression to be gained is that it was thought
that it would not only be easier to put the Ruhr out of action
than to tackle anj'' of the other targets which had been sug—
gested, but tliat success in this field would have much more

significant results, than in others. There was a distinctly
confident note about the reports on the estimated effects of
the Ruhr attack,

sympathy v/ith planning. At the time it appeared that the
only limiting factor v/as the limitation of strength and policy
which hung over Bomber Command.

area".

In this, intelligence v/as in almost complete

Photographic Policy

In view of the subsequent importance of photography in
v/ar-time intelligence, and the early I’ealisati’on of its
potentialities, some attention must be given to the photo
graphic policy of the Air Staff before the v/ar.

A.M. file

s.42910
Enel.la

On 22nd September 1937, the Air Ministry sent out a
draft memorandum on this subject to the A.O.C.-in-Cs Bomber
Command, Fighter Command, Coastal Command and Training
Command, and also to the A.O.Cs Middle East, Iraq, India,
Mediterranean, Par East and Aden, and to other Air Officers.

The C,-in-C., Bomber Command sent a general reply on
23rd November, 1937 ̂ .nd nioi’e detailed comments on
7th January, 1938*

Ibid

Ends. 11a

and 20a

He expressed the opinion, based upon experience during
the operational exercise which had been carried out at that

time in his command, that it was "most evident" that photo-
graply would be "exceedingly valuable" in war to get "the
required information of the results of raids, and of eneny
activities,
tions".

so as to enable Bomber Command to direct opera-
Ho thought.that visual observation would be a

relatively unimportant factor in view of the speed and height
at which modern aircraft flew.

He suggested that it would probably prove necessary to
provide special bomber aircraft for this "important work", in
the absence of long range reconnaissance machines, and he
emphasised the importance of training a sufficient number of
photographic officers to ensure that the best use of the
photographs would be made,

suggested tha-t the peace tiiiie training at the squadrons
should be directed by station intelligence officers, which
he hoped would be provided.

In his earlier letter he had

Ibid

End. 23a
After considering these remarks and the views of the

other Commands, the Air Ministry issued an Air Staff 
'

Memorandum entitled "Photographic tasks for which the
Squadrons of the Royal Air Force are to be trained",
far as securing intelligence for the use of the R.A.F, was

concerned, the functions of photography mentioned were, the
identification and accurate location of bombing objectives,
the production of target photographs for examination by the
pilots briefed for bombing, the recording of bombing results,
and the provisions of pictures of the bombed targets to help
in the assessment of the damage done,
mentioned that photography would assist to build up general
intelligence regarding the plans of the enemy.

As

In addition it was

The memorandum included an outline of the plans made to
prepare to meet these requirements in war.
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Clearly operational photography is a matter for the war

time volumes of this narrative, but it is important to mention

that these pre-war plans had been made.

Summary and Conclusions

It is one thing to have knowledge and another to act upon
Plans and policy are obviously liable to fundamental

alterations in the course of a major war.
gencc should not be liable to this fluctuation,
industrial intelligence if initially accurate should change
only to the extent that is inevitable in keeping it up to date.
Clearly it would in practice be impossible to arrive at such

an ideal state of affairs, but it is a good principle to keep
in mind.

it.

Ideally, intelli-
For instance

How far then did British air targets intelligence
before the war approximate to this idea?

The main failure was in the field of organisation. Here

the scope of intelligence was limited by the restrictions
imposed by a temporary bombing policy. The main example of

this was the failure to establish a really satisfactory
co-ordinating and over-riding authority, such as might have

been expected from the nucleus of the Ministry of Economic 
■

V/arfare,

It would clearly be unwise, and indeed impossible, to

drav/. significant conclusions about the real value of the; , .
'  intelligence provided v/ithout relating it to the conduct of

the bombing offensive in the'wax', end examining the basis of the
dopted and the advice on v/hich those plans werestrateg

framed.

This chapter has, however, tended to demonstrate that
there was a distinct note of caution in most of the

intelligence reports,
the ease of achieving strategic results which seemed to be

apparent.

It was the difficulties rather than

(l) This would be beyond the scope of the present narrative,
but is dealt with in a subsequent narrative "Intelligence
and the British Strategic Bombing Offensive against
Oennan;/'" which is now in the course of preparation in
this Branch,
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TEE IDEAL OR STANDARD BQtfflER

Introduction

The stoiy of the Ideal Bomber is a remarkable episode
The object was to producein the history of Bomber design,

a bomber suitable as a replacement for the whole striking
force of the R. A. F. both at hame and abroad, but the concep~
tion was even more ambitious than this. The machine vrould

have to sho?;- an improvement on the designs already in hand.
It vrould have to be a better machine than the.Stirling,
Manchester and Halifax, and this improvement would have to be
achieved before those bcaabers had been tested,
words it was hoped to design the successor to these three
bombers before they themselves had come into use,
implied, not only the belief that these bombers could at the
time be improved upon,, but that the tactical and strategic
conditions, which 7/ould prevail ¥/hen they became obsolete,
could be forecast with reasonable accuracy.

In other

This

The main problems raised by the inception of the Ideal
Bomber were therefore teclinical, strategical and tactical.
Above all foresight, beyond that ever demanded before, was
needed,
the overseas commands, could have been made or marred by

taken about the Ideal Bomber, ("I)

The whole future of Bomber Goramand, not to mention

decisions

It is the purpose of this annex to examine these
problems as they .arose between March, 1938, v/hen the Air
Staff produced their "considerations affecting the design of
the Ideal Bomber", and May-, 19L0, -when in view pf the crisis
then prevailing, and, it may be suspected, the disappointments
which had been experienced, the decision was taken to suspend
activities in connection v/ith the design and construction of
the Ideal Bomber,

The problem as a whole can best be dealt with in three
The first v7ill deal with the hypothetical ideal,

v/hen the type of bomber required was considered v/ithout too
much encumbrance in technical details,
show the attempt to translate this ideal into a practical
plan, , Here technical details had to be squarely faced, and
iraportant tactical decisions had to be taken,
third section will show how, when these problems had been
iiaperfectly overcome and after many of the original ideals had
been involuntarily abandoned, the firms failed to convince the
Air Ministry experts that the Air Staff requirements could be
met, and how ultimately the whole scheme was postponed,
virtually for the duration of the war.

sections.

The second will

Finally the

The term "ideal" ?/as perhaps xmfortunate and confusing.
At the end of the-hypothetical stage it was largely dropped
in favour of the 'more coi'axJrehensible, but none the less
aiiibitious, luime of "Standard Baiiber".

The Ilypothetical Ideal

In March, 1938 the Air Staff produced a paper entitled
"Considoira.tions aflbctlng the design of the Ideel Bomber for the
Royal Aiir Force, This paper "is one of the most

B.C.18

(l) The development of post war civil aviation too might
have been profoundly influenced by the construction of
an Ideal Bomber,
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comprehensi-ve and most interesting of all the pre-war papers
vipon bomber design, "(0

The most immediate need v/as to produce a bomber which
v/ould be effective in war with Germany, but at the same time
it had to be bonne in mind th<at in five yea.rs time the
political situation might ha\>e changed, and Britain might bo
confronted with Italy, Russia or Japan as enemies. The
Ideal Baaber had therefore to be suited to strategical moves
and to be capable of operating from less highly organised
bases than those in the United Kingdom. The ideal was that
the bomber should be capable of reinforcing any part of the
R.A.F, by air from any other part. Experience during the
Middle East Crisis of 1935 had shovm that rmaltiplicity of
types of aircraft and engines when large reinforcement schemes
had to be pu; into operation was a "veiy serious administrative
disadvantage,,"

A second aim was ease, rapidity and economy in production
and in the training of jporsonnel.
achieved by a reduction of the numbers

This again could best be
of types in use.

The aim of the paper was therefore to suggest one type
of banber with v/hich all boKiber squadrons, both at home and
ovcjrseas, could be equipped,

(a) The OptiEium Size

The optimujn size of such a bomber had to be considered
from the points of view of oi;erations and administration.
This postulated the question of wliat the minimum bomb load

and radius of action might be. It was considered that,
1,000 lbs. was the minimum economictil bomb load, and that the
bomber should ha.ve an operational range to enable it to reach

targets in Eastern Germany, This, it Y/as stated, v;ould be
750 miles, Y/hich would require a range of 2,000 miles in still
air. An aeroplane vmich could carry 1 ,000 lbs, of bombs for

2,000 miles w^ould also be capable of flying 2,700 miles without

a bomb load, vYhich would allow it to fly non-stop across
Prance to Egypt, or non-stop to Malta via Gibraltar, In other

words it would have the necessary degree of "strategic mobility".

This consideration gave the minimum possible size for the

Ideal Bomber, and this- was called Type "A". For the upper
limit, the largest type of bomber which it seemed probable
coiild be constructed v/ithin the next six. or seven years was
assumed to be a machine v/ith six engines and a span of

180 feet. ' This YYas called Type "E".(2) Thus, mth the
three intermediate tupes, five possible sizes of Ideal Bomber
had to bo considered.

These YYords are'quoted from Part I of this V'o'l'ume,
In the interests of continuity and clarity it has
been foiuid necessary to repeat some of the VYork
done in that part v/hich discusses the Ideal Bomber
up to the M-unich Crisis,

(1)

(2) "B", "C" .fjiid' "B" , Y/hich vrere of intermediate
See Appendix

Types
size, came betwieen these tYYo extremes,
'A' to this Annex, for the main characteristics of

the five types in tabular form.
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(Id) The. Characteristics of the Ideal Bomber

The characteristics of the Ideal B-ctnber v/ere then

considered in relation to these five possible types, oinder
the two headings of operational requirement and adminis
trative requirement,

(c) Operati anal Requirement

(i) Minimum Size

It has already been demonstrated that the bomber must

have a minimum range to enable it to reach targets in

Eastern Germany,
adequate speed to take advantage of that range,
minimum of 1 ,000 lbs, bomb load it was found that a machine

capable of a satisfactory performance v/ould have an all up
v/eight of 18,000 lbs.
therefore be considerably larger than the Blenheim,

(ii) Bombing and Navigational Facilities

It T/ould also have to be capable of
With a

The sma-llest Ideal Bomber wrould

The Ideal Bomber would have to be equipped with the best

possible facilities to enable it to reach and hit the target
under all weather conditions,

have good facilities for the pilot, navigator and bomb aimer,
•that it must be capable of rapid bombing up, and that it

None of these factors

would be adversely affected by an increase in size from the

ijjinimuja, and some of them v/ould be facilitated by this,

(iii.) Bomb Loads

This vrould mean that it must

must have a steady bombing platform.

It was considered that, the most difficult target which a

bomber would be called upon to destroy vrould be  a ship,
because this would be small,well defended and manoeuvrable,
as well as robust under air, attack. It was estimated that

the type of bomb required to destroy the most heavily
armoured ship would be, if the ship v/as under way, the B bomb

which weighed 250 lbs, , and if it was stationary, the
2,000 lb, A.P, borabi The minimum bomb load required if all

bombers v/ere to be capable of aiming at ships was therefore

2,000 lbs. This could be carried either as one 2,000 lb.

bomb, or as eight 250 lb. B, bombs as occasion demanded.(l)

Turning to the consideration of attacking targets other
than capital ships it was decided that the Ideal Bomber would

have to carry a "reasonable" load of.500 lb, bombs and

altemativeljr as many as possible 250 lbs, bombs.

In war it was expected that ten per cent of the bombs
•  dropped might hit the target, and this meant that, if every

aircraft was to have the chance of securing one direct hit

per flight, the minimum barib load vrould be either 2,500 lb,
(composed of ten 250 lb. bombs) or 5,000 lbs. (composed of
ten 500 lb. bombs), in so far as land targets were concerned,
and if each aircraft was to be capable of sinking  a capital
ship a bomb load of 20,000 lbs. would be required.

(l) Capital-ships were not rt2garded as the most likely, or
the most freque-nt targets for Bombers, though the
possibility of attacking them was not overlooked.
They were merely used as an exiample of what was regarded
as the most difficult target.
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From this point of viev/ the larger types of bomber
seemed to be called for.

1 ,000 lbs. of bombs, but if the same type could carry 2,000 lbs.
of bombs then twice the load could be delivered with the same

effort on the part of the aircrew and groundcrew, with the

same amount of time spent over ensny territory, and the same

consumption of fuel,
bigger and the ranges increased so the fuel consumption, crew

and size and mxiber of engi^ies increased, but not in propor--
Operational economy increased v/ith

Type "A", for instance, could carry

In point of fact, as the aircraft got

tion to the bomb lift.

In addition to this it was found that the bomb liftsize,

to be obtained for an expenditure of £20,000,000 increased
with the size of the individual bomber.

From this point of view therefore it v/as decided that
there was no point in considering a bomb load of under
2,000 lb. and that there would be advantages in obtaining one

of anything up to 20,000 lbs.
on size here, and type "A" was ruled out.

(iv) Protection

There seemed to be a premium

The Ideal Bomber would have to be capable of evading or

dealing with opposition on its way to and from the target.
It had been suggested that the bomber might rely entirely on

In any case it would have noevasion for its protection,

protection agaiiist A.A. fire except evasion, and the argument
was timt by the elimination of all armament its speed might
he so much increased that it would be able to ejade fighter
attacks as well. It was pointed out, however, that the

bomber could never rely upon attaining a greater speed than

the contemporary'- fighter, and that, if it did manage to do so,
the advantage vrauld be temporary,
the morale of the fighter pilot would be greatly increased if

he knev; that the bomber had no armament,

the unarmed bomber could survive in conditions of cloudy

weather or at night, but in the interests of producing a

standard bomber, this possibility was not further examined.
Thus the Ideal Bomber woiold have to be provided with armaments

and. possibly armour, and it -vvould have to be capable of
evuding A.A. fire.

It was also mentioned tlxat

Possibly, however,

The arm.nnent should be capable of developing a volume of

fire sufficient to engage the maximum n-umber of fighters which

could attack simultaneously.

Experience in Spain and the conduct of experiments by
the H.A.F. had shown that the only practical way for a fixed

All thegun fighter bo attack a bomber was from astern,
countries, vrere at the time relying primarily upon the fixed

This meant that the ideal bomber would have to

Type "A"
gun fighter,

be provided -with a power operated tail t-urret.
could not carry such a turret, and could, in fact, only carry
a turret amilships which was considered wholly inadequate.
Tj'pe "B" and the larger types could, on the other hand, carry
power operated four gun turrets in the tail without difficulty.
The srme arg-jment applied to, the two gun power operated nose

"Dustbin" turrets could be fitted to the Type "B"
types to give them protection against t-urret

tiu

and the larg

fighters, bub again this wotG.d not be possible in the case

Type "A",
as it turned out,
in the Type ''B
Type "A",
size was therefore type "B".

ts.O

rther mentioned, rather optimisticOi ally
that larger calibre guns could be momted

should .this prove necessary, but not in
;irom the -150int of view of armament the minimum

It w
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It -also appeared that'it y/o'old 'be possible to provide
Type "B" and the larger bombers with armour protection
against .503 Tire, This vrould not be possible in Type "A",

(v) Speed

Though not relying upon speed entirely as the bcrabers
protection, it had obvious advj.intages frcm the point of viev/

In this connection it was noted that speed
and that, for instance.

of defence,

increased v/ith yrelght up .to 80,000 lbs,
T7pe w.e,s considerably faster than T”E" ypie "A",

(vi) General Defence considerations and the effect of
losses

'An aeroplane of \¥hatever size is still a fragile thing.
It vfas not considered sound to put too many eggs into one

basket,

might be a’ tendency to avoid rislcing them in the way that
this had become apparent with capital ships in the '19'!^ \Yar,

If individual aircraft became too valuable, there

The problem \ms considered as one of the ratio between
VLilnerability . and ease of replacement.

On. the basis of cost and industrial effort it v/ould

bo rather easier to produce one Type "E" (total bomb lift

Zb+,000 lbs.) than eight Tirpe "A" (total bomb lift 8,000 lbs,)
Assuming a flat rate of wastage in war 8.A Type "A" macliines
vrould be lost for.every one Type "E",
tion two tj'pe
the inadequate armaiiient of the Type "A" would probably result

in considerably greater losses than this v/ould sug^^st.

In mary ways the larger types showed an advantage.
The loss of one maciiine would alvyays mean the loss of one

automatic pilot one bomb sight and so on, regardless of the
size, of the; macMne,

the loss of two jjilots and six crew while the loss of eight
Type "A" .would mean the loss of sixteen pilots and sixteen
crew.

On the sariie assump-

vrould be lost for every one Type "B", butM A tf

The loss of one type "E" would mean

On the other hand if the size were increased above

Type "B" it was thought that the bomber would become so

valuable that it might, for instance, be worth the enemy's
while to ram it.

Type "B" or possibly Type "C" was therefore regarded
as the best canpromise,

(vii) Ground requirements

The Ideal Bomber would have to be capable of operating
with full bomb load, from the normal aerodromes in the

United Kingdom, as vroll as- from the maximum number overseas.

This would permit a talce off run of 1 ,100 yards.
"A” could not take advantage of any run in excess of 700

The Ty

Ove.r a certain vroight, .it would be necessary to have

concrete runways, and this was considered a disadvantage as

(l) And in order to acliieve the speed called for the fuselage
would have to be kept so small that it would not be
possible to increase the bomb load above 1 ,000 lbs.
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it would, it Y;ras thox:ght, increase the vulnerability of

aerodromes, and reduce the mobility of airforces
was the heaviest bomber v;hich could operate from the normal

grass surface. (0

(d) Administrative Requirements

(i) Flying Crews and Maintenance crews

It ̂ vas found that the progressive increase in the sj^e

of the bomber .Tould produce an econa-ny in the numbers of men

required to man the banber force,
that the larger machines need not necessarily be any more

difficult tc fly than the smaller ones,
increase in economy of flying and maintenance crev/s was

betv/een Types "A" and "B".
would also be easier,

(e) Concluglons

The advantage frora almost every point of view of Type "B"

A further increase to Type "C"
it was thought,, did not however show a corresponding increase

of advsmtnge,
prcisent time, with the engines which are available" and v/ith

the present "Icnowledge of design and construction the Type
"B" bomber offers the best coiiapromise,
recemmended tliat this type should be selected for mass

production as the stairdard equipment for the Bomber Force at
home .and abruad.

lype "G"

It v/as also pointed out

The most remarkable

Production of the larger bcaiibers

over "A" Vifas remarkable.

The conclusion was therefore that "at the

It was accordingly

THE STidlDAKD BfflffiER '

The: Translation of Hypopothesis into Practice

This pa.per, v.diich came to he known as the "Ideal Bomber

Paper" was discussed in detail at the seventeenth meeting of

the Bombing Committee held at the Air Ministry on Ath May, 1958,

The Chairman (Air Vice Marshal Douglas) explained that
the object cf the discussion was to produce a specification
out of the recoimendations which had been made in the paper

on the Ideal Bomber, by which, he said, v/as meant a standard
bomber.

A.M. file

S.A5513
Enel. 1A

The raeeting substantially endorsed the opinions and
conclusions which had been arrived at in the Paper,

rather startling suggestions were, however, made which indi

cated the dangers of the v/hole plan to produce a stfmdard
bomber.

Some

Per instaince the represent,stive of the Directorate
of Aramaent Development suggested that it v/ould be desirable

to limit the carrying capacity of the standard bomber to 250
and 500 lb, bombs vj-hich, in his opinion, vrere the most

Bcmber Coramand to a certainThe C.-in-Cdestructive,

extent, qual.ified this dangerous suggestion by pointing out

the advantages of the 1 ,000 lb. bomb.
Yvhich followed the G,-in-G's insistence on the irnpoi'tance of

armour i^rotection, v/as that the use of cannon firing in the

air T/as extremely unlikelj’',
foreign aircraft were: already equipped v/ith cannon firing
gims and that this form of attack v/ould therefore have to bo

kept in nrinc..

• f

Another suggestion,

The Chairman pointed out that

The deg'ire to produce a standard bomber obviously had

certain inlierent d-vn^iers, aparf from the obvious difficulty

(l) Tlois conclusion v/as based on "recent" e:cperiraents.
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of foreseeing hov7 the tactical situation would develop.
As the C.-in-C, , for instance, mentioned it was not possible
to say whether bombers v/ould operate in formation or singly.
These pitfalls YTsre of cou.rse, a trap to the designers of
evBiy bomber, but this particular one Yvas intended as the
atandard equipment for the whole of the R. A.F.

(a) The Problem of for.Tualating requirements

The difficult task of foniuilating requirements for the
standard bomber on v/hich a specification could be based v/as
noF^ undertaken.

Ibid

Min, 1,
On 'Uf-th July, 1938 Operational Requirements was drafting

the Air Staff requirements for a bomber on the lines of that
reconiiiended in the Ideal Bomber Paper aiad endorsed at the
subsequent meeting of the Bombing Committee,
features of this bomber v^ere said to be "high speed",

substantial

.  The crew was to be seven or eight, and there
v/as to be a foriYard turret capable of mounting two 20
shell firing guns, a central turret or turrets to cover
the upper and the lovrer hemispheres, and the tail turret to
mount two 20 ra,m. shell firing guns.

The essential

"formidable all round defensive armament" and
bomb load".

num.

In the first instance

it was expected that machine guns would be mounted, and in
this case there were to be six forward, eight amidships and
six astern.

Ibid

Min, 3
By 25th Ju3y this amament had became eight 20 m,m.

shell firing guns mounted in ipwo turrets amidships giving
Ty/o possibleprotection above and below and to the rear,

bomb loads Yjere to be considered, one of eight thousand
poimds and the other of twelve thousand,

be able to land within six hundred yards from fifty feet with
two thousand pounds of bombs and petrol for tvro thousand
miles,, and it'was to take off jd.th twelve thousand pounds
of bombs, and petrol for two thousand miles in nine hundred
yards,

thousand pounds of bombs to be carried for tvYO thousand ,
mi le s.

The banber was to

The, iiiiniraura operational requirement was tvrelve

Armour protection.v/as to be provided for the crew
The specification was to be numberedagainst ,303 fire.

B1 9/38.

Ibid

Min, 6
Tyyo days earlier however the D. D. 0, R, had pointed out

the difficulty of designing the bomber round its turrets,
as had been suggested by the Bombing Committee, VYhen there
wrere in existence no turrets of adequate size. He foresaw/
difficulties in asking for turrets to mount Hispano guns,
but he a.greed that this would be necessary. Further
discussions were held, and on 13th August, 1938 the A.C. A.S.
Y/as able to circulate the aiiiended draft of the Air Staff

Requirements.

•  • (^) Air Staff Requirements for the 19/38

Ibid

Enel. 10A
The Air Staff required, a bomber land plane for world

vd.de use as a replacement for all heavy and medium beniber-types.
The essentieJ. features were high cmising speed, powerful
gim defence, long, range and.substantial bomb load,
bomber should be equipped vdth four engines for reliability.
The crev/ should be protected against stem attacks by ,303
guns by the provision of armoun plating.

It would, the paper continued, be essential to provide
the bomber with guns of the same calibre as those which wrere
likely to be employed by fighters.

The.

This would make it
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impossible to fit aiiy standard form of turret, since there

was not one in existence v/hich could carry the reqijired size
of guns.

The desi,gn of the banbor was to be arranged to conform
•ftdth the shape of the turrets.

The speed, at fifteen thousand feet, was to be not less
than three hundred 'miles per hour at maximum economic
cruising power, and the range, at fifteen thousand feet, was
to bo not less than tv/o thousand miles when tv/elve thousand

pounds of bombs v/ere being carried.

The bomber v/as to be capable of taking off from  a grass
surface, with full servi.ce load, for a range of 2,000 miles,
v/ith a load of 12,000 lbs. of bombs, and to be capable of
crossing a fifty foot obstacle after a run of nine hundred
yards,

a fift5r foot obstacle and come to rest vdthin six hundred

yards vdth tjctrol for fifteen hundred miles, but no bombs.
The take off and landing capacity was assunied to be in still
air conditions,

height wher. carrying its full v/ar'load with one engine
stopped.

Similarly it v/as to be able to land after crossing

The bomber v/as also to be able to maintain

The ci'ew, petrol tanlcs and engines were to be protected
by armour piloting against ,303 fire from ,‘istern, and the
macliine was to be fitted to carry bombs varying in size
frtmi 250 lb. to 2,000 lb.
12,000 lb.

The total bomb load was to be

The crenv was to consist of ven, made up of two pilots,
one of whom would act as navigator and, or, bomb aimer.
There v/ere to be two wireless operators, two air gunners and
an observe3',

se

Minimum conditions of Gamf03rfc and coiivenience

were laid clovm for the crew's accoramodation,

for troop carrying were to be made possible, the bomber v/as
to be v/ell provided with emergency exits, and it was to be
easy to ma1.ntairu

Facilities

Ibid

Min. 11,
Obviously the bember indicated by these requirements

v/as going to be a good deal larger than the "Ideal" which
had been selected in the Ideal Bomber Paper, On 13th August
the A.C. A. B. wrote that he v/as anxious that the bomber should
be "the sm?illest and cheapest that can fulfil the role of a
standar^l bomber of the future," and he suggested that some
v/eight might be eliminated by a reduction in the amount of

equipment i;o be carried, A great deal clearly depended on
the type of armament to be fitted, and as the A. C. A. S. nov/
erqrlained, this had been omitted from the Air Staff Require-
me3its pending discussion of the problem by a special sub-
camnittee,

(c) The Problem of size

It v/as nov/ possible to see roughly the dimensions of the
bcm'ber which it would be necessa3y to build to fulfil these
Air Staff Requirements, and to compare it with the "Ideal"
which had been selected in the Ideal Boriber Paper.

Ibid

Min. 12.
On 9th September the D. G-.R.D. pointed out that the

B1 9/38 was going to be larger than the B1 2/365 aJid substan
tially larger than the Type "B" or "Ideal". He pointed out

that the five types discussed in the Ideal Bomber Paper were

purely "l5~cothetical cases", which had been kept artificially
canparable and whose power units were assumed just "to fit

the cireuinstances, v/ithout reference to actual engines".
For this reason the 19/38 could not be compared exactly v/ith
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any of the five ideal.types, hut. the closest oon^jarison. was
with the T^Tpe "C", He showed the main characteristics of
the three types of homher .Gon^aratiyeily Sn a tahle> from
■vi'’hich he drew scane striking conclusions. which threatend the
future of the standard homher.(l)

The increased size of the B 19/38.was chiefly due to
the thirty miles per hour increase of speed, the fact that
armour was required and the need to mount upper and lower
turrets capable of accommodating 20 num. guns* The exbra
speed was, however, cossidered, to he the ’’dominant reason”
for the increase in size and cost*

The assumed power for the Type ”0” during take off was
1540 H.P*, hut there was no engine in existence between the
.1250 H,P. (Hercules) and the 2,000 H,P. (IOO octane Vulture)*
The Vulture was therefore the smallest engine v/-hich could he
used to increase the speed hy the amount required, and it
was still thought that > even with this power imit, it would
he difficult to reach the required cruising speed*

In addition to ..this, the Directorate of Aimament
Developi]^nt had estimated, that the v/eight of armour, to

,  , . provide the protection required would amount to no less than
3^000 Ihs* This would increase the all up weight hy a
further 8,000 Ihs.

•The omission of any .other items of. equipment, it was
thought , would not have an appreciahla re suit and it was
therefore, concluded that the choice lay between, on the
one hand, higher speed ^d so increase size and cost-, and on
the other, sacrificing the increase of speed over the B 1^3^
and being content vd.th improved defence and armament*

.  «

0)

Est*
Span. Cost

per

Number of

q/ o for
£^20,000,000

Design
Weight

Take off
Overload

Cruising
Speed

Type

»C” 66,0001h
1 ,000. yds
12,p00lh
bombs,

2,000
miles.

55»0001h £40,800100270 490

■

B1^56 62,000113,
1,000 yds
14,0001h
bombs.

2,000
miles

43?0001b

600. 270 £32^300100

BI9/38 64,3001b 82,0001b
900 yds
l2,00Qlb
bombs,

2,000
miles,;

290 120 £49 ,000 410

' ^
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This raised -bhe question as to whether it was worbh
persevering with the B 19/38 at all. In order to get an
increase of twenty miles per hour plus amour and amament,
the Air Staff were confronted with the need to construct a

homher neari;/ half as Mg again as the B 1^36 which would
carry two thousand pounds loss in homh load than that machine.
It was questionable whether such a machine could operate
constantly from grass surfaces, and the wisdom of putting so
"many of our financial eggs into so few baskets" was
challenged.

The suggestion was that it was too early to produce a
■  specification for the Standard Bomber, ‘ Not enough was yet

known, and the problem of providing for the increased fire
power called for decisions about turrets without adequate
experience.

The D,G-.R.D, therefore suggested that it would be better

to ask the firms to face a broader problem, and design an
in5)roved version of the-B 1^3^, If this was not acceptable,
he thought that it Virould be essential to reconsider the speed
requirement for the B 19/38*

• n '

In a mijiute addressed to the Chief of Air Staff A,M.D',P,
He said that when the "outcome

Ibid

Min, 13* supported those suggestions,
of a hTPO'tJ^’bical investigation (like that made into the
Ideal Bomber) is translated into the practical (the 19/38) the
very arg*uments which made us select the Ideal Bomber would

make us thro\y out the 19/38,"

He qcanpared the requirement to' a demand for a destroyer
armed with fifteen inch guns and heavy armour plating, ’  He

wanted the B 19/38 abandoned and supported the previous
suggestion that the firms should be asked to improve on the
B 1^36*

Ibid •

Min. 17.
The A,C,A. S, however disagreed "emphatically" with these

suggestions, which he thou^ amounted to a proposal to ;^ss on to
the firms problems v/hich the Air Ministry could not solve.
This "confession of defeat" did not recommend itself to him.
He made two constructive suggestions. The first was that

the Hercules engine should be accepted and that the designer
should merely be asked to get the best possible speed.
Secondly he suggested that five thousand pounds of armour
plating was excessive and that the weight of this should be

reduced to 1200 pounds and within this limit the designer
should be asked to provide the best protection he could
devise. This, he thou^t, would reduce the wei^t of the
bomber to about 50,000 lbs.

The Deputy Chief of the Air Staff was also against the

idea of passing the problem on to the firms. He thought
that the evils of exceeding the optimum size were probably
greater th^ going Waller, At the same time he pointed out
that the essential features of the standard bomber remained

•  improved speed, inpjroved defence, armour protection (probably
limited to 1,200 lb, in weight) and adequate range. Without
these features, he doubted whether the bombs would reach the

The Standard Bomber which was no longer ideal was
He would be

target,
• apparently in danger of ceasing to be a bomber,

Ibid

Min 18,

prepared to sacrifice up to five thous^znd pounds of bomb load
to increase the prospect of the remaining seven thousand
pounds reaching the target. He also wanted the range to be
increased from two thousand miles to two thousand five hundred

miles, which he thou^t would be necessary to ensure penetra<-»
tion to targets in eastern Geimany.
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On 28th November, 1 938 the Chief of Air Staff ruled
that a specification should be produced on the lines suggested,

■(d) The Armament Problem

Ibid

Min 1 9.

Meanwhile the armament problem, which had been a
stumbling block to the prod\iction of a specification for a
bomber which it was intended should be designed round its
turrets, was being studied by a sub-committee of the
Operational Requirements Committee.

Ibid

Enel. 1U
At the first meeting of the committee, which was held

on 22 August, 1938, the D.D.O.R,, in the ohair emphasised
the difficiilty of attempting to design an aircraft romd its
turrets when there was so little knowledge of v;hat these
turrets would be like,
members of the committee should visit tvflD firms which were
then working on new turrets, (l)

He therefore suggested that the

The representative of Bomber Command expressed concern
at the tendency to increase the size of the bomber, but the
chairman pointed out that the chief factor in the size of the
bomber was its required speed, and not the size of the required
turrets,

of design rather than to that of size.
The armament problem therefore was related to that

The whole question of the armament of the B 1 9/38 was
seriously considered for the first time in a paper produced
by. Operational Requirements and circulated on
7th September, 1938.

Ibid

Enel, 15A

The Operational Requirements Committee had already
agreed that the bomber should be equipped with two amidships
turrets, and that 20 m.m. cannons, or possibly guns of even
larger calibre, should be mounted. The proposal to equip
the two turrets exclusively with these cannons had not,
however, found "general acceptance", and it had been si:iggested
that it might be advisable to equip the bomber with nose and
tail tirrrets armed with .303 machine guns. These turrets
could be of the standard type, and would be carried in addition
to the two mid turrets. This plan had been rejected, and it
had then been suggested that any ,303 guns which were carried
shoiild be mounted with the Hispano cannon in the mid turrets.
The immediate problem, which this paper sought to solve,
was whether it was an advantage to carry any .303 guns in
addition to the cannon.

During the Blenheim trials at Orfordness in the surnier
of 1 938 it was considered that practical proof had been given
that modem aircraft can absorb .303 fire without serious
results,

aircraft, having been fired from astern, and they had failed
to destroy the structure, the controls or the hydraulics.
Similarly it had been demonstrated that ,303 fire could not
be expected to prevent a fighter aircraft pressing home an
attack against a bomber,
the standard bomber wo’uld have to contend with fighters
equipped with cannon of 20 m.m. calibre or larger,
it was pointed out that the French and the Germans already
had fighters in existence capable of being armed with these

In this trial five hundred bullets had hit the

It was therefore expected that

Indeed

(1) It was agreed that visits to Messrs Bristols or
Frazer and Nash should be made on 5 or 6th September,
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larger guns,
as a protection against turret fighters was conceded, but was

considered to lose its validity in view of the fact that it
was expected that the Germans would concentrate on the

fixed gun fighter.

The argment that ,305 fire would be effective

The argument t!,.at .303 fire would be a valuable
deterrent to attacking fighters was disposed of on the grounds
that the fighter pilot v;ould not see the fire unless it was

tracer, which was inaccurate, that he would not hear it from

his enclosed coclqjit, and that he would even be unlikely to

feel it, should his machine be hit.

It vra.s admitted that the diu’ation of the bomber's fire

could be increased by the addition of the .303 guns, but it
was suggested, that this was only a theoretical advantage as

".303 fire wdj.1 be almost entirely ineffective against the
fighter of the immediate future,
duration of the fire which would be available to the bomber

equipped exclusively vdth cannon, it was suggested that a

proportion of the bombers should carry a load of ammunition
equal to the total bomb load and should then act in a purely
defensive capacity.

To counter the short

n

Ibid

Enel. 1 6A
These recommendations were accepted by the sub-committee

at its fourth meeting, held on 23nd September, when it was
concluded that ,303 fire would bq largely useless by the time

the B 19/38 took the air, and that the next calibre worth
considering was 20 m.m. Further it was pointed out that a

turret, then beirxg developed by Nash and Thompson, woxild be

suitable for the B,19/38, Taking the long view, it was
recommended that the bomber should be stressed, to parry 37
or 40 m.m, guns at a later date. The C.-in-G. Bomber

Command soon pointed out that he agreed v/ith this proposal,
but that he thought the turrets should be designed to take
nothing bigger than the 20 m.m, gim. Unless this was done,
he feared that the streamline of the bomber would be destroyed.
This consideration of the streamline lead to the abandonment

of the predictor sight. (O

(®) The Revised Air Staff Requirements

Having disposed of the armament pi-oblam, in so far as the
problem was capable of solution with the limited knowledge
available, and having made the alterations necessary to
conform with the desire to increase the range of the bomber,
it vras now possible to circulate revised air staff requirements.

Ibid

Enel, 21B

Ibid

Enel. 21A

ibid

Enel. 23 A
The speed at maximura economic cruising power was now

reduced to "not less than 280 m. p,h. The range was inc^reased

to 2,500 miles, but the bomb load was reduced to 9,000 lbs.
This time a section on annaments requirements v/as included.
Two large turrets capable of mounting 20 m.m, Hispano cannon

(four in each turret) were to be provided amidships. One
was to give upper and the other lower protection,
to be power operated,
substantially unchanged,

■„ was able to annoT.ince that "the w'ay now seems clear to go ahead
TVie Secretary of State for Air,

They were
Otherv/ise the requirements remained

On 20th Df3cember, 1938 the D.T.D.

with the specification",
Ibid
Min. 26
Ibid

Min 24
Ibid

Min 27

who was apparently sensitive about criticisms of production
delays, ‘suggested that the standard bomber should be given a
new specification number incorporating the new year.
Accordingly on 28th December, 1938, the B 19/38 was renumbered
the BI/39.

(1) Which would require a "blister" in the turret.
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The Failure to meet Air Staff Requirements ■

Any hopes, v/hich inay have been entertained at the end

of 1.938, that the main problems standing in the way of the

production of the prototypes of the standard bomber had

been overcome, were doomed to early disappointment in the

new year.

On 5th January, 1939 it v;as decided to mvite several
firms to tender for the Bl/39*(l) If was felt that
adeqimte knowledge of the turrets was at the time available
to take this step.

Ibid

Min 29.

(a) Re-examination of the Bl/39 in the light of the Tenders

By 23rd June, 1939 , there had been time to. examine
carefully the nine tenders which had then been received
for the.Bl/39» In a memorandum of that date the D.D./R.D.A,
summarised the position and pointed out future courses of
action.

Ibid ■

Enel, 36A

The essential features of the B1/39 were to provide
a. bomber for world ¥;ide use, armed v/ith two tixrrets each

carrying four 20 ni.rn. guns,

crew of seven, and in addition to them equipment, including
the turrets, weighing ten thousand pounds would have to be
carried.(2

The Bomber ■would be flo-wn by

The aircraft must be capable of an operationa

a

l
radius, of twx) thousand five hundred miles at a cruising
speed of 280 m,p.h. v;ith a bomb load of nine thousand pounds.

-. An examination of the tenders indicated that these
requirements could not be met "-with ,the power plants,
materials, structural methods and standard of aerodynamic"
available at the time, "or likely to be developed in the next
t^vo years." The chief reason for this, was thought to be
the high cruising speed and the long range required, but
the turrets were also a source of difficulty. It was
expected that knov/ledge on these points co-uld not make
substantial progress until the Manchester, Halifax and
Stirling had been seen in flight. In particular it was not
expected that kno-wledge of the larger turrets, which were to
be "the heart" of the standard bomber, could advance much for
one and a half to -two years. It was therefore feared that
the immediate design of the prototype of the Bl/39 would
only result in "fruitless work" and "wastef-ul expenditure,"

firms(3) shouldIt ViTas however suggested that two of the
be asked to undertake, in collaboration with the Air Ministiy.
"the fullest possible technical investigations of the problem-
which the B1/39 really represents, to carry out experimental
work, involving if necessary the construction of smaller and
relatively cheap, experimental aircraft to prove the practica
bility of the various devices, which v/ill certainly be
necessary to achieve the take off, landing and the performance
required, and to solve the problems of handling, control and
stability which -^vill arise as a result of the considerable
departure from conventional form which turrets are likely
to demand".

(1) The films invited to tender in the first instance were
Armstrong-Whitvrorth, Handley Page, A.V. Roe, Short Bros,
Vickers-Supermarine, Blackburn and Gloster,

(2) Thisyreight included that of the crew themslves.
(3) 'Handley Page and Bristols.
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Ibid

Min. 37
The D.T.D. was even more gloomy. He. felt that the

discussions had been complicated all along by the protracted
arguments about the size of bombers, and he suggested that the
competing claims had never been fully reconciled. Examination
of the nine tenders had convinced him that, with the limited
knowledge available about the gun turrets and aerodynamic
problems associated with them, the chances of meeting the

specification either at the time or within the following two
years were "insignificant". He thought it would be very
unwise to "grope" for a solution, in view of the "magnitude
and the expense of the task." He particularly wished to
avoid committing himself to a prototype \mtil he knew that
"the plan was within the means." Unless the Air Staff were

prepared to limit the load to 25,000 lbs, to be shared between
the fuel and bombs, he thought tlnat there was no alternative
to the postponement of the whole project.

On 13th July, 1939 , A.M.D.P. informed the G.A.S. that
the Air Staff requirements, as they stood, could not be met,
but that it was proposed to continue discussions with Bristols

and Handley Pages. He sounded a further note of warning and
said that the development of the prototype "must be a gradual
prooess". He thought that the reduction of the speed from
280 m.p.h. to 250, and the range from 2500 to 1 8OO miles might
bring the Bi/39 within practical limits, but the defence
would also have to be, reduced, and this would mean little
advance on the BI2/36. He did not therefore feel that he
could, at that time, recommend these reductions.

Ibid

Min. 38

Thus the development of the prototype of the standard
bomber was recognised to be only a long term possibility.
The bomber was not yet, however, abandoned, and on
31st July, 1939# the D.T.D. gave instructions that Handley
Page and Bristols were to be invited to develop proposals
and models, and if any satisfactory results were achieved,
prototypes of the Bl/39* Meanwhile Armstrongs were to build
a revised B I8/38 to develop the nose wheel undercarriage, and
Vickers were to revise the B1 /35 to demonstrate the latest
geodetic structure.

Ibid

Min. 43

Ibid

Min. 58
Ibid

End. 61A

At the end of the year the design of the Bl/39 was
enjoying a "high priority", but on 25th May, 1940 the decision
to suspend all construction activities in connection with
the Bl/39 was reached,(1) At the same time it was decided
that all design work should also cease, except in so far as
designers cou).d not be employed on more urgent work.

A.H.B.

ID/2/225
Thus if it was not killed outright by the German advance,

the Ideal Bomber retired to obscurity,
interesting to note that on 2nd August, 1940, the Secretary
of State for Air sent a revised copy of the original Ideal
Bomber Paper to the Prime Minister, and that on the
21st April, 1944, the project ms once more' under consideration.

The Ideal or Standard Bomber, Summary and Conclusions

It is however

A.M. file

S. 45513
Encl.63A

The most striking impression to be gained from a study
of the Ideal Bomber plan v;as the extraordinary ambition of
the whole project,

the bomber Imd proved successful in action, this would
probably have been among the most outstanding achievements in
the history of aircraft design

It the plan liad come to fruition, and if

On the other hand if the

(1) Vfork was similarly to be suspended on theP.ll/37. The

development of this specification v/as connected with that
of the Standard Bomber for the P.ll/37 was the first
Manchester prototype embodying cannon bearing turrets
(See A.M. file S.45513 Enel. 36A)
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machine had been put into mass production and then proved to
be inadequate, or even a total failure, then the results
would have been catastrophic.

As it v/as

the conception
event, worthy successors to the Wellingtons and Hampdens
which formed the spearhead of Bomber Command at the outbreak
of war. The failure of the Manchester was transformed into

the triumphant success of the Lancaster which in the course

of the war, performed for Bomber Command feats which could
scarcely liave been imagined in 1938 when the Ideal Bomber was
under discussion.

In the light of after events the question may well be
asked whether the conception of the ideal bomber was wise,
even necessary. It is, however, impossible to ansv.'er this

question decisively for it is impossible to envisage with
certainty the form is which the Ideal Bomber might have

This is not however to say that certain

the machines which were being designed before
of the Ideal Bomber took shape, proved in the

or

taken the air.

conclusions cannot be drawn.

The most important consideration was the necessity for
the Ideal Bomber to be an improvement upon the Stirling,
Manchester and Halifax. It would have been clever_indeed
if the Lancaster, for instance, could have been designed
before the I^Ianchester had been demonstrated, yet it was an

achievement of this magnitude which the Ideal Bomber demanded.

This raised the question as to whether it was wise to

attempt it. Experience can only be acquired from practice,
but in this case the practise was not available.

A second consideration is whether it can ever be wise
equip the whole of a bomber force v/ith one type of bomber.

The last paragraph of the Air Staff Paper on the Ideal Bomber
included these words. "Accordingly it is recommended that

the Type "B" bomber should be selected for mass production 
.

the standard equipment for the Bomber Force at home and
Certain shortcomings are likely to reveal them

selves v/hen any bomber is put into service. _ These may be
overcome by the use of another type for specific employments.
If all the bombers were of one type this woilld irot be possible.
In the event of any serious defects coming to light after the
bomber had been put into production, or in the event of the

general military situation changing in an unexpected way,
there would obviously be greater security in having a number

of types.

to

as

abroad.

Thirdly there is a general consideration w'hich shoxild be
borne in mind. In matters of equipment it may often be a

mistake to plan too far ahead. The changing needs of war
are so swift and so complete that the force which has built uu.
the greater stregth before these charges can be envisaged often tends to
stand at a disadvantage after its initial strength has been spait.

On the v/hole therefore, it is concluded that the conception
of the Ideal Bomber had more value as a means of summarising

known and what was not known about the problems of
oated

what was

bomber design, rather than an intrinsic merit,
fields of research rather than plans for prototypes.

It

(1) It is considered desirable to point out that these
conclusions are the conclusions of the narrator, and are

in no way intended to represent those of the experts
respcnsible for Ideal Bomber. They are based upon the
evidence, as it appears to-day, but in themselves, unlike
the rest of the text, they cannot be documented except
by coincidence.
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THE IDEAL BCMBER '
t)
CQ Table of Performances
03

t

Col.

No.1.

1211108 96 7543•F- 2

Weights (lb)Range 2,000 miles

Numfeer obtain
able for

£20,000,000

Total bomb lift of

number of aircraft

sho-v/n in column 1 0

Cost per
aero

plane
including

engine

Gross with

bomb load lb.

I  shoifm. in
Col. 2.

Take off 1,000 yards
over 50 ft. screen

in still air

conditions

Take off 700 yds
over 50 ft. screen
in still air

conditions.

TareSpan

iWith 700 yd.
take off

Tons

With 1,000ycU
take off

Tons

Oruising

Speed
m. p. h.

Cruising

Speed
m. p. h.

Bombs

lb.

Bomb s

lbs.

feet

6166161380£ 1'k,50009,000

18,950

58' - 60' 18,000

35,000

See note below2651 ,000A.

762 2434683£ 29,250

£ 40,800

£ 62,000

80' - 84'2668,0002702,500B.
262087549027,00096* -100' 55,000

80,000

160,000

27012,0002754,000

8,000

18,000

c.
!>=>

28841153323W-,700122' -126'27520,000280D.

32601334166£120,50091,500172* -180'27044,000275E.

In order to obtain the performance shoTO in Col.  3 it will be necessary to keep the body si^
£iflall that Type "A" will have bomb cells for 1000 lb. only, but theoretically, for a take-off
of 1000 yds with range 2000 miles it could carry 4,000 lb. bombs at a cruisipg speed of

so

run

-a

NOTES 1* o

i-a

262 nup.h. iB'
'"-r.

It is probable that the costs of the larger types will be lower than the figures shown in
Col. 9„ which are on the'safe' side.

2.
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Flying Personnel
cx>

Table sh.O'S'ing numbers required to man
the ncmiber of I.E. aeroplanes Y/hich
could be obtained for a capital expendi
ture £20,000,000.

VO

Col.

6 84 51
n

3 7 9 10 11
1

TOTAL FLYBIO PERSOBTEL REQUIRED TO I/IAH THE HUISER OF AHRDPLAMES YlIICH

COUIL BE OBTAHHH FOR A CAPITAL ©TEKLITUPL OF £20,000,000,.'
CREW PER AEROPLANE

w/t
Operator

Air Gunners

W/T
Operator

Air Gunners

Air

Observers

Air

Observers
TYPE Pilots TotalEngineers Pilots Engineers Total

27602 1380 1380A 41 55201

1366 683 13661 52 2 3415B >•

2 980G 4901 3 1470 2940
0

22614 646D 2 71 1292323

w

166 166E 2 8 6644 13281 1 332
H6
O

O

§
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T?3 IDK4L BOMBER

00
VJl

Reinforcing Data (1)
00

H!

1 2 3

Reinforcing load with a range of 2,7i?0 miles

Take off 700 yards over
50 ft, screen

Economical cruising speed
1 78 m.p,h.

Disposable load in lbs.

Take off 1,000 yards over
50 ft, screen

Econoniica.1 cruising speed
188 m. p, h.

Disposable load in lbs.

TYPE

A 2,250

6,6501,650B

C , 3,200

6,200

10,000

18,000D

E 17,000 39,000
o

IHNOTE: The fuel required to attain a range of 2,750 miles at most economical air speed vrould exceed that
required for 2,000 miles at maximum speed for economic cruising conditions by amounts varying
betv/een 107 gals, for type "A" to 135 gals, for Type "E" but permanent wing tankage for the 2,750
miles range could be. provided without detracting from operational performance.

io

o

(1 ) These three tables are
reproduced from the Ideal
Bomber Paper ~ B.G.I8,

H9
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1 SECRET

;iPx®roix 1

TEN TEARS RULE" (l)THE HISTORY OF THE Mr

The first appearance of a "Ten;Years Rule" was on 15th August, 1919.
that date^tir: Lloyd George's Cabinet decided that "the Admiralty and the War
Office ana Air Ministry should work cut theip estimates:, on the following
basis .... that the British Empire, will not, be engaged in any great mr duringthe next ten years and that no Expeditionary .Force, vail be . required for this^

fora the rule therefore applied only to the estimates of
that particular year and reierred to a definite period ending in 1930.

On

purpose".

years later., in Febniary I925, this ruling was partially
re-affirmed, ana the time limit extended, by a Cabinet decision that the
A^ralty, who^v/ere then using the Japanese Navy as a yardstick for measuring
their own requirements, might assume that Aggressive action against the
British Empire on the part of Japan Yd.thin the next ten years is not a
contingency seriously to be apprehended".

+  1925 the rule was indirectly, and again partially, applied
to tne R.A.F. by the decision to postpone until the financial year 1935/1936
the completion of the scheme for expanding the Home Defence Air
52 Squadrons which had been announced on 20th June, I923,

forces to

A further extension came on 28th July, I927 when it was laid down that the
Army should assume tliat.  European v/ar would occur for another ten years and
that Its immediate plans should aim only at readiness for defence operations
outside Europe.

So far, then, the rule had not applied to all the commitments of all the
Services in all possible theatres. For the Army and the Royal Air Force it
applied only to Europe, for the Navy only to Japan. Moreover, it meant that
the Services v/ere "working to a ten year date that was not moveable"(2) - to
1930 first of all, to 1935/1936 from I925 onwards.

In 1928, however, a radical change occurred. On 5th July, I928 the
Coimiittee of Imperial Defence, at the suggestion of the Cliancellor of the
Exchequer, Mr. Winston Churchill, recommended (C.I.D./236th Meeting Mnute 6)
to the Cabinet:- '

(1) That it should be assumed, for the purpose of framing the Estimates
of the Fighting Services, tliat at any given date there will be
for ten years".

(2) That this assumption should be reconsidered by
year before the Service Estimates were drawn up.

(3) That any Department, or any Dominion Government, should be at liberty
to demand such reconsideration at any other time.

These reconmendations were approved by the Cabinet on 18th July, 1928 (Cab.39(28)
concl. 10(a)) and the Ten Years Rule assumed its final form. It was now trans
formed into a standing and general assumption: it applied to all the commitments
of all the Services: and instead of a fixed and definite time limit, it
established a vague date which could never draw nearer to the present.

In this wider interpretation, the Ten Years Rule was re-affirmed by the
Committee of Imperial Defence without serious discussion in 1929 and I93O and.

no major war

the Committee each

(1) Based upon a "Note upon the history of the Ten Years Rule" . dra'/m up by
Sir Maurice Hankey and circulated to the Committee of Imperial Defence
23rd June, 1931 - C.I.D. Mei.aoranda, 1055-B.

Mr. J. Ramsay Macdonald, at the 243rd Meeting of the Committee of Imperial
Defence.

on

(2)
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with considerable hesitation, again in
years, too, the Governmcaat dnits anxietjr to ensure the success of the

coming Disarmament Conference, had suspended part of the naval
shipbuilding programme, slowed down the rest, and at the same

time again postponed, until 1938j the R.A.F. 52 squadron scheme.

During those

On 23rd February, 1932 the Chiefs of Staff Sub-Committee in

its Annual Report urged the mthdrawal of the Ten Years Rule, (2)
The Cabinet gave approval to this in principle on 1/fe.rch 23rd.'(3)
But it was not until 15th February, 1933(^) that they made the
withdrawal effective in practice by direotir^ that a start should
be made in providing for essential defensive requirements with
priority to those of the Par East.

(l) C.I.D. Memorandum, 1058-3.

(2) C.I.D. 1082-B.

(3) Cabinet 19(32), Conclusion 2,

(4) Cabinet 9(33)^ Conclusion 3»
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1 SECRET

APj.^MDIX 2

ORDER OR BATTTE

HQIviE-EASED EQI@ER 3e.UADR0NS

j_9^9_1939

I. THE-HOIv'E-MSED R.A.F. 1919-1922

1.
- Trenchard Memorandum. 25th November, 1919

(a) Home defence (fighter and bomber)

(b) Army co-operation:

- 4 squadrons

- 1 flight to each Array division.

- 1 squadron, or more.;  artillery
co-operation
reconnaissance

fighter
torpedo
seaplane

(c) Fleet co-operation “ 1 squadron
1  squadron

- 1 squadron
- 2 squadron

Eighteen squadrons plus tv/o small units of seaplanes), ,(Overseas;-

2* Actual strength. April, 1920 (O

(a) Inland Area: Armji^ Co-operation
Ooiiimimication s

“ 1 squadron (No. 4).
No.24).1

(b) Coastal Area:

In addition,

(a) Inland Area:

six s

Naval co-operation 2

quadrons were Just beginning to form:-

Pighter
Bomber

- 1 squadron (No.25)
(Nos. 39, 207)- 2

(b) Coastal Area: Naval co-operation _ 3 u
(Overseas there were eighteen squadrons and two flights formed plus three
ornung. Of these tv;o (one bomber, one Army co-operation) were in Irelai

and one in the Rhineland),

Actual strength, March, 1922 C'^)

(a) Inland Area: Bomber

3.

Fighter

Army co-operation
Communications

- 3 squadrons (Nos 9,100, 207).No.25f
Nos. 2. 4,)
No. 24).

1

- 2

- 1

(b) Coastal Area: Naval co-operation - 4 "
Nos. 2(i\.C) and 100(b) came to Inland Area from Ireland, fckrch, 1922.
(Overseas there were nineteen squadrons and one flight,
in the Rhineland until it “was disbanded in June

Of these one was

, 1922),

(1) Prom Air Force List, under date.
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HOI'IE^BASED mMSER SQUiiDROMS, 1924“1 939^'*^II.

1. Ivlarch, 1924

INLAND AHEA

■ 3q. No, AircraftStationClass

Fully formed;-

Day bombers (Regular)

Began to form 1923/4:

Day bomber (Regular)
(

DH9a100 Spittlegate

Netheravon

Andover

IVlartlesham

Martlesham

Bircham Newton

Manston

V/orthy Down
Bircham Newton

11 Ps.wn

Pavm

DH9a

DH9a

Virginia
Vimy
Vinqy
Vimy

4) 12

13
22

Night bomber (Regular)
(

7

4) 9

58
99

Not counted gunong the 52 Home Defence squadrons: “

Reserve' day bomber (Regular)1 DH9a

DH9a
Spittlegate
Eastchurch

(There.were now tv/o Eightor Squadrons formed plus five which had
begun to form in 1923/4).

39
II n If •

207

2. March, 1925

INIaiND ilKEii

Formed;-

Day bomber (Regular) 11 Netheravon

Andover

Spittlegate

Fawn

Pawn

Pawn

(from DH9a May,
1924).

12

100
<4;

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Bircham Newton

Manston
Virginia
Virginia

(from Viniy Feb,
1925).

9

58 Worthy Down Virginia
(from Admy iidarch,
1925).

99 Bircham Newton Aldershot

(from Vimy Aug,
1924).

Skeleton squadrons attached to Aircraft Armam.ent Experimental Establishment:

Day bomber (Regular) 15 Martlesham

Martlesham
DH9a
DH9a22

TOTAL; Three day bomber + four night bomber + two skeleton day bomber =
nine squadrons (all Regular).
(The two Reserve squadr-ons, Nos, 39 and 207, as before, not
included).

(There were novr nine Fighter squadrons fully formed).

(1) Based upon lists prepared in this Branch, supplemented by papers in A,M, Tile
S.22846 and other files referred to in text of Narrative,
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APPENDIX 2

3

3» Ivtarch, 1926

Class

INLAI© ARM

S_Q.» Station Aircraft

Formed;-

Day bomber (Regular) 11 Netheravon

Andover

Spittlegate
Northolt

Pawn

Pawn

Pawn

DH9a (formed
Oct. 1925)*
DH9a (formed

Oct. 1925).
DH9a (formed

■Sept. 1925).
DH9a (formed

Oct. 1925).
■'/irginia
Virginia
Virginia
Hyderabad

(from Aldershot
Dec. 1925).
Vimy (formed

Fiay, 1925).

12
100

(A.A.P.) 600

601 Nortiiolt

602 Renfrew

603 Tumhouse

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Birch-am Newton
Ivlanston

■Worthy Down
Bircham Newton

9
58
99

(S.R.) 502 Aldergrove

Skeleton squadrons attached to A & A.E. Establishment:-

Day bomber (Regular) 15 ilartlesliam
Martleshan

DH9a
DH9a22

TOTAL: Day bomber: Regular 3 Night bomber: Regular A
A.A.P. 4 S.R. 1
Skeleton 2 5

9

■- Fourteen Bomber squadrons, of which five formed 1925/6 and two skeleton.
(There were now eleven Fighter squadrons, of which two formed 1925/6).
March,_ 1927

A

4.

Formed;- VfflSS'EX BOlffilNG AREA

Day bomber (Regular) Horsley (from
Pawn Dec. 1926).

Pawn

Horsley (from
Pawn Nov. 1926).

Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Hyderabad

11 Netheravon

12 Andover

Spittlegate100

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Bircham Newton
Mansion
Worthy Davn
Bircham Newton

9
58
99

No. 1 AIR DEFENCE GROUP '■

Day bomber 600 Hendon (Jan.192?)
Hendon
Renfrew
Tumhouse
Castle Bromwich

It tl
DH9a
DH9a
DH9a
DH9a
DH9a (formed

Oct. 1926).
Vinqy
lynx (formed

Oct. 1926).

(A.A.P.) 601
602
603
605

Night bomber (S.R.) •  502 Aldergrove
V/addington

Ir
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Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.14 Establishment:-

i' ’ INL^JTO AREA
Station AircraftCla Sq« ITo.S3

Day bomber (Regular) Horsley (frqm
DH9a Peb.1927)

Experimental

Martiesham15

22 Martiesham

RegiHar 4
3.R. 2

Night bomber:TOTi'iL: Day bomber: Regular 3
A.A.P.

Skeleton 2 6

.10

= Sixteen Bomber squadrons, of which two formed 1926// and two skeleton.

(There were now twelve Eighter squ£Ldrons, of which one formed 1 926/7).

ivlarch j 1 92_c^5.

E'ormed: -

Y/ESSSC BOMBING AREA

Day bomber (Regular) Horsley
Pawn

Horsley

Netheravon

Andovei'

Bicester (Jant
1928)
Eire ham Newton

^  11

1 2

100

Sidestrand

(fomed March
1928 two flights
only).
Virginia

1 01

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Worthy Dowr'
(April 1927;
Man sten

Upper Heyfc'- d

9 Virginia

Plydez'abad
(formed Jan. 1928).

Virginia

I^dorabad

10

58 Wortlpv" Downi
Upper Heyford
(Jan. 1928).

99

No. 1 AIR DEFMCE GROUP

D;i.\'- bomber (S.R.) Horsley (formed
March, 1928).
DH9a
DH9a

Pawn (from
DH9a Au-. 1927).

DH9a

DJI9a

Vimy
Lynx

504 Hucknall

(A.A.P.) 600 Hendon

Hendon

Renfrew

601

6C2

603 Turn house

Castle Bromwich

Aldergrove
VAaddington

Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.E. Establishment:-

INLAND AREA

605
Night bomber (S.R.) 502

503

Day bomber (Regular) Martiesham

Martie sham

Horsley15
22

squadrons under Inland Area but not countedOf the two 'ReserveNot

in the 52, No. 39 moved from Spittlegate to Bircham Newton in Jan. 1928
and No. 207 was ;re-equippied from DH9a to Pairey IIIP in March, 1923.

lg:

Night bomber: Regular 5
S.R. 2

4TOTiuu Day bomber: Regular
S.R.

A.A.P.
Skeleton 2

1

5 1

= Nineteen Bomber squadrons, of w'hich three formed 1927/8 and two skeleton.
(There w'cre now twelve Pighter sqvwidrons, as in March, 1927)*
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APi'EllUIX 2

6. March, 1929

Poraied: -

VffiSSEX BOMBING A],iEA

AircraftStationSq. No,Class

Pox (from
Pawn Jan. 1929)*

Horsley
(formed Iviarch 1929)» .

Horsley
vSidesti'and

(tv/o flights only).
Virginia
Virginia
Hyderabad

Virginia
Hyderabad

Day bomber (Regular) Andover12

Netheravon33

100 Bicester

Birchaia Newton101

Night bomber (Regular) 7 T/Vorthy Do\-m
IVIanston

Upper Heyford

Worthy Down
Upper lieyford

9
10

58
99

1 AIR DEFENCE GROUPNo.

Day Bomber (S.R.)
(a.a.p.)

Horsley
DH9a

DH9a
Pawn

DH9a
DH9a

Vimy

Lynx and Pawn.

50A Hucknall .

Hendon

Hendon

Renfrew

Turnhouse

Castle Bromwich

Aldergrove
Waddington

600

601

602

603
605

Night bomber (S.R.) 502

503

Skeleton squadrons attached to A, & A.E. Establishment; -

INLAND AREA

Day bomber (Regular) Experimental
Horsleys given
up Peb. 1929).
Experimental

Martiesham15

22 Martlesham

Note; No. 33 Squadron was formed to replace No. 11 which went overseas

in December, 1928. Another Squadron, No. 35 was also formed to replace
the 'Reserve' or 'Emergency* Squadron No. 39 which went overseas in

Peb. 1929* No. 35 was equipped with DH9a aircraft, and it and No. 207
(Pairey III P) were classed as 'Emergency' squadrons: they were still
not counted in the 52 but were earmarked as the two Bomber squadrons to
accompany Contingent A of the Amy Expeditionary Porce.(*'''

TOTilL:

Night bomber: Regular 5Day bombers: Regular 4
S.R. 1 2S.R.

5A.A.P. 7
Skeleton 2

12

= Nineteen Bomber squadrons, of which one formed 1928/9 and tv/o skeleton.
(There were still tv/elve Pighter squadrons).

(1) A.M. Pile S.30973/2
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7. March. 1930

Formed;

WESSEX BOMBING AEEA

Ail-craftStationSq. No.Class

Day bombci’ (Regular) Pox

Hart (from
Horsley March, 1930).

Fairey III P
(from DH9a Nov.
1929).
Horsley
Side strand

(two flights only).
Pairey III P
Virginia
Virginia
Hyderabad
Virginia
Hinaidi (from

Hyderabad Doc. 1929).

Andover

Eastchurch

12

33

Birchara Newton35
l

I
Bicester

Andover (Oct.
1929)
Bircham Newton

Worthy Dovm
Ivlanston

Upper Heyford
V/orthy Dovm
Upper Heyford

100

101

207

Night Bomber (Regular) 7

9
10

58
99

Note: Nos. 35 and 207, though still classed as 'Emergency' squadrons
were counted in the 52 Squadron Scheme from Jan. 1930.^'*^

No. 1 ..IE DEFENCE GROUP

(formed June
1929).

Horsley
DH9a

DH9a
Pavm

DH9a

Wapiti (formed
March, 1930).

DH9a

Wapiti (formed
March, 1930).

Hyderabad
Hinaidi

Day bomber (S.R.) Pilton501

504 Hucknall

Hendon

Hendon

Renfrew

Turnhouse

Hendon

(n. A.P» ) 600

601

602

603
604

605 Castle Bromwich

Thomaby608

Night bomber (S.R.) Aldergrove

Waddington

Note; No. 607 (P.B,) was also formed, on paper, March, 1930 hut did not
in reality come into existence until October, 1932.^^^

Skeleton squadrons attached to A, & A«E. Establishment:

502

503

INTiAND AREA

Day bomber (Regular) Experimental
Experimental

Night bomber: Regular 5
S.E.

Martlesham

Martiesham

2

.  15
22

TOTAL; Day bomber; Regular 6
S.R.

A.A.P. 7
Skeleton 2

2

7

H

= Twenty-four Bomber squadrons, of which three formed 1929/30 and two
skeleton.

(There were now thirteen Fighter squadrons, of^hich one formed
1929/30).

. F:

1) A.M, Pile S. 22846/1/79; ibid, Il/l
2) No. 1 A.D, Group O.R.B., under date.
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7 SECRET

APPEIIDIX 2

8, March. 193'!

Formed:

yfflSSEX BOi'BING AREA

Class Sqi No. Station Aircraft

Day bomber (Regular) Hart (from
Fox Jan. 1931).

Hart

12 Andover

33 Bicester

(Nov. 1930)
Bircham Newton

Andover
35 Fairey III F

Side strand

(two flights only)
Fairey III F
Virginia
Virginia

Hinaidi (from
Hyderabad Feb. 1931)

Virginia
Hinaidi

101

207 Bircham Newton

V/ortly Down
Boscombe Down

(Nov. 1930)
Upper Heyford

Night Bomber (Regular) 7
9

10

58 Worthy Down
Upper Heyford99

Note; No. 100 Squadron had now been
detached to Coastal Area.

converted to torpedo bombing and

No. 1 illR DEFENCE GROUP

Day braaber (S.R,)

(A.A.F.)

501 Filton

Hucknall

Hendon

504 Horsley
Wapiti (from

DH9a May, 1930)
y/apiti (from

DH9a May, 1930)
Wapiti (from

Fawn May, 1930)
Wapiti (from

DH9a May, 1930)
Wapiti

Castle Bromwich Wapiti (from
DH9a May, 1930)

Wapiti
Virginia (formed

March, 1931)*
Hyderabad
Hinaidi

Hendon

Renfrew

Turnhouse

Hendon

Thomaby
Ivlanston

Aldergrove
Waddington

600

601

602

603

604
605

608

Night bomber (S.R.) 500

502

Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.E. Establishment;-

503

INL/iND iiHEA

Day bomber (Regular) 15 liar tie sham
Martlesham

Experimental
Experimental

Night bomber: Regular 5
S.R.

22

TOTAL; Day bomber; Regular 5
S.R,

A.A.F. 7
Skeleton 2

2

8

16

*  ̂

a Twenty-four Bomber squadrons, of .which one . formed 1930/1 and two skeleton.
(There were still thirteen Fighter squadrons).
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8

March, 19329.

Formed:-

V7ESSEX BOiViBING ABEA

AircraftStationSq» No#Class

Hart

Hart (formed
Oct. 1931)
Hart

Fairey JII F
Gordon (formed

April, 1951)
Hart (formed

Oct. 1931).
Sidestrand (two

flights only),
Fairey III F
Virginia
Virginia
Hinaidi

Andover

Upper Heyford
Day bomber (Regular) 12

18

Bicester
Bircham Newton
Upper Heyford

33
35
40

Netheravon57

Andover101

Bircham Newton
Worthy Dovm
Bos combe Dov/n
Boscombe Down
(April, 1931)
Worthy Down
Upper Heyford

207

Night bomber (Regular) 7
9

10

Virginia
Hinaidi

58
99

No. 1 AIR DEFENCE GROUP

FiltonDay bomber (S.R,) 501

Horsley
Wapiti
Y/apiti
Vifapiti
Y/apiti
Wapiti
Wapiti
Wapiti
Virginia
Virginia (from

Hyderabad Dec.
1931).
Hinaidi

Hucknall
Hendon
Hendon
Renfrew
Turnhouse
Hendon
Castle Bromwich
Thornaby
Mansion

Aldergrove

504
(A.A.P.) 600

601
602
603
604-
605
608

Night bomber (S.R.) 500
502

Waddington503

Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.E. Establishment;

INLAND AREA

Experimental
Experimental

Martiesham
MartleshamDay bomber (Regular) 15

22

Night bomber; Regular 5
5

8TOTAL: Day bomber; Regular
S S.R..R. 2
A.A.F. 7 8
Skeleton 2

19

three formed 1931/2 and twoa Twenty-seven Bomber squadrons, of which
skeleton. .

(There were still thirteen Fighter squadrons;.
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AEPEIDIX 2

9

10. March. 1935

TffESSEX BOMBING AEEA

Formed;-

Glass Sq. No. AircraftStation

Day bomber (Regular) Hart

Hart

Hart

Gordon (from
Pairsy III P
July, 1932)
Gordon

12 Andover

Upper Heyford
Bicester

Birchsim Newton

18

33

35

40 Abingdon
(Oct. 1932)
Upper Heyford
(Sept. 1932)
Andover

57 Hart

Sidestrand (two
flights only)

Gordon (from
Pairey III P
Aug. 1932).
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia (from

Hinaidi Sept. 1932)
Virginia
Hinaidi

101

207 Bircham Newton

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Worthy Down
Boscombe Down

Boscombe Down

9
10

58 Worthy Down
Upper Heyford99

Note;- In November, 1932 Nos. 18 and 57 replaced Nos. 35 and 207 as the
two Bomber squadrons earmarked for Contingent A of the Expeditionary '

In Dec. 1932 No. 33 was similarly earmarked for Contingent B (1)Force.

Nos. 35 and 207 were still designated as ’Emergency' squadrons.

No. 1 AIR DE5HNCE GROUP

Day bomber (S.R,)

(A.A.P.)

501 Pilton

Hucknall

Hendon

504 Horsley

Hart (from
Wapiti Peb. 1933)

Hart (from
Wapiti Peb. 1933)

Wapiti

600

601 Hendon

602 Abbotsinch

(Jan. 1933)
Turnhouse

Hendon

Castle Bromwich

Usworth

603 Wapiti
Y/apiti
\Yapiti
Yfapiti (effect

ively formed
Oct. 1932).

Wapiti
Virginia
Virginia
Hinaidi

604
605
607

608 Thornaby
lilanston

Aldergrove
Waddington

Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.E. Establishment;-

Night bomber (S.R.) 500
502

503

IMjAND iiREA

Day bomber (Regular) Experimental,
Experimental

Night bomber: Regular 5
S.R.

Martlesham

Ivlartlesham

1

15
22

8TOTiiL; Day bomber; Regular
S.R.

A.A.P. 8
Skeleton 2

2

8

20

= Twenty-eight Bomber squadrons, of which one formed 1932/3 and two
skeleton. ' '

(There were still thirteen P'ighter squadrons)
(1) A.M. Pile S. 30973/24A, 31 A.
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11, March, 1954

Formed:-

VfflSSEX BOivIBINO AREA

Class Sq, No. Station Aircraft

Day bomber (Regular) =i: 12 Andover

xindover

Hart

Sidestrand (two
flights only)

Viz'ginia
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Virginia
Hinaidi

101

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Worthy Dovm
Boscombe Down

Boscombe Down

Vforthy Down
Manston

Aldergrove
Waddington

9
10

58

(S.R.) 500

502
503

CENTRAL BOlffilNG ilRBA

(fomed October 1933)

*  18

*  33

f 55

UppeDay bomber (Regular) r Heyford
Bicester

Bircham Newton

Abingdon
Uppei’ Heyford
Bircham Newton

Pilton

Huolmall

Upper Heyford

Hart

Haft

Gordon

Gordon

Hart

Gordon

*  57
f 207

(S.R.) 501

504 Horsley
Heyford (from

Hinaidi Jan, 1934)
Night bomber (Regular) 99

Note; * Nos. 12 and 33 were nov/ the two bomber squadrons earmarked for
Contingent B of the Expeditionaiy Force, with Nos, 18 and 57 for
Contingent A,

f Nos, 35 and 207 designated as 'Emergency* squadrons.

No. 1 fJR DEFEI^CE GROUP

(now in charge of A.A.P, squadrons only)

Day bomber (A.A.P,) 600 Hendon

Hendon

Abbot3inch

Hart

Hart

Hart (from
Wapiti Feb. 1934)

Hart (from
Wapiti Feb. 1934)

Wapiti
Wapiti
Wapiti
Wapiti

601

602

603 Turnhouse

604 Hendon

Castle Bromwich

Usv/orth

Thornaby

605
607
608

Skeleton squadrons attached to A. & A.E. Establishment; -

INLAND AREA

Day bomber (Regular) 15 Martlesham

Ifertlesham
Experimental
Experimental22

TOTiiL; Day bomber: Regular
S.R.

8 Night bomber: Regular 5
S.R. 32

8a.a.f.
8Skeleton 2

20

= Twenty-eight squadrons, of which two skeleton,
(There were still thirteen Fighter squadrons).
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APPEM)IX 2
12. March. 1933

WESSEX BOIffllNG AREA

Formed:-

Class Sq.» No. Stations Aircraft

Day bomber (Regular) * Andover

Andover

12 Hart

Hart (formed June
1934 at Netheravon)

Virginia
Virginia
Heyford (from

Virginia Aug. 1934)
Virginia
Heyford

Virginia
Virginia
Hinaidi

142

Night bomber (Regular) 7 Worthy Down
Boscombe Dov/n

Boscombe Down

9
10

58 Worthy Down
Mildenhall

(Nov. 1934)
Manston

Aldergrove
Waddington

99

(S.R.) 500

502

503

CENTRAL BOMBING iJffiA

Day bomber (Regular) Hart (from
experimental June,
1934, when ra>“form^
with new personnel)

Hart

Hart

15 Abingdon
(June, 1934)

18 Upper Heyford
Upper Heyford
(Nov. 1934)
Bircham Newton

Abingdon
Upper Heyford
Bicester

(Dec, 1934) (increased to 3 flights)
Bircham Newton
Pilton

Hucknall

Gordon

Gordon

Hart

Sidestrand

Gordon

Wallace

Wallace

jK 33

/• 35
hO

*  57
101

/ 207
(S.R.) 501

504

Note: * Expeditionary Force squadrons.
f ‘Emergency' squadrons.

No. 1 AIR DEFENCE GROUP

Day bomber (A.A.P,) 602 Abbotsinch

Tumhouse

Castle Bromwich

■  • Hart

Hart

Hart (ei-om Wapitt
Dec. 1934)

Wapiti
Wapiti

603
605

607 Usworth

Thomaby608

Note; Nos. 6OO, 6OI and 604 v/ere converted to Fighters July, 1934*

TOTAL; Day bombers: Regular 10 Night Bomber; Regular 5
S.R. 3S.R. 2

A.A.F, 5 8

17

= Twenty-five Bomber squadrons of which one formed and one re-formed with

new personnel 193A/5» Since March, 1934 three squadrons had been converted
to Fighters and one skeleton squadron (No. 22) to Torpedo Bombers.

(There were now seventeen Fighter squadrons of which one formed and
three converted from Bombers 1934^5)*
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13. March, 1936

Formed;

VffiSSEX BOlvBING AREA

AircraftClass Sq» No, Stations

Night bombers (Regular) Heyford (from
Virginia April, 1935)

Heyford (from

7  ■ Worthy Down

9 Aldergrove
(Oct. 1935) Virginia Idarch, 1936)
Boscombe Down

Mildenhall ■
Heyford
Heyford (formed

10

Sept. 1935)
Upper Heyford Virginia
(1935)
Boscombe Down Heyford (formed

Sept. 1935)
Heyford
Heyford (formed

Oct. 1935)
Virginia (formed

Sept. 1935 at
Boscombe Down)

Upper Heyford Virginia (formed
Oct. 1935)

Mildenhall

Worthy Down

Andover

38

58

97

99
102

214

215

CENTRAL BOMBING AREA

Day botabers (Regular) 15 Abingdon
Bircham Newton

(Jan. 1936)
Bircham Newton

Hart

Hart

Hind (formed
Dec. 1935)

Hind (formed
Dec. 1936)

Hind (from Gordon
March, 1936)

Hind (formed
Feb. 1936)

Hart

Hind (formed
Feb. 1936)

Sidestrand

Hind (formed
Jan. 1936)

Hind (fomed
March, 1936)

18

21

34 Bircham Nev/ton

40 Abingdon

49 Bircham Newton

57 Upper Heyford
Abingdon98

101 Bicester

Abingdon

Upper Heyford

104

218

No. 1 AIR DEFENCE GROUP

Day bomber (A.A.F.) Hart (from
Virginia Dec. 1955)

Wallace

Wallace (from
Virginia)

Wallace (from
Hinaidi)

Wallace

Hart

Hart . .

Hart

Wapiti
Wapiti
Hart (formed

Feb. 1936)
Hart (formed

5*eb. 1936)
Hart (formed

Feb. 1936)

500 Manston

501 Filton

Aldergrove302

503 Waddington

504 Hucknall

Abbotsinch

Tumhouse

Castle. Brcmv/ich
Usworth

Thornaby
Yeadon

602

603
605
607
608

609

610 Hooton Park

611 Speke
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AiTElTDIX 2

Note; Nos. 500, 502, 503, converted from night to day bombers 1935/6.
Nos. 500, 501, 503, 504 renamed A.A.P. instead of S.R. and transferred to
No. 1 A.D. Group. No. 502 so remmed and transferred July, 1936.

TOTAL; Day bomber: Regular 11 Night bomber: Regular 10
1J_

A  A tnA • A • j;* .

24

= Thirty-four Bomber squadrons of which fourteen formed and three converted

from night to day Bombers 1935/6. In October, 1935 five squadrons
(Nos. 12, 33j 35> 142, and 207) had been sent overseas owing to the Italc-
Abyssinian crisis.

U.K. BOBBER SQU/JDRONS

March, 1937

No. 1 GROUP (Pormed from Central Area J/iay 1936)

Sq« No. Station Aircraft

(Re-equipped from Harts April 1936)
(Moved from Bircham Newton Sexjtember 1936.
Re-equipped from Harts May 1936)
(Moved from Bircliam Newton to Abbotsinch
July 1936. Moved from Abbot sinch to Lympne
November 1936). . „
(Moved from Bircham Newton to’Abbot sinch
July 1936. Moved from Abbotsinch to Lympne
November 1936).

•  15 Abingdon

Upper Heyford

Hinds

Hinds18

21 HindsLympne

34 HindsLympne

40 Abingdon
Upper Heyford
Bicester

Bicester'

Pamborough

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Overstrands

Hinds

(P
57

orined March 1937).
(Re-equipped from Sidestrands July 1936).

(Pormed Jan. '1937 at Upper Heyford.
February 1937).

Moved

90
101

108

218 Upper Heyford Hinds
Upper Heyford Audaxes (Pormed March 1937).226

No. 2 GROUP (Formed May 1936)

'Returned from overseas August 1936).
’Returned from overseas August 1936). -
[Pormed March 1937)
.Moved from Bircham Newton August 1936).
(Formed January 1937 at Abingdon.
Upvrood March 1937).
(Pormed February 1937 at Andover.
March 1937).

(Formed August 1936)
(Moved from Abingdon August 1936).
'Formed August 1936).
.Moved fro’tn Abingdon August 1‘936).
(Pormed A.ugust 1936 at Abingdon.
February 193?).
(Re-equipped from Harts Dec. 1936.
Ret-uTTied from overseas Dec'. 1936.
(One Blenheim prototype December 1936).
(Re-equipped from Vincents Sept. 1936.
Returned from overseas August 1936).
(Re-equipped from Harts June 1936).

Move

Move

Moved

12 Andover

Worthy Down
Andover

Worthy Down
Upwood

Hinds

Gordons

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds i

35
44

49
d to52

63 Upwood Hinds d

83 Tumhouse

Hucknall

Ando-ver

Hucknall

Old Sarum

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

98
103
104
107.

142 Andover Hinds

207 Worthy Down Gordons

502 Abbotsinch

Castle Bromwich Harts

Hinds

605
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No. 3 GROUP (Portned from Western Area 1/iay 1936)
AircraftSq.. No. Station

7  Pinningley
9  Scampton
10 Dishforth

38 Mildenhall
51 Driffield

fMoved from Yforthy Down Oct. 1936).
(Moved from Aidergrove Oct. 1936).
(Moved from Boscombe February 1937)*
(Re-equipped from Heyfords November 1936).

(Formed Iferch 1937)*
(ivioved from Upper Heyford September 1936).
(Formed March 1937)*
'  (PorriKjd March 1937)*

(Formed November 1936 at Boscombe Down.
Moved from Boscombe Dovm February 1937)*

(Moved from Boscombe Dovm February 1936).

(ifoved from Worthy Doto September 1936).
(Formed December 1936).
(Formed September 1936).
(Formed January 1937)*
(Formed November 1936 at Boscorabe Do^to.
Moved February 1937).

(Re-equipped from Virginias March 1937*
Previously at Andover, then Aldergrove).
(Re-equipped from Virginias March 1937.
Moved from Upper Heyford September 1936).

Heyfords
Heyfords
Heyfords
Hendons

Ansons and

Virginias
Virginias
Ansons

Ansons and

Virginias

Heyfords

58 Boscombe Down
6l Hemswell

75 Driffield

78 Dishforth

Heyfords
Heyfords
Heyfords
Hinds

Hinds

Ansons

Heyfords

97 Leconfield
99 Mildenhall

102 Finningley
114 Wyton
139 Wyton
144 Hemswell
166 Leconfield

Harrows214 Scampton

Ansons215 Driffield

(Formed from No. 1 Air Defence Group April 1936)6 GROUPNo.

(Re-equipped from Harts February 1937)*

(Transferred from 3 Group July 1936).

Hinds

Hart

Hinds

500 Mansion
501 Pilton
502 Aldergrove

503 Waddington
504 Hucknall
603 Tumhouse
609 Yeadon
610 Hooton Park

611 Speke

Wallaces

Harts

Harts

Harts

Harts

TOTAL Fifty-three squadrons
since March 1936 seventeen new ones formed

foirr returned from Middle East (12. 35> 207, 142).
fighter (6O8, 609).

March.-1938

No. 1 GROUP

Tv/o converted to

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Blenheims

Blenheims

15 Abingdon
18 Upper Heyford
21 Lympne
34 Lympne
40 Abingdon
57 Upper Heyford
62 Cranfie Id

(Re-equipped from Hinds March 1938).
(Formed at Abingdon May 1937 with Hinds,

■ Moved July 1937.
Re-equipped February 1938).
(Formed at Andover June 1937 with Hinds,
Moved July 1937).

(Re-equipped March 1938).

Blenheims82 Granfield
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No. 1 GROUP (Contd,) APPENDIX 2

Sq. No, Station Aircraft

(Re-equipped June 1937 from Hinds),

(Moved from Andover Iferch 1937).

(p'ormed April 1937 with Audacces
Re-equipped August 1937)*
(Moved from Old Sarum June 1937)*
[Moved from Parnborough July 1937).
[Pormed March 1938).
Re-equipped from Hinds Pebruary 1938),
(Moved from Upper Heyford April 1937*
Re-equipped from Hinds October 1937).

90 Bicester
101 Bicester

103 Usworth (No. 12 ■ . Hinds
Group Station)

Blenheims

Overstrands

105 Harv/ell Battle

107 Harwell
108 Cranfield

I85 Abingdon
Upper'Heyford

226 ■ Har’.Tcll .

218

Hinds

Hinds

Hinds

Battles

Battles

No. 2 GROUP

(Re-equipped from Hinds Pebruary 1938).
(Re-equipped from Gordons September 1937)*
(Re-equipped from Hinds November 1937)*
(Re-equipped from Hinds May-July 1937)«

12 Andover

35 Cottesmore

52 Upwood
63 Upwood
98 Hucknall
10A Hucl'Uiall

114 Y^yton
139 y/jdon
142 Andover

207 Yforthy Dovm
602 Abbotsinch

.  Battles

T.'Slle sley s
Battles

Battles

Hinds ’
Hinds

Blenheims

Blenheims

Battles

Wellesleys
,Hinds

,Re-equipped from Hinds March 1937).
Re-eqioipped from Hinds July 1937).

(Re-equipped from Hinds liarch 1938).
(Re-equipped from Gordons September 1937).

No. 3 GROUP

Moved from Scampton March 1938).
P ortiB d April 193 7).
(Moved from Mildenhall May 1937).
(Pormed June 1937 at Pinningley.
Moved July).

(Moved from Pinningley July 1937).
(pormed June 1937).
(Pormed June 1937).
Porme d 7i.pril 1937).
Moved from Scampton April 1937).

9  Stradishall

37 Peltwell

38 Marlaam
77 Honington

Heyfords
Harrows

Hendons

Wellesleys

99 Mildenhall

Honington
Harham

Stradishall

Mildenhall

PeltiTOll

He3d“ords
Heyfords
Harrows

Wellesleys
Hei^dords
Harrows

102

115
i;+8
149
214
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No. 4. GROUP

itir craftSq^. No. Station

(Se-equipped from Heyfords
March 1938).

(Re-equipped from Heyfords
June 1937).

(Moved from Driffield
ilarch 1937)*
(Re-equipped from Ansons
iiarch 1937).

(Re-equipped from Virginias
January 1938).

(Re-equipped from idisons
September 1937)*

(Formed April 1937)*
(Re-equipped from Heyfords
July 1937).

(Formed at V/addington v^rith
Hinds June 1937. ivloved July

1937* Re-equipped Dec. 1937)*

Whitleys V7 Finningley

Dishforth Whitleys10

Vi/hitleys51 Boscombe Down

58 Boscombe Down Whitleys

Harrows75 Driffield

76 Finningley
Dishforth

Wellesleys
V/hitleys78

88 Boscombe Down Battles

97 Leconfield

Leconfield

Driffield

Heyfords
Heyfords
Harrows

166

(Re-equip»ped from Ansons by
November 1937).

215

No. 5 G-ROHP (Fomed July 1937)

Moved from ̂ indover June 1937)*
,Re-equipped from Hinds
Dec. 1937).
(Moved from Worthy Dovm
March 1938).

(Formed May 1937)*

,Moved fi-om Tumhouse March 193 )
Formed May 1937* Re-equipped
from Hinds December 1937)*

(Formed at Upper Heyford
May 1937. Moved August).

(Re-equipped from Ansons
August 1937).

(Formed at Mildenhall June 1937
with Audaxes. Re-equipped
August).

44 aldington Blenheims

49 HindsScampton

50 Yfaddington
Hemswell

Scampton
?/addington

Hinds

Blenheims

Hinds

Blenheims

61

83
110

113 Grantham Hinds

Heraswell144 Blenheims

211 Grantham Hinds

No. 6 GROUP

500 lianston

Filton

Aldergrove
Waddington
Hucknall

Hinds

Hinds (Januaiy 1938).501

502 ?

503 ?

(Re-equii^ped from Wallace
iiay 1937).

(Re-equipped from Harts
January 1938).

504 Hinds

603 Turnhouse Hinds

605 Castle Bromwich Harts
Yeadon

Hooton Park

Harts

Hinds

609
610 (Re-equipped Harts January

1938).
611 Speke Harts

Total 68 Squadrons
Since March 1937 fifteen new ones formed.
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APPEI'IDIX 2

a
U.K. BOitBER SQUADRONS

IVlarch, 1939

No. 1 GROUP

AircraftStationSq. No.

Battles

Battles

Blenheims

Andover

Abingdon
Eastchurch

12

(Re-equipped from Hinds June 1936)*
(Re-equipped from Hinds
August 1938) (li)ved from Lynqpne
August 1938)*

(Re-equipped from Hinds June 1938)*

15
21

Battles

Blenheims

Battles

Blenhe ims

Blenheims

Abingdon
Upper Heyford
Boscombe Down

Bicester

Bicester

40

57
88

90
(Re-equipped from Overstrands
June 1938).

(Moved from Usworth to Abingdon
September 1938, and to Benson
April 1939) (Re-equipped from
Hinds July 1938).

(Re-equipped from Hinds
September 1938).

(Pormed August 1938).
(Moved from Upper Heyford
April 1938).

101

BattlesAbingdon103

Battles

Blenheims

Harvyell

Harwell
105

107

Battles

Battles

Battles

Andover

Boscombe Dca'/n

Boscombe Down

142

150
218

Battles226 Harwell

No. 2 GROUP

(Re-equipped from Hinds .
August 1938).
Re-equipped from Hinds July 1938)#
Re-equipped from V/ellesleys
April 1938)*

Bleriheims18 Upper Heyford

Blenheims

Battles
Upper Heyford
Cottesmore

34
35

Battles

Blenheims

Battles

Blenheims

Battles

Blenheims

Blenheims

Upwood
Cranfield

Upwood
Cranfield

Hucknall

Bassingbourn
Bassingboum

52
62

63
82

(Re-equipped-from Hinds June 1938)*
(Re-equipped from Hinds May 1938)*
’Moved from Granfield May 1938).
Re-armed from Hinds June 1938)*

98
104
108

Blenheims

Blenheims

Battles

Wyton
Wyton
Cottesmore

114

139
(Re-equipped from Y/ellesleys
April 1938).

207

Wo. 3 GROUP

V/ellingtons (Re-equipped from Heyfords
January 1939).

(Re-equipped to Wellingtons
May 193^.

Harrows

Stradishall9

37 Peltwell

Wellingtons (Re-equipped from Hendon .
November 1938).
(Moved from Driffield July 1938).Harrows

38 Marham

Wellingtons (Re-equipped from Heyfords
October, 1938).

YVellingtons (Re-equipped from Harrows
iiarch 1939* Fully operational

June 1'93^) •

1

Honington
Mildenhall

75

99

ilarham115
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No. 3 GR0I3P (Gontd.)

• '
So. No. AircraftStation

V/ellingtons (Moved from Scampton March 1938.
Re-equipped from Wellesleys
February 1939).

V/ellingtons (Re-equipped from Heyfords
January 1939).

(Moved from Driffield July 1938).
(Received Wellingtons July 1939).

148 Stradisha.ll

149 Mildenhall

214 Peltvvell

Honington215 •  ■ Kfi.ri’ov/s

No. 4 GROUP

Y/hitleys III- (Hampdens received April 1939).
Whitleys
Whitleys
V/hitleys
Hampdens

(Moved fTOTi Boscombe Down April 19

7 Pinningley
Dishforth

Linton-on-Ouse

Linton-on-Ouse

Pinningley

10

38).
(Moved x’roni April 1938).
(Re-equipped from Wellesleys
March 1939).

(Moved from Honington July 1938).
(Re-equipped from Wellesleys
November 1938).

(Oeased to be operational June 1938
on fomation of A.O.S,)
.Moved from Honington July I938).
Re-equipped May 1939 to Whitleys).
Squadron ceased to be operational
June 1938 on formation of A.O.S.).

51

58
76

f •

77 Driffield Whitleys

78 Disliforth

Leconfield
Whitleys

97

102 Driffield
Leconfield

Heyfords
Heyfords166

No. 5 GROUP

44 Waddington
Scampton

Blenheims

Hampdens (Re-equipped from Hinds
December 1938),..- - .

(Re-equipped from Hinds
December 1938),

(Re-equipped from Hinds
Oecember 1938).

(.Formed June 1938 with Hinds

Re-armed July 1938).

(Re-equipped from Blenheims
March 1939).

(Re-equipped-from Hinds June 1938.
. Moved from Abingdon September 1938).

49

50 \7addington ■  Hampdens

61 Hemsv/ell

Scampton
Blenheims

Hampdens83

106 Thornaby Battles

110 Waddington
Hems\Tell

Blenheims

Hampdens144

185 Thomaby Battles

TOT/iL Fifty-seven squadrons.

Since March 1938 two had gone overseas 211 Sqdn. (April 1938) and
113 Sqdn. (May 1938), and -twelve converted:

g  *

300 became G.R. November 1938
5C1 became fighter December I938
502 bec-ai-iie G.R. November 1938
503 disbanded November 1938
504 becaane fighter. October I938
602 became Jumy Co-op November 1938
603 becaine fighter October 1933
605 became fighter January 1939
609 bec-ame fighter November 1938
610 became fighter January 1939
611 beca-fie fighter January 1939
616 formed November 193§ and became fighter January 1939

(Gauntlets)
One new one formed.
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APPENDIX 2

ORDER OE battle

U.K. BOIvBER SQUADRONS (WAR STATIONS)

29TH AU&UST, 1939

No. 1 GROUP

Mobilizable Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

12 Bicester

Abingdon
Abingdon
Bos combe Down

Benson

Harwell

Bicester

Benson

Boscombe Down

Hanyell

15 I.E. 24
40
88

103 (These were peace stns.
(War stns. were in Prance105

142

150
218

226

Non-mobilizable 35 Ci’anfield

/'.bingdon
Abang'don
Hucknall

Cranfield

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

Battles

I.E.24

52
63
98
207

No, 2 GROUP

(?/ar Station Prance) Blenheims I.)
Blenheims I )

(V/ar Station Prance) Blenheims I )
Blenheims IV) I
Blenheims IV) E.
Blenheims IV) I6
Blenheims IV

Blenheims IV

Blenheims IV_
Blenheims IV)

18Mobilizable Upper Heyford
Watton

Upper Heyford
Watton

West Pwaynham
West Raynham
Wattisham

Yfattisliam

'fly ton
Wyton

21

57
82

90
101

107
110

114

139

If 18 and 57 Sq,dns. go
to Prance, other',vise
Bassingbourn.

Non-iaobilizable Upper Heyford
Upper Heyford

104 Blenheims I

Blenheims I108

No. 3 GROUP

I.E.12

I.E.12

I.E,12

I.E,12

I,E.12
I,E.12

Mobilizable 9 Honington
Peltwell

IVEarham

Mildenhall

Marham

Mildenhall

Wellingtons

Wellingtons
Wellingtons
V/ellingtons
Wellingtons
Yfellingtons

37

38
99

115

149

Non-miobilizable 75 Harwell

Harwell

PolfaToll

Honington

Wellingtons
Wellingtons
Wellingtons
V/ellingtons

I,E.12

148 I.E,12

I.E,12

I.E.12

214

215
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No. 4 GROUP

I.E.16

I.E.12

I.E.-lS
I.E.12

I.E.16
I.E.12

Dishforth

Linton on Ouse Whitleys
Linton on Ouse Vfhitleys

Whitleys
V/hitleys
Whitleys

Whitleys

Driffield

Dishforth

Driffield

iviobilizable 10

51
V

58
77
78
102

Whitleys
Whitleys

I.E.12

I.E.12

Non-raobilizable 97 Leconfield

Leconfield166

No. 5 G-EQIIP

I.E.12

I.E.16

I.E.12

I.E.12

I.E.12

I.E.12

Mobilizable Waddington
Scampton

Waddington
Hemswell

Scampton
Hemswell

Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens

44

49

50
6l

83
W+

Non-mobilizable 7 Einningley
Einningley
Cottesmore

Cottesmore

Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens
Hampdens

I.E.12

I.E.16

I.E.12

I.E.12

76
106

185

MOBILIEABLE NON-IViOBILIZiBLE

Squadrons Aircraft Squadrons Aircraft

20 7Mediums 400 152

18 232 'Heavies 10 124

38 632 27617

Note; Two Squadrons had gone Overseas since March 1939.
No new ones were formed.
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AEPMDIX 3
EXPMSICW SCHB/fflS, 1922-1939

I HlQGRAJilE APPROVED .DECEMBER, 1922

Home Defence Force•  t

To provide by 31st March 1925 - 9 Fighter squadrons
5 Day bomber "

.  -ikNight^" :i
18 Squadrons

Of these, there v/ere already formed:-

Fighter - 1 sqiiadron of tvro flights only (No. 56: the third flight
v;as at Constantinople).

1  squadron (No. 25) temporarily detached to Constantinople.

Bomber - 1 squadron, day bomber (No, lOO).

There were to form in 1923/4:-

- 5 squadronsFighter
Bomber: Day - 4

Night - 1

There were to form -in 1924/5:-

Fighter
Bomber: . night - 3

- 2 squadrons

- 2 ̂ Reserve’ (later ‘Emergency') day
bomber squadrons (Nos. 39> 207).

2. Inland Area: Bomber

Army co-operation - 2 squadrons
Communications - 1

Note: No. 207(b) Squadron and one of the Army co-operation squadrons
were actually at Constantinople.

Coastal Area: Naval co-operation - 4 squadrons.3.

THE 1923 FIFTY-TWO SQUADRONS PROGRAMME

The original aim of this programrae(l )1.

To provide by 1928 a Home Defence force of 52 squadrons (598 first line
aircraft), as follows:-

= 204 a/oFighter
Bomber;

(22 sq.)

- 17 Regular squadrons @ 12.I.E.
day - probably 14 Regular squadrons @ 12 I.E. = 168 a/o

"  . 3 Special Reserve
5 A.A.P.

8 Regular squadrons © 10 I.E. = 80
= 40

36
60 = 2

4 S.R.

64
nisht -

(15 sq.)
1 A.A.F'. It 10 = 130

394
59ffTotal

a/c

(1) As laid down in the ‘First Revise of the Expansion Scheme',
29th September, 1923 - A.M. File S. 22846/1/21 A.
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The figures for day bomber and night bomber sqmdrons were provisional as
the precise role of the last 11 bomber squadrons to be foimed had not been
definitely decided. Eventually in April, 1925^'') it was decided that the
profioi-tion should be 20 day to 1 5 night bomber squadrons instead of 22 to 13*

The 52 sqtiadrons were to be completed v/ith reserves (lOQ^ of first line
strength in airframes, 15<^o in engines) by 1930.

The squadrons were to be formed as follows:-

18 by 31 st March, 1925^ as in the December, 1 922 programme above

5 during 1 925/6

1 0 durii:ig 1 926/7

10 during 1927/8

9 during 1928.

The follov;ing home-based squadrons were not counted in the 52:-

2  'Reserve^ day bomber sq^uadrons (Nos. 33> 207).

2 Army co-operation squadrons.

Naval co-operation squadrons.

Inland Area:

Coastal Area:

On 3rd December, 1925 the date for completing this programme was deferred
from 1928 to 1935

2.

The nev/ programme for formation of squadron vra.s:-

1926/7. 1927/8. 1929/9. 1929/30. 1930/31. 1931/2. 1932/3. 1933A.19V5..

17 171612 12 12 13 14 17Fighter

Regular day
bomber 65'5 5 8 9 11 12 12

IIII

night 4 6 64 4 44 7  10

A.A.P. and

S.R. 7 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 13

28 28 32 36 46 49 5229 42

3. On 11th December, 1929 the date for completing the programme was again
deferred, from 1935 to 1938

The nev; programme for formation of squadrons was: -

1930/1. 1931/2. 193^ 1933A- 1 934/5- 1935/6. 1936/7.1937/8.

13 14 15 16 17 17 17 17

12 12 12

6  7 10

13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13

8k 10 11 12 12

5 5 5 5 5

Fighter

Regular day bomber

night bomber
n

A.A.F. & S.R.

42 44 46•  '39 48 49 5247

The tv/o 'Reserve' or 'Emergency’ sqtiadrons (Nos. 207 and 35
vice 39) were now counted among the 52.

K Note:

(l) Ibid Enclosure 3^4A
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III EXPMSIOR SCHEME A. JTJLY. 1954

Proposed in the Interm Report of the Ministerial Disaraiaraent Conraittee.
I6th July, 193^ (c.P. 193(34))

Approved by the Cabinet, l8th July, 1 934 (Cabinet 29(34))
A^.(l) To jjicrease the Home Defenoe force to 75 squadrons by adding 33

sqToadixDns to the existing 42.

(2) To increase the overseas forces by 4 squadrons.
(3) To increase the Fleet Air Arm by 4^ squadrons.

Total increase 41 i- squadrons.

31 st March, 1939

But only £1,200,000 was allowed for the provision of war reserves by this
date and it was not intended to complete those reserves until 1942» The
Interim Report, however, emphasised that the reserves must be provided before
an outbreak of war became imminent.

Proposed final composition of the R.A.F. at 31st March

A, ICETROPOLITAN AIR FORCE

Date for completion.

1939:-X

(1) Home defence force:

Bomber: Light 25(8)x squadrons at 12 I.E.= 300 a/o
Medium 8

Heavy 8
squadrons at 12 I.E = 96 a/c (i.E. raised
sqmdrons at 10 I.E = 80 a/c from 8 to 12)
squadrons = 476 a/c

28(5)k squadrons at 12 I.E.= 336 a/c
squadrons at 12 I.E = 24 a/c

41
Fighter:
Torpedo bomber: 2
General

Purpose: 4 squadrons at 12 I.E = 48 a/o
squadrons ~ 884 a/oTotal 75

(2) Other home-based squadrons:

Flying boat:
Army co-operation:

Total

4 sqmdrons at 4 I.R. - ̂ & b./q ■
5 sqviadrons at 12 I.E. = I6 a/o

= 76 a/o9 squadrons

84 sq-uadrons = 960 a/o.TOTAL M.A.F.

B. OVERSEAS AND FLEET AIR ARM

(0 Overseas:-

Fleet Air Aim:-
27 squadrons = 292 a/o
16-g- sqirairons = 213 a/o

127i squadrons = 1,465 a./c.

(2)

TOTAL R.A.F. and F.A.A.

Original programme of squadron formation:-

Home Defenoe Overseas

1934/5
1935/6
1936/7
1937/8
1938/9

2 1

8

6 1
8 1

9 1

K Figures in brackets represent the numbers of non-regular squadrons
included in the total.
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Accelerated progranmes of squadron-fomation, October^ 1934:-

Home Defence Overseas

1934/5 2=1 Light Bomber
1 Fighter

1  = 1 Flying Boat
(1 Torpedo Bomber sqmdron
already gone overseas).

Nil1935/6 10 = 3 Lig:ht Bomber
1 Light Bomber to rearm

to Medium 1 939/40.
1  tleavy Bomber
4 Fighter
1 General Purpose
(aIso 1 Torprdo Bomber to
replace squadron already
gone overseas).

1936/7 11 =2 Light Bomber

1 Light Bomber, to rearm
to Medium 1 939/40

2 Heavy Bomber
3 Fighter
3 General Purpose

Nil

1937/8 5 « 3 Light Bomber
2 Fighter

1 =1 Light Bomber

1938/9 5=5 Medium Bomber 1 =1 General Purpose
or Light Bomber.

The 3Heavy Bomber squadrons were to replace the 3 S.R. squadrons now
converted from Night to Day bombers:-

Proposed ultimate distribution of the Bomber squadrons!-

No. 1 AREA (H.Q.Mildenhall)
2 sqtiadrons

No. 2 ARE/i (H.Q. Grantham)
2 squadronsMildenhall

Mar bam
Grantham

2 V/addington

Worthy Do-’m
Bosoombe Doto

!« 8 Regular Medium Bomber squadrons.

2

2

Felt'jvell

Stradisliall

= 8 Regular Heavy Bomber squadrons.

2

2

No. 3 aria (H.Q.Abingdon)
Abingdon
Harwell

Andover

Mansion

2 sqiiadron
3
2

S

No, 4 AREA (H.Q. Peterborough)
2 sq'uadronss Bicester

Upper Heyford
Peterborough
Birchami Newton

3

3
.R.

(Abingdon in war)
1  squadron S.R.
(Andover in war)

1  squadron S.R.
(Odiham in war)

1 2

Filton Castle Bromwich 1 A.A.F.

Aldergrove Tumhouse M
A.A.P.

(Gastie Bromwich
in war).

1  squadron A.A.F.
(Bicester in war.)

1

Waddington
Hucknall

1 Abbotsinch

1  sauadron S.R.

7 RegiiLar and 5 S.R. =
1 2 Light Bomber squadrons

10 Regular and 3 A.A.F. =
13 Light Bomber squadrons
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IV. EXFMSIQM SCHEME B. APRIL, 1933

Proposed by the C.A.S. in C.P.85(35), 15th April, 1935.

Abandoned in favoior of Scheme C (below) after discussion by the Government.

To increase the Home Defence force to 1 02^ squadrons;
the overseas and Fleet Air Arm Squadrons.

Date for completion.

Aim. and to increa

31 3t March, 1 939

se

It was left to the Government to decide whether the war reserves for
this force should be completed by 1939 or deferred, as under Scheme A. until
1942. -The Air Staff favoured the latter alternative.

Details of Scheme

Home Defence force: 67 Bomber squadrons (an addition of 20 to Scheme A).

35 Fighter squadrons (•

12 General Purpose
sqiiadrons

5 Army Co-operative'squadrons.

119 squadrons giving, a first line strength of 1,346
a/c as against the 960 provided for by Sheme A.

)•7

).( 8 II

Overseas: 40 squadrons (an addition of 13 to Scheme A)
Fleet Air

Arm ( )35 tt

m

all but ,
F.A.A. to be

provided
1939-1 942

V. EXPMSION SCHEME C. MY, 1935

Proposed, after the abandonment of Scheme B, 4th May, 1935 - A.M. File
s.22846/111/30A.

Approved by the Cabinet 21st May, 1935 - Cabinet 29(35)

Aim. To provide a ^Metropolitan Air Force' of 1,512 first line aircraft in
place of the 960 to be provided by Scheme A. This 'Metropolitan Air
Force' would include all Bomber, Fighter, Toipiedo-Bomber, Plying Boat,
Army Co-operation, and General Purpose operational squadrons which were
shore-based in the United Kingdom, but it would not include the Fleet
Air Arm.

To allow for the expansion of the Overseas and F.A.A. sqijiadrons as under
Scheme A.

Date for completion. 31 St March, 1 937

The war reserves of this force remained as under Scheme A,
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Details of the Scheme:-

ooj

.  (U • ®
m m

.a Scheme C

1 st line strength
1 st April, 1939

Sqdns, I.E. A/c

41
o' o o
tt! CO

ni cd
^4) in C

i § s

o

w m
O

o
CO

1 st line strength

1 st April, 1935

Sqdns. I.E. A/c.

to
 (D

 o

Bombers: Light
8  2 19 12 228

6  12 72

5  .M.b)
30 12 360
18 12 216
20 12 2AQ

68 12 8l 6

12 108

12 36

5(a) 12 60(b)

9

3 3

(S.R. )
8  5 -
7  10
3  12 +2

18 27

12 204
12 12

10 50

Total Light
Medium

Heavy

17
1

1
26623Total Bombers

30 12 360
,__5 12 ^0_

12 168

12 ^
9  714Fighters

A.A.F..)(c) 5
19 12 228 35 12 4209  7Total Fighters

Torpedo Bomber (d)
Array Co-operation
Flying Boat
General Purpose

2  12 24

5  18 90
6  36

7  18 126
6

12 12

5  12 60
4(e) 4 16

1 1

+6
- 2 +2

4  3 +6

582(f) 32 39 123 -1,512Total M.A.F. 52

Note: (a) At present 3 of these squadrons were armed as Heavy Bombers
'  at 10 I.E. each,

(b) Of which ̂  (1 flight per squadron) = 20 were manned by
Regular Personnel,

(c) At present 2 of these squadrons were armed as Light Bombers,

(d) Counted, for A.D.G.B. purposes, as Medium Bombers, to
preserve the 3:2:2 (360:240:240) ratio between Light, Medium
and Heavy.

(e) Excluding one squadron due to go overseas in autumn 1935.

(f) Corrected figure to allow for contanplated changes referred
to in Not4s (a) and (e).

Total R.A.F. strength (M.A.F. Overseas, F.A.A.) at 1st April, 1937 =
1 64'|' sqdns. of 1 ,985 a/o
at 1st April, 1939 =

l66i sqdns. of 2,017 a/c

Proposed programme of squadron formation:-

1936/7 12 Fighter squadrons
9 Light Bomber
17 Medium Bomber

14 Heavy Bomber
6 General Purpose

!t

1935/6 4 Fighter squadrons
4 Light Bomber
1 Heavy Bomber
1 Torpedo Bomber

1 General Purpo se

tt

II

tf

H

(a)

58 sqiiadrons11 sq\oadrons

Note: (a) Two of these were to form with Light and one with Medium Bombers,
rearming to Heavy Bombers in 1938/9*
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Proposed ultimate distribution of the Bomber squadrons:-

2 sqdns.2 sqdns. Medium Bombers: Andover
Netheravon

Worthy Dovm
Bos combe Do™.

Grantham

Waddington
Scampton
Hemswell

New station

It
2

II

3
II

II

3
It

3
It

3

(S.R.
(S.R.

II
1

II
1

Light bombers: Abingdon
Bioester

Harwell

Upper Hayford 3
Cranfield

Upvood
Wyton
Mansion

Eilton

Aldergrove
Hucknall

Waddington
Abbotsinch ■ 1

Tumhouse

Castle Bromwich 1

Hew station 1

1

1

1

1

It
2

II
2

II2
II

2
II2
II

2

.(S.R.
S.R.

S.R.,

A.A.P.)
A.A.P.’
A.A.P.

It
2

It
2

It

18 sqdns.II

Heavy Bombers
It

Mildenhall 2 sqdns.
Stradishall 2

Peltwell

II

ti
2

It

II

II

II
2Marham

E. Anglia;-
New station

Lines & Yorks

New station

II A.A.P.

A.A.P.)
A.A.P.)

IIItII 1
II

2ItII II 1

II230 sqdns*
IIIIII 2
It'll II 2
II

2ItIt

IIII 2II

20 sqdns.
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THE DHAPT a'.GUE RULES OP AIRYLJP.'JTE

There never has been any international law governing the use of aircraft

blit the Draft Hague Rules provided the beginning and often the end,
In addition to

in war,

of most discussion on the subject of restricted bombing,

being a document of some historic interest the Hague Rules are an indication
of the types of problem which confronted the nations in their search for an
international agreement to restrict aerial warfare.

'  Articles approved by the Coimnission

(Taken from "International Agreements

iiRT.

AHB IIAl/3Vi POLIO I)

The rules of aerial warfare apply to an .aircraft, whether lighter or
heavier than air, irrespective of whether they are, or are not capable of
floating on the water.

The following shall be deemed to be public aircraft;

(a). Military aircraft;

(b) Aircraft exclusively employed in the public service.

..ill other aircraft ■ shall be deemed to be private aircraft.

A military aircraft shall bear an external mark indicating its

nationality'and military character.

1.

2.

3.

A public non-military aircraft employed for customs or police purposes
shall carry papers evidencing the fact that it is exclusively employed in the
public service.

4.

Such an aircraft shall bear an external mark indicating its

nationality and its public non-military character.

Public non-military aircraft other than those employed for customs

or police purposes shall'in time of war bear the same marks and for the purposes
of these rules shall be treated on the same footing as private aircraft.

5.

Aircraft not comprised in Arts. 3 and A and deemed to be private
aircraft shall carry such papers, and bear such external marks as are required

These marks must indicate their

6.

by the rules in force in their own country,
nationality and private character.

7* The external marks required by the above articles shall be so affixed
that they cannot be altered in flight. They shall be as large as is
practicable, and shall be visible from above, from below, and from each side.

8. The external marks prescribed by the rules in force in each state

shall be notified promptly to all other powers. Modifications adopted in time
of peace of the rules prescribing external marks shall be notified to all other
Powers before they are brought into force,
adopted at the outbreak of v/ar or during hostilities shall be notified by each
Power O.S soon as possible to all other Powers, and at latest when they are
communicated to its ovm fighting forces.

9, A belligerent non-militar^'" aircraft, y/hether public or private may
be converted into a military airci'aft, provided that the conversion is effected
within the jurisdiction of the. belligerent state to which the aircraft belongs,
a.nd not on the high seas.

10. No aircraft may possess more' than one nationality.

■  11. Outside the jurisdiction of any state, belligerent or neutral an
aircraft shall have full freedom of passage through the air and of alighting
(sic).

Modifications of such rules
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12. In time of war any state, whether neutral or belligerent, may forbid
or regulate the entrance, movement or sojourn of aircraft within its

jurisdiction.

Military aircraft are alone entitled to exercise belligerent rights.13.

A military aircraft shall be under the command of  a person duly com-
The, crew must be

14.

missioned or enlisted in the military service of the state.

exclusively, military.

15. Members of the crew of a militar-y aircraft shall wear a fixed distinc

tive emblem of such character as to be recognised at a distance in case they
become separated from their aircraft.

16. No aircraft other than a belligerent military aircraft shall engage
The term hostilities includes the transmissionin hostilities in any form,

during flight of military intelligence for the immediate use of a belligerent.
No private aircraft, when outside the jurisdiction of its own country, shall be
armed in time of war.

17* The principles laid dovm in the Geneva Convention, .1906, and the
Convention for the adaption of the said Convention to maritime war (No. X of
1907) shall apply to aerial warfare, and to flying ambulances, as well as to
the control over flying ambulances exercised by a belligerent commanding officer.

In order to enjoy the protection and privileges allowed to mobile medical

units by the Genova Convention, I906 flying ambulances must bear the distinctive
emblem of the Red Cross in addition to the usual distinguishing marks.

18. The use of tracer, incendiary'- or explosive projectiles by or against
aircraft is not prohibited. This provision applies equally to states which
are parties to the Declaration of St. Petersburg, 1868, and to those which .are
not.

19. The use of false external marks is forbidden.

20. When an aircraft has been disabled, the occupants, when endeavouring
to escape by means of a parachute, must not be attacked in the course of their
descent.

The use of aircraft for the purpose of disseminating propaganda shall
Members of the crews of

21.

not be treated as an illegitimate means of warfare,
such aircraft must not be deprived of their rights as prisoners of war on the
charge that they have committed such an act.

22. Aerial bombardment for the purpose of terrorising the civilian popula
tion, of destroying or damaging private property not of a military character,
or of injuring non-combatants is prohibited.

23. Aerial bombardment for the purpose of enforcing compliance with ■
requisitions in kind or payment of contributions in money is prohibited.

24. (1) Aerial bombardment is legitimate only when directed at a military
objective, that is to say, an object of which the destruction or injury would
constitute a distinct military advantage to the belligerent.

(2) Such bombardment is legitimate only when directed exclusively at the
following objectives: military forces; , militfiry works: military establish
ments or depots: factories constituting important and well known centres engaged
in the manufacture of arms, aaimunition or distinctively military supplies;
lines of communication or transportation used for military purposes.

(3) The bombardment of cities, tovms, villages, dwellings or buildings not
in the .immediate neighbourhood of the operations of land forces is prohibited.
In cases v/here the objectives specified in paragraph -two are so situated that,

they cannot be bombarded v/i.thout the indiscriminate bombardment of the civilian

population, the aircraft must abstain from bombardment.
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(if) In the immediate neighbourhood of the operations of land forces,
the bombardment of cities, tovms, villages, divellings or buildings is
legitimate, provided that there exists a reasonable presumption that the
military concentration is sufficiently important to justify such bombardment
having regard to the danger thus caused to the civilian population.

•

(5) A belligerent state is liable to pay compensation for injuries to
person or to property caused by the violation by any of its officers or forces,
of the provisions of this article.

In bombardment by aircraft, all necessary steps must be taken by the
commander to spare as far as possible buildings dedicated to public worship^
art, science, or charitable purposes, historic monuments, hospital ships,
hospitcals and other places where the sick and vrounded a.re collected, provided
such buildings, objects and places are not at the time used for military
purposes. ' Such buildings objects a.nd places must by day be indicated by
marks visible to aircra.ft, the use of such marks to indicate other buildings,
objects or places than those specified above is to be deemed an act of perfidy.
The marks used as aforesaid shall be in the case of buildings protected under
the Geneva Convention, the red cross on a white ground, and in the case of
other protected buildings, a large rectangula.r panel divided diagonally into
two pointed triangular portions, one black and the other white. A belligerent
who wishes to.secure by night the protection for the hospitals and other
privileged buildings cabove mentioned must take the necessary measures to- render
the special signs referred to sufficiently visible.

25.

26. The follo'.ving special rules are adopted for the puiTpose of enabling
states to obtain more efficient protection for important historic monimients
situated within their territory, x^rovided that they are willing to refrain from
the use of such nonur.ients and a surrounding zone for rnilitaiy purposes, and to
accept a special regime for their inspection.

(1) A state shall be entitled, if it sees fit, to establish a zone of
protection round such monuments situated in its territoiy. Such zones shall
in tiiue of v/ar. enjoy immunity froni bombardment.

(2) The monuments round which a zone is to be established shall be
notified to other powers in peace time through the diplomatic channel; • the
notification shall also indicate the limits of the zones. The notification
may not be withdrawn in time of war.

(3) The zone of protection laay include. , in addition to. the area actually
occupied by the monument or group of monumentsj an outer zone not exceeding
500 metres in width measured from the circumference of the said area,

(a) Marks clearly visible from aircraft either by day or by night will
be employed for the purpose of ensuring the identification by belligerent air
men of the liiuits of the zones.

(5) The narks on the monuiuents themselves will be those defined in
The narks,employed for indicating the surrounding zones will be fixed

by each state, adopting the provisions of this article, a.nd will be notified to
other Powers at the sajue tlae as the monuments and zones are notified.

(6) Any abusive use- of the niarks indicating the zones referred to in
paragraph five will be regarded as an act of perfidy. *  .

Art. 25.

(7) A State adopting the previsions of this article must abstain from
using the monument and the surrounding zone for military purposes or for the
benefit in any way whatever of its military organisation, or from committing
within such a monui'aent or zone any act with a military purpose in viev/.
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(8) An inspection Goiranittee consisting of three neutral representatives
accredited to the State adopting the provisions of this article, or their
delegates, shall be appointed for the purpose of ensuring that no violation is
committed of the provisions of paragraph seven.
Committee of inspection shall be the representative (or his delegate) of the
State to which has been entrusted the interests of the opposing belligerent.

One of the members of the

Any person on board a belligerent or neutral aircraft is to be deemed

a spy only if, acting clandestinely or on false pretences, he obtains or seeks
to obtain while in the air information v/ithin belligerent jurisdiction or in
the zone of operations of a belligerent with the intention of communicating it
to the hostile party.

27.

28, Acts of espionage committed after leaving the aircraft by members of
an aircraft or by passengers transported by it, are subject to the provisions
of the Land Warfare Regulations,

Punishment of the Acts of espionage provided for in Art, 27 and 28 is
subject to Articles 30 and 31 of the Land Warfare Regulations.

29.

In case a belligerent commanding officer considers that the presence
of aircraft is likely to prejudice the success of the operation in which ha is
engaged at the moment, he may prohibit the passing of neutral aircraft in the
immediate vicinity of his forces, or may oblige them to follow a particular
route, A neutral aircraft which does not conform to such directions, of which
it has had notice issued by the belligerent commanding officer, may be fired at.

30.

31. In accordance with the principles of Art, 53 of the Land Warfare
Regulations, neutral private aircraft found upon entry in the enemy's jurisdic
tion by a belligerent occupying force may be requisitioned, subject to the pay
ment of full compensation.

Enemy public aircraft other than those treated on the same footing as
private aircraft, shall be subject to confiscation without prize proceedings.

Belligerent non-inilitary aircraft, v/hether public or private flying
within the jurisdiction of their am State are liable to be fired upon unless
they make the nearest available landing on the approach of enemy military
aircraft.

32,

33.

Belligerent non-militaiy aircraft, whether public or private are liable
to be fired upon if they fly (l) within the jurisdiction of the eneny or (2) in
the iimnediate vicinity thereof and outside the jurisdiction of their own State

(3) in the immediate vicinity of the militaiy operations of the
or sea.

34.

or
enemy by land

Neutral aircraft flying within the jurisdiction of a belligerent and
warned of the approach of military aircraft of the opposing belligerent must
make the nearest available landing. Failure to do so exposes them to the
risk of being fired upon.

35.

36, When an enemy military aircraft falls into the hands of a belligerent,
the members of the crew, and the passengers, if any, may be made prisoners of
war.

The same rule applies to -the members of the crevf and the passengers if any,
of an^enemy public non-military aircraft, except that in the case of public
non-military aircraft devoted exclusively to the transport of passengers, the
passengers will be entitled to be r-eleased unless they are in the service of the
enemy, or are enerry nationals' fit for military service

If an eneny private aircraft falls into the hands of a belligerent members
of the crew v/ho are eneiry nationals or who are neutral nationals in the service
of the enemy, may be made prisoners of Neutral members of the crew whowar.
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are not in the;.service of the eneniy are entitled to be released if they sign a
written-undertaking not to serve in an enemy aircraft while hostilities last.
Passengers are entitled to be released unless they are in the service of the
eneiny, or are enemy nationals fit for military service, in. which case they may
be made prisoners of war.- -

Release may in any case- be delayed if the military interests of the
belligerent so require,

The Belligerent may hold as prisoners of wa.r any member of the crew,
any passenger v/hose service‘in a flight at the close of which he has been
captured has been of special and active assistance to the enemy.

The names of•individuals released after giving a written undertaking in
accordance with the third paragraph of this article will be notified to the

opposing belligerent who must not knowingly employ them in violation of their
undertaking.

or

Members of the crew of a neutral aircraft which has been detained by
a belligerent shall be released unconditionally, if they are neutral nationals

"and not‘in the service of: the eneisy.
' service of the enemy they may be made prisoners of war,
case be delayed if the military interests of the belligerent so require,
belligerent may hold as prisoners of war any member of the crew or any
■passenger whose service in a flight at the close of which he has been captured
has been of special and active assistance to the enemy.

37.

If they are enemy nationals or in the
Release may in any

The

38. V/here under the. provisions of Arts. 36 and 37, it is provided that
members' of the crew or passengers may be made prisoners of war, it is to be
understood that if they are not members of the armed forces, they shall be
entitled to treatment not less favourable than that accorded to prisoners of
war.

Belligerent, aircraft are bound to respect the rights of neutral powers
and to abstain within the jurisdiction of a neutral State, from the
of any act which it is the duty of that State, to prevent.

39.
commission

40. Belligerent military aircraft are forbidden to enter the jurisdiction
of a neutral state.

Aircraft on board vessels of v/ar, including aircraft’ carriers shall
be regarded as part of such vessels.

41-

42, A neutral government.must use'the means at its disposal to prevent
the entiy v/ithin its jurisdiction of belligerent military aircraft and compel
them to alight if they have entered such jurisdiction. A neutral government
shall use the means at its disposal to intern any belligerent military aircraft
which is within its jurisdiction after having alighted for any reason whatsoever,
together v/ith its crev and the passengers, if any.

43» The personnel of a disabled belligerent aircraft rescued outside
neutral v/aters and brought into the jurisdiction of a neutral state by
neutral milita:cy aircraft and there landed shall be interned.

a'-

The supply in any manner, directly or indirectly, by a neutral
Government to a belligerent power of aircraft, parts of aircraft or material,
supplies or munitions required for aircraft is forbidden.

44,

45, Subject to the provisions of Ar't. 45 (sic) a neutral power is not
bound to prevent the export or transit on behalf of a belligerent of.aircraft,
parts of'aircraft, or material, supplies or munitions for aircraft, .
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46. A neutral Government is bound to use the means at its disposal:

(1) To prevent the departure from its jurisdiction of .
condition to make a hostile attack against a belligerent power,
carrying_or accompanied by applicances, or materials the mounting or util
utilisation of which would enable it to make a hostile attack, if there as
reason to believe that such

belligerent power.

(2) To prevent the departure of any aircraft the personnel of which belongs
to the combatant forces of a belligerent Power.

(3) To prevent v/ork upon a.riy aircraft designed to prepare it to depart in
contravention of the purpose of this article.

any aircraft in a
or

craft is destined for use against a '

On the departure by air of ary aircraft despatched by persons or companies
in neutral jurisdiction to the order of a belligerent power, the neutral Govern
ment must prescribe for such aircraft a route avoiding the neighbourhood of the
military operations of the opposing belligerent, and must exact whatever
guarantees may be required to ensure that the aircraft follovra the route
prescribed.

47. A neutral State^is bound to take such steps as the means at its dis
posal permit to prevent within its jurisdiction aerial observation of the
ments, operations or defences of
the other belligerent.

move-

one belligerent with the intention of informing

This provision applies equally to a belligerent military aircraft
a vOssel of war.

on board

48. The action of a neutral power.  - is using force or other means at its
disposal, in the exercise of .its rights and duties under these rules cannot be
regarded as a hostile act.

Private aircraft are liable to visit and search
belligerent military aircraft,

49A. (in this place there should have appeared an article fixing the condi'
tions upon which the exercise of the right of visit and search and capture by
militapr aircra.ft could be carried out; this question was referred by the Sub-
Co^ittee to the Pull Commission who however were unable to arrive at aiy agreed

49.
and to capture by

50. Belligerent military aircraft have the right to order public non-
militaiy and private aircraft to alight in or proceed, to a suitable locality
reasonably accessible for visit and search. Refusal, after warning, to obey
such orders to alight or proceed to such a locality for examination
neutral aircraft to the risk of being fired

51. Neutral public non-military aircraft other than those which
treated as private aircraft are subject only to visit for the purpose of the
venfeation of their papers. ^

exposes
upon.

are to b

a

e

32. Enemy private aircraft are liable to capture

A neutral private aircraft' is liable to captu

in all circumstances.

53. re if it:

resists the legitimate exercise

(b) violates a prohibition of which it has had notice issued by a '
belligerent commanding officer under article 30.

(c) is engaged in unneuti’al sexvice.

(a) of belligerent rights.

(d) is armed in time of war when outside the 1
country.

jux-isdiction of its own
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(e) has no external marks or uses false marks.

(f) has no papers, or insufficient' or irregular papers,

is manifestly out' of the line be’tv/een the point of departure and the
point of destination indicated in its X-'S-Pei's and after such enquiries as
the captor may deem necessary, no good cause- is shown for the deviation.
The -aircraft, together -with its crew and passengers if any, may be detained
by the belligerent pending such enquirie

(g)

»

(k) carries, or itself constitutes contraband of war. ■

'(i) is engaged in breach of a blockade duly established and effectively
maintained.

(k) has been transferred from belligerent to neutral nationedity at a
date- end in circumstances indicating an intention of evading the con
sequences to which the enemy aircraft, as such, is exposed.

Provided that in ea.ch case (except (k)) the grounds for capture shall be
an act ca^rried out in the flight in which the neutral aircra.ft came into

belligerent hands i.e. since it left its point of departure and before it
reached its point of destination.

54» The papers of a private aircraft will be regarded as insufficient or
irregular .if they, do not establish the nationality of the aircraft,. the names
and nationality of thp- crew and p.assehgers, ■ the points of departure^ and destina
tion of the flight, together with .pai’tioulars. of the cargo and the conditions
under which it is tra.nsported. The logs must also be. included.' ..

55. Capture of an aircraft or of goods on board an aircraft shall be made
the subject of prize proooodings, in order that ariy neutral claim may be duly heard
and determined.

56. A private aircraft captured upon the ground that it has no external
marks, or is using false external marks, or tho-t it is armed in time of war out
side the jurisdiction of its own country is liable to condemnation.

A neutral private aircraft captured upon the ground that it has disregarded
the direction of a belligerent commanding officer under article 30 is liable to
condemnation, unless it establishes good cause for its presence within the
prohibited zone,

case of capture of an aircraft or its cargo, or of postal correspondence on
boa.rd an aircraft, shall apply the scune rules as would be applied to a merchant
vessel or its cargo or to postal correspondence on board a merchant vessel.

In all other cases the prize court in adjudicating upon any

Private aircra.ft which are found upon visit and seai’ch to be enemy
aircraft may be destroyed if the belligerent commanding officer finds it
sary to do so, provided that all the persons on board have first been placed
in safety and all the papers of the aircraft have been preserved.

57.

neces-

58. Private airci’aft which are found upon visit and search to be neutral
aircraft liable to condemnation upon the ground of unneutral service, or upon
the ground th.at they have no external marks or are ba?.ring false marks may be
destroyed, if sending them in for adjudication v/ould be impossible, or would
imperil the safety of the belligerent ciircra.ft or the success of the operations
in which it is engaged. Apart from the cases mentioned above a neutral private
aircraft must not be destroyed except in the greatest military emergency which
would not justify the officer in comma.nd in releasing it or sending it in for
adjudication.

59. Befoi’e a neutral private aircraft is destroyed, all persons on board
must be placed in safety, and all the papers of the aircraft must be preserved.
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A captor who has destroyed a neutral private aircraft must bring the capture
before the prize court, and must first establish that he was justified in
destroying it mider Article 58. If he fails to do this, parties interested
in the aircraft or its cargo are entitled to compensation. If the capture is
held to be invalid, though the act of destruction is held to have been justifi-
a’ale, compensation must be paid to the parties interested in place of the
restitution to which they vrould have been entitled.

60,^ Vfhere a neutral private aircraft is captured on the ground that it
is carrying contraband, the captor may demand the surrender of any absolute
contraband on board, or^may proceed to the destruction of such absolute
contraband, it sending in the aii’cra-ft for adjudication is impossible or v/ould
imperil the safety of the belligerent airci-aft or the success of the operations
in which it is engaged. After entering in the log bock of the aircraft the
aelivery or destruction of the goods, and securing in original, or copy, the
relevant papers of the aircraft, the captor must allow the neutral aircraft to
continue its flight.

The provisions of the second paragraph of Article 59 will apply where
absolute contraband on board a private neutral aircraft is handed
destroyed.

over or

61. The.term "military" throughout these rules is to be road as referring
to c^ll branclies of the lorces, i.e. the.land forces, the neutral forces and
the airforces.

62, .Except so fax' as special rules are here laid davTO and except so far
as the provisions of Chapter VII of these rules or international conventions
indicate that maritme law and procedure are applicable, aircraft personnel
engaged in hostilities come under the laws of war and neutrality applicable to
land troops in virtue of the custom and practice of international law and of
the various declarations and conventions to which the States concerned are
parties.
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SUGGESTED PROPAGANDA FOR GEHVIAN OONSUIviPTIOH

There oan be no doubt that at least some of the officers

responsible for the initiation of the plan to drop propaganda
on Germany from the air believed that it might have an

The C.-in-O,important effect on the course of the war.
Bomber Command had gone so far as to suggest that "it may

well prove that skilfully dropped propaganda, distributed by
aircraft, may pix)ve a more -potent weapon than bombs",
another occasion the D.C.A.S. had pointed out that "clumsy

ot only do no good, but might do

On

propaganda" might n
"definite ham",(l)

To assist judgment on the probable efficacy of this
plan some of the. drafts of leaflets, v^hich it vra.s proposed
shoud-d be dropped, are here reproduced. (2)

Bombing V/aming" Proposed by the D.D. PlansDraft of a

1 7tia Septemberj 1 938
""A.M. File

S.A6650/I
Enel. 3A

on

"German aeroplanes have bombed London (or Birmingham or
Paris or wherever'it is) vicith the utmost ruthlessness, causing
terrible loss of innocent life,

acts liave the approval of the German people, with whom we

have no quarrel, but only with the Nazi Government etc. etc;
and we wish to avoid taking similar action ourselves involving
the loss of innocent life in Germany, unless we are forced

to do so by the continuance of these brutal attacks by the
German Air Force. But we are bound in self defence to limit

the capacity of the Nazi Government for evil by crippling the

production of those weapons and materials of v/ar by which
they are enabled to continue their aggression. With this

end in view, we are compelled to take -air against the Ruhr,
which will be regarded as a war zone. But in order to enable

you to evacuate non-combatants, women and children etc., and
to avoid loss of innocent life, we do not propose to attack

until at least 48 (or 72 or 96) hours have elapsed from
the issue of this warning. The area which will be regarded
as a war zone and subject to attack without further notice is

bounded by the Allowing lines (then describe the
area.)"(3;

Draft of an Anglo-French Declaration Proposed by t.hg_Bpand
of Education on 2?th September, i938

"The British and French Goveraments announce that their
policy and their aim is to spare innocent civilian populations
from air bombardment. They will not depart from this policy
unless compelled to do so as a reprisal for the bombing of
British and French civilians.

V/e do not believe that these

Ibid

Enel. 90.

The C. in 0. 's words are quoted in Chapter 7
and the D.G.A.S.' on page 295*

It should be noted that these drafts were those
prepared BEFORE the outbreak of war, and they are inten
intended to illustrate the pre-war British view of
propaganda.

The Board of Education sent a draft of a warning notice
to the Air Ministry very much on the lines of the one
quoted.

(1)

(2)

(3)A.M. File

s.46650/1
End. 9B.
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Draft Leaflets sent to Sir Stephen Tallents by . .

Huj^he I^atchb'ull Hu^esson on 27th September. 1938. v"*'

&erman People! This massage is from the British People.A.

Ibid

11 0

V/hy are v/e fighting one another?

There was no need for war to enable your Sudetan brothers
Thanks to British intervention, theto join the Reich.

Czech Government had already agreed to allow this peacefully.
But your rulers v;ant more.
State,

They v/ant to destroy the Czech

Is this worth a war to you?

they have no place in Grossdeutchland,

The Czechs are not G-ermans:

For five years your rulers have promised you peace.
Now they are ready to sacrifice millions of German lives for

a cause which is of no benefit to the German people,"

"A Call from the British to all Germans,B.

Neither the British Government nor the British People
wanted war with Germany. They feel no enmity with the
German People. They do not wish to humiliate them nor to

deprive them of territory which should be theirs. Great

Britain h^s ly one war aim, which is to re-establish peace
and law among nations. Modem eommuni cat ions have brought
all nations close together; we are parts of a great whole.

Only by recognising this can we live and prosper.

We are fighting for this ideal and shall fight until the

German People is ready to co-operate of its own free will in

the establishing of a system of international life which v/ill

make war impossible".

V/e are always ready for a just and free peace, and one
which will not harm the German Nation".

"Germans.' Listen to the voice of the British People.'C.

You did not want war. Nor did we. We are both driven

to it against our will by yoirr present masters.

We are fighting to rid you and' the world of yoirr
oppressors: to make Europe free for the rule of law and

mutual understanding, the only sure foundation of prosperity,
happiness and equality. Help us for your ovm sa.kes,' We want
peace and prosperity for yoirr own sakes and oursJ"

"V/here is the war guilt now?D.

The German nation is not guilty, the blame is on their
masters who have fastened themselves upon the German nation

and care nothing for their true interests and wishes.

Yovir masters have decieved you, your press has deceived
You have never heard the truth. Your Masters areycuj

forcing you to fight for a false cause, and for their own
selfish aims".

E. Germans.

Your choice is between oppression and freedom, between
terror and peace - peace of mind and peace of nations.

(1) Sir 'Stephen Tallents was at the time Minister of Informa
tion Designate,
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You have been forced to fight, but your choice aho\ald be

If you must fight, fight for freedom and peace - joinfree#

in the struggle to destroy your oppressors.

Down with Hitler!

F. "Mr. Chamberlain, the British Prime Minister, went to

Berchtesgaden to help settle the return of three and a half

million Sudetons to the Fatherland, The Fuehrer claxmed ^
that these Sudetans demanded incorporation in the Reich,'
The British, French and Czechoslovak Governments were ready
to negotiate the transfer by peaceful means, so that those who
wished to join the Reich could do so.

The settlement could have been carried out without
But the Fuhrer wanted more. Thus the Germanbloodshed,

nation is involved by Herr Hitler in a war which will spread

far and wide, although he could have ̂ d what he wanted with
out shedding a drop of German blood".

General Remarks

TheyIt seems unnecessary to comment on these drafts.
All the same it should be pointedspeak for themselves,

out that these were the messages which it was thought would

prove a "valuable" weapon of war,
these messages, or similar on.es, might cause a "great panic
and seriously disorganise the industrial life" of Germany.
It was to carry such messages that it was thought  a special
propaganda flight might be created for the R.A.F.,
that this flight might be composed of "Ideal" leaflet
bombers specially designed for the purpose.

It was thouight that

and even

Their merits or demerits should be borne in mind when

■ y study of the propaganda plan is undertaken, for these
drafts corresponded to the design and weights of the bombs
to be used in the execution of the other plans.

any

This contradiction of the main propaganda theme was
not allowed to stand,

in pencil.

It is only fair to point out that not all these
drafts v/ere considered good.

Sir Alexander Cadogen, who presumed that propaganda
experts had been consulted, preferred A, and F,
the rest he thought that B was the best.

The sentence is crossed out

For instance

O

(1)

(2)

fIbid

Enel. 11 C,
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(1)THE OIL SUPPLY PROBLEM TO GERMANY

World production of crude oil increased fTOm twenty
million tons per annum at the beginning of the century, to
three hundred million tons in 1938. It was, at the time,
continuing to show further annual increase. Germany, like
all the Great Powers, except Russia, lacked natural oil
resources.

A*H« B*

II A1/6
App. A

In 1938 German consmption of oil products was over six

and a half million tons. Home production met two and a half
million tons of this in that year.(2) In 1938 Gemany
imported sixty per cent of her oil reqiiirements.
annexation of Austria and Czechoslovakia had increased her

oil deficit, and in Europe only the annexation of Rumania co
could have reduced it.(3) Germany's minimum oil require
ments for one year of war were estimated to be nine and a
half million tons. Therefore existing home production could

only meet about twenty per cent, of this. If Italy was allied
to Germany the war oil deficit would be further increased

Albania and Italy only produced seven per cent of the
latter's war requirements.

It was calculated that Germany could operate at a full
scale of effort for not more than seven and a half months
before her stocks of oil were exhausted, and that Germany
allied to Italy could do the same for not more than six and
a half months. Thereafter requirements would have to be cut

down by eighty two per cent, to balance with home production.

The importance to Geimiany of her imports of oil was
therefore fully demonstrated.

The

as

V

(1) This analysis is based on a report produced by Plans
(Ops) in July, 1939. It was included as an appendix
to the Air Ministry Appreciation on Plan W.A.6.

{2) This figure showed an increase of four hundred .
thousand tons over the production figure for 1 937*

estimated that if Germany seized Rumanian oil
supplies "Lock, stock and barrel" she would gain a
potential five to eight million tons of oil per.

The difficulty of transporting this to Germany

was

annum,

(3) It

would however have rtanained.
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